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& Chapter on Roses To have a rose garden of one’s per ieetion after they become es‘ab} 
While this is not the season for own seems to many people a desire a k ora aay soil two i 

planting roses and long past the impossible of fulfillmert, owing to ; Te liable See itis eco: 
5 et i -e unfavorable location and poor soil. '€F 18 “adie fo § te acs eat 
season for enjoying their fragrance", . to furnish a means of drainage aj and beauty, w -ell id At the same time that these per- © Il not grow if wat stand 
and beauty, we may well consider cons are complaining, however, a T0S€S will not grow if water stand 

the subject now for next year. Do  jeighbor is growing roses under at their roots. 
not plant roses in the fall of the the same conditions. If one is pos- Dr. Huey once said that t is et, 
year in Wisconsin. Plant only in sessed of a real desire to have roses, ter to plant a fifteen-cent rose busi 
eatly: sprin Although we cannot and is willing to devote some time in a fifty-cent hole than to plant 4 

¥ Spring. . 8 to their cultivation, there are no fifty-cert rose bush in a fifteen-cent 

plant we can think about roses and toses too difficult to grow. It is hole. The best part of the advice 
plan for roses as well now as at any rue that some varieties do not is that holes will not cost fifty cent 

time. The editor has read many stand the cold, but for these, pro- but give healthful exercise. 

books on roses beginning with that tection can be provided ; irsect ene- Any well-rotted manure or good 
telightful classic; “Parsons: On the mies and diseases are discouraging compost may be used as a fertilizer 
delig " Ul Classic, “arson . factors which must always be taken Ground bone, at the rate of abou 
Rose,” as well as many charming  jnto consideration, but these can be 1 pound to each 8 square yards oj 
essays and discussions which cover controlled. The bringing to per- soil, is excellent to add as addi 

a period of almost a century, but in !¢ction of oe good rose. worth tional food to the surface 6 inche| 

none does there appear such prac- all the care that it takes. The satis- of soil. If possible, the rose bed 
. sense directi for faction of having roses from June should be prepared in the fall, a 

tical, common-sense arestions or until frost will be greater than that this gives the soil a better chanced 

rose culture for our climate as in derived from the growing of any to settle. 

a recent bulletin by Prof. Alfred C. other flower. PLANTING : 
oe tes : ; AD ; 

Hottes, of Ohio State University. LOCATION SUITED ‘TO ROSES Time of Planting—Rose bushe 

The climate of central Ohio is Rose bushes should be planted by ™2Y. be planted either in the sprin 

less severe than that of Wisconsin themselves, in separate beds, so lo- 0 in the fall. If planted in thy 

ard we can rarely carry over the cated that they are not exposed to ral ad ayoets pe <a 
gas sae Ae BYE ; heavy winds or surrounded by high hough to get established betore 

fee teas or even hybrid teas. walle or tall buildings. TO wtew winter sets in. Plants are in bette 
Making allowance for that there 1S roses properly, it is necessary that condition when received from th 

not a word or sentence but applies they have sunshine the greater part "Urseryman in the fall, but b 
to Wisconsin. Read it carefully of the day. Avoid planting in Gis of te panee al fala froi 

: zing, er that they and preserve for future use. places where trees and shrubbery ‘TeC2ing, 1F 1S Deu . 
P will rob the roots of plant food and planted in spring in Ohio. (Als 
_ moisture. Perennial and annual Wisconsin. —Editor. ) 
About Roses flowers should not be set between Kind of Plants to Buy.—Eithe 

; : the rose bushes, as they also take one-year-old or two-year-old plant 
By Alfred C. Hottes, Department o! the fertility and water, and make may be purchased. One-year-ol 
Horticulture, Ohio State University. the requisite stirring of the “soil plants are sold cheaply because the! 

What melody is to music, what about the rose plants impossible. are usually very small, and requir 
expression is to the human voice, Such shallow-rooted flowers as pan- patience and extra good care to ge 
what rhyme is to poetry, what color sies and sweet alyssum can, how- them to good blooming size. Two 
is to painting, and form to sculp- ever, be planted to border the rose year-old plants are better. Many 
ture—that the rose is to the realm beds. cf these have been budded on stron 
of flowers. It pels a want! place The better quality roses should roe Sided roses usually hav 
in the hearts of the people than any ot be used in place of shrubbery @ decided crool at the surface oj 
other flower, delighting the eye with hecause the bushes themselves are ve soil, thus showing that they 

its perfection is an and soley seldom beautiful in form or foliage. |TV been ais For the firs 
and rendering the air fragrant with [py enjoying roses we must look at rele two these strong wild ros 
its perfume. the rose bloom and not the bush. stocks will push the tops bette 

Our language is filled with ex- than will the natural roots of thi 
pressions detived from the rose: SOIL AND DRAINAGE plants, but these stocks will ofte 

We speak of rose-tinted glasses, of | The best soil for roses is one of S¢d up suckers that will need to b 
rosy futures, of roseate hopes, of the heavier sort, but sandy soil will removed. 
giving our confidences sub rosa, also give good blooms. The worst Plants that are not budded ar 
and telling our friends that they looking clay, after being erriched said to be own-root roses becaus' 
are as welcome as the roses in May. with manure, will grow roses to they are rooted cuttings and grow
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ing on their own roots. These When watering roses, lay the be the pruning. Prune the Hybrid 

pknts serd up strong blooming hose down on the bed and let it get Perpetuals back two-thirds of their 

shoots from the roots which should thoroughly soaked. Water the growth, and the Teas and Hybrid 

not be confused with the suckers plants thoroughly once or twice a ‘leas to within 5 to 8 inches of the 

that often grow from the roots of week, preferably early in the morn- soil. Pruning should be done in 

budded stock. ing or in the evening. This is bet- the spring after the plants have 

The two-year-old plants are sold ter than light sprinkling more fre- started growth. If pruned too 

either as dormant stock or potted. quently. Spraying water on the early the shoots are apt to freeze 

Potted roses will not be set back leaves cach day in the evening or back farther and will need prun- 

when planted out-of-doors, and early morning will help to remove ing again. All through the season 

| when buying one is sure of obtain- dust and knock off the insects. flowers should be cut off as soon as 

ing live, vigorous plants. For summer fertilizing, cow ma-_ they fade, cutting back each of the 

Depth of Planting—The plants nure ard bone meal are the two stems upon which the flower is pro- 

ould be set 2 3 incl y best fertilizers, the manure applied duced. There is a tendency for 

should be SEL A) OF, inches deeper as a mulch in midsummer. Ma- many roses to produce extra long 

thar they were ee on TOWS- nure should also be dug into the shoots from the base of the plant, 

ee ng dor get a Re soil in the spring. which may be induced to bloom pro- 

scion. well come. Nee plant a Suckers, which may grow from vided they are continually cut back 

rose just as you purchased it, but the roots of budded plants, should during the season and not allowed 

ae die platits Len ‘setting out, be removed by scraping away the to grow their full height. Keep up 

feeling: 3 to 5 eyes on each cane, Soil, and cutting them out where the pruning’ process all through the 

The climbers should be pruned in they start from the roots, as they summer. 

the same way, in order to insure a will exhaust the. vitality of the INSECTS AND DISEASES 

bushy growth the first year rather plant, and often kill it. They have Should a housewife decide to 

than b'ooms, as the two canrot be * different appearance from the jake bread she would have to have 

carried on successfully at one time. normal branches of the rosebush. ay oven and necessary utensils; the 
The roots should be spread out as Phere are usually more parts to the same principle applies to the grow- 

much as possible, and the soil leaf of the suckers, the thorns will ing of roses—one must be supplied 

tamped firmly about them with the he finer, and the branches will have ith the necessary equipment. in 

feet. The soil should then be thor- @ ‘ifferent color. No definite de- order to have satisfactory results. 
oughly soaked, in order to settle it scription can be given of a sucker Every rose grower should have on 

around the roots. pga are sel oS ae hand two insecticides at all times. 

Distance Apart——Some roses are never difficult to distinguish from een ee oe Gale oe eee 
strong growers, and need to be the normal strong shoots from the ane tr ot (ti . Moo & lati d 

planted a greater distance apart bases of the plants. . a ans ion) an 

than those of weaker growth. The a can of arsenate of lead. Use 
bushes should be so spaced that PRUNING arsenate of lead for all worms or 

when full grown they will not be If rose plants are observed it will slugs which eat the foliage, and the 

overcrowded. Hybrid Perpetuals be seen that they bloom from the nicotine extract for the insects 

should be plarted about 3 feet stronger shoots of the previous which suck the juices but do not eat 

apart; and Teas, 15 inches apart. season’s growth, and that from the the leaves. . 

Coarser growing Mosses, Rugosas, base of the plant extra strong wood Plant lice (aphids) and leaf hop- 

and old-fashioned Briar sorts should _ is being produced each year, which pers belong in the latter class; they 

be given at least 4 feet and should causes the older, more branched are always present, and will require 

not be planted in small rose beds, shoots to become weakened. Each spraying every few days if they 

but placed among shrubbery or for year the older, branchy shoots and are to be checked. The object of 

backgrounds. dead wood should be removed, as nicotine is to suffocate the insects, 

- = well as the short, slender twigs. consequently it must be applied 

_ Width of Beds—To prevent the This is all the pruning necessary with force actually to hit the in- 

intrusion of grass roots, the rose fo Climbers and Briar sorts grown sects. Care must be taken to cover 

beds should be at least 3 feet wide, fo; mass of bloom. Pruning of thoroughly each shoot infested. 

pee = better not be over 2 is such sorts can well be done as soon Black Leaf 40 is the most eco- 

wide for convenience in picking as the flowers fade. In this way nomical of the nicotine extracts: 
and cultivating. he pl il ined and th ; . : : 

the plants are easily trained and the Tt is effective against most plant 
SUMMER CARE OF ROSES unsightly blooms are removed. lice at a strength of 1 part Black 

Keep the surface of the beds Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid Teas, Leaf 40 to 800 parts of water. This 

continually loose: this retains the and Teas are grown for individual may be combined with the arsenate 

moisture and makes watering un- large blooms and long stems—they of lead if both aphids and leaf-eat- 

necessary except in the dryest part need severe pruning. The weaker ing insects are present. If used 

of the summer. the sort the more rigorous should alone, add 1 cubic inch of soap to
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each gallon of water. A bucket not only serve as a protection in a protected spot out of doors, 
pump is better for use against suck- against the cold, but will conserve preferably in a cold frame. Heise 
ing insects, because of the higher the moisture in the plants and add they must freeze, so that their seed 
pressure obtainable. If the pump to the fertility of the soil. Late in coats are cracked. They will ge~- 
is equipped with a few feet of hose February and in March the strong minate in the spring. 
and a 4-foot extension rod fur- sun causes the branches to become It is interesting to hybridize ros: s 
nished with an extra angle at the warm and start their growth. At and grow them from seed. The r- 
base of the rozzle, it is easier to night the air again becomes cold. sults are very uncertain, but ofte1 
direct the spray upward against the Such alternate freezing and thaw- very interesting. One canrot tel 
undersides of the leaves when nec- ing is very injurious to the rose before the new plants bloom just 
essary. plants. To guard against this in- what kind of a rose to expeci, 

Rose slugs, various caterpillars, jury, the branches should be Many will be worthless, but occa- 
and other insects that skeletonize wrapped with burlap or straw, and sionally one is rewarded by secur- 
the leaves are readily controlled by tied, or the beds may be covered ing a really worthy rose. 
arsenate of lead. loosely with evergreen boughs. Cuttings—For making slips or 

Diseases.—Mildew is the commor:- Many rose lovers use orange cuttings the best shoots to use are 
est disease, and is difficult to con- boxes or peach baskets, turning those which are blooming. Cut the 
trol. Flowers of sulphur should them over the plants after they have flower with a stem about 6 inches 
be placed in a piece of cheesecloth been hilled up and mulched. Such long, cut off all wood of the stem 
and sifted on the plants in the protection will keep the winter below the lowest leaf and cut off 
morning while they are wet with rains and ice from contact with the the shoot at the top down to a leaf 
dew. The sun will help to vaporize plants. Many of the Briar roses that has at least five parts. This 
the sulphur. Dusting should be car- and old-fashioned roses will need means that the cut should be just 
ried on once a week. Climbing no protection for their tops. Merely below an eye at the base and just 
roses are often affected if planted hilling the soil about them a little above a strong eye at the tip. Re- 
too close to the house where they will be sufficient. move all leaves except the top one 
do not get the proper air circula- In protecting Climbing roses, the and also take off its tip leaflet. Set 
tion. hardiest sorts pass through the win- the cuttings 3 or 4 inches deep in a 

A black leaf-spot is usually de- ter safely if they are grown in a_ loose soil or in sand, place a fruit or 
structive on some varieties of roses. sheltered situation where they do bell jar over it. The jar will keep 
This disease is very serious and not have too much winter sunshine. the air moist, provided the cuttings 
often defoliates the plants. The The greatest injury to the climbing are watered. Shade the jar for 
affected leaves should be picked, sorts is due to lack of maturity of several weeks and the cuttings will 
burned, and the plants sprayed with the branches, it being the tendency root. When the cuttings start to 
potassium sulphide, 1 ounce to 3 of these roses to grow until stopped grow slightly so that one realizes 
gallons of water. Do not allow the by the frost. .If the climbers are that they have rooted, they should 
diseased leaves to remain on the planted in such a situation that cov- be taken up and transplanted to 

soil. ering them with burlap sacks will good soil, shaded for several days, 
WINTER: PROTECHION eee ee is wl oe an ant ee —— ’ 

: Ss 0 protection. amblers = ma: be propagatec 
Tt would be poor policy to buy Climbers are also well protected if easily by citing the long lems 

plants, take care of them through their tops can be placed on the soil into 6 or 8-inch lengths. Duri 
the summer, and then neglect to 344 covered tl iat b hh engths, uring 
protect them through the winter. ‘ : either ing nal catia An de sand, 

When the first real freezing PROPAGATION or ina well-draited or : tok . ra : z 3 spot out-of 
weather has arrived, start to protect | Layers.—The simplest method of doors. In the spring they will have 

the roses. All of the Hybrid Teas, increasing roses is by , layers. rooted and should be planted out in 
Teas, and most of the Hybrid Per- Choose a branch that may be bent the garden “aihete by carefal cultiz 
petuals will need winter protection. down, and cover it with soil. Root- vation they will wake excellent 
The best protection is gained by ing will take place more readily if plants by fall 
hilling the earth about the base of the branch is injured by cutting , 
the plants to a height of 8 to 12 into the woad at a point under the PRINCIPAL GROUPS OF ROSES \ 
inches. A common cause of injury soil. Climbers are very easy to in- The two most important groups 
in the winter comes from water be- crease by this method. of roses for cutting as well as for 
ing allowed to remain about the Seed—The wild roses, such as_ garden display are the Hybrid Per- 
crown of the plants. This hilling the shrubby sorts used for landscape petuals and the Hybrid Teas. The 
of the soil will eliminate the diffi- purposes, are usually increased by following distinctions can usually 
culty. After the soil is drawn up seeds. The seeds are collected in be made between them: 
about the plants, the surface should the fall ard washed from their Hvybrid Perpetuals— 
be mulched with several inches of fruits. They are then sown in shal- Name a misnomer, for they are 
coarse strawy manure, which will low boxes of sandy soil and placed not perpetually blooming.
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Hardy, will usually stand much Deep Red— Hermosa—Delicate color; small 

cold. Gruss an ‘Teplitz—170 blooms size; this is one of the hardiest 

More double flowers. per season; always in bloom; of the China roses. It blooms 

Flatter buds and flowers. indispensable. from June until frost continu- 

Not tea scented. General McArthur — Iragrant, ously. 

Produce a large amount of bloom splendid. Wm. R. Smith—Excellent pro- 

in Jure. Hoosier Beauty—Excellent buds ; ducer; salmon pink; vigorous. 

brid Teas— very fragrant; good producer. White— 

Le es are rather per- Laurent Carle—Fine finish; good White Maman _ Cochet—Some- 

petual blooming. shape; lasting; bushes often what tinged with pink and yel- 

Will stand cold only when pro- not vigorous, — . low ; as good as Maman Cochet. 

tected. ° Madam Abel Chatenay—Excel- Clothilde Soupert — White, 

Less double. lent carmine rose, shaded sal- creamy tinge; good as an au- 

Pointed buds. mon; flowers rather large. tumn rose; small flower; pro- 

Strongly tea scented. Light Pink— _ _ ducing all summer. 

Lovelier colors than hybrid per- Jonkheer J. L. Mock—Two col-  Crimson— , 

petuals. 
ors; good stems. Papa Gontier—Perfect bud; long 

More bronze color in stems and Killarney Brilliant—Fine etfect; stem. 

foliage. prolific. | . CLIMBING ROSES 

(Not sufficiently hardy in Wis- Lady Alice Stanley—Lasting; — pjyp— 

consin to be satisfactory.— good for cutting; one of best. Dorothy Perkins—Delicate color; 

Editor.) Lady se ig yet Renee color; one of the best climbers; foli- 

-ERPET : good: torm. excellent, glossy. 
HYBRID PERPETUALS F we free . age excellent, glossy 

White— Ee oie cows bee Tausendschon—Also called Thou- 

Frau Karl Druschki—Best white ; best. , sand peal eel ar 

large flowers; every garden re- Ophelia—Lovely — salmon pink; of pio Set a el Sor 

quires this variety. good form; excellent in every eaek fewer aoe Dede, 

Deep Red— ~ V8y: ‘ Christine Wright—A lovely pink ; 

Prince Camille de Rohan—.Al- Columbia—A new age toe ‘area ewer borne singly and 

most black; best of color. should be very useful in’ the in cluster; beautiful in bud 

Gereral  Jacqueminot — An_ old garden, . and bloom. 

Los Angeles—Coral pink; excel- : “ m . 

standard red. ore Pins Dr. W. Van Flect—Flesh pink ; 

J. B. Clark—Large scarlet flow- lent. distinct color; poor pro- large blooms ; excellent foliage ; 

ers; one of strongest growers, duction. strong grower; one of the best. 

producing very large bushes. Yellow and Copper Shades— American. Pillar—Pink and 

Ulrich Brunner—Good cherry Duchess of Wellington—Distinct white; single; vigorous. The 

color; fragrant. color; good growth; one of the simple form of a single rose is 

Light Pink— best of this color. as great a delight to the eye as 

Mrs. R. G. Sharman-Crawford— Mrs. Aaron Ward—Small flow- are the fully double varieties. 

Fragrant; prolific; hardy. ers; attractive. IVhite— . / 

Anne de Diesbach—Large; Miss Alice de Rothschild—Good Silver Moon—White with golden 

hardy; almost thornless. color; fine form; not so hardy. stamens at center; superb foli- 

Paul Neyron—Largest rose; TRA: ROSES _ age. 

rather coarse. :  oocesaitien, Crimson— 

‘Ip - _ With the exception of Hermosa, Philadelphia—A much better rose 

Figs Calor — : , jess nee advisable to plant many than the Crimson Rambler ; but 

Clio—Vigorous; flowers in clus- Tea roses; they are rather tender, a trifle later. 

ters. / . and require so much care that they Excelsa—Deep crimson; an ex- 

Margaret Dicks on—Vigorous should be grown only by one who ceedingly hardy, rapid growing 

grower; companion to Frau is truly a rose enthusiast and will climber of a brilliant color. 

Karl Druschki. give them careful attention. THiawatha—Ruby carmine; one 

HYBRID TEAS Pink— of the finest single climbing 

IV hite— Maman Cochet—Most hardy of roses ; the plants are a mass of 

Kaiserin Auguste Viktoria—lx- teas; profuse blooming ; beauti- bloom. 

tra large; sweet; free bloom- ful bud; growth low; stems Vellow— 

ing; very double. weak. Aglaia—Buds canary yellow, but 

White Killarrey—Good buds for Mrs. Georges Shawyer—Lovely the flowers are white when 

cutting; less double; many pink; seems to be an excellent open; flowers borne in profu- 

flowers. bedder. sion.(Continued on page 15)
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sweet pea, although they don’t raise 

THE FLO RISTS PAGE their own seed now. No one 

EDITED. BY around Milwaukee can equal the n 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany in variety and fine blooms. Thcy 

PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS have made a study of it. 

Their plot of five acres lies over 

Milwaukee’s Show Place And it wasn’t all sunshine and three miles past the end of Norti 

The flower business is the most roses for them either. Time was Avenue car line, and when thes 

poetic of all. Here, if anywhere, is when Hugo ard Arthur had to started was far removed from an\ 

a chance for beauty, and yet I think sleep in the boiler room, but they city water main. So they built their 

all my readers will agree that the "eer let the fire go out. W hen own well, and found out that a 
average greenhouses are an eye- they started, they thought that vio- driven well, 261 feet deep, with 

sore. If a re-patched roof, scat- lets would be their best bet, but the the proper appliances for pumping 

tered cold frames, a manure heap thermometer was against them in cost them over $700. Now things 

or two, and coal scattered from 1910 in Milwaukee which was a are easier and they have dynamo 

Dan to Beersheba don’t put a { 

quietus on the ultimate consumer, * a aR a ° 

it is because he only sees the pro- aie, . « ; 

duct much be-ribboned in the flor- aad v a, a 

ist’s window or in a special mahog- fi 

any case at the Public Museum. , ay 

We all know that the pure and : a 

spotless Calla lily has its feet in a (ax: 

the muck, and do not revere it the ty ; : 

teas for that. ' ; “eee = ! a) 

But Milwaukee has one set of : ee 5 y oy ee 

growers that believe in beauty. : = eI = 

Their whole grounds to the last So . 

pebble of the driveway are con- a 

tinually in order, and their resi- é 
dence is just as neat and well ar- 

ranged. I refer to Hugo Locker 

and his sons, Alfred and Arthur. 

Twelve years ago they bought a 

corn field, out in the wilds of zero winter. Corsages of violets driven pumps furnishing well and 

Wauwatosa, and now with fine froze soon after they were worn rain water to the green house and | 

trees, shrubbery and care, they outdoors. Those were the days residence. Their work room looks 4 

have the show place of Milwaukee. when $7 a week looked good to the like a rich bachelor’s den. — Just | 

No city park is as well kept as Locker family. The next year outside of it is a cunning series of || 

their grounds—no private grounds they invested in another untried terraces, with three fish tanks, su- | 

that we have seen ‘n Milwaukee thing, spending over $19 for seed perimposed in a series of steps, 

are so beautifully arranged. And of the new large Spencer Butterfly flanked by cobblestone pillar work 

Locker and Sons have found the sweet peas. They didn't sell a that would do credit to the Japa- 

combination and picked the lock of | Mower, but saved all their seed for nese and forming a very lovely grot- 

prosperity. If you could see the next year, when they came out to embowered by ferns, begonias, 

pride in Hugo Locker’s eyes, when with practically the only stock of cyperus, palms, and water plants. 

he shows what his boys have done, the new sweet peas that were to be In their modern boiler room not 

you would appreciate what a happy had, and made money, scads of it. a speck of coal is seen. It is on 

family that is. They have never forsaken the tap at a gate in the farther wall.
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Thiir coal shed, even, is camou- [Bes 8 , 

flayed. The roof has four doors eS isa : 2 ee 3 dee 

which open to allow the coal truck we ial x ae 

to empty directly into their coal ]{@ wr 

room. This room is built with a © , 

sloping bottom and ‘sides, which ey o>” gil 

direct the coal to the chute in the ur 

boiler room. y 

Their plart is not large, as | 

Milwaukee establishments go, but ‘ 

neither is their main line, large 

sweet peas and carnations. They pews 

have four houses 27 by 120 feet 4 4 yl 

each, with 8 foot lean-tos on each : 

end. Then they have 240 feet of Sh a mr = ve a 

heated hotbeds, and cement walks f ,. p + Zi : 

in every aisle. We Fi \@ G f \ 
J et ar \) = 

. . : i F fala 
Many pointers might be obtained i ft | 

from a visit to their plant, on the he id 

best way to do things. They have M, Oa 

labor-saving devices that ought to be EN, a ‘ 

patented. lor instance, their main 

aisles are wide enough and high es 

enough to allow a truck to back cd 

into the houses. Then, with a sae 

wheelbarrow, their benches can be 

emptied or filled with a minimum 

of labor. 

Back of thir houses saa see OE——~—~_z_ er ©. 

for expansion up to 250 fect. Alfred Locker and sons lured by Mr. Smith into the shade of a mulberry tree so 

They have their stock mostly out- that he could snap’ them 

in now (June). “They alse vave yard and on either side are masses florists talk about this meeting for 

quite a bit of nursery: stocls out of Spiraeas, Philadelphus, and six months before it is held, and 

doors. Eight years ago there was other hardy shrubs. As fine a spec- _ then talk about it six months after 

@ not a tree on the place, but at that. . a Jeerefiomnm Bes axmmeanme 
: ae ; imen as I ever saw of the Weeping it occurs. 
time the Hawk s Nursery was just Mutberry is full of fruit this year Last year they just completed 

movirg from Blue Mound Road . rte Fond . , 
: a aw to tempt the Purple Martins to their fine residence. It is a regular 

to their present location just across saan of . . om “A . 5 
nest in their ornate bird house. ome and yet a_ series of three 

the road so the Lockers bought a The orange fruits of a thrifty apartments “oO | a Al 

choice lot of stock for little money _ . apartments: a ae main Moor 
y+ mountain ash tower high over the fives Alfred and family, sa d fam- 

| The place is really a gem. With — east end of the grounds. ily being wife and two boys, two 

¥ ornamental rock work facing the Alfred Locker is president of years and eight weeks old, respec- 

‘oad, a fine brick residence, grounds the Milwaukee Florists Club and tively, named after grandpa and 

‘arefully planted and vistas well for three or four years past the July Uncle Arthur. On the second floor 

chosen, it makes a show place. meeting of the Club has been he'd as west are the bachelor quarters 

Two huge century plarts grace the a picnic and ladies day at the Lock- (Flappers take notice) of Arthur 

entrance to the green houses. A er grounds. It is the most fully at- Locker, with a full suite of rooms, 

Norway maple drive bisects the tended meeting of the year. The (Continued on page 11)
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Wisconsin Sorticulture © all various, divers and sundry growers and townspeople there car 
. Published Monthly by the persons who were there to ‘clothe be but one opinion. 
Wisconsin Srate ees Society the stark outline with the rich gar- We were well entertained, ao . Carrol . ae 6 . u 

Oficial Organ of the Society. ments of their appreciation. Tell with bands or banners, the blaring 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Faitor me some of the kind things you said _ hilarious convention type of en er. 

Rectelary W. 8... S.. Madison, Wis. to others and | will print them. tainment, but none the less en er. 
Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsi e a i few ittec 

ap second-ciuss matter. Acceptance for matting a The weather was very hot. The tined. We were not permitted to 
PPOB! Act’ of obtobee 3 IOIT, authorized “Swy ‘ . : know or feel for a moment that Io. thts Coe Be «: Sabhor ¥ printed program fell to pieces. we 

Advertising rates made known on application. ~ , a a c]j a 1 
eee -—Ss Mr, Spidel was not present, sent ‘ere under the slightest obligat on 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society his regrets weeks ago; a letter ‘© anyone, but rather that it was a 
i ich in- ~ : very great plea > ov 

cvideity"Sontaaubacepign "peteg Wisconsin from Prof. Cady received Wed- Y© great pleasure to them to have 
Hortioult Send ir to Prederic Crane- g m . . . 
field, “Halltor, Madison, W's. © nesday morning announced that “S there. It was all so quietly and 

Hemit, by’ P etal ot Express Money Order. A 48 : courteously done that we felt 
poet, aTeaeu.?° Borsonal checks accepted, illness in his family would prevent sly do a at 

Postage stamps not accepted. him from attending. Mr. M. B. tome all the time. 

OFFICERS Goff, who was to fill an important We were all impresed with the 
) i cece ees Oshkosh : . apniinde . 

He Os Coristonseas eats pak place on the program, especially in Magnitude f ats as ry and . A. Toole, seeee eens ‘ . conscious O e obsta S a ve Frederic Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer..Maditon respect to the commercial fruit s of the obstacles lat have 
. pee S S lak i 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE growers conference, was taken sud- °°" eect ° D ake thelr busi 
Ex-Officio. aye As sess So 

President, Vice-President and Secretary. denly ill Tuesday and was unable MSS Successtu a DIMEROW,. “We 
AK. tomete For Three Years. shaming tO attend any of the meetings. seemed to know that many of these 

©. 1. Brigham. ...2..... 1... /Biwe Mounds’ §=‘Then as a climax the Mayor of od are now, as a result of _ 
Wm. Longland.......+.-.-++++++Lake Geneva - WeaTe call tac 

ee ee Wa Meat Sturgeon Bay who was scheduled oe ye sel cron = ell-to 

Paul B. Grantee ce ees ecse sss «Menomonie for an addiess: of «welcome: Wed: we tmancia ly, ut you wou! d iat 
. NNGE ie eieiciwa ce corms sees el x now 1 om a ers 

Richard Marken............0..+++Gnys oe nesday morning and a number on Ww j rot th manne ; n 

s citer vec cee eee ee eee Onalaska, r absenc > as B W. §, Spreiter wes ee so the afternoon program escaped utter absence ° ; = bo st i 
. a , en + ness, a well bred modesty of de. PM. varies bees eens eee ee Hort, stkinee from the city Tuesday and was still is el nog D. : 

James Livingstone.......--.-+-+0008 ma? ‘ . meanor is WaTACtETIStiC . 
Wm, Nelo te...es.eceeeseeeeese+s Oshkosh at large Thursday night. In spite oe eTISEE OF 00) 
Amo Wittich......-....-+.++.++.Sturgeon Bay : ‘ county fruit growers. Somehow 

of this handicap the program, 
—— Jinsnet tly i ised all really successful people are that 

ARD MANAGERS hough partly improvised, was ; 
% Give OP vrederié Cratiefield Bel tPAEey De way. We went to Sturgeon Bay 

H. C. Christensen Frederic Crat 5 y 

W. A Tosle fully satisfactory. The outstand- A . A 
eA Toole 2 oa with great expectations, we came 

——— ing features of the different talks . : 
il be wi in| . f thi away, satisfied, pleased and de- 

The Summer Meeting at Sturgeon Will be given in ater issues of this lighted. 

paper. 
Bay —— + 

The account of this meeting or The demonstrations, cultivation, Disinfectant for Fire Blight 

any similar gatherirg of the Society spraying and pruning were eye- Pruning 

should really be written by some  operers to outsiders, even to many Many requests have come in for 

one other than the secretary, ho of the professional fruit growers. information regarding sterilization 

is also editor. After “covering” The long drive to Ellison Bay with of the tools when pruning out fire- 

about forty such conventions and the stop for lurch at the State Park blight. There is some question 

being very familiar with all sec- and return by Bailey’s Harbor and about the value of pruning out the 

tions of the state he is unable al- Jacksonport was all that could blighted twigs during the summer 

ways to appreciate either the pro- be desired. Will some one who as they occur, but if this method is 

gram or the excursions as do those saw these things for the first time undertaken in order to free the 

who are participating for the first on Thursday please tell their im- tree from fireblight, it is essential 

time. Housewives long occasion- pressions? If there are many con- that the pruning shears or knife be 

ally to eat a meal cooked by some tributions offered about fruit grow- disinfected after each cut. 

one else. So then the editor will ing in Door county, as observed at It has been customary to use cor 

present to you on'y the skeleton the summer meeting, no two may  rosive sublimate solution for this 

and extends an invitation, a request be alike, but concerning the fruit purpose but recent experiments it
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(iregon have shown that better re- well balanced leaf and root action up early and heeling in to check 

calts can be secured from a com- for successful plant development. growth is necessary for late plant- 

} nation material. These results In taking up and transplanting irg of shrubs and desirable for 

Lave not been published, but in a one plant we can save the white other plants. lor success, soil con- 

letter to Dr. Keitt, Professor F.C. yootlets and put them in their new ditions must be considered and if 

Reimer, of the southern Oregon place in working order, but little re- summer or other late planting is 

station, reports that they have se-  joval of foliage will be necessary. contemplated there must be pre- 

cured the most satisfactory results | ¢ §brous roots are injured in re- vious preparation of the soil that it 

irom the following formula moval they should be cut away to shall be moist below the surface if 

1 part cyanide of mercury prevent decay and nature will soon dry weather prevails at that time. 

1 part bichloride of mercury. repair the freshly cut surfaces. There is not so wide a range of 

1000 parts of water. ‘Too often those who pack plants time suitable for late planting of 

—————“-“..6O- or shrubs for shipment seem to shrubs as for other plants. lf the 

When to Plant Shrubs and give too little thought to the care leaves have not all ripened some of 

Herbaceous Perennials of the roots. This is too often the the late growth may be cut back. 

William Toole, Sr., at Summer Meet- case in handling of shrubs and Planting should not be done later 

ing, August 16, 1922. young trees in the dormant state. than the middle of October. 

A question by one of the mem- With herbaceous material there is The advantage of late summer 

bers of our State Horticultural so- jy) Varn weather danger of over. and fall planting is that so much 

ciety asking if the fall is a good time heating and decay if foliage is too has been done to lessen the pressure 

to plant shrubs and perennials. closely packed. With most of of spring work, beside being better 

prompted the offering of the fol- herbaceous perennials there is a for the special kinds which have 
lowing thoughts on the subject. short time of rest at the close been mentioned. A mulching of 

The time was when IT was POS Of their time of flowering, when course litter is advisable to follow 

tively of the opmuon that SPEng. they seem to have stored up energy late plantings. 
was the proper time for all planting, ready to start future growth. The ‘advantage over spring 

but experience born of necessity From then on fora considerable planting is that we have then com- 

has proved that not only can we length of time they may be re- pleted our season’s planning during 

safely plant at other times than planted to advantage and become — the winter. 

spring but that some things established before winter sets in. ea ear 

can be better established with . . . 3 - 

late summer or early fall plant- For the reason given some of the Oriental poppies may be divided 

ing than if done in the spring. early blooming kinds, especially now and reset where they are to 

‘This is very much the case with Iris, may well be planted in July or bloom, or in nursery rows. 

Oriental Poppies, Peonies and August. Very late planting is gen- re 

Iris. Many other kinds such as erally unsafe. I have had less ex- Rosa Rugosa is among the 

Phloxes, Delphiniums, Pyreth- perience in fall planting of shrubs — best hardy roses because of its long 

rum, the various daisies of the but that experience has been favor- flowering season and bright foliage. 

Oxeye or Shasta class, Veronicas, able. Last fall I had opportunity pe eee 

Gypsophila, in fact all with few, if to take from the woods some hem Gaillardia, coreopsis, pyrethrum 

any, exceptions may be reset in the lock spruce and native Yew — Pax- and oriental poppies have given 

late summer after their season of "'S Canadensis—those which were color to the gardens this year. 

blooming. small enough to Demue saving ‘These perennials all make fine cut 

My experience in collecting our the small rootlets. The larger flowers. 

native wild flowering plants shows OS with roots much broken wete —__—— 

that we may safely move many failures. For spring planting the Heuchera Sanguenia or coral 

kinds of flowering plants during earliest is the best, but later plant- ells as it is commonly called is a 

the growing season if we give at- ing may be safely done if the re- fine perennial to group in front of 

tention to a few physiological cent growth is cut back at the time low shrubbery. It is a fine plant 

plant conditions. We must have of taking up the plants. Taking for cut flowers.
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be hit in order to be killed. Thi: 
THE INSECT PAGE summer we have tried out a nico 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist tine dust, blowing the powder int« 

the trees. This method is quite 

effective as a small hand duster 
Cherry Aphis, the Black Sheep of spread goes on. In the fall of the is sufficient when the aphis are not 

the. Cherry Game year true sexes appear and the too generally distributed over the 

Never were cherries so plentiful eggs are laid for wintering. orchard. With such an outfit one 

as they have been this year, especi- During the growth of all insects ¢an go from tree to tree and dust 
ally in Wisconsin’s favored cherry- they shed their skins the same as only where needed. 

land, Door county. A third more snakes. The skeleton is on the Two or five per cent nicotine 

were picked this year than last and outside and in order to make room dust is effective. 

the fruit was much larger and finer for the growing insect the skin CL. F. 

in quality. splits and the insect crawls forth. 5 

The raising and cultivating of !” the case of the cherry aphis this pow Insects Injure the Pea Crop 
cherries is not all ease and glory; shedding process takes place sev- C. L. Fluke, College of Agriculture 
the orchardist must continually eral times, frequently as many as Insects probably damage Wis- 
fight against many enemies, such as five times. consin’s pea crop more than any 

leaf spot, cherry slug, plum cur- Plant lice get their food by in- other agency. The pea moth fre- 

culio, and the black cherry aphis. serting their stout beaks into the quently attacks 50 per cent of the 

Some years one enemy must be plant tissues and sucking out the pea pods in the northeastern sec- 

fought harder than others, other juices. For this reason the cherry tion of the state and the pea aphis 

years some other parasite tries to aphis seeks the young and tender jg found everywhere; some places 

get the upper hand. leaves. The cherry louse gives off only a few lice are present, other 

The last two years the cherry @ sticky colorless fluid which is places they are numerous enough 
aphis has been a persistent pest. Called honey dew. This liquid is to reduce the yield as much as 75 

It is a small black plant louse 'elished by ants and flies which per cent. The first insect is se- 
which sucks the sap from the under vather around wherever there are yjous only on seed peas, while the 

side of the leaves, causing them to Colonies of plant lice. second injures both the can and 
drop. This usually happens about The life of the cherry louse is seed varieties. 
the time the fruit begins to ripen, beset by many dangerous enemies. The adult of the pea moth is a 

and unless something checks the Some of the most important aré  jyouse colored moth about a half 
lice the cherries become bitter and lady beetles, syrphus flies, and lace jych long with black and white 

unfit for food. wing flies. These insects prey dashes along the front margins of 
The life of the cherey aphis ig upon the fragile lice, devouring the fore wings. They begin to ap- 

not entirely understood. ‘The eggs them in great numbers. A disease pear about the first of July, soon 

usually winter on the twigs and to- orien attacks the Touse, especially after laying their tiny white eggs 
wards spring hatch into what is during damp warm weather. on the young pods, leaves or sepals. 

known as stem-mothers. These As the cherry aphis gets its food Within a few days the larvae hatch, 

stem-mothers are really what their by sucking the juices from the make their way thru the pods onto 

name implies; they are the mothers leaves a spray that will control the developing peas within. They 

of all the progeny which follow them must kill by contact. Vor feed for about two weeks, webbing 
They give birth to living young and this purpose nicotine solutions are the seed together with a dirty mass 

these young when they have be used, using 1 part of sulphate to of excrement, then eat their way 

come grown in turn give birth to 1000 parts of water. Enough soap out of the pods, forming cocoons 
living young. This process keeps up Should be added to make the liquid of soil particles webbed together 
through the summer. Some of the spread well. near the surface of the soil, and 

lice get wings and fly to other trees This method of control is not en, here they spend the winter. 

to start new colonies, and thus the — tire!y successful as each aphis must Control of the pea moths is
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One bushel size for apples, tomatoes, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, watermelon, cantaloupe 

and muskmelon. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 

and it is the strongest on the market. 

LA CROSSE - - : - WISCONSIN 

i,
 

rather difficult. The best method raculously. A disease turns many porch, his electric range, and 

to follow is a proper rotation, Do of the lice a reddish brown, especi- everything convenient. 

not plant near last year’s field; keep ally during wet weather. ————— 

them separated as far as possible. Cortrol of the pea aphis is being ¢ | ae sian ica 

Planting early varieties and seed- studied by the experiment station Cd 4 

ing them as early as possible also this year. Nicotine dusts which ) i 

helps. are proving efficient against certain MeN ap 

The pea aphis is a sucking in- insects give us a ray of hope that Per se Bk is 

- Pe oe ° . 3 & they will also prove to be the best a - F ae 

sect and injures the plant bv. check . cama KY . 

sucking out the juices. Verv few in checking the pea aphis. d Pw 

pods are formed and if the lice at- SO . 

tack the pods, as they usually do, Milwaukee’s Show Place Tt is an ideal plan and an ideal 

they become dwarfed and misshap- (Continued from page 7) family. Like Abou Ben Ahmed, 

en. The pea aphis is supposed to bachelor den, piano which he plays may his tribe increase. 

winter as eggs in clover and alfalfa for amusement, and everything Huron H. Smith 

fields. In the spring the eggs 
ee 

hatch and the young develop, \ ‘The red berried elder has agai 

ail = * . = ; 
, y eC yerried elder has again 

BOON mak ng their way" ‘to the pea ("8 SW demonstrated its value as a speci- 

neles: Here they give birth to liv- Sa as 7A Ly men plarted in) shrubbery. — It 

ing young for several generations. RAK tiie Wh, W flowered early and during the latter 

after awhile winged forms begin to part of June is covered with ved 

appear and gradually the lice fly - ans berries. 

away. 
eee 

The pea aphis has a good many Order peonies and iris by name 

enemies such as lady beetles, syr- Wide aisles pe mit backing a truck rather than by color. Learn to 

ohus or hover flies, and lace wings. through them. know them by name. They will be 

Che larvae of such feed upon the comfortable. On the east side up- more interesting and as a rule bet- 

aphis in such numbers that fre- stairs, is father Hugo Locker with — ter varieties are secured if pur- 

quently they disappear rather mi- his aquarium, flower porch, sleeping chased by name.
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The Use of Vinegar Bee Its Appearance. fruit, flowers, vegetables, nuts, n ir 

What It Is. In appeararce, the vinegar bee sery stock, honey, food produ ts, 
By Lavinia Stinson represents a small section of a head and demonstrations by boys nd 

Division of Home Economics of cauliflower. It may be dried girls clubs, throughout the M d- 
University of Minnesota and kept for an indefinite time. West, will be the leading featu es 

The use of “vinegar bee’ in the Preparation of Vinegar from . the expOsich: The edlucahi ai 
preparation of vinegar has been Vinegar Baw al side of the exposition will ve 
steadily increasing in the last few ‘Atethod 1, strongly featured by various det.- 

years, some housekeepers prepar- 1 dup vinegar bee onstrations. 

ing in this way all the vinegar they 1 cup sorghum or molasses, best It is the aim i ihe (peiorniatges af 
use. quality . this enterprise to make it some- 

The making of vinegar consists 2 quarts warm water thing of more significance than a 

of the addition of vinegar yeasts Add vinegar and a good quality mere horticultural show. — Its pur- 

and vinegar bacteria to a sugary of sorghum, to the water. Let pose 1s to spread a knowledge of 
liquid. These two groups of or- stand for five days. The bee will modern ideas and better methods 

ganisms each produce a distinct double its bulk. At this time, ree” all lines of horticulture, 

change but each is dependent upon move the bulk of the bee for future Tt will extend the acquaintance | 
the other. It if is possible to se- use and Jet the vinegar stand for of Mid-West horticulturists with 
cure the yeasts and bacteria sepa- from three to five weeks so that ©@ch other and with the channels 
rately (pure cultures) it is best to the bee may act upon the syrup, of trade through which they draw 

add the vinegar yeast and when producing vinegar. From the time S“PPlies and market their prod- 
the active gas production has sub- the bee may act upon the syrup, will extend the influence of 

sided to add the vinegar bacteria. stand in a fairly warm place, such jorticultural organizations 

(The Bacteriological Laboratory as the back of a stove or a warm “ e : _ 

East Lansing, Michigan, will send kitchen, or in the sun. Te will teach horticulturists ete 

out cultures at 25 cents each. One Method II Pe eS aoN et He aultewenierd 

set of cultures is sufficient for a 1 cup vinegar bee Gf common purposes: 

barrel two-thirds full of fruit juice 2 quarts warm water The show will include exhibits | 
or sugary liquid. If alcoholic fer- First day: add 3 tablespoons of all kinds of apparatus ard ma- 

mentation has taken place it will be sorghum and 2 tablespoons brown chinery of interest to farmers who 
necessary to send for vinegar bac- sugar grow fruits and vegetables as well 

teria only.) Second day: add 2 tablespoons 4S market gardeners, truck farmers, 

Altho little that is definite is sorghum and 1 tablespoon brown florists and commercial orchardists. 
known about the vinegar bec, a sugar The splendid exhibits of fruits and 

study of it seems to indicate that it Third day: add 1 tablespoon vegetables will be fortified by dem- 

is a mixed culture of vinegar yeasts brown sugar. onstrations of how to grow all of 

and bacteria. The organisms Fifth day: remove bee and strain these kinds of food supplies. Daily 
found in the bee may produce good — vinegar demonstrations will be given in 
or poor results in the vinegar. If Let stand three weeks ina warm Spraying, harvesting, grading and 

the vinegar-producing organisms place. packirg apples; also in the use of 
predominate, vinegar will be made. > various types of horticultural ap- 
but if other organisms are present More About the Midwest Show paratus, tools and machinery. 

in large numbers vinegar may not The Mid-West Horticultural In the development of commer- 

be formed and the sugar and mo- Exposition which will be held at cial horticulture in its modern 

lasses used will be wasted. As Council Bluffs, Iowa, November phases good advertising has be- \ 

long, therefore, as we work with 13 to 18, will be without doubt the come an indispensable part of the 

impure cultures whether or not greatest horticultural exposition to business. It is necessary for the 

vinegar is secured depends upon be held in the United States for fruit grower, the dealer in fruits 

the quality of the “Bee”. the season of 1922. Exhibits of and fruit products, and the manu-
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faciurer of horticultural machinery oped at once into an experience 

apparatus and supplies. meeting. In the early years, the  |rrewreo avo.1s.100% 

‘vo all these the Mid-West Hor- convention consisted of two parts 

ticultural Exposition affords an ex- —the reports of the fruit commit- 
. : tees ad the open discussion. In 

cellent opportunity for reaching those days, pomologists did not 

customers. It is a good chance to come together “to hear papers.” Fi0.1 Fi0.2 Fio.3 

advertise. It also is educational. They told each other what they 

It favors comparison of the good iad learned . ie ae oF du a Berry Boxes 
. . the custom had not then devel- 

and ehoce Gr iis Nee aliens oped of asking government for Crates, Bushel Boxes 
and materials. It promotes emula- aid. of demanding redress of and Climax Baskets 

tion without envy and stimulates grievances, and of laying great As You Like Them 

to better effort. plans for the securing of rights 
and the furtherance of trade. Parent rte ettS Bates ot 

For more than half a century none Aenea oy and crate mete: 

Sheboygan County Leads in this society occupied a distinct nla tn the Ae Dein carloads 

Number of Bearing Apple field quite its own, concerned carty Invatock 16 "quart grates be 

Trees eeeels with amateur interests and strawberries or “blusherries, No 

. . the varieties of fruit because, at order £00: Binal ior te ate e ens 

Accordirg to county agricultural frst there were practically no feiding Kexes ana grates ink. D, 

agent J. L. Wenstadt, of Sheboy- other interests. Its work was as- Soe ey ev dling: trult and 

gan county, the county has approxi- sociated with production. But See eerie ee Party culate. 

mately 90,000 apple trees and the ae great state hos cel so- A postal brings our price list. 

A : . cieties came into existence; large a 

crop is said to be equal to that of commercial interests developed; Cumberland Fruit Package 

Door county and second to none in distribution and marketing took Company 

the state. The approximate value precedence, in public discussions, Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

of the crop annually is placed at over production; the scientific un- 

$400,000. Of this crop the farm- devtakings received great stimulus 

ers consume fifty per cent and and the investigators made an as- — 

. : sociation of their own. The old 

the city residents twenty-five per society came into difficulty, and ‘ 

cent, which leaves twenty-five per almost before anyone was aware Qualit and a 

cent of the apples open for sale. it found itself without a field of y 
effective operation. There have 

rs heen some years of prospecting. Square Deal 

Address of President L. H. Bailey We think we now have a program, }. 

Thirty-cighth Annual Convention and we know the field is clear. 

American Pomological Society, | There is peta in es a ARE WHAT WE 
Toledo, Ohio, Dec. 8, 1921 even in the history of the society 

Ladies and Gentlemen, I wel- to prevent it from occupying a OFFER YOU 

: ot large place in the stirring proc- 
come you to the thirty-eighth con-  ¢o-2- of the twentieth cent 

vention of the American Pomo- °° © EWENTeln COnrMtys: Our new 48-page catalog (16 

logical Society. This I do with YESTERDAY ; Pee eal te err ere? A RUITS, 

reverence for the past and confi- In a peculiar sense the society VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 

dence in the future. The society now stands between yesterday and ENNIALS, etc., for this climate. 

is in its seventy-fourth year. The tomorrow. It emerges from its If you are in doubt as to what 

conventions have been biennial, long and honorable past into a fu- is best to plant we will be glad 

until this one and its predecessor. ture of a somewhat different di- to advise with you. 

Movements are now too rapid to rection. First, then, may we take We do landscape work. 

iwait a biennium. a retrospect. [et us sit calmly 

The program is before you. for a few moments and try to re- 

some af you are surprised that the construct in our minds the tem- The Coe, Converse 

irst business session opens with per of one of the early conven- Edwards Co. 

eports from the different states. tions. By the time of the fifth 

This is in some sense a reversion meeting, held in Boston in 1854, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

‘o the older plan of the society, the society had gained its headway 

vhereby the convention devel- and its character was known, It
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was a delegate convention. The membership, as published in the vineyards and gardens; and nan 
proceedings of this convention are proceedings, was 308; in 1885 it shall realize the poet’s idea of 
in my hand. Be attentive while was 322; in 1895 the number was Paradise regained!” 

I read. 347 ; these figures include both life The president's address was 1e- 
“The morning session was and biennial members. ceived “with enthusiastic ap- 

opened, at ten o'clock, by the “After the calling of the list of plause.” The president appoint:d 
president, Hon. Marshall P. Wil- delegates, an invitation was ex- twelve persons to serve as tle 
der, of Massachusetts, who took tended to all persons present, and yominating committee. A com- 
the chair, and called the society to feeling an interest in the objects mittee was then appointed by tle 
order. The secretary, H. W. S. of the association, to take part in president “to report business for 
Cleveland, of New Jersey, was its deliberations. the convention.” Then “The pres- 

present, and took his seat. The “Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, the jdent invited all editors and re 
delegates were then requested to president, gave notice that he porters of papers to take seats at 
hand in their credentials to the should hold a Levee, on the eve- the board, and requested gentle- 
secretary for examination. . ning of the next day, Thursday, at men having list of fruits, which 

“Col. Henry Little, of Maine, eight o'clock, at the Revere they might have contributed, to 
moved that when the delegations House; and extended a hearty in- pass them into the secretary's 
from the different states, should vitation to all the members and hands, and they would then be 
have presented their credentials, delegates of the society, to be disposed of by the committee on 

the president proceed to appoint present on that occasion. fruits.” ° 
a committee, consisting of one “The president then rose and The conventi he -oceed 
gentleman from each state, to delivered the following address.” t hen “hd dee oe proceeded 
nominate a list of officers for the The president's address was the Tel neal ane aisctss the reportsiol 
next biennial term; and the mo- dignified, hopeful and artistic we egates representing the differ- 
tion was unanimausly adopted. statement that was always re- ene erates as to the condition: of 
The president said there were ceived from Marshall P. Wilder. Pe ahe ogy, particularly in respect 

other delegates in the city but as In this day we should call him “a °° eee of fr Se About 
the time was passing, it might be gentleman of the old school.” We ene: Ad o oe report of 258 pages 
expedient to proceed at once to now speak of our fellows as men, ot ee Up a record of this part 

business. He then requested persons, delegates and associates. h at aig The second | 
those present to answer to their The particular points empha- a) of the report COMPHHSES a mis? 
names, as the list of delegates sized in that address were the ed aneous pce which turn- 

was called in congressional order. methods to be invoked for “the a s a considerable extent on the 
The gentlemen present re- production from seed of new va- “CS and varieties of fruits. 
sponded.” rieties of fruits adapted to par- , It will be seen that this conven- 

The delegates were: seven from ticular localities, or to general cul-  t#on turned mostly on the subject | 

Maine; thirty nine from Connect- tivation;” the “arts of cultiva- of the production of fruits. Judg- | 
icut; twenty-six from New York; tion;” a discussion of “appropri- img from the character of the ex- 
twelve from Pennsylvania; eight ate fertilizers for fruit trees;’ perience which is recorded, it must 
from New Jersey; two from Mary- mention of the difficult subject of have been a fraternal and enter- 
land; one from Ohio; two from “summer pruning;” the necessity taining series of meetings. The 

Illinois; one from Iowa; one from of regarding “the affinities be- "eason why production was the 

Missouri; three from Florida; and tween different varieties in the theme of the convention was be- 
one from District of Columbia— arts of multiplication;” the mala- ¢ause the commercial side of fruit 
122. It is a mistake to suppose dies of trees; “the preservation gtowing had not then come into 
that in the old days the attendance and ripening of fruit.” He ad- existence. The marketing of fruit 
at the conventions was large. I monished the delegates that “eter- Was a local and personal practice, 
think the attendance was fair to nal vigilance is an indispensable @nd did not need to be discussed 
good, but it was of superior qual- condition of success.” The con- before a convention. Remember 
ity and influence. The member- clusion of this worthy address was that in that time there was no 
ships in 1854 6 were 114, of which the following paragraph: great fruit-growing West and 
26 were from Massachusetts, 23 “Gentlemen, Go on.  Prosecute practically no subtropical pomol- 
New York, 23 Pennsylvania, 10 the work you have so honorably ogy. Railroads were few. If 
New Jersey, 5 Connecticut, 5 Ohio, commenced. Sow the seeds of there had been marketing prob- 
4 Maryland, 3 Maine, 2 each from your best fruits—raise new varie- lems at that time, the society un- 
Virginia, Florida and Illinois, one ties—ply the arts of judicious cul- doubtedly would have attacked 
from each of several states includ- tivation—study the laws of na- them. 
ing one member as far west as ture, and extend your researches In the proceedings of the 11th 
Davenport, Iowa. There was and labors, till our beloved land session held at St. Louis in Sep- 
none from Canada. In 1867 the shall be adorned with orchards, (Continued on page 16)
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) — Yellow Briars 

Kellog¢’s Nursery Rosa Hugonis—One of the very 

Janesville Wisconsin earliest yellow roses; new; 

SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR ety ee flowers produced The Hawks 

; ‘ all along the cares. 
Full line of standard varieties of neriennia: Mellewei 

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, Pipa faon i Clear yellow Nursery 
Roses, Sh.ubs, Shade and Orna- priar, hardy. 
mental trees at prices that are SUE 
right. Don't pay two prices to The new strawberry, Minnehaha. Company 
traveling salesmen Order direct : eats 
from a reliable nursery and gave gave a good crop this year. This 

money. is a large late berry which should are in a position to fur- 

be a good market sort. nish high grade Nursery 

__ About Roses —— Stock of all kinds and 
(Continued from page 5) Mildew may be kept off phlox waviélies suilable to Wik 

Gardenia—Small, double, yellow by using sulphide of potassium one . d oth h 

flowers; should be grown only ounce to a gallon of water sprayed consin and other north- 
by om rete {overs wo a over the plants ern districts. 
take the plant down during the ‘ . 

wirter and protect its top. CO Will be glad to figure on 
BABY RAMBLERS Early celery is best bleached your wants either in 

Crimson— with boards or paper. Earth may large or small quantities 

Madam N. Lavavasseur—Stand- be used on late celery. Earth is 

ard S tlear i ae a likely to cause early celery to rust 
nett ae lea in color as others 444 decay. 

Erna Teschendorff—Redder than : Wauwatosa ... Wis. . 
above variety. Tomatoes may sometimes be 

Triomphe Orleannais—Most bril- ripened on the vines late in the fall 

liant cherry crimson ; excellent if a frame is set about them and 
producer. 

Pink hot bed sash placed over them on 

Echo—Rather new; resembles cool nights. 
Tausendschon, but dwarf; vig- McKAY NURSERY 

orous ; prolific, usually in bloom Save seeds of native plants that 
through summer ard fall. I . COMPANY 

Ellen Poulsen—Prolific bushy are good ornamentals. In most 

growth. , cases they may be sown as soon as MADISON WISCONSIN 

Mrs. Cutbush—Good color; pro- ripe, in well prepared soil. Cov- OO 

Jifte. er with leaf mold or soil with a Nursery Stock of 

Mt © Zeimet—Standard good deal of humus. Quality 
atherine Zeimet—Standar 

white, Prune currant and gooseberr for Particular Buyers 
OTHER GOOD GROUPS une, Cute g y 

Moss bushes as soon as they are through Have all the standard varieties 
¥ . y as well as the newer sorts. Can 

Crested Moss—Pink; excellent; fruiting. Cut out the old wood supply you with everything in 

MEL, MOSSY and some of the new growth. : 
Blanche Moreau—Standard Remember that the frui ey . Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

White MOSS Tose. emember that the fruit 1s ia Vines and Ornamentals. 

. yO 2 | 5 Rugosa Hybrid on two and three year old woo Lar, we eugene whet to plan 

Conrad F. Meyer—Clear silvery a both in Orchard and in the dec- 
pink; popular Rugosa hybrid. * s oration of your grounds. 

Sweetbriat Hybrid Buy bulbs now for planting this Prices and our new Catalog sent 

aye ‘ fa Tulips i s = romptly upon receipt of your Meg Merillies — Free-flowering fall. Tulips, hyacinths and daf its ae atite: Pp x 

crimson; sweetbriar hybrid. fodils make good house plants. . 
‘Lord Penzance—Rather large ‘Tulips and crocuses may be planted Nurseries at 

bloom. in the yard or gard d W Wi r garden to advantage. 
Amy Robsart—Flowers medium Cet b ‘i Darwi dearly fl . aterloo, 1S. 

size; bright rose in color; 3et both Darwin and early lower 

leaves very fragrant. ing sorts.
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Address of President L. H. Bailey agency of distribution; it should issuance of helpful informatio 
(Continued from page 14) not be a pooling company or a from the secretary’s office as | 

tember, 1867, the society was ad- fruit growers exchange. How- have in mind, aided by supportin ; 
dveseed by M. L. Dunlap, of ever, it may very properly cover officers and by the membershi , 
Champaign, Illinois, on the Subs all the educational and informa- is competent to interest a vast 
ject of “Packing and marketing tional subjects with the commerce number of people. The return fo 
fruit.” In subsequent reports the fruits as well as those asso- the membership will lie in a use 

« : : - ciated with the breeding and pro- ful, attractive, well-bound annua 
commercial subjects associated duction of fruits. The secretary’s report promptly delivered, in cir 
with pomology are given increas- office should be prepared to give cular letters frequently issued, i 
mg: attention. information on the fruit crops of the member’s privilege of being 

TOMORROW other countries and of North able to write a central office for 
We now come to a time, nearly America, the prospects of the ex- information, in the exchange o1 

the end of the first quarter of the port trade, the laws and regula- sample fruits and of cions, and in 
twentieth century, when the de- tions touching the handling and the support that a good organized 
lightful subjects associated with the movement of fruits, and all body may give to all worthy needs 
the kinds and varieties of fruit are other subjects that will aid the and purposes of fruit growers. 
readily and effectively handled by fruit grower in the better conduct The society should be prepared to 
state, provincial and local socie- of his business. At the same time, exert its influence promptly when 
ties. The production of fruit is the secretary’s office may give questions of public policy touch- 
largely a series of geographical any information it is able to col- ing fruit growing are pénding. 
questions, and the methods em- lect that will help persons better To this end, the society invites 
ployed in one part of the country to understand and to grow fruits, membership from all persons who 

may not be applicable to remoter whether these growers are com- “are interested in fruits, whether 
parts. The national fruit-growing mercial men or amateurs on_vil- they grow the fruit trees in sub- 

subjects are rather those that lage lots. All new findings of ex-  utan lots or whether they have 
have to do with the policies and periment stations, conclusions as large commercial areas, and also 
programs. How to organize and to new varieties, new apparatus, inose who grow the trees, who 

to effectualize the forces of society methods and practices, opinions jvanufacture appliances and sup- 
for the furtherance and protec- of persons competent to advise, plies used by fruit growers, from 
tion of fruit growing are prob- may be distributed freely to the traders in fruits, and all others in- 
lems for a national and interna- membership. Although the SO terested in the subject. Local arsl 
tional society to consider. The ciety may cover commercial fruit state horticultural societies are in- 

different state and provincial so- growing in this way, it must never Viteq to affiliate and to take part 
cieties represent political divi- lose sight of the amateur and the by means of delegates, as are also 
sions of the continent. All. of small planter, for it is on this body institutions and business organi- 
them, however, must consider of non-occupational fruit lovers zations. 

large questions of policy associ- that a successful and growing - . 
ated with transportation, distribu- commercial fruit growing must The active personal member- 
tion, selling, marketing, storage, rest. The American Pomological ship is in two parts—the regular 
quarantine, packages, and many Society, therefore, may stimulate adult members sand the collegiate 
legislative matters that touch the all planting of fruits independent- members. The collegiate mem- 
fruit growing industry. It would ly of the size of those plantings. bership is a departure, and the or- 
add much to their effectiveness It must encourage the growing of ganization of it is not yet per- 
without detracting anything from single trees and plants as well as_ fected. I trust that we may now 
their initiative and integrity if of large orchards, for the interest complete the plans for it. These 
they could act through a body of of fruit growing holds together members in the colleges should 
continental scope, including both from one end to the other. have full standing, receiving the 

the United States and Canada. If these statements are sound, annual reports and all the litera- 
This is the large field of the then it follows that the central ture. They should hold chapter 
American Pomological Society. service of the American Pomolog- meetings, with suggestions, so far 

Some of its friends have felt ical Society is not in its conven- as possible, from the secretary’s 
that the society should not be — tions and exhibitions, however im- office. They should be led to ex- 
“commercialized.” We need, how- portant they may be, but in the pect a talk or lecture once each 
ever, to understand what we mean __ secretary’s office. Tam convinced year by some officer or member 
by this word. I would not have that the society may eer a Of the parent society if their local 
the society commercialized in the very large usefulness and make a organization is active and. effée- 
sense of becoming a trade organi- great impression on the country 1 
zation; it should not engage in without any conventions what- tual. 
buying and selling nor become an ever. Such a frequent periodical (Continued in October)
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Some of the 211 Registered 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10. would also make this a fitting me- “The Beekeepers of Wisconsin 
\orniag morial to him and other early in Fourth Annual Conference, 210 

R ‘ 147 Nite 1 115 \Visconsin beekeepers. strong, assembled at Green Bay, 
vwegistered, ond endance, J. xy *. ” ave enjiove 2 io ivileve 

S SeAMKBES * “How to Make the You will be very welcome. have enjoyed the high privilege 
» BEA REED ee = Dodge County Beekeepers’ and the unique advantage of sit- 
Bees Work with the Greatest [En- ae Dens . tenet ev-—Geo. S. Demutl Association. ting under the instruction of men 
ELEY GEO: Oe Neue. \. A. Brown, Secretary. if whom we recognize our fore- 

Invitation from Jefferson and ft Bie ai a . ational Ai cational a Book Acatensliccel ee sagan Gountn Beeksen- most national and internationa! 
Dodge Counties’ Associations and Jetferson unty Be I piace Sans ; oe sips keepers’ Associati leaders in the educational work G. B. Lewis Company : keepers’ Association, and progressive development of 
“Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Asso . W. R. Abbott, Secretary the beeiee — sadustee. 

ciation: Please accept an invita- G. B. Lewis Company, OVW be | 8 ae Ee fe | ; : aanith: Lawns We have sat at the feet of the 
tion to hold your next Chautau- NKennith Hawkins. ss se sua qt . oo | a ab Watertou “Whe ! Aneriea H _ masters of our calling in the scien- 
qua at a er own. me: rat t is J aoe roney tific and practical sides of both) 

“This city is on the Dodge and F'roducers’ League ts Doing the production and distribution o! 
Jefferson County line, on the St. Colin P. Campbell, vice president. oney 4 

4 = ? ; > ys 
Paul and Northwestern railroads \. i. P. L. / : ; “We have been inspired by our | 
half way between Milwaukee, “The Entomological Basis of instructors through their effective | 
Madison, Janesville and Fond du Beekeeping’—Dr. 5. B. Fracker. presentation of the best informa- 

Lac on state highways 19 and 26. “How the Market Department tion known with respect to mod- | 
“Mayor Wertheimer extends Can Help the Beekeeper’—C. D. ern beekeeping practice and by} 

the free use of the municipal camp Adams. their fine spirit and sincere desir: | 
ground on the Rock River and the AHernool and effort to uplift and help us. —! 
sessions may be held in the dance Revis d 7 A . lance. 111 “Let us hope that we hav: 
hall at the camp ground or in the ee ease aS Attendance, d drunk deep from the fountains of | 

City Hall. There are five good Ss >REe “Cor . iD s Me "0 a eh knowledge and inspiration. We| 
hotels also. : wari ontrol——Mr,, Vemuth, shall take away with us whateve’ 

“Adam Grimm’s early activities . Commercial ;Aspects. of Bee we brought with us the power to} 
at Watertown in — introducing Disease Control”—Dr. Fracker. appreciate and assimiliate. 
some of the first Italian bees Resolution as follows passed by “Our vision has been widened, 
brought to the United States the members in attendance: our perspective corrected, ou
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Biggest Beekeepers’ Banquet. 

ambition stirred. If we profit by Prize Drawings: “Use of Beeswax in) Candy 

our instruction and grasp our op — 1 Queen Bee—J. IH. Gentz, Bow- Making’—\W. P. Brenner. 

portunity, we shall not sit com-_ ler, Shawano County. “Use of Beeswax for Floor Pol- 

placently and drift, but will re- 1 Queen Bee — A. F. Grebel. ish’ —Discussion. 

double our efforts to put Wiscon- Waupun, Dodge County. The following resolution was 

sin on the beekeeping map, to the 1 Queen Bee—C. W. Herring passed : 

end that our industry shall move ton, Madison, Dane County. “We, the beekeepers attending 

up in the scale of importance, from 1 Queen Bee — Mrs. Leonard — the Beekeepers’ Chautauqua at 

the tenth rank in Wisconsin in. Pfeifer, Sawyer, Door County. Green Bay, hereby express our 

dustries to the seventh or eighth 1 Queen Bee—V. G. Milum, deepest appreciation and sincere 

and ultimately make for the indi- Madison, Dane County. thanks for the many courtesies, 

vidual success of all legitimate 2 Queen Bees—F. J. Mongin, — privileges and hospitality extend- 

honey producers. Green Bay, Brown County. ed to us by the members of the 

“We tender our sincere thanks 5 Ibs. Dadant’s Wired Founda- Brown County Beekeepers’ Asso- 

© Dr. Phillips, Mr. Demuth, Mr. tion for Split Bottom Bar—Julius ciation and the mayor of Green 

Hadant and Mr. Root for the gen- Gentz, Wabeno, Forest County. Bay. We especially thank the 

line practical and inspirational One Year's Subscription to ladies who provided the splendid 

alues obtained through their in- “Gleanings in Bee Culture’—Ray — banquet.” 

truction.” Sundberg, Menomonie, [Dunn Beekeepers in Attendance, 

Beekeepers in Attendance County. 
Per Secretary. 

/ / per L. C. Painter. FRIDAY, AUGUST 11. Prize Drawings : 

,, Discussion on Marketing Dr. Morning. 1 Modified Dadant Hive—An- 

diebecker, 1. C. Painter and 1. P Registered, 10. Attendance, 40. drew Stevens, Stockbridge, Calu- 

Wilson. . Speakers: “The Diseases of met County. 

6:00 P. M.—PICNIC. Adult Bees” —Dr. Phillips. 1 Ib. Airco Foundation—L. T. 

138 Attended. “The Control of Brood Dis- Bishop. Sheboygar, Sheboygan 

Toastmaster—J. N. Kavanaugh. — eases’ —Dr. Phillips. County. 

Speakers — W. P._ Brenner, “How to Make Honey Vine- 1 lb. Airco Foundation—E. A. 

rank Mongin, Dr. Phillips, E.R. gar’—E. R. Root. Radtke, Menomonie, Dunn 

Root, C. P. Dadant, Mrs. Fred “Melting of Wax’—C. P. Da- County. 

| Christiansen and H. F. Wilson. dant. 1 Ib. Airco Foundation—Mrs.
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Wm. Hanneman, Cecil, Shawano’ Registered from other states— Wisconsin. We are especially i1- 
County. Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illi- terested in receiving copies >{ 

Afternoon. nois, Iowa, Georgia, Washing- journals started in the United 
ton, D. C.—1l0, representing States and discontinued after a 

Das seen a2. s aeeani 2,793 (?) colonies of bees. few volumes had been printe 1. 
pusifiess Session. OLState associ 7 Beekeeper registered as hav- Miss Mathilde Candler, Cassvill:, 

ation members. ing kept bees 60 years. Grant County, Wisconsin, his 
—_— 2 Beekeepers registered as hay- just turned over to the library two 

7 ; > . ing kept bees 50 years. volumes of the Rural Beekeeper, 
SS ati Sekceysee Sua 3 Beekeepers registered as hav- published at River Falls, Wis., in 

qua, . No ing kept bees 45 years. 1904 and 1905. If anyone his 
of Pee of. + Beekeepers registered as hav- other volumes of this journal, we 
ple Reg- Col- Ave- ing kept bees 40 years. would appreciate a donation, or 

County. istered. onies. erage. 2 Beekeepers registered as hav- even an oportunity to buy these 
1. Ashland ....... 3 137, 46 ing kept bees 35 years. to complete this set. 
2. Brown ......... 37. 644 18 3 Beekeepers registered as hav- Wisconsin beekeepers have al- 
3. Calumet ..... 11 1,354 124 ing kept bees 30 years. ready given more than $100 to 
4. Chippewa ...... 1 4 4 8 Beekeepers registered as hav- this memorial, but as the total 
5. Crawford ....... 3 220 74 ing kept bees 25 years. sum subscribed so far is only 
6. Dane .......... 13 456 360 8 Beekeepers registered as hav- about $2,000, additional subscrip- 

7, DOOBE weoms 9 193 ing kept bees 20 years. tions are needed. We are, there- 
8. Door 00. 1 8 8 10*Beekeepers registered as hav- fore, asking our beekeepers to 
9. Douglas 2... 1 wesc woreee ing kept bees 15 years. make further donations. An ini- 

10. Dunn... 10 34 4+ 7 Beekeepers registered as hay- tial subscription taken at the 
11. Fond du Lac.. 6 345 58 ing kept bees 10 years. Chautauqua brought $33. If you 

12. Forest 0000.. 1 140 140 27 Beekeepers registered as hay- cannot contribute in cash, please 

13. Kewaunee ... 2 74 37 ing kept bees 5 years. donate your old bee books and 
14. La Crosse... 2 0 2... 9 Beekeepers registered as hav- journals. A list of the contribu- 
15. Langlade .... 4 10420 ing kept bees 4 years. tors follows: 
16. Manitowoc .. 12 454 38 10 Beekeepers registered as hay C. D. Adams.....0000000.............$1.00 
17. Marathon ...... 2 232 116 ing kept bees 3 years. Otte: Klessig’ seccccucncs 1.00 
18. Marinette... 1 7 7 15 Beekeepers registered as hav- Edw. Hassinger, Jr............... 1.00 
19. Milwaukee... 19 241 13 ing kept bees | year. Go Wi Staues cesccussceegecnces 290) 
20. Monroe .......... 1 10 10 24 persons interested in beekeep- R.A. Schwarzkopf o..0000..... 50 
21. Outagamine... 10 680 = 68 ing registered. Claude Moll cssssssscccsscsscccses 100 
22. Oconto 0... 6 355 60 _ J.T. Clemens... 50 

eRe | OT eter meer iy canes OF Wei 
25. Polk oo. 2 40 20 to Wisconsin Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Minahan 5.00 
26. Richland ....... 1 29 29 The committee in charge of the Martin Krueger —.... 1.00 
27. Rusk oI 2 2 Dr. C.C. Miller Memorial Library A. A, Brown... 1.00 
28. Shawano ...... 17. 653. 39s has decided that, all things con- Fred Leonard .... co. 50 
29. Sheboygan .. 7 647 93 sidered, the University of Wis- Lewis Peterson ...................... 1.00 
30. Trempealeau 1... ... consin is the best place for such a Geo. Jacobson —.00.. 50 
31. Walworth .... 2 25 13 library and an effort will be made Dunn County Aggies.............. 4.00 

32. Washington... 2 141 71 to create under this memorial one E. S. Hildemann.................... 1.00 
33. Waushara ... 4 367 92 of the finest beekeeping libraries E. A. Barleman............... .50 
34. Waukesha .... 1 10. 10 in the world. Under the agree-  L. T. Bishop..00............ 1.00 
35. Winnebago... 5 wo... ment made between the commit- H. F. Wilson... ...... 2.00 

—— —-___ ___ tee and the university, all bee V.G. Milum..... sssesiestenc, ZOO) 

4 . books and bee journals will be John F. Otto... .50 
gil Fegistersd 200 available to the entire beekeeping C. W. Radloff....................... 1.00 or isconsin.. : : ve 

f .cole- interests of the United States. ADV. Pollock... 50 
Total number o i” 757 Our beekeepers are urged to Harvey Fisher 0000000... .50 

nies represented........7, 7 very carefully go through stacks A. H. Kapelke.wccc.... 50 
General average per person in at- of old magazines and pick out all Mrs. F. Christiansen.............. 1.00 

tendance ....................39 colonies the bee journals that you can find. Kennith Hawkins .................. 1.00 
Average per bona fide beekeeper Send these in to the Miller Me- L. P. Whitehead...................... 1.00 

in attendance ............61 colonies morial Library, University of M. F. Hildreth... 1.00
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The Blister Canker of Apple we are indebted to the Illinois Agri- have been started toy late to be if | 

Trees. cultural I xperiment Station, much benefit. | 

Of scab and fire blight we have — | 7 a fore hi See Sh py . , ‘ ‘ : ve taken before 5 
a plenty in Wisconsin, but until Orchard Practice for the Con- planted or if it hae Bean fit , 

g « f pa, ec, 

this year no reports had been trol of Blister Canker of before the disease appears. Ths 
received of the presence of Blister Apple Trees. circular, describing the orchar! 
Canker, a disease which has de- one H. We, Henderson, eestao! practice necessary for the contri 

. o ie in omologica athology ‘ + > > ef 
stroyed whole orchards in Illinios University of Illinois Agr. College dad tpt tee the atieciice my 

and is prevalent throughout the and. Exp.. Sta. has not yet found hie blister canker 
wat ears - Fr s 2 r 

state. The fact that we have had Years of effort on the part of in his orchard, than the one whi 

this destructive disease as a neigh- Hlinios orchardists to eliminate fas a badly infested orchard 
bor for many years without posts blister canker have resulted in no . 

. many years w ut reports  \naterial decrease in the number of Wuat Is \ CANKER? 
of inyasion has led many to be- infested trees. As a matter of fact, “Canker” is a term applied to a 
lieve that it was one of the things the loss has increased annually, and diseased area, or “sore,” on the 

sent out by his Satanic majesty, many growers have given up all trunks, roots, limbs, or twigs of 

particularly to vex the souls of 5 = ; a plant when such an area has a 

[linios growers and that our peo 5 more or less definite outline ani 
slo were to be spared, Also it has characteristic appearance, and_ is 

I cperegs as bordered by healthy tissue. 
been assumed that our climate con- . 
_. ; . How to IpENTIFY BLISTER CANKER. 

ditions are unfavorable to its spread. . 
‘ ‘ ss 5 essenti c , “oar 

Be this as it may, characteristic It 1 essential to know the sal 

specimens of blister canker were rae oO DIS ate! 18 Get SI} S ; ans | to be certain that it is blister canker 
sent to this office by an orchardist and not canker of another sort 

in southern Wisconsin, in July. which is causing the injury. Blis- 

Knowing that the Illinios State ter canker should be looked for on 

pathologists had done much work ihe larger Himbs and os of the 

woo tdi rees specia a > 

along this line, the Editor secured words a este ee large | 
ni . . 

Se ster ankers are 

permission to publish in whole or easily distinguished by the pres- 

in part a bulletin on Blister Canker, ence of the characteristic fruiting 

recently published. We give it in bodies which are called ‘nail 

part only. Technical descriptions ae on nat of their resem- 

of spore growth etc., have been halance to the thick head of the old- 
; 3 fashioned iron nail (Fig.l). When 

omitted and, unfortunately, pages the bark is worn away they stand 

of excellent directions, in detail, for out from the wood about one- 

the cutting and treatment of the quarter of an inch and are ordi- 

cankers. Our thought has been to ; narily from one-fourth to  three- 

print enough so that the disease is cights inch in diameter. The 
ni $0 M : at nail heads” are usually crowded 

can be readily identified. If any = together on the older part of the 
s Canker. > can write Fig. 1.—An old blister canker which . <ered are: Thev 44 ; 

grower finds Canker, he ‘ probably originated in the cut at the cankered area. They contain what 

for a copy of the bulletin, to the top of the figure. The “nail heads” fhe known as the winter spores of 
‘ > > : show plainly on the lower half of the the fungus. 

Director, Agr. Exp. Station, Ur figure where the bark has been par- Oa new conkers ji 3 I 

bana, Illinois. tially worn away. younger part of old and ‘ in vie 

a : / younger pa old cankers the 
This is for first aid only and the attempts to control the disease. In fruiting bodies cfowd up under the 

presence of the disease should be ; rarge isan i" peas has bark, and cause small, blister-like 
. . wo een due to a lack of knowledge protuberances. Later these blisters 

reported immediately to the Divi- concerning the characteristics of split open in a star-like manner 
sion of Plant Pathology, Agr. Col- the disease and the life history of (Fig. 2). The ruptured segments 

lege, Madison. the fungus causing it. This has curl backwards, exposing a dust- 
. meant that when control measures colored mass, which consists of the 

For the use of the cuts and text, fave been applied, they many times summer spores of the . fungus.
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If the top layer of the bark is plants to which molds, mushrooms, from the point of infection and then 
¢..t away where either of these types and mildews belong. Scabs and may spread up or down the limb. 
or fruiting bodies occur, black rings, rots are also caused by this group It usually causes definite brown 
the diameter of the “nail heads” of plants. The fungus plant con- streaks in the wood, which may be 

ov blisters, may be observed (Fig. sists of numerous minute, thread- followed by cutting cross-sections 
3). When the fruit bodies are not like structures which penetrate the of the limb. Later, the fungus in- 
very evident from an exterior ex- tissues of the plant attacked and vades the wood of neighboring 
amination, these rings furnish a safe derive nourishment therefrom, limbs, and if unchecked, becomes 

method of distinguishing this can- The fungi develop seed-like bodies, fairly well distributed throughout 
a as do higher plants. These spores, the entire woody portion of the tree, 

as they are called, are microscopic €V" into the roots. 
in size and of very simple struc- Other cankers may appear above 
ture. They are developed in or on OT below the point of original in- 

the fruit bodies. The fruit bodies fection, especially if limbs have 
vary greatly in structure among the been removed. These develop from 

different kinds of fungi. In the the interior of the branch rather 
case of blister canker they consist than from new infections, and may 

of portions of the “nail heads” and _ be called “secondary cankers.”” The 
the blisters referred to above fact that secondary cankers may 
(Fig. 1 and 2). appear on an apparently sound limb 

: «a4 6§ives rise to the erroneous idea 

“ hen the bark about the “nail that the fungus can gain an entrance 
heads” becomes moist, the spores through the unbroken bark surface. 
are either shot forcibly into the air 
or are crowded out on the surface Preventive MEASURES. 
where they form a thick, gelatinous The control of blister canker con- 

‘ layer. They may then be washed sists in rigidly following a definite 

down the trees or carried by various program, which in a new orchard, 
agents to neighboring trees. The in the majority of cases, will pre- 
fact that infested trees usually occur vent the disease from getting a 
in groups in an orchard indicates ae aad a 
that the spores are not ordinarily gif at 

Fie. 2—/Bileters” of the gummer- carried by the wnid, as in the case & 

spore. stage shown with edges rolled of such fungi as apple FUSE On * 

back, exposing dust-like masses of the other hand, the distribution of ee ae 

spores. the disease in orchards miles apart i NE See 

ker. A curious characteristic mot- indicates that there are carrying HI ahi: 

tling is also apparent on the inner agents such as birds or insects. a jf ie 
bark. This mottling is quite dif- Workmen commonly distribute the Ki ae 

ferent from the streaked appear- SPores In an orchard by means of ;} fy 

ance sometimes evident when black 001s used in pruning. | A ae | 
rot or other cankers are exposed If the spores alight on an un- 4 J / i 
in the same manner. wounded surface they will not grow me Ay ae 

As the canker may become quite into the healthy tissues. They will CT Aa 7 

large before the fruiting bodies ap- rarely infest when they alight on eer Ty hi 

pear, it is necessary to have some a small wound. But when they it fd 
way of distinguishing the disease encounter a large, exposed wound, Re As 

in its earlier stages. Fortunately, they are fairly certain to infect. iid. (0 Be 
this characteristic mottled inner Such wounds are often cracked and Mi ame 4 

bark is apparent before any blisters the spores sift down into these | 2gmBNG, Oe. 
or nail heads are in evidence. It cracks, where they find the moisture Fig. 3.—Mottled inner bark showing 
is the earliest definite indication of necessary for their germination. the plack rings of the fruiting bodies. 

the nature of the trouble and may Wounds produced by the sawing off 
be taken as a sure mark if blister of large limbs, and especially those start, and in old orchards will con- 
canker, made by the breaking of fruit- fine the canker largely to the trees 

Nature any Lire History oF laden branches, furnish ideal in- already infected. There is*no’ safe 

BLIistER CANKER FuNGuUS fection ccurts for these spores. remedy or “cure” for blister canker 
The organism caus‘ng _ blister The fungus of blister canker after it has become once estab- 

canker is a fungus—the group of grows down into the heartwood lished in a tree, except in rare in-
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stances where newly infected limbs covered wounds is to be condemned. gas tar. ‘These dressings should | ¢ 
may be cut out. In some cases, however, through examined during the course of tle 
Wi 40. Bicins ‘Conte early neglect of the orchard, or year, and if any cracks have ay - 

- M “_ NTROL through accident, large wounds are peared, the surface should be m- 
ne EASORES: produced. Such wounds should be coated. 
The first step in control should properly treated at the earliest pos- If a tree has become sunscaldec , 

be taken before the orchard is sible moment. If it becomes neces- or if areas of bark have been 

pomet This presaution ‘consi sary to cut off large limbs, the killed by other agents, the dea: 
in eeally = veeeaun| me n I ister workman should be instructed as to bark should be removed and shella 

canker "Tilinois orchardists should the Proper method of removal. If applied immediately, followed by th: 
avoid slantia Béii Davig a Hehly limbs are broken through over- tar dressing. Lower limbs tha: 
_ ai oe y aes Deas bearing, they should be cut back to are too shaded, and consequentl 

ties ye 1 : ee eri yo Ben the proper length. Limbs are weak, should be removed rathe- 
Da OF apples ‘ ; ae os Illinios frequently broken at the point of than allowed to die. 

avis, or equal to it, anc nios oo : a : . . 
orchards nee alread . " aveE slanted origin on a larger limb, thus leav- Pools used in pruning operation, 

to thie wari ay s I ing a “pocket.” These pockets are should be sterilized before pass 
0 S variety. very commonly courts of infection ing from one tree to another unless 

CarE oF A YOUNG ORCHARD. ee the orchardist is certain that there 
. B wy] is ister canker i 

Infections from the spores of the : id r n nae mat the orchard 
blister canker fungus are rare in ae even me a a a to. the Bie 
a young orchard, that is, one under és een ee nee i the te ke owing 
six years of age. However, the Be Pe be the fact tae blisterscam 7 may 

orchard practice during the first ten Be. ‘ ick rae in a severa aa 
years of the life of the orchard ye vefore 1t becomes evident externally 

determines, in a large measure, the Ba Controt or BListER CANKER IN 
amount of infection which will ey INFECTED ORCHARDS. 
occur later. Infection does = * . - 

We one does not hi Orchards having as high as 20 
ordinarily take place in small a} aa 

2 S i ni per cent cankered trees may be 
wounds on rapidly growing, healthy & . 

. oT ; . raga? saved to produce profitable crops 
trees. Therefore the tree should be Ka 1 “ 1 em : at for many years. The labor in- 
shaped in its early life, when the - 7 - ; 

. : ae volved the first year is great, but 
limbs which are not wanted may be Bea : : : ae subsequent treatments are not much 
removed without danger of infec- ye . = : = : eae eee f more complicated or expensive than 
tion. It is not essential to sterilize f : . . . 

Z = 4 : ; is ordinary pruning. A_ single the tools or wounds in ordinary é ? : 
: rags 7 Bis large apple tree often yields a re- 

pruning practice in orchards under ; eh : 
: = S izsese j turn of $40 to $50 ina single season, 

ten years of age, so far as blister 4 . . = 
a : and even when a return of $10 is 

canker is concerned. However, , 2 , 
: 2 ecg . ~ secured, a single crop will pay the 

pruning tools which have been used , seHBHRE GaWolced in Sains thé 
in an old orchard should always be ton aS vOrves, ML Saving. fs 
sterilized before being taken into ee Pe re 
a young orchard: When a young i Fick has ‘hi PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF ORCHARD. 

* . Fig. 4.—A canker which has been BR praia . 5s . 
orchard in the neighborhood of a properly cleaned and painted with Effective control can be secured 
cankered older orchard is pruned,  gheliac and tar. only when every infected tree in 
the wounds should always be . . the orchard has been located. 
treated as described later, especially because the moisture which collects Therefore, a careful, systematic 
the wounds exposing wood over in them provides a good condition examination of every tree is neces- 
four years or age. Inall cases, the for the accumulation and germina- sary. This should be done by one 

limbs that are removed should be tion of the spores. Such wounds who is thoroughly familiar with all 
cut flush with the surface of the should be opened by cutting a the symptoms of the disease. Un- 
tree so as not to leave a stub. groove at the base. less the grower feels confident of 

Cc Uwinrecren, Be The wounds should be dressed -his ability to locate the infected 
ARE ‘OF Onchanna BARING promptly and carefully. Fresh trees, it will more than pay him to 

RCHARDS. cuts need not be sterilized, but employ such an expert. The survey 
Since large wounds of any origin should be covered immediately with is best made in the winter when all 

are the points where infection a coat of shellac, which, after dry- the foliage is off, so that the en- 
takes place, any orchard practice ing a few minutes, should. be tire surface of the limbs may be 
which tends to produce large. un- covered with a coating of ordinary examined. When examining large
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rees one should walk entirely tious material and at the same time the fruiting bodies and the dead 
.round the tree, and if an unob- to treat the diseased trees in such bark have been removed, is a con- 
-tructed view of all the limbs can- a way as to reduce the injury to a tributing factor in the quick and 
ot be obtained it will be necessary minimum. The removal of the complete recovery of the wound and 
t» climb the tree. The dark, rough- cankers does not eliminate the reduces the chances of borers and 
ened surface of old cankers may disease. Rather, the object of all woolly aphids working in the edge 
be readily located, but young can- this labor is to remove the super- of the canker. 
kers may be very easily overlooked. ficial cankers, whereby all possi- During the summer following the 
Special attention should be given to bility of the natural spread of the treatment of the cankers, the edges 
areas about large wounds, stubs, disease is deferred until another of the treated areas should be 
split crotches. When a diseased crop of spores is produced. Since scrutinized in order to ascertain 
iree is located the person making jt takes at least a year for the whether the canker is advancing. 
the survey should mark the loca- production of a new crop of spores, If it has advanced, but there is no 
tion of the tree on a previously the chances of new trees becoming evidence of the summer stage of 
prepared plan of the orchard and infected are thus almost eliminated. the fruit bodies. with their charac- 
should also paint a broad band * OF Ok Ok teristic star-shaped openings, it is 
around the trunk of the tree to serve The winter months are best for safe to leave the treatment until 
as an identification mark, cutting out cankers, since the limbs winter. If the canker has advanced 

A_ large, sharp knife should be are bare at that time and work- rapidly, however, and the fruit 
carried, and when the true nature men are more easily obtained. The bodies are forming, it is a good 

of a diseased area is questioned, a wounds start to callous early in the plan to cut out the diseased area 
cut should be made across the sur- spring so that the operations should immediately. This can be done 
face to determine the presence or pe completed by the middle of hastily with a few strokes of the 
absence of the characteristic mot- March, A man skilled in cutting knife. No dressing need be applied 
tled inner bark. out cankers should be employed if at this time. 

It has been stated that the fungus possible and a helper furnished The winter following the first can- 

in infected trees may invade many him. If the diseased trees have ker removal is the proper time to go 

limbs which show no external signs heen designated with bands of over the orchard again to examine 
of canker. In pruning operations paint as described above, four rows all the trees, both healthy and dis- 
it is not at all unusual for work- may be treated at one time, each eased. The healthy trees should be 
men to cut into such limbs although man being responsible for two examined for the possible appear- 
they may avoid the cankered limbs. rows. ance of new cankers, while the dis- 
Under no circumstances, therefore, * ok OK OX eased trees should be treated in the 

should the workmen who do the : same manner as in the previous 
ordinary pruning operations in an RECOMMENDATIONS re CONTINUED operation. This operation is much 
orchard be allowed to prune a tree TREATMENT OF -NFECTED simplified by the facts that, first, the 

which has canker. Marking these . Orcuarps. . . canker rarely extends more than 
trees and warning the workmen to Should the fight against blister a few inches during the year; 
leave them alone, prevents the pos- canker be discontinued with the secondly, the bark has been but 
sibility of spreading the disease on above treatment, all the labor in- recently killed and consequently is 
the tools. Experiments of the volved would be lost. It would be soft and easily removed; and 
writer have proved that the fungus like cutting off the tops of the finally, many of the cankers will 

may be carried in a living condi- weeds, thus allowing them to sprout show no advance. 

tion in the sawdust between the again to produce a larger crop of Each winter a similar survey 
teeth of a pruning saw. seed than they would have other- should be made. As the infected 

It is a well known fact that many 'S¢: Blister canker continues to trees become so badly mutilated as 
ties: Have ‘blistex Ganker far years develop and the year following the t be unsightly and unprofitable, 

without showing any external evi- treatment some of the cankers will they should be removed and burned. 

dence of the disease, or at least be found to be surrounded by dead New trees may be planted in their 
such as would be noticed by the bark with fruiting bodies begin- places without danger of infection. 

unskilled observer. Such trees may 78 to develop. In other cases, ———— 
sonmetinies! be.datected by the! char- fortunately, the treatment seems to , 

os 1. check the spread of the canker, a Wenatchee valley apple growers 
acter of the heartwood when weak- : 

: : kok OK good callous is formed about the have assessed themselves three cents 
ened limbs are removed. . 7 

edge of the wound, and several a box for advertising purposes. 
CurtinG Out THE CANKERS. years may elapse before the canker 7435 will amount to about $1,000,- 

After a careful survey of the again appears. A careful opera- 000. No wond le us 

orchard has been made, the next tion in which a healthy edge has . No wonder people use west- 

operation is to get rid of all infec- been left round the wound after ¢m™m apples.
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his work with pansies and develope 

TH E F LO RISTS PA G E and raised 80 or more varieties. da | 

EDITED BY meeting me, he had a little story 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany to tell about preconceived notion.. 

PUBLIC 'MUSEUM MIEWADEEE, Wie: When the State Fair used to be 

held at Madison, he was a sligh 
Wisconsin’s Burbank, old-timers of the University of Wis- man of 130 pounds and as Proj 

By’ Huron Hi. Smith: consin. He was president of the Henry was standing with him look 

Avowed florists have been the Wis. Hort. Society from June 1909 ing over his pansy exhibit, a lad 

theme of our articles up to the to Jan. 1911 and has been a mem- came up with a wish to see the 
present time, and now it gives me ber of the Executive Board for the great Pansy Toole. She was  in- 

great pleasure to present a man, last 25 years. He was the recipient troduced and evidently disappointed 

who is a florist, but whose heart in 1911 of the annual Honorable as she said she always thought he 

is not in the hot house, but in Wis- Recognition Award of the Univer- would be a fine, portly fellow, but, 

consin’s out-of-doors. I write of sity, during the presidency of “here he is a little runt.” Mr. Toole 
Wm. Toole, Sr., of Baraboo. Charles R. Van Hise. had formed the notion that I was 

Mr. Toole is as enthusiastic as Mr. Toole was born of Irish one of these Lord Fauntleroy 

ever and although he was 80 years father ard Fnelish mother, in Provi- office botanists, when he had let 

old the 21st of last September, he Se 

had just put in the day (June 24th), re = . 

in making hay. With my assis- SS f 

tant, Mr. Tuttup, in the side-car, BS] Ps aX 

I drove up through Baraboo, en- fag We aS : 
route to my collecting outfit at ‘ Y a Wa SNS xt SO s 

Black River Falls, and recalling the ra as a \ 

many good things said about Mr. al er : 

Toole, by my friend Frederic Crane- ' seins 

field, I got him on the telephone, ; Sas 

and in 10 minutes, made a date ry 

for an interview. 
zt 

Mr. Toole has 40 acres, two ‘== | ee 
miles southwest of Baraboo on “Cozy Corner.” Will'am Toole, Sr., and Son, Dr. E. H. Toole, looking at us. 

Highway 12, and although he has dence, R. I., leaving there in 1857 ters from me before, and said he 
turned over the business to his son for North Adams, Massachusetts. didn’t expect to see a two-fisted 

Wm. A., still keeps a sizeable plot In 1859 he came to Wisconsin, set- two-hundred-pounder, of Irish ex- 

of his own for experimenting. tling first at Excelsior, then mov- traction. 

Under the name “Garry Nee Dule” ing to North Freedom and finally Mr. Toole said he always thought 

which means “gardens of the in 1887 to Baraboo. Ten years ago he would like to raise sonie freak 

O'Toole’s,” his son runs the green- he moved to his present residence, pansies, but confined his efforts 

houses, and out door acres, produc- “Cozy Corner” and turned over the to raising varieties for the florists’ 

ing annuals and hardy perennials old homestead to Wm. A., his son. perfection for good round flowers. 

in endless variety. His other son, Dr. Eben H. Toole, He had almost all the shades of 

Wm. Toole, Sr., is the grand who obtained his Ph. D. from the color in his pansies, that you don’t 
old man of horticulture, agriculture University of Wisconsin, is now see in any other flowers. One in 

and floriculture in Wisconsin. He director of the Seed Laboratory in particular was touted as a_ black 

is the oldest member of the Wis. Washington, D. C., and is work- pansy, although in reality it was 

Hort. Society, belonging to it in ing on the problem of retarded a very dark purple. 

he days of Prof. Henry, Prof. Dan- germination. Mr. Toole, has always taken an 

‘iels, and Dr. Wim. Trelease, those Mr. Toole is widely known for interest in other people’s love of
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tiowers, and has stimulated it ered Black-Eyed Susan. He has peculiar delicate fragrance was the 

wherever possible. Back in the worked with the Butterfly weed difference. 

den days, they had a three room (asclepias tuberosa) until he has The old place is really now a 

graded school in Baraboo, and he many shades of red and orange to plant factory and one may look over 

vitered premiums in potted plants almost yellow. He was just mak- acres of blooming hardy perennials 

and hardy perennials to the scholars ing seed selections from our native at this season of the year. We 

who collected the largest number of Downy or Prairie Phlox (Phlox — saw 40,000 hardy phlox plants com- 

species of native wild flowers in pilosa) while I was there, and he ing along, and were told that they 

the spring. Many residents of has a great range of color from raised over 100,000 hardy peren- 

Raraboo recall with pleasure, their deep pink to nearly pure white. nials in a year. Most attention 

competition in those good old days. He is also working out color vari- is given to bedding and spring 

Mr. Toole has never ceased to pro- ants in our New England Aster plants for out door planting. Only 

mote the use of native plants for (Aster Novae-Angliae). He is pro- the pansy and aster seeds are now 

| decorative purposes, and we think ducing some fine varieties of our raised, the others are purchased. 

there is no one in the state, who Rosinweed or compass _ plants, In fall sweet peas and “mums” 

knows the decorative possibili- are raised, but other cut flowers 

ties of Wisconsin’s flowers, [ gy ,—SS—idY~S sate purchased in Milwaukee. Bar- 

shrubs and trees so well as ts ' aboo is a beautiful city and from 

he. On the shaded bank by te } gy \ the hills at Garry Nee Dule, one 

his home, one may find ferns, wild | i P dent has a clear view of the cityand the 

flowers, and fine shrubs, which he | va ) surrounding bluffs, that is indeed 

has gathered in his rambles over Rete EEE 2 §) beautiful. No more inspiring sight 

Wisconsin, and planted with his i bee could be pictured than the location 

own hands. All over his experi- : y of the Toole gardens, and we hope 

mental plot, are constantly seen ; Wm. ‘Toole Sr. may be spared 

native wild flowers, so chosen that 7 many years, to counsel the younger 

blooms are to be had at all sea- generation on the beauty that is 

sons of the year. At the solicita- round about us. 

tion of Secretary Frederic Crane- ———_—_—— 

field, he has written a pamphlet, The Giant Late Tulip. 

on the use of native flowers, trees, (From National Garden Bureau.) 

shrubs and vines for decorative (Silphium Terebinthaceum, S. laci- The late tulips offer the most gor- 

niatum, and S. perfoliatum). In geous display of the entire year in 

a: OE ork fans «: 43 fact, I doubt if he knows himself the hardy garden. In color, form 

pee ea ea ae 5 ‘ : j yh tee. wan Hs 
be oe a eo how many native things he is work- and certainty 5 Bloons ene ig no 

6 EE nS Se ing on. garden subject to compare with 

chat ee Mr. Toole doesn’t care much for them. Coming into bloom about 

: “a oe the ordinary Delphiniums of the the second week of May in normal 

P fi florist, so has developed several seasons they offer a display of color 

to | strains of dense flowered ones’) He from the most brilliant to the most 

has also produced a white Del- delicate and subtle and not offered 

gardening, which has just come phinium that bears seed. This is by any other garden material. 

from the press. Here one may get — said to have been done in England, In addition they have long stems 

very valuable information on choice hut not in this country before. We and are ideal for cutting. Some of 

of plants for all situations. took his picture right by the white the Darwins will reach a height of 

To illustrate his work on plant Delphinium. His Liluim Candi- three feet under good cultivation, 

breeding and selection would take dum was fine, too. At first we while two feet is about a fair aver- 

more of an expert than I. Mr. mistook it for the Easter Lily, but age. 

Toole has produced a large flow- soon discovered the difference. The (Continued on page 29.)
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Wisconsin Horticulture decorating the build'ng. The ama- ment of the State University aid 

Published Monthly by the teur flower show is steadily crowd- first non-competitive exhibit in tie 

Wisconsin State eae Society ing the other departments as well horticultural department. 
Oficial Organ of the Society. as showing a wonderful improve- Well, this is really not importait 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor ment in quality and taste in arrange- except that 29 years is quite 1 

Besrelara’ Weis: Hei BocMadlson, Wit ment of exhibits. The professional stretch of time. I am of th: 
an entered at the postofiice at Madison. Wisconsin, florists did mot expand,—because opinion that the Editor holds th: 

PYOR Aet of Ostobee’ 31017, authofized uty they have no chance to expand, record for continuous attendance. 

“averting rates made known on application. shut in hard and fast by ropes Who says, nay? F.C. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society his is just a glimpse of hort:- OO | 
ult ean te ead a peg te Wie nas culture at the Fair and in no sense Plant Spring Flowering Bulbs 

Horticulture. Send one dollar to Frederic Crane- 4 record of exhibits. The whole Now. | 

doth Hin nay he sont actoy wrapped oF ate story is one of crowding and clamor Mid October is not too late to 
tached to a card. Personal checks accepted. 

Postage stamps not accepted. for more room on the part of plant tulips, hyacinth and like bulbs 

orrioens department heads and exhibitors. for spring flowering, except pos- 

y ie Chrateneen: Brasil en a ee Here, then, are the alternatives; sibly in the extreme northern part 

Frederic Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer..Madison discourage further exhibits, tell of the state where frost has entered 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE people there is no more room or, the ground. Bulbs planted late in 

pieatasit, ViGcERRHCE ana: Becrstary: a new building. the season and mulched heavily 

For Three Years. Commissioner Norgord realizes as the ground begins to freeze, will 
A. K. Bassett... ....-.+.+00000++++ Baraboo . 
© 1. Brigham..........,.......Biue Mounds fully the needs of our department root splendidly and be ready for 

Wine Tonlands soso vo uccmme Gaet and others, but has stated publicly next spring. It is not advisable 
Paul B, Grant........+-.++:+++++Menomonie that he is not in a position to request to plant too early for the long 

Michard Meskea LL Mae Mila funds for new buildings, the peo- period of root growth may be 
Wo E, Spreiter <...-..s.s-s-------Onalask& Hie interested must do that; must followed by bud development this 

E M. Bayan, fessor toro Aton go before the legislature and fall. No scientist has, so far as 

Win, Netonee eee eeccec eee /.7"oshkosh demand funds for expansion. Let’s known, taken the trouble to look 
Amo Wittich...-...-..+--.+-- Sturgeon BAY 4 that Begin now to think about ‘nto this, but the experienced Wis- 

BOARD OF MANAGERS it and after election begin pound- consin gardener knows that late 
HG. Chrisionten a tole Seaneten ing your members of the house planted bulbs give better growth 

= and senate. than those planted early in Sep- 

Horticulture at the 1922 State Now that the fair is fresh in tember. 
Fair. your mind, think over carefully all No need to go into details about 

We have no first hand informa- you saw and store it in the back varieties, the catalogs list all 
tion about the fair and must depend of your head so that you will be standard kinds. There are three 

on scanty reports. These reports able to give us the facts next winter classes of tulips and the bulb en- 
show that the exhibits in all lines, when we call on you. Now just thusiast will plant some of each. 

exceeded in quantity and quality by way of closing, please go First; the early dwarf usually listed 
those of any previous year. Several back to the opening sentence and as Duc van Tholl, in red, white and 

tray exhibits of apples were not connect it with the following privi- yellow; the mid season, taller than 

staged at all on account of lack of leged remarks. This, 1922, State the preceding, with larger flowers, 
room, being dragged cut for the Fair is the first one the Editor represented by Cottage Maid; the 

judge then shoved under the missed in 30 years. Just 30 years late or Darwin tulips, tall, long- 

tables. The vegetable department ago, September. 1892, he suggested stemmed and self colored. 

was also crowded, but the exhibits to Prof. E. S. Goff, that it might Plant tulips and hyacinths so that 

shown were very high in quality. be a good idea to make an exhibit the base of the bulb is about four 
The Society of Milwaukee Flo- of native plums at the Fair. It inches below the surface. Cover 

rists kept us in first place with was done and that was the first heavily after the surface of ground 

several hundred points to spare, in exhibit ever staged by any depart- has frozen with any material
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ava lable except autumn leaves. ing and thawing, and to allow the in town during the day and in the 

Leaves, when wet, pack into an al- canes to remain dry. The Editor garden mornings and evenings to 

most air-proof covering and unless of the 1919 Annual Report allowed give it the care and cultivation a 

great care is exercised in spring advice by one of the speakers at garden should have. 

the bulbs will be smothered. the Convention to cover with earth, As it now stands, the garden is 

The purpose of covering is to to slip through and was properly really four. What was first our 

prevent alternate freezing and rebuked the following spring by a vegetable garden, is now a garden 
thawing during the winter months. member who followed this advice devoted to flowers. The plot that 

A loose covering will serve this and lost her roses. was cleared later for vegetables 

purpose and also allow gradual Tin: tone wE the: saeee successful proved more satisfactory. It is on 

removal next spring. rose gardens in southern Wiscon- a slight slope and now contains red 

is sin marsh hay is spread over the and black raspberries, strawberries, 

Winter Protection for Roses. surface of the beds protecting the grapes, a cherry tree, and some 
Mrs. Angel in “My Garden” on stems only 8 to 12 inches from the plum trees. The fourth plot now 

another page, laments her in- ground. The balance of the tops contains our table vegetables, pota- 

ability to carry over hybrid per- die every year and are removed toes and. cow ‘bests fo feed the 

petual roses, such kinds, no doubt, in the spring cutting back to live chickens, ss 
as Laing, Neyron, Druschki, Brun- wood. Fine strong shoots arise. Thus far the only fertilizer used 

ner and others. We make the guess from these lower protected buds, in the: garden was produced by a. 

that these roses were not given and although the blossoms are poultry-and’hasibeen sufheient. We 
proper winter protection. Hybrid limited in number, are superb in used) plenty of water and after @ 
perpetual roses, numbering at least quality. These rose plants are now great plenty of water has been 
fifty good kinds, should live and eight years old. ised, On "the flowers WS Use! MORES 
bloom profusely for 10 or even water and add still more water. 

20 years if heavily pruned each oO This l'beral use of water causes 

spring and given winter protection. My Garden. our bulbs to produce more flowers 

Most growers overdo the job of Mrs. John Angel, Jefferson, Wis. than I have ever before seen bulbs 

piling leaves, manure, straw or When asked to write an article produce. Of course I could not 

earth over the plants in the vain about my garden, it seemed to me ‘vrite about my garden witho™ 
attempt to prevent freezing, with that such an article could be of no Writing about my bulbs for my 

the result that the plants are kept interest to the members of the Wis- flower garden consists largely of 

moist all fall and winter, freeze consin Horticultural Society; but  gladioli. Each bulb grew to about 
just the same and if this doesn’t when I remembered that most of the size of a mason jar cover or 

finish them they are smothered in the members are amateurs seeking larger in diameter and produced 
March and April. advice from such professional from six to twelve flowers. The 

Do not attempt to keep out frost. sources as are available and watch- plants grew strong and vigorous 

It can’t be done in Wisconsin, and ing the methods used by other mem- and reached a height of over five 

besides it isn’t necessary for hy- bers, I decided I would try. feet, many of them stood straight 

brid perpetuals. Do not prune in My garden is planted in wood- and over six feet tall without 

the fall. Bend the tops down, flat jand which seven or eight years support: 

on the ground (don’t say it can’t ago had never been plowed. The Our experience has shown us 
‘e done), peg them in place and first crop raised after the trees that it does not pay to plant small 

«fter the ground is frozen, cover were removed and the land plowed bulbs. We bought some last year 
ith evergreen boughs, cornstalks, yas potatoes. At first the garden hardly as large as a small egg. Not 
‘raw or building paper. Do not was very small; but each year a one bulb of those we bought pro- 

use leaves or cover with earth. The few trees were cut, the roots re-  <uced more than one flower nor 
covering is simply and only for the moved, the land plowed and planted did they increase as well as our 

parpose of protecting the canes with potatoes until now it is almost own. We are anxious to see what 
from winter sun, alternate freez- too large for one man who works (Continued on page 29.)
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We have set out to get 1,000 new members by January 1, 1923. By way of inducement we 

will give to each new member $4.00 value (a low estimate) for $1.00, annual membership as 

follows: 
| 

For One Dollar, currency, P. O. money order or personal check, we will send you: | 

(1) Wisconsin Horticulture from date, October 1, 1922, to January 

(2) A copy of the 1922 Annual Report... sees -50 | 

(3) A copy of either 1917 or 1920 Annual Report... 50 

(4) The Wisconsin Garden Book ......-.-...--------e--es essence 25 

(5) Native Plants of Wisconsin, Toole +: ieee -50 

(6) Annual Membership -...........0:...:-::0:s ces cet ces eeeseeseeeeses tee nse nee 1.00 

| 
—_—_ 

| 
TCAD: ccccanennncoranevveecrensneenennsesenesai Gi Steer _.....$4.00 

(1) Wisconsin Horticulture: A 16-page monthly magazine, not as good as some other horticultural maga- 

zines, perhaps, but better than most of them; at least for Wisconsin people, because whatever it contains 

is prepared for Wisconsin. There is no pretense of covering all of horticulture, but only Wisconsin horti- 

culture. You will like it. 

(2) The Annual Report: Contains 182 pages; 16 pages lists of fruit trees and flowers recommended for culti- 

vation in Wisconsin. These lists are carefully prepared by experts each with a lifetime experience in 

Wisconsin, and are revised every year. Addresses and discussions at the two annual conventions. Noth- 

ing is published in the Reports except that it has permanent value. The subject matter of a Report five 

or even ten years old is as valuable as one of yesterday. 

(3) We have a large surplus of 1917 and 1920 Reports and a few of preceding years. As long as they last one 

copy will be sent each new member. These contain many valuable papers; cloth bound. 

(4) The Wisconsin Garden Book: 55 pages, 5x7% inches. The simplest, most concise and readable book on | 

vegetable gardening for beginners yet published. It tells you exactly what you want to know, in plain 

| language and in the fewest possible words; seven chapters on vegetable gardening, and two short ones 

| on berry culture and tree fruits for good measure. Written by practical Wisconsin gardeners; published 

| by the State Horticultural Society. Price 25c. | 

| (5) Native Plants of Wisconsin, by William Toole, Sr.: Five interesting and valuable papers. 

| (1) Domesticating our Native Flowers. 

| (2) Native Shrubs of Wisconsin. 

| (3) Our Wisconsin Native Trees. 
| 

| (4) Cultivating Our Native Ferns. 

| (5) Our Native Climbing Vines. 
| 
| These are not merely botanical lists of plants. In each paper Mr. Toole tells how to use these native | 

| plants. These papers, delivered at our Annual Conventions were considered of such value that the 

Society has issued them in this attractive booklet. Price 50c. | 

(6) Annual Membership in the State Horticultural Society: This is what we are aiming at, why we are 

offering you $4.00 for $1.00, to increase our membership. The Society is doing splendid work. It is not a | 

state “Board” or “Department,” bound by red tape, but is close to the people. It is a privilege to be a 

| member. You will receive the paper and one Report a year as long as you remain a member. 

! 
On receipt of One Dollar the books described above and pictured on the opposite page will be sent you 

postage paid; the paper from date of your remittance to January 1, 1924, and a receipt for Annual Member- 

ship to January 1, 1924. If you have a neighbor or friend who is a member hand the dollar to him, he will do 

the rest; otherwise address 

| FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Secretary 

| 701 Gay Building MADISON, WIS. 

| NOTE: We cannot accept postage stamps. 

|
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The following cash premiums are offered for exhibits at The following score card will be used in judging apples: 

the annual convention, Madison, Jan. 10-11-12, 1923: Trueness tO type cccccceeeccccseeeeeeeeeeee 10 points 

Size . fees . cette 1B ® 
(1) Best 25 plates, 5 plates each, Color .......... ooo teen 20 ” 

5 commercial varieties for Uniformity... . 25 ” 

WISCONSIN o..eeeececeessseeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee $12.50 $7.50 $5.00 $2.50 Freedom from blemish ......0..0......0.00.... 30 " 

(2) Best collection of apples, one co 
plate: each, not, ‘to: exceed 10 Total egesuutoceuussmecmuremseete 100 points 

Varieties renee 10.00 6.00 4.00 2.00 Apples to be exhibited in trays 18 x 11% inches and 3 

(3) Best plate of each of the fol- inches deep. Trays will be furnished. | 

lowing varieties: 200000... 1.00  .75 50.25 

Ben Davis, Dudley, Fameuse, - oo 

Gano, Golden Russett, Grimes Vegetables 

Golden, Jonathan, King, Malin- . 
da, McIntosh, McMahan, New- (1) Best collection, not less than 10 entries, 1st, $5.00; 

ell, Northern Spy, Northwest- 2d, $3.00; 3d, $2.00. 1st 2a 3a 
i 

ern Greening, Patten, Pewau- # 
i $1.0 75 $0.5 

kee, Plumb Cider, Salome, Seek- th ; ee Gaae BRBCUB cress ~ as i #0 : i a 

no-further, Scott Winter, Tol- QO @ Ratshécas to ae: 
man, Twenty Ounce, Utter, (4) utabagas 2c eect Le ‘ 6 

7 (5) 6 Chantenay Carrots .........2...... 1.00  .75 50 
Wagener, Wealthy, Windsor, - 5 Wolf River, York Imperial (G6) 38 Winter Cabbage 2.000000... 1.00 75 250 

: = (1) 3 Ré@d:Cabbate scccccccccccncceaca: 1200) 276. 0 

(4) Best tray of any of above (8) 6 Chicory oe eee ee 10000 75 

named varieties except Malinda, (9) 6 Red Onions 2... -- 1.00.75 50 
Newell, Northern Spy, Patten, (10) 6 Yellow Danvers Onions... cee 1.00.75 50 

Plumb Cider, Twenty Ounce, (11) 6 White Onions —20222 0. . 100 .75 50 

Utter oer. 8.75 2.50 1.25 1.00 (18) 6 Onions, Large Type 2. 1.00.75 
(14) Largest Onion ............ minenewsmas 100 «75 <b): 

(5) Best 5 trays of any of (15) 6 Winter Radishes 20.0000 1.00.75 

the following ......................12.50 7.50 5.00 3.50 2.00 (16) 6 Parsnips 20. 1.00 .75 50 

Dudley, Melntosh, (17) Hubbard Squash ....... . - 1.00 .75 50 

Northwestern, Wealthy, (18) 3 Table Queen Squash ........ sey 1.00 <15 60 
Tolman, Wolf River, Fa- (19) 3 Heads Celery 20000 1.00.75 50 
meuse, Gano, Salome, (20) 3 Chinese Cabbage . cbt cee 1.00.75 50 
McMahan, Seek-no-fur- (21) 6 Salsify 2 1.00.75 50 
ther, Windsor. 

(6) Best 10 trays of any var- 34 
iety in 5 tray class......... 25.00 15.00 10.00 6.00 4.00 Rules of Entry! for: All Exhibits 

Separate samples must 1. Exhibits must be arranged ready for judges by 1:00, 

be furnished for each P. M., Wednesday, Jan. 10th. This will be strictly entorced.| 

entry. 2. Five apples constitute a plate, no more, no less. 

(7) Plate any other standard variety, properly labeled with 3. Competition open to all residents of Wisconsin, but 

variety name. premiums paid only to members. Premium winners, if 

not members, must forward fee for membership before 

Ten prizes of $2.00 each will be awarded under this prize Teceiving check for premium. All final entries must be 
number. Any exhibitor may enter a maximum of five ™ade on regular entry blanks which will be furnished 
plates under this prize number, but each must be of a dif- by thesecretary on application but exhibitors are urged to 
ferent variety. send lists in advance even if not all entries are filled at 

convention. 

Trays shall be packed “diagonal pack.” F. Cranefield, Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wisconsin.
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My Garden, the largest potatoes,” proved true. The Giant Tulip. 
(Continued from page 25.) Our peonies are cultivated and have (Continued from page 23.) 

results we get from that variety grown wonderfully. They pro- While the single early tulips need 

next year. duced such quantities of flowers a sunshiny position, the late tu- 

Our garden is almost oval, with that they all had to be tied up. lips are even better and last longer 

a bed of King Humbert cannas in It would be impossible to tell if given partial shade. In long 

the center and red gladioli in two all our experiences in one article, lines from six to ten deep or in 

of the beds around it. It was one a few will do. As I glance bold masses or in groups of half 

brilliant mass of red last August through the window it seems as a dozen or more, interspersed among 

from which we cut hundreds of if the shasta daisies were still there shrubbery and in the hardy borders 

flowers for our friends. nodding at me, as if to say, “Do they are invaluable. 

The two other beds around the tell about us.” We planted one The Darwin tulips range in color 

cannas have contained various ex- small row about nine feet long of through a wonderful array of 

periments; some successes and small plants last summer. I pinks and roses and scarlets, crim- 

several failures. We tried raising remember distinctly that after 10 sons and maroons to almost black 

roses for several years. Our first 40zen flowers were cut one day with a similar range in lilacs, vio- 

attempt was a decided success in this spring that they did not look lets, purples and mauves to almost 

the joy it gave us. Early in April 4 though any had been taken, they black. There are no yellows in 

we bought 16 roses for a dollar, a Were so plentiful. Darwins. The Darwin is peculiar 

mixture of climbers, teas, and One of the most satisfactory in that many of the flowers have 

hybrid teas—so called roses on their flowers we grow is our spotted an overcoat or bloom something 

own roots. These were planted in leaf calla. We started with a few similar to bloom on the grape 

pots in the house, later transplanted bulbs given us by a friend. The which gives them a soft character 

out doors where they blossomed all first year we had only one or two often likened to the pastel colors. 

summer; however, the next spring flowers. Because the leaves were Nearly all of them are beautifully 

very few of them were alive. We pretty we planted them again for shaded in coloring, the edges of 

tried for five years buying such @ border plant. Last year we the petals being lighter than the 

roses, but buying no teas and more counted 90 callas in bloom at one center. Many of them have 

hybrid perpetuals with the same time, this year over 250. They striking blue bases. 

result that some lived two years, make very satisfactory cut flowers To those interested in working 

but very few lived three years. The for they remain fresh a week or out effective color combinations, 

next time we start a rose bed, we 10 days if given fresh water. the late tulips are the finest ma- 

intend trying grafted, field grown In closing this article—I want terial in the whole world of garden- 

stock. to close before I tell all I know— jing for almost every conceivable 

(Winter Protection Is More Important I must mention our moonflowers. shade except pure blue and _ all 

Than Stocks. .wdltor:) They open white and glistening manner of combinations of color 

One year we had a beautiful bed every evening about suppertime, a may be secured by consulting the 

v hollyhocks, a mass of color, source of great amusement to our lists of the dealers. 

s.ading from a delicate pink to a many guests who would watch one The Darwins are of such soft 

dark red. The stalks were from 10 pud after the other pop open and colors that mixed plantings are 

1) 14 feet high. I looked forward unfold so rapidly that even the popular as there is no chance of an 

| seeing that beautiful sight the most careless observer became _jnharmonious combination while the 

| ollowing year, but some kind of interested in watching things grow. combinations of lavenders, lilacs, 

‘ugs got into the stems and ate mauves, with the various shades of 

rom the inside until they ruined ’ pink and rose offer fascinating 

he bed. Annual Convention possibilities. The more brilliant 

We were told not to cultivate Madison, Wis. scarlets and crimsons, usually hav- 

[ar peonies; however, the old say- January 10-11-12, 1923 ing - rose shadings or softer com- 

ing, “The most stupid farmer has (Continued on page 30.)
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TENTATIVE PROGRAM [oD 
39th Convention American Pomological Society 

Council Bluffs, Iowa, November 15, 16, 17, 1922 La 

Address—Hon. Henry C. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture. rio. F0.2 Fia.3 

Address—Hon. E. T. Meredith, Ex-Secretary of Agriculture. 

Address—J. R. Howard, President American Farm Bureau Federation. Berry Boxes 

Address—Paul C. Stark, Missouri. / . / Crates, Bushel Boxes 

See American Fruit and Vegetable Shippers Associ- and Climax Baskets 

ation, Illinios. . 
Fruit Stock Investigations—L. B. Scott, Washington, D. C.; Dr J. K. aa vom Like Them 

Shaw, Massachusetts. Patent ‘Folding. Marry Hosen ee 

The Fundamentals of Pruning—Dr. E. J. Kraus, Wisconsin. tion. Berry” box and crate mate- 

Correlation of Orchard Practices with Growth and Production—Dr. our Apectaley. oo Wes erie 
R. H. Rob Wi * carry in stock 16-quart crates all . H. Roberts, Wisconsin. made up ready for use, elther for 

Blight Resistance in Pears—H. P. Stuckey, Georgia. order too small or too large for 
Apple Breeding for the Mississippi Valley—Prof. S. A. Beach, Iowa; folaing boxes and grates in kD 

Dr. C. S. Crandall, Illinios. essential ‘in handling frult, ang 
The Sour Cherry Industry—M. B. Goff, Wisconsin; Prof. R. E. Mar- large “discount tor Teariy’ celere 

shall, Michigan, A postal brings our price list. 

The Plum Industry—East Dr. U. P. Hedrick, New York. Cumberland Fruit Package 

Middle West—B. \V. Douvlas, tad’ana. Company 

Northern Prairie Region—Prof. N. E. Hansen, South Dakota. Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

The Pacific Coast—Dr. W. L. Howard, California. 

- The Use of Spreaders—Dr. W. A. Ruth, Illinios. The Giant Tulip. 

Dusting and Spraying as Complementary Practices—Prof. W. S. (Continued from page 29.) 
Brock, Illinios binations, furnish the most brilliant 

The Drift and Development of Spraying Practices in America—Prof. display _when in bloom that can 

Leroy Childs, Oregon. be imagined. . 
Home Storage of Fruits—E. C. Cotton, Ohio. _ The culture of the late tulips is 

. 5 ti f Fruit in St TR. Mists, “Pensyle simple. Given a well-drained situa 
The Pa Handling o ruit in Storage—J. R. agness, Pennsy tion, in raised beds, if possible, to 

. . ins drai , th should — be 
Survey of Fruit Conditions—Pacific Northwest, M. L. Dean; Middle msure cramage, they shou di be 

, planted six inches deep and from 
West—Prof. Laurenz Greene, Ind.; Annapolis Valley Canada— " : . 

: A six to eight inches apart, the latter 
W. S. Blair, Nova Scotia. a3 : . giving them better room to develop. 

A Horticultural Trip Through the Land of Evangeline—Prof. J.C. White the closer distance gives a 

Blair, Illinios. : . better mass of bloom. If they are 
Advertising as a Factor in the Development of American Horticulture— 9 remain undisturbed for more 

C. I. Lewis, Illinois. than a season it is advisable to give 
The Peach Industry of the Country—H. P. Gould, Washington. them the greater distancé. y J 

European Pomology—Dr. U. P. Hedrick, New York; Dr. W. L. They are best dug every year and 

Howard, California. replanted. No manure should Je 

The Export Situation— ots used in the soil other than bone 

Other papers tending to make the program of national and interna- meal, which should be dug into the 

tional value will be added. soil when the bulbs are planted. 

Reports of Committees of Nomenclature, Wilder Medals, Fruit _—— 

Shows, Slogans, New Fruits, Foreign Fruits etc. See pages 26 and 27.
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A Rumor Laid at Rest. 

Kellog¢’s Nursery Man with a camera. Summer 

Janesville * Wisconsin meeting. State Park. Noon. Man The Hawks 

SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR writes Editor; “Lots of things hap- 

. ; pened at Fish Creek that you didn’t Nur @ 

Full line of standard varieties of see or hear about.” Editor shows Ss ry 

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, . 4 « . 

Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- interest. Insists on knowing things Company 

mental trees at prices that are that happened. Man writes enclos- 

right. Don’t pay two prices to| ing photograph and statement: 

traveling salesmen Order direct “Here are two.” are ina position to fur- 

from a reliable nursery and save 
nish high grade Nursery 

money. 
ia it pi a rs 

* 

2h ae Stock of all kinds and 

a j aan SE varieties suitable to Wis- 

OO 
f 3 
o consin and other north- 

: f ray ern districts. 

s F 8 Will be glad to figure on 

uality and a - igure 0 
/ fl your wants either in 

, : 
4 7 ial large or small quantities 

Square Deal a a 

ARE WHAT WE 
OFFER YOU Wauwatosa .. . Wis. 

Our new 48-page catalog (16 

pages in colors) gives you an 

honest description of FRUITS, 
; . 

VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER- ; R. J. Coe. wm. Toole, Sr. 

ENNIALS, etc., for this climate Oldest living ex-presidents of W. Ss. 

ns McKAY NURSERY 
If you are in doubt as to what — 

& beat iO ve Gen will be glad Keep celery growing as rapidly COMPANY 

We do landscape work. as possible all through the season. MADISON WISCONSIN 

It requires plenty of water and ee 

fertilizers for best development. 
The Coe, Gonverse P Nursery Stock of 

Edwards Co. Farmers Bulletin U. S. Depart- Quality 

Fort Atkinson, Wis. ment of Agriculture 1264 is a good 

, discussion of how to make unfer- for Particular Buyers 

| 
ss Saat Have all the standard varieties 

to mented apple juice. as well as the newer sorts. Can 

aL supply you with everything in 

Fruit Trees, Small Frults, 

Vines and Ornamentals. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION Let us suggest what to plant 
t 

both in Orchard and in the dec- 

AND FRUIT EXHIBIT Prices end our new Cats Prices and our new Catalog sent 

promptly upon receipt of your 

. . ‘ list of wants. 

Madison, Wisconsin 
5 

Nurseries at 

| January 10-11-12, 1923 Waterloo, Wis.
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WOODEN BOXES and CRATES | 

One bushel size for apples, onions and other farm products. | 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, turnips, carrots 
and all winter vegetables. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. | 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
and it is the strongest on the market. 

LA CROSSE BOX COMPANY 
LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN 

Fourth Mid-West Horticultural Exposition 
Auditorium, Council Bluffs, lowa, November 13-18, 1922 | 

Cash premiums to the amount of $7,381.50 are offered, and in addition, special premiums | 

of several thousand dollars value 

Fruits, Flowers, Vegetables, Honey, Food Products — 
and Demonstrations 

Six different horticultural associations will hold their annual conventions during the 
exposition 

Under Auspices of 

IOWA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
Council Bluffs Chamber of Commerce Cooperating ! 

Write to R. S. Herrick, Executive Secretary, State House, Des Moines, Iowa, for Premium List | 

and Program | 

Annual Convention American Pomological Society | 
Council Bluffs, lowa, Nov. 15-16-17, 1922 | 

In Connection with | 

The Mid-West Horticultural Exposition 
L. H. BAILEY, President R, B. CRUICKSHANK, Secretary 

Ithica, N. Y. Columbus, Ohio
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Beekeeping and Popular Errors. The actual test which proves ering apple buds with gauze and 
By C. P. Dadant, that bees cannot damage sound keeping them covered until after 

Editor American Bee Journal, fruit is that we can starve them on the bloom, and in all cases, few, 
Hamilton, Il. it. Take a bunch of sound, ripe if any, Of those blossoms bore 

grapes, crush one berry, puncture fruit. Similarly, if the blooming 
Many popular errors are inju- another berry slightly with a pin, takes place in rainy weather, when 

rious to the beekeeping interests, then put the bunch in the center insects such as bees ¢annot visit 
because they create an unfair prej- of a hive of bees, right in the clus- the blossoms, the blooming is a 
udice against bees. To know what ter. Examine it the next day, and failure. Or if a very strong wind 
these are, and to be prepared to you will find that the crushed blows during the best of bloom- 

| answer them and demolish them berry has been entirely sucked ing, one will perceive that the tree 
is of great importance to the dry, that the punctured berry has has most of its fruit on the shel- 
honey producer. If we could edu- been sucked down to a certain tered side, the insects having been 
cate the people properly upon depth, but that no other berry has unable to withstand the strength 
these matters, we could probably been touched. of the wind on the windy side. 
secure a much greater regard for So the bees cannot damage There are plants upon which 
our industry. sound fruit, and their action upon ie male aad female parts are on 

. damaged fruit is simply a provi- different blossoms. Such are the 
I will therefore confine myself sion & nature which Vieeatée that melon, the pumpkin, the cucum- 

to a consideration of the errors . . ee . 
bait ~~ nothing should be lost. However, ber. If you look carefully at the 

usually current among the public. feces met 7 cara blossonis oF these: plants) All 
. f bees and honey, 1” the case of bees, ifa bad winter blossoms of these plants you wi 

on the question o ¥* comes and they have much of this see that some have the rudiments 
One of the most common errors unsound juice in their hives, it of the fruit under them, while 

is to believe that bees are inju- makes them sick and‘ many die, others look barren, having only a 

rious to sound fruit, principally for it ferments and even turns to blossom with stamens, but no lt- 
grapes. The grape grower, in vinegar in the cells. tle round fruit under. These are 

times of honey scarcity, when his Many people take things for the male blossoms, which bear the 
| grapes are ripening, sees bees granted, without hunting for pollen or fecundating dust of the 

| upon damaged grapes and takes it proof, other than a casual obser- flower for the other blossoms. The 

for granted that they are the au- vation. That is not astonishing, bees are needed there. 

thors of the damage. This is in- and we would all be inclined to Among strawberries, there are 
correct. Bees cannot damage assert, for example, that the sun kinds which are only staminate, 

sound fruit. The physiological turns around the earth, instead of others pistillate. Without the 
fact is that their mandibles are not the earth turning on itself in 24 help of the bees those strawber- 

armed with teeth. They are made hours. It took the knowledge of ries are barren. 
of a horny substance, and are the astronomers to teach us that We might go on indefinitely on 

shaped much like spoons, working the sun is immovable, as far as _ this subject. Clover, for instance, 
together sidewise instead of up we are concerned, and that we are needs the bees to fertilize and to 
and down like our own jaws. revolving in space at the speed of bear seed. You are probably 
hey can pull apart cloth, paper, acannon ball. So a man is quite aware that the first crop of red 
and some harder substances, be- excusable in believing things that clover does not yield much seed. 
cause they take hold of minute are not so, although they appear Tliat comes from the fact that the 
fibers that project and pull upon so. bumblebee is ordinarily the only 
them until the fabric comes apart. Another error common among bee that can get honey from the 
But the skin of fruits is smooth the people, though in less degree long corolla of the red clover. 
and hard enough to prevent them than the former, is that bees dam- There are but few bumblebees in 
from boring through it. Some age flowers when they work upon spring, so there is but little fertil- 
people think that the bees sting them. Bees are beneficial to flow- izing of the clover. But in sum- 
the fruit. That is another mistake. ers. In fact, many flowers need mer, when the second crop 
If they did so, some of their the agency of insects to fertilize blooms, the bumblebees are nu- 
poison would get into the fruit their fruit. Apple trees, pear, merous and it is readily fertilized. 
and make it deadly to them as plum, cherries, raspberries and The honeybee cannot suck honey 
ell as to other insects, for the many other fruits would be bar- out of red clover, except in some 
»oison of the bees is stronger ren if it were not for the insects extraordinary seasons, when its 
‘han that of the rattlesnake, which help distribute the pollen corolla is short. In 1916, the dry 
‘hough in much more infinitesimal upon their pistils or female parts. spring caused the red clover to 
\juantity. Horticulturists have tried cov- have a short corolla in our vicin-
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Wisconsin Beekeeping time the egg was laid, a young bee as one can imagine when passing 
H. F. WILSON, Editor with wings comes out of the cell. by a field of buckwheat in fill 

ee —— The food of this young bee while bloom. Honey-dew, which is a 
Officers of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers in the larval or worm state is a product of plant lice, is the pocr- 

Association : : * 
President.........:.-:.;.+++--K, F, Stolling pap made by the digestion of est of all, being almost black and 
Vice Presidente...’ cond Kruse honey and pollen in the stomach of very indifferent flavor. But all 
oeamurer Loganville E Gordepsie of the nurse bees. Beeswax, in- honey is sweet, containing about 

 Oecroiniewoe’ stead of being brought in from 85 per cent of saccharine matter, 
Secretary. sss +++ says igs Malitta F Hildreth the outside, is produced within while the vile glucose made of 

Annual Membership Fee, $1.00 their bodies, much like the pro- corn starch and sold under names, 
Remit to M. F. Hildreth, Secy., Madison, Wis. duction of milk in the cow, or fat such as Karo, or Red-clover, or 

————_ in the hog. Wax is a fatty sub- other fancy names, contains less 

; dtl 1 hat the Stance, and its production is made than 30 per cent of sweetness. 
ity, and the result was that the tom honey, voluntarily or invol- People who fear adulteration in 
etme that greatly even untarily by the bees, and it takes honey should taste it. They would 
s nd f ab © af crop he as much honey to produce a pound soon recognize whether it was 
P enty t de . We. os hi we of wax as it takes corn or feed to sweeter than those cheap syrups. 
foney feat 7 Gur" pees Harvest produce a pound of fat. The pro- Many people are also unaware 

vo . portion depends, as we all know, of the fact that honey will harden, 
Red clover failed to yield any pon the conditions in which the granulate, or candy, when it is ex- | 

seed in Australia until, at Dar- animal finds itself, being greater posed to cool temperatures after 
win's suggestion, they imported when conditions are unfavorable it has been taken out of the combs. | 
bumblebees into that country. and less when they are favorable. Many imagine that such honey 

It is therefore very evident that It is commonly accepted that is either spoiled or adulterated 
bees are beneficial to flowers. The comb costs the bees from 7 to 20 when the fact is that the granula- 
horticulturists who thoughtlessly pounds of honey for each pound tion of honey is a test of purity. | 
spray their orchards during the of comb produced, the average The people who imagine that 
bloom, and thus poison many amount required being about 10 honey “turned to sugar,” as com- 
bees, are working against their pounds tol. So if wecan sell our monly said, is adulterated, are 
own interests as well as those of honey at 20 cents per pound, the helping the dealers in cheap corn 
their neighbor beekeepers. The comb in which the bees store it syrup to fool them by making 
proper time to spray an orchard costs us $2 per pound. That is them believe that that cheap prod- 
is just before and just after the why weuse what iscalleda honey uct is better than granulated 
bloom. Spraying during the extractor,a machine which throws honey. The fact is that honey 
bloom also destroys much of the the honey out of fhe comb by cen- has three times the sweetening 
pollen by diluting it in poison, and trifugal force without damaging power of commercial glucose. | 
thus decreasing many chances of it, so that it may be returned to By the way, here is another 

fertilization. the hive to be filled again. Ex- popular error which should be de- | 
Another error often made by tracted honey costs the beekeeper molished. That is the belief that | 

the public is to think that the lit- about half what comb honey in there is such a thing as manufac- 
tle yellow or brown pellets that Sections costs him to produce. tured comb honey. One of the 

the honey bee brings to the hive That is why extracted honey often noted chemists of the United ; 
are beeswax. Those pellets are sells at less than comb honey, States, some forty years ago, told | 
pollen, the fertilizing dust of the though it is in every way as good. as a hoax that there were facto- | 
the flowers which I have just Another error is to believe that ties where the honey comb was | 

mentioned. The bee gathers this all honey should be alike in color manufactured out of paraffin, filled 
pollen to be used in feeding its and flavor. Honey varies just as With commercial glucose, and | 
young, the larvae which occupy much, in taste and in looks, as sealed over by machinery. He | 

the cells, and grow there, finally flowers vary. White clover honey also said that there were manufac- 
transforming themselves into per- is usually water white and of a turers of eggs, and that the only 
fect winged insects. The queen very mild taste. Basswood honey ‘lifference between those eggs and | 
lays eggs into the cells; in three is also white, but of very aromatic the natural hen’s eggs was that 
days those eggs hatch into little flavor, tasting just like basswood the former could not hatch. 

. worms which are nursed until hlossoms smell. Heartsease honey This story was accepted as true | 

they are large enough for their is of pink amber, Spanish needle by many newspapers at that time 
transformation into pupae. Then and goldenrod honeys are of and there are still many who be- 
the bees seal the cell with a cap- bright yellow color and strong fla-_ lieve that there is such a thing as | 
ping*of wax and other material. vor. Buckwheat honey is dark manufactured comb honey. The 
At tHe end of 21 days from the brown and smells and tastes just chemist who invented that story |
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excused himself by saying that he weak to care for its combs the lit- First Prize Recipes, Bee and 

did not think people would be so tle worm which hatches enters the Honey Exhibit, State Fair 1922. 

gullible as to believe it. But we hive, makes webs through the . 

find it necessary to fight it even comb and finally destroys it. Honey Drop Cookies. 

| at this late date, because since the In other words, the moth grub Class No. 25. 

invention of comb foundation, the is a scavenger, just like the grub i sue hone 

combs of honey in little sections of the carrion fly which devours 2 Ee Me 

are always straight and almost the bodies of dead animals which 1 BBs. 
- te Y% cup butter. 

perfect, and this helps to enter- are left exposed to the air in sum- Pinch salt 

tain the error. mer. But the moth can no more 4 teaspoons baking powder. 

Aside from the fact that the injure a healthy colony of bees, 1 cup chopped walnut meats. 

making of the entire comb is an which contains a queen and a suf- About-3 cups flour, 

impossibility, niet is a very easy ficient number of bees to cover its Beat the ene, eges and butter 

way to convince the man who will combs, than the carrion. fly can together. Sift flour, baking pow- 

listen to the incorrectness of this kill a healthy cow by laying eggs Ger and salt and mix to make a 

idea. The combs of bees are just upon its hide. Both the moth and stiff dough. Drop with a teaspoon 

like the leaves of trees, although the carrion fly have a mission to G4 4 putter tin. Bake until brown 

all built in the same way, on a fulfill, and if we suffer from their . Mrs. HV Wilson, . 

similar pattern, there are no two actions we have only ourselves to South Milwaukee, Wis. 

alike. You might spend a whole blame. The trouble, in the case of 

day putting tree leaves side by bees, is that when a colony is very — 

side; you would never find two weak, the bees in it crowd about Honey CAKE. 

exactly alike, no more than you the entrance all day long and the Class No. 24. 

would find two men exactly alike. casual observer may imagine that 
In the same manner, you might the colony is strong, while prob- 1 cup honey. | 

spend a whole day placing sec- ably all the bees are there, on the 1 cup shortening, part butter 

tions of honey side by side, you outside. When night comes, the and part lard. 

would find no two combs alike. If bees re-enter the hive; then the 1 egg. 

they were made by machinery moth, which is a “night-bird,” Pinch of salt. 

there might be half a dozen pat- comes and lays its eggs near the ¥% cup sour milk. 

terns, but you would find many door. The tiny little creatures, 1 teaspoon soda. 

exactly alike. when they hatch, enter the hive ¥% teaspoon cinnamon. 

That which gave plausibility to and hide in the combs, eating their % teaspoon nutmeg. 

the story was the manufacture of way as they go. Soon the hive is About 4 scant cups of flour. 

comb foundation, which is the entirely filled with them, and the Vanilla. . . 

making of the base of the honey beekeeper says: The moth killed Chocolate Frosting: Melt bit- 

comb out of beeswax, the bees’ my bees. It is only his ignorance tet chocolate over water (about 

own product, and giving it to which is the cause of their death. two squares). When melted stir 

them to build upon. This secures It is very important for bee- 1 honey until thick. 

perfectly straight combs and_ keepers to fight these more or less Miss E. M. Goelzer, 
makes the labor of the beekeeper unreasonable errors, for most of Oakwood, Wis. 

a pleasure, in the production of them work to their detriment with = 

honey. But the bees accept only the masses. If no one mistrusted Honey Nut CAKE. 
heeswax foundation. Attempts, the purity of the honey which our Cl No. 26 

hy dishonest manufacturers, to bees produce, the sales of honey aes) NOnav! 

vive them foundation made out of would be eight or ten times as nu- 1% cups honey. 

* mixture of paraffin, have always merous. In fact, we could prob- Y% cup butter. 

proven a failure, for they know ably not fill all the requirements Y4 cup sour cream. 

their own product and will accept of the trade in our most success- Y4 teaspoon soda. 

no other, ful seasons. So it behooves us to- 3 eggs, well beaten. 

Now there is still another error post the public in every way on 1 cup chopped walnuts. 

into. which even experienced the popular errors concerning % cup sweet milk. . 

heekeepers fall, that is the belief bees and honey. Flour enough sifted with three 

that the little bee-moth can do in- ——_—__—_—_—_——_ teaspoons of baking powder to 

ury to bees. The bee-moth feeds Members who desire to buy consistency of cake butter. Ice 

upon old combs. The winged honey to keep up their local trade top of cake with granulated 

noth lays its eggs at the entrance should write to the secretary for a honey, mixed with chopped nuts. 

or on the cracks of the hives of list of the members who have Miss E, M. Goelzer, 
bees, and when a colony is too honey for sale. Oakwood, Wis.
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State Association Convention. and failures? Let us introduce a impressions we can get ete Wwe 
3 f ional act the greater is our chance oj e <neetin fundamental fact of educationa ! L 

pee i managers eeting psychology, which is that the proc- succeeding, but to continui lly 
sce _— ess of learning is completed in keep on getting impressions wi_h- 
Convention December 14 and an expression, not in our impres- out using them is to acquire a lad 

15 at the Auditorium, Milwaukee, sions. By impression is meant re- habit. The rule is, “Use it or lose 
in connection with the Wisconsin ceiving ideas from our own expe- it.” Reading, listening, obsery- 

Products Exposition. riences or the experiences of ing, etc. may degenerate into 
At the prize drawings given at others, by seeing, hearing, read- mere intellectual entertainm nt 

the Beekeepers’ Chautauqua, ing, etc. By expression is meant without practical value. 

Green Bay, August 7 to 11, the doing or acting in accordance Let us return to our losses and 
copy of “Honey Bee Book” was With the judgments we form from successes. These are the results 
drawn by Mr. Thomas Cavill. Mr. these ideas. Let me illustrate. oF our own acts; either we did do 
Cavill gave his address as Law- Someone says to introduce queens Gr didn’t do as we should. If we 
rence, Wis. There is no postof- by the honey method and explains joy what we did, and unless we 
fice under the name of Lawrence, how (impression) and we follow have records we probably will not 
and if any of our members know out fe directions fexpresien): know, we can aid our experiences 
this beekeeper, please send his ad- We haven ¢ learned how until we by new ideas from the experiences 
dress to the secretary. pave dene = Fuorssatnlly. no mee of others and form new judg- 

ter how thoroughly we know the nents for future action. When 
I y. Beekeepi <entione: But how piien WE SaY we act again we should be more 
nyentoty’ Your’ Beekeeping: that we have learned as soon as successful. What we do is of 

Although we as beekeepers We set. the information. How much greater importance from 
should always be checking up our Many times we “learn” and do our standpoint than what others 
beekeeping, there are two natural Mot put down the directions in have done. Our successes and 
times each year for looking over “black and white” until we can failures are our expressions and 
the past months’ work and taking Use them and then find out we 5) them only we learn, if we can 
an inventory of our beekeeping. i forgotten sprething cmany understand their causes. 

P : st sn | _ tial because we fail. ow y . . The most interesting time is gen beek h ied Dr. Miller's Beekeeping appears so simple 
erally in the fall after the crop is #, beekeeper has tried Dr. Miller's : : 
os ‘we li aoe simple method of raising queens to most people until they get into harvested and we like to point out S!™P sing’ Soe : : : and had the bees build d it. Then it seems so hard to ob- 

the colonies which have stored ®"d had the bees build drone : : . aos comb on his carefull repared tain uniform success. And _ the 
the most and we take less pride in 7 y prep: : : se ; Perhaps he got the di- Teason is because it requires so 
what others have done. In the ‘Starters. Perhaps he g : : 

‘ , ‘ rections from somebody who Much experience; so many differ- spring we have another chance to . ee ae ; : A 
chedic is odetalLand wihteranan “knew how” by reading. Even if ent situations must be met and 

Seen “se . descriptions are complete, our Understood. We can read all we 
W. mms tate i. at own experience is necessary. wish, out no matter how full we 

r f ay ta © epic ty mat How many of us have memorized are of book learning, we have 
iy te _sourse YT exp ath vm by, the characteristics of European to meet the situations face to face, 
Bary or simply ae th em °Y: Foul Brood and found that neg- often more than once, before we 
. vase said. “wee should And. it it lected brood had so many of them know. There is an abundant 
causs Son J that we were reasonably sure it source of learning right in our possible. Success and failure are as EE. F. B. Weh ieht I . os 
very closely related, for to enjoy was E. FP. B. e have no rig’ own bee yards, all we need, if we 
uniform success one must know t® S2y that we know without the only get our impressions and use ! 

. . as experience. ji 
the causes of failure. To merely RE a5 them. Let us take advantage of 
say that certain colonies died dur- By emphasizing the fact that these natural divisions of the bee- 
ing winter, dwindled away in the W¢ 40 not know when we get im- keeping year to find out how \ 
spring, or, on the other hand, Pressions, I do not condemn or wisely we have either caused the 
stored a bumper crop of honey, is _Pelittle impressions. Tonly want ees to conserve or to expend 
of no value. Unless we know the © emphasize the other side and their energy. 
causes we cannot avoid losses or completion of the cycle of learn- Ivan Whiting, Sec’y 
duplicate suecesses. To neglect ing, the expression. Any bee- Sheboygan County Bee Asst 
to find the causes is to deprive keeper who deprives himself of 

ourselves of our greatest means of reading the bee journals, attend- —S 
future success. ing beekeepers’ meetings, etc., is Dr. S. B, Fracker has consente1 

But why is it so necessary to robbing himself of his greatest to act as secretary of the Amer- 
know the causes of our successes sources of impressions. The more can Honey Producers’ League. 

|
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Country Beautiful tem of parks in the world. Balti- streams, its pine-clad hills, its \ ide 

By Jomun A. HazeLwoop, more, Chicago, and Milwaukee de- spreading oak and elm, its sun ich 

Chairman Wisconsin Highway sire to make a similar claim for and goldenrod, its summer nd 

Commission, public breathing and recreational autumn climate, its many sccnic 

We are not given in the hustle spots. Artificial lakes, bays, and drives and its wonderful Siate 
and bustle of the hour to think much lagoons are made wherever there are Trunk Highway System 

about zsthetic subjects. We are no natural lakes, streams, or bodies Wisconsin has the best constrvct- 

too busy commercializing to fully of water. Public spirited citizens — ed system of highways in the nation 

appreciate the beauty of our sur- have given many beautiful park sites considering the time scientific efiort 

roundings. The subject, “Country to cities, because they realize th: has been employed in road wock: 

Beautiful”, is a good subject for us importance of same upon the health. the best maintained complete trunk 
to consider, if by so doing we can happiness, and prosperity of munici- highway system in America; the 

cultivate and develop our aesthetic palities. The first place you are best marked highway system in this 
senses. After all, education is at called upon to visit when you go hemisphere and best of all, the most 

the basis of bigness and richness of — to a strange city is the park, because — beautiful highways in the world. 

life. It is essential to think about there our friends realize that we will It is our privilege and duty to 

beauty in order to enjoy beauty. get close to Nature and appreciate — protect this natural beauty along our 

We need to get away from the city life. roadsides and to do what is within 

getting and spending of worldly It is not the artificial, the mortar, our power to enhance their attrac- 

goods, and learn to enjoy God’s cement, marble, and granite we en- tiveness by planting trees, shrubs, 

beauties which are not measured by joy so much as we do the walks and and flowers. Of course, landscape 

the dollar sign. Real life is ob- drives through the flowers, shrubs, — planning is needed everywhere. Yes, 

tained in enjoying the sky, the hills, and trees. a landscape artist should be abroad 

the lakes, and the landscape about RURAL BEAUTY in every county in this state. No 

us. Just so, counties should strive great work is accomplished with 

PIONEERS FOUND BEAUTY, with each other in providing wood out the expert direction of an en- 

Our state is a beautiful one. It lots, camping sites, outlook points gineer. The cost of planning and 

was more beautiful when our fore- to show friends seeking real life of execution to secure rural parks 

fathers came here. The pioneers did and enjoyment. There are hun- jn this state should not be large 

not distract from the appearance of dreds of citizens in the state owning The poet rightly proclaims: ~ 
the state as later genérations have suitable sites for rural parks willing “Injure not Nature with absurd 

done. To offset the coldness of to give title free of charge or for expense, 

brick and stones, and the ugliness of a nominal price. What is needed Nor spoil her simple — charms 

belching smokestacks, cities have at this time is an intelligent organ- eee valn pretense, . 
. " sae sqsare ly eigh well the subject but with 

provided parks and have planted ized effort on the part of our people, caution bold 

trees, shrubs, and flowers. especially those in authority, to get Profuse with genius, not profuse 
Our state once covered with a hold of proper titles for county with gold.” 

beautiful forest, inhabited by- hun- camping places. Wonders can be done in roadside 

dreds of vatietiescof birds and ani= It is easier to obtain these park beautification at little cost, if proper 

mals now has, so far as trees and sites in northern Wisconsin than in effort is put forth by a community 

wild life are concerned, many places the southern part of the state. The Wood lots galore can be obtained 
as barren as a desert. The waving time is not far distant when lake for a song if the right organized 

fields of grain and fine farm build- views and river banks will be diffi- SPINE 1S vigorously exercised ‘yy 

ings furnish better living conditions cult to obtain everywhere. There- counties. 
for civilized man and provide anew fore, let there be no unnecessary TOURISTS ATTRACTED 
form of beauty. delays. Let us all get busy and Wisconsin has become a great 

CITY BEAUTY keep busy securing county parks. touring commonwealth. Our scen- 

Cities vie with each other in pro- WISCONSIN’S DRIVES ery and our climate are magnets 
viding parks and playgrounds. St. Wisconsin is noted for thousands — which cannot be resisted by tourists 

Louis claims to have the finest sys- of clear water lakes, its winding In Wisconsin we find attractions
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that surpass those of Switzerland; give the traveling public just and in \Visconsin than in any other mid- 

we find hills, coulees, and ravines full right to enjoy landscape views. dle west state. Public officials need 

superior to those of the Berkshire Roads should not be relocated away to be aroused from their passive 

Hills, and a balmy, healthy climate from lake and river banks just to interest in our natural advantages. 

that is not equalled anywhere in the give private parties lake and river Let us arouse, stimulate, and 

world. shore building sites to sell for indi- | make our officials and citizens aware 

The members of the Friends of — vidual gain. of the opportunities to make Wis- 

Our Native Landscape have as SYSTEM NEEDED consin the Playground of the Mid- 

their main object, that of conserv- Schoolhouses should not be built dle West. The importance of the 

ing,preserving,and developing Wis- within fifty or sixty feet of the high- work needs only to be understood in 

consin’s beauty spots so that there ways. Barns and hog pens should order to get great results in a very 

can be more fully appreciated and not be contsructed on roadsides so Short time. 

enjoyed by present and coming gen- as to obstruct a view of a beautiful GOOD ACCOM PLISILED 

erations. The object is a worthy home. It is surprising, the good already 

one, and deserves the support of Friends of Our Native Land- done by county rural planning com- 

all who wish to make Wisconsin scape should cooperate with every Mittees. Plans are on foot in sev- 

inviting and interesting. We must agency working toward improving eral counties to get hold of woodlots 
plan and execute in accordance with Wisconsin. Much good can be ac- and free camping sites; other coun- 

scientific direction. We cannot af- complished by backing all plans de- ties are talking much about planting 
ford to go along ina crude, blunder- cided upon by park boards and rural fruit and nut bearing trees, flowers, 
ing manner. planning committees, Wisconsin and shrubs along roads, while still 

ZONING LAW NEEDED has just started rural park work, and others are trying to obtain titles to 

We need a zoning law written on needs the active, energetic support historic places. Yes, the rural plan- 
the statute books of the state very of many to make country highways ning committees are doing far more 

much as forward looking cities are more beautiful. than was expected even by the most 
providing zoning ordinances in HIGHWAYS TALK optimistic, Therefore, let us all take 

order to restrict industrial plants, A pretty drive is always inviting courage, let us all boost and press 

business houses, public buildings, to the traveler. It pleases, enter- forward the great work of Wiscon- 
residences to their proper places. tains, and rests the tired soul, An sin Beautiful, so that we ourselves 

Counties should designate proper unknown road is always alluring and our friends and visitors will be 

zones for construction of the vari- and impels one with a desire to ex- proud of actual accomplishments. 

ous farm buildings. Farmers are plore. Some one has said he always CONCLUSION 

apt to be thoughtless about en- meets a new road with as much Lloyd George said that there is 

croaching upon highways with pleasure as an attractive person and — nothing more fatal to a people than 

fences and building. Model plans often parts with a beautiful road that it shall narrow its vision to ma- 

for arrangement of structures on With even more reluctance than he — terial things only. We need beauti- 

the farm should be advertised. The oes with a new friend. ful highways to stimulate the im- 

lawns and front yards of farmers A highway is rather personal. It agination and exalt the vision of our 

should not be used for bull pastures talks with a traveler all the time. people. We need a beautiful coun- 

and pig pens. Beautiful vistas for It tells the tourist much about the try to aid in making life rich, full, 

travelers about farm homes should topography of the country, a great and complete. Wisconsin citizens 

'- guarded. There are proper deal about the nature of farming should become more interested in 

places for public and private build- carried on in the community, and the esthetic phase of life. We must 

ings, for fields, farms, and ample whether the people are successful or learn to give less thought to ma- 

‘om for public wood lots or county otherwise on the farms. terial things of life and more 

parks, HISTORIC INTEREST thought to the spiritual, the beauti- 

We should make it impossible for The state is rich in Indian lore. ful, and thereby broaden our vision 
public officials to destroy beauty No state has more important historic and deepen our conviction of truth 

Which should be protected. High- spots. Possibilities of Friends of and harmony. 

Ways should be laid out so as to Our Native Landscape are greater (Continued on page 47)
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Bulbs for Winter and Spring the odor is very objectionable in a ing, and put away in a cool plice 

Forcing close room. The French Roman covering with sand as already ad- 

James Livingstone. hyacinths are very pretty, and vised. Don’t be in too big a 

Reprinted from Wisconsin Horti- are easily forced. They should be hurry bringing them into the 

culture, October, 1918. grown in pots or pans, and can be light, as the longer you leave them 

The time for the ‘planting of planted quite closely, almost in the dark the more satisfaction 

Dutch bulbs will soon be here touching each other, and are very you will have. From 10 to 12 

again, and a few instructions ¢ffective when grown in pans with weeks is not any too long. Dutch 
about their culture for winter and five, six or more bulbs. This va- hyacinths can also be grown in 

spring forcing would not be out riety is not hardy, and should not hyacinth glasses which are made 

of place at this time. be subjected to frost. After for that purpose. Fill the glasses 

A great many varieties of tu- planting they should be given a with clear soft water so as to al- 

lips, hyacinths, narcissus, _ ete., good watering, and placed in a most touch the base of the bulb, 

are suitable for forcing, but the cool part of the cellar, Four or put a piece of charcoal in each 
varieties mentioned in this article ‘ve inches of sand or coal ashes glass to keep the water sweet, and 

will be found most suitable for the ‘Should be put over them. Leave put them away in a dark, cool 

ordinary house culture. The bulbs them there for six or eight weéks, place till well rooted. Even when 

are very reasonable in price, and until they are well rooted, when they are well rooted it is some- 

with intelligent care in handling they will be ready to bring into times hard to get the flower spike 
them will give good results, and heat and light. The large flower- to develop properly. To get the 

afford great pleasure for the ing single and double Dutch hya- spike to rise above the foliage it is 

amount of money and labor ex- cinths can be grown in much the a good plan to start their growth 

pended ‘on them: same way as the Romans, but they in a semi-dark place, and when the 

All vatieties of Duteh bulbs do not force so readily, and re- spike is growing vigorously bring 

should be planted as soon as pos- SMES a longer period in the dark them into full light. Another 
sible after their arrival in this °° to get good results it is abso- good plan is to put a collar of 

country, (which is usually in Sep- hee, he anstt th a a pasteboard or stiff paper around 
tember or early October) and filles fn fovdins - he rs hn the pot or glass six oF eight inches 

should not be delayed much after hi . cing: HYacinths, tu above the top. This will help to 
the first of November. In bulb |P° and MATCISSUS) 1S catised by draw the flower spike up above 
culture ordinary good, rich gar- tengo Baers into heat and light the foliage. The flower spike of 
den soil, with a fair amount of ey are well rooted. a well grown Dutch hyacinth is 

sand mixed with it, will give good In growing the Dutch hyacinths very heavy, so they should always 

results. In planting bulbs of use a good, rich loamy soil. The be tied to a neat stake to keep 

hyacinths, tulips or narcissus in large bulbs can be grown singly them from growing crooked. 

pots or pans don’t press the soil in five inch pots, and will give Tulips should be grown in much 

too firmly under the bulbs as, if beautiful spikes, or they can be the same way as advised for hya- 

the soil is too firm, the roots don’t grown in pans of various sizes, the cinths. The bulbs should be 
get freedom to ‘work, and then number of bulbs according to the planted close together in pots or 

bulbs are apt to get raised clear size of the pan. They should be pans, leaving the tip of the bulb 
out of the soil. The roots are then given more room than the Rom- just above the soil. Eight to ten 

exposed and suffer greatly. The ans, as they are much stronger bulbs planted in a six inch pot or 

entire results are unsatisfactory. growers. The bulbs should be pan makes a very pretty show’ in 

Some people ate very fond of placed in the pan so that the top bloom. They should be given a 

hyacinths, while others object of the bulb is but barely covered good watering, and then put away 

very much to their strong odor in with soil, and when covered the jn a cool, dark place with the cov- 

a living room. They should never soil should be about an inch below ering of sand as already advised. 

be placed in a bed room, or in a_ the rim of the pan to give room If the cellar is furnace heated, it 

room where a sick person is, as for watering. Give a good water- will probably be too hot and dry
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for good results. It is better to forcing, and should be given the around the tree trunks; it is the 

put the hardy varieties of tulips, same treatment as advised for tu- presence of this harbor for the field 

hyacinths and narcissus out doors lips, except the Polyanthus varie- mouse that is indirectly the cause of 

in some corner of the garden. ties, which will not stand freez- loss of thousands of young apple 

Choose a level, well drained spot, ing. The paper white Grandiflora trees every winter by girdling. Ap- 

and set the pots as close together and Chinese Sacred Lily belong ple trees should be protected from 

as possible, water them well and to this class, and give good results damage by mice and rabbits by using 

cover to a depth of six or eight grown in bowls of water, with heavy paper or a thin veneer wood 

inches with sand or sifted coal gravel or pebbles around them to protector, or a protector made of 

ashes. Then put a good layer of hold them in place. The ordinary lath and wire woven together. 

coarse stable manure or leaves narcissus or daffodils should be This last is more expensive, but 

over them, and as the weather grown in soil, and treated like tu- when properly made and applied to 

grows colder add coarse litter or fips. The following varieties will the tree the season of planting will 

leaves, enough to keep out the fhe found to give excellent results; last from six to nine years and usu- 

frost. F After the bulbs are rooted Emperor, Empress, Golden Spur, ally this is as long as the young tree 

a wont hurt them to get frozen, Von Sion, There are other varie- needs any protection. In making 

but it is better to Keep the iret ties of bulbs such as jonquils, cro- such a protector, take lath either full 

oub iso: ‘the: more material that 1S cus, snowdrops, grape hyacinths, or half length and use eight for a 

put on top of them the easier it iS scillas and others that are pretty protector, weaving them together 

to get them out in cold weather. that can be forced easily if the with copper wire about the size of 

The single and double early tu- Same method is followed as with — stovepipe wire, and leave the ends 

lips are both suitable for forcing, hyacinths and tulips. The whole of wire long enough to fasten the 

and if planted in October should — secret is to give them time to get protector about the tree; a small 

be ready to bring into the heat well rooted before trying to force piece of burlap or dry grass stuffed 

and light about the latter part of them. in at the top around the tree trunk 

January. If they have been cared If the bulbs are planted at the will prevent any chafing from wind 

for properly, they will be well time advised, and left in a dark, moving the protector. Use a hammer 

rooted by that time, and will be cool place in the cellar, or *out- and drive the bottom ends of the 

sure to give thorough satisfaction. doors, and covered as advised, the lath into the ground an inch, when 

The following single varieties of plants will have made several ground is not frozen, which prevents 

tulips will be found to give good inches of growth by the latter part the mice getting at the tree at all. 

results: Cottage Maid, rosy pink of January, and it will be an easy This protector will guard against 

White striped; Proserpine, glossy matter to bring them into bloom rabbits and mice and also prevent 

pink and one of the earliest to jy any ordinary room with a sun-scald in early spring, borers, 

force; Rose Luisante, a very beau- sunny “window, . and in fact is the best all around 

tiful deep pink; Chrysolora, yel- . protection. Wood veneer protectors 

low: Yellow Prince. These two . are usually 9 by 16 inches and are 

yellows are very sweet scented. Protect Fruit Trees 4 applied to the tree by being soaked 

La Reine, white : Keizerkroon, red Fruit trees need protection during in water and then encircled about 

and yellow; Thomas Moore, apri- the winter months. Damage by mice the trunk, being fastened with heavy 

oo a . and rabbits is severe if the trees are twine or light wire. These will 
cot orange. There are also many 

ai soa not protected. probably last two years and are far 
other varieties that are suitable. : : . 

\ . + aa : Much loss of time and often great ahead of no protection at all—M. S. 
-\mong the double varieties the . : ‘ly Kellogg in Janesville Gazett 
julinwing: are: ged: Couronne damage can be averted to newly Kellogg in Janesvi azette. 

dOr (crown of gold), rich golden planted fruit trees by 8 nes nme , eaaiitin occu’ 
. and effort to see that conditions are It’s worth while growing sumac 

sellow, Imperator Rubrosum, right for proper wintering. Damage and some other shrubs for the 

bright scarlet, Murillo, white suf-  y mice can be reduced to the mini- beauty of the fruit and foilage in 

fused with pink, and many others. yyym by care in removing all weeds, autumn. Besides, it helps to bind 

Narcissus are also valuable for grass and other rubbish immediately soil on banks.
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as the crocus and gladiolus; tubcrs, 

THE FLO RISTS PA G E which are succulent and have bids 

EDITED BY or eyes, as the dahlia and pota 0; 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany rhizomes, fleshy creeping und-r- 

EUBLICIMUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. ground stems like some iris, ginver 

and several wild plants; pips, he 

Bulbs of the cheer and perfume of the flowering crowns of lily-of-the-val- | 

It is really too bad that we must bulbs in window boxes and water- ley; and certain other dormant | 

think so far ahead when we decide bowl gardens. While there are 120 fasicled fleshy roots like peonies, 

to grow some flowers. How nice recognized genera classified as crowfoot and the like. | 

it would be to decide upon a fine bed bulbs, probably ten times as many The bulb is the reserve store- 

of tulips in the spring and go out house of the plant and in it is formed 

and plant them two weeks ahead of Ary rl new stems, leaves and flowers for 

Easter and yet have them for Easter. | ee ft Y, one season. After flowering, the 

But Nature has decreed that cer- mS Pa se s plant above and the roots below 

tain bulbs must have a resting or Fs del « xd a P y ripen off and die away. The bulb 

dormant period, and many must be Tra ates is then in its resting condition, a 

frozen solid to do their best. So bo i B| period of 3 to 6 months. It may be 

from the end of August to the taken from the ground and sent to 

middle of November we must plan the ends of the earth, with the as- 

and plant our spring and summer surance that it will grow in its new 

bulb beds. Before this is written, environment. 
members of the Milwaukee Flor- X Let us consider the indoor gard- 

ists Club have planted their bulbs SX, i eners first, for we could never do 

for next spring for the Flower | Pan \ justice in this meager space to the 

show, as they are now getting ready Bi NS outdoor folk. The flowering oi | 

for their Fall Flower show in the bulbs in vases, bowls and unique 

Museum-Library rotunda, Nov. 2-5. pots is always interesting. — Hya- | 
Milwaukee is the largest bulb , cinths, Jacobeen lilies, trumpet Nar- 

market in the northwest, buying cissi, large multi-flowered Narcissi 

bulbs from Holland, Belgium, species and 150 times as many vari- (the so-called Chinese Lily) ; Ro-! 

France, Germany, Italy and the eties, there are only about 18 genera 14" Hyacinths, early single tulips, 

Bermuda Islands by the carloads. that are usually grown in the state. and a few variety of Crocus, all 

It may interest our readers to learn These are Begonia, Caladium, Can- lend themselves well to such culture, 

that Uncle Sam is succeeding in na, Crocus, Dahlia, Freesia, Gladi- provided they are not placed in a 

growing bulbs in marketable quan-  olus, Gloxinia, Iris, Jonquil, Lil- | 

tities in southern California and ium, Montbretia, Narcissus, Scilla, Fe BY ‘ 

Florida. While none of these were Tuberose and Tulip. @ 4 a en | 

on the market this year, they will be True bulbs are formed in rings [RS ee * ok ve | 

next year and bulbs will be much or Jayers like the hyacinth and |i sty " be nT My 

more plentiful and cheaper next onion, or are scaly like some of the Me 4 pr oF | 

year. They will also probably be jilies. But as understood to the ; bees). od >) | 

freer from disease. trade, the term includes a_ large ee) Jie 

There are really two camps inter- class of flowering and ornamental r xe 

ested in bulbs, the outdoor gardeners plants which are bulb-like in their 

and the indoor fans. The property resting stage. In this stage they | 

owners take pride in their outdoor are dug, stored, shipped, sold and ~~ | 

gardens and the apartment dweller planted. In addition to true bulbs, at ee 

takes a little of the curse from a_ this class includes many known to |= — 7 | 

dreary winter by capturing a little botanists as corms which are solid, |
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dry furnace-heated room, which uniform distance apart, one will the Californian Humboldtii and the 

causes the buds to blast before open- often chop off a part of a neigh- Washintonianum lilies do best when 

ing. Sufficient pebbles or shells or boring bulb. Aninch too high or an 10 to 12 inches deep. Hyacinths, 

fiber should surround the bulbs to inch too low will also change the narcissi, tulips and large bulbs do 

keep them from toppling over. A time of blooming so that a bed would — best at 4 to 6 inches deep. A good 

lump of charcoal thrown in the bloom patchy. Then too a bulb may rule to follow is to make the depth 

water absorbs impurities. Where become hung in the trowel hole, three times the average diameter of 

hyacinths are grown it is best if where it would die because it could the bulbs. Hardy bulbs root during 

the base of the bulb does not rest in not touch bottom. the fall and early winter, when the 

the water. I have seen an aquarium Many folk do not realize that soil is warmer than the surface of 

where hyacinths were placed on a bulbous flowers should be picked, if the ground. If they are planted 

strip of virgin cork with holes cut they are to produce flowers more too shallow, the freezing, thawing 

through to let the roots reach the than one season. A hyacinth that is and heaving of the upper crust of 

water. At our spring flower show, allowed to mature seed is exhausted. soil in mild winters often causes 

Welke Bros. exhibited a unique Only the leaves, must be left to store the bulbs to break from their roots, 

treatment of crocus bulbs. These up food for the following season. and produce only poor flowers. 

were planted in Florida Moss in a When good cold weather sets in and 

wooden shoe from Folland, and w ry a light crust has frozen, then cover 

looked quite at home. Where moss r , yal the bed with a 4 to 6-inch layer of 

or any special compost is used, es- he G : “a leaves or straw. ‘This protects from 

pecial care must be taken to keep i ey wa) thaws. This should not be put on 

the moss damp. If dry for but one i A i) tes too early, for it would warm the 

day, there is danger of the bulbs soil and start growth that would 

going blind, that is, not opening. freeze. It should likewise be re- 

Our commonest winter flowering i) moved gradually in the spring. A 

bulb is the Paper White Narcissus ered light sandy soil is the best bulb 

and it may be had everywhere. The Rey} ground, as it permits drainage and 

Sand 10c stores always carry a large F allows aeration. 

stock of them. They should be 3 The best hardy bulbous plants for 

grown in shallow bowls or saucers tag lawn planting in clumps are: the 

and be supplied with sufficient water a day lily, such lilies as candidum, 

to keep the roots submerged. y iwi i tigrinum, speciosum and auratum, 

The outdoor bulb culturist has dicentra, Crown Imperial, Mont- 
many more species to choose from For the best flowers, one must pur-— bretias, peeonies, and Kempferi and 

and can get many color effects hard- chase the largest, best and highest germanica irises. For earliest spring 

ly possible with other stock. When priced bulbs. The best named hya- the crocuses, chionodoxas, snow- 

planting beds for a design it pays  cinths, “top roots” as they are called drops, squills, winter aconite, snow- 

to take extra pains. The soil should in Holland, require 4 to 6 years to flakes and tritelias should be planted. 

be removed to a depth of six inches. attain full size (8 to 10 inches) and For patch flowering in neglected 

The lower soil should be spaded, give best flowers. Remember that corners where the lawn mower 

using well rotted manure and bone smaller bulbs will produce smaller never goes there are a host of good 

dust worked in. Then the bed flowers or fewer flowers in the case species. Such flowers as hardy 

should be smoothed over and cov- of polyanthus types. Mere size anemones, camassia, lily-of-the-val- 

ered with an inch of sand, This alone is not a standard for judging _ ley, dicentra, erythroniums, funkias, 

prevents the manure from touching bulbs. A plump, solid bulb without — liliums, iris, poets narcissus, Von 

them and allows the water to drain flabbiness will give the best blooms. Sion and many other narcissi, tril- 

off, thus removing causes which The proper depth to plant bulbs lium, grape hyacinths and_ others 
night lead to decay. It is a difficult varies according to the kinds. It too numerous to mention are recom- 

matter to plant a uniform depth is a common fault to plant them too mended. 

with a trowel, and in trying to get near the surface. Some kinds like (Continued on page 47.)
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Wisconsin Horticulture tractive offer to members which, So far as the program is con 

Published Monthly by the we surmise, will start some of you cerned, it is now in the making and 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society working. Inthe meantime, pass the we are open to suggestions up -o 
. Caro .. 

Official Organ of the Society. good word along. Will you? December first. 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Eaditor SE As always, the leaders in horti- 
Secretary W. 8. H. 8., Madison, Wis. The Next Annual Convention culture in our state, both men and 

Entered at the postoffige at Madison, Wisconsin Only the dates of the next annual \vomen, will be on the program and 
Bogle ate or potago “vegnen tor sn design ‘vei i he bi yet from the HTO8, Ast of OPER Pra at fOr teed de = CONvention were given in the Octo- the biggest men We Can get Lon. the 

‘Advertising rates made known on application. ber number; nothing more was pos- outside. If, with your help, the 

Wieconsir +: Sige: ortleutturall Boslety Ge. Horticultural Society sible at that time as copy for our high standard of other years is 
sconsin ate orticultura ocie . = iain eves , . , ide schaiel member. fe, one dota, whic, in paper must now be in five weeks Teached, you can confidently decide 

igeonsin : : arte ‘ ave 
Hortioutture."" Send one, dollar Yo'Prederie Cranes preceding date of issue and the {0 attend the convention even 

, son, Wis. : ‘ ’ te Money Order. A dates . fixe: il late in though no program whatever is Ao eon! OF Pxpress Money Order. A dates were not fixed until late in pun prog : 2 

ached tog card Rarsonalchecks acesPtco- September. This paper is printed printed in advance. An outline will 
Postage stamps not accepted. z é . ‘nthe ‘De: I Ber 

in Des Moines, Iowa, where the be printed in the December number 
OFFICERS 2 — AK, 2 sfefl’ progrann im Tans HL ©. Christensen, President .........Oshkosh Class of state printing of which and the completed program in Jan 

W. A. ‘Toole, Vice-President... ........ Baraboo HorTICULTURE is a part, is done, ‘ Wary. 
Frederic Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer. . Madison us } 

= vt The dates of the convention are —_ 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE a ne ‘ 

Ex-Officio. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, James Currie 
President, Vice-President and Secretary. ‘ Fetes 
“ee va? tite Sa. “ January 10, 11 and 12, 1923. The One of the oldest and most hon- | 

A. K. Bassett.............+++++++--Baraboo convention and fruit display is held ored members of the Milwaukee 
O. I. Brigham..................Blue Mounds x . : . os . ig e . 
Wm. Longland....+--..-.-.+++-Eake Geneva in January, in odd numbered years, [Florist Club, Mr. James Currie, 

For Two Years. because the state legislature meets died at his home, 2527 Grand Ave. 
Paul B, Grant... .........+2++++Menomonie : , é i 
J. P, Hauser.........ss.s+e+++++++-Bayfleld then, and the growers, both ama- Milwaukee, on Sept. 26th, aged 69 
Richard Marken... ..+.0.e0++e++++Gays) Mills PE coll Cinco i oe ; 
Wo Spreter 22 "Onataska = teur and professional, are anxious years. Mr. Currie was born in 

For One Year. for the opportunity to show the law- Scotland in 1853 and came to the 
F. M. Edwards................-Fort Atkinson ss * = * sa " 

James Livingstone... .....s...+++-Milwaukee Makers that — fruit-growing in United States when 19 years old. 
Wm. Nelson... . 0.06.00 ee eee eee ee + Oshkosh a 11 ic 4 itv s ale, se : 
Amo Wittithsssssee ss vcoeeee Sturgeon Tay ISconsin 18-2 reality and not make- }Te was joined a year later by his 

wean “Se UNIO ERE believe. Many entries of apples brother William. In 1875, the firm 

H.-C. Christensen on yrederie Cranefea are already in, three of which fillon of Currie Brothers was founded. | 
AY: Ay Toole every premium offered, and reports James Currie was always inter- 

from others indicate that we will ested in Florists Associations and 

Out for One Thousand New have the biggest display of apples pelonged to the forerunner of the 
Members ever staged in the state outside of present Florists Club, and has been 

Two pages of the October num- the state fair. Even so, the chances 4 member of this one till his death. 
ber of this paper were used to an- are even, that somebody will ask: He has been on the Milwaukee Park 
nounce premium offers tonew mem- “Are these apples grown in Wis- board for many years and has given 
bers. Will readers please pass along consin?” This happens every year Jiberally of his time. He was an 
to a neighbor this copy? If per- at the state fair. How would you enthusiastic landscape gardener as 

chance there are any who file their answer such idiots? As we were well as florist and seedsman. He has 
papers, please drop a postal card saying, there will be a big showing also been for many years the super- 
asking for an extra copy. Remem- of apples by some of the larger  jntendent of the Forest Home Ceme- 
ber that the only way in which this growers, but the small grower need tery in southwestern Milwaukee. 

offer can be of any value is to not, and should not, hesitate tocome. [fe was also a member of the Wis- 

get it into the hands of people who It invariably happens that some of consin State Horticultural Society. 
are not members. Will you do the best prizes are carried off by At the last meeting of the Florists 

this? No solicitation is needed, the smaller exhibitors. Thirteen  CJyb, resolutions were engrossed to 

just pass along your paper. Extra hundred dollars are offered in pre- send to his widow and. four chil- 
copies may be had on application. _miums, so most everybody ought to dren, telling of their appreciation 

We have in preparation an at- get at least a bite. of his life work. At this same meet-
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ing the Club wrote to the mayor them, but some of them, should “Who owns this road anyway,” 

recommending one of their mem- turn their attention to fruit grow- asked a grieved man from the city 

bers for his place on the Park ing, should devote a small acreage who had just been bereft of a sack 

Board, Mr. Clem C. Pollworth. to strawberries, raspberries and ap- of nuts that he had picked on the 

Mr. Currie is the first member of ples. At present less than one-half side of the road. 

the Milwaukee Florists Club to die enough of these fruits are grown in “T own the road,” calmly stated 

in several years. Wisconsin to supply Wisconsin the farmer, as he swung the sack of 
—— markets. Just now, October 10, po- Tecovered nuts over his shoulder 

Something Wrong tatoes are selling at retail in Madi- and started for his house.” 

Potato growers in Central Wis- 80M at one and one-fourth cents a “My neighbor over there only 
consin are selling their crop for pound and apples at six cents a Owns half of the road, but [ own 

twenty-five cents a bushel, and even pound. Last summer, garden truck all of it right here where T own the 

less, with slight prospects for a gain. of all kinds was a drug on the mar- land on both sides. 

In Outagamie, Racine and Ken- ket, while strawberries retailed at The city man protested that the 

osha Counties thousands of tons of twenty-five cents a box and red road was public property, and that 
cabbage are rotting in the field, be-  ‘@spberries at thirty-five to forty it belonged to the state or to the 
cause the cost of harvesting and cents. county. 
marketing is greater than the price Somebody is ready to remark that “The town nor the state hasn’t 

offered for the crop. The growers this argument for more fruit is nega-_ bought nothing,” the farmer called 

rightly conclude that there is no tived by the potato overproduction — back. 

reason for throwing good money argument. This is possible but not The farmer was absolutely within 

after bad. What is the solution of probable. It will take several years his rights, says an authority. He 

these serious problems? No doubt of experience to catch up with the owns all of the highway up to the 
economists, both in and out of ‘the demand for fruit and in the mean- center of the road, and if he owns 

department of markets, state and time, only the fittest will survive. property on both sides of the road, 

federal, are giving the matter deep It takes brains to raise fruit success- the whole road belongs to him. 
thought and may arrive at the solu- fully and market it to advantage. This authority says that the 

tion, That's why we are telling you, raise town or county or state has pur- 

In the meantime, the editor may fewer potatoes and cabbage and chased the road only under certain 

perhaps be permitted to suggest that OTC fruit and everybody will be conditions, and these conditions are 

a possible reason for these condi- happier. for highway purposes. The roads 

tions lies in a lack of judgment, or OO have been cut through for traffic 
vision, or brains, on the part of the Property Rights on Highways only, and the man who picks nuts 

growers of these crops. Just a few The following story froma Colby, on the side of the road is making 

years ago, four or five, potatoes Wis., paper might be duplicated in private use of it, and is therefore en- 

brought the growers $1.50 to $2.00a any other county in Wisconsin: croaching, 

bushel and cabbage $80 to $100 a “Farmers in this county are com- A farmer is entitled to raise veg- 

ton, Since then production has been plaining loudly that Sunday auto  ¢tables or grain on the sides of the 

increased until in 1922, there is a parties raid their apple and nut road, provided it does not interfere 

surplus of several million bushels trees, showing no regard to the with traffic. If cows that are driven 
of potatoes in the country over and rights of private property, and that over the road nibble on the vegeta- 

tbove consumption requirements. they also take any stray: pumpkins bles the owner of the land has no 
The same is true in a lesser degree and squash growing anywhere near claim for indemnity. 
of cabbage. There are other fac- the roadways. In several cases OO 

tors, but as a discussion of these recently so aggravating have been Nuts are about ready to harvest. 

‘night appear to savor of politics, the despoiling of apple trees, that Wise indeed is the family that lays 
we will confine our remarks toover- the farmer or his wife have stood in a good supply of butternuts, 

production. guard with shotguns. The ques- hickory or black walnuts, depend- 

Supposing some of these potato tion of rights on roadways has also ing on what are available in the 

and cabbage growers, not all of come up.” community.
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| 

ne ousan rizes O ° ac 
We have set out to get 1,000 new members by January 1, 1923. By way of inducement we 

will give to each new member $4.00 value (a low estimate) for $1.00, annual membership as 
follows: 

| For One Dollar, currency, P. O. money order or personal check, we will send you: 

| 
| (1) Wisconsin Horticulture from date, October 1, 1922, to January | 

yy A92AS ccsesescsrannesesesstassmsnorenreecoeenterosceteressecet en seseresadeennseonsucricesssea Ly 5 | 
(2) A copy of the 1922 Annual Reporte... 150 | 

(3) A copy of either 1917 or 1920 Annual Report... 50 
é ‘ | 

(4) The Wisconsin Garden Book 2....00.0.00.00.00.00.0.cccecceecceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 125 | 
: : : | 

(5) Native Plants of Wisconsin, Toole 2.000000... cee +50 | 

(6) Annual Membership 2000000000000... cote ee eee 1.00 

Total ieee cece cee ee ceva teste teeter eee teeceteeeeesee ee 4.00 

(1) Wisconsin Horticulture: A 16-page monthly magazine, not as good as some other horticultural maga- 

zines, perhaps, but better than most of them; at least for Wisconsin people, because whatever it contains | 

is prepared for Wisconsin. There is no pretense o? covering all of horticulture, but only Wisconsin horti- | 

culture. You will like it. | 

(2) The Annual Report: Contains 182 pages; 16 pages lists of fruit trees and flowers recommended for culti- | 
vation in Wisconsin. These lists are carefully prepared by experts each with a lifetime experience in 
Wisconsin, and are revised every year. Addresses and discussions at the two annual conventions. Noth- 

ing is published in the Reports except that it has permanent value. The subject matter of a Report five | 
or even ten years old is as valuable as one of yesterday. | 

(3) We have a large surplus of 1917 and 1920 Reports and a few of preceding years. As long as they last one 
copy will be sent each new member. These contain many valuable papers; cloth bound. 

(4) The Wisconsin Garden Book: 55 pages, 5x7¥% inches. The simplest, most concise and readable book on 
vegetable gardening for beginners yet published. It tells you exactly what you want to know, in plain 

language and in the fewest possible words; seven chapters on vegetable gardening, and two short ones | 
on berry culture and tree fruits for good measure. Written by practical Wisconsin gardeners; published | 

by the State Horticultural Society. Price 25c. | 

(5) Native Plants of Wisconsin, by William Toole, Sr.: Five interesting and valuable papers. | 

| 
(1) Domesticating our Native Flowers, 

(2) Native Shrubs of Wisconsin. 

(3) Our Wisconsin Native Trees. | 

(4) Cultivating Our Native Ferns. | 

(5) Our Native Climbing Vines. 

These are not merely botanical lists of plants. In each paper Mr. Toole tells how to use these native 
plants. These papers, delivered at our Annual Conventions were considered of such value that the 

Society has issued them in this attractive booklet. Price 50c. 

(6) Annual Membership in the State Horticultural Society: This is what we are aiming at, why we are 
offering you $4.00 for $1.00, to increase our membership. The Society is doing splendid work. It is not a 
state “Board” or “Department,” bound by red tape, but is close to the people. It is a privilege to be a 
member. You will receive the paper and one Report a year as long as you remain a member. 

On receipt of One Dollar the books described above and pictured on the opposite page will be sent you 
postage paid; the paper from date of your remittance to January 1, 1924, and a receipt for Annual Member- 
ship to January 1, 1924. If you have a neighbor or friend who is a member hand the dollar to him, he will do 
the rest; otherwise address 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Secretary 
701 Gay. Building MADISON, WIS. 

NOTE: We cannot accept postage stamps.
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THE INSECT PAGE 
Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist 

The Japanese Barberry Innocent sprayer and with the same type Home-made Bordeaux— 

In the July issue of “Wisconsin nozzles. In contrast to two nozzles 186 Bu. per A. 265 Bu. per A 

Horticulture” there appeared on throwing the spray from each side as Seventy-five gallons of spray 

this page an article entitled “Why was used on the balance of the fields, were applied per acre at a cost 0: 

Eradicate the Barberry?” in which our home-made Bordeaux plots 54 cents more per acre for the ma- 

the writer did not make a statement Were sprayed with a special boom terial than the arsenate of lead plot: 

to the effect that the Japanese Bar- designed to reach the under side of and at about one-half the cost per 

berry was not included as harmful, the foliage and discs with small acre of the commercial product. 

Since several complaints have openings were used in the nozzles, These plots were all sprayed four 

been received from nurserymen who with two hundred pounds pressure — times at ten day intervals, beginning 

feel that it might hurt the sale of 

the Japanese variety we are printing Y 

here some cuts with explanations, \ oS Sd 

showing the distinguishing charac- . fh ARR Li Wan \ 

teristics of these bushes, in order rea Ae - 
: KK ai ¢ ToS that there may be no confusion. Uo V4 Nee 4% 

( } wy 

 e>* ) WA A * 
Can the Leaf Hopper Be 4p Nel ay 

Controlled? 4 Ke y 4 

Two plots, an acre of Green AAI {| 
Mountains and one of Rural New NMI ly) 

Yorkers, in Waupaca County, were ig NY 

sprayed this summer with the home- } Mi | ts 
made Bordeaux (4-4-50) we have 1 | GN {hPa 

been recommending for the control . TGR Nae 

of the potato leaf hopper. WH i Pa Nae _ 
Ni PeeniciMias On one side of each was an acre WH KY | i heya 
\ A es ¢ 

y IAN WAT Beans TPs (side. UES 
Ae? — aN ee Illustrating habits of growth, Dangerous barberry on left. 

RAS. iy . 
We to produce a fog spray which would July 7th, when the plants were 
WAY) not run off, about ten inches high. 
CY The spraying was done by the ee 

y/ @ State Department of Agriculture, : . . y ¥ y ; : Keep all aphis and other insects ad co-operating with the Experimental 
Leaf of common burberry at left and smooth Station, as a spraying demonstra- off house plants now. Once they 

leaf of Japanese barberry at right. tion , . become established it will be hard 

Ty sults w foll . to rid the plants of them. 
as a check plot, sprayed with arse- he results were as follows: 
nate of lead only, to control the po- Rural 

tato bug. On the other side was Green Mountains New Yorkers Have the old canes been removed 
the balance of the field sprayed with Arsenate of Lead only— from the raspberry patch and the 
a commercially prepared Bordeaux. 86 Bu. per A. 180 Bu. per A. new growth thinned? These thin- 
These plots were all sprayed at the Commercial Bordeaux— nings should always be burned to 

same time, with the same traction 128 Bu. per A. 250 Bu. per A. destroy as many insects as possible.
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| Three Sides of a Question living, whether wholesale or retail, apple breeding experiments proved 

We have before us an oft re- but a means of making a little money of special interest. Canadian prov- 

peated question: Can I make money by those who will not be dependent inces, Minnesota, the Dakotas, Iowa 

growing outdoor flowers and if so on this for an income. and Wisconsin comprise the terri- 

what kinds? This is the substance, ——___—_— tory making up the official member- 

if not the exact form, of this ever Great Plains Horticulturists Are ship of the organization. W., dls 

recurring question: (1) On gen- Coming to Wisconsin in 1923 Alderman of the University of Min- 

eral principles there is not very. Wisconsin will be host to the 1923 nesota is the president and A. F. 
much in the game. Most florists, gathering of the Great Plains horti- Yeager of North Dakota is the vice 

wholesale and retail, have a piece of culturists. president. 

land where they grow their summer Prominent horticulturists and OO . 

flowers, such as peonies, gladiolus, 6thers interested in orcharding from Flowers for Northern Wisconsin 

sweet peas, and possibly dahlias. adjoining states and provinces will AMATEUR 

Sntall town markets are easily sup- meet in the Badger state some time A correspondent asks for a list of 

plied and in larger cities the only next summer to plan the develop- — shrubs, perennials, bulbs, etc., hardy 

sectire method of disposal is through 

retailers who demand a regular and \ 

unfailing supply to meet their regu- 

lar demand. After a midsummer 

storm outdoor flowers are so be- 4 

draggled as to be unsalable for a day Wi 

or two. (2) For this reason florists Man FAN 
are each year growing more and OR f 

more of this stock under glass, util- ( Ne 

izing carnation and chrysanthemum Ud 

houses that would otherwise be un- hy) \ € 

occupied at that season. It is not a 6 

unusual now to see a whole house 

of snap-dragon, calendula or gladi-  ppe common or harmful barberry at the left has berries in long drooping clus- 

olus in midsummer. The quantity Ts 2. In te Japanese barberty shown ag (he Tien doy bertlesioceur singly OF 

and quality of bloom is here under 

control and not subject to the ca- ment and improvement of this im- on sandy soils in the upper half of 

prices of the elements. portant industry. While definite the state. 

(3) An enterprising person may plans have not as yet been formu- No carefully selected list is neces- 

establish a very good trade in out- lated, it is thought that the first visit. sary. Any or all of the shrubs and 

door flowers lasting, in southern will be to the experimental plots at herbaceous perennials in our “offi- 

Wisconsin, from April to frost with Oshkosh, where work in pruning cial” lists, printed in the Annual 

a year or more of preparation ; and fertilization in their relation to. Report, are as well adapted to 

planting certain perennials which biennial fruiting of apples is being northern Wisconsin as to the more 

require a year to come into bloom. done. From there the party will southern sections. This is also true 

Beginning with early iris a contin- probably go directly to the Sturgeon of roses. A protection of straw or 

uous supply of flowers may be had Bay country, to study the great of evergreen branches is very help- 

until November. Let’s heat from cherry industry and the experimen- ful, even with shrubs, the first year. 

some expert on this. A sidewalk tal projects carried on by the agri- Perennials as peony, phlox and roses 

stand or small store may often be cultural staff of the University of should be covered every year.— (See 

had at small cost but the generally Wisconsin. October Wisconsin Horticulturist.) 

accepted plan is to sell to a leading The Great Plains horticulturists, 

vrocery store. The conclusion may which is more of a gathering than a Branches of the Wahoo or Burn- 

be fairly drawn that this is not a line _ society, is four years old. Last year ing Bush make excellent bouquets 

of work to be depended on for a the meeting was held in Iowa, where for the table.
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Fruit in Vilas County Grasses for Highways 

We present herewith portions of “Our county has just completed a |" “e997 

a letter, and our opinions on the — stretch of pavement about one and 

same, for the benefit of residents of a half miles long just west of the 

Vilas and adjoining counties. city. The soil is a clay mixture. 

# . What kind of grass seed should be fi0.t F082 Mat 
I have recently acquired a small 1 I li 1 ide tt 

tract of hardwood land in Vilas 'S¢® 0” f HE, Bracing: a Onesies the Berr Boxes 
county. I would like to plant a few highway in order to prevent washing y | 

fruit trees, say, half a dozen apple and the growth of noxious weeds? Crates, Bushel Boxes 
trees, possibly half a dozen cherry \Vould like to know if the seeding and Climax Baskets 

trees ae might alee wlant of Dear can be done now, October 16th.” As You Like Them 
Ss. ght als 

three quince trees and possibly some If the banks are very steep seed- patie Manitacture the, Byeld 
grape vines. ing is impractical unless strips of wood veneer that give satisfac- 

sod are first laid to check washing wert Be RDN sartoad tots “ . 3 : . a st le as ‘ rial in . in carl 
: But before entenne ae this So far as the kind of grass to be our specialty. We (constantly 

i 4 ; 3 i, § ar as ‘ass carry in stock 16-quart cr: planting program I would appre : a ae ae a sock otoituser sithor for 
ciate it very much if you would give used, either for highway or lawn, strawberries or blueberries. No 
me the Henent of your experience there is but one, Kentucky blue order. tee small We can ship. the 

as ip t nares . s advisable to pro- grass, more often called June grass folalrig boxes and.craten ns 
ceed at a atter. ; : Gece ah ar an tue imatter in the north. No matter what “mix- essential In hendling tru ond 
From our experience of nineteen ture” is used, if it contains any June Jorge discount for cary orders: 

years testing varieties, we state with grass whatever you will have a pure 1 Frui 
) " ee a ae rui 
confidence that quince, cherry and grass sod in the end; it will crowd Cumber ae rait Package 

grape should be eliminated from out all comers. Stronger growing Secu & : 7 aH 
. . * - . * ‘um le ye 

this list—none will succeed. grasses, such as Red Top and Rhode ep eriany 8 

S itl 1 ld 1 Island Bent are used in mixtures so 
Success with apples w : i HERES: WY APP. a will depend as to have a ground cover while the = —————___________ 

largely on local conditions. If the é te ae. sp ae As 
il is not too heavy and i 1! June grass is establishing itself. As 

soil is not too heavy ¢ sow sane 
4 ined "tf 1 fee unc i ee good results may be had in this case : 
drainec he hardier varieties o - - 

é . by sowing oats at the time of grass 0 al t d 
apples should succeed fairly well, seeding 2 uall an a 

such as Duchess, Patten Greening, — Iti : too iate for this ind’ of 
: : : is now too late for this kind o 

Hibernal and Malinda. These are . ; : Sq D l 
- . seeding. Sometimes excellent re- ware ea 

all iron-clad but there is not an ap- . : 

ple of good quality in the list unless sults are obtained by seeding lawns 

Buches is so. tanked . li the in late September or early October ARE WHAT WE 
chess 1s so ranked. : - 

‘ ‘ : ‘ when the season holds open late and 
site has good soil and air drainage, tl ding j red rs manure OFFER YOU 

4 he seeding is covered w anur 
not a pocket in the woods, Wealthy th id rly in winter 

y a. . . or other 1 ch early r or. 

and Northwestern Greening will . . Our new 48-page catalog (16 
live for a few vears at le a N a pages in colors) gives you an 
ive for a few years at least. Not Purchaxe a few wood, firm bulbs honest description of FRUITS, 
very encouraging but we must face urehase a Tew’ BOCs it VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. 
the-facts: of daffodils, hyacinths, ete., for ENNIALS, ete., for this climate. 

if f growing in pots or boxes in the If you are in doubt as to what 

‘ wenty-hve; i" beter fifty years house. The bulbs should be planted s Baie ioe will be glad 
rom now, when the country ‘ . 

: Y about three inches deep. 
thereabouts has all been cleared up _ d We do landscape work. 

and under cultivation, other kinds Prunus tomentosum and the red Th C C 

may be planted with some hope of  perried elder are shrubs that are or- e Uoe, Uonverse 

success, but it is not and never will pamental in July because of their red Edwards Co. 

be a fruit country, not at least until fruit. Birds find the fruit very edi- Port: AtkingeR,. Wie 

we breed hardier fruits than any ple and even prefer it to garden . , 

we now have. fruits of that time of year.
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. ene 
wild trees, shrubs, and flowers; too 

Kellog¢’s Nursery few of us know how to enjoy the 

Janesville Wisconsin beauties of lands we have on all The Hawks 

hands in the state. Any agency that 
SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR i ® . - 

will bring about more of an appre- Nursery 
Full line of standard varieties of cts £ the esthetic should be € Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, | ‘tion of the zsthetic should be en- 

toses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna-| couraged. Company 
mental trees at prices that are ———— 

right. Don’t pay two prices to 

traveling salesmen. Order direct Bulbs are in a position to fur- 
from a reliable nursery and save (Continued from page 39.) nish high grade Nursery 

money: Bulb growing is in the process of Stock of all kinds and 
Na ; ery ar in Milwau- ., . . ae very ee in Mi . varietics suitable to Wis- 

i see and we may yet show our En- . 

County and Township @arks ali sh cousins samatine in this line consin and other north- y a ont] is } ite NV r S| s is s 2 . . 5 
Your attention, is invited to Mr ier have. two -verv- metiver eaten an distrids. 

Hazelwood’s article “Country Beau- e nave “ S Bt Will be glad 
tiful,” in this number. No doubt our clubs which hold monthly shows. ill be glad to figure on 

readers may consider some of the The Milwaukee Garden club holds your wants either in 

thoughts advanced by the author its meetings at the Milwaukee Art large or small quantities 
as radical and impractical as the Institute and the West Allis Garden 

zoning plan which is being adopted club at one of their schoolhouses. — 

by cities, extended to the country. We say, more power to their elbow. 

Who shall say that Mr. Hazelwood Wauwatosa . . . Wis. 

is too radical, in other words a 

“crank”? Our idea is that he is ———— OT ——— 

just a few years ahead of his time, Important 

a prophet crying in the wilderness. 
° 

It should be gratifying to mem- N tice to 

bers of this society to know that Oo McKAY NURSERY 

Mr. A. A. Hirst, State Highway COMPANY 
Commissioner, and many others Members NSIN 
have endorsed the idea of county MADISON WISCONS! 

parks and playgrounds, first brought Wefwant samples of 

out by this society. the Delicious Apple from Nursery Stock of 
—_—— every part of Wisconsin. Quality 

Country Beautiful Whoever has Delicious, 
. . . | ll, highly col for Particular Buyers 

(Continued from page 35) arge or small, highly col- H 1; iis! @tananna? varieties 
o +4 > ave a ie standa 

Everybody truly loves the out- ored or dull, can help by as well as the newer sorts. Can 
of-doors. Thoreau says that the in- sending two or three spec- supply you with everything in 

door life breeds insanity, and that mens to this office NOW. Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
ihe louse. is ja a. limited Sense. a If five specimens are sent Vines and Ornamentals. 

hospital. The world outside is a and < will i praiennil Let us suggest what to plant 

panorama, the greatest of all movies and entered Tor compcti- both in Orchard and in the dec- 
, ; tion at Annual Conven- oration of your grounds. 

ind a man should learn to know 3 5 Prices and our new Catalog sent 

ind love the hills, valleys, fields tion. Postage or express promptly ‘upon: receipt. of your 
5 Si Nays oe charges will be paid by list of wants. 

ind the wild flora and fauna, if this <i ae Radvess . . 

life is to be rich, full and complete. ety Nurseries at 

loo few of us know the common Frederic Cranefield Waterloo, Wis. 
stars and too few of us know the 701 Gay Bldg. Madison 

names and character of the common
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- WOODEN BOXES and CRATES | 
One bushel size for apples, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, turnips, carrots 
and all winter vegetables. | 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 
and it is the strongest on the market. 

LA CROSSE BOX COMPANY 
LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN 

of the State Horticultural Society, State Capitol | 

Building, Madison, Jan. 10, 11, 12, 1923 | | 

The program will be full to overflowing with good things for both the amateur | | 
and professional. You will get only the fossiliferous remains in the Transactions of | 
this Convention which will be published in July, 1923. 

The Convention itself breathes life and action. There, and there only, you meet | | 

the men and women who are making Horticulture in Wisconsin and get from personal | ' 
contact inspiration that will last you a lifetime. Don’t wait for the program before | 
making up your mind to come. Even if there was no program at all you could afford | 
to come. | 

A Commercial Fruit Growers Section of the State Horticultural Society is to be | 
organized and a broad plan of work outlined which will be of direct benefit to every 

grower and consumer of fruit. Everyone who is in the fruit game for profit should 

attend this conference.
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Wisconsin Beekeeping MONEY DONATIONS The Honey Market and Co-op. 
- ws erative Marketing 

H. F. WILSON, Editor Individual Members 5 
ee ee os - Many beekeepers of Wisconsin 

Offibersiot, hy Wisconsin. tate, Beckeepera John J: Tanner. sernetrewenrseeenese «00 are interested in a state marketing 

President... ++ 02 j ca eaieess Be F. Stelling John Kneser sesceteceeseeeeteeeeeeteeees ws association and a great many have 

Vice President... a = ++ ..-Conrad Kruse H. Gy Gay... nerneernenconnssneeeoneens 50 agreed to support such an organiza- 

TREE ecnenn ne ancl W. Aeppler C. H. Maass. ee 1,00 tion. However, the present market 

eee talitta Hildreth POE. Matzke... 2.00 condition in Wisconsin is very wi 
Seoretary stadia ALE. Jaeger 50 satisfactory for the reason that bee- 

Annual Membership Fee, $1.00 A. FF. Schneider...................... 2.00 keepers are offering honey for sale 
Remit to M. F. Hildreth, Secy., Madison, Wis. Andrew Stevens onpengenses es 1.00 in ten pound pails at prices varying 

OT UAL HE. Kapelke. i. 1.00 from 10 cents to 25 cents per pouni| 
TIONEY DONATION ‘ Iemily Ff. Creydt........ 1.00 Wherever this condition exists you 

ox t. Comb ~ G 

Lbs. bbs. J.C. Hateh a 1.00 are bound to find the industry very 
W. A. Lumley. 5 oe TLV. Wilson... : 50 much demoralized. It is not neces- 
G. AL Gusteccccee 5 oH J. Vernik.. ae - 90 sary to mention the fact that bec- 
L. Francisco... 15 v Win, Sass... sccecss 100 keepers who are selling honey as 

A. Grebel ....:2---- 10 vA A, Brown........... 1.00 low as 10 cents a pound retail are 
A. H. Kapelke.............. 10 eM. J. Krubsack....... o 1.00 yeally not making enough to cover 
J. L. Robinson... 5 -. W. E. Krause soc: 25° the time they have given to their 
B. J. Thompson... © a» AR. Tibbetts... 50 pees. This is a well known fact. 
L. O, Brainard... 5 w Wendell Burg 0.0000. .50 What is needed is a general uniform 
Ls A. LOb00 accesses 5 vee Jas. Gwin ee 1.00 price. This price should be set by 
Carl H. Maass........ 4 eA. E. Sherman... 1.00 the State Association at our next 
Emily F, Creydt........ 1 s+ Emilie Muller .20..000000......... 1.50 annual convention. A Price Com- | 
Frank Yansky «1 e+ Frank Yansky ...0000......... 1.00 mittee should be selected to consider 
M. J. Krubsack.......- 4 wee (GED) Se Hall scescecsuecnses SO the matter of prices for Wisconsin 
J. C. Hatch... : an James ‘ Jovarsl seeeecceenenteeee Ee honey, both retail and wholesale. 
Edw. Hassinger .......-.- “ tthur J. Schultz... 1 le a aking, apmncemen® 
Herman Gullickson....... 1 1 Herman Gullickson .....00..0..... .50 aie “ Ae oy rail S irierarer ca 

: B ate none “ ve Wine Ce zat onsets 50 Pennsylvania to furnish us with 
ee REN ecceerro= “T i lithographed pails. These pails will- 

R. A. Klabunde..........- ---: 1 Supply Companies be aiaiped vith a Bite Berne 
H. Lappley ..--.-----~ 5 ~~ G. B. Lewis Company............ 25.00 tabel and there will be a place on the | 
Alfred Martin 2. 5 1 Lotz Company ween 20.00 top of the pail for individual bee- 
A. V.. Pollack... 10 ~~ A. FH. Rusch Company............ 10.00 keepers to place their own name. It | 
Pete Cass occ 5 ~ =): is not expected that these pails will 
A. F, Haberman........ 2 = Affiliated Locals be used before the year 1923. How- | 
L. J. Corbeille. 1 “Brown Co. Asst. 2.00 ever, every pail of honey under the 
Henry Meyer... 2 “Milwaukee Co. Assn 10,00 association label should sell at a uni- 
A. F. Schneider... 6 eee Valley Acca 200 form price, both wholesale and re- 
Theo. Qualley ........... 2 . Fox River Valley Assn... 2: tail. Avscalecof prices suggested by 

Chas. McKinney ........ 5 v= sheboygan (Co. Asthma: 20 the Michigan State Beekeepers’ As- 
Glen Aspinall 000000... 2% wn Dodge Co, Astin LOO sociation i as follows: 
C. W. Radloff ..000.. 5 -- Shawano Co. Assn..w---- 1.00 * oe a 
Wm. Hanneman ........ 5 «Richland Co. Assn... 2.00 LIGHT TONEY ; 
Theo. Gentz ....000.-.. 5 --  N. EL Wis. Asstiucccccccc-. 1.00 1 to 5 5-pound pails..............$1.25 
T. A. Moller 0.0000... 4 == Rock Co, ASSMi eevee 2.00 © to 12 5-pound pails................ 1.10 
R. A. Schwarzkopf... 5 “Langlade Co. Assn... 5.00 13 to 25 5-pound pails............ 1.00 
Conrad Kruse ........ 1 mH, J. Fadness.cccc eee 1.00 26 to 100 5-pound pails... 85 
M. A. Shepard ............ 2% oe 1 A. Moller. 4,99 101 or more 5-pound pails...... 80 

Otto & Ener —— * oR, D. ‘Leonard... svewersoue, 100 AMBER HONEY 

MathiNe Candler 212) John Hy Pans. LOO 1 to 8 Scpound pals... $1.00 | 
Conrad Kruse...............-.--------- 50 6 to 12 5-pound pails... 8: 

Wm. R. Pember ........ 4 ces ) s . | 

F. D. Leonard............... 2 “Win. Michaelsen..0........ 1.00 13 to 25 5-pound PAIS ccrsscae 008 

CE. Zilmer coe 5 Mathilde Candler... -50 26 to 100 5-pound pails... 65 | 
. OO ~ —_ Honey prepared for the retai 

Total oes 204 3 Total ccc $113.00 market should be heated to 160 de-
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grees, thoroughly filtered and fare by having annual reports The head of the Traveling 
packed in new pails neatly labeled. printed, circulars regarding the Library Department of the Wiscon- 

Per value of honey, bring in outside sin Free Library Commission re- 
Lb. speakers, put on honey displays. The ports that a number of copies of 

1 00-pound can, light honey.....$ .15 money received from individual new editions of The Honey Bee, by 
lto Scases of 2 60-pound cans .14 membership dues is not sufficient Langstroth and Dadant, have been 
6 cases OF MOTE... 13 to take care of this. Investigations received and are now available for 

f. 0. b. shipping point show that other agricultural organ- distribution. 
a im : izations in \Visconsin are receiving The beekeepers have not been 

1 60-pound can, amber honey .125 ADDTODEATOHS [SEES Gucpose. Im faking Full advantase of Elis ibrar 
1 or more cases of 2 60-pound ay L opt a tons or tals purpose. ; n taking ul advantage ot this li rary 

a 12 Some cases these organizations have — which has a considerable number of 
CANIS sevsrescsnnsssssenccesccscencccccccceas less than 100 members. We have copies of several standard works on 

Certainly in Wisconsin we ought at present 700 members. apiculture, including Beekeeping, by 
to be able to do nearly as well, if A new beekeeping buliding at the Dr. Phillips; The Life of the Bee, 
we cannot do better, and it is sug- University so that enough room will by Maeterlinck, and many others. 
gested that ten pound pails be re- be available for teaching work, for All residents of Wisconsin are en- 

tailed at not less than $2 for white a beekeeping museum, for investiga- _ titled to secure these books for three 
honey and $1.75 for amber honey. tional work, a building our beekeep- weeks on an agreement to prepay 
Five pound pails should be retailed ers will be proud to show. Three the transportation charges to Madi- 
at not less than $1.15 for white and states received appropriations for son when they are through with 
$1 for darker grades. Are the bee- this purpose the past season. Shall them, The books may be kept three 
keepers of Wisconsin ready to adopt \Visconsin be at the bottom? Just weeks and renewed for three weeks 
a uniform container and sell their visit the present housing quarters more if desired. 
product at a uniform price? The to convince yourself that there is OO .. 
prices of the lithographed labeled not enough room to carry on good A State Association Advertising 
pails will be about two to three cents work in any line of beekeeping Fund 
more than for the ordinary cans. work. The Texas Honey Producers’ As- 
However, this type of container is Bring up the matter of poison sociation has a plan whereby every 
very much better than the ordinary spraying to get the orchardists and beekeeper pays into the association 

pail now in use. Orders for more horticulturists to cooperate with the a one cent per colony tax for a spe- 

than 5,000 pails have already been beekeeper. Since bees aid greatly cial advertising fund of Texas 
received. Other beekeepers who in cross pollination of plants and Honey. Would it not be well for 
are interested should write us. We fruit trees, convince the horticultur- Wisconsin beekeepers to do some- 
expect to give more definite infor- ists and orchardists that it is to their thing of the kind? One cent per 

mation on this subject at the con- advantage not to apply poison spray colony is a small amount for each 

vention in December and also in the while trees are in full bloom. beekeeper to pay, but the total 
next issue of “Wisconsin Beekeep- Jas. Gwin, Chairman. would amount to a great deal. Such 
ing.” Beekeepers should come pre- RoBERT SIEBECKER, a fund, for instance, would permit 

pared to discuss this matter at the Conrap Kruse, us to print posters which could be 
meeting and leave their order for Legislative Committee. distributed in grocery stores and 
next year’s containers. eee eee other places where honey is sold. 

_ Honey Tariff Bill wes anitid plo, grink, a sal ee 
. Sreel rhlet to be handed to individual cus- 

To the Members of the State Bee- ion Septet Borde Me lone reached by the storekeeper 

keepers’ Association and Officers Cotter ‘Tariff Bill, which provides nd also the beekeeper. This mat- 
of Affiliated Associations : that all honey coming into the United ter will be brought up at the next 

The Legislative Committee of the States from foreign countries carry annual convention, In the mean- 
State Association is trying to line 3, import duty of 3c per pound. time we would appreciate receiving 
up all beekeeping matters which This replaces the import duty of 10c Opinions from all beekeepers who 

siiould be brought peor oe per gallon which has been effective are interested. 
lature in 1923 and would like to ¢; 3 Tariff Bill, re 
bring a few things before the mem- stce Ee 10 _ Through the office of Secretary 
bors now so that they can think 5 - ri F. E. Millen, the members of the 
4 - Isle of Wight Disease Bill Ontario Beekepers’ Association ahout them before the annual con, 3 1 3 
vention, This bill regulating the importa- have obtained $60,000 worth of 

We believe the following things tion of bees into the United States goods, including half a million 

ave needed: was passed by the Senate, August 23 containers, and $10,000 worth of 

An appropriation for the State and has been signed by the Presi- poe and queens—G. B. Lewis 

Association to help promote its wel- dent. ompany notes.
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Honey Booklets Theo. Bronson....... $ 34.00 Prize Recipes 
When you sell a big order of Green County ....... «= F900 pis ain HONEY Exnipit—S1 te 

honey to the grocer, give hima few Grant County - 78.00 Farr, 1922 
copies of “Honey; How and When Wood County .. . 78.00 Cocoa Shico Cake—Class 24 
to Use It.” Get your supply today Sauk County .. cee 90.00 1, CG Tae os ~ va > : saall awards 6 4 Cups Honey from the American Honey Produc- Small awards ..... cece 49.00 is Gan Batter 
ers’ League, Secretary’s Office, : se a teoh " 
Capitol Annex, Madison, \Viscon- Votal awards ........ -.$993.00 3 Ce Flour 
sin. The price is $4.50 per hundred, Comparison 5 Ty Ping yoons of Cocoa 
or if you cannot use that many, 20) 1919 2 $270.00 3 Tes . Sh . Baki Po dee nd c . - . easpoons oAK ING owder copies for $1.25. 10% discount to 1920 . - 821.00 1 ‘Teaspoon Cinnamon 
affliated members of the League. 1921. seca 835.00 \ ‘Tes ‘I Nutmee, erate 

easpoon Nutmeg, grated Sa 1922... cotter 993,00 Ys Cup Milk . : 
The Bee and Honey Exhibit at In addition to these large exhibits Mix flour, spices, baking pow 

the 1922 State Fair two large and creditable commercial der and cocoa together. — Crean 
The 1922 State Fair as a whole, exhibits were conducted by the G. honey, butter and eggs. Add hali and the Bee and Honey Department = B. Lewis Company, Watertown, of the flour mixture, then the milk 

in particular, was by far the best in \Wisconsin, and the A. 1. Root Com- and remainder of flour. Bake in 
all respects ever presented in the pany, Medina, Ohio. layers. Vor filling—mix 1 cup of Badger State. The different fea- Mr. L. P. Whitehead, of the Uni- granulated honey with one-half cup 
tures combining to achieve this un- versity, exhibited a frame of bees melted bitter chocolate and chopped 
precedented success are: with ripe, sound fruit in the upper almonds. Spread between and on 

1. Quantity, which actually part, accessible to the bees, to top of cake. Sprinkle top with amounted to carload lots. demonstrate that bees will not punc- chopped nuts. 
2. Quality, which is now a stand- ture sound fruit. Mr. C. D. Adams, Mrs. Joun KNESER, 

ing feature, owing to the number of the Division of Markets, was Hales Corners, Wis 
of exhibitors. with us every day, a useful and in- _ 

3. Variety. Every single num- terested attendant. The secretary Soft Honey Cake—Class 24 
ber of the premium list was actually of the State Association conducted 1 Cup Butter 
entered and represented and several the booth of our state organization > Cubs Hone 
other features in addition. the latter part of the week and so- 2 E ae y 

4. Arrangement and decorations. licited members. 1 Cup Sour Milk : 
Although we thought we had ex- The practical and instructive 2 ‘Teaspoons Soda 
celled in 1921, when Mr. Jos. M. demonstration of a hive of bees 1 ‘Jeaspoon Ginger 
Barr set the pace, the result in 1922 with lectures twice each day were 1 Teaspoon Cinnanion 
far exceeded our highest expecta- given by Mr. Jos. M. Barr, who 4 Cups Flour 
tions, and Mr. Barr candidly said held the attention and interest of “Mes, Donanp ReerEn 
he would not expect first prize for large crowds practically every day. Waukesha. Wis. 
the individual general exhibit. How- We are still lacking one thing to _ , 
ever, he did again land first prize, complete our department and_ that Soft Honey Cake—Class 26 
all of which goes to show the keen js a daily practical demonstration of 1 Cup Butter 
and _ good natured competition pre- uncapping, extracting, bottling and 2 Cure Honey 

vailing. . canning honey. So far it has been 2 Eggs - 
5. Last but not least, the friend- impossible to carry on such a dem- 1 Cup Sour Milk 

ly rivalry among the exhibitors, and onstration because of insufficient 2 Teaspoons Soda 
the friendly and social feeling and oom, However, the prospects for 1 ‘Teaspoon. Ginger 
intercourse among themselves and having this addition in 1923 are 1 Teaspoon Cinnamon 
with the superintendent. rood, as we hope to have a new and 4 Cups Flour 

Following is a list of the large ex- larger building then. We also ex- Cas. Prirciarn. 
hibitors, and awards to each: pect to be able to place not less than Wisconsin Rapids, Wi-. 
A. L. Kleeber... «$163.00 twenty large exhibits, have office , 
H. H. Moe... 60.00 rooms for the Superintendent, Honey Kisses—Class 26 
I. T. Houghton wu. 31.00 Judge and Secretary of the State Beat the whites of 3 eggs, adil Caroline Johnson .......... 39,00 Association, as well as plenty of 2 tablespoons of honey, 2” tabl- Donald W. Reisner.............. 68.00 space for quality goods in Class 2. spoons corn starch and enoug 1 John Kneser ........................ 102.00 A total of 240 entries was made cocoanut to thicken, Bake in 1 Jos. M. Barre... 85.09 — this year. Gus Dittmer, quick oven. Mrs. J. M. Barr, Charlie Pritchard 41.00 Superintendent. West Allis, Wi
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The Federated Fruit Growers will become general manager of the enough to tackle that probl m, 

In July we announced the launch. Federated Fruit Growers Inc. “The although we aided materially in he ” “ : . 
ing of the Federated Fruit Growers, ee at he ee — a inception of a big movement in t iat 

, , eginning of a ne or the |... a : ; 
the result of deliberations of the Averiens Fruit Grower by enabling direction. The meeting of fruit 

National Fruit Marketing Com- him to sell his products co-oper- growers from coast to coast, h-ld 
mittee of Twenty-one appointed by atively in all markets. It places at in Chicago, March 1921, called by 

Pres. Howard of the American his disposal, an efficient sales ser- President Howard of the American 

Farm Bureau Federation, August VIC which we have been Il years farm Bureau Federation, which 
7 in building according to a co-opera- . : : ; 

1921. We now announce to our tive plan. It will likewise mean a resulted in the appointment of the 

members what we believe to be the  petter quality of products and im- “Committee of 21” or National 

biggest movement along the line of proved service for the consumers. Fruit Committee was the dircet 

co-operative fruit marketing ever at- From member co-operative associa~ result of the work of the A. P. s, 

tempted in this country. The much toys the pope Fruit Grow- in fact the A. P. S. instigated the 
advertised Citrus growers organiza. €fS) inc. an the large permanent ovement. 

. ys ie clientele of the North American . . 
tion, of California will be a part of Fruit Exchange, sufficient tonnage Representatives of the A. P. S 

it. Prof. Cruickshank, Secretary of js already assured to make the new attended this conference, as well 

the American Pomological Society co-operative sales service a pro- as the first meeting of the National 

outlines the movement clearly in a nounced and Sanna success Committee. At the latter meeting, 

recent letter to members of the fron a business point of view.” it was decided in conference that 
‘ . The national co-operative effort of 5 gi 

A. P. S. It is as follows: the fruit growers seems to have the fields of the two organizations 

There has been considerable pub- heen initiated with sound judg- Were not overlapping, but comple- 

licity concerning the te Craneeet ment and with every prospect of ontary, but that co-operation he- 

7 Se Paes = Or the satisfactory development. tween the two would be of bene- 
= . es wrpaen anupay itis fit to each, 

appointment by President Howard The American Pomological - 5 . ee . 
of the American Farm Bureau of Society The Pomological Society being 

he Peni Compaltiee of : ey oa The A. P. S. is now a live, go- "OW relieved of the need of enter- 

liberation by men of wide experietice ing organization with a settled ing the field of marketing has. 
and representing most of the im- policy and a definite field of work. turned its attention to other mat- 

portant fruits and fruit sections of It might well be named the NEW_ ters vitally concerning fruit grow- 
the country. The membership of American Pomological Society ex- i"g- These are well stated by 
the Federated put ree suit cept that this would be too sug- Secretary Cruickshank in a leaflet 
made up of co-operatwe . . se covers o mark cting ear Me aed Oe of gestive of an ancient hostelry that published several months ago and 

individuals. , dabs a little paint on the front door, given herewith: 

The most recent development has replaces a broken wash bowl and An Invaluable Service to 
been a signing of a contract be- sets up a new sign board, “The ee eee ain Norti 

= : fee a grea nee In orth 

pines Fee eee eal Grane NEW Jones House.” The A. P.S. America for a central organization 
ne. and the North American Fru I rebuilt £ Il 4r- Which will combine the forces of exist- has been rebuilt from cellar to gar ‘ 
Exchange, whereby the former : . . ing fruit bodies and which can act 
practically absorbs the latter, effec- et. It is the only national organi- as a clearing house of all informa: 
tive, January 1, 1923. This appears zation of fruit growers and that hee Oem ee eae eromers; Much 

. Bs ‘ s mplished, bu 
to show the large caliber of the there is need of such a body, no it will take more effort to build up 
men in authority in the Federated it grower will doubt such an organization of sufficient mag 
Fruit Growers Inc. It is generally fruit grower wi ou” - . nitude fully to satisfy this need and 
conceded that this is one of the During the reorganization period, to finance its development and work 

ae ES, SENS | H vant . , — This can be done through the co 
largest marketing organizations in Ven two years, it seemed at operation of the fruit growers of the 

: States an Seder- one time that we should enter the United States and Canada. the United States and the Fe The Ae Lana : : . . e American Pomological Society, ated Fruit ae MS ae field of fruit marketing as that por over seventy years an inflasnce 

arranged to ta ee fa fe) Lodge seemed to be the crying need of for the betterment of the fruit in- 
the foundation of their marketing : dustry, is now reorganized with a plans, Arthur R. Rule, vice-presi- fruit growers or rather apple broader program and on n beginess 

dent and general manager of the S8TOWETS: We soon realized that paula. iL an active executive com- 
i rete , a mittee, a board of business managers 

North American Fruit Exchange we were not big enough nor strong and a paid secretary with “office
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taclttles. {This Society has pledged of new fruits; encouragement of The Wisconsin Russet Apple 

itscif to this end. 
. 

. 

breeding of new fruits; awardin e y knows xolde 
The service that will be given e g w fi ; awarding Everybody knows the Golden 

members are: prizes for meritorious fruits and Russet, many know the Roxbury 

1. The Annual Conventions with valu. for notable contributions to the Russet and the Perry Russet, but 

9, The report of the proceedings of science and practice of pomology,” not many know anything of the Wis- 

the Convention, together with the fulfill a great need and retain the consin Russet. There really is such 
Pomological Annual containing 5 a % 

much material indispensable both place it has so honorably held for an apple, although officially it does 

te commercial and amateur grow: over 70 years as The Supreme not exist. There is nothing in any 

3 A quarterly bulletin containing Court of Horticulture in the United of the proceedings of this Society 

other matter of concern to the Ctates q : . apalst tha such an apple ever receiv 

Society and of permanent value. 7 tates and Canada. Membership a such ¢ _aPP © evel received 

4. Letters at frequent intervals 5S really a privilege and the writer official recognition, nor does it ap- 

which will embody information of Aiki. 3 ogi 3 praca sar in the fruit lists he ori- 

current interest. predicts that within ten years or peat in the fru t lists of the Ameri 

5 Reports on the size, condition and less, men and women too, who are can Pomological Society. 

chee inetd: crops gathered fut lovers or engaged in the more Regularly every year, in Septem- 

. A campaign for greater fruit con- prosaic business of turning fruit ber or October and less frequently 

ao carmen jon. tnraueh all into dollars will be seeking member- in December, inquiries come to this 

7. Efforts i to the stimulation of ship while now the secretary is office concerning this variety and we 

export trade. sees 5 sy ies 6 nelly Senly aS 3 ps le : . 

8, Atitiation with and service to Soliciting fruit growers to join. eee? reply as aie —€-, 

Staley erovine and local horti- The income of the Society, for adding a portion ofa history 0 the 

cultural societies. ; . : : apple, as given by the originator, 

9. Cooperation with fruit growers 1unning expenses 1s derived wholly Mr. A. D. B " 1 

marketing associations f hs _o-p . r. A, . Barnes, formerly an ex- 

. rom membership fees. The income . . 2 

10. Encouragment of better grading . ANE tensive fruit grower and nursery- 

and packing. from the five thousand-dollar EW ‘di i 

11, Encouragement of the breeding of  \Jarg _ . man a aupaca, now residing a 
Marshall P. Wilder fund is devoted : i ‘ 

new fruits and the thorough test- oe Adams, Wis. For general informa- 

ing and dissemination of valuable to medals and other awards. The . 

kinds. Society HOW eniplOys' a, part: time tion and for purposes of record, Mr. 

+ . ciety WwW OYS 4d ar ve 

12. Awarding of prizes for meritori- 3 a Preye | Barnes’ account of the origin of the 

ous fruits, worthy inventions and secretary. ‘The addition of 1,000 6 i. : ‘ 

for notable contributions to the |, iembers within the coming Wisconsin Russet and his descrip- 

i new members within comin, Z . . 

science and practice of pomology. . 8 tion of the tree and fruit, written 

13. Making public the best informa- year would enable the Society to” ; : 3 ‘ 

tion on the new means and meth- ia. a full tim t thereb in 1906, is here given in full. 
em a full time secretary there 

ods in fruit growing. P y . % y ORIGIN OF WISCONSIN RUSSET 

14. Condensed reviews of new books doubling or trebling the usefulness we ; 

and bulletins. f tt iat Seeds planted at Weyauwega, 

i i of the organization. é a” . ae 

1b. Bstablishivent ote in the : § Wisconsin, in the fifties by William 

16. Registration of new fruits with ac- It is only (20th Century) human Mathews, in same seed row with 

_ curate descriptions. nature to want one hundred cents Bessie. The two original trees were 

17. Legislation encouraged and fos- rorth { sné dolls A 1 % ° 9 

tered for the extension and safe. ‘VOT? OF “ONG Le ah _ annua planted about eight feet apart in 

guarding of the fruit interests. membership in the A, P. S. affords original seed row. Both trees were 

18. Correspondence with the member- just that and along with it goes the a 

ship from the Secretary's office. J . i ¥ 7 ff i — s damaged by a burned barn about 

satisfaction 0 eelin nat you are 2 r , a si 

There Is no other organization giv- ng that you ar fifteen or twenty years ago. The 

ing such broad service. part of an organization that is Wisconsin Russet standing nearest 

Of these 18 points, it would seem shaping, in no small degree, the the barn was burned and _blistered 

te the writer that numbers 1-2-3- development of fruit growing in three-fourths of the way around the 

45-14 and 18 or seven in all are America. Your fee for annual hark and a few years later blew 

of direct benefit to members while membership, five dollars, if paid down, the top falling to the south- 

the others affect fruit growing as now will carry you through 1923. east, the live wood being on the 

a whole and indirectly of benefit Send five dollars to R. B. Cruick- under side of the tree it did not 

ti all growers whether amateur or shank, Sec. Am. Pom. Society, Co- break off entirely and the top sent 

commercial. lumbus, Ohio. F.C. up new shoots and branches which 

In addition to practical every- ——_—— bore fruit for many years. A 

day help the Society will, in “pro- Keep root crops cool in storage large shoot grew up from the roots 

viding means for the registration and squash dry and warm. and was also bearing fine fruit a
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few years ago and I have reason to How Much Is a Boy Worth? sing, as they worked in the v ne- 
believe it is ive. T hades j 
elieve it is yet alive The tree has (You men who are sometimes yards in the home across the sas, 

had no care for twenty-five years. “dres’t in a little brief authority,” read The vines set aside for exhbit 
z A _ these true stories and ponder over ? . : ‘ The old tree is a fairly good pro- ihem Once I was in Mr. B’s place Were given especial care, and oniya 

ducer but the young trees grow too and treated a boy even more cruelly certain number of bunches were al- 
. t id. : T . rapidly and make too much wood, 446" i, ne pnet mea pwenty year® lowed on each vine. Tony and his 

hence do not bear young or heavy, Editor.) wife both smiled happily when he 

but some fruit every year. TONY cut the bunches and laid them care- 
g ie is much larger than the The weekly paper came out with fully in the basket. 

. en a and about the same 4 long account of the Garden Ex- All the exhibits were to be 
s - as rol Russet and sean hibit held at the Town Hall. They brought to the hall on Friday, so 

ae a re foal at base Ver said it was a wonderful success, they could be placed in position for 
short, "pailo vine stem. i! every one was enthusiastic about the exhibit on Saturday. 

fem yellowish curs some Of it, and the exhibit would be re- Upon reaching the hall, Tony 
i very green, a eatin peated on a larger scale another Was directed by Mr. B, who had 

in ow at te ae a year. There wasn’t a word said charge of the exhibits, to place 
u 5 - es . oh is 7 aS i There if not grown in a favorable sea- anout how disappointed Tony and his grapes on a certain table. There 

ron. ree matured ee Billy were in the exhibit. Perhaps Ws nothing on this table, so Tony 

onger than any of the other Kus- they didn’t know anything about placed the basket of grapes in 
oy It al of the most ieee then. the center of the table and_has- 

rical, rapid growing nursery and or- “ ‘ tened away, for the hand-car left 

chard trees to me known. It has Everybody called him Tony, be- promptly at seven, 
very dark, thick green leaves. The cause his last name was rather hard On Saturday evening, Tony. 

> . va d » , 
very fe anches.simi remember. I’rom seve x #48 : : trees grow very few branches, simi- (0 remember ] rom a ht me with his little family all dressed in 

lar to Tetofski, branches thick and ig wun sre at night Ne their best, went to the hall, with 

strong. ‘The bark is smooth, green, worked on the tracks as a section (nei, neighbors to see the exhibits. 
no rough bark or scales on the ten hand. Early in the mornings and phe building was crowded, and 

atte e worked j i te ~ ri 
to twelve year olds.” after SUPPEr he worked in his gat they moved slowly along admiring ° 

ti 5 ccig ee .. den. There were a few rows of nr 
I feel justified in saying this the displays of flowers and vege- 

a . : vegetables and flowers, carefully . | 
variety is more free from blight, ; Y tables. When they came to the | 

f . tended, the rest of the garden con- . - z . . 
both in nursery and orchard, than . & tables on which the fruit was dis- | 

any other variety known and is as sisted of grape vines. Those grape played, Tony looked eagerly for hi a j z sa ; layed, cage or his 
. * civccsy li vines and the great shouldered _ 2 gery | 

hardy as the hardiest. bunches’ of li : grapes. Fruit was placed on plates 
From about 1885 to 1900, Mr, Punches of blue ard red grapes o44 the coveted blue ribbon was 

Barnes collected many “chance” YST® the pride of Tony’s heart. attached to some of th g but ‘ 2 any ance : ? attache: some ¢ e grapes, bu 
seedlings and propagated them to a When the placards announcing they were not his—they were just 

limited extent in his nursery and the Garden Exhibit were hung up common ordinary bunches. Why, 

distributed many trees of each in the stores all over town, someone what could be wrong? His beauti- 

throughout central Wisconsin, the asked Tony if he was going to ex- ful grapes were not even shown on 

Wisconsin Russet among the num- hibit some of his grapes and try to the table. 
ber. Unfortunately, perhaps, no win the blue ribbon. Tony’s white Just then Mr. B. came up. 

further effort was made to intro- teeth flashed in a smile. “Sure. 1 Tony timidly questioned him as t» 

duce them to the trade and as a_ bring the grapes.” Then pointing where his grapes were. Reachiny 

result nearly all have dropped out of at the placard, he asked anxiously, under the table, Mr. B. dragged 
sight. If any of our members have “This for everybody?” He was as- out the tall basket and thrust it into 
grown the Wisconsin Russet (be sured that anyone was welcome to Tony’s hands, saying: ‘Here they 

sure not to confuse it with the old exhibit. All summer long as Tony are: if you don’t know enough to 

standard Golden Russet), we will worked among. his beloved grape put them out for display, take then: 

be much pleased to have their re- vines he sang softly the songs he home.” For a moment Tony stood 

ports for publication. had heard his father and mother thete looking at the basket so
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roughly thrust into his hands. He vegetables and get them ready for lights in the darkness for me and to 

did not understand the man’s crisp display, but at four o'clock he was whom are the contents of this book 

explanation. Then his little son at the hall with an express cart dedicated.” The author was born 

whispered: “He told us to take piled high with the best vegetables and raised at the old homestead, at- 

them home. I guess they don’t he could find in his garden. Mr. tended our city schools, afterward 

want us here.” B. was hurrying back and forth, graduating in the law department 

The little group left the hall trying to bring order out of chaos. in the State University of Iowa 

quickly, and not a word was spoken Billy found it hard to get his atten- City. He settled at Minneapolis in 

until they reached home. Then tion. When he finally stopped long — the practice of law, where he en- 

Tony, as he placed the basket of enough for Billy to ask what he joyed for many years a lucrative 

grapes on the table, said: “Why should do with his display of vege- practice at the bar. His home is 

did they say Everybody welcome?” tables, he snapped crossly, “What still in Minneapolis, but some 

do you want to bring things here years ago he became afflicted with 

BIERY for at this time of the day, you are defective eyesight, afterward be- 

‘ From the day he read the an- {oo late; take that stuff home,” and — coming completely blind. 

nouncement of the Garden Exhibit he hurried away to the other side Under the total eclipse of his 

in the drug store window, Billy of the room. At first the boy sight his thoughts very naturally 

made up his mind he would exhibit thought Mr. B. didn’t really mean turned to the scenes of his child- 

some vegetables. The boys in the jt, for there was still several hours hood and he has written very viv- 

neighborhood whistled in vain to until closing time. But when sev- idly in prose and rhyme of boyhood 

Billy that summer. eral men and women came in with sports and daring neighborhood 

Billy really loved a garden, and exhibits and were given places, and coon hunts and swimming holes, 

though it was no particular fun 1:9 one paid the least attention to with now and then a poem in cheer- 

pulling weeds or hoeing on a hot him, poor Billy made up his mind ful philosophic strain, enlivened 

day when all the other boys were he really wasn’t wanted and with bits of humor characteristic of 

going fishing or swimming, Billy dragged his basket of vegetables out his patent submission to one of the 

thought of those blue ribbons and and loaded them on the little wagon greatest tragedies of life—the loss 

the other prizes as well, and turned once more. As Billy came deject- of the sense of sight. Mr. Traxler 

a deaf ear to the alluring stories of edly up the walk, his mother came was at one time local editor of the 

what the “bunch” had been doing to meet him, asking anxiously what “Mr. Pleasant Journal” and always 

and were going to do on their next the trouble was. “They said I was wrote with a gifted pen. Clearness 

trip. It was an unusually dry too late, but I wasn’t. I guess they and precision marked his youthful 

summer and Billy declared to his didn’t care about having my ex- composition as it afterwards did 

mother that he had carried “most hibit, ‘cause I’m just a boy.” And _ his legal arguments often submitted 

a thousand pails of water on that hecause he was just a boy, he to the Supreme court of his own 

garden.” dropped down on the steps and state when he was in active practice 

As the time for the exhibit drew cried. of his profession. 

near, Billy began visiting other Caroline Elisabeth Strong. The little poem, “Lights in the 

gardens. His mother smiled at his ———_——. Darkness,” very well illustrates the 

cheery whistle, as he came back to “Twilight Sketches” patient cheerful philosophy of Mr. 

his own garden after each visit. I. N. Traxler a short time ago Traxler and the broad sympathy 

Billy was proud of his garden. received a package of beautifully and soundness of his view of life— 

Ilis mother smiled, too, when she designed booklets, published and From Alt. Pleasant Free Press. 

heard the back door close softly edited by his brother, C. J. Trax- Judge Traxler will deliver an il- 

just at daylight on the morning of ler, of Minneapolis, Minn, The lit- lustrated talk on peonies at our Con- 

tie day when the exhibits were to tle publication is “Twilight Sketch- vention in Madison, January 10-12. 

b+ taken to the Town Hall. Billy es.” The little booklet contains ——_—_ 

didn’t need to be called that morn- some fifty pages of verse and prose. It is well to plunge flower stems 

ing. Though he worked steadily, It is dedicated by the author, “To as deeply in water as possible 

ii took him a long time to sort the my many friends who have been without wetting the flowers.
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and a fine visit to the three princi. 
THE FLO RI S TS PA G E pal greenhouses was enjoyed. [he 

EDITED BY party of forty-one went first to the 
HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany Holton & Hunkel greenhouse: at 

PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. Brown Deer, and spent the mom 

ing inspecting the huge rose house, 
State Florists’ Meeting noon, the wives of visitors took in the cyclamen range with ten thou- 

The annual meeting and election shows, but are promised for next sand plants in bloom in one house, 
of officers of the Wisconsin State year a personally conducted tour of — the many interesting novelties, and 
Florists’ Association was held in the the Public Museum, to see the new the facilities for handling | stock 
trustees room of the public museum, wonderful groups and_ interesting Many of the visitors were interested 
Milwaukee, Thursday, November exhibits of natural history that are in the power dirt and fertilizer pul- 
2nd. Eighty-seven registered for assembled there. verizer and mixer. They watched 
the meeting and there were doubt- Thursday evening 160 gathered two men feed this machine, which 
less others who came in too late to at the annual State Florists banquet does more work in a day than they 
register. The mornig was given to at the Milwaukee Athletic Club, could do in a week by hand. 
registration and inspection of the 

Fall Flower Show offered in the 

rotunda of the museum by the Mil- 

waukee Florists Club. 

In the afternoon the regular bus- 

iress session was held, resulting in 

much discussion and the election of P Lal 
James E. Taylor, of Oshkosh, as the Ay ml 
president for 1923. Mr. Taylor, as wi J 
vice-president, presided in the un- 

avoidable absence of President 

entsenie of mal ae When Pr. ne ae b Seu: sae | 
elected, he expressed his apprecia- | : <I Py ee a 
tion of the om — to i oat) - Nee a 1a ie aie a ; 
newcomers in America, having been ¢: \ B46 @3 Z 
over from England only eight years i i % oa K ; wet aa 
himself. Other officers elected: a phi y- j ae tS 
P. N. Overton, vice president; H. Sy Na 
Welke, secretary; Wm. Zimmer- 
man, treasurer. The board of di- eee een re ene 

rectors as now constituted, J. Rind- Table Decorations at Milwaukee Flower Show 
fleisch, Lewis Turner and Fred 
Rentschler. The by-laws were where a lively program was ar- At noon the party drove to Hil- 
amended so that the retiring pres- ranged by the committee. Several gen Spring Park, Cedarburg, where 
ident automatically becomes a mem- vaudeville artists supplied the pro- a fine chicken dinner was served. 
ber of the board of directors, re- gram and a good dance orchestra Only words of highest commend - 
placing the member previously helped the merriment until past tion were heard about this part of 
longest in service on the board. The midnight. the program—there wasn’t 4 single 
state was divided into two districts Friday an all-day auto trip for hammer in the crowd. The Gilscn 
for the floral telegraph business, the out-of-town guests was ar- Company, of Port Washingto., 
A. Leidiger having charge of ranged by the Milwaukee wholesal- showed a film of their power haid 
the southern district, and Mr. R. D. ers, Holton & Hunkel, the C. C. cultivator and the Bolens Gardin 
Haentze of Fond du Lac, the Pollworth Co., and Gust. Rusch. Hoe in action, during the ice crean 
northern district. During the after- Seventy-two miles were recorded _ period.
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After dinver the party drove to Heong: Mr and Mis. Geo. Peterson. United States, over 3,000 catalogues 

Wauwatosa to visit the C. C. Poll- eT mak Tee enol, were distributed free to those who 

worth Co. houses. Here a differ- iV Turner, Jr, Henry asked for them. 

ent phase of the industry was seen. Madison—Frederic Cranefield, F. B. The show this fall was different 

The vistas of chrysanthemums Fe tae avaiter Hamilton, John i” all particulars from the Spring 

were at their best and all enjoyed H. Steper. Show. From the cabinet shop of 

the unusual variety and large num- sap rete Erank Vatter, Geo. Vat- the Museum, twenty-two shelves 

ber of blooms. Many might not Milwaukee — Harold Baumgarten, and tables were fashioned for an 

believe it, but a florist loves flow- Se isttsch, Oscar Gotin, Thos, Grieb: entirely new design of installation 
ers more than any other person. ler, Fred Gutermuth, Miss Ruth Hab- as planned by Curator Smith. Four 

The carnation range, foo, came in erkorn, Ted Holton, Cutt ee ae standard 54-inch dining tables were 

for much praise. As it was getting Chas. Kamp, Aug. Kellner, Wm. Ken- ade for the center of the rotunda, 

alorg toward the shank of the even- nedy: Se TE a Malanay, and these were enclosed by an oc- 

ing, a quick run was then made to win. Menkes, Archie McDonald, Chas. tagonal railing around which were 

Cudahy. Some of the party just Pohl, epee ee reatinn Picuse, set 100 Boston ferns, loaned by the 

missed getting pinched for speed- Gust. Rusch, Mrs. F. Scheinert, Wm. Mitchell Park Conservatory. These 

ing. The Cudahy Floral Company ee oe ae ear Welt tables were set with the finest table- 

is exclusively a house of roses, with Henry R eles Wm. Zimmerman, are, donated by the Keebler Co., 

vast stretches of sturdy plants. “North Milwaukee—Walter Grun- and each one had a different floral 

The Cudahy packers built these walat, ah Maletzke, Ered i, Manke; setting, A huge central Kentia 

houses regardless of expense, and had eee onsteriana palm was placed to 

they are twice as high as the usual a London “6.0. Blondes: enta. Shade the four tables. Jaities 

house. The manager informed the ger, Wm. Rayner, Sr. Otto Sylvester, Fox, Semmler-Leidiger, Baumgar- 

party that the tall houses were Seen a Beet ristengen; ww. ten, and Charles Menger, each dec- 

easier to heat than the newer low Bychholz, J. V. Nelson, R. E. Pamp-  orated a table, and a choice between 

ones they have built. When Hn, Jag. Hh. Taylor ward ear iph a, them was difficult. Many admired 

Cudahy was left behind it was time prux, R. B. Miller, G. Wiedeback. the dainty colonials or place-bou- 

to light the headlights and all felt | ap a a aa quets at two of the tables. The en- 

that the Milwaukee wholesalers had Two Rivers—C. Hansen. . semble was further enhanced by 

given them a very profitable and see. Alfred Locker, BE. FP. 144 candelabra from James Fox. - 

enjoyable day. TNIMONS (ses eacrsnesncsnnn sas 74 4 As it was a fall show, chrysan- 

The Florists’ page hopes to start Milwaukee 36 themums were most in evidence, 

a new feature next month, consist- Total 7 and) autumn foligge and smilax 

ing of local Wisconsin items, ON were used by August Kellner in 

gleaned from answers to  ques- Milwaukee Fall Flower Show decorating the room. This time the 

tionaires to be sent out to State ee ‘ ‘ entire second floor was used and 

Fiorists about the middle of the | he Fall Flower Show at tbe the greatly enlarged space enabled 
nvonth, Huron H. Smith. Milwaukee Florists Club demon- x ‘better cna of exhibits. The 

. F . strated beyond any doubt that Mil- ¢ 
Registration at State Florists’ aukee: folie are interested. ant flows spring show was rather crowded. 

nieeting, Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 2 vauee a r Nic Zweifel Milwauk 
1922: > ers. From Thursday, November Nic Lweltel; OU Swell ee car- 

. iisate 2nd, to‘ Sunday, November Sth, the nation king, worked like a trooper, 

Chicago—Geo. Tomlinson. show was visited by 36,157 people. and it is due to the untiring efforts 

Des Plaines—A. F. Longren. That they were hungry for infor- of himself and Alfred Locker that 

Wisconsin , mation and literature was proven by the show was such a success. The 

Reet H. Boelter, Miles i. fact that over 5,000. of them Florists Club were all behind the 

Baro Weick took away lists of books pertaining show this fall and co-operation was 

Cedarbure—Ernst Eberhardt. to flowers, published by the Public their watchword. They were all 

iim, Gro e  e tire: AH Library. Through the kindness of well pleased with the results. 

Verdinand, Mr. and Mrs. R. D._ the various seed houses of the (Continued on page 62.)
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Wisconsin Horticulture ber number to date. The copy was why we want to know the truth 

Published Monthly by the handed in October 17th, the first about the Lincoln pear. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society roof received November 6th, the _ 
Omeial Organ of the Society. “make-up” handed in November Wisconsin Beautiful 

ZRRDERIO QRANEFIELD, Baitor 8th. The “page” proofs, judging Many years ago a man prom. 

orn by the past, will be received, about inent in horticultural affairs in 

sa secon inane eget at naling a Novernber loth and the printed Wisconsin remarked to a visitor on 

1108), Act’ of October 8) 3917, authorized Suiy Copies delivered about November tye wonderful opportunities open 
_Advertising rates made mown on application, 27th and will be mailed the day re- jy fruit growing, etc., in our state, 

Wisconsin: State Horticuftural soctety ceived. but in answer to a question by the 
Annual membership fee, one dollar, which in- We do not mean to trouble you yisitor as to the natural beauties of 

siete te, ye Penn Yo'firederie Crne with our troubles nor to make ex- Wisconsin replied, i ff field, Baltor, Madison Wis. isconsin replied, in effect, that 
dolla biny'indyy bo sont. Safir ranged a cuses, but we do want our readers Wisconsin was sadly lacking in that 

Postage stamps not accepted. to know that the delay is entirely respect, no striking landscape fea- 

OnrGens beyond the control of the publish- tures, no outstanding scenic beauty, 
H. ©. Christensen, President..........Oshkosh ers. Ags to where the fault lies is as compared with New York, 
W. A. Toole, Vice-President........... Baraboo ‘ . 
Frederic Cranofleld, Secretary-Treasurer. Madison ‘nother matter that cannot be dis- Maine and other states. At that 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE cussed here. time the editor, then a youth, ac- 

Sredliand: Wise eetint, and ‘Gecrelary, Be assured, however, that you cepted these statements as true and 

For Three Years. will receive a copy of the completed only twenty-five years later learned 

Oo paths srssssssssssse Taboo) eGooram in ample time to digest it. to really know Wisconsin as really 
Wm. Tongland......-.+.+.+++++-Uake Geneva If it doesn’t make you come to the Wisconsin Beautiful. 

Paul B. Grants thee cap txts 2 Siteaomonle Convention we will weep. The beauty of our state cannot 
TB. HAR. 0 0: censure een, ASO . . : 

Richard Marken...........+--++++Gays Mills The Convention program will be told in a few words nor for 

Whi Bh Boreitar eee eee Onslasks have, as outstanding features, the that matter in many pages, but it 
F, M. Bawards.................Fort Atkinson conference of commercial fruit exists. We, as members of the 

Win Neem ssssssss ss MOM! growers, to be held in advance of Horticultural Society, are in duty’ 
Amo Wittich...............+-.Sturgeon Bay the regular convention; the “spray bound to aid in the preservation of 

BOARD OF MANAGERS ring” work being carried on in the beauty which is ours. In fu- 

EG. Christensen roots ee CMM Several counties ; “Wisconsin Beau- ture numbers of this paper ways 
SSS tiful,” and all the usual good papers and means for doing this will be set 

The Annual Convention on other subjects. It will be a hor- forth. In the meantime read again 

Our readers will no doubt be ‘icultural feast. Get ready now to “Wisconsin Beautiful” in the No- 

disappointed on opening the paper CO™e- vember number. Mr. Hazelwood 

to find this page bare of a pro- —_— knows Wisconsin. 
gram for the Convention. We The Lincoln Pear — 

plead not guilty. This is written A member, an enthusiastic ama- Small Town Stuff 

November 11th, along with other teur fruit grower, claims that the That’s a term often used con- 

copy, and will be submitted to the Lincoln pear is blight resistant. His temptuously by “city folks” with 

printing board November 13th. testimony is based on the perform- reference to inhabitants of villages 
While the program is now in the ance of old trees only. Who else and the smaller cities. Said inha!- 
making, it cannot be completed has evidence to offer? We have an _ itants “should worry.” They don’t. 

within two weeks, too late for idea that all “sure-cure’ remedies What we had in mind was this: 

this edition. for fire blight and nostrums, in- Villages, small towns and rural 

To give our readers an oppor- cluding cutting out blighted wood, communities need parks and reerc- 

tunity of judging of the difficul- will very soon be dumped in the ation centers quite as much cr 
ties encountered by the publish- discard and some real work will be more than cities need them. Otr 

ers of Wisconsin Horticutture done along the line of producing files will show that this Society was 

we cite the history of the Novem- varieties immune to disease. That’s the first to bring this project to tke
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attention of the people of Wiscon- them fruit for their songs.”—Addi- To Librarians and Others 

sin. It now has taken hold of the son in The Spectator, London, 1711, The Wisconsin State Horticultural 
. a = Society offers for sale the following 

imagination of many people, so we —— surplus copies of its proceedings 

will continue the agitation at our Toads of Some Use in Curbing (anual Report). all cloth bound and 

Convention in January. Among Certain Pests Price per copy—1872 to 1890, $2.00; 

others, Mr. A, A. Hirst, State 4 000 4 ; iy (180,00 1000,;91160 7 1900;toidate, $100; 
. : yet ; loads have been reputed to aid carriage extra. 

Highway Commissioner, will have. | inertia bers of injurious Vols. 1903 to date come within 1 Ib. 
something to say ot cur JING the numbers 0 injurious parcel post rate; earlier vols., 2 Ib. 

3 ; . r insects and other similar pests. To ra i ‘ik i 
Anert this particular subject, jccertaj » facts i > eas Books will be sent libraries on pur- 

i . P G8 ! ascertain the facts in the case the hase order or vouchers. Individuals 
here is a story. At a certain meet- Biological Survey of the United please send cash with order. 

i < i C : Remit to Frederic Cranefield, Sec- 
ing of _ ell known horticultural States Department of Agriculture  yetary, 701 Gay Building, Madison, 

society “country parks” were wn has analyzed the contents of the Wis. 
der discussion. All agreed that the  tomachs of 502 common toads, and P@te Number ph Copies 3 . oo oe available 

idea was a good one, except one reports that while the findings re- 1872 ........0..00ceeeeeeee 8 
2 2 7 x r i a ee 
—_ wie 1 porn and reared on garding the choice of food are of a See eee, seeeneaes 3 

2 Tans WHO ater, y the proper’ interest they thus far fail to dem- 1876 ........-...s.sseeeeee 8 

EXETCISE of his faculties, acquired onstrate that toads are of great eco- tee ippepese esses f 

considerable money. Having ac-  yomic importance. Toads go con- 1878-1879 ....-..++.seeeeee 4 
i i i ¢ 1879-18. 4% etieiocamen axe eaeemenerese 

quired said cash, he bought into a stantly about their own work of Tee0 ee coe i 
bank and other enterprises in a gaining a livelihood, and so un- 1881-1882 ..........-2..+.. 3 
neighboring village and moved there doubtedly fill their proper place in qggq 120 8g 

to live. He at once, apparently, pature, They are never very nu- 1885 ..........e.seeeeeeeee 4 
forgot that country boys and girls, jerous in one locality, however, tape i nrrre : 
country men and women, cared and as they can not adopt the meth- 1888 bec beee eect teste eeenes 5 
more for their home life than for ods of birds and traverse wide 1890 2000020022221 8 

that of the village and argued with  ctretches of land to aid in combat- 1891 --+.--..0--sseeeeeeeee 8 
. . = 1892 ooo cece cece cece e eee 

force that there was fo. need of ing abnormal local increases of crop 1893 ...........00000eeee es 10 
country parks: “We in Blankville ang garden pests their influence is 1897 «--.+++000ee000sr eee 1 

do everything possible for the en- pot strongly felt. The investigation 1900 ................00000. 5 
tertainment and comfort of farm- shows that a certain portion of the 1901 2. eee eee eee eee 5 
a . . . : . . . . 1902 css0.c8a 08 Beceem sae 16 

etki) WE Provide parking space and toaq’s food is made up of injurious 1903 1.222.202 2222222222) 10 
movies,” and more to the same insects and other pests of growing tone nana aeRO SiaTeNeataeNete aera 2 

eftect, This was real small town plants, and that the toad performs 1906 ................00204, 21 
stuff” plus acquisitiveness. some service in such places as it SESS GE ERE NNES See8 i 

=—— greenhouses, gardens, fields of small 1909 ..........---......22. 17 
> 1910 nn.ossite Gini 2a # 

Blackbirds Better Than Cherries grain, and golf courses. Any harm jgy4 1707701077700 077 772277 ag 

ar . . that toads do in the consumption of 1912 ..........+-++++++++++ 16 
There is another circumstance - . 1913 oe eee eee 12 

. 5 s, beneficial beetles and other insects 4914 5 
in which I am very particular, or, : ‘ : BAR wets x8 nemeiltstinwne Dacia 

5 ‘ useful to man is of little economic 1916 .....---...+-..+-.4++,100 
a: my neighbors call me, very whim- . VOLT, ssssees os cisrsmrecnaie corres LOO 
2 Socio ten importance and does not warrant 4999 100 
sical; as my garden invites in it all Ne Bic Ab callin 5 ee 

re their indiscriminate destruction. an 
tie birds of the country, by offer- 
ing them the conveniency of springs —_—_—_ Trees and shrubs may be set in 
and shades, solitude and shelter, I Chicory or French endive may be autumn, but as a rule it is better to 

do not suffer any one to destroy bleached in a cellar or under the wait until spring. Large trees may 

their nests in the spring, or drive greenhouse bench. be moved with a ball of frozen 

them from their usual haunts in Clean up the garden, remove and earth to advantage late this autumn. 
f-uit time; I value my garden more burn all weeds and trash. They are Don’t bring the potted bulbs from 

for being full of blackbirds than splendid harbors for insects over their cool dark storage until they 

cherries, and very frankly give winter. are heavily rooted.
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be left closed for at least thirty six 

THE INSECT PAGE hours, but not longer than fcrty 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist hours, if the grain is to be used ior 
seed. If this material is used as 

directed the germination will not be 
The Fall Webworm The danger to orchard trees is affected, 

(H. J. Nirvan, Assistant Plant almost as great as to the black wal- The use of heat i another very 

Pathologist ) nut trees. Although there are no offective means of control. Where 

Although the Fall Webworm is commercial orchards in this region, 4 temperature of 130 to 140 degrees 

usually not considered as a pest de- the small orchards for home and Fahrenheit can be maintained for a 

serving more than usual attention local use are too valuable to be neg- period of several hours excellent 

in order to check its ravages on lected and given up to parasites Control can be secured without af- 
ornamental and fruit trees, there without exercising control measures fecting the germination of the seed. 

are times when this species of in- in an attempt to save this class of According to the Ohio Experi- 

sect becomes so abundant in certain farm crops. ment Station: ‘Wheat, after being 

localities that more than ordinary = subjected to 150 degrees Fahrenheit 
control measures must be applied To Control Weevil for two hours germinated as well 

to check their destructive work. (E. L. Campers, Assistant State 45 untreated wheat for the same 
The writer was notified in Au- Entomologist) lots. Peas and beans were raised 

gust that serious damage was being It is very important to destroy to a temperature of 140 degrees 
done to fruit and forest trees by weevil and other insects of stored [fahrenheit for twenty minutes and 

some caterpillar in the vicinity of grain before cold weather sets in. were apparently uninjured, as they 

Maiden Rock, Wisconsin. In con- There are several effective meth- germinated well. 

nection with other work, the flats ods of controlling these pests. Per- ne 

along the Mississippi River were haps the simplest is the use of car- Good varieties of strawberry 

scouted from Trempealeau to Maid- bon bisulphide. This liquid vapor- plants should sell well next spring, 

en Rock during the first part of izes into a gas upon being released as many fields have not grown new 

September. Considerable damage from its container to form a power- runners in the usual quantities. 
on fruit and forest trees was no- ful disinfectant and destroys animal Butternuts and walnuts could well 

ticed on the flats and hillsides along life by smothering and by poisoning pe grown as a part of farm wood- 

the river in all of this region. Be- the tissues. lots or on home grounds. Now is 

tween Pepin and Maiden Rock, and This substance is highly inflam- the time to plant the nuts before 

especially at Stockholm, damage to mable and must be handled with ex- they become dried. The trees fruit 

black walnut trees was found to be treme care. Preferably a warm iy from five to ten years and are 

in such proportions that there is day should be chosen, for best re- good ornamentals as well as food 

danger of total destruction of all sults are obtained when the tem- trees, 
this species in that region unless the perature of the grain is not lower Do not use a heavy covering ma- 

work of the fall webworm is than 65 or 75 degrees Fahrenheit. terial for perennials. Evergreen 

checked. If the bins are made tight, five to boughs and hay are good materials. 
Hundreds of the small trees are eight pounds of carbon bisulphide November and December are 

already dead, and hundreds of the to each 1,000 cubic feet of space good months in which to read hort:- 

larger trees are in immediate will suffice. If the bins are not well cultural magazines and books an'l | 

danger. Many of the black walnut closed larger amounts will be re- plan next year’s work in garden an'l 

trees, from thirty to fifty feet in quired. Burlap sacks or cotton orchard. In the planning, provid: 

height, were found to be almost en- waste may be saturated with the for a vegetable and fruit garden— 
tirely defoliated, and many of the material and spread on the grain, or one that can be taken care of. wit! 

larger branches are dead. In some shallow dishes may be filled and the least amount of work and on: 

cases practically the entire tree was placed on the surface, or the grain that has enough but not too muc'! 

covered with the web made by the may be sprayed through a small fruit to supply the family during th: | 
caterpillars. opening in the bin. The bin should year.
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Small Dairy Herd Supplies Ma- few local exceptions is being felt Secure Disease-Free Seed to 
nure to Truck Growers throughout the territory in which Avoid Cabbage Black-Leg 

Truck growers and greenhouse vegetable crops are grown for the _, Cabbage black-leg is a fungous 
a th markets. disease of increasing menace among 

men in t he eastern states are find- growers. Its spread through a field 

ing it increasingly difficult to se- At the Lexington (Mass.) Field can often be traced to infected seed. 

cure a supply of stable manure, Station, which is conducted under Many experiments have been tried 
and some growers have adopted the direction of the State College by investigators in the United States 

the practice of keeping a small of Agriculture and Experiment Department BE Agriculture for the 
. 7 reatment of cabbage seeds, which 

herd of cows or other stock for Station, what are termed “manure have proved the impossibility of en- 
the purpose of supplying manure, e¢Conomy investigations” are be- tirely eradicating the fungus from 

and as a means of utilizing surplus ing conducted. In these tests the infected seeds by any of the ordi- 
or waste material. The problem Se of stable manure in moderate hea fungicides pees reducing 

of maintaining soil fertility under quantities is being supplemented to the seedlings ideale: Mab ied 
present conditions was discussed by commercial fertilizers, soil- Studies in controlling this disease 
at the recent meeting of the Vege- building crops, crop rotations, and are described in Department Bulle- 

table Growers’ Association of Other means of maintaining soil tin No. 1029, on Seed ‘Treatment 
America, at Albany, N. Y., and it fertility. These tests have been and Rainfall in Relation to the Con- 

was wag ; under way for about three years trol of Cabbage Black-leg, by J. c. 
was the opinion of the vegetable - > Walker, pathologist. These studies 
growers and state and federal and are already giving marked re- have furnished proof that when the 

workers present that the practice sults, as indicated by the yield of seed bed is exposed during wet pe- 
of keeping live stock is to be ‘TOPS 8rown upon the land. riods to ee or is ans 

strongly recommended in sections Growers of canning ¢rops, such ect Under spreads with 

where this can be done profitably. aS peas and sweet corn, have for conditions the disease can he effec- 

The head of the Vegetable Gar- vei Pilowed the practice of pial eurege by soe a“ seed 
utilizin le vine or 30 minutes ina solution of mer- 

den Department of the Massachu- other ne ete # “ne @ bodes and curic chloride made by dissolving 

setts Agricultural College reported for tl ste fe form OF SUage one ounce of mercuric chloride in 

that: “A study of the census or the feeding of sheep, beef cat- four gallons of water. The seed 

shows that the decrease in horses tle or dairy COWS: this practice should be treated in a wooden re- 

ia’ Massachasents from, 1910 to as them wih large quan- oe only i oo aan 

. tities of manure. _ should be rinsed in clean water. In 
1920 is such that 13,000 fewer tion ‘is now. ‘Bein: pnewed atten view of the fact that seed treatment 

acres can now be furnished with outs eing airectec Fo EMS reduces the number of primary cen- 

20 tons of stable manure per acre practice, and in sections where the ters of infection and that it is also 

than in 1920: “To offset this loss in European corn borer has made its a preventive against the black-rot 

plant food, which was formerly appearance many growers have disease, it should be practiced. The 

sbtaiied fran stable-manure: «vill found it desirable to erect silos for limitations to success in the control 

sna . ? the utilization of the surplus ma- of black-leg by seed treatment 
require the expenditure of between terial, feeding this heir ke should be recognized, however, and 

$1,200,000 and $1,400,000. Even eria’, teecing this; to thelr stock, special attention given to securing 
then we lack that all-important thereby securing manure for their disease-free seed, : 

effect of the inoculated organic crops, and also largely controlling Department Bulletin No. 1029 is 

tnatter contained in manure and ibecerm Dorey, 1 he United States see edie a ne 

for which no equally efficient sub Departinent ol Agrienlrure strane caine ies 
stitute has been found.” ly recommends: these practices = 

: on wherever conditions will warrant Don’t forget to take up rhubarb 
_While this disregards the cost the keeping of live stock. plants to force in a dark basement 

cf the manure formerly used to - this winter. 

supply the plant food, it is prob- Protect the south side of all 

able that it was much less than Save all the moisture in the smooth bark trees from sunscald. 
the cost of the fertilizer now pur- soil by cultivation. This gives a Wire screens, boards or even corn 

chased. This problem is not con- good dust blanket which holds the fodder set on the south side of it 
fned to any one state, but with a moisture in the soil. ill protect the tree enough.
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The following cash premiums are offered for exhibits at The following score card will be used in judging appl -s: 

the annual convention, Madison, Jan. 10-11-12, 1923: Prueness to: type... cect 10 point: 

BIZO  ses6888ei8 5 ceennretiactereer ins LB ” 
(1) Best: 25 Plates, 5 DIALS each COLOR scccsciseesencmeciinsnmnarnansieanmccinsan ssa) ” 

5 commercial varieties for Uniformit : _ 85 » 

WISCONSIN 0... ee ee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee---- $12.50 $7.50 $5.00 $2.50 Freedom from blemish ..................... 30 a 

(2) Best collection of apples, one —_—— 

plate each not to exceed 10 TOAD oeeecscceseeeecsctesnteeeeeseeeeeneee ss-100 points 

VATS a enennernerrnmrenererere 1000, 6.00 4.00 2.00 Apples to be exhibited in trays 18 x 11% inches and 3 

(3) Best plate of each of the fol- inches deep. Trays will be furnished. 

lowing varieties: 0... 1.00  .75 50.25 

Ben Davis, Dudley, Fameuse, ~ 

Gano, Golden Russett, Grimes Vegetables 

Golden, Jonathan, King, Malin- 
da, McIntosh, McMahan, New- (1) Best collection, not less than 10 entries, 1st, $5.00; 

ell, Northern Spy, Northwest- 2d, $3.00; 3d, $2.00. . 

ern Greening, Patten, Pewau- > . . Ist oe sd 
kee, Plumb Cider, Salome, Seek- (2) 6 Bibod Turnip BCGtSiseccecs w-- $1.00 $0.75 $0.50 

no-further, Scott Winter, Tol- G3). 83 WHibe "TOINIDS) ccccsrcccsseccsierncsnenncess A200) 75 50 

man, Twenty Ounce, Utter, (4) (O RYUCADARAS wore: TOU OB | (oO 

Wagener, Wealthy, Windsor, e ; rantenay Carrots cece eeceeeetetseeeteneeeee re ” ” 

inter Cabbage ou... : : 5 
Wolk Hiver, Zork: Imperial. (1) 8 Red Cabbage vaccine 100.75 50 

(4) Best tray of any of above (8): (6 ChIGOPY! sscceccosaseeeeecc ss: 00; 26: ib 

named varieties except Malinda, (9) 6 Red Onions 22. eee 1.00 75 

Newell, Northern Spy, Patten, (10) 6 Yellow Danvers Onions... 1.00.75. 50° 

Plumb Cider, Twenty Ounce, (11) 6 White Onions 220 1.000.750 

Utter . coccseseennesssesesesseeneneees 3.75 2.50 1.25 1.00 (18) 6 Onions, Large Type... 1.00.75 «50 
(14) Largest Onion 22. 1.000 75 

(5) Best 5 trays of any of (15) 6 Winter Radishes 2202200. 1.00 6750 
the following ................ 12.50 7.50 5.00 3.50 2.00 (16) 6 Parsmips cece. 1.00 75.50 

Dudley, MelIntosh, (17) Hubbard Squash 20020 .. wee 1.00.75 50 
Northwestern, Wealthy, (18) 8 Table Queen Squash oo 1.00.75 50 
Tolman, Wolf River, Fa- (19) 3 Heads Celery 0.  1.00 7550 

meuse, Gano, Salome, (20) 3 Chinese Cabbage 22000 1.00 750 
McMahan, _—_ Seek-no-fur- C21) 6 Salsify cece 1.00.75 BO 
ther, Windsor. ° 

(6) Best 10 trays of any var- 

iety in 5 tray class... 25.00 15.00 10.00 6.00 4.00 Rules of Entry for All Exhibits 
Separate samples must 1. Exhibits must be arranged ready for judges by 1:00 

be furnished for each P. M., Wednesday, Jan. 10th. This will be strictly enforced. 
entry. 2. Five apples constitute a plate, no more, no less. 

(7) Plate any other standard variety, properly labeled with 3. Competition open to all residents of Wisconsin, bu 

variety name. premiums paid only to members. Premium winners, i’ 
not members, must forward fee for membership befor: 

Ten prizes of $2.00 each will be awarded under this prize eceiving check for premium. All final entries must b: 
number. Any exhibitor may enter a maximum of five made on regular entry blanks which will be furnishe: 

plates under this prize number, but each must be of a dif- by the secretary on application but exhibitors are urged te 
ferent variety. send lists in advance even if not all entries are filled a 

convention. 

Trays shall be packed “diagonal pack.” F. Cranefield, Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wisconsin
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WOODEN BOXES and CRATES 

One bushel size for apples, onions and other farm products. 

Half barrel and barrel size for cabbage, turnips, carrots 

and all winter vegetables. 

One bushel seed corn crates. Butter and cheese boxes. 

Our newly designed coop for shipping live chickens, weighs 30 pounds 

and it is the strongest on the market. 

LA CROSSE BOX COMPANY 
LA CROSSE - - - - WISCONSIN 

a 

of the State Horticultural Society, State Capitol 

Building, Madison, Jan. 10, 11, 12, 1923 

The program will be full to overflowing with good things for both the amateur 

and professional. You will get only the dry remains in the Transactions of this 

Convention which will be published in July, 1923. 

‘ The Convention itself breathes life and action. There, and there only, you meet 

the men and women who are making Horticulture in Wisconsin and get from personal 

contact inspiration that will last you a lifetime. Don’t wait for the program before 

making up your mind to come. Even if there was no program at all you could afford 

to come. 

The 1922 bumper apple crop will be reflected in the Fruit Exhibit. It will excel in 

quantity and quality any previous exhibit. The Delicious apple will be featured, 

specimens from all over Wisconsin and from other states. Even if you do not care 

about varieties, the spectacle will be worth the expense of travel to see; red, yellow 

and green apples against a background of Venetian marble. Come! 

a
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Milwaukee Fall Flower Show Floral Co., through Gust. Rusch, = 
(Continued from page 55.) Holton & Hunkel, C. C. Pollworth — | rere ava.1s.1909 

The largest single exhibitor was and Currie Bros. : i 

ony the a eae and Unusual exhibits were the snap- lie % 
MS ‘was 10’ GOuDE due tothe greal dragons by Schwebke, the straw: 

interest that Wm. Kennedy took in forevs by Mrs. Phil. Dettmann, Fro. Fi0.2 Fio.3 
the show. He is a real booster for the early sweet peas by Hugo 
the flower show, and was one of the [Locker & Sons, the Celestial Pep- Berry Box es 
first men to offer the help to start pers of the Waukesha Floral Co., Crates, Bushel Boxes 
these semi-annual exhibits. They the pansies of Griebler and the and Climax Baskets 
exhibited most of the large mums fox Point Floral Co., the cycla- As You Like Them | 
and carrations, besides most of the jen of the Sunny Point Floral Ws .dianitackure the. Hwaid 
pompons, some potted plants, roses, Co, and the many foliage plants Vatent folding perry Boxes of 
ponderosa lemon, and the only of August Kellner. tet. Betty, box and Grate mate: 
blooming orchid in the show. They There was a much larger partici- our specialty. , We _ constantly 

tired Tomou, fe dnwelos oat ie pation by retailers this fall and bas- strawtertion oF blueberries. No 

Commonwealth, Be ee Ee ee | Bhai te aot tonne et 
Holton & Hunkel naturally came aaa ie long eee & — conential in handling: tuft and 

in with a lot of flowers, being our Ron Sct lhe a pd om ne ieee alscbone tor May’ orders: largest prowers. Without their help Seal Site rh : i Ce ul i nae A postal brings our price list. 

in potted mums and roses, the show cn et vutermut , Cumberland Fruit Package : aust. Holtz, Messmer, Zimmerman, C in 

Mee ge men ae ed poor, Bell Floral Co., and the Edlefsen bent. D, cumee ena, wis 
heart and gave roses till the visitors Plaral Co, 
were breathless with envy. They ‘Through the efforts of Henry R. A Word of Caution on Mulches 

also showed some fine cyclamen W elRe, the secretary of the Wise Thirty years of investigation by plants, pomipons, Satsuma orange, consin State Florists Association, the United States Department of 

Cleveland cherries, and some very the annual meeting was staged in Agriculture aiid the a longer 
fine lilies-of-the-valley, “the Trustees Room of the Public s eslonce: of practical farm ‘i 

SSS Maseunk ane all day Heidey" ‘this demansbatell that “about the only 
Other chrysanthemum exhibitors Y*S used to a double advantage. way of eonseane soil -moistire tor were Hugo Locker & Sons, Heit- The 150 members and their wives the use of asin i . 1 ol es Ke 

i 5 . "Ds reveled in the show and attended [1° "S€ OF agricu ture Piston man-Oestreicher, Griebler, Riebs (heiranedting only a few Test away regions of scanty rainfall is to pro- 
Bros., Preuss & Son, Gimbel Bros., ae os ride suite 2 i 
Schneeden nS “ Rekienal from the exhibit. Even Frederic vice a aie sect bed for ihe 

Greenwood Carnation Co., Fox Crancheld couldaie stay away: He orev emis weeds that would 
Point Floral Co., Sunny Point ame one day early to be on time, otherwise compete with them. 
Floral Co., Kamp and Spinti, E. like the farmer that always gets off Theoretically, covering or mulching 
Welke, of the House of Roses, the street car a block too soon, for the soil for the purpose of revent. Haash, Edlefsen Floral Co., and fear he will be carried past his stop. ine thé loss of soil S icane very 

Sylvester of Oconomowoc, Wis. The ‘Sitte Plorisis WersvuianiMONs oe née: practically. it has very 
Though it was early for carna- |" their praise: for :the: Milwaukee narrow limitations, 

tions many fine ones were shown by Florists Clubi and the treatment There are several things require | 
Hugo Locker & Sons, Preuss & §8!V&" them by the Public Museum. of a soil covering or mulch besides 

Ss Pohl, Reinhardt, Greenwood Huron, Hs Smith, simply i $s is- | on, Pohl, Ke r ply preventing the loss of mois 
Carnation Co., Greenwald Bros., TTT ture. Among these may be mer- | 
Brueggeman Bros., and Sylvester, Ferns may be planted on the — tioned the following: It must “stay 
of Oconomowoc. east or north side of the house put’; that is to say, it must be cf 

Fine roses came from the Cudahy away from the sun and wind. such character that it will not be
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FJ ordinary rainfall, as it puddles pro- as | 

Kellog¢’s Nursery ducing a sheet of paste over the sur- 

ganeeville Wisconsin | ‘ce that prevents the water from The Hawks 

reaching the roots of the crop plants. 
SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR . . 

|| Full line of standard varieties of A. straw sanileh, f° aicks enough Nursery 

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, to prevent the growth of weeds, will 

Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna-| absorb most, if not all, of an ordi- Company 

mental trees at prices that are nary rainfall. The water thus ab- 

right. Don't pay two prices to) sorbed will evaporate very quickly, . - 

ETE ea anuay ad gn as soon as the rain ceases and the wish h Se, fur- 

thoney. sun begins to shine on the mulch, nish high grade Nursery 

never reaching the roots of the crop Stock of all kinds and 

plants. varieties suitable to Wis- 

SF The heating of the soil by the consin and other north- 

sun’s rays and its aeration by ex- ern districts. 

0 alit d posure to the winds are important Will be glad to figure on 

U 1 y an a factors in the growth of agricul- your wants either in 

. tural crops. Many wild woods and invge.on small quantities 

Square Deal swamp plants have been developed 

through long periods of time in soil 

open to free access of the sun and — 

ARE WHAT WE the wind, and these conditions seem 

OFFER YOU to have become necessary to their Wauwatosa .. . Wis. 

fullest development. 

Our new 48-page catalog (16 (While this discussion of mulches 

eeeat 10 cerita’ at FRUITS, was quite evidently intended for 

VINES, ORNAMENTALS, PER. growers in semi-arid regions, much 

ENNIALS, ete, for this climate. of it applies to Wisconsin condi- McKAY NURSERY 

If you are in doubt as to what tions. For instance, it is worth 
is best to plant we will be glad . . 
to advise with you. considering whether a heavy straw COMPANY 

We do landscape work. mulching around fruit trees and in MADISON WISCONSIN 

berry fields is a good plan.—Ed- jg 

The Coe, Converse itor.) Nursery Stock of 

Edwards Co. Notice to Certain Correspondents Quality 

Fort Atkinson, Wis. This paper stands for law en- for Particular Buyers 

forcement. Take your questions Have all the standard varieties 

about wine grapes and wine mak- pal tae Rt A 

blown away by the high winds com- ing %5 some: other shop, please: Fruit Trees, Small Frults, 

men to all arid regions. This rules ~~ Vines and Ornamentals. 

out all dust and straw mulches, ex- If instead of selling all the cher- Let us suggest what to plant 

ce}! possibly in orchards or berry vies canned at Sturgeon Bay last bose in Fr ihoeeclsionet the dec- 

Patches, and, in them, the straw year the cans had been placed end Prices and our new Catalog sent 

mulch is frequently objectionable on to end in a north and south line be- promptly nen receipt of your 

account of its harboring rodents, ginning at the cannirg factory the . . 

especially field mice. A soil cover- last one would have rested in Main Nurseries at 

ing must let rain into the soil. This Street, Austin, Texas. This year Waterloo, Wis. 

rules out the dust mulch which is the end can should be somewhere 

alniost, if not quite, impervious to down in Brazil.
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SaaS : Th M e e 0 

; ree Wwiagazines in Une 
ruitGarden | At Special Introductory R 

ETT —~—~Hoine t Special Introductory Rates 
i 

= i ne : : : 
| Treatment in our magazine of the three great subjects. 

| j Fruit Growing, the Garden, and Household, is complete. 
i thoro and dependable in each department. These lines 

orwey ! merge beautifully in the ideal home, and our Editorial treat 
a ae i : . . ° 

\ Foi etm ! ment of them is co-ordinated to form a harmonious, inter fit > } : : 
ge ra } esting and helpful magazine. 

se PON 8 I 82 
eat eS ! eee) | Get More Out of Lif a aN, et More Out of Life 
Oe 39 
Gee eae | | , a : 

My Oe sO Your Fruit and your Garden can be made sources of gen- 
Wyse t hi bose Weebl oe NN i rofi T i Wi biG) eee ey {] uine pleasure and real profit to you. The growing and care 

Ce Ars eee) \ of flowers—those smiles of the Creator—provide real en- 
ye nase me END joyment and recreation. Flowers beautify the home and 

J ee certainly go a long way toward making life more worth Te Swe 3 as URN) while. 
yo P a CAPS Feces ; ‘ 

* . And the Home—the beautification and attractiveness olf 
December 1922 10 Cents its interior and surroundings—is always the center of our 

thoughts and the subject of our dreams. 

A well-known nurseryman made FRUIT, GARDEN AND HOME will _ In our Home Planning and Home 
the remark recently that, in his judg- provide you a vast amount of prac- Decoration pages you will find dis- 
ment, the greatest opportunity for tical garden information concerning: cussions of such subjects as: || 
substantial profit in the entire horti- | When and How to Plant Planning the Home } 
cultural and agricultural flelds today, © Garden Plans Color Schemes 
and for the next ten years, is in or- Fertilization Floor Coverings | 
charding, How to Prevent and Destroy Insect Selection and Hanging of Pictures | 

According to United States census Pests and Plant Diseases Selection of Furniture | 
figures, there were, in 1920, 48 percent | Dehydration of Fruits and Vegeta- | Mural Decoration 
fewer bearing apple trees and 46 per bles Arrangement and Care of Furniture 
cent fewer bearing peach trees than Cold Frames and Hotbeds Seasonable Suggestions 
in 1910. Plant Protection Time and Labor Saving Equipment 

| ‘There are perhaps equally as great Cultivation—Advantages of Various and Utensils | 
opportunities for making money in Tools and Implements Dehydration of Fruits and Vege- 
small fruits, grapes, berries, etc, as How to Spray tables 
in tree fruits. How to Store Your Surplus Vege- — Methods of Canning and Preserving | 

Let FRUIT, GARDEN AND HOME tables - Recipes for All Occasions 
and its corps of expert horticulturists Better start reading this helpful Dressmaking, Fashions, ete. | 
help you with your problems concern- magazine at once. Use the order cou- Crocheting, Embroidery and Fancy | 
ing fruit growing. pon below. Needlework 

You will find in FRUIT, GARDEN AND HOME, the home owner’s magazine, a wealth of informa- 
tion on various phases of the subjects mentioned, all of which are important and interesting to you 
and each member of your family. 

| 
OUR INTRODUCTORY RATES SUBSCRIPTION 0 | 

The magazine is printed on good paper in clear, eas- . RDER COUPON 

|| ily read type, illustrated with many interesting pictures. E. T. MEREDITH, Publisher, ; 
Altho Fruit, Garden and Home is high class in every Fruit Garden and Home, Des Moines, lowa. 
respect, and has the appearance of a $1.50 magazine, Enclosed find $................for my...............years’ sub- | 
yet our Introductory rate is only: 38 years for $1; 2 scription. | 

years for 70c; 1 year for 35c. Name . 

We want your name and the names of your friends on RFD. Bo Sonn as teens gaennnteceennantnsieticessnevoeweniaaiescates | 
our subscription list. We are endeavoring to make our . F. D.........Box No.........Street and No... 
magazine of real value and interest to you. You will PL Oeeeeceeceeceseeeeeeeeeereseeecccccccentneeeeee SACO ec cccccccccccessseeeeeseeees 
find a subscription order coupon opposite. T also enclose $1.00. fOM years’ sub- | | 

scription for: Name. oc ccceec ccc tecceeeseeecseee 
FRUIT, GARDEN and HOME | R. F. D. --Box No......... Street and No. E.T. , Publisher j WTA. re | 

WH. Ph On ee iceccteeeeetee teens SHALE cece 
eee a
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Miller Memorial Library Tariff on Honey 
; : Renew Your Membership “fs . . ; 

The first book to be sent in to s he N Yy . There is a proposed reduction of 

the Library was a copy of Die h oon ia ew ear ual be | $2.75 per hundred pounds in rate 

Biene and die Bienenzucht, by A. reine. ut ne secretary will be | on comb honey in carloads from 

V. Berlepsch. This donation was sending en it eee oD! i North Pacific points to points in 

made by C. W. Aeppler, Ocono- your meme h a nor o WwW ay Wisconsin, Hlinois, Michigan and 
mowoc, Wis. not surprise her by sending your | \{jnnesota. 

o dollar before the renewal notices : a 

A first edition of Langstroth on | , o  Rueey ‘ According to 1... ‘T. Floyd, Pro- 
he H B te in by B are sent out? Every member ivcial Apiarist of Manitobz : 

the Honey Bee was sent in by B. who renews before receiving a vircial Apiarist of anitoba, honey 

P. Sands, Brookline, Mass. notice saves his state association production gave Manitoba a rev- 

A reprint of Quinby’s “Myste- | postage expense. RENEW NOW. | Oo!" of $400.000 in 1922.— Taken 
ries of Beekeeping” has been sent from Lewis Bulletin, News Items. 

in by A. G. Rauschelbach, Bay ~~ 

City, Mich. Lafayette County Beekeepers Co-operative Associations 

Mr. A. C. Miller of Providence, Organize Co-operation means __releasin: 

R I, is making arrangements to The beekeepers of Lafayette honey when markets ask for it, re- 

gend us his entire library contain- County recently organiz Cc sulting in increased returns for the 
: y y y organized a county uting in increased returns for the 

ing several hundred volumes. association. They immediately vot- producers without adding to the 

ee ed to affiliate with the State Asso- consumers’ expenditure. More- 

Since our last report in the Sep- ciation. This is the 44th local asso- over, co-operative associations 

tember issue, the lowing contri- lation to be formed in Wisconsin stimulate demand for their prod- 
, Jt fe) ng contr 2 i I 

butions have been made to the Mil- and the 33rd local to become affil- ucts | through stardardization, ad- 

ler Memorial Library Fund. iated with the State Association. —vertising and by continuous adop- 

Local donations : The arcers cs this organization Gon of better marketing facilities. 

Rock County Bee Assn... 5.00 {°° resident, Joseph Kurth, OO 

Milwaukee Co. Bee Assn....... 5.00 paces, Point; ne Eres Co-operative Beekeeping 
i : : enry Arnsmeier, Darlington ; Sec- 7 fon B 

Winnebago Co. Bee Assn... 5.00 rctareTHOASIFEE Totin B cana \WVisconsin is noted the world 

Richland Co. Bee Assn......... 2.00 pone They is "ver for the spirit of co-operation 
Baraboo: Valley Bee As 5.00 arlington. hey have eleven : ; ; 
Jaraboo Valley Bee Assn...... 5 members in the State Association which exists among its people. 

rineasiay W i - Assn. ae ™ ~~ Along with this spirit of co-opera- 

Sheboygan Co. Bee Assn...... 9! tion there exists a certain tendency 

Washington Co. Bee Assn... 5.00 Newspapers all over the United for progressive development which 

- —— _ States have published the half in- extends to every part of the state. 

Potal ooo. $37.00 terest purchase of a queen bee. We This spirit exists among our bee- 

By irdividual beekeepers: include the article for our members. keepers to an unusual degree and as 

A. H. Seefeldt. -$ 1.00 Queen Bee to Spend Her Winter * result, it is fairly easy to get both 
G. M. Ranttit...............-sss-s 3.00 ‘ moral and financial support for any 

= in the South srtaki ic -Oniaea 3 
Jos. Me. Batticccc cece 1.00 . undertaking which promises good 
Cintad Kise ee 500. —, ae Oct. te bell results for our beekeeping indus- 

interest in Achievement Girl, a try, 
5 en honey bee of the Amenia “There a av for 
Potal eee -se.--.$10.00 queen y Ne There are today forty-four local 

Serna i a sold to a beekeeping associations in the state, 

utter on, Montgomery, Ala.. thirty-three of these bein ctively oe . ; 1 3 j g g actively 

Miss Clara G. Jones, West Bend, for $150, setting a new record for affiliated with the state association. 

Wisconsin, -has offered to contrib- bee values, according to W. A. ‘These associations working together 

ute the entire library of her father, Crites, manager of the Amenia bee co-operatively have been able to se- 

Cipt. Geo. W. Jones, deceased. farm. cure a suitable means of bee dis- 

This library contains a number of The queen was mailed to Ala- ease control and standard grades 

splendid old books and numbers of bama, where she will spend the for honey, which have greatly ben- 

Ss journals which are valuable. winter, to be returned to North Da- efited the beekeepers of the state. 

e hope every beekeeper is Wis- kota next spring. She was a mem- The educational program provid- 

consin will look up old journals and — ber of a colony which last summer ed by the University has been fully 

bee books ard send them into this set one af the three worlds records supported by attendance at the local 

We shall be glad to pay the for honey production, according to meetings and the summer confer- 

reight. Mr. Crites. ences. We have given full support g PI
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Wisconsin Beekeeping Advertising Honey trees, cee jrewess, ents 

H, F, WILSON, Editor The secretary just received the ak eet ¢ wild ah So he jewhe ‘ 
following clipping, taken from a snd im wi thee vanes we fat 

Officers of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers local Fond du Lac newspaper: oe ee Wis erp a Ss ‘ened 
i ; ure Wisconsin Honey has its denbrorerngssgwennceenT Ws Stell 7ON / z5 : 

Ereciens Roadsvilie me FOND Du LAC MARKETS source from clover, wild rasp. 
Vico Presidents... c.-2i2+++++Commd Kruse WHOLESALE berry, basswood or buckwheat. 

Treasurer... +... eee eeeeeses ses O. We Aeppler QUOTATIONS BY LOCAL DEALERS. Wisconsin clover honey is the 
Oonpmowes. Eggs, strictly fresh—35c. finest honey produced bath as to 

Secretary. ss... sse.05....Malitta I, Hildreth 88S, ae { y th as 
Madison Butter, prints, lb—46c. uality and flavor. It is light vd quality g 

Annual Membership Fee, $1.00 Butter, tubs—45c. amber colored or may be almost 

Remit to M. FP. Hildreth, Secy., Madison, Wis. Potatoes, new, bu.—35c. white. / 

SSS Cabbage, per cwt—35c. Basswood and wild raspberry 
4, i —2c 6 av rather spicy flav 

to the American Honey Producers’ Onions, |b.—2e. honey have a rat S Spicy Havor oe Peas, dry—Sc. which is much preferred by some 
League and to the beekeepers of » OFS va ge 
Wisconsin belongs the credit Honey, comb, Ib.—25c. people. If you have never tasted 

tl ct the aeancial support which Honey, strained, Ib—15(@ 20c. either of them, buy a jar and en- 
they tave siven for the. placing of Will our local associations please joy one of nature’s _ tastiest 

Te NSN Library attour Uni. note that HONEY is included? sweets. 
ae ity, There “still cemains how- The Fond du Lac County Beekeep- Buckwheat honey is very dark 

Nee aay tea tant matter upon ¢?S Association, through co-opera- in color and has a peculiar flavor 
evel, a Vely WMpOr ane, Me i tive effort, brought the proper which one must learn to like. 
which full co-operation has not been vies ee , se Wh I : - 

“ed. namely, CO-OPERATIVE Pressure to have HONEY included en one has acquired a taste 
Se eT nice - in daily market quotations—and for it, it is quite desirable. 
MARKETING. li a proper plan ! auy i 1 q 
pac mwnatytaes i aus esting: 2 -j- note the price. Our other local or- In choosing honey for table use, for organizing a marketing assoc na eats he s Take tl houl le tl : h will ganizations can do the same. Take the consumer should sample the 
ation can be developed which wi his thy local diff . : 
ree q- this matter up with your local different kinds that are on the 
include a standard product, stan a d see tl HONEY eet | select. tt hat 

a dard prices and ¢WSpapers and see that Y market and select the one tha ard containers, standard f eu : a Wee Prin . 
aH mUverisii “aera we: can listed in Market Reports. This suits. Because one flavor does not 
a sily ‘ell scverdl aes over the is one result of co-operative effort appeal to you, do not go away. 

easi'y . a ae : or efficient organization. feeling that you do not. like 
total crop produced in Wisconsin —_— honey 

im any year. o Honey—Something That Is Honey is a natural sweet which 
Our next effort along this line Sweet, Yet Healthy has jno ill effect on the digestive 

will be to bring about the use of Health can be secured by a ju. S¥ste™- 
standard labels on containers for the digiaus choice af foods Tovey Honey is one of the most 
members of the state association. | the healthiest sweet known and ealthy sweets known and_ is 
If our beekeepers will unite in Jo. wae sought after by the Commonly recommended by phy- 
adopting a uniform price for the ancients . . y sicians for patients who are suf- 
product to be sold under the Asso- AS 4 food honey contains vita- fering from indigestion because 
ciation label and in the Association ines and small portions of prac- of the ease with which honey is | 
containers, our battle will be half tically every mineral element taken into the human system. It 

won, Then, if we can unite to sup- ised by the hiwian body is also known that bacteria which | 

port a state-wide advertising cam- "Honey is refined. nectar re- Cause Typhoid Fever, Dysentery 
paign to bring our product before moved from flowers of various @nd other human diseases cannot 
the public and will co-operate with yj inds by honey bees. Every live in honey for more than a few 
one another in a uniform distribu-  gower produces. a different fla- hours. Honey is therefore sure to | 
tion, we will have completely routed \-ored nectar and so we may have be free of such disease germs and 
the eremy and the field will be ours. 4. many kinds of honey as there ™2Y possibly be beneficial in the 
In this effort each local association are flowers. But as each flower prevention of such diseases. 
should start a campaign in their produces only a tiny drop of nec- It is recommended as a pre- 
county to carry out this co-operative tar, it is necessary that there be ventive for coughs and colds ard 
plan. One or more local organiza- many thousands of blossoms of its constant use will help you .o 
tions will form a basis upon which one “kind in order to get large keep well during the winter. 
to build the entire state. Have we amounts of a certain kind of As a spread for children, it may 
among our members someone who honey. be given to the smallest chi‘d 
is willing to develop this plan and Pure honey is produced in mar- without harmful results. It is 
put if across: . ketable quantities from orange. very beneficial to children as a 

H, Fe W: eucalyptus, tulip trees, basswood mild laxative and will help to kecp
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44 WISCONSIN BEEKEEPING 

Supplement to WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE, December 19.22 

Richland County Bee Assn. Whereas, The housing quarters tion in promoting and advancing 
Passes Resolutions for instruction at said university the beekeeping industry by me ins 

The following resolutions were in beekeeping is very inadequate of bee and honey displays, site 
passed by the Richland County and far below the plane of other beekeepers’ convention, annual re- 
Beekeepers’ Association, at its Courses, and, ports and other publications. 

annual meeting October 7, 1922. Whereas, A museum showing Jas: Gwin, Secretary. 
L Whereas, the beekeeping in- all equipment used in earlier bee- Richland County Bee. .\-sn, 

dustry in Richland County has keeping should be collected for These are timely resolutions 
been jeopardized by the foulbrood the benefit of beekeeping instruc- since the Legislature will con- 
plague, a few beekeepers have, or '0n and Wisconsin beekeepers, — yene in January, 1923, and evo 
nearly so, been put out of busi- Therefore, Be it Resolved, That local association should — pass 
ness by this dreaded bee disease, we the Richland County Bee- similar ones. Now is the time 

and, — keepers’ Association in) annual for our locals to line up such work 

Whereas, The State Bee In- meeting assembled, respectfully so that when the Legislature 

spector, Dr. S. B. Fracker, gave request that suitable quarters be meets, our beekeeping problems 
the beekeepers with affected given for instruction in bee cul- can be presented in a systematic 
yards two years to free their yards ture, manner and receive proper con- 
of the aforesaid disease, and, Be it further Resolved, That a sideration. 

Whereas, This year being the copy of these resolutions be sent 

third, more drastic measures were to. the Assemblymen elect for Honey Recipe Booklets 
used, and, Richland County and Senator for . 

Whereas, The State Depart- this district and the Wisconsin Honey sales may be stimulated 
ment of Apiary Inspection is de- Horticulture to be published in by offering a recipe book as 2 
sirous of working in harmony the Beekeeping section if space Premium to each purchaser. ‘The 
with the beekeepers, permits. best thing of this kind ever issued 

Therefore, be it Resolved, That III. Whereas, ‘The beckeeping is ae one recently published by 

we the Richland Beekeepers’ As- industry is now recognized as re sAmerican Honey Producers 
sociation in Annual Meeting, tenth in importance among Wis- nee twenty-one pages on the 
heartily commend the plan pur- consin industries by the Wiscon- ceping of honey, and its use un 
sued by the State Apiary In- sin Manufacturers’ Association, bread, cakes and. candy making. 
spector. and, Honey producers should put this 

Be it further Resolved, That Whereas, he honey production pe the hands of every pur 
we express our appreciation for in the state can be increased ‘© “°°™ . 
the work of Messrs. Momsen hundreds of tons from natural re- Order from S. B, Fracker, Sec- 
and Kuenzli, deputy bee inspect- sources already present, namely, retary of | the American Honey 
ors, for their thorough work and the clovers, basswood trees, dan- Producers’ League, Capitol An- 

’ the manly way of meeting and delion, buckwheat, berries and '°% Madison, Wisconsin. ‘The 
treating the members of the in- fruit bloom, and, : booklets can be secured at the 

dustry. Whereas, It is generally known following rates: 
Il. Whereas, The beekeeping in- that bees aid greatly in the cross 20, COPIES ween sayy yon ¢ hh 1925 
dustry is now recognized as pollination of these plants and 100 copies .............. 4.30 
tenth in importance among Wis- cause an increased production of 1000 copies .............. 33.00 
consin industries by the Wiscon- seed and fruit, and, Ten per cent discount to affil- 
sin Manufacturers’ Association, Whereas, The beekeeping in-  iated members of the league. 
and, dustry has received no financiul 

Whereas, No other industry is aid except for the prevention of .. 
making greater strides toward de- bee diseases, and, For Sale—Fifty stands good 
velopment, every thing con- Whereas, Financial aid is now healthy bees in movable 8 franie 
sidered, and, being given to help promote the hives, 50 comb honey supers, 100 

Whereas, The University of interests of other agricultural and extracting combs, 2 frame ex- 
Wisconsin is giving a complete horticultural associations, tractor, 30 gal. tank, misc. sw 
course of instruction in beekeep- Be it Resolved, That we, the plies all new. 

ing, and, . : : Richland County Beekeepers’ As- This is a clean, up-to-da‘e 
Whereas, Said university has a sociation, respectfully request an apiary; inspected Sept. 8, 1922, 

complete equipment, of apparatus appropriation of an amount to by Mr. France; 15 years in be~ 
and equipment for instruction in cover the budget now being com- keeping. Good reason for sellin x 
both class room and laboratory, piled to be expended through the Write for prices, Ernest Rari- 
and, Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Associa-  seier, Argyle, Wis. ~
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Horticultural Expositions Mr. Ward’s exhibits were scat- carloads of potatoes. Nor does the 

* Council Bluffs, la—The Mid- tered with blue ribbons following reporter say a word about the 
West Horticultural Exposition, the judging Thursday and Friday. «prongs of people’ who visited 
held at Council Bluffs the week of !he number of points were added Bs peop etre 
Nov. 13, proved the greatest show and the Eau Claire horticulturist the show. If he had done that he 
of the kind yet held by the horti- declared highest man Saturday eve- would have lied. There were no 

cultural interests of the country. "8- 3 “throngs of people” at any time, 
While eighteen states competed for Second in the grand sweepstakes in fact, you might have shied a rot- 

awards, practically every state in was Francis Sestier, Des Moines, ten apple down most any aisle at 
the union was represented, as well Ia., and James Hethershow & Son, st ! ithout f F hi 

as provinces of Canada. Des Moines, Ia., ranked third. i acihctaks Aiackll aad viene ata we 
E. O. Worth of Mondamin, la., High men in the fruit judging ting anyone, unless it might be Pr. 

won the sweepstakes trophy cup contest for inter-collegiate teams, fessor Alderman and his judges. 
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MIDWEST EXPOSITION, COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA, NOV. 13-20, 1922. | 

for apples, with 149 points. D.C. held in the library Friday, were R. Yes there were people there, fruit 
Webster of La Crescent, Minn. V. Latt, Missouri; D. R. Porter, growers mostly, and they were 
was second with 137 points. R. M. Ames, and C. A. Boyer, Michigan. there all of the time. I wondered 
Clark of Des Moines was. third, —___ hy. § ly op: 
with 89 points. M. J. Worth of ..  Q why, for only a few were exhibit: 
Mondamin, fourth, with 84 points, Tue Spirit or THE Mipwest ors. I felt that after spraying ap- 

and M. E. Good & Sons of Peru, SHow ples and picking apples and barrel- 

Neb., fifth, with 63 points. The The newspaper account you have ing or boxing apples, they must, 
Wilcox florists of Council Bluffs : tee i 
won the trophy cup for best floral just read tells about the body of the like Solomon, be “sick of apples. 
display. show and not all of that—but noth- There was a stage, and on it a 

Grand trophy cup in the vegeta- ing of the spirit. It’s that I tried wonderful band, but these men 
ble contest was awarded to Joseph to find. It fails to tell about the seemed not to care over much for 

Ward, Eau Claire, Wis., whose quantities of big red apples, the the music, but instead walked in 
collection of vegetables was said by b d barrels OE i , 
the judges to be the finest ever ex- plates and boxes and barrels o ittle groups from table to ‘able, 

hibited in the West. fruit, the tons of honey and the these groups often merging, when 
|
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there would be a halt and much Reeves in earnest conversation with it, he was a music teacher and he 

talk. I bad often asked myself, a florist. had a room next to ours and he 

“What do these exhibitions amount Touching elbows with your would get up and play the violin 

to anyway?” Thousands of dollars neighbors, interchange of ideas, in- just as mournfully as he talked. 

expense, hard, grinding work for  spiration, that’s the Spirit of the Then there was a woman whose 

every one connected with them, Midwest and every other fruit husband was cruel to her and she 

and you have a show exceeding in show and convention. was getting a divorce. I heard 

quantity only that of a first-class FREDERIC CRANEFIELD. over and over, all those cruel things 

county fair and one that nobody, ee until I didn’t blame him one bit. 

hardly, comes to see. Life in a Boarding House—It’s One of the girls shed tears all 

Sitting in a corner of the balcony True, Every Word ’ over the place because her best 

where one might see it all, I spied I was either five minutes early, friend had stolen her beau, and a 

an old friend who rarely misses a or the car was five minutes late. young man who sighed and said all 

fruit show held in his own or near- Usually I detest waiting—but, just women were a faithless lot because 

by states. I descended upon him as I reached the corner, a happy his sweetheart had jilted him for a 

and asked an answer to my ques- faced woman was talking to a man with more money. There 

tion. I got it. It’s the very answer friend and without meaning to wasn’t any use of me trying to es- 

that my other self knew but would  “‘listen in” this is the tale I heard: cape them by staying in our room, 

not permit expression, as to why he Yes, our new house is about fin- for the only couple who didn’t tell 

came so far to see apples no better ished—we will move next week. their troubles to me had an adjoin- 

than his own. He replied in sub- My, but I will be glad to settle down ing room and they quarreled all the 

stance as follows: “I reed the in- for I am as tired of moving as I time, so I couldn’t even read. Oh, 

spiration I get from contact with was of boarding. that wasn’t all. There was a young 

my fellow men. I jog along the Didn't I ever tell you about our woman who took vocal lessons. She 

whole year as others do, practically experience in boarding instead of worked in an office. So she got 

alone on my farm, digging into the keeping house? ‘Well, you see | up at 4 o'clock every morning to 

job every day and unless I can m’x had made up my mind before Joe practice, and her yells, yes, [ mean 

with people occasionally, I will and I were married that I was not it, they were yells, woke everyone 

grow a shell like a crab, coming go'ng to keep house. I had always ‘0 the house. We stayed a month; 

out only to feed.” stayed at home and helped mother, had to pay in advance, you know, 

Well, there you have it. Fruit so I wanted to board somewhere so and then I said to Joe, “for good- 

shows and conventions are worth I could have a good time. Joe was ness sake, let's go to keeping house. 

while. My friend told me so, and willing, and after we came back [ would just as soon live in an asy- 

I have always known it. There from our wedding trip we went to lum as here.” Joe laughed and 

was something else that he didn’t a nice family hotel. For the first said he was glad I’d gotten enough 

say but that I made up in my own few days I suppose I was so happy boarding. He was starved for a 

head, The fruit itself, which I I didn’t know what I was eating, good square meal. Pretty soon Joe 

have much belittled in this ram- but pretty soon the food began to wanted to buy a home, but I didn’t 

bling essay, was also an inspiration taste as though it had all been see the need. We rented a nice 

to him and to other fruit growers; cooked in the same kettle and the _ little home and I was contented. 

the beautiful apples on srowy white whole place smelled of cabbage and But the owner sold it. And do you 

tables and in solid banks along the onions. That was bad enough— know we moved four times since 

walls, visualized the beauty, the but those boarders were worse. then. Why we would no more 

soul, the spirit of his calling. Every one of those men and women than get settled before we would 

1 am in the balcony aga’n. I see had troubles, and they wanted to get notice to move, the house was 

the great expanse of glowing fruit tell them to me. There was one sold. 

garnished with flowers, and as I man who said his wife didn’t love The place we are living in now 

listen to the singing violins and the him any more. He would talk for is somethirg awful. Why, when 

louder voiced cornets, I spy, just an hour about how unhappy he the wind blows the bed clothes posi- 

below me in the Auditorium, friend was, and that wasn’t the worst of (Continued on page 69)
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The Federated Fruit and Vege- brook, New Jersey, which has 1,000 pests have appeared, and a nuniber 
table Growers, Incorporated acres in vegetables, 1,000 in fruit, and s 

s rp 1,000 in undeveloped land. A large Of problems have arisen: Because 

The space given to this movement proportion of the vegetable land is of these new problems and difficul- 
. equipped with overhead irrigation. 2 _ 
in Wisconsin HorricuLTuRE may . . ties, the United States Department 

Nicol Heads Executive Committee : . 

seem to many of our readers The following executive committee of Agriculture has just issued 

“much too much,” but it appeals to Was elected: James Nicol, of Mich- Farmers’ Bulletin 1269, Celery 
" . . igan, chairman; E. P. Porcher, of @ : b W. RB * 2 

the editor as the biggest happening Florida; N. R. Peet, of New York; GTOWImMg, Dy » RK. Beattie, in 
in the horticultural field of the C- EB. Durst, of Mlinois; H. W. Jef- which are discussed the fundamen 

is ss ay 4 fers, of New Jersey; J. S. Edwards, 1 . . : 
United States today. Either this of California, ex-officio. tals of successful production, in- 

move will succeed or it will fail. If Atrangomenta for taking over the cluding the best methods of grow- 
‘ . oe affairs of the North American Fruit ; . 
it succeeds on the lines originally Exchange were concluded. This or- ing and handling the crop. 

laid down, viz., the growers of fruit 8@nization conveys its entire business The crop can be grown on almost 
to the Federated Fruit and Vegetable any ¢ f soil if bk oG | 

ard vegetables of the whole coun- Growers and agrees to discontinue as @7Y type OF soul ir enough plant 

try, federated for the purpose of a 5 sales pnd distribution agency after food is present and water is sup- 
© ee ‘ an. 1, 7 ° ‘ 3 

better distribution of crops and a The way is now clear for the new plied during the dry periods, bu 
stabilization of markets, it will re- 8'Wer-owned and grower-controlled — most of the successful celery grow- 

. , national sales agency for perishables” ; ss Bs low-lvi 

sult in great good to growers and to begin sales service on Jan. 1, 1923. "8 enterprises are on low-lying 

consumers alike. Not a trust, but J; 8: Edwards, president, will devote muck, or “hammock” soils. Under 
z : = ae all his time to the new organization resent day conditi % i 

a federation. Up to date, all pro- between now and January 1, and the Present Cay conditions it 1s rot 
aA ere = % ocx je. executive committee will also be called practicable to depend entirely on 

ceedings bear the ear marks of Suc into conference to decide questions of anure as a f re . 1 large 
cess, therefore the publication of _ policy. manure ‘asi ia: Lertilizer ane’ large 
these notes, taken from exchanges. Membership Applications Pouring In quantities of commercial fertilizer 

¢ aaderati ae: welaaciley Applications for membership are are used, growers in the northeast- 
If the Federation has actually already being received. ‘The first a: arn part of the country usine fr 

swallowed the North American Ex-  plicant was the South Haven Fruit Teenie ‘a He: COURETY USINE: ETON 
. all ie well’ if it’s . ., Exchange, South Haven, Michigan, to 1,800 pounds of high grade 
change all is well; if it's the other Which ships from 600 to 800 cars of Sten’ I he ae eI 

way around, there is apt to be fruit a year. It is one of the oldest Plant food fo te acre. Ore. 
: ae . ce and best established associations in growers sometimes use as much as 
stomach trouble for both parties : Michigan. Reports indicate that the : wee tons sie sieve, ‘Tul snot all 

Permanent organization of the Fed- patrons of the North American Fruit oe ons to t re acre. ut rot al 
erated Fruit and Vegetable Growers, Exchange are favorably disposed to- of the discussion is devoted to the 
Inc., was completed at a meeting of ward the new grower-owned agency |, ee fe fc melo 

the directors in New York on Oc- and will gladly transfer their tonnage commercial growing of celery 

tober 21. The following officers were to the new orepnization, There is a chapter on producing the 
elected to serve until the first annual he organization and field service : . . saan 
mestitie: office, which will be located in Chi- CTOP 1n the home garden, and many 

President, J. S. Edwards of Cali- cago, will be opened as soon as the of the practices that have been de- 
fornia. details can be completed. A. R. Rule, 1 d licabl . 

First vice president, E. P. Porcher formerly general manager of the North veloped are applicable no matter on 

of Florida. American erat Hxehauge: is general what scale it is grown. 
Second vice president, W. B. Arm- Manager of the Federated Fruit and oe , ‘, . 

strong of Washington. Vegetable Growers, Inc.—Exchange. Copies of the new bulletin may 

Secretary, C. E. Durst of Illinois. ta be obtained free by writing to the 

New tomer! Alexander M.. White: of Celery, Once a Novelty, Now an United States Department of Agri 
a , , woe 

J. S. Edwards has been a director Important Crop culture, Wash'ngton, D. C, 
of the California Fruit Growers Ex- . 
change for many years, and is also a From a crop that was a novelty 

director of the Fruit Growers Sup- . A light spray of lime sulphur a 
ply Company. He is president of the “' d served on the tables of only a ¥ Igne Spray: @ e sulp Pp 

Gold Buckle Association, which was few people to an industry that has  ?P" ied in early spring will discourage 

oe at _ eee eae dee to establish @ produced as many as 17,000,000 the growth next season of scale in- 
re-coolin: 0. Ss . % * = 
E. P. Porcher is one of the largest crates in a year has been the devel- Sects on shrubs and trees. Examine 

orange growers in Florida, and was i ith- all shrubs and trees now for signs 
the vcriginator. of the “Deerfield” opment of celery production with ae ig 

brand. ‘in the memory of many people now Of these troubles. 

W. B. Armstrong is president of |jving. With the rapid increase in ——— 
the Washington Farm Bureau Fed- § : P 
eration and a leader in co-operative the growing of the crop, methods Apple trees may be pruned these 

marketing in the Yakima Valley. of culturé and marketing have ma- days if the weather is not uncon 
Alexander M. White is the chief ‘ . 

owner of Seabrook Farms at Sea- terially changed, rew diseases and fortably cold to work outdoors.
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Power Sprayer Proves Successful a bushel of beautiful Golden Rus- Tulip Bulbs May Be Grown at 

By the time this appears in print sets and Tolman Sweets, picked Profit in United States 

we will have discussed, at the con- from trees brought all the way from Most of the tulip bulbs in this 

vention, the subject of power spray- New York state and set in Wiscon- country are imported, but good 

ers in the farm orchard and also sin soil in 1848—74 years ago. tulips can be grown here at a profit, 

“spray rings.” We feel, however, When Jordan Leng, father of Os- says the United States Department 

that the following clipping from a car Leng, in that yearleft his home — of Agriculture, in Department Bul- 

Lake Geneva paper in June last in western York state to help de- letin 1082, The Production of Tulip 

will not be out of place. It comes velop the unsettled west, he took Bulbs, by David Griffiths. The 

first hand and as news. with him enough young apple trees bulbs are already being raised in 

“The power sprayer purchased to plant a good-sized orchard, and commercial quantit’es by three or 

co-operatively by 11 farmers in the these trees came with them on the four companes in southern Michi- 

vicinity of Elkhorn and operated jake trip to Milwaukee and thence gan, by an association in the 

by Earl Stearns, has been busy the hauled b he vi- i bolle 

past week giving the ‘petal fall’ We'° auled by ox team to the vir Willamette Valley of Oregon, by a 

spray. It consists of 150 gallon cinity of the Sugar river where he company in northwestern Califor- 

tank, 114 horsepower gasoline en- located not far from what later be- nia, another in the Norfolk region 

gine and spray pump mounted on came Orfordville (Rock county), of Virginia and in a smaller way in 

trucks and equipped with one 50- and there he planted an orchard a score of localities. The Depart- 

foot length of hose and a spray. " 2 

gun, It carries up to 300 pounds just to the south of a towering ment of Agriculture has been grow- 

pressure and the spraying is done limestone hill. Of the trees planted jing them successfully on Puget 

at 200 to 250 pounds. by the pioneer, Father Time has Sound in the State of Washington. 

ion wens we ae haan taken ca a be Howe, Bie a _ There is no limit, says the bulle- 

will agree that it does first class i a ROXbUE eet and a Tol- tn, to the quantity of bulbs which 

work and are immediately anxious ~~~” DRE ee it is possible to produce in the 

to have their own orchards sprayed. ™an Sweet, which as yet seem quite (nited States. We have climates 

However, as the season is short, sound and some of which, Mr. that are unexcelled, regions with 

ba ew pecans ee can Leng a us, have ee an abundant moisture supply from 

care of. Another year it is likely forty feet ce om . - "ie ° October to June, dry summers, fer- 

that several of these orchard rings grown on these patriarchs 0 the tile sands, inexhaustible loams, and 

will be organized and_ orchards Leng orchard appear exceptionally deep friable silts. The tulips al- 

properly taken care of. Rock sound.—Stoughton Hub. ready produced experimentally by 

ee tee i‘ a nes Oe trey a ———_ the Department are as good as the 

ery B mail and a takes. ho Gime Life in a Boarding House best. They bed, they force, they 

whatever from the farmer, thus in- (Continued from page 67) produce, and they reproduce nor- 

suring that his trees be sprayed on tively flap, and when it rained the mally under American conditions. 

tne and he right wey ee other night I moved the bed all The industry of bulb production on 

for farm orchards.” Spray Pr over the room and then had to hold a large scale, however, must de- 

= sues an umbrella over my head. The roof velop slowly, for experience 1S 

Old Apples Trees in Wisconsin leaked so I couldn't find a dry spot. necessary, and it is probable that 

For apple trees to bear at the age I certainly shall be glad when I for a long time the homegrown sup- 

of more than three score and ten, get settled in my own home. Does ply will be only supplementary to 

we believe is somewhat out of the it suit me? Why, my dear woman, existing sources. 

ordinary, and we dare say that not it would suit me if it only had four ——_—_—— 

many apples are being grown solid walls and a tight roof. After Examine house plants frequently 

around Stoughton on trees planted the experience T’ve had boarding for signs of the aphis and scale. 

the year Wisconsin became a state; and renting or rather moving, I’m Get rid of them early. 

yet when Geo. Leng and wife drove _ ready to settle down and be a satis- es 

over from Orfordville last Sunday fied, contented, happy woman. If onions are frozen for storage 

for a visit with their nephew Oscar There comes my car. Good-bye. they should be kept frozen till time 

and family, they brought with them CAROLINE ELIZABETH STRONG. to use them in the spring.
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thy of being termed Wiscon: n's 

THE FLO RISTS PA G E | Burbank. His new Amaryllis is as | 

EDITED BY fine as any we have seen and his 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany chrysanthemums are worthy of 
PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. eoninercial zation: 

If you were to visit his place in 
James Livingstone years ago at \WW.shaw, Lanarkshire, the growing season, you could go | 

‘To know James Livingstone is to Scotland, and attained his early down through the ravines to the | 

like him. Like most of the private training on the Coltness estate at peach and easily forget you were | 
garderers, he has a large heart and Wishaw. He came to America on pear a big city, instead of in it 

is always ready to tell his fellow the first of September, 1895, work- The native growth is wonderful 

members of the Milwaukee Florists’ ing on an estate in Massachusetts and untouched save as the vandal 

Club just how he was able to grow for five years. From there he came element of the public have  tres- 

successfully this or that variety of  t Evanston, IIL, where he had passed and carried away wild flow- 

flowers. I suppose it is an unwrit- charge of the estate of an orchid ers and plants. This section used 
ten law among private gardeners fancier. There he learned more — to be called “Fern Ravine,” because 

that information is always free and about orchids than any other Mil- of the countless ferns growing na- 

that an interchange of ideas is good Waukeean. [rom there he went to tive there. They are also countless 

for the business. Among florists it Monticello, Ill, ard thence to Lake pow, for none are there to count. 
is quite otherwise, and if you can We can hardly blame the wealthy 

purloin a slip of some valuable home owner for wantirg to fence 

stock or anrex a new idea without in his property on the lake when 

cost, you have shown your business we see how wild flower destroyers 

acumen. However, we feel that disregard his property rights. 

the old order is changing and noted, Of course, Mr. Livingstone has 

on an inspection trip to Holton & beautified the estate with the usual 

Hunkel’s plant at Brown Deer, to Co rose borders, bulb ranges and _ the 

C. C. Pollworth’s at Wauwatosa | commor things we all like to see 

and to the Cudahy Floral Co. at One of the first things he did was 

Cudahy, that advice was sought and to divorce the truck garden from | 

given freely. We think that such the ornamental plants. As we saw 

altruistic organizations for mutual it last summer, the perennial gar- 

benefit as the Kiwanis, Rotary, Op- den was the chief charm of the 

timists, Lions and Junior Associa- = place. He has had the good taste | 

tion of Commerce are diffusing the TAMESeDIWINGSTONT to hold fast to the old fashioned 

idea of service among all business ~* perennials and has made an infor- | 

men, and they have begun to dis- Geneva, in 1907, where he managed mal garden that is worth going 
cover that what helps one helps all. the H. H. Porter gardens for three Miles to see. It is not laid out on 

Thus the old order changeth, and I years. In 1910 he came to Mil- any niggardly scale for there are 

think it is somewhat due to the un- \aukee to take charge of the pri- auto roads all through it. 

compromising Scotch character and yate gardens of Fred Vogel, Je; Let me mention some of the spe- 

kindliness of James Livingstone 1160 [ake Drive, where he has cies and varieties that are conspic- 

that it is changing among the flor- heen ever since. uous plants of their respective sea- 

ists. It is a standing joke among Here he has a long stretch of the sons. As these have stood the test 

the Milwaukee Florists’ Club that Jake front and has had a chance of the years and the climate, they 

he is the only honest man in the to work out several of his own may be valuable pointers to some 

club. At any rate, he has been ideas and to breed several of his of our readers, who have longed 

their Treasurer since 1912. own varieties. Mr. Livingstone is fora succession of flowers througli- 

James Livingstone was to the a very modest chap and it is there- out the growing season. 

garden born. He was born 51 fore up to me to say that he is wor- In May, the Pink Phlox (Phlox |
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sublata) makes flaming borders in — rest of the season. The Hele:iums from Panama, the more showy of 

the garden. The little Alpine Rock appear in August, the Riverton which are Stanhopea tigrinum and 

Cress (Arabis alpina) is an early Gem and Riverton Beauty. Last, lpidendrum perpuratum. 

visitor. The Yellow sweet Alyssum but most important and wonderful _ A a 

(Alyssum  saxatile) captures the of all is the Amaryllis Hallii or Ly- Phe: gtecnhause is more ike ia 

early sunbeams and holds them on coris squamigeri. Perhaps there is callege Sonsetvahoty ates av come 

earth, The Perennial Candytuft no plant mentioned in this article mercial place, ‘tor there 1s @ great 

(Iberis gibraltar’ca) makes a dense that is so beautiful as this Amaryl- em here. the winter Howering 

mass of snowy bloom at this time. lis. Paiasetts a masses a bloom—the 

In June, the old fashioned varie- In September, the  Heleniums oes ae eats ee He 

ties of Paeonia lord it over the les- have come into their garden glory. ma xe specialty af Calceolarias 

ser folk of the garden. The beau- Boltonia asteroides ard Boltonia oe . Jee his adh 

tiful Pyrethrum roseum is probably latisquamma give us a taste of how as 4 waiea meee ek aa 

the most striking species of this beautiful wild flowers are when © - t “his - a se oie 

| month. The Platycodons (caerulea cultivated. Pyrethrum uliginosum aa q = vassibened “tear s 

and grandiflora) merit much admi- is a strik’ng bloom of this month. . edd ah e hhoee it now we 
| cain, "The Canfethucy Belle The Purple Cone Flower (Rud- yragged about these in the past. 

(Campanula meadia, calycanthema beckia purpurata) gives us a fur- Mr. Livingstone, as we said be- 

and macrantha) enchant the chil- ther example of wild flower beauty. fore, is modest, but we, in Wiscon- 

dren who visit the garden at this The native False Dragon’s Head or sin, have given h'm all the honors 

time. The Sweet William (Dianthus Obedient Plant (Physostegia vir- (work) that he will accept. He 

barbata) and a variety of Scotch giniana) is the delight of the chil- has been a Director of the Wiscon- 

Pinks are much in evidence as are dren. They love to move the blos- sin Horticultural Society since 

the Centuarea (Centaurea mon- Soms to impossible angles and 1908, a member of the Wisconsin 

tana). imagine they are fooling the flower, State Florists for a dozen years, 

In July, the Delphiniums have which don’t krow enough to move the Treasurer of the Milwaukee 

the call. Mr. Livingstone has a it back into place. September, too, Florists’ Club with practically a life 

wonderful bunch of Gold Medal Sees @ great variety of the showy — tenure, and is much in demand as 

hybrids from England that he has Stonecrop (Sedum spectabile). a floral judge at the Wisconsin 

clung to for several years, as well These are but a few of the peren- State Fair. We only wish Wis- 

as Delph’nium belladonna ard nials to be seen in the perennial consin had a few more like him. 

grandiflora. Now, too, we see his border and no mention has been Huron H. Sarvu. 

pure yellow Gaillardias, of the made of the many showy annuals —_—__— 

Gaillardia grandiflora type. Bur- that are sowed to bloom after the How Shall We Measure Success? 

| bank’s Shasta Daisy vies with its perer nials have blossomed and “He has achieved success who 

near relative, the Blackeyed Susan gone. has lived well, laughed often and 

(Rudbeckia newmanii) in attract- We said earlier in this article Joyed much,” save a writer in 

ing the attention. Th’s month sees that Mr. Livingstone understood or- — H{eart Throbs, “who has gained the 

| tov his wonderful Veronicas (Ve- chids. He has them growing at all respect of intelligent men and the 

ronica amethystina and V. spicata). seasons of the year and growing to Jove of little children; who has 

In August, we see the old fash- perfection, too, in the greenhouse. filled his niche and accomplished 

ioned Hollyhocks, sentinels around We have photographed some of the his task whether by an improved 

the edges, mothering the brilliant rarer ones. He has of the Cattle- plant, a perfect poem or a rescued 

Perennial Phlox. The varieties of — yas-gigas, labiata, and Trianae. He soul; who has never lacked an ap- 

Phlox grown include the famous has Cypripedium insigne and its preciation of earth’s beauty nor 

“lizabeth Campbell,” “Miss Lin- hybrids, Vanda, Dendrobiums, Ly- failed to express it; who has al- 

gard,” and “Bridesmaid.” The caste Laeliocattleya, Laelia, Calan- ways looked for the best in others 

wild Liatris spicata furnishes the the, and Sobralia macrantha. Mr. and given the best he had; whose 

blazing stars of earthly origin, and Vogel is also fond of arehids and jife is an inspiration, whose mem- 

Siatice gets ready to bloom for the has brought several strange ones ory a benediction.”
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Wisconsin Horticulture ple and visitors from up state. It a dish,” was the magic phrase tat 
_ Published Monthly by the was non-competitive, paid for clinched the sale of the “trees.” 

Wisconsin Seite Bont oultural Society wholly out of the funds of the So- The police of Chicago are look- 
Official Organ of the Society. ciety. Twenty-eight barrels of ing for the “nature faker.” 

FREDERIO ORANEFIELD, Editor fruit were shown, and at the close —————_. 

Secretary, Wi: SiH: 8; Madison; Wiss the entire exhibit was contributed Cabbage Rot, Potatoes Rot and 
as Secon ln aa hada maleate to the American Legion for the sol- Apples Rot, a Rotten Deal 
TOE) Act’ of ‘ostober’ 8) 2017, Aintree dier boys in hospitals. On Wednes- Somewhere in history, perhaps in 

‘Advertising rates made known on application. day evening the officers of the the Bible, there is something about 

American i aucti a man wl i I - Wiecorsin State Hortloultural Society erica Legion sold, at auction, a man who dug a pit for the pur 

‘Annual membership fee, one dollar, which in. @ portion of the fruit to provide pose of encompassing the downfall 
cludes fifty cents, subscri tion price to Wisconsin . : . : . - 
Horticulture. wend one, dollar Frederic Crane- Christmas cheer for disabled vet- of another and fell into it himself. 
eld, ir, n, . 1‘ 

dollar bil may Bo pent anfol apr oF aA erans. While the metaphor may be a trifle 
hed to a ¢ a . . : Meigs : 

Postage stamps not accepted. —_— mixed the editor is willing to ad- 

—— They Fell From Grace mit that he “dug a pit” for the 

HO Obiilatacssa PreattenE: nowen ne SOMME Once upon a time certain resi- cabbage and potato growers and 
W. A. Toole, Vice-President...........Baraboo suite ~ - . . ok Te be 
Pinedo CRUshl Dacre iesagier “Beanion dents of Shorewood, a modest sub ae fell pa ti se orly by 

—— i j j t ° 2 acecuriyn GoMunTEE urb of Milwaukee, were brought le grace _ang ir pene ot 

Ex-Officio. together by evangelists of this So- Brother Swingle of the Wisconsin 
Presid Vice-President d 8 tary. * a : * 

eetiants Bor Gnas Gore “eee ciety (among the evangelists was Agriculturist. 
A. K. Bassett..........-++++++--+.-Baraboo your secretary) and were brought In the November number of 
O. I. Brigham..................Blue Mounds > ’ 
Wm. Longland......--...++++++-Lake Geneva into the horticultural fold. They Wusconstn HorticuLTure _ there 

For Two Y¥ . o i ] in} ° Set i Boat eT cttsnoinoity ETE shown the horticultural paths were certain opinions expressed 
J.B, Hauser............-++.-+++++-Bayfteld they should follow and the gospel concerning the sagacity of Wiscon- 
Richard Marken.................-Gays Milla : : : ‘ % 
W. BE. Spreiter ..................-Onalaska Of horticulture placed in their sin cabbage and potato growers in 

For One Year. i ic rae 

P.M, Edwards....sssce+-. ss ++-Fort Atkinson hands. One by one they fell from: producing & Surplus “which ue 
James Lvingstone...............+-Milwaukee grace and the local society, organ- wasted, while we were all suffering 
Wm. Nelson..........0e00+2+++++++ Oshkosh . : : * 2 . 

Amo Wittich-....ssvsssssss++-Sturgeon Bay ized at great pains, ceased to exist. for fruits of various kinds. 
—— Now see what they have gone and Editor Swingle answers as fol- 

BOARD OF MANAGERS 
H, C. Christensen Frederic Cranefleld one: lows: 

W. A. Toole ac me “ : : 
——— STRAWBERRY TREES’ SOLD IN I note an article in the Noven- 

The Wisconsin Products SHOREWOOD ber issue of Wisconsin Horti- 

Exposition “There’s one born every minute,” CULTURE under the heading ‘Some- 

At the recent Wisconsin Prod- said P. T. Barnum many years ago, thing Wrong.’ The statement is 

ucts Exposition staged in the Audi- and from reports just received made that in Outagamie, Racine, 
torium at Milwaukee, December from the Chicago police the birth and Kenosha counties thousands of 

14th to 20th, the State Horticul- rate in Milwaukee of this particu- dollars worth of cabbage were rot- 

tural Society put on an exhibit lar kind of human has not de- ting in the field, because the cost 

of Wisconsin grown apples. The creased. of harvesting and marketing is 

fruit was contributed by growers According to the story, a “gold greater than the price offered for 

from seven different counties of brick” artist of the new school has the cabbage. Personally, I have 

the State. Growers in other coun- been selling “strawberry trees” to not seen any such waste, although 

ties, no doubt, would have re- the residents of Milwaukee’s exclu- many newspapers spread this rc- 

sponded had they been called upon. sive suburb, Shorewood. It is es- port. Three newspapers to whom 

The fruit was shown largely in timated that he cleaned several hun- we have written retracted the story, 

baskets and barrels, and every ef- dred dollars on this newest of con- as they found on investigation that 

fort made to stage a purely com- fidence games. it was not true. Probably some 

mercial fruit exhibit. The exhibit “Don’t break your back picking cabbage was left in the field, but 

attracted an unusual amount of at- the berries from a plant; grow this was the early kraut cabbage, 

tention, both from Milwaukee peo- them ona tree and scoop them into which was not contracted for. So
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the moths of the second genera:ion 

THE: INSECT PAGE are ready to emerge and begin !ay- 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist ing their eggs. 
The female moths of the tirst 

generation lay about 550 eggs each, 

The European Corn Borer $5,000, and still another $7,000 and those of the second generation 
Menace from this particular pest. deposit about 350 each. — Since 

The European Corn Borer, with- It is very difficult to find any ex- about half the moths are females 

out doubt, is the most injurious tensive fields of celery, beets, the rate of multiplication ‘s very 
plant pest that has been introduced beans, rhubarb, or spinach within Tapid. As many as 300 full grown 

into this country. Since the sum-  fFteen miles of Boston that are not larvae have been collected from a 

mer of 1917, Massachusetts has infested, although it was exceed- single hill of corn consisting of 

been the base of this invading en- ingly difficult to find a single borer four stalks. Burning or feeding 
emy which has already reached as iy a field of these crops in 1917, out to cattle either direct from the 

far west as Ohio, and threatens to Some of the celery fields now show field or from the silo all crop rem- 
march on to the heart of our corn 4, high as 32% of infestation. The ants and weeds, grass and other 

belt, in spite of all efforts to check  yethod of dealing with this situa- volunteer growths that might har- 

it, The larvae, or borers, tunnel tion is to examire each bunch of _ bor the pests are the standard con- 
through all parts of the corn plant celery with extreme care in the trol measures. However, deep 

and destroy or severely injure the \ashhouse and strip off the outer Plowing in the autumn is now re- 
ears and stalks. Not content with eaves of every plant that shows ceiving favorable consideration, 

corn alone it attacks similarly pota- perforation, until the fair and un- and farmers who plow everything 

toes, celery, beets, Swiss chard, perforated heart is bared. Not in- under deeply and cleanly report 

beans, spinach, oats, tomatoes, cot- frequently the entire plant proves lessening attacks the following 

ton and a host of other plants. to be ruined and, outside of the year. The burning to be effective, 
Agricultural experts, who visited actual loss of plants, the grower must be done before May Ist, and 

the infested areas this fall for the has to reckon with the greatly mul-_ little headway can be expected un- 

purpose of making a study of the tiplied cost of handling his crop less the entire community co-oper- 

corn borer, fear fhat from these At one of the greenhouse estab- ate in its control. / 

areas the pests may make an incur-  jjghments near Boston, house after Every effort is being made to 

sion into the great grain and cattle pouse was seen filled with growing Prevent shipment of infested plants 

country of the West with disas- chrysanthemums the stalks of plant products into Wisconsin 

trous results. which were so riddled that the pro- from these ‘nfested areas by both 

Dr. A. W. Gilbert, the Commis-  prietor estimated the loss on his federal and state quarantires. .\s 
sioner of Agriculture of Massachu-  season’s business at approximately much publicity has been given {0 
setts, who accompanied this party, $7,000. this menace as possible to acquaint 

is quoted as saying, “To compare The corn borer in Massachusetts ‘he public with the facts and en 
the threatened results of the corn has two generations—the larva or able them to recognize the insect 
borer to the loss resultant from borer passing the wirter nearly before it gets a foothold. The 
the World War is not a vain trick ful] grown within the tunnel made broken tassel with extrusions of 
of the imagination.” in the host plant the previous sum- sawdust-like material at the breaks 

Just how extensive is the dam- mer or fall, and again becomes ac-  'S YCTY characteristic. The long- 

age done to the local consumer by tive upon the return of the warm ‘tudinal section of a corm stalk 
the pest was indicated during the days of April and May. The first shows the characteristic tunnel 
investigation, when prominent mar- generation of moths emerges about !"8 of the larvae. All insect trou 
ket gardeners, milk producers and the first week of June, lays its eggs, bles of this nature should be su 
greenhouse men, whose gross re- from which are hatched the first mitted to the State Entomol - 

ceipts from their business run into generation of caterpillars which gist's office for determination “0 
five figures yearly, admitted losses feed, go through the pupa ard moth poe certain ithe European, Coli ; , . , . orer 1s not getting a start in our 
in one case of $1,000, in another stages, and by the last week in July state
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Quality— Grade A Crops— Best Prices | 
| 

| Wisconsin P roducts | 
| MANUFACTURED BY | 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE 

| Telephone Han. 1117 WISCONSIN 

PE a _ ee 

ter. This is true, but if it will pay 

s to hire help to take care of cows, 

Nitrate of Soda it certainly will pay to hire help MecKAY NURSERY 

Car Lots— Less Car Lots to take care of strawberries. As 
for the returns, there is no com- 

wri pares . ; ‘ 
me for pelege croin nenrest parison. The argument will be COMPANY 

MADISON, WIS. made that there is no time to pick MADISON WISCONSIN 

BENTON HARBOR, MICH. strawberries, they come in haying ——— 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. time and conflict with haying and 

LOOKLET FREE—What Nitrate harvest. This is true to a certain Nursery Stock of 

Has’ Done in warmers Own extent, but the major part of the Quality 

SH 52 strawberry crop comes in June 

me albat tatty Nesters Distributor and can be gathered and out of the for Particular Buyers 

Washington; Ind; way before haying is commenced. Have all the standard varieties 

. . Farmers are letting their haying as well as the newer sorts. Can 

Strawberry Growing asaSideIssue go until later than they formerly supply you with everything in 

(Continued from page 73) did and we know of many who do Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

to do the milking for a time. [| not begin until July 10th to 15th Vines and Ornamentals. 

then made up my mind that I and by this time all varieties of 

v0 iry ;_ late strawberries have ripened and Let us suggest what to plant 
would get out of the dairy busi- 1 ft | St ‘ poth in Orchard and in the dec- 

ness as soon as I could and I did. are out of the way. Strawberry i 
: 2 . vad ¢ oration of your grounds. 

\n acre of land that has been pickers can be mostly procured in Prices and our new Catalog sent 

manured with rich barn manure the immediate neighborhood promptly upon receipt of your 

and had one crop of corn grown among families who do not grow list of wants. 

on it, is the ideal place for straw- strawberries. Pickers must be 4 

berries. Such a piece of land will paid better than formerly to con- Nurseries at 

bring in from $500 to $1500 if set form to other industries. The Waterloo, Wis. 

to strawberries; and this sum will question of disposition of the 
not cost near the time and effort fruit is the easiest of all. We find . 

that it takes to get the same that farmers themselves are the '————————————————__ 

amount of money from milk or best customers. The strawberry thought best, shipped to the dis« 

most anything produced on the market, like charity, should be- tant market. 

farm that we know of. The aver- gin at home. Be sure that your When the strawberry business 

age farmer will tell you that it Own family has enough then sell js carried along in conjunction 

takes all of his time and that of all you can to the neighboring with dairying and other farm busi- 

his hired help to take care of the farmers, who do not grow straw- ness, some one of the farmer’s 

cows and the crops that are grown berries. The surplus can be read- family should have particular 

to keep the cows through the win- ily sold in the nearby town or if supervision over it.
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One Th d Pri f $4.00 Each ne ousan rizes O e ac 

| _ We have set out to get 1,000 new members by January 1, 1924. By way of inducement we 

will give to each new member $4.00 value (a low estimate) for $1.00, annual membership as 

| follows: 

. | 
| For One Dollar, currency, P. O. money order or personal check, we will send you: | 

(1) Wisconsin Horticulture, one year, 12 consecutive numbers........$1.00 | 

(2) A copy of the 1922 Annual Reportt........... cee means 090 | 

(3) A copy of 1917 and 1920 Annual Report ~ 5 | 

(4) The Wisconsin Garden Book ............000000-.- coe 25 | 

(5) Native Plants of Wisconsin, Toole ................-... cone 190 | 

(6) Annual Membership —.......-.2.--.2:-.:::::: 0c eee woo. 1.00 | 

Total assccessssssesssseeeesvcesesvseeeeseenstsseesenssstsstnsenenscneeneeee 84,00 | 

| 
(1) Wisconsin Horticulture: A 16-page monthly magazine, not as good as some other horticultural maga- | 

zines, perhaps, but better than most of them; at least for Wisconsin people, because whatever it contains 

is prepared for Wisconsin. There is no pretense of covering all of horticulture, but only Wisconsin horti- | 

culture. You will like it. 
| 

(2) The Annual Report: Contains 182 pages; 16 pages lists of fruit trees and flowers recommended for culti- 

vation in Wisconsin. These lists are carefully prepared by experts each with a lifetime experience in | 

Wisconsin, and are revised every year. Addressesand discussions at the two annual conventions. Noth- 

ing is published in the Reports except that it has permanent value. The subject matter of a Report five 

or even ten years old is as valuable as one of yesterday. | 
| 

(3) We have a large surplus of 1917 and 1920 Reports and a few of preceding years. As long as they last one | 

copy will be sent each new member. These contain many valuable papers; cloth bound. | 

(4) “The Wisconsin Garden Book: 55 pages, 5x7% inches. The simplest, most concise and readable book on | 

vegetable gardening for beginners yet published. It tells you exactly what you want to know, in plain | 

language and in the fewest possible words; seven chapters on vegetable gardening, and two short ones 

on_berry culture and tree fruits for good measure. Written by practical Wisconsin gardeners; published 

by the State Horticultural Society. Price 25c. 

(5) Native Plants of Wisconsin, by William Toole, Sr.: Five interesting and valuable papers. 
| 

| (1) Domesticating our Native Flowers. 

| (2) Native Shrubs of Wisconsin. 

(3) Our Wisconsin Native Trees. 

| (4) Cultivating Our Native Ferns. 

| (5) Our Native Climbing Vines. 

These are not merely botanical lists of plants. In each paper Mr. Toole tells how to use these native 

plants. These papers, delivered at our Annual Conventions were considered of such value that the 

Society has issued them in this attractive booklet. Price 50c. 

(6) Annual Membership in the State Horticultural Society: This is what we are aiming at, why we are 

offering you $4.00 for $1.00, to increase our membership. The Society is doing splendid work. It is not a 

state “Board” or “Department,” bound by red tape, but is close to the people. It is a privilege to be a 

member. You will receive the paper and one Report a year as long as you remain a member. 

On receipt of One Dollar the books described above and pictured on the opposite page will be sent you 

' postage paid; the paper for a full year and a receipt for Annual Membership. Address 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Secretary 

702 Gay Building MADISON, WIS. 
NOTE: We cannot accept postage stamps. 

———
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The Opgenorth Line CRELATEE LIE 
of Ventilated Folding Boxes 

Ventilated Boxes Made Up in Crates 
Complete 

Berry Box Ventilated Sides and Bottoms for Grow- 
ers Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

M ° l Material | 
arteria PLAIN LINE 

Improved Plain Folding Boxes 
ep Plain Boxes Made Up in Crates Complete 

@ Plain Sides and Bottoms for Growers 
| Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

. ° Material mI 
United F ruit Package Co. K. D. Crates Requiring One Nail to Complete 

SHAWANO, WIS. 
A Postal Card Will Bring Our Samples and Price to You 

To Sort or Not to Sort = SSE 
Ww t ' dvised When we build, let us think ° ) 

€ are Trequently advised to | that we build forever. Let it N De You Equipped MW 
sort stored fruits and vegetables not be for present delight nor i] toWin Ouceesh? 4 
to remove decayed specimens which for present use alone. Let it be i] Here is your opportunity to insure [# 

; é ses a » . ° 3 inst emb: i i ing, [# 
would otherwise cause loss by in- such work as our descendants es fronunciation and. poor’ ehoies of (el 

i i i s. N : 3 ds. Know thi ing of puzzling | 
fecting their sound neighbors. Now will thank us for, and let us i war terms. Increase yous efichnats es 
comes an experienced gardener | inink as we lay stone on stone if] which resultsin power and success. | 

say. i ine on — “noce | , Ey 
ho ch vile s pst “an gained that a time is to come when those # WEBSTER'S ey 

y such sorting, that the mixing | stones will be held sacred be-| i NEW INTERNATIONAL Bi 
i me ai and vegstables Adu cause our hands have touched Hi DIGKIONARYS 1 8 
dent in sorting serves to spread the , : —— a) I is an all-know- |# . fd h bh them, and that men will say, as Hing teacher, a universal question [# 
germs; or decay: t leek ec ‘lle, they look upon the labor and ie answerer, made to meet your |# 

while if left alone les loss will re- T rought substance of them, | fol $otMvede oPadoadet tae? b 
sult. Who is right? “See! This our Fathers did for | __ fi] cessful men and women the world over. [8 

oe oo ‘ #3] 400,000 Words. 2700 Pages. 6000 II- |i 
us.”—Ruskin in Sesame and #) lustrations. 12,000 Biographical En- |3} 

: we Hi] tries. 30,000 Geographical Subjects. |# 
Remember the birds these cold Lilies. HH GRAND PRIZE, (Highest Award) | 

stormy days. Suet in the trees and ei iota and cies sas HH 

sheafs of grain or even thrashed . H eral rena, Pewee. FREE Hi 

grain will bring many birds through Nuts are a food for man as well }if G, & C. MERRIAM CO., |: 

the hard winter days. as squirrels. Even birds will eat [§ pene Manes Us S. Ae HH 

them if they can get through the | Ya 
HH fag i 

Jack Dempsey says he will fight outer shell. Plant a few nut trees E fg oie) Mi Vi e 

: next spring. Order them now from [8 fg (AEE) (yy | 
any man in the world on short no- HH) Lie beg 

. your nursery. i sim Lip er Eh 
tice. We often feel that way our- H] Te S- 

selves. . ey es (PR ey oe, 
Straw covering may be kept fii Ne Sata ff i ENS 

from smothering perennials if the ti Ni eel! ARON Fil 
Tall flowers, especially if in a branches are laid down first and W Qe Ww 

large mass, make a better appear- then straw thrown over them. This ia] 5 Siege reSEEeETTTETETTETITTTTTTED Pa i) 

ance if placed on the floor or at gives a circulation of air which is 2 

least below the eye level. to be desired. See big offer on page 77.
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A Brush Burner 

K Lh SN This is the ti f th a e ogg s Nursery his is the time of the year when 

Janesville Wisconsin the removal of trimmings from The Hawks 

SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR the orchard is a problem. I found 

Full line of standard varieties of itso ‘until. J fniee the following Nursery 

rruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, plan: Get a discarded steel stock 

Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- tank. To the bottom of one end Company 

mental trees at prices that are fasten a log chain or heavy wire 

right. Don’t pay two prices to] fifteen or twenty feet long. Hitch 

travoling salesmen. Order ie a team of quiet horses to this. In- are in a position to fur- 

ney. nursery side the tank build a fire of any dry nish high grade Nursery 

material. You are now ready to Stock of all kinds and 
ee . . ” . 

drive into the orchard and begin varieties suitable to Wis- 

Td in the green trimmings. consin and other north- 

They will disappear as fast as sobyd, 

s an can pick them up and throw ag isteits. . k a . 

Cyclopedia them in. By using reasonable care Will be glad to figure on 

in stopping the tank in open places your wants either in 

f there will not be heat enough to large or small quantities 

° damage the trees. Since the horses 

will drag the tank through the — 

H d F it orchard as the work progresses it 

ar y rul Ss is not necessary to carry the brush Wauwatosa ... Wis. 

far, to build new fires or have any 

By U. P. HEDRICK unburned pieces left. Po 

In the February number the 

Vice Director and Horticulturist editor asks for experiences with the 

of the Wilson Red June apple. Ihave one |“ ~* ‘ort907 

New York Agricultural Red June apple tree. It is twelve 

Experiment Station o1 thirteen years old, hardy, thrifty, 

fairly blight resistant. Every two | 

en hecute modern pe or three years it bears a small crop Fiat wae fas 

‘tion and the best regions for of small red apples of good quality. 

growing of the different varie- Raven A. IRWIN erry oxes 

ties of hardy fruits. The vol- ° , . 

ume is divided into eight groups, 
Crates, Bushel Boxes 

eying eerie anaes Suet wired on branches of trees and Climax Baskets 
, . : ° 

fruits, grapes, the brambles, cur- will call the birds to the home As You Like Them 

rants and gooseberries, heath- 
fruits, strawberries and the mis- grounds. Bare manutactiife _ Une, oy ae 

cellaneous fruits. 104 species are SSMS eaw—=—sem wood veneer that give satisfac- 

described, and over 1,200 varie- Hon. Berry bor and orate mate 

ties, all of which are now under Thay +n halt care ae ie 

tativaticn athe orchards. and DELICIOUS See iar ee al 
nurseries of North America. de ady f , either fo: APPLE TREES | | 2eceistayinistonite” & 

order too small or too large for 
With 4 color plates, 12 half- us to handle. We can ship the 

tones and 325 line cuts. $6.00. Direct from folding boxes and crates in K. D. 
from eee cline arclt a 7 

© essentia! n ani ni ‘uit, n 

Faruale ai a posteiores Stark Bros. Nurseries ceenim to de our part well A 
large discount for early orders. 

or from Can give you special A postal brings our price list. 

introductory prices Cumb ‘ 
: umberland Fruit Package 

The Macmillan Company 1. Bs TRISH, Baraboo, WE Company 
; -B. » Baraboo, Wis. pan, 

64-66 Fifth Avenue = New York Salesman for Stark Bros. Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis.
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Stark Tree Orchard of —™ Average Size Stary 

. C. L. Witherell, at go Delicious, Grow 
, Middlebury, Vt.— PM onalGecs 

“ 3500 Stark “ as Nye. OFS renting 
eee Delicious pe ORIGIial, 

ka ati Te 
Pi at ae ie meen Trees . poet : tas TREE 

ey VOSS eee eS 
ee oe ee ee a . Be 2 Tre 

a aur fall Sb” aie : : Ve R es 
eas dealer 3 . - F % Eg 

i Mies |. mY, Pee at rs 7 itt \ 
am 0 i r . 7 OMe 

: B : A a ae. \ < 5 : See wee we | 
S : ie Pee. ame) Mes 

- a par cae” 7 
ae 8 ae: ; | 

74 k Trees=576 Bu. : “\ ark lrees || ; Pm «i ’ - . j i ; 
e % wy . . si ‘ 4 a 

Apples=$2,460.00 in ‘@ . ea 
be Se : y4 j \ i ae kat SS ak 

ear on Vermont rarm. ees oe Bi a! ys g rales F Seam Medes Pe 
- ’ a Page Wah ; 

C. L. Witherell bought the land where his orchard now : : ‘ ts +e aks’ 
stands (near Middlebury, in Northern Vermont) for $40 an oe mar ye + RRS Se ae 
acre. It would haye made him a scant living in’ corn, PER od Oe a 
wheat or ordinary farm crops. ; a re Sr, Es 

Last year, 74 of his 11-year-old Stark Delicious trees “ Gas ie yt ee ig ca . 
yielded him 576 bushels of glorious apples. And—they Sec ea See id) ] 
added the impressive sum of Two Thousand Four Hundred ee ain |. ma 
and Sixty Dollars to his bank account. 5 Ne a pF 

He tells us that his Stark Delicious began bearing when 4 years Pt te le cd 
old—and have borne every year since. He now has 1,000 more Stark Pekan aera 
Delicious 6-yrs.-old that he declares “Will produce a bumper crop Bis ee | 
this year.” On October 21, 1922, he writes: “Just shipped last. car oe as 
Stark Delicious to New York, Got $6.00 per box for run of Delicious 3 
Special Fancy $8.00 per box.” 

. @ @ 

. ” 
Strain of ——— e ] us STARK BRO’S 

Bears Wondrous Money-Crops in 44 out of 48 States! 

Go into almost any state you wish Again, in Sullivan Co., New York, N. J. says:—"The best apple grown.’ 
and you'll see Prosperity sitting on the Chas. Taylor has specialized on Stark ALL his 250 Stark’s Golden Delicious 
front door step of growers who have Delicious and made 5 acres of common 3rd summer, bore big crops this year 
planted ORIGINAL TREE Strain of $40 an acre land bring him over $9,- (1922). One yielded 80 apples, Many 
Stark Delicious. 200.00 in last 9 of the short 10 years he bore “wher only 18, months. “Vers 

= 5 as an a z says, large and fine color.” Near Fitchburg, Mass., A. A. Marshall as been an apple grower He says, 
is getting wondrous crops and record- sQnee people buy Benuine prank Dell” And Prof. Paddock, Ohio’s noted 
prices ($7.00 for 75 Delicious apples in kina PP les they don't want any other State, Horticulturist, frankly admits 
a carton) for his harvests from his S . . opie annie Stark's Golden Delicious beats «ny 
6,000 tree orchard. His 8 and 9-year- ,, Investigate this remarkable apple thing I ever saw.” 
old ORIGINAL: TREES Strain. of stork PAGE, COLOR MASTERPIECE 1923 é Get all the facts—WRITE for FREE 
elicious trees bore about 20 bus 7 — ‘opy of Big, 80-Page 1923 “Lriz 

each this past summer. CATALOG. Learn, too, about Fruits” Book.” age 1928 " 
“. F. Thayer, Chelan Co., Wash. a 9 ici STARK SEED “Bore Heavy Vest: 
former accountant, who banked $90,- Stark’s Golden Delicious table Crops Despite 50-Day Drouth." 
390 for his Stark Delicious, Winesaps 2-Year-Old Trees Bear in 33 States “This drouth ruined almost all of the 
and Jonathans 0 acres in 4 years. is variety i 2 years &ardens and crops around here, but 
He writes:—"If I were planting a new 4 hiS variety pote fruit when G bere our vegetable garden—planted with 
orchard, I would make it all ORIGINAL Cyopy last year in 11 different states Stark Seeds—weathered it well and 
TREE Strain of Stark Delicious.” dcapite & tests and 2 freeses. bore heavy, all through the dry season. 

In Clermont Co., Ohio, J. J. Bohlen- Of it, O. O, Sutton, Pres. of River- Writes Mr. Ulrich Southheimer, Rush- 
der has enjoyed a NET income of $21,- view Orchard, Co. W. Va. (who has land, Penn. 
800.00 in 6 years off 12 to 20 acres, 1.000 Stark’s Golden Delicious) says:— Our Big 64-page Edition of Stark 
ORIGINAL TREE Strain of Stark De- “It is to be the apple sensation of the Bro’s 1923 Vegetable and Flower seed 
licious apples, being his prize-price century.” ; Catalog is now ready. WRITE for 
makers. Chas. Riedenbaker, Burlington Co., FREE Copy. 

Address Box W. H. 
= . * ° 

9 Oldest in America— Largest in World 
At LOUISIANA, MO. — For Over 107 Years



‘ Official Organ of The State Beekeepers Association 

‘ Supplement to WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE, January 1928 

the Vice President, Mr. Conrad Kruse, out of the plan as presented by the 

Wisconsin Beekeeping took charge of the meeting. He ap- Legislative Committee through their 

H. F. WILSON. Ealtor pointed the following Committee on Chairman, Mr. James Gwin, and urge 

ae , a Cen Credentials: Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Mr. that every member and local associa- 

Oficers of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers Wm. Sass, Jr, Mr. A. H. Seefeldt. tion make a special effort to help the 

Presidents. cou + _.. ahumes Gwin, Gotham The Committee, after carefully going committee in this work. 

Vice President... .. AJ AL Brown, Junean over credentials, reported the follow- 5. We recommend that the annual 

‘Treasurer seers CW. Aeppler, Ocon mowee — ing qualified delegates: convention for 1923 be held at Mil- 

RE cual Mocherdice aa ae Misellet 1. Richland County Beekeepers’ waukee in connection with the Prod- 

"emit to MF Fischer, Seey., Madison, Wis Association—James Gwin. ucts Exposition, 1928, Dec. 1 to 8, and 

ee 2. Sheboygan County Beekeepers’ that our annual summer meeting be 

OO  Association—L. T. Bishop. held in connection with the Chautau- 

3. Price County Beekeepers’ Asso- qua as arranged by the University. 

a ershi ciation—H. J. Rahmlow. 6. We recommend that our asso- 

Renew Your Me mbership 4. Washington County Beekeepers’ ciation send a delegate to the Ameri- 

About 200 of our members Association—A. H. Seefeldt. can Honey Eroducer penne meet: 

aadv ce . . 5. Milwaukee County Beekeepers ing, Feb. 6, 7 and 8, at St. souijs, the 

have already = nt an their re- Association—John Kneser. selection of the delegate to be left to 

newals for 1923. Every mem- 6. Shawano County Beekeepers’ the officers of our association. 

ber who renews voluntarily Association—William Hanneman. 7. We recommend that the Gov- 

saves postage expense and time aunties Coun Beekeepers! As: ernor, Hon. J. J. Blaine! be asked by 
creta » have sociation—A. A. Brown. our association to declare a NEY 

for the secretary. We have set 8. Baraboo Valley Beekeepers’ As- WEEK next Fall, the time to be set 
our goal at 1000 paid-up mem- sociation—Frank Hanley. by our Label and Lithographed Con- 

bers for 1923. DO YOUR 9. Fond du Lac County Beekeep- — tainer Committee. 

DUTY AS A BEEKEEPER TO ers’ Association—-William Sass, Jr. 8. We recommend that those affili- 

DAY, send in you dollar. The Board of Managers voted to ated locals who have sent in their an- 

have Mr. Mangin act as a representa- nual report and whose membership is 

tive for the Brown County Beekeep- below the required ten be retained on 

While you are thinking about ers’ Association ang singe ng dele- the files of the State Association; sec- 

aicline «4 , -, as a , gate was present for Dane Sounty, ond, that those affiliated associations 

sending an, your PSASN al to the the Board also voted to have Profes- who failed to report be asked to send 

state association, include another sor Wilson act as delegate for Dane jn their annual report not later than 

dollar for membership in the County. A little later Mr. George a certain time, the time to be speci- 

American Honey Producers’ Jneobeae ,, ebregenting Fox Hiver fied by the secretary, and if they fail 

a le ad 3 Sta liaKe alley Beekeepers’ Association; A. E. to make such a report in due time, 

League. We had an affiliated — jyoger, representing Jefferson County — that their affiliated privileges be taken 
membership of 117 last year, let's ‘Association, and William Procknow, away. 

,do better for 1923. Send your representing Northeast Wisconsin 9. We recommend that the secre- 

League dues to your Secretary. Beekeepers’ Association, and Alvin tary’s salary be increased to $250 a 

i. “ Schneider representing Wood County, — year. 

Bee Journals at Reduced Rates arrived, making a total of fourteen 10. We recommend that the secre- 

for Our Members delegates present. Other beekeepers tary be authorized to make immediate 

1 - Sos a ae . present, but not acting as delegates, reservation for a HONEY BOOTH for 

The regular subscription price were A. J. Schultz, Fond du Lac; Edw. the State Association at the Products 

of the American Bee Journal is Hassinger, Jr. Greenville, and E, S. Exposition in 1923. 

$1.50 per year and of Gleanings Hildemann, Belle Plaine. 11, We recommend that the secre- 

in Bee Culture is $1.00 per year. Because of the large amount of busi- tary prepare a directory for 1923, in- 

If you send your subseription to nese to be acted a it was voted cluding a constitution and bylaws 

- * neata ry. . . SERUKS to dispense with the reading of the and that a committee be appointed to 

sour Secretary, you ‘may secure minutes, with the exception of the secure advertising to finance the di- 

\merican Bee Journal for $1.00  yecommendations made by the Board rectory, such a directory not to be 

per year and Gleanings in Bee at the 1921 Convention. published until the — advertising 

Culture for 85c per year. Mem- ‘ Arter jcaretut eonaidera on sane finances have been coe 

acer bake advantage en engthy discussion the Board of Man- 2. e recommend that a mini- 

1 FSi, take advantage of this re agers voted to make the following rec- © mum price of $2 for a 10-inch litho- 

enetion and send subscription ommendations to the State Associa- graphed honey pail and $1.15 for a 5- 

tves to the Secretary. tion: inch lithographed honey pail be estab- 

—- —_——— 1. We recommend the adoption of — lished. 

44th Annual Convention a uniform standard label and uniform 13. We recommend that the offi- 

V'ISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS’  lithographed pail for members of the cers of the association and the Execu- 

ASSOCIATION State Association to contain the very ure Pomme co-operate with the 

5 ‘ : ‘ best fancy Wisconsin WHITE honey. Label and Lithograph Container Com- 

Milwaukes Aud orm Milwaukee 2. We recommend the adoption of mittee and that all of these officers 

’ = a standard honey poster for members and committees be allowed to take 

The annual meeting of the Board of of the State Association. whatever steps are necessary to carry 

}anagers was called at 2 p. m, De- 3. We recommend the adoption of out plans for establishing these prices, 

ember 13, Committee Room A, Mil- a uniform honey booklet for members drawing up of contracts, including in 

vaukee Auditorium. Our President, of the State Association. the work of these people the carrying 

Mr. FL F. Stelling, being in Europe, 4. We recommend the carrying on of correspondence with members
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using glass jugs and bottles with the No. of Affili: ted | 
hope of establishing a uniform price Association Appropriation Members Dues Loc: Is 

for glass containers as well as litho- Agr, Exp. Station..............$5,000 (June) 695 $1 50 Co. ordirs | 
graphed containers. (issue Annual Report) 

14. We recommend that the State State Horticultural Society.... 9,000 1,600 1 900 affili- 
Association make an annual donation (Issue Annual Report) (about) ated mem! 2rs 
of Ten Dollars ($10) to the Miller Me-  Granberry Association ........ 250 56 1 at 50c 
morial Library. (Issue Annual Report) 250 Spe. Aid 

15. We recommend the adoption of Wis. Potato Growers’ Ass’n..... 4,000 300 «1 
Mr. Bishop’s plan to publish an eight (Issue Annual Report) | 
page journal for the members of the State Dairymen’s Assn......... 6,000 4,000 (Approximately) 
State Association, providing this plan (Issue Annual Report) 
can be worked out so that it will not Wis. Cheesemakers’ Ass’n.,.... 600 1 : 
cost more than 50 cents per member. (Issue Annual Report) 

The meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m. Wis, Cheese Producers’........ 1,000 (Factories) 175 10 per factory 
Thursday Morning Federation (appears in guide) (Farmers) 4,000 6 local branc ies 

The Convention was called to order Wik. pate Poultry Breeders 5,000 About 400 1 
at 9:45 a. m. by Vice President Con- ‘ Bg eS sta ng ig eyag te ee . g rad Kruse. The minutes of the pre- Livestock Breeders’ Ass’n...... 9,000 From 300 to 800 pdt eniGers 

vious convention were read by the ‘ ' Abou afi 
Secretary and approved by the Con- Wisconsin State Beekeepers 72 1 About p6h eile 
vention. The Secretary’s report, in- BG De, Beaks ae Uesactendba t totesaesecenes © Ea 
cluding reports of the affiliated asso- *State Dairymen Association. Two classes of members, those that pay the 
ciations, Secretary's correspondence, fee of 50c and also every member of a cow testing association in Wisconsin is 

and the Honey Booth, were read and a member of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association by virtue of his member: 
approved by the Convention. (These ship in a local cow testing association. 

reports will be included in detail 
later.) i ‘ ify " ; a bill presented at the State Legisla- moral support to this work and notify 
nee report of ths Denies Com- ture at the coming session, asking for the State Department of Markets of 

mittee, given Py ames rwin, Chair- $1,500 for the development of our or- any violation of the rules. 
me be bas lidive 'G ; f ganization. Upon investigation we The State University. A large part 
1 ane ine eae ante Fee after find that the proper plan of procedure of our program during the past six 
ter pid NIBH lan ae t ee BLE mat: to follow will be to pass a resolution years has been due to the assistance 
ers In wae ti uate Ssociation is equesting such a grant and present rendered by the University officials 
one has the following report this resolution to the members of the and the clerical service provided for 

. P 3 legislature. It will then be necessary the organization work of our associa: 

wire pre four meee mn which the to have someone introduce the bill. tion. The Beekeeping Department of 
tion is: eoncemnea eckeepers’ Assocla- (Bill 175A introduced by Assembly- our State University is one of the 

1 The develo ment f the A. i man Perry during 1921.) The Legis- most important in the United States 

tion itself P ° 7 ASSOCIA- _Tative Committee asks each member’ and we: show? ee proud ot the Die 
. 7 + individually and every local associa- ress as made. omplete projects 

ait ane aplaTy Denecton. pepart: tion to write his Senator and Assem- in beekeeping extension, beekeeping 
culture, which ial aos reatenth a blyman to support this bill. If you research and beekeeping instruction 
bee diseases, u eradicavon © do not know who your Senator and have been carried out for our bee 

3 The marketin: roblem dens Assemblyman are, stop at the Secre- keepers and a very full line of equip- 

forcement of the hone . di, and tary’s desk, where there is a list of ment has been provided for this work. 
lati 5 y Brading resu- aj! Senators and Assemblymen. However, we do not believe that the 
at cae ae carried on by the State De- The State Department of Agricul- present housing quarters are at all 

aa mer o Mamkets. ture. Our main support has been adequate for our beekeeping depart: 
th St ie eekeep ng Department of given to the Department of Agricul- ment. Three states received appro- 

ne, Stale : niverslty,. inc uding Exten- ture because of the eradication of bee priations for this purpose the past 
sion, Research and Educational work. giseases. We all have benefitted by season, Wisconsin should provide a 

State Beekeepers’ Association. Up the disease control work carried on suitable building for the beekeeping 
to the present time, our organization through the State Apiary Inspection work and your Legislative Committee 
has never received any appropriation Department by Dr. Fracker and his recommends that the State Associa- 
from the State to promote its welfare. assistants, and your committee sug- tion take immediate steps to ask the 
Investigations show that other agri- gests that this association inform the Legislature at the coming session to 
cultural organizations on the same members of the Legislature that it is appropriate sufficient funds for a new 
basis as our association in Wisconsin jn favor of continuing the appropria- beekeeping building at the University. 
are receiving grants from the State. tion for bee disease control work. We This report was accepted by the 
For your information we will include also believe that the change in the Convention and all members in at- 
facts concerning these associations. jaw, which Dr. Fracker will explain, tendance pledged their support to help 
In checking over this list, you will will be made. the Committee carry out their pro- 
note that our organization has a The Department of Markets. We gram. 
greater paid-up membership than all believe the Department of Markets The Treasurer’s report was read by 
but three of these associations, and hag been doing very good work in en- Treasurer C. W. Aeppler, and was 'e- 
that some associations with much forcing the honey grading rules and ferred, with the Secretary's financial 
smaller paid memberships are receiv- yegulations and should notify our report, to the Auditing Committee, tie 
ing appropriations of some kind. Legislature that this organization members of which were Miss Jennie 

Your committee recommends that feels it highly important that this Matzke, Mr. F. J. Mongin and Mr. A. 
the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ As- work be continued. Every member of  E. Jaeger. 
sociation make every effort to have this State Association should give his The Chairman appointed at tlls
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tine A. A. Brown, Ivan Whiting, Edw. sidering all labels submitted, felt that by Mr. Latham were secured and will 

Ha:singer, Jr, and James Gwin as a the one now used by C. W. Aeppler be included in a later issue. 

Resolution Committee. was most satisfactory from all angles Since Mr. Norgord was compelled 

ihe first address given was that —distinctiveness, advertising value to leave Milwaukee early Friday morn- 

of the Chairman of the Convention, and attractiveness—and recommended ing, he was called to address the bee- 

Mr. Conrad Kruse. (This paper will the adoption of this label. (The com- keepers at this hour. Our members 

be published later.) plete report of the Label Committee enjoyed his sincere remarks and ex- 

Mr. E. R. Root, Medina, Ohio, then will be published later.) . pressed by a resolution thelr appre- 

ye a vivid account of the beekeep- Professor H. F, Wilson, in his talk, ciation of the generous sympathy and 

by meeting in North Dakota, which “A Standard Honey Container for the support he has given to the beekeep- 

te attended on December 10th The State Association,” presented a plan ing problems of Wisconsin. Mr. Nor- 

beekeepers of North Dakota ‘organ- for a standard lithographed container gord showed his genuine interest in 

ized a state association at that meet- to be used by the members of the the work when he stated, “We want 

ized @ states taken of Mr. Root’s talk State Association. He pointed out to make this state SAFE for honey 
be published later. . that a lithographed pail would cost producers and we believe we shall 

‘Attendance at this session—65. several cents more than the ordinary accomplish this task. The State De- 

" tin pail but the fact that it bore a partment of Agriculture stands ready 

Afternoon Session label which could not be torn or to help the beekeepers in every way 

This session was opened at 1:50 washed off and would remain on the it can. I am glad to be with you to- 

with a paper on the “Value of Co pail indefinitely was worth the differ. day and I hope you will have a suc- 

operation,” by A. A. Brown, Secretary one ne algo stated tat the adver- cessful beekeeping season this com- 

of the Dodge County Beekeepers’ As- sing value alone of such a container ing year.” 

sociation. Mr. Brown outlined clearly would more than offset this difference. The following telegrams were re- 

the beekeepers’ present troubles and Blanks containing prices of these con- ceived and read to the convention: 

ended with the following story: tainers were distributed and members “To the members of the Wisconsin 

“After all has been said concerning Were given an opportunity to state State Beekeepers’ Association: 

the beekeeper I am reminded of the how many pails they could use. A “Fond du Lac extends cordial invi- 

story of two colored fellows who got detailed account of this plan will be tation to your Association to select 

into a wrangle over the sale of a mule. printed later affording members una- Fond du Lac for 1924 summer meet- 

It seems Moses sold Rastus a mule, ble to attend the convention an op- ng. Will do anything reasonable to 

In about two weeks Rastus came to portunity to order lithographed pails. further {ts success. (Signed) 

Moses and demanded he take the mule Mr. Aeppler was then called upon “FOND DU LAC ASSOCIATION OF 

back and give him his money he paid to explain the condition under which COMMERCE. 

for the mule. he would be willing to give his label “fp, T. Markle, Secretary.” 

“Moses said, ‘See here, Rastus, wha’ to the State Association. Mr. Aeppler __,, . 
fo’ you want your money back?’ stated: “The actual cost to me for To the members of the Wisconsin 

“‘Ah wants ma money back ‘cause plates, engravings, copyrighting and State Beekeepers’ Association: 

that mule’s blind.’ registration was $120. The engraver Deeply regret cannot be with you. 

“When ah lets him out 'o de stable, did all the work under a magnifying Family ill. Urge standard pails. Go 

he walks right onto a big pile of stone glass, spending two days in picking forward together. United we stand, 

and scenrly breaks hia) Laie beta Tae out the cells under a microscope. [  ‘ivided we are ae (iene) 
could extricate him. en he walks am glad to donate my time, idea and et 2 

straight into my barb wire fence, he personal work on this label if the “Wausau, Wis.” 
did, and cut he’s gelt most to pieces: State Association feels it wants this Attendance at this session—152. 

’se no mor’n got him straightene label as its trademark, providing the . 
about an’ he walks right plumb allow me $120, which t have aeuually Evening Session, December 14 

against the basement wall of my barn. paid out. You may have the label, Beekeeping Movie. The film on 

I tell you’se that mule am blind, and I which I have registered and copy- bees, prepared by the U. S. Depart- 
wants back my money.’ righted, with the good will of the ment of Agriculture, was kindly 

“‘Say, Rastus,’ said Moses, ‘Dat originator.” loaned to us by the G. B. Lewis Com- 

Tnulecainit blind, he just don’t give a The meeting was then thrown open P@2Y and it with a film of the Lewis 

sie . oe to a public hearing conducted by Mr. Plant were shown to about 50 bee- 

(Watch for this paper; it will be B, B, Jones of the State Department keepers and 200 persons visiting the 
printed in one of the future issues— of Markets to decide whether or not Exposition. (Because of the interest 

it wall help you.) the beekeepers of Wisconsin shall use Shown by the public in these films, 

Mr. C. D, Adams then gave the re- standard sized containers. The paper they were run each night during the 

| rane. ane aes comm tise a woe presented by Mr. Jones at this time ©xPosition.) 
" as ear. tr: ams w: 7 

pointed out the abeolute necessity of will be nublished later. Morning Sesslon, December 15 
a trademark carryin ar he (Similar hearings for beekeepers The meeting was called to order at 

carrying a guarantee that wil) be held at Appleton, January 16; 9: 
would gain the consumers’ confidence. yay Claire, Ji ppleton, January 16; 9:15 a. m. . 
He told of his experiences with the vau Claire, January 17; Lancaster, The first paper, “Box Hive Beekeep- 

bottling concerns, and of the little January 22; Madison, January 31; and ing and the Marketing of Apiary 

faith these companies have in Wis- the final results will be published in Equipment,” by Dr. S. B. Fracker, em- 

consin beekeepers, due to the fact that this paper as soon as all recommenda- phasized the important relation of the 

ow beekeepers do not fill orders tions have been made.) distribution points of equipment to bee 

trv to sample. If ever we are to de- Mr. Allen Latham of Norwichtown, disease control. (Dr. Fracker’s paper 

m:ad the confidence of the bottlers, Conn., gave a very interesting talk on will be published later.) 

br kers and consumers, it must be his honey candies and honey sand- Mr. H. C. Dadant then, in his talk 

through a guarantee backed not only wiches. His “Yankee” style combined on “Comb Building,” carefully traced 

by the individual, but also by a co- With a pleasing personality afforded the evolution of the manufacture of 

operative group of individuals. The the beekeepers an entertaning, as well comb foundation, and illustrated dif- 

Lael Committee, after carefully con- as valuable hour. The recipes given ferent types of comb. (Mr. Dadant’s
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complete paper with pictures will be business. Beekeepers, you must rec- Recommendation No. 4. “We ec- 
published later.) ognize the different trade channels, ommend the carrying out of the ~ ‘an 

For the benefit of students from the you must make a distinction in whole- ag presented by the Legislative ( im. 

Milwaukee County School of Agricul- sale quotations, brokers’ quotations, mittee through their  Chairr an, 
ture, Mr. Aeppler was asked by the and the retail market. The supply James Gwin, and urge that e\:ry 

chairman to give a talk on beekeep- manufacturers are advertising but we member and local association mak» a 
ing as a profitable business. (Notes can only scratch the ground. Every special effort to help the commi tee 
on this talk were taken and will be individual beekeeper must co-operate {n this work.” 
published later.) in advertising if we are ever going A motion was made and carrie: to 

Dr Fracker then gave an outline of to place our industry on a solid foun- adopt this recommendation. 
the work being done by the National dation. I believe you will be taking Recommendation No. 5. “We . ec 
Honey Producers’ League. (This a good step by adopting the standard ommend that the annual convent on 
paper will be included in a later is- lithographed container for your mem- for 1923 be held at Milwaukee in (on- 
sue.) bers.” nection with the Products Expositi n, 

Professor H. F. Wilson in his paper Mr. Allen Latham at the request of 1923, December 1 to 8, and that our 
on the Miller Memorial Library ex- the beekeepers then explained his annual summer field meet be held in 
pressed his appreciation of the inter- method of rearing queens. (An ab- connection with the Chautauqua as 
est shown by Wisconsin Beekeepers  stract of this talk will be included in arranged by the University to be held 
and the financial help they had given a later issue.) at MADISON, AUGUST 13 TO 18." 
in securing the library. He also ex- The report of the Auditing Com- A motion was made and carried to 

plained how it would be possible for mittee was as follows: adopt this recommendation. (The 
beekeepers to secure books from this “We have looked over the financial dates for next year’s convention will 
library. statements of the Treasurer and Sec- be DECEMBER 6 AND 7. 

In his paper, ‘Past, Present and retary as well as the record books and Recommendation No. 6. “We rec- 

Future of Beekeeping,” Mr. E. W. At- find them O. K.” ommend that our association send a 
kins gave many interesting historical The convention accepted the report delegate to the American Honey Pro- 

references. (We are glad to have a_ of the Auditing Committce. ducers’ League meeting, February 6, 
copy of this paper on file to publish A motion was then made and car- 7 and 8, at St. Louis, the selection of 
for our members.) ried that each recommendation of the the delegate to be left to the officers 

Mr. Ivan Whiting gave some inter- Board of Managers be considered sep- of our association.” 
esting observations in his talk, “Some arately. Mr. A. A. Brown explained by re- 
Data on Spring Brood Rearing.” Mr. The secretary then read: quest this recommendation, stating: 
Whiting illustrated his notes with Recommendation No. 1. “We rec- “In previous years, members, although 
charts. (We hope to get a copy of ommend the adoption of a uniform our organization is affiliated with the 
this paper for publication.) standard label and uniform litho- American Honey Producers’ League, 

“Plans for 1923 Extension Work,” graphed pail for members of the State Wwe have never sent a delegate to but 
by L. P. Whitehead, Extension Apicul- Association to contain the very best one of the meetings of the League. 
turist at the University, was the next fancy Wisconsin White Honey.” Your Board of Managers felt that we 

paper on the program but because of A motion was made and carried to should send a delegate this year and 
lack of time, this talk was not given. adopt this recommendation. thus we made the recommendations | 
Mr. Whitehead has filed a copy of this Recommendation No. 2. “We rec- you have just heard.” 
paper with this office and it will be ommend the adoption of a standard A motion was made and carried to 
published later. honey poster for members of the State adopt this recommendation. 
Attendance—112, Association.” Recommendation No. 7. “We rec: 

Afternoon A motion was made and carried to ommend that the Governor, Hon. J. 
. adopt this recominendation. J. Blaine, be asked by our association 
wins session was; called ito order af Recommendation No. 3. “We rec- to declare a HONEY WEEK next fall, :55 p.m. 5 i ommend the adoption of a uniform the time to be set by our Label and 

The first number wasea tall by E. honey booklet for members of the Lithographed Container Committee.” 
R. Root, “Reinforcing Foundation state Association.” A motion was made and carried to 
Brood Frames.” (Mr. Root has prom- Professor Wilson was asked to ex- adopt this recommendation 
ised us a paper on this subject for plain this recommendation and he Recommendation No. 8 “We rev- 
publication in our journal). In addl- gaye the following: ‘In connection ommend that those affiliated locals 
tion to his talk on the subject of brood With a uniform container and poster who have sent in their annual report 
frames, Mr. Root made the following for the members of our association, and whose membership is below the 
remarks: we thought it would be advisable to required TEN be retained on the files 

“I would like to endorse what Mr. also have a honey booklet issued as of the State Association; second, thet 
C. W. Aeppler has said. The most se- an organization booklet, such a book- those affiliated associations who faile! 
rious menace today is the fact that let to contain recipes, facts concern- to report be asked to send in thei" 
honey is not selling at a fair price ing honey, and any other information annual report not later than a certai 
and there is danger of the price going that the members might feel was de- time, the time to be specified by th: 
down due to the beekeepers’ unbusi- sirable. The printing of such a book- secretary, and if they fail to mak’ 
nesslke policy. The producers must let would be taken care of by the such a report in due time, their affil 
join with the supply men because if State Association and members could ated privileges be taken away.” 
you producers fail, we supply men_ secure copies at cost through the sec- The secretary offered the followin 
fail. It is true your problems are our retary’s office.” explanation concerning this recon 
problems and whether supply manu- Mr. Gwin: “I would like to add in mendation since a number of men 
facturer, honey bottler or honey pro- this connection, members, that it is bers did not understand what it co’ 
ducer we must join hands and work not compulsory for you to use either ered: “You will recall that all affil 
together. I like your Mr. Gwin’s term the uniform container, poster or book- ated local associations are require | 
U S and Company and that is what let, but it is a PRIVILEGE.” to file an annual report with the se- 
we must work for. Unless you co- A motion was made and carried to retary’s office about fifteen or twent 
operate, you will be forced out of adopt this recommendation. days previous to the annual conve-
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| tion to permit the secretary to check satisfied with their judgment in this of engravings, plates, copyrighting 

ove’ the membership standing of the matter.” and registration of trademark, which 

| yarious locals. In the report of affill- Recommendation No. 14. “We rec- amounted to $120. 

ated locals, you will note (this report ommend that the State Association A motion was made and _ carried 

published in this issue) that five locals make an annual donation of $10 to the that the Label and Lithographed Con- 

failed to make any report and nine Miller Memorial Library.” tainer Committee go to the extra ex- 

locals are below the required rating A motion was made and carried to pense af trying out several different 

(each affiliated local is supposed to adopt this recommendation. color schemes in working out a satis- 

have ten of its members on the state Recommendation No. 15. “We rec- factory combination for the litho- 

association membership roll.) To ommend the adoption of Mr. Bishop's graphed container. 

give the secretary some power in this plan to publish an eight page journal The Resolution Committee then 

connection, your Board made the rec- for the members of the State Asso- gave the following report: 

ommendation you have just heard.” ciation, providing this plan can be Resolution No. 1. ‘Whereas, Many 

A motion was made and carried to worked out so that it will not cost beekeepers in different parts of the 

adopt this recommendation. more than 50 cents per member.” state have suffered because fruit trees 

Recommendation No. 9. “We rec- A motion was made and carried to have been sprayed in full bloom, 

ommend that the secretary's salary be adopt this recommendation. thereby killing the bees visiting the 

increased to $250 a year.” ‘A motion was made and carried trees and depleting the colonies below 

A motion was made and carried to that the election of officers be taken honey gathering strength, and 

adopt this recommendation. up before the reports of the various “Whereas, The bees are known to 

Recommendation No. 10. “We rec- committees since a number of mem- be of GREAT VALUE to the growers 

ommend that the secretary be author- bers were forced to catch trains Fri- of pollinators; and, 

jzed to make immediate reservation day afternoon, “Whereas, No schedule of spraying 

for a HONEY BOOTH for the State The Nominating Committee, which calls for spraying while the trees are 

Association at the Products Exposi- consisted of the delegates of the local in full bloom, but distinctly warns 

tion in 1923.” affiliated associations, nominated the against such spraying; and, 

A motion was made and carried to following members for the office of “Whereas, It seems advisable to at- 

| adopt this recommendation. president: I. C. Painter, Wausau, tempt to remedy this condition by 

1 ‘ “ ae. and James Gwin, Gotham. A proper educating the fruit grower; 

eee On dency prenare.s vote being taken, Mr. Gwin was found “Be It Resolved, That we petition 

| directory for 1923, including constitu to be elected. the Wisconsin Horticultural Society to 

| tion and by-laws, and that a commit- A motion was made and carried use its good offices in co-operating 

tee be appointed to secure advertis- that the secretary be instructed to with the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ 

ing to finance the directory, such a cast a unanimous ballot for James Association in educating and persuad- 

directory not to be published until the Gwin as president. | ing the fruit growers not to spray 

advertising finances have been col- The Nominating Committee then trees in full bloom.” 

lected.” named A. A. Brown, Juneau, and Wm. Resolution adopted. 

‘A motion was made and carried to Sass, Jr., Fond du Lac, for the office Resoluton No. 2. “Whereas, The 

adopt this recommendation. of vice president. A proper vote be- State of Wisconsin is one of the best 

Recommendation No. 12. “We rec- ing taken, Mr. Brown was elected vice honey producing states in America; 

ommend that a minimum price of $2 president and a motion was duly made and, | 

for a 10-Ib. pail of honey and $1.15 for and carried instructing the secretary “Whereas, There is being created, 

a 5-lb, pail of honey be established to cast a unanimous ballot for Mr. through extension work from the Col- 

for association members using the Brown as vice president. . lege of Agriculture, through the state 

State Association lithographed con- A motion wae made and carried and local beekeeping associations, 

tainer.” that a unanimous ballot be cast for and through the apiary inspection 

A motion was made and carried to Cc. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc, as treas- work of Wisconsin, a thirst for bee- 

adopt this recommendation. urer, and Miss Malitta D. Fischer, keeping information, and keen desire 

Recommendation No. 13. “We rec- Madison, as secretary. for assistance from our Beekeeping 

ommend that the officers of the asso- A motion was made and carried Department at the College of Agri- 

ciation and the Executive Committee that the present Label Committee act culture; and, | 

co-operate with the Label and Litho- as the Lithographed Container Com- ; “Whereas, The State of Wisconsin 

graph Container Committee and that mittee for the following year. is rapidly forging ahead in its disease 

all of these officers and committees Although the members had adopted eradication | work, thus _making bee- 

be allowed to take whatever steps are uniform container, they had not de- keeping safe in Wisconsin, and there- 

nevessary to carry out plans for es- Cided as to the colors for their litho- fore creating a greater number of po- 

tablishing these prices, drawing up of &Taphed container. Considerable dis- tential beekeepers; and, . 

contracts, including in the work of cussion followed in this connection Whereas, The University of Wis- 

these people the carrying on of corre- and there was a great variation in consin has been selected as the home 

s}ondence with members using glass Pinion as to what color combination of the Dr. C. C. Miller Memorial Li- 

juss and bottles with the hope of es- Would be most distinctive. brary, thus nationally recognizing 

taslishing a uniform price for glass A motion was made and_ carried Wisconsin BS leading honey produc- 

ccntainers as well as lithographed that since the Label Committee had ing Suate by conferring this honor 

ecatainers. We also recommend that thoroughly investigated all types of “RoR er; and, 

th» present Label Committee be con- labels during the past year and felt “Whereas, The Beekeeping quarters 

tijued for another year as the Label that Mr. Aeppler’s label was most sat- at our State College of Agriculture 

aid Container Committee.” isfactory, that the members adopt this re wholly inadequate, for proper in- 

A motion was made and carried to label as their State Association label struction, research and laboratory 

a opt this recommendation. and have confidence in the committee, work; 

The convention after adopting this authorizing the same committee to “Therefore, Be It Resolved, That 

Fr commendation passed the following make the selection of colors. we, the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ 

notion: “We have confidence in our ‘A motion was made and carried Association, in its 44th Annual State 

Committee and Officers and will be to allow Mr. Aeppler the actual cost Convention assembled, earnestly re
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quest the Wisconsin State Legislature, ship in county locals of 584, being Gwin, who addressed the member. as 
the University Board of Regents, and surpassed in membership by only follows: 
Dean H. L. Russell of the College of three of our agricultural associations “Your President is happy to lave 

Agriculture, to seriously consider the receiving state aid; the opportunity to stand before you 
needs of the beekeeping industry and “Therefore, Be It Resolved, That and feels honored not in holding -his 
the needs of the beekeepers of the we, the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ position but in the confidence you 
State of Wisconsin, and we pray that Association, in its 44th Annual Con- have bestowed upon him. I want you 
immediate action be taken by the vention assembled, request our 1923 to know that I will do all in my power 
proper authorities to provide a bee- State Legislature to GRANT OUR _ to promote beekeeping as a business 
keeping building at the University of ASSOCIATION $1,500 State Aid per for state association members. W § 
Wisconsin to meet the needs set forth year for the promotion of bee culture. and Company. But I ask a few favors 

in this resolution, and doing credit and the welfare of the beekeeping in- of you. I ask that you be more care. 
to our State.” dustry in Wisconsin.” ful in piling up work for our secre. 

Resolution adopted. Resolution adopted. tary, make more of an effort to re. 

Resolution No. 3. “Whereas, There A motion was made and carried lieve her of some of the distressing 
is no uniformity throughout the State that the secretary take immediate work she has been doing and you 

as regards prices charged by beekeep- ‘Steps to send resolutions to the proper can do this by giving more rapid re- 
ers for honey; and, parties at the proper time. sponse and co-operation. You all | 

“Whereas, This big discrepancy in The matter of establishing prices know, if you don’t you had better find 
prices throughout the State has a de- for members of our association was out, what she is doing. Before you 
moralizing effect upon the industry again considered and Mr. Aeppler pre- leave this meeting today, say to your. 
as a whole; and, sented the following plan: “All local self, ‘I am going to get at least one 

“Whereas, There seems to be a de- associations should hold a special "ew member to join our organization, 
sire among our beekeepers to have meeting at a time specified by the Take that determination home with 
our established and uniform price Price Committee. The secretary will You and keep it with you until you 
throughout the state on the several notify the secretaries of local asoscia- have sent in at least $1 to our secre. 
grades of honey; tions of the time for holding such a_ tary. . 

“Therefore, Be It Resolved, That a meeting, which will probably be dur- “The convention has taken away 
committee of five be appointed by the ing the middle of July. At this meet- the appointive power of the Chair so 

Chair to work out a plan tending to ing, the local associations will gather far as the Label Committee is con- 
carry out the above provisions of this information concerning prospects for ¢erned and the present Label Commit- 

resolution.” a honey crop, local conditions, and tee Will be the Label and Lithographed 
Resolution adopted. use this as a basis to determine prices, Container Committee for 1923. This 
Resolution No. 4. “Whereas, Miss The local secretary will wire these Committee, C. W. Aeppler, Oconomo- 

Malitta D. Fischer has given the Wis- prices to the state secretary, who will W0C; Dr. Robt. Siebecker, Madison, 
consin State Beekeepers’ Association compile the reports which will be pre- 2nd C. D. Adams, Wauwatosa, as ap- 
most efficient and faithful service as sented at the meeting of the Price Pointed last year, will therefore con- 
its Secretary; and, Committee of the State Association. tinue for 1923. 

“Whereas, Her salary does not be- The members of this State Associa- “The Executive Committee as ap- 
gin to compensate her for the services tion Price Committee will meet just pointed last year, I believe, will serve 
rendered and being rendered; as soon as the secretary has the local our organization this year, and I 

“Therefore, Be It Resolved, That reports compiled, the time of this therefore reappoint L. T. Bishop, She- 
we, the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ meeting being preferably around July boygan; I. C. Painter, Wausau, and 
Association, extend a vote of thanks 22. The Price Committee of the State A. H. Seefeldt, Kewaskum. 
to her for this service, and that we Association will after carefully con- “Xs a Uniform Price Committee, | 

collectively and individually pledge sidering the recommended prices of will appoint C. W. Aeppler, Oconomo- 
our support and co-operation to ena- the various county associations, rec- woc; F. J. Mongin, Green Bay; Edw. 
ble her to carry out the duties of the ommend a set of prices for all mem- Hassinger, Jr., Greenville; A. A. 
office” bers of the State Association. It is Brown, Juneau, and our Secretary, | 

Resolution adopted with a unani- absolutely necessary that all dele- Miss Fischer, Madison. 
mous rising vote of thanks. gates present at this meeting pledge “As the committee to carry out the 

Resolution No. 5. “Whereas, The their full support to this plan if it is work of securing advertising to 
beekeeping industry is making rapid going to succeed.” finance our new directory, I appoint 
strides and honey is an important A motion was made and carried A. A. Brown, Juneau; E. W. Atkins, 

agricultural crop in this state; and, that the State Association adopt this Watertown, and Mrs. Martha White, 
“Whereas, The honey bee is our’ plan and allow the expenses of the Pewaukee. 

most important pollinating insect, members of this committee to be “Now that all the committees have 

thereby being an important factor in taken from the treasury of the asso- been appointed, I would like to say 
fruit production, clover seed produc- ciation. a few words, not as your President, 
tion as well as in the production of That this convention go on record but as Chairman of the Legislative 
other agricultural crops; and, as urging the Division of Markets to Committee. All you delegates here 

“Whereas, The beekeeping industry discontinue the use of the word representing local associations, should 
being fostered by the Wisconsin State wngraded in the honey grading regula- as soon as you return, urge your local 
Beekeepers’ Association, is hampered tions was the next motion made and_ to draw up resolutions concerning tie 

in its development for lack of finan- carried. needs of our state association aid 
cial assistance; and, A motion was made that a vote of Wisconsin beekeepers, get all of your 
“Whereas, Other agricultural organ- thanks be given to Mr. Kruse for his members to sign such resolutions, »¢- 

izations in this state are receiving splendid help and work as chairman _ titions or whatever you choose to cull 
state aid for the development of their during the convention. The members’ them, and then see that those reso:u- 
particular industry; and, expressed their appreciation by a_ tions are sent to your representatives 

“Whereas, The State Beekeepers’ unanimous rising vote. and senators. Get your members to 
Association has a paid up member- The meeting was then turned over send in resolutions individually. M: ke 
ship of 755, and an affiliated member- to the new president, Mr. James_ up the resolutions as you please, wiite 

|
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them in pencil on any kind of paper, in and returned to the secretary's of- The fourth annual Beekeepers’ 

put for goodness sake, get them to fice by November 20th. Up to the Chautauqua was held at Green Bay 

your representatives and senator. time of the convention 28 reports with a total registration of 211. 

Whether or not we get an appropria- were received. No reports were re- One hundred ninety-two new mem- 

tion for our assocation depends upon ceived from Clark, Marinette, Rusk, bers were secured for the state asso- 

| how hard we work. Remember to Vernon and Waukesha Counties’ As- ciation. 

| give your support to this work.” sociations. Four new associations were affill- 

The Secretary then addressed the The following associations were ated. 

members as follows: found to be below the required mem- 

“| wish to thank the members of bership in the state association: Bar- Clerical ‘and Stenographle Report ‘of 

the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ As- ron, Price, Chippewa, Door, Grant, lechetary 

sociation for the splendid support both Green, Waushara, Wood and Wal- Total letters .........+-..s++0: 685 

moral and financial they have given worth Counties’ Associations. Total pages of manuscript....... 189 

during the past year. The work car- The following new associations affil- Receipts written ............... 763 

ried on by the secretary's office would iated with our state organization this Stencils cut ........---+-+sseeee 39 

not have been possible had not the year: Mimeographed letters ..........4,158 

members so generously responded. Name of Assn.— League circulars ............-.. 225 

We have an active campaign ‘before Rock County Bee Association. Envelopes addressed ..........5,699 

us and if we are to carry on the true Ozaukee County Bee Association. Cards made out for file......... 192 

purposes of our organization, we must Barran County Bee Association. Invitations sent out............. 583 

have the help of not only 100 or 200 LaFayette County Bee Association. Envelopes for invitations........ 583 

of our members but of ALL of our a z Programs for convention (sum- 

members. We are working to get Report of Extension Committee mer meeting inclusive).......2,777 

1,000 Wisconsin beekeepers to join Eighty-four meetings were held Membership R t 

the state association and should we {rom Dec. 1, 1921, to Dec. 7, 1922, embership Report 

succeed, our organization will truly with an average attendance of 19. Members paid for 1922...........694 

_be in a position to carry out its aims, During the same period two two- Members paid LOT W923 screws ceamicene “OL 

which are as follows: day bee schools were held: (Includes those received up to Dec. 18) 

“1, To develop genuine friendliness Bee School Attendance Members paid for 1921 but not 

and good fellowship among fellow Jan. 31—Grant Co., Lancaster.....32 1982 .. sears iera ae ee BeawesededS: 

workers. Feb. 1—Grant Co., Lancaster.....14 Lady beekeepers who are members 34 

“2. To stimulate progressive bee- 
keepers. 

‘3. To serve the mutual interests Reports From Affillated Assoclations 
of all beekeepers. 

“4, To advance beekeeping as a ~— U/C TCTCSTSC:CS:CSSSS:S~<CSia a 

science and means of livelihood. : as fog: : 3 °°: 
“Iam glad Mr. Gwin asked each and S 5 fe & : a: 

every one of you to get at least one 2 a : Bs 9 3 8 ‘ 

new member and I feel sure you will o g = a: 6 o § bo 

all join in this campaign for 1,000 4 § % o- ony 5 £ 

paid up members for 1923.” © gs Bo ° 2 oo 
Mr. A. A. Brown then asked the bee- 3 3 8a 3 3 a 

keepers to send in more news items 2 3 o +s & EI 3° 
for Wisconsin Beekeeping, sending in a a a < < s 4 

suggestions as well as criticisms from 1. Baraboo Valley........29 14 6 30 2 ates Sey 

time to time. 2. Barron County.........34 1 1 16 5 avuew Rise¥ os 

A motion was made to adjourn and = 3, Brown County..........29 18 3 20 $ 90.00 $ 16.20 4 

the convention adjourned at 5:45 p.m. 4. Chippewa Valley.......17 9 1 13 4 dara weeeee S 

ae ee 5. Dane County...........22 18 2 14 ceceee mile § an 

Members, after reading the proceed- 6, Dodge County..........48 32 4 56 437.07 65.26 15 
ings, what do you think of the 1922 7. Door County...........17 6 ad se re spares ote 

convention? 8. Fond du Lac County....58 30 5 22 500.00 90.00 15 

You will agree, will you not, that 9, Fox River Valley.......27 10 2 17 10% on Catalog price sav’d 
a number of very important problems 10. Grant County..........13 6 2 9 200.00 40.00 fo 
have been started for 1923. Ifenough 11. Green County..........18 7 3 26 5 eee eames ae 

ot our members will stand back of 12. Jefferson County.......28 10 1 31 500.00 85.00 20 

the uniform container, uniform poster, 13. LaFayette County......11 9 11 1 14 aats.avate ceeeee es 
and honey booklet project, we ought 14. Langlade County.......38 10 2 26 seeeee canoes OR 
to ‘o much towards establishing a fair 15, Marathon County.......38 33 5 15 a see oe swieeae 38 

price for Wisconsin Honey, stabilizing 16. Milwaukee County.....50 28 5 28 2,889.07 761.40 35 

anv strengthening the Wisconsin 17, North Hast.............48 22 3 29 sa iat seats - 
Honey Market and bringing about a 18. Ozaukee County........19 12 2 14 seen 6 veteee . 

prover means of distribution of honey 19. Price County...........20 9 3 138 500.00 75.00 10 
in :his state. Just how successfully 20. Richland County.......21 10 2 11 KOE § is Sia ts 

the-e problems are worked out de- 21. Rock County...........47 12 10 14 400.00 60.00 7 

berlg upon the support of our mem- 22. Shawano County.......24 18 6 9 380.00 75.00 10 

ber... 23. Sheboygan County.....42 19 5 31 400.00 50.00 20 

Se 24. Walworth County.......10 5 2 18 beeeee 5688 os 

Report on Affiliated Associations 25. Washington County... .38 13 4 19 200.00 15% i 

leport blanks were sent to each 26. Waushara County......28 6 1 6 25.00 svareravese 3 

affiliated association, 33 in all, on Oc- 27. Winnebago County.... 23 12 ose se arauererene spearenene oe 

toler 10th, asking that these be filled 28. Wood County..........20 6 2 30 600.00 75.00 oe
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Financial Report of the Treasurer, C. W. Aeppler HISTORY OF OUR ASSO( IA. 
1922. Dr. Cr. TION 
Jan. 3—Balance on hand -........c:..:c:-ssssssesscssssccecssessssseeseeee $221.94 ccscssccccssss q 
Jan. 3—To H. F. Wilson, memberships .................. a 96.00 oe Any member having any 1 tes 
dea. By M. E. Hildreth, salary, December see cece § tot on the early history of this assccia. 
an. 3—By M. F. Hildreth, expense to convention........ . F . 4 . 

Jan. 3—By Treasurer Wis. Coop. H. P. Association... 5 wewienesetses 25.00 tion should forward them to the 

Jan. 3—By C. P. Dadant, Miller Memorial Library. 40.00 secretary’s office. The Committee 
Jan. 3—By H. F. Wilson, expenses... 0.0 ee feet 22.65 for securing advertising for the 
Jan. 3—By Democrat Printing Company... sgaseetacsaauiesshicee Sak a 59.40 new directory is now trying te as 
Jan. 3—By Democrat Printing Company. - nies wameamees 11.50 bl aterial f ch a di 
Mar. 7—To M. F. Hildreth, memberships... wees 412.00 ctcccccceeree S@MBIE materia OF ‘suck a dk 
Mar. 7—By Democrat Printing Company....... — -- . 22.27 rectory and would appreciate any 

ver iy a ee pallreth; salary, dated CD es : nee notes our members may have. If 
ar. 7—By M. F. Hildreth, stamps, Mim. Tags.... seuaeney seston . P inc ail’ Ae 

Mar. 7—By Wisconsin Horticultural Ass'n, Affil. 568 Mem... 284.00 YOR 1 dada iemb included a 
Mar. 27—By Wisconsin Horticultural Ass'n, Affil. 31 Mem. - 15.50 @ tu edged member, pay up 
Mar. 30—By M. F. Hildreth, salary, March ..... steve 15.00 your dues at once. 
Apr. 29—By Wisconsin Horticultural Ass’n, Affil. 13 Mem..... . a 6.50 - — 
June 16—By Wisconsin Horticultural Ass'n, Affil. 36 Mem..... .. : 18.00 
June 16—By M. F. Hildreth, salary, April and May 5 30.00 
July 17—By Democrat Printing Company ............. . suse 4.50 1 
Sept. 8—By Democrat Printing Company .... sina seen ai . 4.00 

Sept. 28—To Malitta D. Fischer, memberships ..... sete 220.00 weecceeeeee 

Sept. 29—By Malitta D. Fischer 20.......-..0....cccceccece pecs ecseecseceeeetee ceeeeeeeeeees 48.28 e 
Sept. 29—By Malitta D. Fischer, salary, June, July, August 

and September 2..00000.000002 0 enonstioe 60.00. 
Dec. 183—By M. Fischer, stamps 200......0.0000cccceccecececececeeeceececeee eeeeeeeeeeeeee 3.50 | for 
Dec. 13—By M. Fischer, salary, October and Novembev.......... .. seme 30.00 
Dec. 13—To M. Fischer, 58 member 1 Ass'n affiiliated......... C2100, ascesssccenseeee | 

$1,011.94 $ 779.46 
Balance . . coe 232-48 | ne 

$1,011.94 $1,011.94 | TI d 

Financial Report of the Secretary Mimeographing 

EXPENDITURES i . 9.95 O 
Sept. 26 _ 10.60 20.55 Shiny ae ~ and One 

1921 Dec. sesesesceeseesee 15.00 Travel to Convention | 
1922 Jame oc 15.00 192 essecarnaasi screen eenev GAT | M 

BOD: ccecisssecmnemeenl 00 State Pair. .cccsusnccus 19.68 36.09 Mar, ARO ees embers 
ADT. wees 15.00 Convention Tags................ 2.50 
aoe sea Tea ace eEEENeES defo Paper, Envelopes, Etc. | ° 

July 45.00 Democrat PA raenccee bO40 | In 1923 eens 11.50 Aug. soucsostcie OO “ “ 22.97 
SODG ccc 00 “ we — 
Oct. 15.00 a jo crceetenes 1ON ter || : 
NOV. oooeiecceecceeeeeeeeeee 15.00 $180.00 eS eee OW You can put It 

Expenses of Office*..........$ 187.81 egT-61* acrossif youwill 
Miller Memorial Library... 40.00 RECEIPTS “ youw 
To help Coop. Assn. finance Membership Fees ee 7 

booth (1921)... neeercsensennenss 25.00 766 Members at $1.... $766.00 || send In your 
Exposition Expenses (1921)... 22.65 5 Members at 50c .... 2.50 | 
Wis. Hort Assn. affiliation of 1 Member at $1.50... 130 || renewal. 

members** oo... 8:24.00 4 Assn. Affiliated... 520.00 

Total expenditures. - 779.46 790.00 W 
Balance... 232-48 Balance of 1921... ve B21,94 GET A NE 

— Sis | MEMBER 
$1,011.95 

**Wisconsin Horticulture 
*Expenses of Office (Itemized) Mar. 7 568 Members ..............284.00** 1 

Stamps (Mar. 4) .............$5.50 Mar. 27 31 Members .............. 15.50 oO It Now 
e (Sept. 26) ............18.00 Apr. 29 13 Members .............. 6.50 | © 

‘ Mee. 9) .......... 3.50 $27.00 Junel6 36 Members .............. 18.00 
—_ 648 Members .............324.00** —— oa sal
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Methods and Uses of Grafting layer of the stock and scion touch spring just before the buds st. rt 

W. H. Alderman and Wilson in one or more places. It is also into active-growth. 
McGrath A 5 5, : 5 5 

Division of Horticulture, University essential to exclude the air from Collecting Scion Wood — The 

Farm, St. Paul, Minn. the union to prevent the cut surface scion, or part to be grafted into a 

The art of grafting trees and of both stock and scion from dry- tree, should be selected from a 
plants has long been krown to hor- ing out and dying before a real strong, healthy shoot of the I: st 

ticulturists, and has been used for union can take place. This is ac-  season’s growth. It is best to col- 
three general purposes. The first 

is in the production of nursery eee ashy é doch ee ‘ 

trees, when the variety desired is earopee a as rat es pate ity 
grafted or budded on a seedling Ser” PUSS Ee 4 
root; the second is in top working 59°" 2c0%> " + Bed Teg : 

trees of a worthless variety in order : ay i 4 

to change them to a valuable one oe ee ie S ne ' 

or to grow several sorts on one tree. Behe | a es ef i : 

The third use is in the treatment “eae ee Ri oa Pie. / “S i 

of trees injured by disease or gir- Rapes Pee am vee 

dled by rodents. es ar Es Be Be aa a hee ah, ss 
The principle involved in all ®. tam Sa oe Bee 5 

grafting is to bring together the wees ey aa si ae Loe 

growing parts of the scion and SRR es, ete es acta be ; hae 

stock in order to effect a union at 
: ‘ a8 CLEFT GRAFTING: 1, Stock cut off and grafting chisel in position to open 

the point of juncture. The stock cleft. 2. Scions in place, 3. Top stock cut away to show scions in proper 

is the plant or root that the graft- OF rat aéasin 6 Growth from ane selon cut away to prevent crowd lng. 
ek Pg At left of 1 is a view from above (cross section) of scions in place. 
ing is to be done on; the scion is 

the new wood that is to be grown. complished by the use of grafting lect these shoots during the early 

The growing part of all hardwood wax which is applied thoroughly part of the winter and pack them 

plants (except those with large cen- over all cut surfaces of both the away in a cool,cellar in damp saw- 

tral piths, such as palms) is located stock and the scion at the point dust to prevent their drying out. 

in the inner bark or the cambium | where the graft is made. All graft- 1f they are allowed to remain on 

layer lying between the wood and ing operations except as otherwise the tree until the time of the graft- 

bark. Thus, in making any graft. noted in the following discussion ing, they may be injured by severe 

it is necessary that the cambium should be performed in the early winter weathet or the buds may 

have started to swell during the first 

Reet Sasi 4 : i i ! : a warm days of spring. It is impor- 

oper: & 3 tant that the scion-wood be abso- 

oe: Bt x : D> cee lutely dormant. In preparing the 

ee F oF | : : ea scions for grafting, two or three 
Big e re Bs . ; ==: - inches of the base of the shoot is 

ft ae 4 : usually discarded because the buds 
Y 4 Pl ; Ps are poorly developed, and the tips 

Be : : - @ : Le are not used because the wood is 
aa n>: Bis ; po soft ard pithy. 

i A) BS} Be. BK: 2 i Be Grafting Wax—A good grafting 

Ba ; ae ia : Re wax may be made by using the fo!- 

& eee iW ie: aS 4 . 5 mg lowing ingredients : 
“J ae 2 Rat es 3 Bo. % Bs 4 parts resin 

SB ER EZ rants hees-wax 
: : 1 part tallow 

wang. isa avant et as! Me he ingredients ove a lv 
tied Sith waeed string and ready for packing in damp sand or sawdust. fire. If the resin is in lumps, it
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should be pulverized before it is put vided. Either the ordinary bladed making a whip graft, the stock 

| over the fire to facilitate melting. hand-saw, commonly sold for prun- should be cut off just above a 

All particles of the resin should be ing purposes, or the swivel blade smooth spot free from knots. A 

completely melted before the wax pruning saw is good for this pur- smooth beveled cut from an inch 

is removed from the fire. Allow pose. In no case would the prun- to an inch and a half long should 

it to cool somewhat and pour into ing saw with teeth on both sides be be cut at the top of the stock. If 

a tub of cold water. With the recommended, as one is almost cer- the stock is small, this cut may ex- 

. tend clear across, but when a 

; - wa seams: i ieee . =. branch three-eighths inch or more 

| § i | es ae Eis ; in diameter is to be worked, it is 

a | r= 3 Ne ae Py ee = better to make the beveled cut along 

See | bi” ; or Py | ee one side of the stock and not reach- 

a tas 4 4g eee: boi, 2 ~~ ing quite to the pith. Next, a 

! ] Ei eee ES ree : ee tongue should be cut beginnin; 
4 By mae: Pai " Pgase of : 8 8 

| | i ie Be: ese 2 pees about one-third of the distance 

i | ( ea 2 fe) bates « gare from the tip of the bevel, and cut- 

| oN ae ao pose Por ting downward about one-third of 

1 : el od be ‘dm eS ec the length of the original beveled 

i) aS ee yo Same. Ses" cut. Avoid starting the cut 

DRIDGR GRARTING: ,1crated tree aranke, Glegled geen cleaned ang UNOE IME P  side of the 
at end of first season. . 

tongue, it should be cut and not 

hands well greased to prevent tain to injure the tree with the back split. The scion may now be sim- 

sticking, it may then be pulled and of the saw when the cutting is done ilarly prepared, beginning the first 

worked like molasses candy until in close quarters. A good pair of beveled cut opposite the base of a 

it assumes a smooth grain, when hand pruning shears about nine or bud and making sure that the cut 

it may be rolled into suitable sized ten inches long is also a great con- is approximately the same length 

balls and put away on waxed or venience in grafting work and is as in the stock. After the tongue 

oiled paper until ready for use. It pretty nearly a necessity to one whois cut in the scion, the two pieces 

will keep indefinitely. has any amount of pruning to do. are fitted firmly together, care be- 

‘ Grafting Tools—Very few  spe- The Whip Graft—Perhaps the ing taken that the inner bark along 

cial tools are required for success- most useful of all forms of graft- one side is in contact. The scion 

ful- grafting. Ore essential thing ing is the whip graft, which may should be cut about three to four 

is that the knife be sharp and have be used in small branches in top- inches long and should carry three 

a smooth cutting edge. A knife working trees or for root grafting or four buds. The two pieces are 

with a straight edge similar to the in nursery tree propagation, In then bound together with ordinary 

| one shown in the illustration is 

preferable to a round pointed knife. ‘i iema.-~. 

For top working large trees, a -f : : - , 

grafting chisel is almost a neces- cs: : : ; 

sity. A local blacksmith can read- : Vs ; 5 ‘ : 

ily make one from an old file. A ty hes: ; si Nici 2 

curved handle as illustrated in the a aa i : gates 

cat is a convenience, enabling one xa Ls: ie ; 3 mst oor 

te hang the tool over a limb when ae eae ‘ wih oth aa cee alan REE BO ae 

not in use. The mallet for driving im ESR RO oe (i ila At atacand sung: 

the grafting chisel into the stub 25-07 ee 

niay be readily improvised from oe Ne a ; os. 

any convenient piece of wood. A See ee i Pas : i wane She ee 

good pruning saw should be pro- = GRarrinG TOOLS: Knife (top), grafting chisel (center), mallet (bottom).
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cotton twine and thoroughly cov- stub is then split downward through and keep the tree alive. In maki ¢ 

ered with wax about the union and the center by means of a grafting the bridge graft the girdled surfa ¢ 

on the top of the scion. The wax chisel and then the crack held open should first be trimmed to a clei, 

may best be used by melting it and by the wedge shaped portion of the smooth cut edge, both top and bi :- 

applying with a brush or swab. chisel. The sciors are prepared by tom. ‘The scion wood is then’; »- 

After growth is well started, the cutting the base in a wedge shape, lected of sufficient length to rea h 

string binding the two parts to- having the inner edge of the wedge entirely across the girdled aria, 

gether should be slit along the back narrower than the other. The ‘The base of the scion is cut clesr 

of the graft to prevent girdling. wedge is then set into the cleft in across with a beveled cut about ou 

In the propagation of nursery the stock with the thinyedge toward inch and a half long. Aftes:fhis cut 

trees, seedling roots are secured the inside and set at a.slight angle is made, the scion should be meas- 

and cut up into about four-inch so that the bark on thé outer part ured against the girdle to find its 

lengths. Each piece of the root is of the wedge crosses the cambium proper length and then the upper 

then used as a stock and a scion layer of the stock at least at one part of the scion should be beveled 

about six inches long is whip- poirt. Unless the stock is very similarly to the bottom and on the 

grafted to the upper end of the small, two scions are usually placed same side. The bark aboye ard 

root. The two are then bound to- in the cleft and the area of the below the girdle is then ctebvith a 

gether with waxed string* or union covered with wax. ‘The scion knife and the edges are lodsened. 

waxed strips of cloth. Waxing is tip and the open crack down the The beveled base of the scion is 

unnecessary since the grafts will sides of the stock must also be then inserted in the slit in the bark 

not dry out when packed in damp thoroughly covered with wax. It below the girdle with the beveled 

material and are later planted in is not necessary to tie or bind these cut on the inner side against the 

moist ground. The whip grafts scions in place as the spring of the wood of the tree. It is pushed 

are then tied up in bundles and wood holds them firmly. In top- firmly downward until the entire 

packed away in a cool cellar in workirg large trees it is not ad- bevel is embedded in the slit bark. 

damp sard or sawdust. The grafts visable to top-work the entire tree It should then be held fitmly in 
should be made during January or in one year, but to extend the place with one hand while with the 

February, and by the time they are process over two or three years, other hand, grasping the scion near 

taken out of the cellar for planting thus removing not more than a_ the top it should be bent in a bow 

in the nursery, it will be found that third or a half of the entire tree-top shape until the upper bevel can be 

the union and the cut surfaces at at one time. inserted into the upper slit of the 

the bottom of the root will be nicely Bridge Grafting — The bridge bark and pushed upward into place. 

covered with a heavy callous. In graft is used entirely for repairing The now straightened scion should 

planting the root grafts, they injured trees and not for propaga- stand reasonably close to the trunk. 

should be firmly set in an upright tion. Its most frequent use comes Both the tep and the bottom of the 

position with the upper bud project- i, the treatment. of trees «which scion should then be tacked firmly 

ing above the top of the ground. pave been girdled during the winter © the tree by a small slender brad. 
They may be set in rows four feet by mice or rabbits. It is also use- Repeat this process until the trunk 

apart and six or eight inches apart fi jy saving trees that are severely of the tree is surrounded by these 

in the row. affected with collar rot. It has also SClons about an inch and a half 

Cleft Grafting—The cleft graft heen successfully used by tree sur- apart. The point of union at both 

is used in top-working large, trees, geons when they have wanted to ends of the scion should be thor 
the branches of which are dm inch cover a filled cavity quickly with OUghly waxed and it is usually bes: 
or more in diameter. The limbs growing tissue. It is simply a either to wax or to paint the bar 

that are to be grafted are cut off bridging over of the girdled space wood of the tree to keep it fron 

squarely with a saw at a point by means of scions which are in- drying out. 

which is free from knots. The erted both top and bottom and Sometimes it is impossible to at 
”ewaxed sthing: may be prenarea wy Which: -will, when united with the tach the lower part of the scion t 

pipping, pall orang: wax until thot stock, transport food materials the base of the tree because s 
guenly saturated. oes strips of downward across the girdled area, much of the cambium layer ha:
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becn destroyed by disease. In such cacti were common in all desert resentative to California, but 

caves small trees may be planted countries. The Burbank plum orig- ier a few ap eed he declared 

close to the trunk and grafted into inated in Japan. There is a pretty the:attempted investigation was 
. Le z a waste of money, for Burbank 

the main tree above the affected story about the origin of the Bur- kept no records of his re- 

tissue. .Dhe small trees are cut to bank potato, how the barefoot boy searches and experiments and 

the proper height, the top beveled, selected potato seeds from his moth- had nothing to teach science 

and then slipped under the edge of er’s garden, etc. [have heard a about the laws of plant grow th. 

he cambium layer, after which it different story about the beginnings —Professor W. M. Barrows, 
a ayer, ig . avon Sunn Ohio State University. 

is treated as a bridge graft. Many of the Burbank potato. IL will sub- cindsar . . 
2 ae lam actuated in this by no other 

valuable trees have been saved in mit this story to Mr, Burbank on re- Pa | ‘ . 
! ’ a motive than to influence our read- 

this way and the method has been quest, but only on condition that he . a tt - 

7s es “ : . . ers to look a little below the surface 

found quite effective in saving col- release same together with his re- = | eH! . 
° pnee ‘ . . in the case of Burbank, to place a 

lar rotted trees. ply for publication in Wisconsin _ . : ; ' 

: f 1 . ‘iL Horticul proper valuation on what he has 

a few years these s' sw rtic re. : 
on a Hew Seats ines cons wt ortient HUES . . really accomplished, but at the same 

increase in size until they complete- lo have said these things in the |. . . . . 
. P . time remember he is not a super- 

ly cover the girdled trunk with a past would have been considered . a ieee 

I II f . | . d | 1 B | \ 1 1 man nor even a screntuist. 

vely grow a rank heresy. rbank has been ex- . . : 
at : ene ely growing wo rank ees urbank se re Peter Gideon, groping in the 

a ark, rees treate s 5 > every penny-a-liner and P ; 
and ba ees treater in this ploited by every penny aii dark, found the Wealthy apple, 

way will not suffer in the slightest cheap pulpit orator in the country ae a Sage 

‘ 2 hari ke f : God TH which has been worth millions to 

es Vi ng 2 rst seas as oD as a cred Ts: lat : r 
tee e th during op — se an i next ta i ; aS: 1 ose it the Middle West; he was a humble 

ter gral tir e providec cat : oO 1e Dees fn a te ‘ ot oO ‘ seeker after truth and made no 

the scions make a successful union ih AKNESS 5 3 - a cs erly use boasts. Charles Patten, through 50 

— oo, : «i ¥ rp cs red qs 1 . : 

the a, ut 7 ie i ALIONS ar years, laid foundations for a race 
2 cover 5 catalog in capi- ous fh . 

Behold Our Idol Has Feet of the title ae Qe t catalog a cap of hardy fruits on which Beach 

als place » sane class as . 
Clay tals placed him m j AS Sate a tsS AS built the superstructure. Hansen, 

For twenty years or more I have, cheap _hursery lakers. OWEVET: of South Dakota, whom a kind 

in private conversation, insisted that advertising pays. providence has spared, has pro- 

Luther Burbank was not as great as 1 have held my’ peace with such quced fruits hardy on the wind- 

he claimed to be; that he was a su- Patience and fortitude as [ could swept prairies of the Dakotas. All 

preme egoist, a man of orly ordi- summon, knowing that the idol- these men were or are modest and 

nary horticultural ability and in no worshipping public would pay no retiring, working faithfully, content 

sense a scientist. I have claimed attention to anything I would say that they had been of some little 

and still claim that he has produced further than to smile. service to their fellow men, What 

little or nothing, either through se- But certain events have occurred j.. Burbank done for us? 

lection or cross breeding, of vaiue during the past year that are ene __Frederic Cranefield, Editor. 

to the fruit, flower or vegetable lightening. Read the following: — 

growers of the Middle West and “My quarrel with Luther A. pleasirg innovation was the 

Eastern states, whatever may be Burbank is not re raed floral exhibit, especially the show of 

: " . a rist ; as a self-styled sci- - : 
the case in the Far West. ‘The turist; but as a selt-styled’ S¢ roses, carnations and orchids staged 

Rural N Vorker 1 3 f entist, he is a complete faker. by the Mi \ Florists’ “hat 

sural. NeW LOU Bf ie time: © No man of scientific integrity by: ane ilwaukee Florists’ Club. 

the introduction of the wonder- would permit himself to be This was a voluntary offering on 

h rry challenged Burbank to prove sensationalized in the columrs the part of the club, The M. I. G. 

‘at it was in any sense different or x ce a supplement as also sent, on their own account, two 

: rbank has done. e con- . 
better than a plant which grows MEDAN Se: TAS a ee delegates, Alfred Locker and Wm, 

: A ducts all his work in secret and oe E . 

W ld in Mexico. refused to be investigated by Kennedy. Mr, Fred Rentschler, of 

The U. S. Departmert of Agri- learned societies and organiza- Madison, exhibited cyclamen in 

clture in a bulletin on spineless tions, which is contrary to all wide variety of color and form, and 

¢ cti issued at about the time of the laws of science. The Carnegie John Hauser, of Bayfield, thirty 

eveat £ - Burbank’s ‘al Foundation appropriated $10,- arieti f everlasti vs. The flor: 

g-eat furore over Burbank’s marvel- 000 for a complete investiga- varieties of ever astings. re flor- 

(1s creation showed that spineless tion of his work and sent a rep- ists are knocking at our door.
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best for propagating, but that it \ as 

T H E F L O RI S T S PA G E necessary to water more frequer tly 

where they were used. 

EDEDED BY The answers to the statistical 
HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany . . : 

PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. question regarding the amount of 
glass in the neighborhood are sot 

. yy much value since so few answered. 
Wisconsin Florists’ News Notes tistics, retailers problems and sta- Oconomowoc growers use abmut 

Blessed is the man who expects tistics, and conventions. 32,000 feet of glass. Oconomowoc 

nothing, for verily, he shall not be The personnel questions were de- reported a new florist. One of SyI- 

disappointed. Sixty-five question- signed to bring out the activities of yester’s men, Albert Niesen, is 
naires were mailed to selected flor- the florists over the state in their building a greenhouse 35 by 160 
ists of the state association and four home life and interrelations with feet. 

answered. The honor roll, there- others in the business. It demon- Weather influences during De- 
fore, stands as follows: On the re- strated that the correspondents were cember were reported as normal 
turn mail came a reply from Wm. active in going out to flower shows and poor, according to localities. 
A. Toole, of Baraboo; Jacob J. like the one in Milwaukee and Coal was plentiful with all corre- 
Kolb, of Beaver Dam, was a close Pohlman day at Morton Grove, and spondents. One used Franklin 
second; Chas. Oehlenschlager, of were taking along their foremen. county, Illinois, mine run coal, the 
Oconomowoc, made a special call to They were also making greenhouse rest Indiana mine run. One te- 

our office; and John Rindfleisch, of inspection trips and stock-buying ported that mine run was the best 

Beloit, sent the last response. We trips. None of them had any sales- for all purposes, the fine dust for 

probably ought not take this as a men out for the holiday trade. banking and lumps for quick firing. 
decided frown upon our efforts to None reported any serious illness All users reported hot water. 
produce a news sheet of an intimate or death, alleging that they could Kroeshell and Ideal were the type 

character. We have decided to stand a few more in their vicinity. of boilers used. 

charge it off to the holiday rush and There were no engagements or wed- All reported shipments as satis- 
offer another chance about the 21st dings announced. There had been factory, but that the express service 
of January. no florists’ meetings locally, nor gould be improved. All reported 

The answering correspondents luncheons, nor get-together meet-  pusiness better this year than last, 

were well distributed so that such ings, except one we knew about per- ranging in their estimates from ten 
answers as were obtained are doubt-  sonally, the banquet of the Milwau- to twenty-five per cent, Two re- 

less representative. We had ex- kee Florists’ Club at the Calumet port no specialties in stock. Jacob 

pected ten answers out of 65, as we Club, January 2d. The writer was jj}, reports that his specialties are 

had ten promises to answer. How- visiting the Missouri Botanical Gar- yiums and geraniums. — Charles 
ever, only one of the promises ma- den at St. Louis at that time. Oehlenschiager reports that he spr- 

terialized, John Rindfleisch, and in Growers’ problems and statistics cializes on Asparagus  sprengeri. 
that one case we would have been brought out a diversity of opinions None are producing any new seed- 
willing to lay a fair-sized bet that yen with so few replies. Jacob lings. 
he would answer. He impresses Kojh and Chas. Oehlenschlager re- One reports trouble with cycla- 
one as just the sort of a man whose ported now boilers installed in their men diseases, and as he has not 
word is as good as his bond. It is jot-water systems. No new equip- specified, we take it that it is a fur- 
only fair to say that only two Mil- nent for outside work such as trac- gous disease. Can anyore hel 
waukee florists were asked to an- tors, power dirt pulverizers, or with a remedy for blight or damj- 
swer, though neither did. power cultivators was reported. It ing off of cyclamen? One repor's 

The questionnaire was divided was the consensus of opinion that his greatest trouble from the midge 

into four topics and was complete cement was best for benches, though on his mums. He contrelled ths 

in so far as the writer was able to one stipulated cement bottoms and by spraying every day at four in tle 

make it so. Subheads were: Per- wooden sides. One correspondent afternoon or later, for a period «it 
sonnel, growers’ ‘problems and sta- stated that cement benches were (Continued on page 86)
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R. J. Coe the following account from the member of the Wisconsin Society 
“Death has taken from us our Fort Atkinson Union of January Sons of the American Revolution 

lorg-time fellow member, co- 12th will be read with interest by and from young manhood he was 

worker and friend, R. J. Coe, who our members: an active member of the M. E. 

has within and outside the Horti- RENSSELAER Jay CoE church, and was honored by that 

cultural Society done so much to Rensselaer Jay Coe was born in institution by being elected to many 

promote the happiness of others.” Stockbridge, New York, July 6, Offices of responsibility. 

“We shall sadly miss his counsel, 1849, and was the cighth and The Wisconsin State Horticul- 

his companionship and helpful- youngest child of Rensselaer and tural Society, recognizing his abil- 

ness.” Sarah Powers Coe. He was edu- ity and what he had done to ad- 

Such, stripped of formal terms, cated in a country district school vance the horticultural interests of 

are the resolutions passed at our and in the Oneida Seminary. He this state, conferred its highest 

convention, written by his long- came to Fort Atkinson at the age honors upon him by makirg him 

time friend and fellow worker, Wil- an honorary life member. Few 
liam Toole, Sr. fi Pe. men have obtained such recognition 

There is little that can be added i ali ney So from this society. In 1921, Mr. 

that will better express the loss we 4 & » hes Sa Coe received a testimonial from the 

have sustained, the genuine sorrow B : Es University of Wisconsin in ac- 

in the hearts of all who knew Mr. e E <i, knowledgement of the — splendid 
Coe and our appreciation of all he j t fen: service he rendered to his state. 

did for us. EB i * i “ He died at his home in Fort At- 
“Who has done so much to pro- ’ 3 kinson, January 6, of heart failure, 

mote the happiness of others.” » : due to an illness which started in 

These are no idle words and the - 1916. He leaves to mourn his 
author in these eleven words spoke Bo death a wife, two daughters and 

what was in the hearts of us all. it z three grandchildren. 

We who knew R. J. Coe longest ‘ a Mr. R. J. Coe was a successful 

could) not envisage him as a ¢ ‘i business man, a good citizen, and 

mere dealer in plants, a nursery- - a true Christian. He did not enter 
man; we knew him as a lover of ’ the nursery business simply for 

plants, of fruits and flowers and! as Born July 6, ii" died danuary 6, 1922 making money, but because he de- 
one whose greatest pleasure in life lighted in raising flowers, shrub- 

was to enable others to enjoy them, of 23 and started in business as a bery and fruits. In his childhood 
“We shall sadly miss his coun-  nurseryman and fruit grower. In fe showed a taste for this occupa- 

sel, his companionship and helpful- 1874 he was married to Lenna Con- tion, It comes very close to the 

ness.” verse and to them were born two jdeal when a man can take up for 

Quiet, unobtrusive, without os- daughters, Zella, now Mrs. W. R. his life’s vocation the kind of work 
tentation, his counsel was wise, Clark, ard Sarah, now Mrs. C. J. he jikes and is capable of doing. 

sound, helpful. Whenever we were Telfer. This gives opportunity to render a 

in trouble we turned to R. J. Coe. He identified himself early in yeal service. Mr. Coe was more in- 

\Vise counsel, dear companionship life with the Wisconsin State Hor- terested in providing good nursery 

and helpfulness to every one. ticultural Society and served that stock for his customers and in im- 

R. J. Coe became a member of society in the capacity of president, proving its utility and beauty than 

this Society in 1883. He served as Vice president and treasurer. in the profits he made from his 
‘Treasurer from 1893-1900; Vice In 1902 the nursery company business. No greater compliment 

President 1905; President 1906- known as Coe, Converse & Ed- can be paid a man who views his 

1908; Member of Executive Com- wards Company was formed ard business in this way. 

mittee 1912-1921; member of Trial he was made its president, a posi- Dr. H. L. Russell, Dean of the 

Orchard Committee at intervals tion he has held since its inception. \Visconsin College of Agriculture, 
‘rom 1908 to 1918. We feel that For many years Mr. Coe was a (Continued on page 93)
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Wisconsin Horticulture our Capitol building cannot be The regular session provided, ull 

Published Monthly by the “decorated,” that it is too beautiful through, a wide range of topics of 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society jy itself. Be that as it may, we interest to all classes. The com- 

Omciai" Organ oF “the Society. decorated it, we added to the beauty mercial fruit growers met in svp- 
FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor of marble, of statuary, of grand arate session Thursday afternoon 

ROOrethry, Vt Shcdh iSey Mealsony Wis: staircases and balconies, that which and Friday afternoon and discus:ed 

ag seen clase tak ee eect euaison. Wiseonsiny ng quarry of Italy, Greece or Ver- subjects of special interest to large 

TTOS) Act" of fostebet 3! F917, dithered July mont nor the skill of artists and growers of fruit. Their  sessicns 

“Advertiiing rates made known on application. artisans can produce, the unsur- attracted fully one-third of the 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society passed and ursurpassable beauties members in regular attendance at 

cide tty eens tabscdption price ts Wiseonsm Of the rose and the apple. the corvention. This plan seenis 
Hola Balttor, Mindisone “vig. 2 Erederie Crane: D. E. Bingham and Lester Bir- to the editor to be most excellent 
dollar bill may: be sent ately, a neta ak at: mingham re resenting Sturge ‘The regular sessions were = Haller bin caay. Oe Ber ley ie ere gham, representing Sturgeon le regular sessions were not in 

Postage stamps not accepted. Bay, had the largest exhibits. A. Kk. terfered with in any way and the 

Le. ee soauxstiv Bassett (Ski-I li) was next. Other C. If. G.’s whatat one time felt that 

ice ene h ee eae i cauiter, Maen — large exhibitors were Arno Meyer, they needed -a separate organiza- 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Waldo; Ed. Stoeber, Madison, and — tion have found that they are hap- 

President, Vice-President and Secretary. the Kickapoo Development Co. pier within the fold. Such seemed 
se ety TM Ranting Movember ait fax The list of premiums awarded, to be the feeling of the majority at 

ALS. Belli cooses sss ghmesitte amountirg to $1,012.50, is given on least of the members. The follow- 

“a seen, adine, December oe fer another page. The largest amount ing remarks by Mr. Goff of Stur- 
As Bepllgmettsooesee ss ssseress pir pene previously awarded was $566 at the — geon Bay, who was the original pro- 

Wm. Longhands os... eee e esse ee bake Geneva 1920 show, ponent of the idea, are lifted from 
For Term Ending December, 1923 a . . . 

Paul E, Grant... ....0eeee00+ +++ «Menomonie Pik CONVENTION the reporter's transcript: 
Tiiedard Mierke Oy Mi The convention proceeded Mr. Goff: T should like to say 
W. EB. Spreiter .. 2.2.2 ee ee ee ee Onalaska 

NOXRD: OF AN KGERS smoothly and without a single hitch just a word if it is in order at this 
H.C. Christensen io oye Ptederic Cranefleld or break from beginning to end. time. Those of you who were at 

—— = President Christensen is a firm be- the summer meeting know the move 

The Annual Convention liever in begirning on time and that was made toward getting a 

The “1922” annual convention going through to the end of each commercial program at the winter 

and fruit exhibit was held in 1923, lesson as set down in the book (pro- session, and the program you have 

January 10-12. gram). is rather definitely the result of that 

Whatever scart account of the Of the thirty names on the pro- movement. The committee which 

event that is given in these pages gram for papers only four failed was appointed at the summer meet 
1s for two purposes only, as a mat- to appear. Death called Hon. J. ing held several conferences and 

ter of record and for the benefit II, Hazelwood on the first day of one committte mecting and with the 

of such members as were unabie to the convention. Mr. Cannon was assistance of the secretary arrange: 

attend. For those who were in at- called out of town on business that the program which you have this 

tendance nothing that must be con- could not be neglected; Mr. Mag- winter. The faults of that progran 

densed within a few paragraphs ness wrote, after the program was if any, are chargeable squarely 

can be of value or even interest. printed, that it would be impossible | this committee and not to the secre 

Tue Frurr Siow for him to attend. The fourth was tary. We wart to get the appre 

The roturda, which is nearly Mr. Arno Wittich, who had a bet- hension out of your mind, if any o: 

300 feet in circumference, was ter excuse than either Canron or you have such apprehension, tha 

banked with trays of apples, leav- Magness; announcemerit in another the intention’ of the commercia: 

ing only scant room for entrance; column, men in this matter is to dominat: 

within, @ circle of tables covered The double program worked out this meeting. I would not be sur 

with plates of apples and at inter- to the apparent satisfaction of prised if there was a feeling on th 

vals round tables covered with flow- everybody present, at least no dis- part of some of the members tha 

ers. It has often been said that satisfaction was expressed. the commercial men want to ru
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away with this meeting, but I assure = aj 

you that such is not the case. The . cena be ae mia 

commercial men merely ask that the Se : — Fs ad | =e . 

program have enough commercial 2 f shila 3 | wane i FAY 

matter in it so that they might easily ae eye i im , be: 4 

get a delegation to attend. Irom NA \ \ ia C 1} 

Door county we have at this time \\ . \ aN a pe 4 eel 

eleven people in attendar ce. Be- eae \ SS sass ’ 

fore the day is over | think there \ | \ Ae | DN y 

will be twelve. While that is not A ’ y a fe) \ .— | 

alarge delegation, it is a start. [tis jie 6 PX \Y = ve \y b 

larger than I believe we have had in " ©, ee “fed gs e/' \y 

years past. The best results of «A \ we 7 

having a commercial program will (| \ \ \ | “ 

not show the first year. It should TAS = \ \ — 

be given an opportunity to develop, * \ \ 

but there is just this thing that that See we 

committee would like to have be- 

jore your mind, ard that is that the THE HARD E 

program of the society should take I 

into account all interests. There is . 

no intention, so far as | have heard is the leader in the SPRAY RING movement. 

i expressed, of having the commer- Write us for particulars and prices. 

cial men have a separate depart- 

ment of this society. Personally, ° « 7 | 

[have always been opposed to that. Hardie Manufacturing Co., Hudson, Mich. © 

Ido not believe in departments, | 

do vot believe in dividing, L think — - a - 

there is ample room for all to work ly from one viewpoint and there bigger and better than that just fin- 

together in one organization, and if seems to be no good reason why the ished. So we will all live happily 
the different _interests: want PPO" plan should not be contirued indefi- as one big family. The only ab- 

grams ol their own, for mslanee, — pitely or until a better can be found. — stacle to complete satisfaction is the 

ih age shoul! nave, three divacterl Speaking from a neutral stand- axiom that ro body of matter can 

Tall day programs instead ot Ewa point the editor rises to say that occupy two positions at one period 
certainly that would be profitable, Mr. Goff’s fears or apprehensions éf time. “There were many in. al: 

anything at all ‘to: sabsly everyone. oe those that might have been held — tendance at the general session [ri- 
The only stand the commercial NEN. pe Gebers: were needless. No class day afternoon who wanted to hear 

have taken is that they wowulth Tike or combination of classes can run Professor Roberts at the C.F. G. 

a Dave pa opportunity to talk come away with the convention or the — section, and, if the truth were told, 

meretal fruit growing by themselves society ; it’s too big for that. It is more fruit men who hankered to be 

abany ume when such a discussion comforting to know that there is no downstairs in the general session. 
ng ht be tiresome fo those not par- vehi thought. It is quite likely that Considerable space has been given 

ticularly interested in that line. Do seven ew have in the near Fature a to this subject, but, we feel, no 

nol let anyone rase the. suggestion commercial florists section and, who more than is justified. This prob- 

tha te commercial men wart to knows, a vegetable section, Then lem faced us and it could not be 

dominate this meeting and want to while these different sections, each brushed aside. The solution is in 

tun away with it. I want to tell with two sessiors of one-half day sight. It has already resulted in the 

you that that is positively not the each, are engrossed in their own addition of 326 names to our mem- 

case. ee particular problems the others will bership roll, all fruit growers of 

“hat seems to state the case fair- be enjoying a real program, one Door county.
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PREMIUMS AWARDED AT FRUIT Plate Fameuse ........2nd .75 10 trays McIntosh .....2nd 15.00 
SHOW, MADISON, JAN. 10-12, 1923 “Golden Russet...1st 100 “ “ N, W. Green. .3rd 10.00 

“McMahan .......3rd 50 “ “ Wealthy ......2nd 15.00 
A. K. Bassett, Baraboo, 53 Entries “N. W. Greening. .4th 25 “ “ Tolman ......2nd 15.00 

25 plates, 5 com. var. for “Salome .........4th 25 “ “  Fameuse .....1st 25.00 
Wisconsin ..........4th $ 2.50 ““ Seek-No-Further . 3rd. 50 (Gano! . cone Sd 15.00 

Collection apples, not to “Twenty Ounce ..1st 100 “ “ Windsor .....3rd 10.00 
exceed 10 var........1st 10.00 “Wealthy ........1st 1.00 -— 

Plate Ben Davis ......3rd Tray Golden Russet ...2nd 2.50 TOtAleses wows cewssres oe oe SEL 

ig) HAMOUBE vviv nvr DBL Trg, MGMANAN oy ewes PM 132 Mrs, J. H. Cooper, West Allis, 8 Entries 
“Golden Russet...3rd 50 “ Seek-No-Further. .2nd 2.50 Plate Ben Davis ......1st 1.00 
“Jonathan .......2nd 15 “Wealthy .........1st 3.75 “Golden Russet ..2nd 3 
“McIntosh .......1st 1.00 5 trays N. W. Greening 3rd 5.00 “Northern Spy ...1st 1.00 
“Newell ..........1st 100 “ “ Wealthy ......3rd 5.00 “Pewaukee .......2nd HB 
“N. W. Greening. .1st 1.00 “ “ galome........2nd 7.50 Tray Ben Davis .......1st 3.75 

“Pewaukee .......1st 100 “ “ MeMahan .....1st 12.50 “Golden Russet ..1st 3.75 
“Salome .........1st 1.00 “ “  Seek-No-Further 1st 1250  “ Pewaukee .......2nd 2.50 
“ Seek-No-Further .2nd -15 10 trays N. W. . i — 
“~— Seott Winter ....1st 1.00 « ay Weis ong pee Totals: scccssavass ciasesonG 13:50 

“Utter ...........3rd 50 Will J. Platten, Green Bay 
“Windsor... 2... 1st so Plate any ofher stand: 12 Entries 
“Wolf River .....1st 1.00 @ $2.00 ....... 4.00 Plate Ben Davis ......2nd % 
“Delicious ........1st 1.00 uae —— “_N. W. Greening. .2nd B 

Tray Ben Davis .......3rd 1.25 Total........... $101.50 “Tolman .........4th 2B 
“" Fameuse ........1st 3.75 DEO The “Wolf River ......3rd ry 
‘ Gano ............4th 1.00 D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay, 57 “Wealthy ........4th aH 

Jonathan ........1st 3.75 Entries Tray Ben Davis .......2nd 2.50 
“McIntosh ........1st 3.75 “" Tolman ..........3rd 1.5 
“N. W. Greening. .1st 3.75 25 Plates, 5 com. var...1st $ 12.50 “Wealth: r 

Yo o.e.eee.. 2nd 2.50 
“Pewaukee .......1st 3.75 Coll. apples, not to ex- “Delicious 4th 100 
“Salome ..........1st 3.75 ceed 10 var..........4th 2.00 plate any other var. 1 , 
““ Seek-No-Further. . 1st 3.75 Plate Gano ............4th 225 premium .......... 2.00 
“Scott Winter ....1st 3.75 “Grimes Golden ..1st 1.00 vues ees 
“Wolf River ......1st 3.75 “Jonathan .......3rd 50 5 
“Delicious ........1st 3.75 “King ...........2nd 75 2 Lo 

5 trays McIntosh ......1st 12.50  “ MelIntosh .......3rd 50 aR Sherman: (Edgerton, Wis 
« «" N. W. Greening. Ist 1250 “McMahan .......1st 1.00 14: Entries 
“ «Tolman .......3rd 5.00 “Newell ..........2nd .75 Plate Ben Davis .......4th $5 
“ «Wolf River ...-1st 12.50 “Patten ..........1st 1.00 “Golden Russet ..4th 23 
““" Fameuse ......1st 12.50 “ Seek-No-Further . 1st 1.00 “Jonathan ........4th ad 
“ “Salome ........1st 12.00 “Scott Winter ....3rd 50 “Pewaukee ......3rd 0 
““ — Seek-No-Further 3rd 5.00 “Tolman .........3rd 50“ Salome .........2nd Bb 
10 trays McIntosh .....3rd 10.00 “Utter ...........2nd 15 “Windsor ........4th 25 
“ «" N. W. Greening Ist 25.00 “Wagener ........2nd .15 Tray Salome ..........2nd 2.50 

“«  Pameuse .....3rd 10.00 “Windsor ........1st 1.00 Plate any other stand- 
“Salome .......1st 25.00 “Wolf River ......2nd 15 ard var. 2 premiums 
“ "Windsor ......2nd 15.00 “York Imperial ..2nd 15 @ $2.00 ............. +0 
Plate any other var., 2 “Delicious .......3rd 50 . — | 

premiums @ $2.00... 4.00 Tray Fameuse ........2nd 2.50 Total.....................8 81 
—— “Gano ............3rd 1.25 L. E. Birmingham, Sturgeon Bay, 

Total...................+-$227.00 “Grimes Golden ...2nd 2.50 56 Entries 
5 . “Jonathan ........2nd 2.50 25 plates, 5 com. var. 

L. B. Irish, Baraboo, 13 Entries . «King ....000 1... l2na 2:50 for Wisconsin... 3rd $5.00 

Plate McMahan .......4th $25 “ Melntosh ........2nd 2.50 Coll. apples, not to ex- 
“Newell ..........3rd 50 “McMahan .......1st 3.75 ceed 10 var..........3rd 4.00 

. oe Ginter ----2nd “75 “— Seek-No-Further. .4th 1.00 Plate Gano ..........-1st 1.00 
Te Boor Wienke ana 30) =“ Scott Winter ....3rd 125  “ Grimes Golden ..2nd ci 

tree B * Tolman «i. o0...2nd 2.50 “King ...........1st 1.00 

Total. eee ceeeceeeeee ee 8 500m WARN ooo BN ae Me uegey Seeeeane es 
H. H. Harris, Warrens, 10 Entries “Windsor ........2nd 2.50 “Newell ..........4th 25 

Plate Fameuse ........4th $ 25 ;, Wolt River ......3rd 1.25 “Patten ..........2nd 7 
“"" MeIntosh _......4th 25 “York Imperial ...1st 3.75 “ Seek-No-Further .4th 25 
“—_N. W. Greening. “3rd 50 “Delicious ........2nd 2.50 “Scotts Winter ...4th 25 
“Wealthy ........3rd 50.«Ds trays Metntosh sees Ard 8.00 “Tolman .........1st ‘a 

9 ae . W. Greening. . SUGGS os censesraren ABE a 

Tray N. We Greenings.2nd _ 2d “ «Wealthy .... sezad aod “Wagener ........3rd 50 
“ «Tolman .......2m 7. “Wealthy ........2nd 1 

TOtAL sewn veneers 8 400 Wolf River ....2nd 7.50 “ Windsor rare aon 2hd 15 
Arno Meyer, Waldo, 30 Entries “= «  Fameuse ......2nd 7.50 “York Imperial . ..3rd 50 

25 plates, 5 com. var. for “ “Gano ..........2nd 7.50 “Delicious .......4th 25 
WAS ve szercrerersceccrmces oreaen A $ 7.50 “ “ MeMahan .....2nd 7.50 Tray Fameuse ........3rd 25 

Coll. apples, not to ex- « «  Seek-No-Further 2nd 7.50 “Gano ............2nd 2,50 
ceed 10 var..........2nd 6.00 “« “ Windsor .......1st 12.50 “Grimes Golden ...3rd 3.25
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A1Q lity Products Produce Class A C | 
| uality Froducts rro uce ass rops | 

| CREAM CITY SPRAY MATERIALS | 
| Arsenate of Lead Lime Sulphur | 

| Calcium Arsenate Bordeaux Mixture 

Nicotine Sulphate Corrosive Sublimate | 

Manufactured by 
| 

| 772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE | 

Telephone Hanover 1117 WISCONSIN 

] WRITE FOR PRICES NOW! | 

jo ee _ _ : - - SS 

_———E———— 
R. A. Irwin, Lancaster, 12 Entries 

Nit t € S d Plate Salome .........3rd $ 50 

itrate O oda “York Imperial ...1st 1.00 

Tray Fameuse ........4th 1.00 McKAY NURSERY 

Car Lots—Less Car Lots “"“Melntosh .......4th 1.00 

te ti . t t is N. W. Greening. .3rd 1.25 COMPANY 

Write for prices teint 5 trays N. W. Greening. 2nd 7.50 

MADISON, WIS. Totals cecccceeeeeeeeeeeeee$ 12.25 || MADISON WISCONSIN 

BENT OLIe, nee: E. H. Stoeber, Middleton, 21 Entries SSS 

TANAP " f Plate Fameuse ........3rd $ = .50 

BOOKLET FREE “What Nitrate “Gano ........---3rd “50 Nursery Stock of 

Has Done in Farmers Own “Pewaukee .......4th “95 : 

Hands. | Plumb Cider ....1st 1.00 Quality 

A n Distributor “Tolman .........2nd 15 

8. H. Burton, Western Dis bu Tray Pewaukee .......3rd 1.25 for Particular Buyers 
Washington, Ind. “a 

“ Gano ..........-18t 3.75 Have all the standard varieties 

ow King a 3.75 “ qounan va stot an ae as well as the newer sorts. Can 

axe ACTIN N gamaee ak ‘ 1 ith thing 

“ Melntosh ........3rd 125 5 trays Gano .........1st 12.50 supply you with everything" 

“McMahan .......2nd 2.50 10 trays Tolman ......3rd 10.00 Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

“ Seek-No-Further. .3rd 125“ “  Fameuse .....4th 6.00 Vines and Ornamentals. 

“Scotts Winter ...4th 1.00 “ “ Gano .........1st 25.00 

“Tolman ........-1st 3.75 “  “  Seek-No-F’rth’r2nd 15.00 Let us suggest what to plant 

“Wealthy ......-..3rd 1.25 Total = both in Orchard and in the dec- 

“Windsor .....--.Ist 3.75 i ee oration of your grounds. 

“Wolf River ......2nd 2.50 Kickapoo Development Co., Gays Mills, Prices and our new Catalog sent 

“York Imperial ...2nd 2.50 16 Entries promptly upon receipt of your 

“ Delicious ........3rd 1.25 Plate Grimes Golden ..3rd $ 50 list of wants. 

5 trays McIntosh .....2nd 7.50 «Jonathan ........1st 1.00 

“ «Wealthy .......1st 12.50 “Wagener ........1st 1.00 1 

“Tolman .......18t 12.50 Tray Ben Davis .......4th 1.00 Nurseries at 

““ Fameuse ......3rd 5.00 “Grimes Golden ...1st 3.75 W W i 

* 8 (Gano csesasses. 8rd 5.00 “Jonathan ........3rd 1.25 aterloo, Is. 

““ Seek-No-Further 4th 3.50 “Wagener ........1st 3.75 

10 trays McIntosh .....1st 25.00 “Windsor ........4th 1.00 

“«" N. W. Green. .4th 6.00 Plate any other stand- a 

“ «Wealthy ......1st 25.00 ard var., 1 premium.. 2.00 Albert K. Fritz, Middleton, 11 Entries 

“Tolman ......1st 25.00 -——— 3 White Turnips ......lst $1.00 

: “ Fameuse .....2nd 15.00 Total..........-++++++++--$ 15.25 3 Winter Cabbage .....1st 1.00 

co Gano .......- 3rd 10.00 E. J. Rooney, Baraboo 3 Red Cabbage ........2nd 75 

, “ McMahan ... --Ist 25.00 2 Entries 3 Yellow Danvers On- 

P Windsor ......1st 25.00 plate Delicious ........2nd ee eee | 50 

lite, any other stand- Plate any other stand- 6 Winter Radishes ....2nd -15 

ard var., 1 premium. . 2.00 ard var., 1 premium. . 2.00 Hubbard Squash ......3rd 50 

Total... ccc cece eee eee ee $253.25 Total... .sagers pear excl BTS Total... cc cccceeeeveeeee eB 4.50
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John Woolf, Stoughton, Wis., 7 Entries Wisconsin Florists’ News Notes Ill., and St. Paul, Minn., in th: iy. 
6 Blood Turnip Beets. .3rd $  .50 7 , 7 . < 3 3 White Turnips ......3rd 50 (Continued from page 86) neral business, none of whom, iovy- 

3 Red Cabbage ........1st 1.00 two weeks. One reports his great- ¢ver, give as much as 20 per -ent, 
6 Parsnips ............2nd 75 : F ‘ 
Table Ques Squash. . .2nd ‘75. est trouble from green fly, which he ne large firm, however, givcs 30 

6 Salsify ..............2nd .75 controlled by hydrocyanic gas fum- per cent and pays half the ex: ress 
Total... .ccccccceecececee$ 4.25 IPQ. a half the telegraph and telep: ione 

x — ed any i tolls. 
Jas. Livingstone, Milwaukee, 4 Entries No one reported any change in . . 
6 Red Onions. .........ist 3 1.00 their rose stock. One has added All report that stock is/ better, 
6 Onions, large type...2nd -7 Yellow and White Mistletoe mums. Cheaper, and in better demand hay 
La i SSO 5 . * 7 f 
areest Onion and 1 One reports dropping Oconto, last year. Nore of the correspond 

Total...........+...+--...$ 2.50 Gloria, Pacific and Supreme mums ¢nts has attempted to do much with 
H. C. Christensen, Oshkosh, 6 Entries and adding Sunshine, Sunray, Chad- the florist telegraph delivery. All 
Coll. not less than 10 wick and Smith Advance mums. report an active demand for dried 

entries: s.c% sean celst $ 5.00 ye . . j 
6 Chantenay Carrots... 1st 100 One has added Joys White, Edna flowers such as statice, bittersweet, 

6 Yellow Danvers On. r 7s and Maine Sunshine carnations. wreaths, etc., also a demand for 
TONS wo. cece eee eee ee OM . m : : : 

6 Parsnips ............1st 1.00 Retailers’ problems were not han- florists accessories and supplies -uch | 
6 Salsify ..............1st 1.00 dled as well as they might have as vases, fancy baskets, etc. Potted 

Total. ......ccc0seee...+..$ 8.75 been, for two of the correspondents plants are in demand, but no calls 

N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh, 13 Entries Were distinctly growers. Two, how- for window boxes. Two corre, 
6 Blood Turnip Beets..2nd  $ ~=—.75_—- ever, were centrally located in their spondents handle flower and _ grass 
6 Chantenay Carrots ..2nd 75 a we ‘ a eilits ade a pareiee oe 3 Winter Cabbage .....2nd ‘75 City and possessed good facilities seeds, and one carries considerable 

6 ChlCOry owners vvcenc dat 1.00 for display. Special feature win- stock. 

4 Fer MONE = vos, and dows were usually left standing a Everyone favored a definite pro- 

(ON 4 scene svoooslel 1.00 week, with cut flowers changing gram for both conventions and had 
6 White Onions .......1st 1.00 ek 3: say “t af 6 Onions, large type... 1st 100 two to three times a week. Large a good deal to say on the conduct of 

Largest Onion.........1st 1.00 ice boxes were the rule, though one members at conventions. One re- 
Hubbard Squash ......2nd 15 sd ice = * $i tie: say, “ny Tote 3 Table Queen Squash. Ist 109 Teported ice used for only four ported that conditions were so rot 

-——— months of the year. All reported a ten at the last summer convention 

Total...........++++++.++.$ 9.75 cash basis of business, but that what that his wife declares she will never 

Mrs. E. E. Schneider, 124 N. Hancock little charge business done had been go again. Another says, “\Whoso- 
St., Madison, 12 Entries ratiefag T ble j I sven | s is. Wife lé res liek at 

6 Blood Turnip Beets. .1st $ 100 Satisfactory. Trouble in charge ac- ever loves his wife leaves her a 

6 Chanteroy Carrots ..3rd 50 counts, according to the largest re- home.” One had no wife, and one 
3 Winter Cabbage .....3rd 50 intliar: renorii . ns aske: oOVNr a > ow 6 Red Onions .........3rd ‘59 tailer_ reporting, amounted to less asked, Ms ho would stay with the 

6 White Onions .......2nd 75 than one-half of one per cent, a six children?” Evidently at the 
6 Onions, large type ...3rd 50 > Volsteadi: ‘ a conventi thi yas a Largest Onions ......._3rd 50 truly Volsteadian average. last. fall convention, which / was a 

6 White Radishes .....1st 1.00 The matter of discounts to fu- success so far as good behavior was 
6 Parsnips ............3rd 50 eres : ayia sare -oncerne » wives fe at r Hubbaid wquasti c  cist 100 neral directors was evider tly a sore concerned, the _ wives felt that ro 

-——— spot, and all said none given, but definite provision had been made 

Total. ..............+.+.-.8 6.75 With qualificatiors. One does not for them. If the board of directors 
E. L. Roloff, Madison, 3 Entries favor discounts to directors in the or the program committee could 

3 White Turnips ......2nd $ 75 5 . Salew ar 4 : ean et Hi " fi 6 Salsify ..0. 3rd ‘50 Home town, but thinks that if any plan and print in advance a definite 

——- agency business is done with small program, with time left for a dis- 
Total. ....................$ 125 towns near that the funeral director cussion period at the close of ezch 

SS is the best bet and entitled to a 20 address or paper, it would be a wel 
One of the most encouraging fea- per cent discount. One gives a 20 come innovation to the majority of 

tures was the largely increased per cent discount, and one gives a the members. Further opinions «re 

number of young men ard women — similar discount to meet the compe- requested on this subject. Wh» re 

in attendance. It shows that the tition of florists who do the same there is so much smoke, there is 

society is alive and leading the way thing. Some report competition surely some fire. 

to better things. from Madison, Arlington Heights, Huron H. Smith
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Berry boxes and crates, either in the flat or made up complete; Climax grape and 

peach baskets; till or repacking baskets; bushel and half bushel shipping baskets, 

and tree protectors at remarkably low prices. 

Send for our circular and prices before placing your orders. 

SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX CO. 
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

R. J. Coe everywhere, His quiet, yet force- 

(Continued from page 87) ful nature has placed him among _ | stere9 sv0-19.1907 

in conferring upon him an honor- those men, who stand not only for 

ary degree given by the Regents of accomplishment, but for character 

the University of Wisconsin, in and true, Sane leadership in agr- 

part, said: “R. J. Coe, widely culture.” This is a high tribute to io. FI0.2 Fic 3 

known fruit grower and eminent pay to any man who has rendered B B 

nurseryman, has been concerned a good public service. . . erry oxes 

with upholding and upbuilding the Mr. Coe’s home relationships Crates, Bushel Boxes 

dignity of the business and calling WEEE ideal and his influence in his and Climax Baskets 

of horticulture ever since his resi- el and (State ‘was “exem® As You Like Them 

dence in Wisconsin. One of the Pl@'y- We manufacture the Ewald 

farm institute pioneers, his genial, wood veneer. that “give ipatlatac- 

2 = e was ti es ,. ’ tion. err: ox and crate mate- 

human kindness made him loved by Kellogg Ss Nursery ton. tie KD. in carload lots 

every one of his associates and won . . our specialty. We constantly 
hi Janesville Wisconsin garry in stock ie duare rates aw 

4 3 Masala fe awd ig. made up ready for use, either for 

him a host of friends in his audi SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR made UP ties or blueberries. No 

enccs throughout the state. His order too small or too large for 
8 BEANE. ; . us to handle. We can ship the 

hobhy as well as his business has Full line of standard varieties of folding boxes and crates in K. D. 

bes “fe is Al . _. 1 sl . ‘bt . Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, oe A Can cee ae rare 

1: fruits, flowers and shrubbery. Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- we aim to do our part well. A 

Asi nurseryman he has won an un- mental trees at prices that are Facets for early. orders. 

imp-achable reputation extending right. Don’t pay two prices to . 

over nearly half a century. His in- | traveling salesmen Order direct Cumberland Fruit Package 

flueace has helped to inspire confi- rn reliable nursery and save Company 

Z ney. . j 

dence in reputable nurserymen 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

J [a ereeeerneerrereeeene
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| | 
The Opgenorth Line aie AAD Lint 

of Ventilated Folding Boxes 
Ventilated Boxes Made Up in Crates 

Complete 
Ventilated Sides and Bottoms for Grow- 

| Berry Box ers Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 
| M. . Material 

aterial PLAIN LINE 
Improved Plain Folding Boxes 

oN ain Boxes Made in Crates Complete ey Plain B Made Up in C Compl 

Plain Sides and Bottoms for Growers 
Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

. 5 . Material 

United F ruit Package Co. K. D. Crates Requiring One Nail to Complete 

SHAWANO, WIS. | 
| A Postal Card Will Bring Our Samples and Price to You | 

BBO HOWKS || APPLE TREES | EQ QOeRenee Nursery Direct from P : 
° s a) Ey 

Company Stark Bros. Nurseries : f WEBSTERS i 
Can give you special i H , coarse ae! NEW INTERNATIONAL} 

are in a position to fur- F{ DICTIONARIES are in use by busi- 1 

‘ L. B. IRISH, B: is. [] ness men, engineers, bankers, }] 
nish high grade Nursery Salecwiais. 27 arab 00, Wis H judges, architects, physicians, [} 

D Fi farmers, teachers, librarians, cler- fj 

Stock of all kinds and ————— H gymen, by successful wien and Fj 

varieties suitable to Wis- his lecture Thursday evening; this [J Women the world over. i 

consin and other north- man standing before us and describ- Hl Are You Equipped to Win? H 

ern districts. ing accurately, to the minutest form A ane New Antesnational provides : 
Will be glad to figure on of petal or shading of color, one H] knowing teacher, a universal ques- fj 

; . hundred varieties of peonies as the — ff ton answerer. H 
your wants either in 5 Fi) If you seek efficiency and ad- fj 
1 . pictures were thrown on the screen! ff vancement why not make daily J 
large or small quantities We had heard of “Traxler’s Fra- fA useof this vast fund of inform- E 

grant Peonies” and assumed that i 490.000 Vocabulary Terms. 2700Pages. Fy 

SS Traxler was a nurseryman exploit- é $0,000 Geographical subjects: 713,000 A 

ing a new type Now we know th ‘aerate A ¢ retype. y wek ie 3 Regular and India-Paper Editions. FY 
Wauwatosa ... Wis. fragrance is all that is left for eB 3 Writeforspeo- A 

Judge Traxler, all peonies to him 5 ee illustrations, Fy 
are fragrant. oie 5 Esaki | set of Pocket FI 

Judge Traxler, of Minneapolis, as — iE ea £2) | Maps if you 

came early and won our hearts from There were too many good things an — i: ta re BA Paper. H 

the first. His kindly manner, his on the program, not enough time = ( | cI H MERRLiM Fy 
lovable personality and patience un- for discussion. Some time, per- ale eee Co., H 

: Oe 1 , Pm eer Re Sorina, Mass. 
der his great affliction, total loss of haps, the secretary will learn to cut QSAR 

sight, endeared him to all of us. down on speakers and write “dis-_©—§ 2 __ 

And then, the marvel of it all was cussion” oftener. We sell advertising space only t» 
reliable firms
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Glimpses of the Fruit Show, State Capitol January 10-12, 1913. Our regular photographer failed to get satis- 

factory large views. These are enlargements kindly furnished by Dr. Elsom from snap shots taken for his 

own satisfaction. 

Ninety-eight members registered The badges were all right, the ‘Then there certainly ought to be 

for badge and button and nearly all identification buttons all right, but a question box; in fact, if nothing 

were in attendance through all the the identification lists were too else was provided but a question 

essions. Twenty-five to thirty did lengthy, only a giraffe could read box we could have a fine meeting. 

hot register. the top lines. Let’s try it.
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Stark Tree Orchard of +—™ Average Size Stark 
. c. jhe Witherell, at a Delicious, Gre wn 

* i lebury, Vt.— a ; ° ‘ . 3500 Stark 2 ies a), One ne 
; ok Delicious ee Pe, Gly ay, 

ie : 
“e, ne ae hint ES Trees Pe Ps S Te TREE 

2%, oe ee yee eet poner ea Bist Strain 
eee ps a ae es is are ay ae . ie} T: 

= Sa, =r oe Se 7 > a . ae oy ie ee 
ROM Sadr ae tn Be i ‘aa Be . 'oe hs ci: Sa ae os ae = TO ad hae "ae P La 

rae * < PEN Pas Re Some x oe ME é SS eee i , a ’ ify A le | 

< E : 4 + at ae ct $ sd ee: a | 

ee fe s Pe se erg fom \ 
y , Pee P oa ay : \ 

‘ . | ss tes 
= i : a a) cs A Ber H A ae * a Gant 

— oe S a # 74 Stark Trees=576 Bu. ' al ty 
e eg F . ‘ Bi a 

Apples=$2,460.00 Y a ee pples=$2,460.00 in . aka 
Y ei “og Bae i.e Fade ¥ , ; a J Beet eee 

Year on Vermont Farm! Sane ee 
: otk y Me eecae | 

C. L. Witherell bought the land where his orchard now c : ae ye to oe 
stands (near Middlebury, in Northern Vermont) for $40 an es. ri Des ey Boama 7] 
acre. It would have made him a scant living in’ corn, . ees 2 rele ee) 
wheat or ordinary farm crops. on See . oD : i F 

Last year, 74 of his 11-year-old Stark Delicious trees Mos eae , } 
yielded him’ 576 bushels of glorious apples. And—they et ae ! 
added the impressive sum of Two Thousand Four Hundred +e temas 
and Sixty Dollars to his bank account. ety : 

He tells us that his Stark Delicious began bearing when 4 years Bee ye 
old—and have borne every year since. He now has 1,000 more Stark Cares eae 
Delicious 6-yrs.-old that he declares “Will produce ‘a bumper crop , 
this year.” "On October 21, 1922, he writes: “Just shipped last. car 
Stark Delicious to New York. Got $6.00 per box for run of Delicious 
Special Fancy $8.00 per box.” 

@ e 

. ; ’ 
Strain of e 1clouS STARK BRO’S 

Bears Wondrous Money-Crops in 44 out of 48 States! 

Go into almost any state you wish Again, in Sullivan Co, New York, N. J. says:—The best apple grown.” 
ahd you'll see Prosperity sitting on the Chas. Taylor has specialized on Stark ALL his 250 Stark’s Golden Delicious, 
front door step of growers who have Delicious and made 5 acres of common 3rd_summer, bore big crops this year 
planted ORIGINAL TREE Strain of $40 an acre land bring him over $9,- (1922). One’ yielded 80 apples, Many 
Stark Delicious. 200.00 in last 5 of the short 10 years he bore when only 18 months. “Very 

Near Fitchburg, Mass., A. A. Marshall ae been an apple grower. ane Baye, large and fine color.” 
is getting wondrous crops and record- (nee Peopee vay een a Star ner And Prof. Paddock, Ohio's noted 
prices ($7.00 for 75 Delicious apples in ¢l0Us,apples they don’t want any other state Horticulturist, frankly admits, 
a_carton) for his harvests from his | “'0. hia arkabl 1 “Stark's Golden Delicious beats any- 
6,000 tree orchard. His 8 and 9-year- eee ere Oe er ie SPER «thing I ever saw.” : Hie bu tree—WRITE FOR THE BIG, 80- : ; 
old ORIGINAL TREE Strain of Stark EI mCE Get all the facts—WRITE for FREE ) c i PAGE, 4-COLOR MASTERPIECE 1923 (, ‘acts 2 fo ; Delicious trees bore about 20 bushels PAGE, t-COLOR MASTERPIEC Copy of Big, 80-Page 1923) “Prix 
each this past summer. ZOGs hearn, £09) 2 Fruits” Book.” 
“—. F. Thayer, Chelan Co., Wash., a ’ ici STARK SEED “Bore Heavy Vege- 
former accountant, who banked $90,- Stark’s Golden Delicious table Crops Despite 50-Day Drought.” 
350 for his Stark Delicious, Winesaps 2-Year-Old Trees Bear in 33 States “This drought ruined almost all of th: 
and Jonathans off 23 acres in 4 years. is variety atit Ww. 2 years 8ardens and crops around here, but 
He writes:—"If I were planting a new 4,7 his variety bore fruit when 2 years Our ‘vegetable garden—planted with 
orchard, I would make it all ORIGINAL Orang dant year in 11 different states Stark Seeds—weathered it well and 
TREB Strain of Stark Delicious.” Geenite S tronte ana 2 treesen: bore heavy, all through the dry season,” 

In Clermont Co., Ohio, J. J. Bohlen- Of it, O. O, Sutton, Pres. of River- Writes Mr. Ulrich Southheimer, Rush- 
der has enjoyed a NET income of $21,- view Orchard, Co., W. Va. (who has !and, Penn. 
800.00 in 6 years off 12 to 20 acres, 1,000 Stark’s Golden Delicious) says:— Our Big 64-page Edition of Stark 
ORIGINAL TREE Strain of Stark De- “it is to be the apple sensation of the Bro's 1923 Vegetable and Flower Seed 
licious apples, being his prize-price century.” Catalog is now ready. WRITE for 
makers. Chas. Riedenbaker, Burlington Co, FREE Copy. 

Address Box W. H. 

9 Oldest in America— Largest in World 
At LOUISIANA, MO. —_— For Over 107 Years
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Our Honey Booth at the Wiscon- of jars, showing very well the are submitted by mail. You will be 
sin Products Exposition beauty and color of the honey. interested to know that arrange- 

1922 Many persons who passed the booth ments have just been completed for 
. made remarks admiring the clean, a sale of 15,000 pounds of extracted 

Our members will recall that last distinctive and dignified appearance honey to one of the Milwaukee deal- 
September an appeal was made to of the exhibit. ers. All commissions received on 
all members, local organizations, About forty-five members sub- honey sales will be reported from 
and supply companies to donate mitted samples of honey they — time to time in this paper. 
money and honey for the purpose of — wished to sell. Whenever an inter- It is impossible to distinguish be- 
permitting our association to main- ested buyer visited the booth, all tween the advertising value and 
tain a booth at the Wisconsin Prod- samples were submitted, the only educational value of such an ex- 
ucts Exposition. Those of our identification mark on each sample hibit of honey, as any honey dis- 
members who attended the conven- being a number. The buyer did not play that enlightens the public ad- 
tion will remember having seen the know whose honey he was buying, vertises HONEY. An attractive 
state association booth; but since but made his choice entirely accord- display of honey will do a great 
only about 12 per cent of our mem- ing to the flavor he desired. If the deal to put the public straight con- 
hers were present at the convention, buyer selected No. 10, No. 10 was cerning honey. Space will not per- 

a picture of the booth is included in looked up on the records, the price mit the including of all questions 
this issue. | believe the members stated, and if satisfactory to the asked by the people who passed the 

as well as visitors at the exposition buyer, the honey was sold. You booth, but the number of questions 

will agree that this picture does not — will find in the financial report the certainly indicated that our bee- 
do our booth justice. The color exact amount of honey sold at the keepers have a big problem to solve 
was yellow and white, which booth. All display jars were sold in educating the public to eat more 

blended very well with the golden at Milwaukee, since the committee honey. Someone that was capable 
honey. In arranging the exhibit it in charge did not feel it practical to of answering such questions was at 
was found that the display was ship the honey back to Madison, pay the booth most all of the time, en- 
much more effective when not so express charges and then sell it at abling our association to give those 
many jars were used. The jars Madison. The samples of honey interested true answers to their 
were so arranged that an electric are still on file and whenever we questions. There should be no 
light was directly back of the group learn of interested buyers, samples (Continued on page 55.)
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Wisconsin Beekeeping velopment of beekeeping instruction compiled and all members desiri: g | 
HL. ¥. WILSON. Raltor and research, to buy honey were furnished wih 

—_— Local associations that have not the names of members who hid 
Ofticare.:of Tie Wisconeis tete: Beckeapers already done so should get out res- honey to sell. As a result of this 

President.............++-James Gwin, Gotham — olutions being sure to have as many one member purchased 5,520 poun |s 
Tease emt AA Brom, June" individual beekeepers as possible extracted honey from five membe:s, 
Secretary..............++.Malitta D. Fischer sign these petitions. Send them to This same member purchased 8 

Remit eee eee ee. ates, wis, Your legislators just previous to the cases of comb honey. Another 
tie ur bill is brought up. inetnbey percaae rae pounds, an- 

—_——_———— other 2, ounds from two memn- 
The 1923 State Fair Label and Lithograph Container _ bers, aeoiler one case of comb, an- 

Now is the time to make your Committee other 32 cases of comb, and another 
plans for the season of 1923. If Your label and lithograph con- 1,500 pounds. . 

you have never exhibited at the tainer committee held a meeting, This makes a total of 9,720 
state fair, now is the time to make a January 6th, and definitely decided pounds of extracted and 41 cases of | 
start. Write to Mr. Gus Dittmer, on the color scheme for the new comb honey. . . 
Superintendent of the Bee and lithographed honey pail. The back- About thirty copies of the list 
Horey Exhibit, Augusta, Wiscon- ground will be a pearl white, the Were sent to interested buyers, and, 

sin. word HONEY will appear in red, although we have not received re- | 
—_____ all other printing in black. If the nets on a numba ef eaten 

, s cost is not too great, the flowers and WMO sold honey, we have he mn 
Beekeepers’ Summer Meeting leaves will appear in natural colors. directly that several — thousand | 
Plan now to attend the Beekeep- ee pounds of honey was marketed as a 

ers’ Chautauqua and field meet to The following clippings were  esult of this plan. 
be held at Madison on August 13 to made from the January issue of the —__ 
18, 1923. American Bee Journal: State Association Letterheads and | 

This will be one of the most im- Fruit Growers Demand Bee In- Envelopes . 
portant meetings ever held in Wis- spector _ All members who are interested 

consin. During this week we will The fruit growers around Yuba ™ 2 haul ae and a 
dedicate the Miller Memorial Li- City, California, have requested hee fa now g ei the ye Or 
brary, which will make this meet- County Horticultural Commissioner fice | ao samp e topics if they have 
ing a rational event, H. P. Stabler to try to get a bee in- a areaty pect me Tn enone 

Sa spector for their county and also to e can - € the following prices : 
Fi ‘ ‘ get a more liberal distribution of -ETTERHEADS 

Miller Memorial Library . bees throughout the county for pol- 100 She@tSesvevssscesces $ 75 
We are proud of the splendid lination of fruit. 200 sheets...... we . 1.25 

manner in which our Wisconsin a 300 sheets... 175 
beekeepers have given to the Miller Honey Week 500 sheets...... . _ 280 

Memorial Library, ; but po and Salem, Oregon, recently observed 1000 sheets........ 5.45 
then we learn of some beekeeper “Honey Week” with special dis- 2000 sheets... . _.. 10.90 
who has sold a lot of old journals to lavé fa the local’st Sp lows and Envicorns 
the junk man or else has burned plays in the local store windows and 100 | oe 60 
them up. We hope that our bee- with honey on the menu of the noon envelopes.......... veces B 60 

tf “ae fe i . fies luncheon of the Chamber of Com- 200 envelopes................ asses LELD 

ee oe pea these merce. The object was to increase 300 envelopes... 1.65 | 
eS ‘iheowing. them waye Te public interest in the best of sweets. 500 envelopes......... saree, 200 

~ ill ship | ne . < fret ht Western newspapers gave consider- 1000 envelopes...........0..00.00.0....... 4.90 
YOU WIN STD. OY EXDTESS OF 2 Eels able space to the event. 2000 envelopes...............0--- 9.40 
collect, we will pay the charges. : 

MPRINTING 
. Report of Honey Sold Through The cost of imprinting the indi- 

Legislative Committee Secretary’s Office vidual member’s names will run | 
Your legislative committee held Our members will remember that about Ic per sheet and per envelope 

a meeting, January 20th, to formu- a “Have You Any Honey to Sell” in small quantities. In lots of 500 
late a definite plan for securing report blank was included in the we can get this imprinting done for 
$1,500 state aid for the welfare of | August number of Wisconsin Bee- about $3.00 and for lots of 1,000 
this association and petitioning the keeping. About seventy of our about $4.50 or $4.00, depending on 
board of regents and legislature for members took advantage of this the amount of imprinting. 
a» building at the university that will service and reported the amount of The following quotations are 
1 satisfactory for the proper de- honey they had to sell. A list was approximate and will vary, depend-
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ing on the amount of imprinting vidual guarantee. Since your asso- Money Paid Out by Secretary 

io be done. The company from ciation is not financially incorpo- vor Bott, wen scicainaninelt He SIRE OO 
i , 5 c] eet ASS JATS 2... ee eee eee eee eens oI 

w hom the stationery was purchased rated for marketing honey on @ Byhibitors’ Conference Trip to 
promises to give our members the large scale, we are more or less lim- Milwaukee ................2 9.26 
lowest possible “quotation on im- ited in what we can do in this direc- Banquet—Exhibitors .......... 2.50 

printing, providing enough orders tion. However, we should take ad- Lumber for shelves........... 3.00 
are turned in at the same time to vantage of all opportunities to ex- $147.78 
make it worth while. We shall be hibit honey at fairs and agricul- Spoon $25 
glad to furnish the stationery and tural shows. Backs Srrresrssssss esses 99 

have the member have his local As secretary of this association I Picture and plate....... ...... 3.00 
printing company take care of the want to thank every individual, lo- wing and lights....... a on 
imprinting if the member so desires. cal association and supply company DECIAL DUMB es eer erereesrerers : 

Imprinting 200 envelopes and that donated either money or honey $159.23 

200 sheets, about....................$2.75 for this booth. The following Balance .......--. 00.0. 002 0-8 28.62 

Imprinting 500 envelopes and financial report will show that this | $182.86 
500 sheets, about $3.75 or... 4.00 undertaking was self-supporting | |, Money Donations 

e s we : a ocals 
Dodge County Beekeepers’ Asso- "4 there is a small balance to be “Washington Co, Assn........$ 2.00 

ciation has placed an order for 500 turned over to the treasurer. May Marathon Co. Assn.......... 1.00 
letterheads and 500 envelopes for 0!” members respond as well in Members 

. ways pes 1923 TI lates for the 1923 ex- A. H. Seefeldt.........00005 50 
use of the association. One mem- /%¢5. (The dates for the a OX John W. Peters.............. 50 
ber has ordered 500 sheets and an- position are’ December Ist to 8th.) Chas. Jakel................. 50 
other member has purchased 200 Malitta D. Fischer. Albert Peglow.............5. 4.00 

nines oe 200 envelopes. Send The following donations were re- From November Report....... 113.00 

your orders In as soon as you can. ceived after the report given in the | 118.50 
SS November issue of \Wisconsin Bee- ‘Total received saris: wae $118.5 

we keeping: At Milwaukee 
Our Booth at Exposition keeping = W. E. Reim (Hustisford).... 1.00 

: i 2 H Donati Received for commission on 120 (Continued from page 53.) oney Dona ae bs eee LoNee tele ea 60 

question concerning the value of Ext. Comb 40 glass jars at 40 ......... 16.00 
having someone answer questions Jos. B, Hesseling........ 10 Wy BD eee eee 4 
properly; members will agree no Antigo Honey Co........ 10 gp gg TS ye'g0 
doubt that such educational work is 4: Bs Tibpetts « settee ees ae Zo 8 4 TT 45 
a medium of advertising. The edu- 22¢0b Hotz....-......... 2ie ee 

: are Geo. N. Hidershide...... 2% Cc feat 9 «¢ b 
cational and advertising value can- illi OMMISs1On ON) CASES; COM: 

° : William Horton.......... 1 honey at 25c per case....... 2.25 not be estimated in dollars and A. W. Pommerenning.... 1% 8 cases display jars at 3.20.... 25.60 
cents; we can only say that since Pauline Baseman........ 6 — 
the total attendance for the week EC. Rothe............. 10 $182.85 

f th ne oe : Albert Peterson.......... 1% 
of the exposition was 100,000 per- Chas. Jakal.............. 1% ————= 
sons, we must have placed the prod- Walter A. Ross. (1b. jars) 6 Address of Vice-President at the 
uct of our members before at least S.J. Riesterer. “ "  * a 1922 C tio 
75 per cent of that number or 75,- Chas. W. Stone wee : « Onyenon . 
000. Does this mean anything to 6 p, Hjorth..." " 3 Fellow Beekeepers: Ladies and Gen- 

vou? L. Kehoe...... "°° 2 tlemen: 

The state association through John Kneser.. " "  ™ 6 It is two years since I have had 
- "ig Roy Wolford... ““ “ 9% the rtunity t ingle with y 

guaranteeing to the buyer that the anna Taylor............. 5 He Opportunity: £0 MUNETS Wilh yOu 
honey is absolutely true to sample is ©. W. Giauque.........-. L and to say that I am glad to be here 

‘aking a step to win back the confi- Albert Peglow........... 19 again would be putting it mildly. 
lence of the dealers. Several of the “olden Dew Honey Co... 5 Our program for this hour reads 
: ete dies is Jennie Matzke........... 1 “President’s Address,” but that fea- 
arger bottlers in this state have sO eside} dress,” but that fea 

made remarks similar to this one, 109% 12 ture s impossible since our presi- 
‘I have no confidence in Wisconsin From Nov. Report.......204 3 den, } i BP. Stelling, 1s at pres- 
beekeepers because they do not sell -—— -- ent in Jamburg, zermany, study- 
honey true to sample.” It is this 313% 15 ing beekeeping conditions there. 

problem your association is trying 1 jar broken........... 1% 4 see. There was no paper prepared be- 
to solve, and we are finding that 312 4 fore his departure, so it befalls the 
buyers will purchase more readily Aug, Lotz.cc.cc0ecccee08 10 vice president to substitute a mes- 
honey that is backed by an organiza- , — sage. 
tion ‘guarantee as well as the indi- 322 It certainly is gratifying to see so
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many of our prominent beekeepers. rate of increase of 1,200 colonies we often speculate as to whetl er 
men and women, at this convention. per annum, allowing six acres of bees see and smell and hear, but lo 

Our state association, if 1am cor- clover and pasture per colony, it not know much about it. 
rectly informed, has lived through will take us 750 years to stock up Bees are geologically as old as ve 
44 (1878) seasons of sunshine and Wisconsin’s clover and pasture are, and they are among the high st 
rain and from a very small begin- alone. I’m going to repeat J. J. forms of the invertebrates and thoy 
ning has grown through the proper Wilder’s words from “Dixie Bee- may have developed a sense or 
guidance of its leaders and splendid keeper,” November, 1922: “Boys, senses of which we know no.aiiy 
cooperation of its members to al- we must increase this business a We cannot measure them by any- 
most a thousand strong. The pio- thousand colonies next year!” thing we know. We have too loag 
neer builders have certainly laid the It is true that a few localities are talked and written of bees as 
foundation well or it could never now stocked apparently to the limit though they necessarily have tie 
have supported this grand super- and expansion would mean out- same senses and means of commu- 
structure that our organization now yards at a considerable distance nication which we have. The fact 
is. Though our membership has — over dirt roads, which is seldom sat- remains that the bees today are 
soared to near the thousand mark  isfactory unless the roads are pa- identically the same as they were in 
(750), and the membership of the _ trolled. the days of Samson. 
locals is well-nigh double that num- The beekeepers in such a locality The amount of nectar lost an- 
ber, there still remain six or eight — still have recourse to Hubam. nually just because it is a few milli- 
thousands of Wisconsin beekeepers The sweet clovers growing along meters beyond reach of the Italian 
who are verily strangers within our roadsides and in waste places may bee’s tongues is a stupendous 
own doors. or may not amount to more than “a amount. Certainly, a long lasting 

Surely it behooves each and every drop in the bucket,’ but Hubam crown of glory awaits the Christo- 
one of us to not sit here in blissful grown as a clover crop in orchards Pher Columbus or the Luther Bur- 
contentment, but to pray and work and in all cornfields certainly gives bank of beedom. 

for and with that brother or sister wonderful results. Personally, I Markets 
beekeeper until they are one among can say that my own bees gathered With a systematic expansion of 
us. The fact that most of the non- Hubam honey from my own four- our industry and the consequent in- 
members are beekeepers with but a teen-acre cornfield on Armistice crease in production, we must very 
few colonies, notwithstanding, let Day, November 11th. This can soon be brought face to face with a 
us remember our own “first time.” — only be possible on well-limed soils huge marketing problem and some 
Constructive Expansion—Tue and it behooves all of us who are _ think we already have quite a prob- 

Honey Fora farmer-beekeepers to actually prove lem before us to market the honey 
Though the possibilities of growth i, oval ele phos by demonstration now produced. 

for this organization are great in- ‘"¢ Va So of lime on acid soils for Iam not here to say whether the 
deed, the possibilities for expansion Sweet clover: price of honey is too low or too 
of the beekeeping industry in Wis- Also we can demonstrate the high, but I will say that some of us 
consin are all but limitless. Due to Value of a legume cover crop in beekeepers are not entitled to a rea- 
the foul brood and a few bad win- Corn for next year’s oats seeded to sonable profit above the cost of pro- 
ters, the average increase for the clover. duction. Are all of us entitled to 

past ten years has been but 1,200 This new seeded clover in oats the cost of production, plus? Em- 
colonies annually, which is not by can withstand any amount of  Phatically, no! Any man that does 
any means keeping pace with the drouth and will bloom the first sea- not keep the cost of production 
number of acres of land being son. The question of soils and lim- within reasonable bounds need not 

cleared. : ing is of paramount issue and every look for any profit. 
Within the past few years, since beekeeper should familiarize him- Too many of our bright and shin- 

more funds are available, Dr. S. B. Self and his community with this  !g stars of beedom devote their en- 
Fracker’s department, in coopera- all-important subject of liming. tire time to the caring for a hundred 

tion with Professor Wilson’s de- Tue Bees THEMSELVES oF es en ae i cuss he 

partment, is doing splendid work Great as is the need for the liming doesn’t att t tes oso. ‘led Ii one 
which goes far toward making bee- of our soils for cl : s Selah Miedr Sonal ed. VINE 
keepine sate ii Wisconsin Clover insurance, price. I thoroughly believe that 

There is great need for more bees ane eal ne te rdly eet ee Seely Gee eins _and. eblcemeiinted é § & § , it is hardly overshadowed man should do a man’s work and 
in Wisconsin to gather up and store by the need of improvement among pot charge up a full year’s labor bill 
nature’s most wonderful delicacy. the bees themselves. to a hundred or less colonies when 

The amount of nectar wasted for With honor and all due respect to three or four times that many could 
want of bees to gather it amounts the master minds that are now and _ have been well cared for. 
almost to a crime and at the present have given their all to our cause, (To be concluded in March.)
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How to Care for Injured Shade green ash, and hackberry. For ing of bark is removed or injured, 

Trees streets with wide lawn strip be- Therefore, the number of possible 

Franz A. Aust tween curb and walk the hard and openings through which infection 
Well-kept shade trees are of such red maple are also valuable. The may take place should be kept as 

great value to the individual home soft maple, Carolina poplar, Nor- low as possible. It is through open- 
grounds ard the conmunity at large way - Swedish poplar, and box ings such as these that the elm cal j 
that no reasonable amount of money elder are fast growing trees, but ker and serious heart-rot fungi may 

or effort should be spared in prop- short lived and easily broken by gain a foothold. Because of the 

2a : . eaner o storms. Usually if trees of the lat- damage likely to result from such 
erly caring for them. Proper care : = badly inj 1 by ound : . ch; | does not ordinarily require a great ter group are badly injured by wounds, never use spurs such as 

amount of technical and scientific “fOr oF disease, it is best to re- are used in climbing telephone | 
knowledge, but rather the applica- move them and plant longer lived _ poles. . | 

tion of plenty of common every- trees. , Rerain Work 2 
day “horse sense.” The greatest IMMEDIATE, CAREFUL Work Gives Repair work may be summarized | 

lesson to learn is that it costs com- Brest Resutts as) follows . 
paratively little to properly treat When trees are badly injured the | Q) Remove all branches impos- 

injuries at the time they are made best thing to do is to get expert ad- sible fo repair, also: alli dead’ woud 
and that such treatment is necessary Vice and help from an experienced ©T injured bark. . .. 
for the health and beauty of the tree and reliable tree surgeon. If it is (2) Restore to its original Post 

and adds to its economic value and necessary to do the work yourself, tion every branch which remains 
length of life. get the best information possible sufficiently attached to warrant such 

and follow directions closely. When Procedure. In some cases it will 
Direcr INyuRY 7 daniawe is Caused ‘by sleet oF snow, be necessary to use block and tackle 

The most general direct injury to the sooner the trimming and repair (3) Fasten the branch securely 
shade trees in Wisconsin is the re- work is done after the ice or snow by bolts, hooks and cables. “| 
sult of sleet storms, and injury due is off the fee the: Beiter: “The (4) Trim and smooth ragged 

to improper pruning by owners OF broken parts will heal quicker and edges so that rapid healing may 
wire using companies: Injuties due: j 4, damage will be dore to the re-take place. See Fig. 4. 
to sleet storms may be repaired fo 4 inainder of the tree through falling (5) Disinfect and waterproof all 
great extent if proper care is given branches or other natural injury, Cut surfaces. (See treatment of 

the tree as soon as possible ater the The impossibility of doing the work Wounds.) 
storm 1s over. Injury on the part at this time should not cause longer (6) Keep the tree in as healthy 
of wire-using companies may be delay than is absolutely necessary. @ condition as possible. 
lessened by proper pruning and care, Delaying the work because of the (6) Watch for serious defects 
ob entirely: avoided, by -eactying ‘the fear that the tree will suffer through and apply the proper care at once. 
— beneath or bleeding is unwarranted, as serious How to Remove BraNncues 

injury will rot result if the wound Branches in breaking usually 
Inpirect INJURY is given proper care. either split in the crotch or break 

Indirect injuries are decay or In trimming trees, the motto across the grain. The latter is al- | 
other diseases of the tree and insect “safety first” is not enough. It most impossible to repair and usual- 
attack. These are usually caused should be “safely all the time.” ly requires removal of the branch. | 
by the broken limbs and split or \Vhen a ladder is used be sure that Such branches should be cut back 
peeled places in the bark through both ends are secure before start- it possible to a point where there 
which the fungi and insects may en- ing to climb. will be a remaining twig or bud to 
ter. Wounds should always be Tree rots are caused by small continue the growth of the branch | 
treated immediately after the wound plants called “fungi.” They repro- so as to eventually replace the por- 
is made. duce themselves by very tiny spores tion removed. See Fig. 3. | 

The most valuable shade trees in that float through the air and may When removing branches two or 

Wisconsin are the elm, basswood, find a favorable place for growth more inches in diameter they should | 
pin oak, red oak, Norway maple, wherever the outer protective cover- be undercut. See Fig. 1. This con-
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sists of making a preliminary saw surfaces of wounds in order to pre- one size smaller than the screw 

cut from the under side of the vent the entrance of fungi and in- hook. Screw the hook into the | 

branch at a point usually 6 inches — sects is made by mixing melted as- branch until there is just room 

to a foot beyond the point where phaltum with an equal quantity (by enough to slip the wire or chain, 

the final cut is to be made. This weight) of coal-tar creosote. As- which will be used to hold the 

cut should be made as deep as pos- phaltum used alone must be applied branch or the block and_ tackle, 

sible. A second cut should be made while hot or diluted with turpentine between the branch and the end of 

from the upper side of the branch to the consistency of paint. If ap- the hook. Never ‘attach block and 
2 or 3 inches beyond the first cut plied while hot a wire-bound brush tackle to the branches of the tree 
and continued until the limb falls. must be used. If creosote or coal by means of chains, ropes, or wires 

By this method the branch may be tar is applied to cherry, plum or wrapped around the branches. This 

removed without splitting down the peach trees, the exposed edges of procedure is very likely to injure 

side of the branch or tree trunk. In the bark should first be given a coat the bark at the point of contact. 

removing the stub the cut should of shellac, otherwise slight injury Branches may even be entirely gir- 

start as close to the supporting will occur to the growing parts, dled and utterly ruined by such 

branch as possible and take a di- thus retarding healing. practice, 

rection which will bring it out on  Resrorinc BRANCHES TO ORIGINAL The size of the block and tackle 

the lower side about 4 to % inch Positions to use will depend upon the weight 

from the supporting branch. This Branches split down can be re- of the branch to be pulled back 

makes the direction of the cut near- stored if one-fourth of the circum- into shape. Sometimes where man 

ly parallel to the direction of the ference bark is entirely intact and labor only is available it is necessary 

supporting branch. See Fig. 1. not torn from the wood. See Fig. to use 2 or even 3 sets of tackle at- 

In cutting back a branch to a re- 2a, This is usually not a difficult taching the lead rope of the first set 

maining twig or bud, the cut should task if carefully planned and engi- to the movable block of the second 

start 4 to % inch above the base neered. First place a lag screw set and again the lead rope of the 

of the branch or bud to be left. See hook in the broken branch two to second set to the movable block of 

Fig. 3. Its direction should be such twenty feet above the break, the the third set. In this way two men 

as to provide for natural drainage distance being determined by the ¢an move a branch weighing over 

of the wound. Stubs should never Joad to be lifted. A second hook two tons. 

be left on the tree. should be placed in a similar posi- Before putting the branch back 
When large branches or portions tion in an unbroken branch. These into position it is usually best to 

of a tree are to be removed it is are to be used in attaching the block treat the exposed surfaces as di- 

well to use a rope to lower the and tackle. Two additional hooks rected in Treatment of Wounds. 

branch to the ground in order to are placed just below the first set. How to Make a WirE CaBLE 

avoid injury to the remainder of The cable or chain, which will ulti- In making a wire cable it is best 

the tree. mately hold the branches together, to use No. 12 galvanized soft an- 

TREATMENT OF WouNDS is to be attached to these hooks. nealed wire which is usually pro- 

Wherever a branch is removed it The size of the lag screw will de- curable at any hardware store. The 

is well to treat the wound with a pend on the size of the branch to wire should always be of the best 

disinfectant and preservative ma- be pulled back in place. Six or quality galvanized obtainable. After 

terial. Lead paints should not be eight-inch branches can be pulled the branch has been pulled as near- 

used, as they are liable to kill back back on a half-inch caliper screw ly as possible into its original posi- 

the cambium layer and retard heal- hook; for heavy oak branches a 34 tion the wire with a seven inch end 

ing. Good preservatives are: as- inch caliper would be required. If projecting is hooked over one hook 

phaltum paint, which can be bought larger hooks are necessary Y% or 1 and then threaded back and forth 

at almost any hardware store or inch floor hooks for a hay fork can between the hooks until the re- 

paint shop; carbolineum, which can _ be used. quired number of strands are se- 
be bought at most seed stores, or a In order to place the screw hook cured. It is then cut off leaving an 
good grade of coal-tar creosote. A in position it is necessary to bore a_ end 7 to 10 inches long which is bent 

good mixture to use in coating the hole into the branch using a bit downwards. For a medium-sized
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branch for which a 3@ inch hook is back. See Fig. 5. In heading has completely stopped. This will 

used, six or eight strands will be back the tree, the same precautions usually occur in late May or early 

sufficient. For a larger branch should be taken as in the removal June. 

where % or 5@ inch hook is neces- of the branches. Ornamental trees Old wounds on elm trees and 

sary 12 to 16 strands are needed. asa rule should not be headed back sometimes other trees will continue 

For larger hooks 18 to 20 strands heavily unless storm or other in- to leak year after year. This rhay 

should be sufficient. A short iron jury makes it absolutely necessary. be due to any one of many causes. 

bar is placed between the wires and A tree will require careful annual If thorough cleaning, disinfecting 

they are then twisted into a compact pruning for five or six years after and waterproofing does not cure 

cable. The loose ends are then heading back. The first season it the leak consult a competent: tree 

| twisted about the cable. A cable will usually develop six to eight surgeon. 

made in this way of the best grade branches at every large cut. See Scars if not too large will even- 

of galvanized wire should last from Fig. 5a. These branches should all tually heal over. In a young tree 

10 to 12 years. However, the cable be removed except a carefully se- an inch scar may heal over in a 

should be inspected at intervals of lected one which is to become the single season. 

two or three years to see that it is future leader. Care should be —__——. 

in good condition or if it needs re- tak’ select a vi s bra * 8 d en to select a vigorous branch High Bush Cranberry. 

placing. so located that the wound will be " \ kes about t! 
; SoOrres ent asks e 

, 2 rotected and heal ra: nidly. é corre pone ent as . a pout V 

Where the branches are particu- e pe “Bush Cranberry” and if it is iden- 

pe «| TT > Terre > WING me . 

larly large or there is likely to be Toots For TREE PRUNING tical with the cranberry we eat with 

twisting by the wird it may be nec- The ordinary pruning tools neces- turkey. 

essary to place additional cables to 5 i é Hi, . 

prevent the swaying of the branches —— = Cie were aod ne Without doubt this correspond- 

fadament must be used in ‘ lacing saw with plenty of scl; 2 pole ent has in mind Viburnum opulus, 

‘ti 8 dditi - 1 ble rie 8  pruner such as 1s used in orchard commonly called High Bush Cran- 
ese additional cables. ey are work, and if possible, a curved- jerry in many localities, especially 

usually placed 6 or 8 feet above the bladed saw attached to a 10 or 12- in our Great Lakes region. It is 

first ceable ior cross-cabled to sather foot pole, bit and brace, a short ajso known as Arrow Wood. It in 

ranches of ihe ve See Fig. 2b. bar, pliers, paint brush, and neces- y9 way resembles the true cran- 
t is very often desirable to place ry : on 

bolts th y h tl . fa sary ladders. For heavy cable berry, Vaccinium marcrocarpon, a 

Ss through the tree just below work a safety belt is essential. trailing vine, and botanically the 
the broken crotch. The heads of Con Ww s B e idel ted ° 

-OMPLETE, cS J 5 vo are widely separated. the bolts should be placed through ) — orK SHouLp BE two are widely separatec 

_ iron washers or diamond-shaped : ATEHED Both the common and) the Jap- 

| plates and these counter-sunk It is of greatest importance that anese Snowballs are Viburnums. 

through the cambium layer. See trees once repaired be carefully Viburnum opulus commonly grows 

Fig. 2c. watched. The directions given in toa height of ten to fifteen feet and 

, . heading back trees should be care- the fruit, reddish globular berries, 
Wherever branches which are 6 . : an fully followed. Old wounds should are borne in compact clusters, each 

to 8 inches in diameter are bolted aR 5 
= ig be waterproofed at least every two a comfortable handful. The fruit 

together, it is desirable to cap the . : . P 
: years. Cables require watching to was widely used by the pioneers for 

crotch with a cement cap or water- : 7 _ : 
see see they do not rust out. If a cable jelly and jam. V. opulus is a hand- 

shed. However, it is always best : : : ’ : 
. or chain shows signs of rust paint some shrub and is highly orna- 

to have this work done by someone it with asphaltum aint lin S | 1 Octob 

experienced in this kind of work. paint. mental in September and ctober 

Persistent LEAKS AND SCARS when the fruit ripens. It is plenti- 

HEADING Back BapLty BroKEN It must be borne in mind that ful along streams and in moist 

TREES wounds on elms and maples woodlands in Wisconsin. 

If a great number of the “bleed” more freely than wounds Nurserymen do not feature the 

branches of the tree are broken so on other trees. In such cases it is real High Bush Cranberry, prefer- 

that the tree is badly deformed, the preferable to thoroughly water- ring the kinds conspicuous for their 

undamaged branches should be cut proof the wounds after “bleeding” bloom.
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OO new aS —— ee -—sville, Indiana, 4th vein, in the order 

T H E F L O RI S T S P A G E named, more voting for Pocahontas, | 

cBrrED BY "he matter of heating showed some 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany Civeneees 19 Gotten, Hee were 
PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. was the opinion of the last ques. 

tionnaire. This time steam seems 

2 ‘ . to have the call. Some say steam 
State Florists in February cago, Milwaukee and M OFIGN f. sidieinter and! ‘hot-water for 

It is the order of the editors of | Grove. lhe questionnaire shows, fall and spring. Others say hot 

this magazine that this department 100, that the state florists have their water for general greenhouse ani 
shall only be permitted one page for quota of members in the local Ro- Sean: [oi fOSeS. “y few dared 

this issue, so without further ado, tary, Kiwanis and other civic clubs. yg, specialties: Cudahy Floral 

but with much more material, we About 17 of the state florists at- Co., roses; Heitman & Oestreicher, | 
must begin to concentrate. The Feb- tended the annual meeting of the carnations: Matthewson’s of She- 

ruary questionnaire brought three Wisconsin State Horticultural So- boygan, bexonias and bedding stock. 
times as many answers as the first ciety at Madison, January 10th to 1.4 \Wim, A. Toole, Baraboo, pan- 

one, and fanned the spark of hope 12th, and the Milwaukee Florists’ sies and hardy plants. Some trouble 

for better cooperation in the future. Club exhibited flowers there. Fred fron a eyelamen midge is reported 

It is hoped to make this monthly re- Rentschler entertained three of the It cannot be controlled by tobacco 
port of the florists’ happenings a Milwaukee club at a Thursday Ro-  avtract sprays. Eskil, “of Tron 

regular feature, and also to furnish tary luncheon, Alfred Locker, Wm. Mountain, Mich. reports doubling 
special articles for nearly every Kennedy, Sr.. and Huron H. Smith. his stock of mums and adding 2 

issue, such as the report of the The Milwaukee Florists’ Club have per cent to his carnation stock 

Spring Flower Show, which the $0 on record as favoring a greater Cudahy Floral Co. reports 25,000 

Milwaukee florists voted to hold Participation in these annual horti- 54.65 planted. 

next year in the Museum-Library Cultural meetings. Retailers’ problems and statistics 
rotunda. But according to our Growers’ problems and statistics. |¢ seems to the writer that the retail 

genial editor, Mr. Cranefield, he ‘The question of fertilizers brought forists are not getting near all they 
will have to cap this natural gas forth the information that in gen- might get from the State Florists’ 

well and see that we do not run eral it is hard to get the right kind. Association. Too few belong. The 
away with all of the space. although one reported that he cost is trifling and the contact with 

We were glad, this time, to hear “grows his own,” meaning that he growers would be invaluable to 
from O. F. Eskil, of Iron Mountain, has a dairy herd probably. All them, Many of the growers are re- 

Mich., who belongs to the Wiscon- agreed that cattle manure was the — tailers, hence we get answers to our 

sin State Florists’ Association, as best. Other fertilizers used were: questions in this way. It seems that 

well as from an entirely new list of | Blood and bone, ground bone, wood — cool cellars are more in use than ice 

correspondents. In fact, only two ashes, hydrate of lime, shredded machines or refrigerators. This lot 

of the people who answered the first horse manure and sheep manure. of correspondents find charge ac- 

questionnaire responded this time. If there are other important fer- counts profitable, and also favor dis: | 

Under the questions relating to Ulizers omitted, we would like to counts to funeral directors. All re- 

the personnel, we find several of the hear from others who failed to an-— port stock higher and in better de- 

florists with sickness in their fam-  swer this questionnaire. 1. N. mand. Most of them report a good 

ilies, such as scarlet fever, the grip, Obertin, of Racine, reported four demand for baskets, vases and 
colds, etc., nothing serious. ‘There new greenhouses to be built for his greeting cards, wreaths and a 

were no marriages reported, nor en- plant, 20 by 100 feet. Other views cial flowers. 
gagements, so we presume Cupid is on the best coal showed that mine Huron H, Smith. 

delaying his round-up till June. We = run is still the most popular, and — 

also note that some of the members for varieties Pocahontas, Consoli- Our Tongue Twister 
have been active in attending shows dated Elkhorn screenings, Wabash See Schwan Seel Stair Staeps 

at Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Chi- 4th vein, Harrisburg and Carter- Shuerr,
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The Effect of Spraying on Bees blossoms for food; and their activi- trees are sprayed with poison dur- 

H. F. Witson ties generally were such as would ing the fall bloom period, should 

Since the beginning of the prac @tise from choice, In front of the we spray when the trees are in full 
. - : 5 : ives j : WHpAved = pa > tice of spraying with poisons to de- hives in the sprayed and dusted bloom? _ 

stroy insect pests, beekeepers at one trees there were piles of dead bees. We know that it is necessary to 

time and another have suffered very This may be explained on the basis spray against both insects and plant 

serious losses by having their bees of death occurring im the hive and diseases in order to secure good 

poisoned. There has been some the bodies heing carried out by the — fruit. - I:xperiments carried on at 

discussion back and forth among ather workers. Phere were no dead the \\ isconsin Experiment Station 

beekeepers and fruit growers as to bees m the hives at the end of the show that with the possible excep- 

whether or not bees were poisoned experiment. 1 he spot directly in tions of cherries, it is more desir- 

in any great numbers from spray front of the hive and the floor near able to spray tree fruits at some 

applied while the trees were in full the walls contained the large major- other than the full bloom period. 

hloarn ity of the dead bodies, but the en- In all spray bulletins sent out from 

‘ . tire floor of the cage was always the experiment station you will 
J, myself, have been undecided in ‘ : = a 28 - . 

4 well littered with dead. Those find this detinite recommendation, 
this matter, but a few cases called | z 7 . = ae Z 

: 6 ; found directly under the trees prob- “Newer Spray Fruit Trees When 
io my attention by Wisconsin bee- : . : = ” 

° ‘; ably died on the blossoms and later any of the Blossoms Are Open. 
keepers compels me to believe that *~ |” ” : - 

. . fell to the floor. Our recommended schedule for 
bees will work on arsenical sprayed ne . . . - . 

. Si The experiment was started April spraying fruit trees is as follows: 
trees and do die as a result of feed- —, "ae. 
: ae 3, 1919, and was completed May 1. (Pink spray.) Just before the 
ing on nectar, spray liquid and 72 : - . 

Ten f it 15, 1919. At the end of the experi- — blossom buds open. 
vollen fron. sprayed trees. : 

: pm) ment there were 3,689 dead and 2. (Calyx spray.) As soon as 

I am going to cite only one ex- 15,726 live bees, or a mortality of most of the petals have fallen, and 
ample to show the effect of poison 19 per cent in the check cage. In before the calyx cups close. 

on bees. There are others, but I the experiment with the sprayed 3. Ten to fifteen days after sec- 

think this one will prove the point. tree there were 11,627 dead and ond spray. 
y f rice - - . c 

In 1920, Mr. W. A. Price* pub- 7,223 live bees, or 69 per cent mor- 4. July 20 to July 25. 

lished the results of a number of tality, showing 50 per cent of the In addition to the four applica- 

experiments carried on by himself fees killed by the poison spray. tions listed above two other applica- 

which were conducted in a definite In the experiment with the dusted tions are frequently of great bene- 

and scientific manner giving results tree there were 4,716 dead and 5,536 fit. 
which are indisputable. In prepa- Jive bees, or a mortality of 46 per “Pre-pink spray.”” When leaves 

ration of the experiments large wire cent. As there were 19 per cent of opening buds are about the size 
screen cages were built around qead with the check tree, 27 per of a squirrel’s ear use regular spray. 

three apple trees about 12 years old. cent of the bees in this test may be “Second brood codlin = moth 

lhe ground beneath the cages was said to have been killed by poison. spray.” Applies to late varieties 

covered with cheese cloth to catch These experiments do not take August 20 to 25. Use arsenate of 
the dead bees as they fell. One tree into account the other insects which ead only. In_ very hot, clear 

was sprayed with lime sulphur and were undoubtedly killed by the poi- weather lime sulfur may cause in- 

arsenate of lead; another was son, With this evidence at hand, it jury to the fruit. Under such con- 
dusted with sulphur, and a third js quite plain that spraying trees in ditions Bordeaux 4-4-50 may be 
was used as a check. Then a col- full bloom reduces the possibility substituted, 

ony of bees was placed in each cage. of cross-pollination to a very ap- oo 
Mr. Price writes: “These three col- i 2 oe : 

‘ L health loni preciable degree. Sir Horace Plunkett, nominated 
onies were normal, healthy colonies ‘ aR 3 : j 

A “ ri Is Ir Necessary to Spray Trees to the Trish senate, has arrived in 
with plenty of stores at the begin- > #8 <i 

: f tl iment. The b 1N Bioom? the United States. If we were 
ning of the experiment. e bees ; ‘ . 

8 f P ed t k tt Now that we have shown the nominated to the Irish senate we 
were not compelled to work the buses . . 

_—_ DP value of bees to the fruit grower think we would do the same thing. 

~ {Bulletin 247, Purdue University Aer. and the losses which occur when = —American Lumberman. Expr. Station,
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Wisconsin Horticulture farmers cared to undertake the job selves if they will. While this par- 

Published Monthly by the of orchard renovation and spraying — ticular branch of extension work is 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society and they should not have been cen- carried on by the horticultural de- 
Omcial Organ oF the Society. sured for failure to undertake it. partment of the university, we un- 

PREDERIC ORANEFIELD, Editor Now, thanks to the work done by derstand, that in common with this 
Secretary W. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. : “ «ty - of 5 wi 
oc the horticultural department of the Society, lack of funds will not en- 

as necondclass talier “Aeceptance for mailing st University in cooperation with coun- able the department to answer all 
TYOg) det’ of ‘ostabek” 3017, fiherieed Say ty agents, a way has been found calls for help sent in, 

_ Advertising iratesimade known ‘onepplioation: _ whereby any farmer, or rather We want to express the convic- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society = eroup of farmers, who have bear- tion most emphatically that no | 

cquge ity cena ubscrption “pea tp Wisgonsin ing orchards may count the orchard, county or community need wait for 
fold, Halter, Madiaony Win ere OM single season, as an asset where — outside help to establish spray rings | 
Sn rR I eG” Ge nse hoon a liable ‘. ; ha 
tached to a card, Personal checks accepted. formerly it has been a liability, The work is now beyond the ex- 

Postage stamps not accepted. The spray ring is the answer. perimental — stage. It has been 

W. & tenn Plena Nach has been said. but Mitte as proven successtall wherever tried. | 
Frederic Cranefleld, Seeretary-ireastrer. ‘Madison een written about the spray rirg. Neglected orchards sprayed  thor- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTER It is very simple. It's neighborhood — oughly have borne profitable crops. 

President, Vice-President’ and Secretary. cooperation, This is the plan: A [f others have done it, why not you? 

MB. Gi mn seamen tas community where there are a dozen There are two good reasons why 
dames shatinusione’ OO Site to fifteen bearing orchards or 25 to this society cannot take an active 

ewe ‘Penm Midi Teenie, 1084 100 or more trees each, all within a part in the work at present. We 

b 1 pedigm22200 00050222’ oti radius of about two miles, club to- have no funds and we consider that 
SY ao naaen a. toyine eceughay Viet HenS ya gether to buy a power sprayer cost- this work belongs to the horticul- 
fy Jagat ves Menges te 8 to iced - ; tural department of the university. 

ee arctan ee ee teere tes ee alaska Spray materials, arsenate of lead (Overlapping of departmental activi- 

BOARD OF MANAGERS and lime sulphur, sufficient for all ties does not work out well. Of 

He G. Christensen ys aroory Protec Cranefeld the orchards, are bought in one or- two departments involved neither 

der, A man who knows how ard knows what the other is doing and 
Spray Rings when to spray is hired by the day to both may be doing the same thing. 

The day of deliverance for the spray the orchards twice, possibly There is nothing in this, however, 

farmer and his orchard is at hand. three times. That’s all there is to it. to prevent us from offering advice 

We have abused the farmer in the All except that it needs somebody to and urging everybody to go ahead. 

past for maintaining neglected, pest- start it, somebody who is willing to We will offer suggestions regarding 

ridden orchards that not only occu- use a little time for the good of his the kind of pump to buy, try to get 

pied valuable land, but also dis- neighbors as well as for himself. In a low figure from dealers, and do 

seminated disease. At the same Rock, Jefferson and La Crosse the same with spray material. The 

time we knew very well that, in that counties, where the movement has — rest you must do yourselves. Please 

day, there was no feasible method at — progressed farthest, County Agents don’t say it can’t be done. It has 

hand by means of which farmers Glassco, Coyner and Spreiter have been done. If cash is not readily 

could) properly and economically been the moving spirits. Other available for the outfit your local 

care for their orchards. It was an counties in southern and western banker should not hesitate to carry 

illogical procedure we admit, but it Wisconsin, where old orchards are your notes for six months. That 

attracted attention to the subject. abundant, are waking up. Sauk also has been done. If your banker 

The purchase of a hand-power county, which probably has more refuses you will know where to take 

sprayer, $15 to $25, only partly farm orchards than any other coun- your business next time. It may be 

solved the difficulty. A lack of ty in the state, has no county agent. the greatest or the least of your dif- 

knowledge of proper time to spray That is no reason why these or- ficulties to find a man to do the 
and, greatest of all, loss of time in| chards should remain in neglect. spraying. In many places it has 

the busiest season of farming was The farmers in Sauk and other been easy. In any event, you will 

the deterring factor. Very few counties can do this work them- never know until you have tried.
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Apology es = ———= =—=—y 
Ba. § : ° ° ° 

The excellent article in the Feb- Charmingly Airy Columbines 

ruary number should have been Some years ago, while still a kid, among my various collecting fevers 
credited to the horticultural depart- was that of catching butterflies.The ones that fascinated me most were 

f the Mi ssota Agricultural the long-tailed Papilios. The long spurred Columbines or Aquilegias with 
ment of the Minnesota Agricultura their beautifully colored nodding flowers and long spurs always re- 
College. Credit is also due the mind me of my boyhood butterfly friends. We have them (the Colum- 

£ . Etorticul Sage chiel bines | mean) in a mixture of many beautiful shades and colors, also 
Minnesota Horticulturist, in which yellow, rose pink, and blue and white separate, as well as heavy plants 
it was printed in February, 1922. of our native red and yellow variety. 

If you want to know about gratt- Price, 25c each, $2.50 per doz., $15.00 per 100, carriage paid. 

. = “ae © ein Si ally . Place your order now while you have time to plan your garden needs. 
ing you will find answers to all your The pay may be sent, if you prefer, after the plants are received. Send 
questions in this paper. Also the for my illustrated catalogue. | 

‘ . ” 
illustrations are especially good. “Hardy Plants for the Home Garden 

. Here are described the best of the hardy perennials as well as other 
OO plants and seeds. 

Regulations Concerning Local W. A. TOOLE~ Garry-nee-Dule Baraboo, Wis. 
Societies —<—$— - ee 

The following regulations con- : 7 

cerning local societies were adopted under the auspices and jurisdiction experts only. Members, then are 

by the Board of Managers in ses- of the local society and no part of — our mainstay in spreading the gos- 

sion February 8th: the bonus to be paid to others than pel of horticulture. While we are 

The secretary shall prepare a = members of the local society. No asking you to let all your neighbors 

charter for local societies to be ap- money to be paid before July Ist. know about the benefits of mem- 

proved by the board. This charter -\ report must be made of the pre- bership we realize that you are en- 

shall then be issued to every eligible mitms awarded, the names of the — titled to some compensation for do- 
local society now established and premium winners and the amount ing it. On page 112 you will find 

to others on application. In or- paid to each, and such other facts certain offers to members for se- 

der to receive a charter the local as will enable the officers of the curing new members. Show your 

must: Have ten or more members; tate society to determine if the ex- neighbor your copy of WiscoNnsiIN 

pay dues of fifty cents for each hibition was successful. Horricutture. Tell him, or her 

member to secretary of state so- This is to be considered as an about the two volumes of Transac- 
ciety in the month of January of Official notice to all local societies. tions. The Garden Book and “Na- 

each year for the ensuing year; Frederic Cranefield, Sec. tive Plants” all for one dollar. 

make an annual report to the sec- aaa Getting that dollar ought to be easy. 
retary of the state society in Jan- Cash for Your Time When you have it send us half of it 

uary, embracing number and char- \Ve now have a few more than and keep the other half for your 

acter of meetings held during pre- 2.400 paid members. That’s mighty time. Try it once. 

ceding year; number of exhibitors; few for the state of Wisconsin. SEE 

names and addresses of principal The main reason we have so few is 4 IiHililililiiimiiinniis HN 
officers for ensuing year. because so few people know about — * “\When will their eyes be — 

The practice of paying local so- the society. Members themselves — opened? When will priests go = 
cieties a sum of money once each are jhe nes who ane us new forth into the highways and — 
vea . 5 aw a smbers. act, aside fri ww = ear for Premiums awarded at mem pers n fact, aside from ne ‘the hedges, and preach to the — 

local exhibitions is continued with “locals,” probably 90 per cent of = 7 = 
. is i ° plowman and the gipsy the = 

changes as follows: Each local so- our increase each year comes 2 
: oo. . - = blessed news that there, too, = 

ciety on application may receive a through old members. We get a — , thicket and fall = 
. : . =u ery icket a = 

bonus of one dollar a member, not certain amount of notice through — n every nce ane allow = 
cane ‘ - <6 Fhe = field, is the house of God,— = to exceed twenty-five dollars, to be the newspapers of the state, so that = 2 

applied on premiums paid at an ex- many people learn there is such an = and there, too, the gate of z 

hibition of fruits, flowers or vege- organization as the State Horticul- = Heaven ? = 

tables or all three, such exhibition tural Society. But most of them — —Kingsley in Alton Locke. = 

10 be sponsored by and held wholly are apt to conclude it something for yup yyjquoqouoy fg.
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reat of Plant Industry, completes 

THE INSECT PAGE the work. This plan is highly satis- 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist factory, as there is no money re- i 

quired) from pine owners unless 

White Pine Blister Rust diseased white pine trees has been they PEEIES fo pay cash in prefer- 
Hd 1, NHSSRK put into practice. This. policy is ence to doing any of the work them- 

Assistant Plant Pathologist being carried out by a co-operative selves. ; - 
Sines the discovery GE the White plan in which the owner of white No apprehension need be tet 

pine blister rust in Polk county in pine does a part of the eradication thee He enarral of the dlisease = | 

1916, and the location of serious of gooseberry and currant bushes ease ae sone vleralle curtailment 
outbreaks during 1917 and 1918 in °? his own lard, while the state, in of the planting or Browing: of the 

several of the eoutES in the north. CO-eperation with the Federal Bu- cco: omic varieties of gooseberry or 

western part of \Visconsin, much 

has been done to check the spread ae + WY N Shoe P” Lhe Py iad 

of this fungus disease. Half a 7, : ga Ven oo : 

dozen members of the State Horti- 3 mata aan. aia Hae fee 4 

tural Society have recently asked c ii é Ai Sal y a) 

for information as to the progress en i i Ye 

of the work. eee A Dry [pee Se | 

From 1916 to the spring of 1920, ir aN ee 4 es aoe. 
the policy was followed of eliminat- Ak * ane oF PS e Ny Se ey 

ing the most serious sources of in- ‘ Beets <a ‘ be * 

fection by the complete eradication Z N“., = ATS J Pa 

of all the white pines in the infested ‘ ~ eee bs . SS, 

farm woodlots. The rapid reduc- Ny We i as 

tion in the amount of disease NY Oia nr 

showed this method was worth aN i ; BS 

while, but a continued increase of s nl 

infection in Minnesota compelled ‘ were) 

Wisconsin to give up hope of per- yd) 

manent eradication of the rust. 0 

Methods of local control have, ied BPRS 4 ‘ oe 

therefore, taken the place of a dras- pes ee Oe Ses ~ 

tic eradication plan during the past ]aam 4 Sa Bi Ss ie } 

three years. yi ‘ mi K ee i , 

Fortunately the blister rust can- Vf avin “a | re 4 ra] 

not spread directly from pine to ]a fa ; 2 : $ lil 

pine, but undergoes one of its stages [gam AN My =a x, a Vi ¥ a 
on currant and gooseberry bushes. N a Yt vs 

The spores formed on the Ribes N. " i % ms cx 

leaves can spread only short dis- [PP neat / H 

tances and injury to pine can there- Ne aw bY 5 f Me & =) 

fore come only from currants and i iE TX j iq Pi } 

gooseberries close to the pine trees. [&% a Bs ea tty ; : Pe % f 

Since 1920, therefore, the policy ee g LAS bast iy F iN ee Pe beeen , 

of eradicating all gooseberries and |S rai ee % , xe, Ny eae’ Aue Soy a va 

currant bushes, wild and cultivated, weg ut NG Pat r, at 2 ae Re BES | fe) 

in and near valuable pine stands, PBT Skt NING ANN = REG SSF 

and the destruction of individual Younes WWIte Pine AfeSted WIth WHIKS pine DUBtEr HuEt | 

|
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Al Quality Products Produce Class A Crops 

Arsenate of Lead Lime Sulphur 

| Calcium Arsenate Bordeaux Mixture 

Nicotine Sulphate Corrosive Sublimate | 

| 
| 

Manufactured by | 
| 

| CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS | 

772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE 

Telephone Hanover 1117 
WISCONSIN | 

| WRITE FOR PRICES NOW! 

leafed pine) is confined to the river 

7 bottoms and adjacent banks. The 

Nitrate of Soda | > jacent banks TT | MeKAY NURSERY 
grand total of white pine stands is € 

Car Lots—Less Car Lots much less than would be desirable, COMPANY 

Write for prices from nearest but it is well worth saving. 
istribution point. : 
estes? In view of the fact that the spores MADISON WISCONSIN 

EET ANAPOL IS, IND. of the blister rust produced on the eer 
‘ " 

gooseberry and currant leaves are ry 

m one in Parmers own’ the only organisms which can cause Nurse sek of 

Hands.” infection on the pine, and the fact Qua ity 

S. H. Burton, Western Distributor that these spores can seldom be car- for Particular Buyers 

Washington, Ind. : z . 

ried by the wind more than one- Have all the standard varieties 

: fourth of a mile without losing as well as the newer sorts. Can 

currant plants. Let us briefly con- 8 coremeeritan ait awe tt aut i, supply you with everything in 

. . oo their germinating powers, it will be Fruit T mail ‘Fruits 

sider the fundamental conditions  -.6y the area free of gooseberry and ruit Trees, Sma . 

prevailing in Wisconsin in order to Vines and Ornamentals. 
Stine _ currant bushes needs to be but 

understand more clearly the rela- slightly greater than the stand of Let us suggest what to plant 

tion between the blister rust and the. both in Orchard and in the dec- 
‘einds.of fl = ee pine itself. oration of your grounds. 

two kinds of fruit i question. ’ eis a «od area} Prices and our new Catalog sent 

. : | At present the combined area in promptly upon receipt of your 

The present white pine areas are which the planting of economic list of wants. 

small compared with the vast areas gooseberry and currant bushes is . 

S other coniferous and hardwood not recom vonapiis Nurseries at 
of other coniferous and hardwood not recommended comprises only a 2 

trees, and with the cleared land. fraction of one per cent of the state, Waterloo, Wis. 

This holds true even in regions pre-and it is doubtful whether such 

viously covered by white pine The area will ever bnore tha treo ee 

destruction by the axe, fire, and in- cent of the total of the state. Even ditions as stated above it becomes 

tensive pasturing is almost total in pine regions there will always be evident that excluding economic 

over thousands of acres, only a few abundant room so that pine owners gooseberry and currant bushes to 

ornamentals and the large stumps in need not go more than a mile or such a limited extent can have but 

farm woodlots show that such areas two to buy gooseberries and cur- little influence on the sale of these 

were once the scene of a pinery. In rants direct from producers. plants. However, on account of 

other regions the white pine (five- Op account of the prevailing con- susceptibility and large leaf surface
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of the ornamental varieties of cur- 

rant bushes, these shrubs should not x, a 

be bought in pine regions. . Retin! * . 
Bae Ue I 8 ‘ NG SS For Efficient Gardening 

Educational work is now actively ae Gne Te G) © 

being carried on which will give ie ey 1 P. H 
. . ay lth 

the public a clear understanding of << A ee Bo ens rower oe 
<ahiea ‘ : = 4 es ae 7 

the subject. Being acquainted with co 4 i a and Lawn Mower Tractor 

a few fundamental facts and keep- ce," . : 
5 . ‘ ‘ 4 f mo? , an Will do your seeding. weeding. cul- 
ing them constantly in mind will be yy 7 GP ‘ tivating and lawn mowing. Design- 

° . ’ Wa * ed to Work in narrow rows. Patent- 
helpful to nursery agents as well as 2 3 AAAS eer il arched asle for clearance. | A 

on j Te Wi aoe Bete ae OGY tool control for close work. Attach- 
to landowners. ‘The following sug- gl g Pe MS RY oents all have snap hitches mak- 

. . ee ted Me, ing them instantly interchangeable 
gestions are therefore submitted : iene 5 2 Differential drive. The — picture 

- : ‘ ‘fates, | ale saree shows 13-year-old Ward Rasmussen 
(1) The fungus causing the dis- aaa d ae ee doing the work of four wheel hoe 

‘ * ‘ i c o eS operators in the gardens and nur- 
ease of white pine blister rust is Ds et x Wa. series of N. A. Rasmussen, Route 3, 

- te ative . mS e ‘ f , Oshkosh, 
unusually destructive to our best oP} } Fe Endorsed by leading growers. 
timber and ornamental tree and is Si i fe a is Write for catalog 

attacking a crop which requires ~ ¢ i GILSON MANUFACTURING CO, 

about sixty years to mature. er 2 220 Park ‘St. 
g + van Port: Washington, Wisconsi 

(2) It has been demonstrated 1S ey S ra ° “eminem xeon 

beyond a doubt that the disease s . - = 

caused by this fungus can be con—§_ —— ii 

trolled at a small cost by climinat- What the American Rose Society accomplish one thing which bid: 
ing the gooseberry and = currant Has Done and is Doing fair to make its younger American 
bushes. . 7 _ ; prototype uniquely valuable to the 

. . E a co Heats oy Sener 1 nation. The American Rose So- 
(3) It is therefore important that Editor The American Rose Annua ciety is responsible for the institu- 

landowners should not allow these Literature recognizes the rose as tion and promotion of rose-test gar- 
shrubs to exist within one-fourth the queen of flowers, and conven- dens in which are planted on equal 
mile of any white pine trees, and tion assumes that it is the universal terms all attainable varieties. The 

futsery agents: should not attempt flower. Yet, after all, the rose is public secures in consequence op- 
SEry agents: Siould: Net attemp! hardly known in America in the portunity to select those roses 

to sell such stock where the plant- way of which a familiar fruit—the which have done best in the par- 
ing would have to occur within such apple, for example—is known. ticular location of the garden. As 
distance from white pine. True, it is recognized on sight, but these garders already exist in such 

(4) Only tl hi : . real knowledge implies more than widely separated climatic zones as 
ny Me wate pines, 1. mere recognition. Washington, Ithaca, Hartford, Min- 

e, the pines having five leaves America is only just beginning to neapolis and Portland (Oregon), it 
(needles) in a fascicle are subject do what has long been proceeding will be noted that data of great 
to the blister rust. Of these only abroad in actually organizing the value is thus being made available. 
the eastern white pine is a native of TOS¢ S° that it shall be the familiar It is expected that similar test- 
Wi . ! sees friend of the people, the loved gardens will be established in each 

ISCONSIM, flower that is truly universal. location offering a distinct zone re- 
(5) Neither a profitable crop of France has long had an association lating to rose prosperity. In addi- 

gooseberries or currants, nor an at- of rose folks who promote interest tion, rose show gardens are pro- 
tractive ornamental currant bush. the culture of the rose. moted, these being planned to dis- 

. . urra busi It is in England, however, that the play the beauties of the flower, 
can be grown near a pine grove in- most and the best attention has been rather than for testing. It is the 
fected with blister rust, because given to the society form of rose hope of the American Rose Society 
these shrubs suffer greatly from de- Organization, The National Rose to have every community of a thou- 
foliation. . Society is a large and strong organ- sand or more population establish a 

ization, supported by both the ama- rose garden open to the public, 
wa teur and the professional growers either in a park or in some similar 

Only the | 1 ice in tl of the rose. public place. 

vy His best ac wentise: in the But great as is the English rose Another result of rose organiza- 
Wisconsin Horticulture. Read organization, with its vigorous tion in America is the stimulation 
the ads. daughter in Australia, it does not of the production of roses used in
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| 

| 

Ais = 
se SE 

S| AS 

a. 

Berry boxes and crates, either in the flat or made up complete; Climax grape and | 
peach baskets; till or repacking baskets; bushel and half bushel shipping baskets, 

and tree protectors at remarkably low prices. | 

Send for our circular and prices before placing your orders. | 
| 

SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX CO. 
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN | 

| 

and for our climate, which differs character and great beauty, believed — search in rose protection from in- 

radically from the moister and more to be peculiarly adapted for wide- sects and diseases, tabulates the re- 

equable climates of England and spread culture, will be sent out in sults of variety trials, and collects 

France. A few years ago, barely the same way. in entertaining form the rose gos- 

5 per cent of the roses in American Perhaps the greatest service of sip of America. It is small won- 

commerce were of American hy- rose organization yet done by the der that it is called the best rose 

bridization, and even the major part American Rose Society is its pub- book in the world, for it is the pro- 
of the plants used were “made in lication each year of an interesting duction of the best rose amateurs of 

Europe.” Now there are many su- and carefully edited digest of rose the country. 

perb sorts that are credited to the progress and rose experience. Be- Another item of rose service by 

United States, and twice in six ginning in 1916, the American Rose this organization is provided in its 

vears the coveted Bagatelle gold Annual has been issued for seven committee of advising and consult- 
medal awarded in Paris has gone to years, and its 1923 publication will ing rosarians, including recognized 

los Angeles, while the sturdy be available in March. Each an- authorities all over the nation who 

climber named American Pillar has nual is a cloth-bound volume of cheerfully answer in helpful detail 

become an English favorite. about two hundred pages, finely il- rose inquiries sent to them by mem- 

The Federal Department of Ag-  lustrated, and containing only orig- bers. Costly mistakes are thus 

riculture is working directly with inal material, obtained from the avoided and troubles are often rec- 

the American Rose Society toward members of the society who tell _ tified by the larger experience thus 
the production and dissemination of their experiences. Each volume is available. 
truly American roses—‘‘dooryard complete and distinct, with no dupli- Rose organization is further 
roses,” as the lamented Dr. Van cation, and it is little wonder that served by the American Rose So- 

Meet called them. One of his not- some of the issues, supplied only to ciety in the sending out each au- 
able productions has been named members and not available in book tumn of a members’ handbook, 

Mary Wallace in honor of the stores, are already at a premium, which includes brief minutes of the 
daughter of the secretary of agri- two issues being out of print. doings of the society, late rose news, 

culture, and the department has The American Rose Annual rec- and a geographic list of members 
made a contract with the American ords all rose progress, describes all by which one may learn just who 

Rose Society for its equitable dis- new varieties and illustrates many his rose neighbors are. 
semination. Other roses of novel of them, follows discoveries and re- (Continued on page 111.)
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| | The Opgenorth Line VENTILATED LINE 
Ventilated Folding Boxes 

of Ventilated Boxes Made Up in Crates 

| Complete 
| Ventilated Sides and Bottoms for Grow- 

| Berry Box ers Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 
| ° Material 

Material PLAIN LINE 
| Improved Plain Folding Boxes \ 
| as Plain Boxes Made Up in Crates Complete | 
| Plain Sides and Bottoms for Growers 

Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 
| ‘ ‘ Material | 

United Fruit Package Co. K. D. Crates Requiring One Nail to Complete 

| SHAWANO, WIS. 
| A Postal Card Will Bring Our Samples and Price to You | 

L — — ___ Ss Ss | | 

— rN —— ee 

The Hawks 4a i uate | . wale / & 
ae 3 i" 

Nursery \ | a ae Sa 
/ & nl 

Company | 
\ oa f ae 

are in a position to fur- & m fm —| \ — | 
nish high grade Nursery ag = YAY aT NG 

ae; | Sg NN Stock of all kinds and | (a _S\ ee" 
varieties suitable to Wis- . U \ . ©) >. ~ : 
consin and other north- WL \ _ a / 

ern districts. YQ | 
Will be glad to figure on | a 
your wants either in | | 
large or small quantities | 

| THE HARDIE | 
| Is the leader in the SPRAY RING movement. | 

Wauwatosa ... Wis. | Write us for particulars and prices. | 

_ = —— | Hardie Manufacturing Co., Hudson, Mich. | 
Geraniums and other soft wooded ———— = | 

plants may be rooted by placiag the. _—<—-YS YS YS SSS HH. 

cuttings in a glass of water in a A small farm well tilled will give gardener learned long ago, we 
warm place. A little charcoal in better returns than a large acreage would have better farms and the 
the water helps to keep it sweet. poorly cared for. If more farmers owner would likely have more ready 
They should be set in the sun. would learn this lesson, which the money. .
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BERRY BOXES -ebe-ran0 
Crates, Bushel Boxes and Climax Baskets hee &) 

AS YOU LIKE THEM not oz red 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 

that give satisfaction. Berry box and crate material in the K. D. in car load 
8 y 

lots our specialty. We constantly carry in stock 16-quart crates all made up 
P J ¥ y q P 

ready for use, either for strawberries or blueberries. No order too small or 

too large for us to handle. We can ship the folding boxes and crates in K. D. 
8 p & 

from Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in handling fruit, and we aim to 
I 5 

do our part well. A large discount for early orders. A postal brings our 

price list. 

Cumberland Fruit Package Company 
Dept. D. CUMBERLAND, WIS. 

en a 
Kinkade Garden Tractor la . a 

’ 
Kellog¢’s Nursery and Power Lawnmower |Minnesota Fruits 

. 5 ‘saved Powee Gurtlvatel We Grow Extensively Originations 

Janesville Wisconsin jhe ante, ESubuuranttes, ifhackers | of the 

SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR Growers, Nurserymeny ie Minnesota State Fruit Breed- 

Full li f standard Jeti f am gas a ate 8 E Se “Pres | ing Farm 

rang tant wii ot Ee | sey Ree 
J i ff —__ —_— 

New Raspberries 

Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- ibodk ‘ell as 2 ‘dot New Plums 

mental trees at prices that are and hane BOOK, 2S well asa card of Also Standard Varieties 

right. Don’t pay two prices to membership aye Pits an admission Our 16 page illustrated catalog free. 

traveling salesmen. Order direct value to certain rose Shows. THE DANIELS NURSERY 

from a reliable nursery and save 1 Societi Frank P. Daniels, Prop. 

money. Local Societies . LONG LAKE Box 130. MINN. 

Now is a fine time to organize a —$—$—$—— = — 

The American Rose Society local society. We have now twenty- “We Answer Questions” is our 

(Continued from: page 109) four locals in addition to he State slogan. Any question relating to 
oO S C . 

a . ne ~ f etic: 7 my : 

a P § as Florists’ Association and the Bee-  @"Y branch of horticulture will be 

Rose lovers anywhere are eligible +: z answered) promptly and without 

for participation in organizing the keepers. Eight of these are in La charge. No stamps need be en- 

rose in America through member- Crosse county. We can take care ¢losed for reply. We keep in touch 

ship in this active and growing so- of all who come. One person ina with all the experts in the country. 

we which tt ne community with the right idea can Try to stick us. 

orty-eight states, oreigi . a 7 . — 

countries and 1,126 communities. the trick. Send to this office hy mew: “page” or denattment is 

To join the fraternity, involving no for sample copies of the paper, a se thie makin | t “it a ment i 

duty but that of rose love, it is only form for constitution and by-laws, : aking and will appear in 
y 2 3 April or May if present plans do 

necessary to send $3.00 to John C. then call a meeting at the school- jot fai i , pans 
Wister, Secretary, 606 Finance oe 6 Se not fail. Unless we are mistaken, 

Building, Philadelphia, He will at Mouse OF Your own house. Ten it will prove the most interesting 
once send the current Rose Arnual members are required for a charter. page in the paper. Keep guessing.
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To the Members of the State Horticultural Society: 
May L have a little of your time? [will pay cash for it. This Society has not in the past offercd 

any premiums, discounts or clubbing rates as the monthly paper, annual report and the privilege of mem 
bership seemed to be well worth a dollar a year 

We are now departing from this established policy in the effort to extend the influence of the 
Society by increasing the membership and the Secretary has been authorized to extend the following 
offers to you, as members, to secure new members. | 

Your help is respectfully solicited. | 

PAY FOR SERVICES RENDERED | 

The following premiums are offered to members of the State Horticultural Society for securing 
new members. Do not offer prospective members any cash discount or other inducement except “Wis- 
consin Horticulture,” “Garden Book,” “Native Plants”and two Reports, 1922 and 1917, all of which will 

be sent them free. We fix no penalty for departure from this rule: we place you on your honor. 
Do not solicit outside of Wisconsin. While we do not refuse memberships from other states, we 

do not solicit them. The benefits of this Society are first for citizens of Wisconsin. 
Aside from these, there are no “don'ts”; the rest is DO. 
Renewals not accepted. Change of name from one member of family to another is a renewal. 
One who was formerly a member but who has not paid for one vear or more, will be considered 

anew member. Gather in the backsliders. 

WE WILL PAY IN CASH 

For each and every new member, secured thru your personal solicitation, Fifty Cents. Send fifty 
cents to this office with name and address of new member, retaining balance for your service. To aid 
you in securing new members, you are authorized to offer the prospect all of the premium books, etc., 
free, postage paid. 

Remit by P. O. Money Order, Draft or Personal Check. Postage stamps not accepted. Write 
names and addresses plainly. 

CLUB PREMIUMS 
In addition to the cash bonus, the following club premiums are offered: 

NO. 1 NO. 2 

If you secure but one new member, you may $oan ne ane eetaen ae fagh Ponus, 

substitute for cash premium your own membership each of the “Garden Book,” “Native Plants,” and 1917 

extended 6 months; or a copy of Native Plants. and 1920 Reports. 
For less than 10, retain 50c¢ each. but books sent 

only for ten members, 
Write names and addresses plainly. Do not for- Write names and addresses plainly. Do not for- 

get to sign your name. get to sign your name. 

NO. 3 NO. 4 

For 20 new members, in addition to cash bonus, For 50 new members, in addition to cash bonus, 
the books named in Offer No. 2; and a life member- all of the premium books; choice of your member- 
ship. (Conditional: Applicant for life membership ship extended 5 years, or an extra cash bonus of Five 

must be vouched for by a member in good standing. Dollars. For less than 50 retain 50c¢ each. 

Blanks on application.) 

For less than 20 members retain 50c each. No Write names and addresses plainly. Do not for- 
other premiums. get to sign your name. 

Write names and addresses plainly. Do not for- 
get to sign your name. 

Use your copy of “Wisconsin Horticulture” when soliciting —extra copies on application. If you do 
not care to solicit, please send ina few names of prospects so that we may solicit by mail. The whole 
object of this campaign is to extend the influence of the Society, not to make money. 

I extend to you my thanks in advance. If you will go out and get the new members it will be the 
business of this office to hold them. 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, 
702 Gay Building, Madison, Wis. Secretary.
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Renew Your Membership prepare row to exhibit. The Wis- partment is alone worth member- 
About 400 of our members have consin Bee and Honey Department — ship fees and every Wisconsin bee- 

sent in their renewals for 1923, of the state fair offers $1,517 for keeper should take advantage of it. ‘ 1 ¢ rag 
Every member who renews volun- this year, the largest amount of pre- 4. One of the most important 

tarily saves postage expense and = "ums offered for bee and honey problems brought before the con- 
time for the secretary. We have ¢Nhibits in the United States. Write vention was the discussion of na- 
set our goal at 1,000 paid-up mem-  t0 Gus Dittmer, Augusta, Wiscon- tional color grades for honey, to be 

4 . 1¢ our ; , sin, fora copy of the 1923 premium based upon definite description as bers for 3. Do your duty asa > ) I : iE : 
heckeeper today. Send in’ your list. to what water white, white, light 

dollar. - wo ee amber and dark grades actually are 
| American Honey Producers’ in trade channels. Dr. Phillips pre- 

Dr. Phillips Talks by Radio League Convention Held at — aren ee exhibiting ie 
ge: . . 4, i three dundrec samples ron. 1€ 

While at St. Louis attending the St. Louis, Feb. 6, 7, 8 Eee ee Ea z . eet ea eee Saved iAkedecOsAene es ~- very lightest to the darkest honeys 
league meeting, Dr. Phillips gave a Seven state associations sent offi - 13 le United States, The 

a “Rane, oka dal delewates ie “etine and found im the nited States. ne 
talk on “Bees and Honey” at a lo- cll delegates to this meeting andy creepers present were asked to 

: . . 2 * ft Peepers 250 vere asker 
cal radio station. Several Madison beekeepers from three other states are he ] ber of color sere tes ALMA RES ERIM EES . Sine: attended, the total registration being decide the number of color grades 
beekeepers reported that they heard attended, the total registration being, he fellow? sepa welocted® ae ; 42. Prof: H. F. Wil ine re and the following were selected: 
Dr. Phillips. : role i Be Season was Te Water white, white, light amber 

eee elected president and the executive amber and "fates t on additional 
Apis Club Show committee reappointed Dr. S. B. a le eee Oe ee st 25 al ite 

The beckeepine students at Madi. Vtacker as secretary for 1923 Supplementary: grades, \eRire, WANS 

sti é $ é ras rf . fe a E yUONG se wester 

tural Hall on February 17th ” Mov- by your seeretary, who was forcibly . u “ ee ° ae tl nt . ‘olors 

i pict kit i hi h 1 impressed with the program the states. After setting these colors, 
ing pictures, a skit in which the my : e bape : nace’ sekeeper was aske ) exaim- 

boys attempted to rob a farmer of league has outlined for 1923. It is Haul ieipand le Euan the 
his bees, a honey exhibit, and a_ @ program that every member of samples according to the grades de- 
honey candy and honey sandwich 0 organization should back, Here cided upon, An average of opinions 
booth were included. — Demonstra- “ie afew OF ae fee the league is given was taken and the govern- 
Sacra es se 3 WRK a9 djarning to undertake : : ° : 5 tions showing the use of modern P@rning to undertakes : ment departments will use this aver- 

hee equipment were also given. . 1 reparation OF @ Series OF ar- age as a foundation for determining 
ticles concerning the value of honey, Peat national color grades 7 

— : - ase a a ades. 
Beekeepers’ Chautauqua and such articles to be furnished to “ \ copy of the Tate willetia is 

: A A members at cost of mimeographing. . 7 pees : - field meet, Madison, Wisconsin, itis ex oa a the Meee wel sent to all league members monthly 
August 13th to 18th. hae these aeicles inserted fa thei and a report of the St. Louis con- 

—_ aa ENE ene eee — vention will be sent as soon as is- 
Miller Memorial Library local newspapers. | Many —news- eee, 

Haws von S1H 1 those .ald.t papers would be glad to publish a = : ‘ \ 70 
books ae iu ae meee hibr ee without charge educational articles The W ISS ORen pee ons ae . 
ree ae ; Jposestals 1 his nary? concerning honey and bees could paid-up members for 1923 in the 

Wilson. fre so 4 ile ress to He I. they but secure the proper material, league. Every one of our members 
yan rele af 2 i . _ In this manner the league hopes to should be a member in order to 

as . valuable Enters ; a carry on a nation-wide advertising make beekeeping a truly pina! in- 

wumals ‘Were ‘recently receive’ campaign to secure greater distribu- dustry. Jom today. Send your 
= two of our members, F. B. tién of horey dollar to the secretary. 
Sherma tee Q 2 as a, Z alitta Fischer, Secretary 
Thommen Ean and B,J. 2. Through its legal bureau it Melitta Tischer, Secretary. 

OM PSON, SSOCK Ein will continue to help beekeepers —— 
a. solve their legal problems. Secretaries of local associations 

Reports indicate that bees in gen- - o ‘ : oe ot oPirare ap. 
eral L eoeehaut the tear aa _ 3. The league will continue to should report change of officers im- 
ferhe GH Soad 7 liti : oS furnish warning signs to its mem- — jwediatcly to the state secretary. 

iB In BoOd.conchtton., bers. Several cases where these 
; signs were of considerable value a - 

State Fair were reported and in one case the |, rhe members of the Texas Honey 

lhe Wisconsin State Fair will be thief was caught and sent to jail for Producers’ Association received re- 
held August 27th to September Ist, a period of ninety days. The claim bates of $2,000 on their purchases 

inclusive. The premium list for the for the $100 reward was filed and during 1922, Wisconsin beekeep- 

Bee and Honey Department is now has been paid by the league. The  ¢ts could do equally as well if they 

ready and all beekeepers should protection afforded through this de- wanted to.
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Wisconsin Beekeeping Not only can you secure greater To that fair youth may a pitfall be. 
HL. ¥. WILSON. Editor discounts from dealers by clubbing He, too, must cross in the twilight 

a _ orders and buying through your dim, a 
Officers (of ‘The Wisconsin. State: Heekeepers locals, but also save considerably on Good friend, I am building this 

President.......0..+++.+ dames Gwin, Gotham freight. A properly functioning bridge for him.” 
Vice President............A. A. Brown, June: nents a ae i 7 e ce 
View Brett cnn. a fk eae Juneatt organization w ill prevent the glut- Conrad I. Kruse, 

Secretary...........++..+.Malitta D. Fischer ting of markets in certain sections, Loganville, Wisconsin, 
Annual Membership Feo, $1.00 Ae 2 hee eatest weal 

Remit to M. F. Fischer, Secy., Madison, Wis. which has an our greatest Lees TT 

SSS ately. many Peabocpee ere leon ; Meupers wishing 2 apres in 
; : é any 5g 3 associ irectory s 

Address of Vice-President at the jing to feed the market instead of anes ie eee ee oe 

1922 Convention dumping. As Mr. George W. York — Space will be sold at from $7 fot 
(Continued from last issue ) says, “There is never overproduc- quarter page to $20 for full page 

There are many, many ways of tion, but there is underdistribution.” (inside pages). 

keeping down the cost of produc- We have the greatest potential i 

tion; labor I have mentioned ; foul- honey-praducing rere in = ae Value of Cooperation 
is an ite > reck Let us burn no bridges behind us. Ke brood is an item to be reckoned et us i eee " : A. A. Brown, Juneau, Wis. 

with, but by far the greatest factor We have a perfect assortment o Fellow Beek -s. Ladies and G 
is winter losses. From. scientific the finest grade of raw materials, “Hedi CORGEPETS; aadies and Gen- 

data now available, we know that Wisconsin’s dairy industry, and ie Fe atimn: fe 
every factor contributing toward consequently, the clovers, and our he subject of cooperation 1s 

winter losses is absolutely control- fine climate. So, let every member MOS ns he occupying 7 i 
lable by the beekeeper. of a local consider himself a builder in thi or the apricuiturg| producers 

. : e BHOWINe MdustEy in this country today. he deplor- 
Standardized containers and la- 0! our growing industry. . : ae ose ee Sebe = vo Yes, we are all builders, bridge able conditions they have been 

bels for the entire association would ES, WE are a Ss SC Soreed to face has caused, the think- 

ro a long way in the right direction, builders, improving the way for {0 Been ate een 
Bo : iB Wal) § * those that come after us like tl ing ones at least, to take a look be- 
This also would have a great ten- those that come alter us like the aa a ae 1 wave as - I Svein alone highwa: yond their line fences to see what 
dency to standardize prices through- nee man on a’ ne hig y ay and is Wrong, or at least to see if his 

out the state. lat Calle “One EY 8 : neighbor is in the same fix. He 
Then the buying of supplies | 8Tey, : finds that conditions similar to his 

through local organization saves a ‘To a chasm vast and cep and wide are universal in the agricultural 
considerable amount. Advertising The old man crossed in the twilight \ od. The more he thinks about 
collectively would be much more ef- . dim, . it, the more he realizes that he alone 
fective and certainly much more For the roaring flood had no terror cannot solve the producers’ prob- 

efficient than advertising as individ- o him, 1 ei af r lems; he sees it is a he man’s job, 
ee by the way, hey many in- But other atte WHER (Sale OF Te 7 ape that requires ogrene) study, 

ividuals advertise at all? sawn fren ‘ he future of any industry is as- 
Oxcanize And built a bridge to span the tide. sured success when the producers 

‘This brines us right to the clime a » said a fellow travel ‘therein stop long enough to study 
his brings us right to the chmax = “Old man,” said a fellow traveler their problems and unitedly set out 

of organizing and building together. near, to solve them. ‘That is what is hap- 
Uae’ we a eer we fall Why w aste your time in building pening today. A few years ago the 

app he wee well In beekeeping a5 here? . 1 raisin growers of California found 
any x else. int tel Your journey will end at the close — themselves facing bankruptcy, when 

2 he ocal gat ering of beekeep- . of day, . as the regular marketing system failed 
ers is the first step in the direction You never again will pass this way. to find an outlet for 7,000 tons of 
of better organization and coopera- You've crossed the chasm deep and _ raisins, 2,000 tons in excess of aver- 
tion of those engaged in this line of wide, age normal demand. What hap- 
industry. . Why build this bridge at eventide?” pened? The price knocked them 

From this stepping stone the ef- . . . down, but not out. When they hit 
fort should go on up through coun- But the builder lifted his old grey the ground they were forced, as 

ty, district and state associations, head : producers, to stop, to think, to 

all affiliated with one strong central “Good friend, in the way I come,” study, and fight for their existence. 
head such as this association now is. he said, They found all had the same prob- 

If you want to sell your honey at “There cometh after me today, lems. They found they were the 
a remunerative price, organize! _ A youth, whose feet must pass this victims of a decadent marketing sys- 

It you want to do away entirely way. . tem. They united and cooperated 
with foulbrood the country over, That roaring flood that is naught to solve their own raisin problems 
organize! for me, and as a result they produced and
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found a profitable market for over come in contact with our neighbor None of these agencies were cre- 
150,000 tons of raisins last year, beekeepers across the way, and dis- ated without the cooperative effort 
not because of prohibition, as some cuss beekeeping problems. It gets of some of our beekeepers. They 
would have us believe, but because us to looking over our line fences, all deserve our united support for 
they all cooperated and solved their and starts us to thinking along simi- what they have done, and for more 
problems by proper application of lar lines—a healthy state of affairs. effective work for our benefit in the 
business principles. Through it we learn the other fel- future. With a united backing of 

The above citation could be du-  low’s point of view; his successes; all the beekeepers you have a big 
plicated with a dozen or more agri- his failures. His experience may enough imagination to appreciate 
cultural commodities and with every benefit us, and our experiences may what tremendous good could be ac- 
manufactured article you buy. benefit him. At our local meeting complished by all these agencies for 
What do we find in the beekeeping we are able to bring to our bee- our good and the good of the bee- 
industry today? Producers dis- keepers speakers of wide experi- keeping industry. We cannot ex- 
united, facing the same problems, ence, technically and practically pect something for nothing, hence 
and very few looking over the line trained in the science of beekeeping. these agencies need our financial as 
fences. Ours is an infant industry Individually, we could not hope to well as our united active coopera- 
when you stop and consider what it get this valuable assistance. We — tion and moral support. 
would amount to if we all were find experts available to answer our The next topic I have in mind is 
united and applied business prin- thousand and one questions if we Propeerien 
ciples as did the raisin producers of — but make an effort to avail ourselves Producti 1 a 3 
California. As beekeepers we have of the opportunity, at our colleges ee of honey is in a large 
not learned our A. B. C.’s. Look of agriculture, the country over, coud I © An ent oe i 
back ; what has been accomplished? made possible only through some good ord: one alter’ tHe hee rae 
Then look forward, make compari- type of cooperative effort of a few Sone ad nectar SECEELIONS 10 
sons, and see what lies before us. of our best beekeepers. At these Grex. P ants. : 
What a contrast! institutions we find research going ,. arcaler han eu honey produc- 

Since you are now ina thinking on to find new truths concerning rk vcreaced air ‘i Eo way Wenner 
mood let me guide your line of beekeeping practices. They publish |: aes ai ete we Cnee er 
thought along several lines, and dis- _ their findings, which come to us in baw mSHOn: . ible te ete 
cuss the value of cooperation to the bulletins and circulars. “Through ee ot “he So ast fo ta ae vies, 
beekeeping industry. the local associations the names of Choe een pecoo Of SUPPNES: 

The first topic | wish to discuss is beekeepers are supplied these insti- “Ge sate te meee Oe is 
Ruvcaron tutions and the state association for we ‘i a Ne ts on wove o L 

their mailing lists, to whom are Sreater supply of nectar by appeal 
Education in the beekeeping in- mailed beckeeping literature. Thou- 8 0 Proper authorities to refrain 

dustry is of two kinds; one is edu- sands of beekeepers are sent infor- from destroying honey plants along 
cation of the beekeeper along all mation in this way. highways and railway right-of-ways. 
lines concerning him as a profitable We likewise find our national Furthermore, through cooperation 
producer of honey, the other is the government concerned about our Bre We able to introduce the grow- 
education of the fellow who is not problems and carrying on research 178. of honey plants, such as Hubam 
a beekeeper. work of a national nature for the ad Sweet clover, into: our icomimu- 

Education in the first instance is benefit of our industry, besides pre- mites for bee pastures, Through 
bringing to the beekeeper every paring bulletins for free distribu- cooperation 1 OMe local and state 
kind of information to make him a tion on every phase of practical and @SS0clattons we are able to bring to 
better beekeeper, while education of — scientific beekeeping. All these bul- CUT beekeepers better beekeeping 
the other fellow requires effort on letins have reached everyone in my practices which increases _ produc- 
our part to acquaint him with the county known to have bees, through = "0" and lowers the cost. Through 
economic value of honey bees to the local association. PEQREE cooperation the commercial 
agriculture, and the value of honey Statewide beekeeping problems beekeepers are able to take advan- 
as a human food. are looked after by our state asso- tage of all the bee pastures avail- 

There are numerous agencies ciation, the beekeeping departments able and nat overstock some and 
working for our interests, yet a at our colleges of agriculture and A aan others—a vital question 
large majority of the beekeepers the departments of economic en- wit many: . . oo, 
fail to appreciate their efforts inour tomology in our state departments he next topic for discussion is 
behalf. Were it not for a few pro- of agriculture. It is through these MARKETING 
gressive beekeepers we would be agencies we get assistance in our This subject is the one that is re- 
without this help. The agency near- educational work, in our disease ceiving more attention by our agri- 
est us for education of the bee- eradication work, our marketing cultural producers today than here- 
keeper is the county association. problems, and any other beekeeping tofore. Seems queer, but the agri- 
Through the local association we problem we set out to solve. cultural producers are the only ones
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that turn the fruits of their labor hy the honey producers themselves? ested in an orchard as well as bees, over to someone else to market for I don’t advise knocking the other and I find a poor apple, red in color, them. You do not find this true in system in the head and dragging it — sells much easier than the best green the commercial world. Henry Ford out body and soul, for it is impos- apple ever grown. The consumer markets his own car. John D. sible to build a Permanent structure seems to think good looks is asso- Rockefeller markets his own prod- on an old foundation. Set about ciated with other good qualities. ucts. lEvery producer of a commer- laying your own foundation ard They forget the old saying that cial article sees to it that he gets all building your own marketing struc- “beauty is but skin deep,” which is the profit accruing from the manu- ture and soon the old one will as true with apples as with anything facture and sale of that article. crumble from disuse. That the else. Why the farmer, who is the great- honey producers of this country are (To be continued in next issue) est producer in the world today and jn need of a marketing system for ———. the producer of products we all the good of the industry is beyond Meetings in January must have, necessities of life, should question. They are sorely in need The extension apiculturist at the allow such a state of affairs to exist of a commodity marketing organ- beekeeping department, University is beyond my comprehension. He — ization, supported and controlled by — of Wisconsin, held the following gets the small share of the consum- the producers themselves, patterned jyeetines during January : : er’s dollar, from 35 to 50 cents, due after the successful commodity or- . oe “" Attena- to his own fault, for in Denmark ganizations we have operating to- li 2 Black River Malls vo the farmers who cooperatively mar- day, selling raisins, oranges, grape- | ad 3 secs 7 aaa : : 2 - . an. 3 Whitehall --.-16 ket their products get from 65 to 90 fruit, cherries, cranberries, wool, Jan. 10 Madison 30* cents of the consumer’s dollar. tobacco and other products. I am Tan, 13 Juneau . 0% Quite a contrast. Something for not here to present such a plan nor 1; . 15 Gie Awe vd 54 the farmers in America to study. even suggest one, but with such a Jan. owe WEE seemernnneseeen ’ Se ote 3 metas 4 - + an. 17) Wausau sae Z What is true with the farmers in plan and all united I do wish to fur- Tati, 18 ‘Clintonville 15 general is true with our beekeepers. ther discuss what could be accom- ce 19 Sh: ean . 95 Get a crop of honey larger than plished in a cooperative way in mar- Tan, 25 Ail va Ieee ees local consumption, what happens? keting. I think marketing the big- an St eee pee Widai “cell; . At this meeting the Dare Coun Underbidding and underselling the gest problem and the most vital one ty Beekeepers’ \ssociati ad . es a val fac, orien. Ae ty Beekeepers’ Association voted a other fellow, driving the price of to the welfare of agriculture. As ieiats { $25 to the Dr. C. C horey down below the cost of pro- producers of honey we get along Miller M GE e210 me oo : Wonks on . : i Miller Memorial Library. duction. No industry can exist fairly well with the help of fate and +*Dodge. County: Beekeepers Ase under these conditions. Don’t mis-— the good Lord, but when it comes to eee, OEY eencepers as . . Bp . ee sociation voted to donate $10 to the understand me as condemning our marketing our products we know Dr. C.C. Miller Memorial Liheare eatin : oP : r. C. C. Miller Memorial Library. present marketing agencies. They nothing; probably because the good 2 : 2 grew up to meet a need that the pro- Lord has laid down on the job. If Premium Lists for Local Fairs ducers themselves fail to supply. I we will look about us and see what Mr. L. P. Whitehead, beekeep- hate to think what would happen to successful commercial concerns are ing specialist, has prepared a list of us as beekeepers were they to sud- doing we can get some idea what premiums for bee and honey ex- 
derly quit handling honey. 1 do we, as honey producers, must do to hibits at county fairs with sugges- believe, though, that the honey pro- push our industry, The first thing tions for arranging such exhibits. 
ducers can evolve a more efficient we note is Local secretaries who have not re- pee a ak honey than Sranvarpd PACKAGES ceived copies of these premium lists 
is the jobber, or broker, about your Nothing goes so far to sell an and peeecens ENG Ge ye alee business as a beekeeper? He does article as the attractiveness of the © nol : Lene write this office for not care particularly what you get package or container it is in. _E sample copies. . for your honey. Tle is concerned wonder how much gum Mr. Wrig- Have you ordered your. letter- about his profit for handling it. If ley would sell if he was as careless heads and envelopes? Prices were he does not get honey to handle he about putting it on the market as given in the February issue. will handle something else. Honey we beekeepers are with our honey, . a — is far from being the only product Would the United Raisin Growers Attention Beekeepers : Why not handled by jobbers who assist you . of California have sold 150,000 tons advertise in Wisconsin Horticur- in marketing it. Don’t you believe of raisins last year if they had not) TuRE? It reaches every member of a marketing system that is vitally put same up im an attractive pack- your association and two thousand concerned about your welfare as a age? An article well packed is half others, all good prospects. Rates beekeeper will do you more good sold. The looks or the appeal to $1.00 an inch, $10.00 a year. Try than the one you now have? What the consumer’s eye is a psycholog- it. Send copy to Frederic Crane- would come nearer to such a system ical factor we cannot get away from field, Secretary, 701 Gay Building, than one belonging to and developed _ in the sale of anything. Iam inter- Madison, Wis.
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Pruning the Home Orchard The Veterans leave some near the center of the 

FF. CRANEFIELD. The forty or fifty year old trees tree. The books tell you to “re- 

Reprinted from Wisconsin Horticul- may need pruning; first of all cut move all water sprouts.” Don’t do 

The home orchard may be on dead branches (cut close to the it, you need some of these lusty 

the farm, the summer home of the tuk) then” as many more as young shoots for a new top. While 

city man or in the back yard of a neec ed to let in light and air. Don't the old branches are bearing these 

city: lot fuss with cutting out a lot of little “sprouts” will develop into stout 

M f the best of tl stuff, but take out a big branch, no bearing wood and your tree is born 
any 0 ve best oO lese are as i . 

: ‘ matter how big, clear down to the again. 
of the back lot kind but wherever \ fit ial 1 Don't ‘ 

yase Of It anc 1en ano or. on r = ea . 

found usually need pruning. | ©. id 7 fa meres | Now the great trinity in orchard- 
z, = ye atraiad, s Way VO I 2 " s * = . ‘The best tine te prune these or re Aral inthis way you wil let ing is cultivation, pruning and 

: 1 ‘ light and air into the top gettirg ey yei r nies: mae ee . 8 5 5S spraying. You have attended to 
any other fruit trees is in March or acl i ores i oe a e the maximum of results with the ihe “to first—the last. will be 
April, alter zero weather is over inimum expenditure of time. treated later 
and before growth starts. - oe : . Shee 

. : If, after taking out about one- 
Pons of books and bulletins have third of the top by this method, The Young Trees 

Le tite watt yercen . . * . Maplawe: ¢ wae: alarcte » da been written on pruning—all of you still have time and patience to Perhaps it was plat ted only last 

them are good but are mostly for Gin into the tree much more good year or the year before. No mat- 

the expert. ter if but a year planted the trees 

The following rough and ready need some pruning or rather train- 

directions are meant for the ama- ff ing. Don't cut back the branches 
. ” . 4 iv i > ce ay > rees as : 

teur and deal wholly in the “how ro in the center of the trees as_ this 

rather than the ‘twhy",—in other Jae NL fect \ will only lead to a multitude of side 
: 7G FPS |, ’ 

words “first aid to the injured. ss goon lee Ta ., | shoots that must be cut out later. 

Tita CEE AMAL EN. 3 Thin the main branches instead 
In the home orchard the trees ae Poe eae aA | havi 

may be from one to fifty years old f a RRL Abe Dee | | AAVING SOWIE regard for the future 

but whatever the age it is a safe a yee ee ae _ af ine ERSE FOE ie, ol laying 
ert : i" re a canine ne foundations now. Von t be con- 5 a > ee. 2e ri r PTS ira Saran caete bet that the trees need pruning. sa ae eee ped RATE: fused or discouraged by the books Use 4 ae:, not ai ae. “The. een + Sif REY SAB TS A. used or discouraged by the books 

= WpRGRE SaniAES at eau and bulletins you have read. These 
mon or barnyard variety of saw These old timers have been pruned ll of the ll rieht i 

li ek answer Mther wi} oa but net cut to pieces. Very often a are all of them all right in every will not answer, neither will a lifts -vearold ‘Anple tree will, Ket ene ceuiar But int a ne a 
sarpenter’s saw atter . tirely free from) saps, sprouts and particular but are intended for the 
carpenters saw no matter how Wrosh, ” Let: it alone e - 

good it may be for sawing lumber. expert. 

It’s too wide. Also it isn’t set right work can be done by thinning out In these much stress is laid on 

for cutting live wood. Buy a real lots of the small stuff with saw or “distributing the branches evenly” 
pruning saw for seventy-five cents, shears. Next spring give these so as to have a “well balanced 

one of the “half-moon” kind. It’s old-timers the surprise of their head. 
one of the “half-moon” kind pic- lives by a heavy root-pruning using Well, take it from me you can’t 

tured elsewhere in this number. It’s a plow for the purpose. Plow do it. An apple tree isn’t a white 

like a Japanese saw—it cuts only wide, deep and as close to the oak and you can’t change rature. 

on the pull stroke. That’s because trunks as ever you can. Don't ery The oak will keep a main stem, giv- 
most of the branches on trees that or call me a fool if you cut a few ing off branches with beautiful 

need sawing are more than shoul- — roots, there will be plenty left. regularity but an apple tree is a 

der high and you can pull down Next year will begin a new life squatty and round headed critter 

easier than push. Quite simple. for these old unproductive trees, and no matter how long it lives in 

Keep this saw exclusively for prun- new growth both at top and bot- 9714 times out of 100 all the 

ing ; hand it to your wife when you tom. Lots of so-called “water branches will come from one spot 

are through and she will slip in a sprouts” will start from the main after 20 or 30 years, just sitting al- 

bottom drawer where it will not branches where the big cuts were together on top of a trunk 2 or 6 
rust. made. Be unscientifle again and or 4 feet from the ground.
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It does not follow from this that No fruit buds will form under tins are always for the expert. My 

you should shut your eyes when such conditions and if the tree is desire is to help the fellow whose 

thinning the branches in the young ever to pay its board it must be awakened conscience urges him to 

trees for you can often save bad pruned. take care of the trees which he has 

crotehes by just a little forethought. Select two or three of the largest so long neglected. These trees us- 

The bad crotches are the sharp V branches that fill the center of the ually contain too much wood, 

shaped ones and the deuce is to pay tree and cut them out, it may look whether two years planted or 

when the top of your young tree like murder but it must be done. twenty years, the first job is to get 

consists of two branches forming That will be about all the first rid of this surplus growth without 

such a sharp angle. Cut off ore year except cutting out dead and — ruining the trees. After that, care- 

even if it takes away half of the | broken branches. ful scientific heading back of 

During the summer watch for branches so as to increase the bear- 

in \ ie ‘ the sap sprouts that will start from irg surface may be practiced if de- 
SORE eg Pl | = _ 

OA MESS hee) the big cuts and rub them off, we sired, 
. Ot: ONY Gd 4 “ i" oe . wo 

Sh Ree C3 EM don’t need them for renewal of Mhe one exception is in the case 
7 we PR. ete : « ¢ < \ Rian ae tops in these younger trees. Next of some very old apple trees that 
hs ee ee 4 s . a ee ae . 

a KS Redes vA year remove more branches until have not suffered from accidents. 
Se OAS. ai Be]. - TP 
Sa ae RS) light and air can penetrate. hese trees, and there are thou- 
i lied ea A fons 3). It is understood in every case sands in this state, are not “brushy” 

i aes! = that the branches be cut close to but on the contrary have a few 

the trunk or main limb and no large, well branched limbs and a 
= stubs left. multitude of fruit spurs. Why 

. prune such trees at all? Pruning, 
Here is a branch from a twenty-four- Pruning - + OC 

year-old tree, Such trees require much ae § * after all is 99 per cent common 
pruning but it may be well to take This rather breezy article on . ne . : 
it in installments. Eventually — this : . °. serse. The one per cent is a good 
brush would be suppressed by nature prunirg was written nine years ago ae 

but we can't afford to wait.” This is : ers ‘i saw. 
an extreme case. purely for the amateur. The same _ _ _ 

questions are coming in now as wea 
top. Also eliminate the worst V’s Standard Varieties of Vegetables 

: ‘ a 7 for the Home Garden 
when practical in’ thinning — the : : 

branches From Seed 

AiR Shan 2 Bean, dwarf: Currie’s rust proof 
This thinning process applies to 5 aif 

’ wax, yellow pod; Refugee, green 
trees five to ten years old, the pod. * 

longer neglected the more thinning | Bect: Crosby's Egyptian, 

is needed. The best way is to thin Cabbage: \Vakefield for early; 
a little each year. Danish ball head, late. 

= | Carrot: Chantenay. 

The Middle Size Trees Cucumber: Long Green. 

These are the trees 8 to 10 years g Lettuce: Grand Rapids, loose 
. . eal; May Wing sad. old and never pruned. Such trees feats fay King, head 

fa Iianches 1 Onion: Yellow Globe Danvers; 
lave too many sranches, too much t Red Globe. 

brush” in the tops. Some pruning saws. The one haviag Pea: Laxtonian, early; Gradus 
The re y te > same ast cutved blade is a favorite amon Agen / he remedy is about the same ast ee eso wers. midseason. ; / : 

in the cure of the fifty year old Radish: Early Scarlet Globe, ear- 

veterans but we should not cut then and always from owners of ly ;_ Icicle, lat 
it ' 1 Li lected t Now the dir Spinach: Bloomsdale savoy. . age e eNTeE sclected trees. I 2 2C- : Seiya - quite so heavy; better spread it neglected trees. ow ere Sweet Corn: Early Bantam. 

over two or even three years. tions in this “treatise” are very From Plant : : : “ro ants 
Mostly the tops consist of a lot crude indeed and are not at all in ea * e 
eas . : ‘ Cauliflower: Early Snowball. 

of thin, starved branches so dense accordance with rules laid down in Celery: White Plane 
every. S : , : : scientific oti S ch the gees on os 

that a bird can’t get in to build a scientific bulletins. i90) much the Tomato: Earliana, Bonnie Best. 
decent nest. worse for the bulletins; the bulle- W.S. H. S. Garden Book.
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cents in it so I must of hid it and 

’ forgot where until I turned my 

WOMEN S AUXILIARY PAGE mattress and there it was. I came 
EDITED BY MRS. C. E.. STRONG to tell you so you wouldn’t be wor- 

rying no more.” 
Greetings Nonsensical Nonsense We have a couple of new moth. 

This new editor of this new page When Mrs. Toole called me up ers, modern, up-to-the-minute, il 

extends greetings to members of the other day and said I was dele- you please, women in our neighbor. 

the Woman's Auxiliary and all gated to write something for this 1 oo4 who are creating much amuse. 
women of the Horticultural Soci- page right away, I truthfully told ment by théienewand proper iieth: 

ety. We are not saying a word her that my thoughts were very ods of raising babies. When asked 
to the men of the society because— scarce this winter. To prove this what method I used to raise such 
the editor of Wisconsin Horticul- fact I am going to give you some of bright and healthy children I con- 
ture said, “for the present at least, the “Nonsensical Nonsense” I hear fessed we used the “C? method 

you must confine yourselves to one in my every day life. : which consists of catagoric, cas- 

page,” and as we are quite sure One day last week an auto tire toria and castor oil. The bottle of 
the men won't read this page why agent came to the door and in- catagoric was kept on the attic shelf 
waste space? For the benefit of quired for Mr. Bassett. I told him the bottle of cistotia on the cellar 

those who were not present at the he was near the road some place shelf and the good old castor oil 

informal meeting at Mrs. F, X, cutting scions from fruit trees. At bottle was kept ready at hand, on 

Shoen’s hospitable home in Madi- this he remarked, “That's a good the bedroom shelf. Since the chil- 
son, I will just quote a bit from idea, for the fellows ought to be dren cut their teeth we keep good 
a little speech made by one of the shot who go around nailing signs apples iri convenient places and they 

members. It voices the sentiments on fruits trees.” do the rest. . 

of all members present. “I am sure Little Jess doesn’t go to school Thanking you for your kind at- 

we would all be more interested in in the winter but has her lessons at tention I will let the next lady talk 
the Woman’s Auxiliary if we were home. While I was ironing this now. 

reminded of it twelve times a year morning she read to me about Ben- Mis. AcKt. Bassett: 

in Wiscorsin Horticulture instead jamin Franklin. Suddenly — she 
of once or twice.” stopped and after a long pause she You Will, Will You Not? 

“Through our letters to this page said, “But mamma, if there were FieRA Ricik Tacre 

we would become better acquainted seventeen children I don’t see how . ~ . “ . 

—we would look forward to the they ever found names for all of With the awakening of spring 
- - ” them.” and the urge of the season’s many 

conventions as a meeting place. . . 
“There are many women in this A lady from some distance came and varied interests, assuredly: no 

society who never come to the meet- to buy apples. In a few days she better time could be found for “our 

ings, perhaps if we had this page came back much excited about her Pas to make its bow and appeal 

and they read about us every month pocketbook which she claimed she for recognition. 
they would become interested and had left in the cellar. She was The short cut in time or efficiency 

every new member is sure to bring quite indignant because I did not which has proven helpful during the | 

new ideas that will be helpful to produce it. Some three months season of house cleaning and_ re- 

us all.” later she came again. This time in furnishing; the tasty dish that | 
In closing I want to remind all a much better mood. As she alight- tempted the lagging appetites of 

members who were present at that ed from the car she said, “I friend husband and the children; 

meeting, of the fervent promises wouldn’t come on such a bad day, the gardens of our wintertime 
made to me while they were under but ven I made my bed dis morn- dreams; the call of the out of doors 

the mellowing influence of Mrs. ing I turned the mattress over and and the broader matter of our wel- 

Shoen’s delicious coffee, salad and dere was my pocketbook I thought fare surely furnish scope enough to 

sandwiches. I am patiently wait- I had lost in your apple cellar. You arouse the interest and cooperation 

ing for “Proof.” Right Now! see, I am afraid of my man taking of every member and friend of our 

Mrs. C. E. Strong, Editor. it and I had seven dollars and fifty auxiliary.
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Mrs. Strong has very generously Now this probably has the ap- than the bush and the Fay can cer- 

undertaken the editing of our page pearance of two contradictory state- tainly produce the most desirable 

and I know we will all show our ments, and as such it needs some fruit of them all. The various 

appreciation by contributing our full explanation. The simple fact of qualities we look for in the fruit 

share to its columns. the matter is this, the Fay currant are color, size of berry, size of 

Other duties may claim all our requires the best of care, and much bunches, ease of picking, flavor, 

time and energy during some pe- attention, more so probably than productiveness, etc. As to the first 

riods of the year; then let us each any other variety and if any of the two qualifications, which, by the 

take the time some day and send many details of its cultivation are way, are all important ones, the 

Mrs. Strong a nice newsy budget of neglected, it is sure to resent all Fay will surely win out. The ques- 

ideas which she can use from month — such treatment and the final results tion of fine bunches and easy pick- 

to month at her own discretion. I will surely show it. ing would probably be slightly in 

know she will “rise up and call you The smaller fruited varieties of | favor of Perfection. I have never 

blessed” for every little “filler.” currants will usually, to some ex- heard of the flavor of the Fay be- 

Don’t you tell her I told, but she tent, shift for themselves, and ing questioned, and as to produc- 
says if you do not respond promptly stand neglect, but not so with the tion, I will have something to say 

she will dig up some item of news Fay. Among the more important later on. It is doubtful whether 
about you which you are fondly details of their care, is that they sweetness, or mildness as it is us- 
hoping no one will ever know and require a support of some kind, ually termed, in a currant is a de- 

print it in Horticutrure, And she and must be tied up to it which, by sirable quality as the acid is prob- 

says she is strong on digging. the way is an item of no small ac- ably its most valuable asset and we 
There, now, don’t all try to talk at count if you happen to have many must depend almost entirely upon 
once, but everybody “get right up bushes. They also should be something else as a sweetening 
in meetin?” and I know we will sprayed thoroughly, not only for agent for currants. 

have what little brother calls a currant worms, but also for plant Now, as to their productiveness. 
“howlin’ success.” lice and the various fungous dis- Our worthy friend, Mr. F. M. Ed- 

ene aeeermemeete eases. Good cultivation at the wards, of the Fort Atkinson Nurs- 
Boosting for Fay’s Prolific proper time and plenty of fertilizer ery, Company, admits that they are 

Currant are also necessary, as well as a a good currant, but contends that 

Harry Stye, Baraboo. severe pruning annually. they are short on yield and that 

In looking over the annual re- We have grown the Fay for they are not nearly as prolific as 

ports of the Wisconsin State Horti- many years, and right along by the their name would imply; and also 

cultural Society, for a number of | side of them, under the same condi- suggests that the latter part of their 

years past, I have noticed quite a tions of soil and cultivation we name should be thrown in the dis- 

number of varieties of currants have tested out nearly every known card without any argument. Mr. 

listed and recommended for cul- variety in common use. Among Edwards may be right about this, 

ture in Wisconsin, but no mention these were Red Cross, Red Dutch, as they probably will not average 

is ever made of the most excellent Pomona, Wilder, Long Bunch Hol- up, year after year, with some of 

variety—Fay’s Prolific. land, Victoria, London Market, and the other varieties in productive- 

I am willing to admit that per- Perfection and I do not hesitate to ness. However, I would like to 

haps they may be right in not state that the Fay was head and add that in looking over some of 

recommending this variety in a shoulders above them all. The my old records I find that I picked 

general way for cultivation, but in only one that I could consider as a_ from a single bush in 1915, seven 

view of its many excellent qualities competitor at all was Perfection. standard quart boxes, and that the 

{ feel justified in making this state- While the bush of the Fay, in it- net weight was 10.6 pounds. Of 

ment, that I am quite positive that self, is quite inferior to most other course a yield like this is unusual, 

{can take Fay’s Prolific and get varieties, and it is also true that but it demonstrates what can be 

far more satisfactory results than we must have a bush before we can done and that a good yield is possi- 

with any other variety that we have have any fruit; still it is the fruit ble. However, in the interest of 

at the present time. that we are ultimately after, rather (Continued on page 123)
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Wm. Zimmerman for the last two 

THE FLO RISTS PAG E days of the show. Each of them 

RDITED BY furnished some ravishing center- 

HURON H. SMITH, Curator of Botany pieces. 
PUBLIC MUSEUM MILWAUKEE, WIS. As usual, Gus Kellner and Com- 

pany set up the show with the help 

Spring Flower Show the weather been fine, no doubt the Of Nic _Zweitel and Huron Il, 
The breath of the blizzard strove attendarce would have doubled. At Smith. Phe museum installed flood 

valiantly to prove that spring was @ny rate, this is an increase of ee from we dome, palling the 

yet afar, but urdaunted, the Mil- 11,412 over the first spring flower ighting me etter i m a any 

waukee Florists Club staged their show on the same dates in 1922, egestas fae coin eatin and 

four-day spring flower show in the though it is 4,745 less than the fall second beacon Sern a“ Anes atid 
rotunda of the Museum-Library show of 1922, when nature smiled. the: stock this: time: Was the finest 

building, March 15th to 18th. Un- The main feature of this show mat Fras ever een ee the tae 

der many difficulties, a very credit- has been the four tables in the cen-—. Oe * ss 

able showing was made in this their ter of the rotunda, decorated for ee m ig ihe a Kelings 

second spring flower show. Snow dirner. The finest linens, china, ans ‘ ompany . BeIeSe be the 

drifts made it impossible for more glass and silverware were provided decorating, — thts ; usual 

than 25 growers and dealers to par- and seven florists shared the tables. cn af rare fe al are 

ticipate. Most of our growers are Chas. Menger and Son duplicated Gime Ciena Paver one 

outside the city limits and auto their splendid showing of the fall vas, Cineratias and such, Thev 

traffic has been seriously hampered and set up a St. Patrick's Day 7 a, edbendet 

even in the city limits. Those hay- table, which they renewed on Sat- also contributed many planted 
. : : boxes of tulips and hyacinths. 
ing garages with an alley entrance, urday. By use of green dye, they 

have been unable to leave even the — had all placements in keeping with Holton and Hunkel showed 

garage, and the unusual conditions the holiday. A fine centerpiece of some fine little Nurune Japarese 

have taken their toll of the tires green carrations, green freesias, ‘Azaleas, hyacinths, tulips, Lily of 

among those who are able to run, green sweet peas, and asparagus the Valley, daffodils, various nar- | 

The Milwaukee press has been Plumosus was supplemented by cissi, Kaster lilies, potted Cinera- | 

very kind to this show and as we bowls of green sweet peas for fav- as, and cut roses. The Pollworth 

have progressed have given us FS. Shamrocks were the place Co. sent cut Columbia, Premier 

more and more space, realizing the Cards and green candles in green and White Ophelia roses, lilies, 
civic pride that is involved. Seven holders completed the picture. daffodils, narcissi, and many car- 

large cuts were published in the Not through malice aforethought, "tions. Hugo Locker and Sons 
four days and twelve columns of the North Side Floral Company showed fine sprays of the General 

space were donated to the show. fixed the adjoining table with a Pershing Freesia, potted Cirerar- 

Such publicity would involve a Calendula design. Shades of St. nas, and a wonderful display of 

financial outlay of over a thousand Patrick, but here was the “Orange sweet peas in variety. The Green- | 

dollars, and the florists are to be King” Calendula puttirg up a bold wood Carnation Co. lived up to | 

congratulated on staging a feature front on the Irishman’s holiday. their name in furnishing carna- 

that appeals so strongly to our Being only flowers, they could get tions. Heitman & Oestreicher fur- | 

press. Even national convertions away with it. The place cards at nished carnations, as did  Rein- | 

to Milwaukee have drawn less this table were dark red glass mini-  hardt, Schroeder, Marke, Brueg- 
space. ature flower baskets. geman, and Otto Sylvester of 

This publicity has been reflected The other two tables were shared —§ Oconomowoc. 

in the attendance, for despite the by different florists. Baumgarten Praefke showed some uncon- 

failure of street car service and and Gutermuth each hada table for monly fine Primula — obconica, 

the blizzard conditions, 31,412 came the first two days and were suc- growing in boxes and pots. Kamp 

to see the show in four days. Had ceeded by Semmler-Leidiger and and Spinti furnished the sturdiest
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Calendulas we have ever seen. tunda, and reservations were made be of great value to the fruit grow- 

The Cudahy Floral Co. sent in for these after the show closes. ers as pollinators ; and, 

roses. Riebs Bros. furnished snap- The down town merchants have Whereas, No schedule of spray- 

dragons and a dozen vases of very twice postpored their Spring Style ing calls for an arsenical spray 

fine, longstemmed varieties of Show, waiting, for more propitious pial hae ve “ i" ial eee 
sweet peas in bundles of 75 each. weather, ‘but the Hiorists: ceomes pane wanns agenesis 

. . through as advertised and deserve spraying; and 

Gutermuth sent in potted plants a lot of credit for their show un- Whereas, It seems advisable to 

and baskets. Lietz furnished pot- der difficulties. attempt to remedy this condition by 

ted and cut bulb stock. Welke Huron EH. Smith. educating the fruit growers ; 

Bros. furnished a table and sert in a Be It Resolved, What we petition 

potted Cinerarias and a floral bas- — Save the Bees, We Need Them the Wiscorsin Horticultural So- 

ket. Gimbel Bros, sent in two fine The following resolutions offered ciety to use its good offices in co- 

baskets, one of the best St. Pat- py the \Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ Operating with the Wisconsin State 
rick’s baskets of the show, the  Acsociation were adopted by this Beekeepers’ Association in educat- 

other containing our only orchid of society at the annual convention, ing and persuading the fruit grow- 

the show, several sprays of Den- January 10th-12th. The beekeep- ¢tS “ef to use an arsenical spray 
drobium. Gust. Pohl sent in pot- ers of the state are to be com- When the trees are in full bloom. 

ted plants and cut carnations, and mended for their stand on this ques- eee 
Oswald Preuss sent in several pot- tion, A few of their members fa- Transplanted Poenies 
ted plants. vored the introduction of a bill in lor twenty-five years and more 

As we write this, there is scarce. the present legislature providing a I have had in my yard a beautiful 

ly any traffic outside on Grand penalty for spraying fruit trees TOW of peonies. Two years ago I 
Ave., ‘yet the last hour 832 visitors When in bloom, but better counsel had the same reset but no blossoms 
eatiie £5 see the show. There must Prevailed. ‘The beekeepers placed since. Plants look healthy but do 

be a compelling interest to induce confidence in the fairness and com. POt bloom. W hat shall I dow Us 

ore to leave his fireside on a day Mon sense of the fruit growers there such a thing as “running 
like this and it proves that Milwau- and chose to depend upon an appeal “en cony plants when disturbed 
kee likes flowers. It upholds our US rather than to attempt the en- / ‘ en P an wv em ise ree 

contention that folks like to see  @ctment of a law. A SCE ED: SE WES ED - 5 . . years and sometimes four or five 
and smell flowers to gratify their Every fruit grower who enjoys <7 Savek a Pisa aliyy . _ 7 oe : - years to recover and bloom freely 

aesthetic sense. There are no signs even a fair portion of common sense again. It is comforting to know 

at this show warning the public and an elementary knowledge ot that they always come back and 

not to handle the flowers. The Mil- Spraying knows that the period of finer than ever. The only treat- 

waukee Florists Club expect the full bloom as int ie pest time to ment advised is for the grower and 
$2,000 worth of stock to be a com- spray. ‘The best time is after the not for the plants; use patience. 
plete loss, so far as salvaging any blossoms have dropped. Why, then, 

of the exhibits is concerned. But be contrary? We need the bees. Although rather out of season 

they realize that the desire for inti- Let's protect them instead of wil- we show this month a picture of 

mate possession follows such free fully destroying them: our exhibit at the Wisconsin Prod- 
acquaintances as are made here. IVhereas, Many beekeepers in ucts Exposition, at Milwaukee, 

Many visitors were observed with different parts of the state have Nov. 14-20, 1922. We feel certain 

notebooks, jotting down their fay- suffered because fruit trees have that this exhibit. was well worth 

orites. Stacks of seed catalogues been sprayed in full bloom with while. Thousands of people learned 
and book lists were given to inter- an arsenical poison, thereby killing that apples are really grown in 

ested visitors by the library off- the bees visiting the trees and de-  \isconsin, , 
cials. By their cooperation, twelve pleting the colonies below honey _ _ 

shelves of books about flowers gathering strength; and Do you want to buy or sell? Ad- 

were placed in a nook of the ro- Whereas, The bees are known to _ vertise.
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bette Weed Flower 
BOARD OF MANAGERS s 

. C. Christe Frederic Cranefleld . 
eG, CRS oy adie ee The gardener plants the garden beds We must not pick the garden flowers; 

ee : 
: With rows and rows of seeds. So over all the ground 

. With Pleasure But we like best the little flowers God plants the weed flowers just for us, 
We introduce, with pleasure, a The gardener says are weeds. When gardeners aren't around. 

new department and a new associate 

editor, The Women’s Auxiliary Reprinted from the Youth's Companion, Boston 
. Copyrighted 1922, by Perry Mason Company, Boston 

page edited by Mrs. C. E. Strong. Verses and Drawing by Elisabeth B. Warren 

We bid you welcome; we have ee aaa _ B09 90a 

been waiting and watching for you . . 

for a long time. This is your house It was war time when everyone vest; Protect Your Garden, in book 

and your home and without you it was eyed to a high pitch and form, added two chapters on fruit 

has lacked cheerfulness and com- working at top speed. As a part of | growing for the home and named it | 

fort. May you never depart. this garden plan for the state there the Wisconsin Garden Book. The 
was issued a series of leaflets claim has been made and not yet | 

The Garden Book and Other written in simple terms and con- disputed that this book is the most 

Books taining the most elementary facts concise and readable book on home | 

One stormy day early in 1918 about garden making. gardening for the beginner ever | 

two men skilled in gardening, Prof. One year ago the state horticul- published. Even experienced gar- 

J. G. Moore of the state university tural society brought together deners have praised it highly and 

and Frederic Cranefield, secretary these seven leaflets, Getting Ready found it helpful. Every member 

of the state horticultural society, for the Garden; Hints for the in good standing in 1918 received | 

met to lay plans for an intensive Home Gardener; Early Plants; a copy of these publications but 

back yard garden campaign for the Garden Soils and Garden Making; those joining since have not had 

season then near at hand. Sowing the Seed; Insure the Har- them, The Garden Book and an-
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other, equally valuable, “Native = ee —__—. 

ants of Wisconsin,” by William C 7 1 Ai C 1 bi 
Higat sconsin,” by W harmingly Airy Columbines 
Toole Sr., being a compilation of . 7 P . . 

. Some years ago, while still a kid, among my various collecting fevers 

five excellent papers from the an- was that of catching butterflies.The ones that fascinated me most were 

f por fl -19-20- 2 the long-tailed Papilios. The long spurred Columbines or Aquilegias with 

nual reports 2 , 918-19 0-21 and their beautifully colored nodding flowers and long spurs always re- 

22, are offered for sale at 25 cents mind me of my boyhood butterfly friends. We have them (the Colum- 

for the Garden Book, and Native- bines | mean) in a mixture of many beautiful shades and colors, also 

yellow, rose pink, and blue and white separate, as well as heavy plants 

Plants at 50 cents, but we would of our native red and yellow variety. 

much rather give them away. Price, 25c each, $2.50 per doz., $15.00 per 100, carriage paid. 

ant 303 ' ‘ ‘ - Place your order now while you have time to plan your garden needs. | 
Pre 1 notices 4 y y' a P| y gar 

} FEMI HOEES are printed in this The pay may be sent, if you prefer, after the plants are received. Send | 

issue. However, if any member for my illustrated catalogue. | 

prefers to buy their books we are “Hardy Plants for the Home Garden” 
ready to sell at the prices named. Here are described the best of the hardy perennials as well as other 

an G 1 Book 1 \ plants and seeds. 

The Garden Book has been adopt- W. A. TOOLE- Garry-nee-Dule Baraboo, Wis. 
ed as a text book by eight public : 

schools and three agricultural 

schools in the state. A special Write for Wisconsin Horticul- not theory. Don’t be selfish, let 

price is offered to schools when ture, short articles preferred. We all of us krow. 

twenty-five or more copies are want, and get, the real stuff from Ask questions, always ask ques- 

ordered. our members, actual experience, — tions. 
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Exhibit State Horticultural Society at Wisconsin Products Exposition, Auditorium, Milwaukee, November 14-20, 1922
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of the squash bug tribe, and halj 

THE INSECT PAGE a dozen articles in various perivdi- 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, Assistant State Entomologist cals. The bulletins mentioned are 
available for distribution. 

All importations of rose. stocks 

To Control the Asparagus Beetle common species are laid singly and amounting to 51,000 plants were 

Use a strong mixture of arsenate in preference upon the old and inspected and packing house in- 

of lead at the rate of at least three fruiting plants. Instead of being spections for crown gall were mac 

pounds of the powdered form to fastened endways to the stem or — jy all nurseries growing apple trees, 
fifty gallons of water. During the leaf as are the eggs of the com- — Rejnspections were made of proper- 

cutting season it should be applied mon or blue asparagus beetle, they ties showing San Jose scale in thi 

only to certain of the slender and are attached — sideways. Upon — summer. 

worthless shoots allowed to grow as hatching, the larvae feed chiefly One or more of the staff were 

trap plants. Leaving such plants upon the pulp of the berries and present at the state beekeepers 

scattered throughout the patch, the therefore are not of great impor- potato growers, horticultural, and 

beetles will collect and confine their tance as destroyers of foliage as cranberry conventions, at national 

feeding for the most part on them are the common species. Conse- entomologists’ apiary — inspectors’ 

and can thus easily be poisoned. quently it is where the plants are horticultural inspectors’, and — bee- 
Hand picking may be practiced in being grown for sced that this keepers’ meetings, at conferences 

very small garden areas.  Air- species is particularly destructive. on barberry and white pine blister 

slaked lime dusted upon the plants ‘The adult beetle feeds upon the ten- rust work, and at about one hun- 

while wet with dew will kill the der shoots in early summer and dred local farmers’ institutes and 
larvae or young stages of the later upon the leaves and eats out other similar meetings. 

beetle. irregular areas in the bark of the In articipation of the work of 

In case defoliation threatens the — stems. 1923 the nurseries have been sent 

plants after the cutting season is If poultry have the run of the tirections and regulations for the 

over a thorough spraying or dust- asparagus beds they will take care more complete control of raspberrs 

ing of the entire area with a strong of the beetles early in the season. anthracnose and. strawberry root 

mixture of the arsenate of lead ae lice; tobacco growers are in corre- 

will destroy the bugs and prevent Winter Entomology spondence with the office on sterili- 

the plants from being defoliated. We are sometimes asked wheth- zation of seed in wildfire infested 

In spraying asparagus it should be — er the state entomologist’s staff has districts: materials have been se- 

borne in mind that the leaves are anything to do in winter or whether — cured and notices sent in connection 

very narrow and do not readily they spend it “waiting for spring.” with the Whitewater and Rochester 

catch and hold the poison unless The summer force of over eighty San Jose scale outbreaks; source 

applied as a very fine (mist) spray — in the field is reduced to six in win- of arsenic and banana oil for the 

directed against each plant from ter, and the few remaining fird — wrasshopper campaign have been 

both sides. In home gardens one themselves more than busy. Here looked up and the town chairmen 

tablespoonful to a quart of soapy are some of the office activities yotified; and bales of barberry lit- 
water is effective. since the frosts drove insects into erature have been sent out. The 

In large cutting fields it is proba- winter quarters last fall: work of the pest reporting service 

bly best to make clean cuttings in Papers and bulletins prepared js already in full swing and_ the 

which case the female beetles are and published include a revised — reports are tabulated as they arrive 

forced to lay their eggs upon the spray calendar (bulletin 36), a to- cach week. Plars are drawn to 

new shoots which are in turn cut bacco wildfire control bulletin in accomplish, during 1923, the reduc- 

in a day or two so that the eggs cooperation with the experiment sion of tobacco wildfire to the low- 

are destroyed. station (bulletin 348), a list of Wis- est possible point, elimination of 
There are two species of beetles consin nurseries (bulletin 53), the — severe losses from grasshopper and 

concerned. The eggs of the twelve- biennial report of the department leafhopper outbreaks, improve- 

spotted asparagus beetle, the less (bulletin 52), a technical synopsis ment of the raspberry anthracnose
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_A1 Quality Products Produce Class A Crops 
| | . CREAM CITY SPRAY MATERIALS 
| 
| Arsenate of Lead Lime Sulphur | 
| Calcium Arsenate Bordeaux Mixture 
| Nicotine Sulphate Corrosive Sublimate 

Manufactured by 

772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE | 

Telephone Hanover 1117 WISCONSIN 
WRITE FOR PRICES NOW! | 

| sa 7 i _ _ _ 

Fay’s Prolific Currant 
. ys . ae 

(Continued from page 117 
Nitrate of Soda ame Pag ) McKAY NURSERY 

good quality, it is better not to have c 
Car Lots—Less Car Lots — : we 

an excessive production of fruit. COMPANY 

te OL nton an Of course in Wisconsin, we have 
: . ite a aide vanwe of diinate MADISON WISCONSIN BENTON HARBOR, MICH. quite a wide range of climate to 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. reckon with and conditions _in TT 

BOOKLET MREB—"What Nitrate southern Wisconsin are far differ- Nursery Stock of 
as D in Farmers Own ant fr seni > northern par . LS one in Bermers ent from those in the northern part Quality 

S. H. Burton, Western Distribut of the state. So it follows that one 
. H. Burton, Western Distributor . 3 5 : 

 Wadlingtom, tnd: must take into consideration their for Particular Buyers 

latitude. Tlowever, the Fay cur- Have all the standard varieties 
i sass be entizely “| andy as well as the newer sorts. Can 
rant seems to be entirely hardy supply you with everything in 

ituation, und progress in the con here in Sauk county, so it is quite Fiult Tress, Small Fruits, 

trol of grain rust, white pine blister safe to assume that it would thrive Vines and Ornamentals. 

rust, and San Jose scale. over quite a large portion of the 
. Let us suggest what to plant 

state. both in Orchard and in the dec- 
OTE ; alee oration of your grounds. ani cis vou efsp . In concluding, I would like to Prices and our new Catalog sent 

ont waste lei effort next say that this article was not writ- promptly upon receipt of your 
summer in gardening in competi- 4° re p acitetctat list of wants. 
tion with trees and shade, It can't '" with the inter Hon ol CHIEEISINE ‘i 

be done successfully. Hoeing, 0" finding fault in any’ ways but Nurseries at 
watering and fertilizing cannot rather it is offered in the hope of Waterloo, Wis. 

make up for lack of sunlight. Many — bringing that most excellent variety 

gardeners try to make this substi Gf currant to the attention of 
tution and fail. Good garden tracts fhose {#GiE SEOWEES Who! Bre 160k: 
may be spoiled by worthless, often "10°° 2 . a * 
self-planted, trees or shrubs, Cut "8 for the best there is and who 
them out so your vegetables will are willing to pay the price in good The beginner in gardenirg is apt 

not have to compete with them for care and hard work. to attempt too much. A small gar- 

NUE iy an hat You ——— den well tilled is better than a larg- 
will probably find, also, that your . ‘ Bin . ta 2 

> 2 a C . ne neglected—W. S. H. S. back yard ‘looks’ better without Y ou can depend on the integrity er one neglecte Ww. S S. 

them.—\W. S. H. S. Garden Book, of our advertisers. Garden Book,
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berry as a commercial industry and 

[~ CW ———aE_T| has bred varieties with berries more 

nty Pia | For Efficient Gardening than three-fourths of an inch in 

fe | diameter. The most outstanding 

aa a cultural characteristic of the blue- 
oS Lien eye Bolens Power Hoe berry is its requirement of an acid ea a Wo} 

Co Sees and Lawn Mower Tractor soil. It does not thrive in ordinary 

“ es Hees Witlad pouRvaeeaine, waealne) Zu. rich garden soil that has a neutral 
m 3 tivating and lawn mowing. Design- or alkaline reaction. 

a i ee i ay ed to work in narrow rows, Patent- 

eee) eee, fo. erched axle for ‘clearance. oi The department's testing planta- 
ae p pan A) ments all have snap hitches mak- zi Gedae de Filcan 
es A Es, ing them instantly Interchangeable. tion for hybrids is at Whitesbog, 

reas {all “ ge Maes = shows 13-year-old Ward hasiussen near Browns Mills, New Jersey. 

meee vin EE Operators inthe ‘wardens and nurs ‘About 20,000 different hybrids 
te Pa \ ge Fae, icy NA: Rasmussen, Route 5, have been fruited thus far. Prop- 

wf, é “his is i Endorsed by leading growers. agation material of some _ half 

are, a oe Mrs [on qatalor: dozen of the best of these hybrids 

ee re GIESON MANUPACTURING ©O- has been placed in the hands of sev- 
Pe 2 220 Park St, . 

EE, Cae ES E Pett “WaNhingten, WhieeuNta eral nurserymen but only one of 

Ne } Y ce oe __ || them has carried the propagation to 
_ the point of offering plants for sale, 

and only one variety of these hy- 

And Then Black Rot Blew In Black rot of grapes occasioned brids, Pioneer, is as yet commer- 

A correspondent who lives along considerable injury to grapes in cially available. 

the banks of the Mississippi river several sections of the state during Unfortunately a few nursery- 
in Grant county, a choice grape the past season. Spray the plants men are taking advantage of the 
growing section, writes: thoroughly with Bordeaux mixture, work that has been done in the 

“Have about an acre or acre and 4-4-5, (you may use the commer- domestication and improvement of 
a half of Concord grapes, and lost cial product, following directions the blueberry to deceive the public 
the entire crop last two years on for preparation given on contain- by advertising blueberries in a very 
account of Slade ror. ‘Never saw er) three or four applications as misleading manner. One nursery- 

them look better than they did the follows: 1) wher the second or man at Rochester, New York, has 
last year up to the time they were third leaf is showing; (2) soon heen using in an advertisement an 

about three-quarters grown, Then after blossoms: have fallen; about jjlustration of a hybrid blueberry 
this rot hit them and I lost the '° More applications of spray are taken from a publication of the 
wholecrop: ‘This rot is: something necessary and should be made at Department of Agriculture issued 

new in this part of the country. intervals of ten) fourteen days. 5, 1916. “The illustration jg ‘used in 

Nobody ever sprayed grapes here Added effectiveness in control such a way as to lead the reader to 

and always had good crops up to ay be obtained by: (1) destroy- believe that this firm has for sale 

two years ago and just seemed like iM infected fruit by carrying them blueberries of the kind shown in 
the wind blew this disease in. Some @Wway in the fall or plowing under the illustration, when as a matter of 

of the vineyards are not bothered in the spring; and (2) train vines fact ordinary wild blueberries, first 
much with it and others it hits 5° as to allow for maximum air transplanted to a nursery, are fur- 

hard. Mine is one of the latter. If drainage. nished in response to the advertise- 
you can give me any advice as to ——_ ment. Furthermore advertisements 

how to save this year’s crop it sure Faking the Blueberry Business issued by this firm give very mis- 
will be appreciated.” After experiments extending leading information. One of their 

The answer is by Prof. Leon K. over 16 years, the United States advertisements, in the February 

Jones, department of plant pa- Department of Agriculture, has number of a well known garden 

thology, College of Agriculture. established the culture of the blue- (Continued on page 127.)
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BERRY BOXES. .-~-.... 
Crates, Bushel Boxes and Climax Baskets hae SJ 

AS YOU LIKE THEM hot no2 Fad 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 

that give satisfaction. Berry box and crate material in the K. D. in car load 

lots our specialty. We constantly carry in stock 16-quart crates all made up 

| ready for use, either for strawberries or blueberries. No order too small or 

too large for us to handle. We can ship the folding boxes and crates in K. D. 

from Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in handling fruit, and we aim to 

do our part well. A large discount for early orders. A postal brings our 

price list. 

Cumberland Fruit Package Company 
Dept. D. CUMBERLAND, WIS. 

—— aa Om—— eee aS—SsSs5 

| FOR SALE:—Dunlap and Warfield coration and Farm Windbreaks. We 
ote + Strawberry plants in quantities. Write do work anywhere in the State. Lake 

Classified Advertisements | 3; prices. Minn, No. 775. While they Rest Nursery, J. W. Roe & Son, Osh- 
Our Market Place last 50 for $2.50 postpaid. Hollis Sul- kosh, Wis., Fond du Lac Road. 

If you do not want. to rent a larg- livan, Taylor, Wis. OS ————— 
er space try a “stall” in our Market a 
Place, for a month or a year. Rents SEEDS 
are low. Write for terms. __ : SS 

No display type, no illustrations FOR SALE:—Strawflowers. Easy 
Copy required five weeks ad- os 8. s 

vanee of date of issue, Address" to grow from seed. Why not grow I HIS SPACE 
WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE your own strawflowers? Helichrysum, 

701 Gay Building Madison, Wis. mixed colors, 10c per large pkt. Pkt. 

each of 10 colors, 50c. Gomphrena or F O R S A L EK 

HARDY PERENNIALS red clover, pkt. 10c, Acroclinium, pink a 
and white mixed, pkt. 10c; Annual 

FOR SALE: —Hardy Perennials. Statice, mixed colors, 10c per pkt. 
175,000 hardy perennials, containing One full pkt. each of Helichrysum, 
many varieties and colors. Strong, well — Gomphrena, Acroclinium and Statice Do You 
rooted, field grown. Prices, $3.00 to for 25c. W. A. Toole, Garrey-nee-Dule, oO 
$5.00 per 100. Write for price list. Baraboo, Wisconsin. 
Straw flowers $10.00 per 1000. Che 9 Want 
quamegon Flower Gardens, Washburn, FERTILIZERS t B 

» Cons FOR SALE:—Pulverized Sheep Oo buy 

FOR SALE:—Hardy Wisconsin Manure, 100 Ib. sacks. A little goes a or 

grown perennial plants and straw- long ways. 1 bag, $3.50; 5 bags, 
flowers in season. Grown by J. F. $15.00; 10 bags, $25.00. C. C. Poll- Sell? 
Hauser, Superior View Farm, Bayfield, worth Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

Wis. ——_———————————————————————— 
we LANDSCAPE GARDENING 

es STRAWBERRY PLANTS Landscape Work Done. Plans drawn 

FOR SALE:—Strawberry plants, 200 and blue prints made. New building TL 

best 3 varieties, $1.25. Progressive sites laid out; foundation plantings COME TO TH E 
and Superb everbearing strawberries, of shrubbery and Evergreens; old home 

$1.75 per 100. Fresh, live plants, true grounds beautified. We furnish trees, MARKET PLACE 
to name. Postage paid. C. R. Tuttle, shrubbery, and perennials for you. We 

Baraboo, Wis. specialize in Evergreens for Lawn de-
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The Opgenorth Line ee 
Ventilated Folding Boxes 

of Ventilated Boxes Made Up in Crates | 
Complete 

Berry Box Ventilated Sides and Bottoms for Grow- 
ers Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

: Material | 

Material PLAIN LINE 
Improved Plain Folding Boxes 

N Plain Boxes Made Up in Crates Complete 
Plain Sides and Bottoms for Growers 
Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

. . Material 
United Fruit Package Co. K. D. Crates Requiring One Nail to Complete 

SHAWANO, WIS. | 
A Postal Card Will Bring Our Samples and Price to You 

d Caulifl The Hawks || Cabbage an auliflower 
Nursery The BEST Seed Grown in Denmark and Awarded the 

Highest Honors in the Danish Government Trials 
Company 

If you really appreciate Good Cabbage and Cauliflower 
f Seeds send for my price list at once. 

are in a position to fur- . . . . - . 
, , | ear argest Cabbage See rters sconsin, nish high grade Nursery | We are the largest Cabbage Seed Importers in Wisconsin 

Stock of all kinds jind STANDARD SEED COMPANY 
varieties suitable to Wis- | Peder Back, Owner, Racine, Wisconsin 
consin and other north- | 
ern districts. —_ 
Will be glad to figure on Where plants which transplant — the side split, so that it may readily 

your wants either in with difficulty, such as cucumbers be removed from around the plant. 

large or small quantities and melons, are started indoors, or The strawberry box is better than 

when it is desired to have the plants the can for this purpose.—\V. S. 

unusually large before setting out, II. S. Garden Book. 

flower-pots are frequently used. ee 

Wauwatosa ... Wis. Instead of setting the plant from Unless you have had previous 

the seed box into a larger box it experience do not waste much time 

is put in.a small flower-pot. It on cauliflower, peppers, egg plant 
a ee may remain in the pot until set in or other crops that are hard to : 

Buy Gladiolus and Iris Now the field, or it may be moved to a grow or of doubtful value. These |} 

FOR SPRING PLANTING larger pot. Various devices are crops so often fail due to weather 

Fine coltection Gtadiclun, 50, sents dozen. used as substitutes for pots. Two conditions or slight errors in cul- 

Peonies for fall delivery, all best kinds at mod: of the more common are the hot- ture that it is usually advisable to 
ie m en, i tomless strawberry box ard a tin give their space to more certain 

sro oa. lees i can with the bottom removed and crops—\W. S. H. S. Garden Book.
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Kick Orchard Tract For Sale One Dollar IcKapoo Urchar ract For Sale 

| | Twenty acres, 18 acres planted. Two acres spring of 1913, 16 acres 

| spring of 1914. Varieties mai Vealth ackintosh a Fameuse. | (1) Membership in The State Hor- | s} j £ 1 arieties a nly We alt y, M ackintosh and Fameuse: 

ie Ps SHC] 7 rear. d a ties. Si ni ided one-fourth in- ticultural Society for one year. | A few Dudley and other varieties. Will sell undivided fourth 

| terest for $2200; one-half interest for $4400. Terms Cash. 

(2) A copy of the 1922 Annual Re- | | | 

port contining 28 papers; of- | J. N. BIDWELL, Care Wisconsin Horticulture | 
ficial lists of fruits and flowers | 

adapted to Wisconsin. | 701 Gay Building, Madison, Wis. 

(3) A copy of the 1920 Annual Re-| 
port to first comers, to others _ . . 
the 1917 Report. | ging and ditching so as to carry GLADIOLI 

off the surface water, This should In two splendid collections, 1% inch 

Ac f The Garde 2 ig as dh te and larger. 
(4) a Oy a: The Garde 7 oe | be done as soon as the frost is out acne éaeh Crimson Glow, Tiora, Le 

55 pages; ‘ 2 5 the or, ws > Gar- Marechal Foch, White Glory, Mrs. 
book for beginners ever writ- of the ground.—W. 5. HS. Gat Dr. Morton, Helen, ranklii, Rose 

2 ; é Bud, Prince of Wales, Evelyn Kirt- 
ten. den Book. land: [ride of Goshen, Postpaid, $1. 

a One each Golden Measure, Maine, 
2 5 aR TE, ‘ : *. Postpaid, $1.50. 

(5) A copy of “Native Plants of i i PA Teese SUN PRARIE, WIS. 
Wisconsin” by Wiliam Toole, Faking the Blueberry Business 

Sr. 5 papers; native clim- (Continued from page 124.) 

bers, shrubs, trees, ferns, : ‘ mei einw sis aa 

flowers, 54 pages magazine, states that “by repeated WISCONSIN a RSERIES 
x ™ j © Our Motto: 

transplanting, we perfected the root Give fools their gold and knaves their 

(6) Wisconsin Horticulture, a} system of the plants;” that “now, Let jortine's bubbles rive and fall; 
monthly magazine one year. = pipes Heias as easily Who sows a field or trains a flower 

you may grow blueberries as easily Or plants a tree ix more than all. 
ae ae oarda veering 2)? —Whittier. 

All for One Dollar: Currency, as any other garden berries ;” and Ad i¢ Wwente VeatN. Catalod for ae 

draft, money order or personal that “starting with our nursery- asking. 

check but not postage stamps. | W. J. MOYLE & SONS, 

| grown plants assures success under Union Grove, Wis. 

Once 4 member you are privileg- | all conditions.” These statements 
ed to solicit memberships; commis- | i . Se 

sion fifty cents for each member give a very erroneous and mislead- > 

secured. Remit to ing idea of the conditions necessary Kellogg S Nursery 

Fred for success in blueberry culture. Janesville Wisconsin 

rederic Cranefield, Secy. a SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

i ae * 7 “’AJac! The dav is § 5 
701 Gay Building, Madison, Wis. Alas! The day is sped. I Full line of standard varieties of 

have asked the fleeting moment Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, 

to tarry, and it laughed, and Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- 

ee perees ' Ss epee tal trees at prices that are 
shook its gossamer wings at men 

Make iaete Sk A I flew I , its 1 coer right. Don’t pay two prices to 

No matter what kind of soil you Me ane Mew Hyon is mad way traveling salesmen. Order direct 

have in your garden it must not be toveternitys . from a reliable nursery and save 

worked when it is wet. If it is it William J. Locke. money. 

will be hard, lumpy and wholly in- Se —— — — — 

tractable all season. You will lose Tt is well to remember that al- For the average family garden 

and not gain by working soil be- though trees on the north side of — ore packet of seed is enough ex- 

fore it is fit to work—W. S. H. S. — the garden do not shade it yet their — cept possibly peas and beans. By 

Garden Book. roots often extend far into the plot careful sowing one packet of most I s I 

ss and take food and moisture from of the vegetables named is more 

If your garden is anywhere but the soil, making it unprofitable to than enough for the first planting 

ona side hill you can probably ad- plant fruits and vegetables near the and some may be saved for later 

vance by several days the time when base of the trees—W. S. II. S. planting —W. S. H. S. Garden 

it will be fit to work by a little dig- Garden Book. Book.
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Berry boxes and crates, either in the flat or made up complete; Climax grape and 

peach baskets; till or repacking baskets; bushel and half bushel shipping baskets, 
and tree protectors at remarkably low prices. 

Send for our circular and prices before placing your orders. 

SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX{CO. 
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

Pe = —— = ee ——— — _ 

Unrest Is Not Exceptional Nor with one carefully planned in ad- 

Dangerous Distinctive vance of planting? A good plan I is g P 
The following by Lothrop Stod- Landscape Gardening saves much valuable time at plant- 

dard in “The New World of Is- ing because the gardener doesn't 

lam,” seems to fit exactly the situa- have to stand around ard figure 

tion in our Society at the present : out where things are to go.—W. S 
time: HH. S. Garden Book. 

“Unrest is not an exceptional ee es 

phenomenon; it is always latent Care of Young Plants The 
in every human society which has ; gt 
not fallen into complete stagna- young plants will need careful at- 

tion, and a slight amount of un- tention as regards proper light, heat 
rest should be considered a sign i and water. Keep the seed box 
of healthy pe a than a SsuceESShUL. where it will get abundant light. In- 
symptom of disease. for Three Generati sufficient light results in spindly 

“A healthy organism well at- oF rations . ‘ 
tuned to its environment is al- plants. It is better to have the 
ways plastic. It instinctively Frank M. Edwards Co. temperature a little low than too 

senses environmental changes 210; 21st. St. Milwaukee high. High temperatures mean 
and adapts itself so rapidly that '——————————————————_ soft, spongy plants which are less 
it escapes the injurious conse- likely to give good results when 

ences ishart y3? The Garden Plan 8} 8 quences of disharmony. . : set out—W. S. H. S. Garden Book. 
= What kind of a house would a 

aed possile eet ot it icloos carpenter build without a plan? 
without starting pa doors, 3 One inch. aj : t 
but it is usually more expensive or How would a garden which wes inch, display advertisemen 

less satisfactory —W. S. H.S. Gar- planned, row by row, while the n¢ month, one dollar; one year 
den Book. planting was being done compare ten dollars. Can you beat it?



Official Organ of The State Beekeepers Association 

Supplement to WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE, April, 1923. 

Do Not Forget pounds of extracted honey and 9 from their county fair officials. In 
1. That you are expected to pre- cases of comb honey. Not one addition to the competitive bee and 

pare an exhibit for the Beekeeping pound of this honey was sold for honey exhibit which pays cash 
department at the Wisconsin State less than 1034¢ per pound whole- premiums, the association is to re- 

Fair. Write to Gus Dittmer, Au- sale, f. 0. b. shippirg point. We ceive $50 for exhibiting in a sepa- 
gusta, Wisconsin, for details and have received a request for 10,000 rate booth an educational display 

list of premiums. pounds of honey and are now mak- of bees and honey.” 
2. Those old bee journals and ing an attempt to complete this — oe 

books you were going to pack up order. We are continually receiv- Members having any honey to 
and send to the Miller Memorial ing reports that some of our bee- sell should write the secretary for 
Library, Madison, Wisconsin. Do keepers are retailing their honey at @ “Have You Any Honey To Sell’ 
it today. 12c a pound. Is there any excuse blank. Fill in the blank and return 

3. That row is the time to make — for this? . to the secretary, who will help you 
your plans to attend the Beekeep- = sell your honey, if possible. 
ers’ Field Meet and Chautauqua to Mr. C. D. Adams Reports a Te 
be held at Madison, August 13 to “Mr. Whitehead and myself * _Notice 

18. This will be the best an: big- have conducted about forty county Members of the State Beekeepers 

gest meeting ever held. We expect beekeepers’ meetings. The beekeep- Association should write to M. F. 

more noted beekeepers to be prés- ers at almost every meeting were — Vischer, Secretary, Madison, for 
ent than at any previous meeting. enthusiastic about the lithographed samples and price list of -\ssocia- 
A. I. Root is planning to be with honey pail and there is no question Won labels. 
us. Judge George Grim, Jefferson, about the success of this venture. —_,_———— 

Wisconsin, son of Adam Grim, is There unquestionably will be or- | Honey Sandwiches and Honey 
going to tell us about his father’s ders received from 90 per cent of Candies 
experience in the early days. the counties visited.” . An outlet for a small percentage 

4. To get that new member. We “The State Department of Agri- of the honey crop is in the sale of 
are still four hundred members culture is being petitioned by a candies into which honey enters as 

short of our thousand for that new "umber of counties to include them an ingredient. It is difficult to 
directory. Will you help? in the foulbrood clean-up area. Cook honey without ruining its fla- 

5. To send in your order at once The Washington County Board vor. Some varieties suffer less un- 
for labels. - has appropriated money to help der heat than others. By a few 

6. That your state dssuciation defray the expense of the clean-up  €Xperiments one can find whether 
can supply you with letterheads and Ozaukee County Board is ex- _ his own brand of honey will stand 

and envelops bearing the new state pected to do likewise in the near heat sufficiently well to use it in 
a.sociation trademark at very rea. future. Both local associations cooked candies. A delicious pulled 
sonable prices. ° have been quite earnest in their re- candy can be made with a honey 

7. To get a permit from Dr. S. quests.” nae as olan Put two a a 
B. Fracker, S tea) AHHES ae al white sugar with a gererous ha 
ite ee ee Mr. L. P. Whitehead, extension cup of water and a small pinch of 
Want t6 TOUS OE Rell our bess. apiculturist reports : cream of tartar to boil. If a ther- 

piace “The beekeepers of Juneau mometer is available, boil it till the 

Cooperation Will Sell Honey county met at the Court House in temperature is nearly 300. If no 
Since the report given in the Mauston, March 13, and organized thermometer is available, boil it un- 

February issue the following com- a county association. The follow- til it begins to turn yellow, but do 
missions on honey sold through the ing officers were elected: Presi-’ not burn it. Now without remov- 
secretary’s office have been re- dent, Frank Riley, Elroy; Vice- ing from the stove stir in half to 
ceived : President, Louis A. Loboda, New one cup of heavy honey and cook 

Commission Lisbon; Secretary-Treasurer, Wil- until dropped into water it forms 
Amount sold. received lard Franke, Mauston. The associa- a firm ball. Stir constantly with 

Feb. 15 120 tbs.............$ .60 tion voted to affiliate with the state an egg-beater while the candy is 
Veb. 15 4,920 ths... 24.60 association. This is the 45th local boiling with the honey in it. This 
Mar. 15 5,160 tbs................... 25.80 association to be formed in Wis- keeps down the temperature and 

This is an example of what co-  consin and the 34th local to become _ protects the honey. It is hot work 

operative marketing will do. You affiliated with the state association. and requires watchful care. 
will note that your association has “The Baraboo Valley Associa- Pour the candy when done into 
received commission on 10,320 tion is receiving splendid support (Continued on page 2.)
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Wisconsin Beekeeping Honey Sandwiches by setting up a stand at the fairs. 
H. ¥. WILSON, Editor (Continued from page 1.) If you fail the first time do nt 

—_____—__————— uttered tins and begin to pull as give up. There are many kinks +o 
Onleers: of Ths aun ee soon as it can possibly be handled. be learned and one of them is the 

President eccescs sess sdames Hwin, Gollam™ Do not let it get hard before pull- picking of the site for the stand, ce President...........+A. A. Brown, Juneau ; a we ve 
Treasurer... ....2..C, W. Aeppier, Oconsmowoe ing. It pulls into a creamy candy If possible pick a stand under a 
Secretary. ss... ..........Malitta D. Fischer of delicious texture and flavor, tree or in the shade of a building, 

‘Annual Membership Fee, $1.00 : : 5 se Alaaue a 
Remit to M. F. Fischer, Secy., Madison, Wis. Cut and wrap in waxed paper, or where the crowd is always moving. 
————$—— dip the pieces in chocolate coating. Don’t let your stand be placed ma 

scat rn ie aah vi agné e e : League Pays Reward Dipping honey candies of any stagn ant corner, HOE ee or 
a : sort into chocolate yields a most de-  jectionable faker stands. Outside 
The treasurer of the American jiious confection. Incompleted 1s better than in a building, but one 

Honey Producers League was au-  coctions can be used up to great ad- may run up against bad weather 
thorized by the league convention vantage. Slice the combs into thin I prefer the outside even to chance 

at St. Louis to. make payment of slices being careful to allow one @ rain. 
$100 reward offered by the warn- uncut row of cells to the slice. Cut Whatever form of stand you 
ing, posters for those who maraud the comb vertically and on a slant contrive, make it clean. Cover 
apiaries. Miss Edith Saunders se- .) that the cells on one side will with white enameled cloth and have 
cured evidence which resulted in ot he cut to leak. Cells are not clean white pieces of linen to cover 
the conviction of a man who had opposed exactly, but offset each your goods, exposing only enough 

stolen a gasoline engine from the other, Hence the need of the to advertise the wares. You may 

honey house of an apiary in New slanting cut. Let the slices drain have to use netting to keep off flies 
York. The honey house and apiary over a rack and then dip in choco- and bees. Keep your person clean, 

were posted with American Honey — jate setting to cool on waxed paper shaving each morning and_ using 

Producers League Signs offering @ or oil-cloth. These honey bars are clean linen daily. Have aprons 

reward for information leading to very rich and make an excellent ad- made of good white duck and put 
the arrest of anyone molesting the Gition to the school lunch, Get the ona clean one each day. Make the 
apiary in any way whatever. grocer next the school house to very cleanness of your stand in- 

Many members of the league at sell them for you. vite the best trade. 
the meeting expressed their opinion Candied honey, especially if fine- The honey-sandwich so far as | 

of the value of these posters in grained can be made into delicious know is an invention of my own. 
preventing depredations. In some candy by cutting into small pieces which like all good things went 

cases a series of robberies of supers and ‘coating with chocolate. Roll through an evolution. I first sold 
and other materials had stopped im- the cut pieces in powdered sugar honey at fairs back in the late 
mediately after the putting up of to help in the handling of them. eighties before my college days. At 

the signs. The New York case is Stir the honey when it is ready to first I sold honey to be eaten plain. 
the first one in which a claim for candy to make it grain smooth. I simply sliced the sections from 
a reward has been made. Pour it into shallow boxes made of | corner to corner and sold honey on 

It was found recessary by the clean boards screwed together and a stick. So many people expressed 
league to place the warning poster coated inside with melted parafine. the desire for something to go with 

fund on a_ self-sustaining basis. When the honey is hard, remove the honey that after a year or so 
Hereafter members of the league the screws and take off the sides I bought crackers by the barrel and 
may secure these warning posters and ends of the box and slice the let anyone who wished have two 
in which a reward is offered for honey with a sharp thin knife. crackers with his honey. 
two years from the date of pur- Some New England beekeepers are Crackers go well with honey bu 
chase at one dollar each. In case — selling a lot of this candy. They both are dry eating and really need 
the apiary is molested or supers dis- make a variety by mixing chopped something to thin them down. I! 
turbed and someone besides the nuts with the honey, and also by occurred to me that soft rolls would 
owner presents evidence which placing half nut-meats on the dip- be much better than crackers and 
leads to the conviction of the party ped _ pieces. so I next essayed using rolls. The 
molesting the yard the league pays One can use only a small amount experiment was crowned with suc- 
$100 reward to the person provid- of honey in candy-making, but the cess. Of course my first attempt 
ing the information. These posters prices obtained for the products at honey sandwiches was crude and 
may be secured from the American make that part of the honey crop it was two or three years before | 
Honey Producers League, Secre- bring in a good profit. got them to the stage of perfectior 
tary’s Office, Capitol Annex, Madi- If a beekeeper lives within reach I desired. 
son, Wisconsin. of the State and County fairs he The frankfurter or weiner roll is 

Dr. S. B. Fracker. can dispose of a good lot of honey too long and rather narrow. It
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aiso has pointed ends. The ideal years become fairly expert. [have buys your honey and gets the con- 

roll is shorter than the weiner roll, made and sold in one day 3,600 tainer; my consumer buys both my 

has blunt ends and is slightly sandwiches, and would rever think honey and my container, because 

wider. Bakers use a tin or sheet of starting in at a large fair with both appeal to him. 

iron which holds five rows of — less than 100 dozen rolls. A crowd Along with a uniform attractive 

twelve rows each of the weiner roll. of 40,000 will usually mean that you container, we must have uniform 

hy placing on this sheet iron six must have at least 100 dozen. 1 quality of the product; the product 

rows of ten rolls each, seeking to once sold 100 dozen to a crowd of | must ‘be standardized, so the con- 

make the rolls of uniform width, only 8,000. Unless you live where sumer can be assured of the same 

the resultant roll is ideal for honey —honey-eating people ‘dwell you will quality at all times. We must teach 

sandwiches. The rolls should bake have to teach people to eat honey the consumer to associate quality 

with their sides grown together so sandwiches. If there are lots of | With the style, size or color of con- 

that they can be handled by tens. honey lovers in the crowd all you tainer. After we have done this the 

When broken apart they have soft — will have to do will be to make the package will do most of the selling. 

sides. The best weight of rolls sandwiches. Closely associated with quality 

comes from using about one pound I believe that it will pay to run and package is a uniform brard or 

of dough to the dozen, rather less hot coffee with the honey sand- label. This assists and is a power- 

than more. Fourteen ounces of wiches. Get a good grade of paper ful influence in selling. 

dough make a very decent roll. cup so that no dishwashing will be No one beekeeper can accom- 

The roll must be of sufficient body necessary. : plish this single handed. We must 

to hold well a slice of honey and Previous to the war the honey all get together. By cooperating in 

yet not make so thick a sandwich sandwich sold for five cents, but the purchase of our standard con- 

that it is difficult to eat from the for the past eight years it has sold tainers | am satisfied they will cost 

hand. for ten, One can make good US less than we now pay. 

Rolls left. over must be re- money now selling at five, but if After we have the quality honey 

packed using good clean cloths, the market stands for ten one can neatly put up and labeled we must 

slightly moistened. It is not wise make more money with less work, advertise; not just honey, although 

to use rolls over three days old, The beauty of the whole thing lies that will help, but Wisconsin honey. 

better take them home and feed right here —the beekeeper by We must convince the people honey 

them to the live stock. means of the horney sandwich gets is a good human food. All. the 

The honey-sandwich is the great- more for his low grade sections honey producers will assist in ad- 

est thing in the world to use up un- than he gets for his fancy sold in Yertising honey, but our job is to 

finished section honey. A section the usual way. . convince the consumer that Wiscon- 

of honey netting 8 or 9 ounces will . Allen Latham. sin honey is THE best honey. After 

make seven good sandwiches. A ae cemgl they once taste it they will know it 

full weight section will make ten or ; Value of Cooperation is. Just get them to taste our 

eleven good sandwiches. It is not (Continued from March Issue.) honey; that is the big job. We have 

wise, however, to skimp on the \ hat we have got to do as bee- got to advertise, and do it collec- 

honey and when a customer says keepers is to unite back of a co- tively. Mr. W rigley spends twelve 

he is fond of honey cut him a operative selling plan and put our millions of dollars annually adver- 

double thick slice. He will come product upon the market in a unt fsing his little insignificant stick of 

| haele several times during: the: fair, form, neat, attractive container. gum. One electric display sign in 

Cut from thick pine a block of Such a container may cost more New York City costs him $106,000 

. . A . & ' than the ones you are now using, a year. He has done more to keep 

| wood eight it ches long and four and others may say the prices of the jaw joints of our American peo- 

wide, then another four inches joney will not “stand added burden — ple in good working order than any 

square, Nail the smaller to one Gf the cost of a good container, but man I know. When we aren't 

end of the larger so that you have | say and am convinced in my own chewing Mr. Wrigley to fortune we 

a block with two steps. You can sind that you will not have to pay are chewing money into the pockets 

thus have two cakes of honey on for the container you use if it 1s a of several other gum companies. 

the block one set higher than the — good ore; the consumer will be glad When advertising will build an im- 

other. You can thereby have two to do so. You put up a ton of honey mense fortune for anyone out ofa 

grades of honey ready, and it will in every conceivable kind of con- stick of gum, made from the sap of 

surprise you to find how many peo- tainer and let me put up a ton of a tree or a waste material, having 

ple will ask you to make the sand- honey of like quality in a neat, at- no food value, what would it do for 

wich from the darker honey. tractive container, and I will sell my as good an article as is honey? Do 

One carnot learn the kinks of — ton of honey at a better price than you know we produce very little 

honey-sandwich selling all in one you will, do it quicker, and with less _ more honey now than we did thirty 

day, but can inside of two or three. effort. In your case, the consumer years ago? This is true in Wis-
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consin as well as in the United ‘Through a commodity marketing honey for our ow. iookout and 1c 
States as a whole. Was honey any — organization, we,as producers, could — interest of the consumer, We shot d 
better then than it is now? No, regulate the flow of honey on the not be too selfish; we should alwa:s 
probably not as good. Why did not | market as the market demanded it. see the consumer yets a square dea! ; 
honey production and consumption This would prevent flooding of the we need him. 
keep pace with the increase in popu- market at any one time, and instead The last topic, though not tre 
lation? Advertising, 1 believe. did of selling our honey seasonally, as Jeast important, is the question i 
it; advertising of syrups, candies, is now done, we could distribute our the control and eradication of dis 
jellies, fruits, ice cream and other — production over the entire year. By ease. Individually we cannot hos 
forms of sweets that have replaced feeding the market as consumption to conquer disease ; especially is ts 
honey. absorbed it, we would be able to true with American foul brood. \We 

Do you know why there is such a keep up the price and prevent spec- cannot keep our bees in the straight 
tremendous consumption of hen ulation which is like a two-edged and narrow path, for they will rob 
eggs while ore hardly ever eats a sword injuring the producer as well Disease is another cause for our de- 
goose egg? Because the goose cov- as the consumer. It is the small creased honey production in Wis- 
ers her egg as soon as she produces quantity above the demand that consin and elsewhere. United ei- 
it and says nothing about it, while lowers the price. By controlling fort of all beekeepers is essential to 
the hen leaves hers exposed to view the movement of honey, as demand — wipe out disease. Seems funny we 
and cackles about it. She adver- required you would put yourself in must have a law and police powers 
tises. It is about time the beckcep- a position of quoting the price on to compel a beekeeper to protect his 
ers quit playing the role of a goose. honey, while now you are obliged to own business. 

About one-third of our honey — take what the other fellow has a The recert action of congress of 
crop leaves home. Our per capita mind to give. You aren't in a posi- prohibiting the importation of bees 
consumption of honey is about two tion to do otherwise. You can al-— fikely to have Isle of Wight disease, 
pounds. Think of it. Yet we come ways strike a better bargain if the que to pressure brought upon it by 
here and kick about not being able other fellow comes to you. beekeepers the country over, is but 

to move our crop. Tf cooperation With all the honey under control one example of the enormous value 
and advertising has increased raisin of our own marketing organization, of cooperation, 
consumption in this country from we would be in a position to supply After all has been said concerning 

5,000 to 150,000 tons in less than demands anywhere with honey, di- the beekeeper I am reminded of the 
ten years, what could be accom- rect, thus cutting out the excess story of two colored fellows who 
plished for honey under similar transportation burdens now accru- got into a wrangle over the sale of 
plans? If we doubled our con- ing, when honey follows a zigzag a mule. It seems Moses sold Ras- 
sumption the drones would have to route from producer to consumer. tus a mule. In about two weeks 
go to work. Even then we could Besides, we would be in a position Rastus came to Moses and de- 
not meet home demand and the out- cut down overhead by shipping manded he take the mule back and 

side market would have to go with- in carload lots. The cost of disor- give him his inoney he paid for the 
out. We would then have no seri- ganized economic distribution of mule. ‘ : 
ous market problem. One cent @ honey is a burden that could be Moses said, “See here, Rast pound on honey would give us an caved through an efficient system OSes, Said, © SEC Here, astuldy 
advertisi ; s United = eas HE systenl. what fo’ you want your money 
advertising fund in the U Bites Honey can be more efficiently mar- pack 2” 
States of upwards of $750,000. We keted and distributed than is now aay Yemare as honey producers would have to thie) Gisele THE “Teaser Beekeepers Ah wants ma money back ‘cause 
advance this money until consump- hi ed ope Pers that mule’s blind.” : : J ave demonstrated. ss ‘ 
tion increased, then the demand for “When ah lets him out 0’ de 
honey would be so great the con- Through cooperation we would — stable he walks right onto a big pile 
sumer would reimburse us in in- be in a position to have reports on of stone and nearly breaks his laig 
creased price he would be glad to honey production the world over befo’ I’se could extricat. him. Then 
pay. Mr. Wrigley doesn’t spend assembled, compiled and interpreted he walks straight into my barb wire 
twelve million dollars of his money for us, thus keeping us posted on fence, he did, ard cut he’s self most 

to get you to chew gum. He adds our own business ourselves and not to pieces. I’se no mor’n got him 
this advertising to overhead and being dependent upon the other fel- straightened about he walks right 
you pay to induce yourself to chew low not particularly concerned with plumb against the basement wall of 
gum. We can convince the con- our business and apt to misinform my barn. I tell you’se that mule am 
sumer he wants more of our honey — us for his own selfish ends. In this blind, and I wants back ma money.” 
and make him pay for the convinc- way we could get our probable pro- “Say, Rastus,” said Moses, “dat 
ing. We must, however, loan him duction, the probable production of | mule ain’t blind; he just don’t give 
some money to put into this con- our competitive countries, the prob- a damn.” 
vincing or advertising fund. Later able demand here and abroad, thus A. A. Broun, Sec., 
we take the pot as fast as he antes. enabling us to quote fair prices on Dodge County Bee Ass'n.
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Our Song Birds and Bird Songs song, soon followed by songspar- or Peabody bird’s song is remarx- 

Mrs. E. L. Rotorr row, meadow lark, Phoebe, mourn- able for its rhythm and its pure, 

What is a bird without its song? ing dove, flicker, vireos, bob clear-whistled tones. Anyone who 

To anyone who is a lover of birds, white, pewee, wood thrush, wren, can whistle can imitate it—“Oll- 

and upon making the acquaintance oriole, brown thrasher, catbird, pur- Sam Pea-bo-dy, Pea-bo-dy, Pea- 

of a new bird, the first thought that ple martin and many, many others ; bo-dy.” The field and vesper spar- 

comes to one is to hear its voice, its thus the orchestra which performs row’s songs are unusually clear, 

song. Firstly, for the pleasure the the “glad spring symphony” is made plaintive-like whistles ending in a 

song itself gives and, secondly, to UP of the individual voices of an diminuendo trill. The vesper spar- 

make the better acquaintance of the endless variety of soloists, each bird — row singing at eventide after sun- 

bird and to thus be able to identify singing his own song, no two alike. down, two or-three long silver notes 

him, either in the bird chorus in ©f these the wood thrush has been of peace and rest, ending in some 

the morning, or ina solo of his own called “the great tone artist”; the subdued trills and quavers, which 

sung from the tree tops, when red eyed vireo, the “obligato ac- has given to him his name, vesper 

otherwise, without the song, we companist”; the songsparrow “the — sparrow. He sings from a_ high 

might not krow of the bird's exist- melodist”; and the partridge “con- perch, without interruption for a 

ence in our vicinity. Many of our trols the drums.” half hour or more. The fox spar- 

most beautiful and beneficial birds To best study our song birds will TOW whistles a beautiful, loud, clear 

might even escape our notice if it he to take them up in families. OF whistle as he scratches, with both 

were not for their song. these, the family of finches, spar- feet at once among the leaves on 

According to the classification of rows and grosbeaks is the largest the ground for food ; his real song, 

our birds, the family of “Land and and most important one and, to a however, is heard only in his more 

Song Birds” is the largest ard most certain extent, our best common northern home. The little chipping 

interesting of our bird families, and songsters, surpassed only by the sparrow’s incessant high pitched 

nearly all of them have a voice of thrushes. The list includes the trill can uot perhaps be called musir 

some kind, from the faintest little purple finch, goldfinch, rose breasted cal, but he is such a splendid neigh 

squeak of the humming bird and the — grosbeak, chewink, indigo bunting bor which helps greatly to make his 

almost inaudible wheeze of the wax- and the song, vesper, field, fox and song a welcome one. The song 

wings up to the most wonderful white throated sparrows. These Fle aa is the “flower of the fany 

creations of bird songs of the are all fine songsters; the song ily, a musician of exceptional abil- 

thrushes. sparrow alone is unexcelled in va- ity. He sings under all conditions 

Although we hear bird voices, riety of song motive and in accuracy a weather and at all times of the 

calls and songs, at all times of the of pitch. The stout, conical bills lay: Can there be anything more 

year, it is during the two months of the finches and sparrows are in- fresh and pleasing than to hear his 

of May and June that song birds strumertal in giving a certain char- ANSE Song Ona bright March morn- 

are at their best, for at this time acter to the voice. The song of the ing? The chewit k has a sweet call 

most birds are nesting and in full goldfinch, which is commonly called note, “che-wink,” and a sweet little 

song and to a bird lover to be awak- the “wild canary,” 1s very similar SOS of “‘see-to-whee-e-c-e ” The 

ened at daybreak by the tuning up to that of the canary, especially his EDS breasted grosbeak is another 

of the first few voices of the earli- call notes, “cheep, cheep,” given in splendid songster similar to the 

est birds, and in a few moments the a rising inflection of nearly an oc- vobin. 

chorus is swelled to twenty-five or tave, and then “per-chic-o-ree” The thrush family, which is a 

fifty differert birds—all singing at while he is on the wirg in an un- large one, is represented here by 

the top of their voices, and one is dulating flight, always breaking out the wood thrush, olive backed 

able to identify each one of them, with the song on the crest of the thrush, veery robin and bluebird. 

is indeed a great pleasure. wave-like curve. The purple finch fF these the song of the bluebird is 

The robin is usually the choir is considered the most perfect and the first one to greet us in the 

leader, He starts with a few little lovely warbler we have. Of the spring of our migratory birds  re- 

chirps, and then bursts out in full sparrows, that of the white throated turning from the southland. Blue-
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birds never take a position as if to wishes to be. Ile is a mimic and lent of drum sticks with which they 

sing. Their so-called song is improvises as he sings, imitatirg all rap out a rolling tattoo, a summons 

rather a plaintive, sentimental call birds and sounds that take his to their lady loves. They are the 

consisting of three notes, “pu-ri-ty, faney. Even catealls are put in members of the drum corps. Both 

pu-ti-ty,”” which seem always to be anywhere, and are used as scoldings the downy and the hairy woodpeck- 

directed at his mate ard yet noth- when he is so inclined. And the lit- ers have a metallic call note, 

ing is more pleasing and welcome to tle house wren who sings to us “Peenk, Peenk.” The flicker is 

us than these first call notes of the nearly all day lorg, the most en- the roisiest of the woodpeckers. He 

bluebird. The song and call notes — thusiastic, rippling, laughing song— announces his arrival by a long, 

of the robin are perfectly familiar how could we get along without loud call, “Kee-er!  Kee-er,” a 

to all of us and, sometimes, later hin? thoroughly melodious April sound. 

on in the season, when he brings The vireo family, consisting of His song is a long, monotonous 

his whole family ard relations to” the red-eyed, yellow throated and clamor, “yif-yif-yif-yif-yif” inces- 

our strawberry patch, are we not warbling vireo, produce constant santly. 

sometimes tempted to label them as and cheerful bird songs. ‘The red- Purple martins have — pleasing 

“very noisy nuisances?” But after eye's “you see it! You know it! Do voices, which sound more like rip- 

all, what a host of good cheer we you see me?” can be heard at all pling bird laughter and happy, 

find in his music when we hear his times of the day, singirg and feed- cheerful social twittering, than an 

first song in the spring. \When— ing as they go. The vireos are birds attempt at singing. The warbler 

“In the sunshine and the rain; of the tree tops, gathering their family, consisting of about twenty- 

I hear the robin in the lane, food, insects, from the foliage and five or more species, warble all day 

Singing “Cheer-i-ly, Cheer-i-ly. sinaller branches of trees. as they flit and feed along in their 

Cheer up dearie! Cheer up dearie! Of the family of orioles, bobo- migrations, most of them being with 

Cheer-i-ly, Cheer up, cheer!” links, blackbirds and meadow larks, us only about ten days in the early 

The thrushes are the birds of the Baltimore oriole sings notes of part of May. Their feeble little 

real melody and will afford ore joy from the tree tops. Tlis voice — voices are pitched very high, and no 

more delight, perhaps, than any is that of the bugler that heralds musician will consider them good 

other class. The wood thrush actual spring; and the meadow lark, songsters. “The yellow warbler in 

siands at the head of songsters, who does not know and love the his “Swee-see-see-see,” and — the 

clear as the finest golden toned flute, sorg of the meadow lark? His Maryland yellow throat in “Witch- 

his “u-o-lee, u-o-lee” sung at even- “Spring 0” the y-c-a-r, [see y-o-u, ety, witchety, witch,” are perhaps 

tide from a near by fence post or You ca-a-a-n’t see me-c-e!” has aan exception in that their voices are 

branch of a tree once heard is never breezy sound, as fresh and wild as loud and penetrating. 

forgotten. if the wind were blowing through a We have several more soloists in 

The brown thrasher, catbird ard flute, and in answer to this, all the yature’s orchestra belonging — to 

wren comprise another family of red winged blackbirds, large flocks smaller families, but must rot be 

very fine songsters; that of the of them, join in chorus as if in a omitted. Foremost of these is the 

brown thrasher is the most varied foreign language, “O-ka-lee! Conk- quail or bob white. How we all 

contribution to. the bird chorus, a-ree, Conk-a-ree,” from the near- Jove to hear the happy whistle of 

While singing he is usually perched — by tree tops. A little later we hear “Boh, Bob White.” But the sad part 

{Jon the topmost hough of atree. His the notes of a rollicking medley, of it is that we hear him less and 

voice is loud and clear ard produces from the near-by hayfield. It is the Jess as the years go by. Is he be- 

a wide variety of notes. He some- bobolink, the soloist of comic opera. jing exterminated? If so, should 

times sings for half an hour from It is said of him that “he is a great ye not all join our forces before it 

the same perch, usually in the morn- singer, but the latter part of his js too late and appeal for his better 

ing and occasionally at other times song is a species of musical fire- protection ? 

of the day. The catbird, who is works.” Our flycatchers are not songsters 

called the northern mockingbird, is The woodpeckers are not singers, and yet the monotonous little call 

another beautiful songster if he but their bills are really the equiva- (Continued on page 137)
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next door. That’s one of the things 
WOMEN’S AUXILIA RY PAGE I hope to see demonstrated on this 

a . ee page—being neighborly. 
EDITED BY MRS. C. FE. STRONG 

And right “now” I believe I have 
; the best opportunity I will ay 

Right Now ; But I can see neighbor Smith 4, try ae Sete sven oe 

A personal letter from the editor ooking longingly at that blank page, grower and flower lover in the ama- 

Wiseoia State Tortus! So. eee ete {UT exhib of flowers at the si ’ ; . ) g to be done is to write fair, We have had some fine cx- 
ciety. It includes an explanation something myself for the page hibits, but we want them to grow 
and an apology, interspersed with jog! . . 

a sort of a treatise on the word That word “now” rather fasci- larger and better eyety year aiid ve a ‘ as need your help. In these days of 
Now. nates me, there is such a lot to such good roads and automobiles, diss 

Once upon a time a small boy a small word. Just think of all tance doesn’t hinder bringing an ex- 
wanted a drink of water. His the work we could accomplish if We hibit to the fair in fine condition, 

mother, busy at that moment, said, did it “row” instead of after a Right “row” won't you decide you 

“Yes, ina minute.” “LT don’t want while. Suppose right “now” you are going to be one of those who 

it in a minute,” howled the small sit down and write up all your will’ have ‘some ‘fine ‘blooms ‘on ‘ex 

boy. “I want it in a dipper and I bright ideas, witty thoughts and in- hibition and help make a real flower 

want it right now.” teresting experiences and send them iow? 

Like the small boy, the editor — to the editor of this page (finish I wonder how many of you know 
of Wisconsin Horticutrure reading this letter though first, = theacthe state fies a splendid place 

wants the copy for May issue “right cause there are some other things . . wm in enan . ‘ 
now! » . want you to do). Right now is 7 for ower fovers fo meet and lk 

If he would only wait a minute, excellert time to further the work é : «wule ji . 

or a few days, or perhaps even a started in National Garden week, BT Geel Ge te ae 

week, there would be something if we expect to see our particular athiiainted. We folks at the ben 

helpful, interesting or amusing for part of the universe blossom like want to meet you and hear you say, 
both him and you (it’s coming and the rose. “T believe I ean beat that exhibit 

you will have it in the June issue )— Do not get the idea that someone  pext year,” Earnest, friendly com- 

but that doesn’t help “right now.” else is doing the work and that it petition is the thing that helps in 
T can’t even have the pleasure of isn’t necessary for you to do any- flower shows, as well as in some 

blamirg someone else for being in thing. Remember you count one other things. I believe I have writ- 
this predicament. Tam the sole and and if you are erthusiastic some- ten erough to fill the page, so T will 

only person to blame—new editors, times you count two or three, espe- stop right “now.” 
like new cooks, need to follow di- Gjally if your enthusiasm carries 

rections carefully lest the results yer the “\eeding, watering and 
prove disastrous. hoeing period that always comes be- To the Members of the Woman’s 

There isn’t time to go out and fore the blooming period. Just get Auxiliary 
“dig” up anything. “Now” means busy in your own garden and then Mrs. E. L. Rororr j 
immediately—and at this date urge your neighbor to do the same. Now that our friend and editor 

March 30th with the snow any- Don’t forget that a little interest of Wisconsin Horticutrure, Mr. 

where from ore to three feet deep, and friendly cooperation is appre-  Cranefield, has granted us a page 

there is no pleasure in digging, ciated by your neighbor. By the for the Woman’s Auxiliary, let us 

especially when various people are way, did you know that the word all come forth with the best that 

telling you once a minute, if not neighbor was taken from the Dutch is in us to assist our auxiliary ed- 

oftener, “how on earth do you ever words ‘‘neb boor” meaning the near- itor, Mrs. C. E. Strong, who was 

expect to get well if you keep on do- est farm and sometimes that near- appointed to that position at our 

ing such foolish things as that.” est farm was fifteen miles away. last arnual meeting. Let us send 

Digging is out of the question. Your neighbor doesn’t always live in items of our experiences, even if
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they seem ever so small to our- Beautiful Homes that if I had a room around there 
selves. They may be helpful to Hottis SULLIVAN it must be in one of the other of 

some of our members. We hear a lot about Wisconsin, those duplicate houses. I begged 

With the arrival of the spring- the beautiful, these days. While pardon and went in search of my 

time as homemakers, our thoughts much of this beauty is natural, some own room this time taking time to 

naturally wander in many direc- of the pretty places have been made look for the number and not trust- 

tions, both indoor and out. What by people who loved the beautiful ing appearances which are confus- 

are we doing or what are we plan- enough to work for it. here are ing. Later I was told that some 

nirg to do? Something new in our lots of beautiful homes that have one made that mistake every little 

home or perhaps in the garden? been planned and fixed up nice by while with these places. 

How about our meals?) This brings the owners not so much to make But in Fort Atkinson it) was 

to mind several of our favorite \Visconsin beautiful as— to satisfy different. here may have been a 

desserts—one a new lemon pie that their own desire for beauty. Every few houses that were built) from 

friend husband thinks delicious, home owner or renter that dresses the same blue-print, but if there 

especially so at this time of year up his home grounds is helpirg to were they were planted enough dif- 
1 ) 3 g pirg 3 | 5 

when the good spring air sharpers beautify his home community and ferently so their similarity was not 

the appetite. The recipe is as fol- also our state. noticeable, As we walked along 
Pl 8 

lows: Vhe writer had the pleasure of the streets the party that was with 

One cup sugar. visiting Fort Atkinson not so long me kept saying that it must be dif- 

One (scant) tablespoon flour. ag and was very much impressed ferent farther out or in some other 

Four eggs with the beautiful homes there. In part of town and we kept walking, 

Owe jenian. walking about the town we saw that trying to find some place that had 

. the yards had been landscaped sys- not been fixed up with flowers, 
Separate the eggs and beat the egg . . . 

. aes tematically. By systematically I yines, shrubs and trees. 
whites very stiff, then add one-half ; . os os . 

* a don’t mean every ore alike, as like After we had satisfied ourselves 
cup of the sugar. Then take the si 

. the next as two peas ina pod, Some- that the town had been well planned 
four egg yolks, beat and add the |. : 

ae F times we see such planning and we took another wall around to en- 
remaining one-half cup of sugar . . Sy . 
; : planting where one property owner joy the different plantings. It hap- 
irto which the tablespoonful of 7 2 3 

s owns several lots and fixes the pened that the party with me knew 
flour has been mixed, and the ; < Fas 

: ok houses and yards exactly alike. Such every plant by both their names and 
grated rind and juice of the lemon, - . - Bal 

. ; ay . places get monotorous and some- we spent a very pleasant time in en- 
stir well and boil until it thickens, |. . ye : _ . 

s times confusing. While going to joying what had taken all the peo- 
then take off from the fire and 2. Hip . . . . 

& Bod zi school in Minneapolis several years ple of the town years to bring to its 
quickly whip into it one-half of the jo i ‘ 

- . : ago I was staying in a house that present state of beauty. 
four egg whites and sugar previous- ‘ ve 3 

: : was one of a group which were all Neither of us had ever been in 
ly whipped—then pour into a baked . wn . 

° ‘ a built from the same blue-print. The a town that was as_ beautifully 
crust, and pile the remaining egg . . 

; : 2 yards were planted the same and planted as was Fort Atkinson, so 
whites on top (with a spatula) in - 4 s i 

; ‘ about the only way in which these we made up our minds to ask some 
as many little mountains as you CS creed - : 

. . - °. places differed from each other was one how it all happened, anyhow. 
wish to cut pieces. Then set in ; . 

* » on the rumbers over the doors. Be- So we stopped a man who seemed 
oven to brown. A nice flaky pie . . . . 

"| ing in somewhat of a hurry one to be an old timer and asked him. 
crust is made of one cup flour, —. ‘ a 

‘ . night as I was returning from THe said he didn’t know for sure 
pinch salt, one-half cup lard, mixed ‘ 

: school I ran up the steps of No. 16 but he thought that R. J. Coe had a 
well with a fork; then add three; , fae : 

am... instead of No. 18 and hustled up lot to do with it. 
tablespoonfuls of — water. This 

k to where my room should have been. —- 
makes two crusts. ; A i : I threw the door open and was very The beautiful streets and lawns 

We hope that you will all try this much surprised to see that my room Of Fort Atkinson will is dhe i 
aaa a we A * : yenerations 2 ard if you like it we may send in was occupied and was politely told 8 tens a memorial to the ski J ‘ and gracious spirit of R. J. Coe— 
another. that it was not my room at all, but (Editor.)
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banks of the Rock river, directly 

THE FLORISTS PAGE across the river from the million 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany and a half dollar plant of the 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. , a3 z 
Fairbanks Morse Co., furnishes 

an ideal site with a good slope for 

Beloit’s Florist had gauged the public appetite to drainage, plenty of moisture for 

Today we are far down in Rock a nicety—lucky man—and how growing, and a sandy soil which 

County, Wisconsin, where the the rest of us would like to emu- miraculously stays cool during 

Rock river sweeps through the late him! the discouraging hot summer 

center of Beloit, with a majestic We seized our Graflex and note weeks. 

spring flood-tide, recalling the up- book to be ‘“Paige-d” out to the Mr. Rindfleisch lives on one end 

per reaches of our own mighty greenhouses. John is very proud of the tract with his numerous 

Wisconsin river. We feel the dig- of his plant and has a right to be. progeny, and has built up a green- 

nity of this town long linked with Very little time he spends in his house with all the comforts of 

Wisconsin’s early history. We home, His trucks and machines 

parade the campus of Beloit col- ra, } ic.) drive into a warm garage at the 

lege and spy a date of 1847 on a { ie } shipping end of the plant, behind 

cornerstone. \We contemplate the ge . the boilers. Consequently little 

struggling freshwater — college, th time is lost in starting during sub- 

with its illustrious alumni and - ’ zero weather. 

noted early educators, now com- 5 The houses are not of the hast- 

ing into its rightful heritage and pe as ily constructed mushroom type of 
appreciation and beseiged with growth, As John proudly. said. 

applicants for entrance in a bus- John Ringilelsch and i Fo; Philips sin they are rat and mouse proof. All 

tling city of 25,000. Boys and steenhoure: al] , nani ‘ ‘ati 
. € an © walls are concrete, extending 

girls together learning the busi- store, half a block from the Hotel down into the ground for four 

ness of the world and life, and Hilton and right next to the swell- feet. Steel and iron are the frame- 

thus early not forgetting the lit- est new undertaking parlors we work for the giass and sash, and 

tle COUFTESIES and attentions that jaye seen in Wisconsin. He owns cypress is the bench stock. We 

all girls creat about. We see a his downtown store and offers noticed, however, a big stock of 

florist’s delivery truck back up to nothing but the choicest stock, iron posts, which are ready to be 
Chapin Hall, and read the name But his heart is in the green- set to receive tae cement benches 

of John Rindfleisch on its sides. house, where he and his son-in- 

Yes, our John, director Of Me fay, Grover aA. Phillips, have 

State Florists Association. things figured down to a gnat's i el . 

What is more, we find out that eyebrow. Their charts and plans . a a a 

he is the only grower in the neigh- with temperatures and bed plans, = a as i, pee 

horhood, and has spread out till Overlook none of their precious 
he is not only supplying the plant children. It looks more like : ; : 

wag " 67 BAL. . ati . wnt . a View of his plant from top of his 
“Town and Gown” folk, but is @ patient's hospital chart, with house. 
shipping to Delevan, Lake Ge- pulse readings and per cents of j 

neva and all points east. He even diseased stock listed. The origin next summer. He also pointed 
had the stuff to save Janesville of all the seed is marked on the out his plans for expansion of the 

from an Easter Lily famine. To chart, so that good seed houses plant towards the river. 

our query about business during become known by the way their There are now eight large 

Faster, he responded that he was children have behaved. houses 30 by 100 feet and three 

cleaned out. He had less than a John certainly picked an ideal small ones 15 by 100 feet, flanked 

dozen Baby Ramblers and very — spot for a greenhouse. A long, outside by rows of cold frames 

little of any Easter stock left. He wide strip of ten acres on the and pansy beds. In the summer
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his acres are a thing of beauty ivy grown in huge balls and pyr- thriftiest violets we have ever 

with hardy perennials such as amids, ferns, smilax, Norfolk Is- seen, all of one kind—the single, 

dahlias, gladiolus, paeonias, del- land pines, tubs of Bougainvillea, sweet-scented California violet. 

phinium, phlox and others. His asparagus sprengeri, and other — “\Ve could go on indefinitely de- 

soil seems to be the best of any in foliage plants to satisfy this de- scribing his various. stock, Wait we 

\Visconsin for gladioli and huge = mand. are afraid the editor will accuse 

flaming swords of all colors. re- “Three ‘Wetises are devoted most us of trying to use too much 

ward his care. of the time to carnations. lis space. This time we think he will 

John has arranged his plant so varieties are Matchless and White let us get by, for we believe he 

that it is all on the ground floor. Enchantress for white; Laddie, seconds the motion to tell all our 

He has taken advantage of the Pink Inehantress and Ward for State Florists friends what John 

natural slope to locate his NKroe- pinks; and Beacon for red. How- — Rindfleisch is doing in Belvive. 

schell boiler and his Moninger ever, he intends to substitute Huron HH. Smith. 

boiler at the bottom of the slope, Edna for his reds. ‘Three houses neal 

so that there is a natural gravity are held for chrysanthemums in A Prophecy 

return of hot water. Vhe coal ig the fall and winter, with 18 varie- “i the day should ever arrive 
i : . . er , (which God forbid!) when the 

put in at the highest point of the — ties in numbers to a total of seven people of the different parts of 

plant and also proceeds downhill thousand plants. Golden Queen, our country shall allow their lo- 

to the furnaces. The ashes only Oconto, Mrs. C. ©. Pollworth, cal affairs to be administered by 

move two feet to a truck backed Smith Imperial, Richmond, Chief- prefects sent from Washington, 

up to the open outside door, It tain, December Gem, Pink and and when the self-government of 

was quite evidently all carefully White Seidewitz, Engelhardt, TS Et ee ene been Se Ine 
é - - : ve oo . lost as that of the departments of 

planned out in advance, so that Yellow and White Mistletoe, Yel- france, or even so far as that of 

the fewest men could do the most. low and White Chadwick, Na-— the counties of England—on that 

work easily. His bulb house for- gory, Chas, Razer, and Golden day the progressive political ca- 
ward was solid cement with two \Wedding are his large varicties. reer of the American people will 

small ventilating windows and Some dozen varieties of Pompons have, come i He Bit are 
- hopes that have been built upon 

four feet of earth on the floor. and are grown besides. it for the future happiness and 

no marauding rodents ever find Among other things, he grows prosperity of mankind will) be 

their way to that room. In sum- fifteen thousand geraniums. He recked forever.” 

mer this is his cut stock refrig- grows his Freesias in narrow beds —John Fiske, historian, in 1888. 

erator. high up against the sides of the Thirty-five ‘years have elapsed 

Naturally in a college town, a house, taking them out only every since Fiske wrote this and our 

little bit of everything must be second year for division. They dual form of government. still 

carried. Beloit folk look to him are merely dried up and mulched stands, but wile shall say he was 

jor their cabbage and tomato till it comes time to grow next a false prophet? Y ear by year the 
i states not only permit but invite 

plants, bedding stock, and you'll season. General Pershing, Purity jntervention in local affairs. State 

even find the lowly parsley hob- and Rainbow are his Freesia va-_ lines are fast disappearing. 

nobbing with the aristocratic car- Tieties. Editor. 

nations, clinging to the edge of One special crop of his is Mat- — Coal Ashes 
the beds and benches. Ina gen- ricarias. He grows three benches Heavy soils may be much im- 

eral purpose establishment like of fine ones every year, all of proved by a liberal use of coal 

this, you must not be surprised at’ which he sells to Clem Pollworth re U ee eee wood has 

anything you see. With the many in Milwaukee for Decoration Day ican to, the Ud hg SHENG 

college functions and entertain- trade. This stock gets to be four ger in using too much. It is bat 

iainments, there is a demand for feet high when marketed and ter to sift the ashes to remove 

interior decorations and you will 3200 of them are on the way for clinkers which prove a source of 

find John has the indestructible May 30, 1923. In his smaller amoy ance when hoeing. Coal 

rubber plants, the Kentia palms, houses, one may see some of the ae eontain HEU or no: fertility. } —Wis. Garden Book.
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4 als. Reserve a stri 4 ary lack self-respee 
Wisconsin Horticulture annuals. Reserve a strip of good a temporary lack of self-respect. 

Published Monthly by the soil in the vegetable garden, rake Do we not who live away from 
Wisconsin i i . ye . ities ' , se] ns! a orieu tural Society and pulverize the soil just a little cities, even though we are self- _ 16 N. Carrol . : = Wein : 

Official Organ of the Society. better than for onion seed, scat- respecting individuals — indoors, 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor . . car eoade thinly in chal. S the ie our seliveapee 
Secretary WW. 8. H. 8., Madivon, Wis. ter the flower seeds thinly in shal- somewhat lose r al espect 

endissaciate,  Falitors— Mis, CB. Strong, Em Jow drills, much the same as you when we are outdoors?! 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, = WOUld sow radish seed, cover The front yard is neglected 
‘as second-class matter. Acceptance for mailing, at shetty and wai One packe f ) gs . 

THOR fet of obtobek” 3! Tt for dn geooa ightly ane a alt. ne packet o grown up to weeds and grass, 

“‘savertising rates made known on application. each kind is more than enough. there is not a tree for shade, the 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Four to six feet of row is all that’ fey shrubs, if there are any. are 

A i jollar, which ins anVONe needs of one kind. 2 es ane = ies SRT 
cide seams, aubscripign preg Wisconsin PONE sof one kind allowed to care for themselves 
tt end one dollar to Irederic Crane- . as 
HN Secretary “Stadisony Wis, After the plants are one-half The house and barns are good, 

Remit, by Postal or (Express Poney Order. 7 re h in hej hi . =. 

potty toa ened,” Bersonal checks accepted, inch in height thin relentlessly. farm implements are plentiful and 
Postage stamps not accepted. leaving a plant every four to six up-to-date with one exception. 

OFFICERS inches, depending on the kind. there is no lawn mower. It is 
HC. Christensen, President. Seen eens we -Oaukosh . ¢ ‘ 

W. A Page, hace Pegsident. i ccagirer: Medion = Ordinary vegetable garden cul- said that to be well dressed en- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ture is all that is needed, hoeing, ables one to maintain self-respect 
Ex-Officio. . . . ~ ‘s A 

President, Vice-President’ and Secretary. thinning, weeding and perhaps and confidence. [ maintain that a 
or Term Ending December, 1925. enleds 4 aie 1; ter war . ; 7 

MOB. a, ee cee oStuegeon as watering. This little flower gar- lawn mower will do more to 

Kelloges ss ese eee eee eee ee es sdanesville . : . . 

We ee PE one ence on oe Silwakee den will vield armfuls of flowers create self-respect in the farm 
WS? Moyles sss ssl. s tees sce -Union Grove | : “ 

For Term Ending December, 1924 if the blooms are cut as they ap- home than any doctrine or disci- 
oa BB bo ayn . . . : Ww . 

4‘ yep: 2200000 le "Mion pear and not allowed to seed. pline. Through its use the lawn 
Wm. Longland, . v1.2.2... . Lake Geneva Foe ae . eon’ ecyen 1 . . esaill 

HcinSen wading Decsuiber,, 1928s What should you plant? Asters, will become well dressed and 

ah, Fegan i easel above all. Asters in midsummer, when the lawn is trimmed it will 

Richard Marken. --- os scoorrrrrri°'8nalaska = grown from hothouse reared be observed at once that dead 

BOARD OF MANAGERS plants, seem out of season. The — trees or bushes must be removed. 
H. C. Christensen Frederic Cranefleld 

' 

W. A, Toole aster belongs to the autumn, cool So one thing leads to another and 

a ane nights and misty days. Aster seed when we turn in at the front gate 
Annual Plea for Annuals 8 : y Gay 8 

. . a planted in the garden in early we are rather proud of the appear- 
Each year we ask you to re- . i 

By all May will produce flowers in abun- ance of our place; self-respect out- 
member the annuals. By a ae ' 

. dance in early August and until doors. 
means plant trees for shade, . 

. frost cuts them down. Also nas- oa 
shrubs and_ perennials for orna- turtium, pop lendiila fi 

é . ur . oOppy, ca a, corr . 

ment, but don’t fail to provide for : = Taking Out the Water 
laily | t of thie choicesteot flower, mignonette, candytuft and ‘i oe 

a daily bouquet of the choicest o - Not satis i i- 
A . a I len f tl as many more as time and money, ' ay ie with selling deli 
owers from your garden from the _ ‘ious fruit fresh and in cz 2 

y g - and your love of flowers dictate. “| ruit fresh and in cans, Door 
middle of July to November. County growers contemplate put- 

Iris, peony, phlox and all the TO ting it into tabloid form. The 

best of perennial flowering plants Self Respect Outdoors Wisconsin Dehydrating Company 

are much to be desired; a little Speaking to such of our mem- of Milwaukee, aided by Sturgeon 

study will enable one to have bers who live in the country, and Bay fruit growers, are promoting | 

flowers from these from “frost to there are many of them. Others the Northern Food Preserving | 

frost” and the plants to live on may read if they care to do so. Company, capital stock $200,000. | 

and on. No home is quite com- Children who are well trained Most of us when boys helped 

plete without a peony at least. in manners and good conduct, mother pare, core and quarter ap- 

But these plants are mostly for when freed from home restric- ples, which were then threaded on 

the front yard; annuals should be tions, often behave in a most un- a string and hung back of the 

grown in the garden. Early May becoming manner. Likewise, kitchen stove where all the flies 

is the best time to sow seeds of older people. There seems to be on the farm sought a night’s lodg- | 

|
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ing. These later appeared as a aa aaa 
: 5 ° 

dried apples, appeared all winter Charmingly Airy Columbines 

and most of the summer. Some years ago, while still a kid, among my various collecting fevers 
The world has moved since |) Was that of catching butterflies.The ones that fascinated me most were 

the long-tailed Papilios. The long spurred Columbines or Aquilegias with 
then and we now dehydrate ap- their beautifully colored nodding flowers and long spurs always re- 
les and pretty much everything mind me of my boyhood butterfly friends. We have them (the Colum- 

| * . : ” bines | mean) in a mixture of many beautiful shades and colors, also 
else that grows out of the eround. yellow, rose pink, and blue and white separate, as well as heavy plants 
Some of these dehydrated vege- of our native red and yellow variety. - ; 

able roducts 4 a cea | | Price, 25c each, $2.50 per doz., $15.00 per 100, carriage paid. 

table) products are very good, Place your order now while you have time to plan your garden needs. 
some are eatable ard some are | The pay may be sent, if you prefer, after the plants are received. Send | 

aeither, Years aew eracers sold | for my illustrated catalogue. 

“awas 15x : | © tree fund e zd “Hardy Plants for the Home Garden’”’ 
rutabagas by the one-half peck || Here are described the best of the hardy perennials as well as other 
until northern Wisconsin began |) plants and seeds. . 

sending down big ones and the | W. A. TOOLE Garry-nee-Dule Baraboo, Wis. 

one-half peck measure would no - 

longer hold one. Now that dehy- are much more resistant than the Our Song Birds and Bird Songs 
drating has come we may take European types.) 

home a rutabaga in one vest The plums are attacked by scab (Continued from page 131) 

pocket and a mess of greens in an- This disease may be controlled in a Notes of the Phoebe calling “Phoe- 
other, but unless the dehydrated gyal orchard by spraying at the be, Phoe-he” at any time of the day 

vegetables turned out at this new came time the apples are sprayed, ard the sweet pensive little song of 

mill are better than those we have Tf you have a commercial planting Our wood — pewee, —“Pe-ah-wee, 
tested, a box of pills should be put use Bordeaux 4-4-50 or lime sul- Pe-e-r.” are always in evidence in 

in another pocket. Tt oneht to phur, one and one-fourth gallons, our bird choruses. 

work, the dehydrating, for apples. and one pound arsenate of lead to Another happy little songster is 

_ _ fifty gallons of water. Applica- our black-capped chickadee. All ee y § PI PI 
D Mila G a tions should be made (1) immedi- winter long we hear his lively little 

- Down ildew on Grapes an ei 
y Pi Scab P ately after the petals fall; (2) two call, ‘‘Chick-a-dee-dee-dee,” when 

um Scai : 
oo, : or three weeks later; (3) shortly he comes to the suet tree for his 

Specimens of diseased plums and pefore the fruit begins to ripen. meals. Occasionally we hear his 

grapes sent in by a member last Au- a clear whistled song of two notes, 
gust were referred to the depart- A Spray Calendar “pe-wee, pe-wee.” And the blue 

ment of plant pathology of the Col- We no longer publish a spray jay, what shall we say of him?) He 

lege of Agriculture. Mr. A. J. pintetin. as this service is per- has been called a joker, and the 
a1 5 ss s eens , . . ji . 
Riker, of the department suggests formed by the State Department ‘clown of the circus.” He can 
the following treatment: of Agriculture. Bulletin No, 36, Produce some clear musical notes if 

The grapes are infected with a jy SB. Fracker and R. E,_ he wishes, then in the same moment 

disease known as downy mildew. Vaughn, contains not only a spray his squalling catlike — “J-a-a-y, 

lhis is quite a common disease on Calendar, but formulas for prepar- J-a-a-y” will drive all of the smaller 

grapes, especially in some seasons. ing all the different spray mix- birds out of the neighborhood for 

It may be controlled another year tures needed in field and garden. the time being. Then again he will 

hy (1) spraying with Bordeaux copy of this bulletin may be mimic any tone or sound he hears 

mixture 4-4-50 (making the first had on application to this office or which strikes his fancy, but he 

application just before the blossom 4. the State Department of Agri- "ever attempts anything that could 

buds open and repeating four or culture. be called a song. Why should he? 

five times at intervals of two _ If he is the joker and the clown per- 

weeks), (2) destruction of diseased It is of little traits that the great- haps it becomes his duty to furnish 
leaves, (3) securing resistant va- est human character is composed. variety as the spice to the music. 

rieties. (As a rule American grapes __\Vinter. Who knows?
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Bees and Horticulture (stamens) and female (pistil) or- rext flower first striking the ex- 

By H. F. Witson gans in the same flower, although posed stigma, leaving a few litile 

Science tells us that all forms of this does not mean that all such morsels as tribute for the bountiful 

plant and animal life are to a more flowers can fertilize themselves. In supply.” 

or less degree dependent upon other other plants the female and male This action of the bee, in which 

plants or animals for their existence. flowers are entirely separate from j unconsciously causes the fertili- 
Just why some of the forms of life one another and depend upon the jation of the flower is nature's 

now in existence should be allowed Wind to blow grains of pollen from agent for bringing about cross-fer- 
to survive may be hard to under- the stamens of the male floyers to tijization. 

stand, but each succeeding year the pistil of the female flowers. As Brees Ixsure Crops. Many in- 
brirgs new discoveries which make with animals, cross fertilization is aranices have heen recorded shownig 

known to us some of the things we Necessary im plants, and nature has the value of bees for farm, garden 

do not see clearly. “0 arranged its scheme that very and orchard and experiments car- 

The interreiations between in- TSW blossoms als actually fertilized ried on by well qualified investi- 

sects and plants are of prime eco- within themselves. Cross pollina- gators show quite conclusively that 

nomic importance to the horticul- Hon develops better fruits of all bees are a necessary adjunct to suc- 

turist and farmer. This, because of kinds. cessful farming and orcharding. 

the part insects play in carrying In this scheme mavcutite has pro- In the province of Ontario, Car- 

pollen from one plant to another, vided plants with wen colored ada, where large areas of alsike clo- 

thereby providing cross fertilization flowers and nectar-secreting Organs ver are grown for seed production, 

which is so essential to the produc- © attract bees and other insects at the farmers are glad to provide free 

tion of strong, healthy plants. that particular time when the pro- space for beekeepers for their apia- 

Our fruit) growers should take duction of seed is to begin. ries. In nearly every large green- 

time to study the habits of insects The petals of the fower are per- house where cucumbers are grown 

about the blossoms in the spring, haps useful in drawing the insect pees are used to pollinate the flow- 
especially the honey bee. If they Near The nectar at the base of the ers, 

have a proper understanding of how flower entices it deep down ante the In the state of Washington a few 

plants grow and seeds and fruit are corolla, thereby COUSINS the insect years ago orchardists were renting 

formed, it will only need a few ob-  ' come m contact with the pollen; colonies of bees at five dollars per 

servations to show what bees and seme of the pollen clings to the colony to fertilize their apple crop. 
other insects are doing for us. body of the bee and is carried on Every row and then very definite 

Having the plants properly fer- ' the ext flower. examples of the need of bees in 
tilized is just as much a part of The honey bee does not visit pollination are shown. Mr. L. D. 

plant growing as any other opera- flowers to cause pollination but Stilson of Nebraska notes that in 

tion, and many fruit growers rather to gather the nectar and pol- 1893 the apple trees in his orchard 

through actual experience have len as food for itself and its young. ploomed abundantly and the fruit 
found this to be true, The plant provides the bee with set in great profusion, When the 
Why is it that plants need out- food for services rendered. apples were about one-half to three- 

side help, do they rot have the Mr. W. J. Beal in 1868 wrote as fourths of an inch in size they be- 
power of fertilization in themselves? follows: “Bees are willing agents gan to drop. An examination 

Yes, but let me explain: In plants here as in other instarces, lighting showed that very few seeds had 

as well as animals there must be first on the stigma of the older been formed. Mr. Stilson credits 

male and female elements. Animals flowers which are further down the the trouble to the fact that heavy 

are able to move about and com-_ stems, and then passing up to others rains occurred during the blooming 

plete the sex acts by themselves. which are younger. Besides collect- period which washed the flowers 

Plants, being unable to move about, ing nectar at the bottom of the flow- clean of pollen. In Mr. Stilson’s 

must depend upon the whims of na-_ er, they collect the pollen by scrap- orchard, where he had some. bees, 

ture for their trarsfer. Nature in ing the style upon each side with he noticed that of the fruit formed, 

some cases has combined the male their legs and when calling at the most of it was on trees in the im-
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Al Quality Products Produce Class A Crops 

CREAM CITY SPRAY MATERIALS 
Arsenate of Lead Lime Sulphur 
Calcium Arsenate Bordeaux Mixture 
Nicotine Sulphate Corrosive Sublimate 

| 
Manufactured by 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
772-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE 
Telephone Hanover 1117 WISCONSIN 

WRITE FOR PRICES NOW! 

mediate vicinity of the apiary or in— dition. The absence of bees in the tion of the blossoms as hand pollina- 

line of flight of the bees on sunny orchard may mean a low percent- tion is entirely too laborious. Dr. 

days following the rain. With age of set with both of these va- Gates reports that one grower was 

cherries he had had fourteen con-_ rieties.” known in Massachusetts who used 

secutive crops, while others with- Prof. N. B. Waite, writing in one upwards of eighty colonies of bees 

out bees had missed three to five of the governmert bulletins on pol- each year in cucumber greenhouses. 

crops. Mr. Stilson also mentions lination of the pear, mentions that There are many other examples 

| that EK. Whitcomb of Friend, Ne- “the common honey bee is the most which might be given, but these are 

braska, in 1893 produced 300 bush- regular important and = abundant — sufficiert to show the value of bees 

els of cherries, while) orchards visitor and = probably does more jn horticulture. 

| equally as good, but out of line of good than any other species.” Injury to Frure ny Bees. Un- 

flight of the bees produced none. “Pears require cross. pollination, jy formed persons who see bees 

Mr. A. H. Hendrickson carried —beirg partially or wholly incapable feeding on punctures in fruit ustially 

on some work for the California of setting fruit when limited to come to an immediate conclusion 

Experiment Station in 1915, 1916, their own pollen.” that the bees are responsible for the 

1917, in which he placed tents over Just how much good bees do in injury, but such is not the case. It 

' trees and placed a colony of bees fertilizing cherries in Wisconsin is js not possible for bees to puncture 

under several of the tents, while an undecided question, but on the the skin of fruit, because their 

others had no bees. Observations Pacific coast bees are deemed neces- mouth parts are not sufficiently 

were made on 50,000 plum and sary and there are printed records sharp. However, once the skin of 

prune blossoms in 1915, on 87,000 which indicate that some species a fruit is broken, the bees gather 

in 1916, The trees under tents cannot be grown without the aid of around to suck up the juices which 

with bees set about 19 per cent, bees. are exposed. 

while the normal set in the field was Dr. Gates, formerly with the bee If you will carefully examine 

a little less than 4 per cent. Mr. department of the Massachusetts grapes or other fruit H56R which 

Hendrickson concludes that “both Agricultural College, reports that the bees are feeding, you will usual- 

the French and Imperial prunes several growers in that state con- ly be able to find 2 discolored area, 

may be aided in setting fruit by the tinually used bees to. insure fertili- showing where the skin has de- 

use of bees in the orchard during zation of melons. Greenhouse men cayed following injury by some 

the blossoming period, provided the who grow cucumbers are entirely other insect, or perhaps a fungus 

trees are in a normal healthy con- dependent upon bees for fertiliza- growth.
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e ll Oo  — — — —— . 5 * 
commercial value of this process, 

ee further trials will be required. 
pene . . ‘Tests were also made to deter- 

ae i Druk , For Efficient Gardening | mine the advisability of substitut- 
Cera ia | ing dust treatments for certain 

; a f liquid applications. The results SMe Bolens Power Hoe | i"! sate. he se . i oes olens rower oe obtained in this work were vari- 
EAS Bit: & Se - cw are: , anendi yey cH ar PNY and Lawn Mower Tractor able, apparently depending very 

sf “ much upon the relation of the 
.f ry 5 BS Will do your seeding, weeding, cul- Saas fx Sante SBC. oy Of ., NaN y tlvating and lawn mowing. Lscsigt= time of application to meteoro 

- a Ee fy ed to Work in narrow rows, Patent- logical conditions. In some cases 
ar Shee ed arched axle for clearance, A - aL GE the aeal 

‘6 / ele eae g { tool control for close work. Attach- very good control of the scab dis- 
Ae pared heted ments all have snap hitches mak- vase was ‘ained. avhile ; ors 

sae H Deaeneeeee § Vifferential drive, The picture it was very inadequate. ‘Three 
owe: (A ia SA ae shows 13-year-old Ward Rasmussen applications of lime-sulphur. { 

spe he ame wes loins the work of four wheel hoe applications of lime-sulphur fol- 
Katey Ap aa aoe operators in the gardens and nur- ‘i ¥ 7 f . FACE BSSAlq 
ar LD x rs) Rosaries of NA Racmussen, Route 5, lowed by two of dust Baye essen 
mp eu ie Pa Bo Oshkosh || tially as good control of the dis- 

Ee vi “oA By be Endorsed by leading growers ease as did the five-spray program 
ae a, 3a. Write for catalog ee . . ? 
ee Me aA Ee of lime-sulphur, eed 4 pd . —_ ; 

eae ‘ Pe Nd GILSON MANUFACTURING CO, a 

eh aA, i 2 220 Park St. é ‘ 
oe ray . . Controlling the Striped Cucumber 
pts. Siig ” Port Washington, Wisconsin | Beetle ; a | 

ra UE tw! re oo ce . 
- . Te Satisfactory results in control- 

ling the striped cucumber beetle 
. . were obtained during the past 

What Our Scientists Are Doing tin, glue, and calcium caseinate to season in experiments by Mr. 

for Us lime-sulphur 1-40, and also cal- Dudley, Wisconsin Agricultural 

The annual report of the Wis- lum caseinate to bordeaux mix- Experiment Station. — Nicotine 
‘ 2 “ * ure 4-4-50. ; ate c i Hi -drate: consin§ Agricultural Experiment ture ee eee sulphate combined with hydrated 

Station for 1921-1922. recently is Phe most satisfactory spray lime, copper sulphate, and lime, 
ntahion lor r » FecenUy IS" program of the season consisted unslaked lime, gypsum, and sul- 
sued, contains much of interest to of lime-sulphur 1-40, (with pow- phur were used against the insect 

fruit growers. Before reviewing dered arsenate of lead, 1 pound \ ith good success. 

the report as it pertains to horti- ne 50 ealions) aa ree A mixture of nicotine sulphate 
“oe owing dates: fay -13 4 rdra i containi 5 culture it is well to state that [Q’7"8. a § ) Mer igoa and hydrated lime containing 5 

hat is tl . tated j (“pre-pink”), (2) ay se per cent nicotine sulphate was 
whatever 15 teem stated 1S (“pink”), (3) May 29-June 1 tested out five different times on 
merely a review of experimental (‘calyx’), (4) July 8-14, and (5) cucumbers and squash — under 

work and not statements of estab- August 5-11. In most tests the varying conditions of tempera- | 
lished facts. Much of the work results from dry lime-sulphur 4-50 ture, humidity, and wind. An ] 

: : : were similar to that obtained with avera r ce a beé= 
will be repeated again and again |... : i average of 75 per cent of the bee- 

limi bef ©". liquid lime-sulphur 1-40. Bor- tles were killed. A mixture of 

to eliminate errors berore te 'S deaux mixture 44-50 controlled nicotine sulphate and hydrated 
published in bulletin form. The the disease satisfactorily, but as lime containing 10 per cent of 

goal in science is not reached by in previous seasons it russeted the nicotine sulphate, tested six dif- 

leaps and bounds, but by steps fruit ine an a mee mails iis ferent times sae extremes of 
use inadvisable. ne lime-sulphur smpera re, humidity, and wind. 

slowly and carefully taken: te Rg Mich oli and I Is temperature, humidity, and wi 
- - program in which glue and gela- killed on an average 91 per cent j 

Studies in Apple Scab Control tin, respectively, were used as ad- of the beetles, varying from 83 per | 
(Wis. Agr. Exp. Sta.) hesives gave less satisfactory con- cent to 98 per cent. The best re- 

This season has been favorable trol of the disease than did the sults were obtained in the absence 
for the development of apple scab. program of lime-sulphur without of wind under high humidity and 
In studies at Madison and Stur- an adhesive. On the other hand high temperature. 

geon Bay, G. W. Keitt and L. K. lime-sulphur and bordeaux mix- A mixture of nicotine sulphate 
Jones (Plant Pathology) contin- ture, respectively, with the addi- and copper sulphate-lime (uncom- 
ued the spraying experiments of tion of calcium caseinate gave bined bordeaux), containing 10 
the previous years and, in addi- slightly better results than did per cent nicotine sulphate, gave 
tion, extended them to the effect these sprays without the addition an average kill of 86 per cent. It 
of adding adhesives, such as gela- of an adhesive. To determine the (Continued on page 142)
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BERRY BOXES -ebrensu 
Crates, Bushel Boxes and Climax Baskets hao eS) 

AS YOU LIKE THEM rot poe Fad 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 

that give satisfaction. Berry box and crate material in the K. D. in car load 

lots our specialty. We constantly carry in stock 16-quart crates all made up 

ready for use, either for strawberries or blueberries. No order too small or 

too large for us to handle. We can ship the folding boxes and crates in K. D. 

from Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in handling fruit, and we aim to 

do our part well. A large discount for early orders. A postal brings our 

price list. 

Cumberland Fruit Package C 
Dept. D. CUMBERLAND, WIS. 

and white mixed, pkt. 10c; Annual [~—C 

ore. . Statice, mixed colors, 10c per pkt. 

Classified Advertisements One full pkt. each of Helichrysum, THIS SP CE 
Our Market Place Gomphrena, Acroclinium and Statice Ll \ 

If you do not want to rent a larg- for 25c. W. A. Toole, Garrey-nee-Dule, 
er space try a “stall” i r Market Baraboo, Wisconsin. ep,shace try a “stall. in our Marker | Baraboo, Wisconsin. sd | FOR SALE 
are y. Write for terms. EGAPE UG aNING ee nen a 
TRocdiaplay type, no illustrations, | ___"ANDSCAPE GARDENING 
wee st ns, five wvecke in eo: Landscape Work Done. Plans drawn 

WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE and blue prints made. New building 

701 Gay Building Madison, Wis. sites laid out; foundation plantings 
7) Gay Ballsing Bescon " of shrubbery and Evergreens; old home Do You 

grounds beautified. We furnish trees, 
HARDY PERENNIALS shrubbery, and perennials for you. We Want 

SSS eee" —- specialize in Evergreens for Lawn de- 
FOR SALE:—Hardy Wisconsin  goration and Farm Windbreaks. We to Buy 

grown perennial plants and straw- qo work anywhere in the State. Lake 
flowers in season. Grown by J. F. Rest Nursery, J. W. Roe & Son, Osh- or 

Hauser, Superior View Farm, Bayfield, osh, Wis., Fond du Lac Road. 

Wis. Send for list. es ae = 5 

eee — NURSERY STOCK Sell: 

_ FERTILIZERS ss RSCHRICH’S NURSERY, North 
FOR SALE:—Pulverized Sheep Milwaukee, Wis., growers of orna- 

Manure, 100 Ib. sacks. A little goes a mental nursery stock. Ask for prices a 

long ways. 1 bag, $3.50; 5 bags, and illustrated catalog. 

$15.00; 10 bags, $25.00. C. C. Poll- : —— giant COME TO THE 
worth Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. —_ - FRUITS MARKET PLACE 

_ SEEDS — Skillet Creek Fruit Farm has for 
sale in season at roadside store ap- 

FOR SALE:—Strawflowers. Easy ples, plums, grapes, homemade candy, — SS 

to grow from seed. Why not grow’ etc. Not tourists’ prices, but reason- Obey that Impu:se—Order Fitchett’s 

your own strawflowers? Helichrysum, able prices. Also nursery stock. Dahlias now. Priced as low as $2.50 

mixed colors, 10¢ per large pkt. Pkt. Look for large sign on highway 12 per dozen, our selection, postpaid. 

each of 10 colors, 50c. Gomphrena or just one mile southwest of city limits. List on request. J. T. Fitchett, Janes- 

red clover, pkt. 10c, Acroclinium, pink — L. B. Irish, Baraboo, Wis. ville, Wisconsin.
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The Opgenorth Line TaRCARED. TNE 
Ventilated Folding Boxes 

of Ventilated Boxes Made Up in Crates 
Complete 

Berry Box Ventilated Sides and Bottoms for Grow- 
ers Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

° Material 

Material PLAIN LINE 
Improved Plain Folding Boxes | 

= Plain Boxes Made Up in Crates Complete 
Plain Sides and Bottoms for Growers 
Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

. 5 Material | 

United Fruit Package Co. K. D. Crates Requiring One Nail to Complete | 

SHAWANO, WIS. 
A Postal Card Will Bring Our Samples and Price to You 

| d Caulifl The Hawks || Cabbage an auliflower 
Nursery | The BEST Seed Grown in Denmark and Awarded the 

| . . . . 

| Highest Honors in the Danish Government Trials 
Company | 

| If you really appreciate Good Cabbage and Cauliflower 
Seeds send for my price list at once. 

are in £ position to fur- | We are the largest Cabbage Seed Importers in Wisconsin. 
nish high grade Nursery . 

Stock of all kinds and STANDARD SEED COMPANY 
varieties suitable to Wis- | Peder Back, Owner, Racine, Wisconsin 
consin and other north- | 
ern districts. — a 
Will be glad to figure on Controlling the Striped Cucumber have commenced to attack the 
your wants either in Beetle plants. A duster having an ar- 
1 ll Liti (Continued from page 140.) rangement for expelling dust with 
ange or smal quantities was found that a rather inert car- force is necessary for effective 

rier of the nicotine sulphate, such work. / 
a as hydrated lime or gypsum, was Flight Experiments.—Continu- 

preferable to an active carrier, ing the work of last year tests 
such as unslaked lime, because were made with over 35,000 cu- 

Wauwatosa . . . Wis. much nicotine is lost by volatili- cumber beetles in order to deter- 
zation When it is mixed with an mine their length of flight. Re- 

ss Peirce substance. . sults show that they had flown on 
SSS It now appears that the striped an average about one-half mile 

. . cuc aT BY eg be con- each, so it seems obable that is No cucumber beetle can each, it seems probable tha 
Buy Gladiolus and Iris bd trolled by two or three thorough this insect seldom flies over that 

pinecanlestion ‘Ginttoles.. BO seRUaTAaRRE. applications of dust containing 10 distance. 
Six kinds Iris, two each, $1.00 dozen, per cent nicotine sulphate (4 per _ 

erate prices” Write FOr" prices ant slate kina Cent actual nicotine). The first 
( wanted. STONE. CREST GARDENS application should be made early Civilization is simply a series of 

. Rau Claire, Win. in June or just as soon as beetles victories over nature.—Harvey. |
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| Kickapoo Orchard Tract For Sale | 
Twenty acres, 18 acres planted. Two acres spring of 1913, 16 acres 

Membership in The State Hor spring of 1914. Varieties mainly Wealthy, Mackintosh and Fameuse. 
hd) embership in The State Hor- . See a * . ane 

ticultural Society for one year. A few Dudley and other varieties. Will sell undivided one-fourth in. 

terest for $2200; one-half interest for $4400. Terms Cash. 

(2) A copy of the 1922 Annual Re- . . . | 

| port contining 28 papers; of- J. N. BIDWELL, Care Wisconsin Horticulture 
| ficial lists of fruits and flowers 
| adapted to Wisconsin. | | 701 Gay Building, Madison, Wis. 

(3) A copy of the 1920 Annual Re- 
port to first comers, to others le rooramsot bordeaux amixkur 

é ra § a 3 xture the 1917 Report. ur progr ns O yordeauxX MIX . 5 . 

2-2-50, lime-sulphur 1-40 and dry Rosenfield’s Superb Peonies 
(4) A‘copy of The Garden Book, lime-sulphur 4-50 failed to control ; Superb Stock—Superb Varieties 

55 pages; the best garden the disease with full satisfaction. Send for beautiful illustrated peony 
. : c é ne. Suberb Peonie 

book for beginners ever writ-|} Gelatin (.25 pounds to 50 gallons), booklet, Superb Heontes 
ten. glue (0.5 pound to 50 gallons), Rosenfield Peony Gardens 

|| and calcium caseinate (0.5 pound — | 7nd and Bedford Ave, OMAHA, NEBRASKA 
(5) A copy of “Native Plants of] 50 gallons) added as adhesives 

Wisconsin” by Wiliam Toole, L, 1 5 a s) af eeitre * 3 50 1 
| Sr. 5 papers; native clim- GC DOTCCEUR THESTULE: Onda MLNS WISCONSIN: NURSERIES 

bers, shrubs, trees, ferns,|} lime-sulphur 1-40, respectively, Our Motto: 
flowers, 54 pages. failed to increase materially the Give fools their gold and knaves their 

efficiency of these sprays. Dust Let fortine’s bubbles rixe and fall; 

(3) Wisconsin Horticulture, a applications as in former years | Whe suns feud or fruine’g flower, 
montily magazine one year. 1 failed to control the disease satis- —Whittier, 

, factorily but gave sufficient prom- | At 1 TPwents Years. Catalog for the 
| au for One Vollars Currency| ise to warrant further trials. W. J. MOYLE & SONS, 
draft, money order or personal Union Grove; Wiki 
check but not postage stamps. | OO 

Once a member you are privileg-|| Sprays for Anthracnose 1 
ed to solicit memberships; commis- Raspberries 
sion fifty cents for each member (Wis. Agr. Exp. Sta.) Kellog¢’s Nursery 
secured. Remit to Experiments for the c . experiments for the control of 5 i 

Janesville Wisconsin 
raspberry anthracnose have been 

Frederic Cranefield, Secy.| continued through the year by L. SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR 

K. Jones (Plant Pathology) fol- i 701 Gay Building, Madison, Wis. | i Jones ( gy) fo Full line of standard varieties of 
| owing in general the plans of the Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, 

- || two previous seasons;and amore | Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- 
extensive comparison of the ef- mental trees at prices that are 

Cherry Leaf Spot Investigations fectiveness of bordeaux mixture right. Don’t pay two prices to 

(Wis. Agr. Exp. Sta.) and lime-sulphur in combination traveling salesmen Order direct 
From year to year new methods and with various adhesives has from a reliable nursery and save 

have been tried out to protect the been made. The results in gen- money. 
cherry crop from the ravages of eral confirmed those of the two Lo 
the cherry leaf spot disease, and previous seasons. Two applica- 
various control programs were tions of lime-sulphur alone con- Two applications of bordeaux 
tested during the past season at trolled the disease for commer- mixture alone or in combination 
Sturgeon Bay by Mr. Keitt and cial purposes. he best results, with the above adhesive gave sat- 
Mr. Jones. however, were obtained by the isfactory control of the disease in 

As in former years, bordeaux use of two applications of lime- a commercial way. A third appli- 
mixture 3-3-50 proved to be the sulphur with glue, gelatin, casein cation of bordeaux or lime-sulphur 
most satisfactory spray, giving lime, or saponin as an adhesive. about a week after the blooming 
excellent control of the disease In general, bordeaux mixture period was beneficial in reducing 
when applied (1) just after the alone or in combination with the the amount of the disease, but 

petals fell, (2) two weeks later, various adhesives gave less satis- this spray was accompanied by 
and (3) just after harvest. Simi- factory control than lime-sulphur. severe foliage injury.
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| 

Berry boxes and crates, either in the flat or made u complete; Climax grape and Pp Pp 

| peach baskets; till or repacking baskets; bushel and half bushel shipping baskets, 

| and tree protectors at remarkably low prices. 

| 
| Send for our circular and prices before placing your orders. 

| 

| SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX CO 
| 

e 

| SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

Le : __ 7 sss 

Nitrate of Soda Distinctive McKAY NURSERY 
Car Lots—Less Car Lots Landscape Gardening 

Write for prices from nearest COMPANY 
distribution point A@KDISON WISCONSIN ! 

BENTON HARBOR, MICH. eS . oe 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. wn ‘ oo ! 

BOOKLET FRER-“What Nitrate I Nu rsery Stock of ! 
as Done in Farmers OW iD) . 

Hands. LS Quality 

‘ctri Petey 
S. H. Burton, Western Distributor | aa for ‘Particular’ Buyers 

Washington, Ind. 
. Have all the standard varieties 

‘ - . as well as the newer sorts. Can 

Cuctimber Mosaic Investigations SUCCESSFUL supply you with everything in 
is. Agr. Exp. Sti . 

InvestigauiGns oF Cucumber Mo- for Three Generations Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

saic have been coatinued through Vines and Ornamentals. 

the year by Messrs. M.N. Walker Frank M. Edwards Co. inc 7 o 1 

and S. BP. Doolittle, and it has 210 21st St. Milwaukee both a Gueees: was Pak 

been shown. that this disease is Se eg oration of your grounds. 

carried over winter on the poke- the eradication of the piants on Prices and our new Catalog sent 

weed, Phytolacca decandra, as which it lives over winter, promptly upon receipt of your 
Q : 5 list of wants. 

well as on the milkweed and wid Wherever 38 love and 1ovales 

cucumber. The disease has also areat purpases ariel ‘lofty eis Nurseries at 

been transmitted to the pigweed 0)" * se ta al os watwa 7 

and to the cultivated ground “ven though ih hovel OF MINE: W aterloo, Wis. 
Le , Ss there is Fairyland.—lKingsley. 

cherry. This makes it much more eee 

difficult to control the disease by A successful man has purpose. ) pury ———— = =!
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Things You Should Remember — come sufficiently large to permit a tion can also accomplish. How? 
1. The Wiscorsin State Fair Stte advertising program. Not by beekeepers continually talk- 

and the preparation of an exhibit. Just the other day one of the ing about working together, talking 
Write to your Superintendent, Gus members wrote this office asking for about cooperation here and coopera- 
Dittmer, Augusta, Wisconsin, for 2 list of brother members who still tion there, then turring right around 
details and a list of premiums. had honey to sell. The list was sent and cutting prices on a_ neighbor 

2. To pack up those old bee him, and what was the result? beekeeper, but by beekeepers ac- 
journals and books for the Miller Within six days after he had re- tually doing what they say should 
Memorial Library. ceived the list, he reported having be done. We can have a market- 

3. Wisconsin Beekeepers’ Field placed an order with a brother ing organization, we can have a 
Meet ard Chautauqua, August 13 to member. We do not know exactly proper means of distribution of 
18 at Madison. how many of our members have honey in Wisconsin, we can have 

4+. That if you are a 100% mem- purchased honey from one another stabilized markets, standard prices, 
ber, you will get a nea member. through this exchange of names, uniform containers, and we can 

5. That the State Association ce not all of our members have carry on an advertising program. 

has labels, letterheads, envelopes, cooperated in sending in reports, but When? Just as soon as the larger 

and lithographed pails to sell to its We do know that the amount re- producers of Wisconsin are ready 
members. Write the secretary for Ported sold is only a small fraction to back such an organization as our 
samples and price list. . of the amount moved through this Texas and Colorado beekeepers 

6. That you must have a permit plan. ; . have. Our beekeepers must not only 

to move bees or used beekeeping Cooperation will sell _honey— back such an organization with their 

equipment. Write Dr. S. B,_ there is no question about it. Read money, but also with their moral 
Fracker, State Capitol Annex, Mad- what the manager of the ‘Texas support. Ihe following — poem 
ison, Honey Producers’ Association says should have carried the title, “A Co- 

ac ee er tes in the following news item we have operation Truth!” 
: . taken from the April News Letter A. Coorveration FABLe 

Wis¢onsin Is on Its Way of that organization: (By the Apiary Department Bussaw, 
With the proper cooperation on “The demand for honey is grow- The Diamond Match Company, 

the part of the members, the State ing every day and very little re- |. _ Chico, Calif.) 
Association can do a great deal to mains on hand among Texas  bee- Said a wise old bee at the close of 
help dispose of the honey of our keepers. Nearly every other state, 9), day, . 
members. In going over the reports especially those having no coopera- “This colony business doesn’t pay. 
of the honey sold through the as- tive associations, have a large carry I put my honey in that old hive 
sociation we find that in 1921 sev- over stock. Wyoming and Califor- hat others may eat and live and 

eral thousand pounds of extracted nia especially have a large surplus thrive ; 

and comb honey was sold for sev- and are hunting a market. lew ac- And I do more work in a day, by 
eral of the members. During the tually realize the marvelous work gee, 

past season a greater amount has accomplished by such organizations han some of the other fellows do 
been moved for members. Our rec- as the ore in Colorado and our own. _ in three. 
ords show that 12,720 pounds of ex- You may not feel the good that the T toil and worry and save and 
tracted and 9 cases of comb honey Association does you, but when you hoard, - 

were sold, for which the association compare the fact that Texas raises And all T get is my room and board. 
received $63 in commissions. In ad- more honey than any other’ state It’s me for a hive I can run myself, 
dition, 9,720 pounds of extracted and is the only large producing state And me for the sweets of my hard- 
honey and 100 cases of comb honey — that has cleaned up its crop, you will earned pelf.” 
were reported by members to have begin to see the value of such work So the old bee flew to a meadow 
heen sold as a result of the work as ours. lone, 
done through the secretary's office “Prices are ruling higher and we And started a business all his own. 
in sending lists of members having want to warn every one against sell- Tle gave no thought to the buzzing 
honey to sell to interested buyers ing his honey or making contracts clan, 
and for which no commission was until the Association names its But all intent on his selfish plan, 
received. The commissiors  re- price. The directors expect to meet He lived the life of a hermit free 
ceived from members have been on April 24th for this purpose.” “Ah, this is great,” said the wise 
placed in the association treasury What the Texas organization has old bee. : 
with the hope that this fund will be- accomplished a Wisconsin organiza- (Continued on page 66)
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Wisconsin Beekeeping Comb Building and holes through and around the 
H. F. WILSON, Editor H. C. Dapant, Hamilton, Illinois. comb, so undesirable to the bee- 

al The most important requirements keeper, will continue to be made. A 

OMlcars of HG: Wilecondin Btate, Besknepers for successful beekeeping are: The swarm, given its freedom, will first 
Brahe o2 ee-scnnseie ARES ‘Gwin. oer beekeeper, acting with understand- build worker combs but as soon as 

Treasurers. 1G. W. Aeppier, Oconsmowee ing and alertness, the queen and the the bees reach a certain stage in 
Booretary.. «= saris ae hae Fischer population of her colony, a good comb building, the comb area in- 

Remit to M. F. Fischer, Secy., Madison, Wis. nectar secreting location, and the creases too rapidly, the laying 

—_—$S—$———————————— modern beehive with well built queen does not keep pace with it 

Wisconsin Is on Its Way pearty all-worker combs. The and drone cells are built. The use 

i als yuilding of comb has always been a of burr-combs and_ propolis, the 

(Continued from page 65.) source of great interest to honey clogging of the entrance, and minor 
But the summer waned and the days producers, even before comb-foun- manifestations of their nature will 

grew drear, dation came into use. Little was continue to be expressed. Yet, with 

And the lone bee wailed as he thought at first, however, of the a knowledge of the behavior of bees 
dropped a tear; great advantage of taking a hand in| and from examples of their comb 

For the varmints gobbled his little the building of the comb, since the building, we can now almost control 

store, bee alone seemed capable of build- the combs within the hive. 
And his wax played out and his ing it. The first comb-building in Frequent examples are found oi 

heart was sore, which man took part was when he worker cells being built on one side 
So he winged his way to the old began to realize the uselessness of a of a comb and drone cells on the 

home band, large number of drones in the hive other, while in the small sample | 
And took his meals at the Helping and the advantages of reducing the have here the bees did not build the 

Hand. drone comb space to a minimum, cell bases regularly, nor to conform 
securing in its place worker size with the cell walls of the opposite 

Alone, our work is of little worth; comb. It is within the memory of side. This demonstrates that it is 
Together, we are the lords of the some of us that, when transferring impossible to lay down hard and 

earth ; bees or removing undesirable combs, fast rules regarding the minor de- 
So it’s all for each and it’s each for almost every square inch of good tails of the honey comb. 

all— worker comb was saved and many The securing of combs entirely 
United stand, or divided fall. combs were repaired or built up by of straight worker cells, which will 

ee a patchwork process, cutting out not sag and wiil be well fastened 
News Items Taken from the the drone comb and inserting Pieces in the frame, is an important prob- 

. : of the desirable worker cells. Oc- lem. Since the busy farmer or busi- 
Bulletin of the G. B. Lewis madi mune il. pract: this ays; beekeener te ke the bes Company casionally we still practice this ness beekeeper can make the best 

ae method when transferring bees to financial success only through the 
In 1922, the Texas Honey Pro- the modern hive from the common greatest possible production with 

ducers marketed $95,601.08 worth box or from other locations. the least labor and by making use 

of honey and $16,660.58 worth of The habits of bees have not been of the best equipment he is inter- 
beeswax. "hey purchased $23,- changed by domestication or mod- — ested in the solution of a problem of 
345.40 worth of equipment at a sav- ern equipment and comb-building is this kind. In fact, during the past 
ing to the beekeepers of $2,674.44, not entirely within our control, even few years a demand has come from 
and $18,548.63 worth of glass jars with the best equipment ard prac- honey producers for a more con- 
with a saving of $2,165.59, accord-  tige, \Ve will continue to find an venient and effective comb base or 
ing to the report of 2. G. LeStour- occasional undesirable built comb, foundation. Artificial combs of 
geon. regardless of our efforts and aid to foreign material of any sort have 

. —— the bees. In nature, bees fasten always proven costly “and objec- 

The General Superintendent of combs well at the top or upper sides. tional to the bees. The resulting 
the Post Office Department rules, and seldom at the bottom or lower combs are sometimes good but the 

Comb “oney as well as extracted corners. A rectangularly shaped percentage of good combs is not 
honey is <onsidered a liquid and comb, with square corners, fastened large enough. The bees naturally 
must be so packed that if the honey to the bottom-bar, does not conform persist in showing an aversion to 
becomes detached from the wooden to their nature. They do not like any material except pure beeswax 
frame none of it can escape from the regularity in the shape and ar- and beeswax must be carefully 
the container. rangement of the frames. Drone boiled and refined to retain its nat- 
Se comb can hardly be entirely elimi- ural colors and properties to make 

They that will not be counselled nated from a colony for more than the comb foundation most accept- 
cannot be helped—Franklin. a period of time and passageways able to them.
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Although bees have been build- upper one-third of the frame and to tional and prevalent sagging that re- 
ing combs from time immemorial, do so by a convenient method. Here sults by the common longitudinal 

very little was done to guide their the physical properties of beeswax — wiring methods. This conclusion 

work until the movable frame hive are to be reckoned with. It melts is well taken and highly important. 

was invented by Langstroth in 1851. at about 145 degrees and is soft and Wood splints are porous and 
It was several years later before subject to distortion quite readily at prevent a good adhesive surface. 
comb-foundation was invented and a minimum of 90 degrees. In order Following out this idea, wires were 
not until about 1875 that A. I. Root to ascertain the best methods of re- tried and adopted having irregular 
and others made comb-foundation inforcement under field conditions, yet rigid shoulders of support. 
mills which led to the popular and I tried, during the season of 1920, Hand made wired foundation was 
profitable use of the beeswax honey more than 100 combinations of ver- not difficult to construct in carrying 

comb base. Where formerly the tical, horizontal and diagonal rein- our experiments on a few thousand 
beekeeper practiced cutting and  forcements in various styles of sheets but proved expensive and 
patching combs to get more nearly frames. From 50 to 100 frames of commercially impossible. The se- 
100 per cent worker cells, we now each kind were used for the tests curing of machinery and trained la- 
melt up undesirable combs entirely, carried out in the 9 Dadant apiaries bor which would produce comb- 
substituting full sheets of founda- during the spring, summer and fall foundation as good in every way as 
tion, honey flows. Records were kept of before and. still have the desirable 

This has presented a new prob- all of these. I have spent more time, reinforcing wires built in the mid- 
lem since the full sheet of founda- probably, than necessary trying rib of the sheet, was the greatest 
tion, it has been necessary to evolve many materials and ways finally to difficulty to overcome. It has been 
a satisfactory reinforcement. In- prove the principles already demon- overcome, however, and wired foun- 

| stead of allowing the bees to build strated and partially practiced, in dation has been made adaptable to 
combs from the top downward, Dr. Miller’s idea of vertical rein- the style frame commonly used. 
adding a little at a time, we now forcement. There are some objec- Finally the frame itself has been 
give them several square feet of — tions to his little wood splint, which modified to give the highest possi- 
comb base upon which they work is made one-sixteenth inch square, ble convenience and efficiency. 
simultaneously throughout much of — placed vertically from  top-bar to In circulars advising the use of 
the area, and the rapidity with bottom-bar. No method of rein- the Wired Foundation which I have 
which this is usually done during a forcement, however, is entirely de- produced it is shown that no comb- 
honey flow, together with heat and void of all objections. What we de- foundation will produce good combs 
weight, calls for a reinforcement sire is the most simple and effective under all conditions. Comb-build- 
which will strengthen every square method, with minor objections re- ing under unfavorable conditions 
inch of the surface and prevent duced to the minimum, which will should be avoided, especially during 
breaking down, stretching and the produce good combs in the largest a dearth or lack of nectar in the 
common sagging and other damage, percentage of cases. The principal blossom or during a light, irregular 
and thus secure the greatest per- objections to the splints are their honey flow. In fact, to quote Lang- 
centage of good combs, so much de- size and the fact that they cannot — stroth, “Honey gathering and comb 

sired. be placed by hand or machined into building go simultaneously, so that 
Looking back through the old is- the mid-rib of the comb-foundation, when one stops, the other ceases 

sues of the bee journals animated consequently there is oftentimes also. As soon as the honey harvest 
expressions can be found on the use some bulging of the comb surface — begins to fail so that consumption is 
of comb-foundation, While the over them. Other minor objections in advance of production, the bees 
most successful bee men strongly to vertical reinforcements, when a cease to build new combs, even al- 

and rightly advocated its use others steady honey flow or good comb though large portions of their hives 
practiced false economy in using a building conditions are not present, are unfilled. When honey no longer 
narrow starter instead of a full are the occasional gnawing away of abounds in the fields, it is wisely or- 
sheet. During those years and up the foundation along wires or dered that they should not con- 
to the present day many styles of — splints and some lack of brood rear- sume, in comb-building the treas- 
frames and methods of reinforce- ing in those cells the reinforcing ures which may be needed for win- 
ment have been used. Today we re- bars cross. However, longitudinal ter use.” 
quire simple and effective methods. wiring methods are subject to those Let us summarize the necessary 

There being no question about small objections also. These faults conditions and requirements consid- 

the value of good combs the prob- result in a certain percentage of un- ered and found good practice, un- 
lem is how to get the largest per- desirable combs but Dr. Miller said der which good comb building will 

| centage of them, properly rein- he preferred an occasional imper- take place. 

' forced to avoid the common sag fection of this nature to the greater 1. Hives should be nearly level. 
which occurs most frequently in the labor required and the very objec- 2. The sheet should hang
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smoothly in the central plane of the 5. Foundation should rot be in more honey ten to one, as it is 
frame. With a little practice and furnished to bees faster than they estimated that 10 pounds or more of 
care this is easily and quickly se- can make use of it for good comb- honey is consumed to produce a 
cured. A convenient assembly building. Before or during a small pound of wax. It is seldom that 
board is advisable. The sheet irregular honey flow or as soon as bees secrete a surplus of wax, and 

should at least be supported by a the honey flow slackens, bees stop judging from the fact that  orly 
board or cardboard about one-half normal comb-building, and some- about 12%% of the total brood 

inch thick inside the frame which times gnaw away foundation along foundation used is light brood and 
should lay horizontally during as- the wires, the bottom-bars and other that many beekeepers specify not 
sembly. places for dry comb building or more than six sheets per pound, 

3. Foundation should be well burr-combs in other places. The there is no real economy in light 
fastened in the frame and where no places cut away are usually after- weight foundation. 
longitudinal wires are also used wards filled in with comb, especially There has been one additional 
with wired foundation the top fas- drone comb, which proves the honey corvenience tried and found useful 
tening should be secure. This top flow was not good when the damage in the make-up of the foundation 
fastening is obtained by driving sev- was done. The beekeeper running sheet. This is a square hook or 
eral two penny fine cement coated out apiaries sometimes finds it im- right angle bend of the upper one- 
nails from the side deeply into the possible to reach all apiaries at the eighth inch edge of the sheet and 
wedge, firmly pinching the upper proper time for starting new combs ends of wires. This has not proven 
edge of sheet and wires in the top- ard may resort toa little feeding of necessary, although at an additional 
bar, from which the weight of comb — sugar syrup or honey or the furnish- cost of one cent per pound in manu 
hangs until built out. The new style ing of a little surplus beeswax made facture would make the assembling 
frame with heavy wedge cut from available to them in thin flakes or and fastening to the top-bar simpler 
top-bar is preferable. Sheets made shavings, or the painting of liquid and fool proof. This idea has been 
large enough to project into a slot- beeswax in a few places on the submitted to several beekeepers, but 
ted or split bottom-bar are very ef- foundation. not considered necessary. 
fective and generally preferred. Old 6, There appears to be a differ- Comb-building in comb-honey or 
style frames with one piece bottom- ence in the work of comb building chunk honey production needs little 
bars require one or two longitudinal among colonies under the same con- attention here. Foundation made 
wires. In hot weather, especially in ditions. Cross or nervous colonies of pure, well cleaned beeswax is, of 
southern climates, when desiring to seem to produce the majority of im- course, required and a full sheet, 
haul, ship or extract freshly built perfections in combs. well made, fastened in the honey 
combs of honey or brood, more re- 7. There is an advantage of hav- section or frame by well known 
inforcement is needed than under ing combs drawn out in supers or methods produces desirable results 
ordinary conditions. Combs freshly above the brood nest. This is not and no further improvements are 
built are always tender and should necessary, but will increase the per- demanded or can likely be made. 
be handled with care. Combs 30 to centage of good fastening to the (This paper given at annual convention) 
60 days old become much stronger bottom-bar. In a bee tree, or under en 
and improve with age. natural conditions, combs are not Dr. Fracker Reports 

4. Foundation should be kept in fastened to anything by bees at the “About sixteen men took the ex- 
the box until needed in the hive, if lower edge and it is no wonder they amination for Deputy Apiary In- 

possible, and not handled when very like to make a passageway above the spector on January 27 and fourteen 
cold or warm. \When the large bee-  bottom-bar. passed and have been certified for 

keeper must put up frames with full 8. The use of well made, full appointment. This is about twice 
sheets of foundation ahead of time print, worker cell size foundation the rumber of available vacancies 

they _ should be . carefully stored, sheets made of pure, clean beeswax, for summer.” 
hanging ina vertical position where with as little reinforcement as pos- “The Executive Committee of the 

the temperature will not reach rear sible, is important. Sufficient rein- American Honey Producers’ League 

90 degrees or more. This heat forcement to make for convenience has approved a design for a trade- 
causes the foundation to soften and in assembly and a good non-sag mark and plans for its use on labels. 
stretch between wires, causing a comb is all that is necessary. bottle caps, ete., are going ahead 
wavy or washboard effect which 9. Medium brood grade founda- _ rapidly.” 

does not contract when cooled tion is gererally much preferred to “The League is working up a card 

again. I have here samples of this light brood. Medium brood, al- index to the big producers and buy- 

sort of trouble (show here frames though a little more expensive in’ ers of honey in the United States 

as examples). Slight waviness is first cost than light brood per frame, and names of about 300 producers 
not bad, however, as it disappears saves the bees secreting much wax, of honey in ton lots and over have 

after the comb is in use a time. which is returned to the beekeeper already been received.”
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Song Birds vs. Fruit Growing — every kid makes bird houses; also ing shelter and nesting places puts 

We admire the enthusiasm of | further, forests adjoin the city and us in somewhat different position 

bird lovers. They are always on every robin and thrush in the city than the older portions of the state, 

the job, and, auhile always persist- seems to have sent word to all his for which the game laws were ap- 

ent in their plans for the preserva-  Telatives in the north woods of parently enacted. 

tion of bird life, are rarely obnox- Minnesota that the gardens are fine While the birds do considerable 

ious. So popular is the subject of | i2 Minneapolis, the berries fat ar dof damage to our strawberries and 

bird preservation and so general the juicy. The result is that gardens raspberries, two of our staple crops, 

love of song birds that there is no Suffer most outrageously. — Profes- this is not excessive, as the young 

more certain road to unpopularity SOS in the agricultural college will birds have not yet hatched out or 

than to merely suggest that there tell you, in whispers, that they are are too young to get into the or- 

may be two sides to the question. unable to get even a mess of peas orchards. 

It is doubtful if any normal-minded @ tomato from their gardens. Gar- But following these fruits, come 

person could be found who would deners in other cities suffer equally. iy their order cherries, apples and 

advocate the complete destruction Fruit growers often suffer great the blackberries, on which these 
of song birds even among fruit losses. but rarely say anything robber birds appear to obtain their 
growers who have suffered severe- through fear of being considered éitire subsistence. 

ly from the depredations of feath- SUSY OF worse. It sounds very In my case, while the cherry crop 
ered. gongsters, ‘The most any Pretty and touches a popular chord Was very light; Thad. every reason 

would ask would be that Audubon 0 say, “The birds protect your to expect over 100 sixteen-quart 
societies and others refrain from ¢opss will you deny them a ee I picked 50, 

urging the further enactment of cherry?” ‘Certainly ‘not as ‘long as From every branch from which 
drastic state and national laws and the cherries belong to somebody picked fruit there were in excess 

to agree to a rational enforcement se. It seems to be common trait of the number picked, stems with 
of the laws now standing, This is to be liberal with money—when it’s the pits attached from which the 

a tremendous big country and, aside net yO ¥ birds had removed the pulp, in many 

from a few fundamental things, Mr. FLV. Holston, a fruit grower cases leaving ‘notie: whatever, while 

such as the protection of life and of Bayfield, alter Igsing the sreate not in a single instance did we find 

property, etc., any law meant to be pant of his crops ‘of bernes and a branch from which the birds had 

observed by 110 million people over cherries for several Seasons, finally taken no fruit. 

Kundreds of thousands of square reached a Pole where:he feit: justi- A neighbor of mine suffered a 

miles of territory needs to be pretty fed:int seeking a: remedy. In Octo- like experience, only he picked 100 

carefully: considered. To be spe- ber, 1921, he addressed the follow- crates where the crop should have 

cific: In the open country and in "8 letter 6 the attonney general 7 easily exceeded 200. 

unsettled regions there are just Madison which ‘yas [tee painted With cherries netting us, through 

about enough birds to go around. in the Bayoeld Press our fruit association, $3.19 per 

All enjoy their presence and no one Dear Sir:-—I wish iy call your at- crate, it means quite a monetary 

is injured. No one aims at either tention to Sng inens existing here loss, easily the difference between a 
their destruction or their preserva- and which should be remedied. profitable and unprofitable business. 

tion; nature keeps the balance right. We have what promises to be, A near reighbor had several rows 
In most small cities and towns this and in some particulars is now, a of blackberries that wintered in 

also holds true. In Madison, for very promising small and tree fruit splendid shape, blossomed freely 

instance, the increase in the number district. and set an elegant crop. This patch 

of cats seems to keep pace with the The laws, or at least as they are was very close to his house and he 

increase in birds and we may have _ being irterpreted by our game war- kept close watch on it and began 

both song birds and gardens. dens, is working an extreme hard- picking just as soon as they com 

In Minneapolis the case is dif- ship on us, driven several out of the menced to ripen. By following this 

ferent. There there are large business and threatens to wipe out practice and picking 5 or 6 pints a 

wooded parks and many very active — cherry producing entirely. day he succeeded in marketing four 

bird protective associations. Also Possibly the forest growth afford-  24-pint crates. He had cash orders
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J for over 25 crates, which was a long-continued propaganda by our the force that is attempting to per- 
| reasonable estimate of his crop. game wardens, aided and abetted by petuate bird life. The federal au- 

After securing these four crates our Audubon friends ard sympa- thorities are very strict in their en- 
he never succeeded in picking suffi thizers, many, if not most, of whom forcement of the rules and regula- 

cient for a pie, the birds, particu- will go into an equal ecstasy of de- tions with reference to these birds 

larly the robins, picked them as fast light over the cawing of the crow, and before the state can do any- 

as they began taking on color and shrick of the yellow hammer or — thing substantially to help the situa- 

long before they were ripe. chirp of the robin. Robins do not tion along the lines you suggest, it 
In my orchard, while other birds sing while eating fruit; they are al- would be necessary to obtain a simi- 

took some, the robins took over 90 ways too full for utterance. They lar permit from the federal authori- 
per cent. sing only in the spring when mat-_ ties. 

Our wiseacres and game wardens irg or nesting and preparing the T would suggest that you ought to 
have only one argument—these way for their further depredations. lay the matter before the federal 

birds consume innumerable insects In some orchards the crows are authorities and get them to make 
which otherwise would prove a very destructive to both cherries some concessions to the fruit grow- 

menace to our orchards. and apples, but in all orchards the ers of your section of the country, 

How are we benefited in protect- robin is the principal offender, with — then the state authorities can act ac- 
ing our orchards against insects if the yellow hammer or flicker a close cordingly. / : 
it only means to grow more fruit second as far as the apples are con- After my interview with the C on- 
forthe beneheod theeebins? cerned. servation Commission | feel quite 

If I delivér'a crate of these chier- Now, Mr. Morgan, it seems to confident that they will be glad to 
ries to one of our merchants and he ™¢ that we should be allowed to go cooperate with any concession that 
exhibits them in his show window, armed and shoot and destroy these the federal authorities might grant 
some auto bandit rushes in and 'bbers on our own premises or em- to relieve the fruit growers of the 
grabs the crate ard tries to make ploy others to do so in the defense — bird pest. Very truly yours, 
his getaway with it. If the mer- of our property. Win. J. Morgan, 

chant were prepared he would shoot I am sendirg you by this sence Attorney General. 
such bandit to death and be well Post a carton of apples showing the From this it will be seen. that 
within his rights. What is it that manner in which the birds work, within. a few. iniiles there may. be 

makes it a crime to attempt to steal the kind and quality of fruit they some doubt about the wisdom of 
one of my crates in the hands of the S¢e™ to choose, always the largest enforcing strictly a state law. Who 
merchant and renders me subject @"4 brightest colored. shall say that Mr. Holston would be 
to criminal prosecution if I take the . Respectfully, in the wrong if he deliberately set 
necessary steps to prevent the steal- Frank 'V, Holston, about lessening the number of song 
ing of 50 to 100 crates out of my . birds in his locality ? 
orchard ? Madison, Wis.. Sept. 27, 1921. When it comes to federal laws 

There are hundreds of our nicest, lr. Frank V. Holston, Bayfield, the situation is even more compli- 
choicest, largest and best apples de- Dear Sir:—I have your letter of cated. We may not kill a bobolink 
livered to the canning factory at the 16th, also the carton of apples jn Wisconsin, but in the South a 

$1.00 per bushel which, were it not showing the work of the birds on jounty is set on their heads. For 

for the work of the birds, our asso- the apple crop. be it known that “Robert-O-Lin- 
ciation finds a ready market for at We have discussed this matter ¢oIn,” so much praised in song, is no 

$2.00, $2.25 and $2.50 per bushel. with the Conservation Commission other than the destructive rice bird 

‘This means a steady loss to the fruit and they are inclined to do anything — of the South. You see, we get into 

vrowers of $100.00 to $150.00 per that is in their power to aid in the an awful mess when we allow senti- 

day throughout the apple season. situation if some method can be de- ment to outrun common sense. 

\re we not being called upon to pay vised whereby the law will permit Let us continue to urge youth to 

a pretty big price for these Audu- them to do so. refrain from wanton destruction of 

hon pests ? You understand that the state song birds and their nests and do 
Our game laws are the result of a authorities are only a small part of (Continued on page 159)
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Auxiliary ladies should have sone- 
a d thing of interest for those mothers, 

WOMEN S AUXILIARY PAGE in giving a few especially fine re- 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG ceipts. Papers on how to lighten 
the house duties or on subjects per- 
taining to the care of children. This 

The Editor Says: must start training the children now. — not anly brings out the parents to 

The poet says: “In the spring You cannot wait until sometime — our meetings, but creates a desire 

a young man’s faney lightly furns when it is more convenient. Chile among the boys and girls to have 
to thoughts-of tove? dren are like gardens, “pages” and plants and flowers in the home, also 

. . . : . helping them for the pure and true 
In the spring—judging from ob- friends. Vow is the time to train things in life. 

servation—the women are thinking them or plant them, or do some- With kind greetings to Auxiliary 
of spring sewing, house cleaning, thing for them. By and by may be — Sisters. Ida M. Kellogg. 

and making garden. “Rather late everlastingly too Tate. A. Housewifé’s ‘Hel 

in the summer for these things,” : There is nothing more convenient 
do T hear someone say as they read Some Good Suggestions ». fora woman with no help than a 
this? Leper sens of The Women’s cnall table at her right hand from 

Once again I must remind you As Tock hackwattal #6 HE tine which to serve the dessert and tea 

that “pages” like gardens must be of Gur summer mieet ine, Lam re- en ae is a shelf aia 

prepared weeks ahead of the day minded of a delightful drive over neath the tans So inuch the better, 
. : as then the dishes that have been 

you expect to pick the flowers or the country to Sturgeon Bay, of ised ean béslipped out of the’ wary, 

read the printed page. pleasure . derived m Bite in without a journey to the kitchen. 
Our president, though she has Passengers oH he wey ne Clak More fortunate is she who has a 

been both ill and busy, sends us House, anda most suteessful lunch- his 14 ye i wheeled oe * 
some aids and few of her recipes. eon served by the Sturgeon Bay ms ae) we used i Hs anit sane 

Mrs. LL G. Kellogg, whom I long — ladies at this attractive resort. eae (8 Renee Bie dishes anil 

ago decided was one of the depend- We were also very pleasantly cn food to and from the kitchen. It | 
ables, sends a very interesting letter. tetfainet) 0) Eee ces ae will also be found useful in many 

The “do something to interest the Pee neae Mavis Cub. Room Ae other ways about the household, 

children” is the part that especially our interests were similar we met  S¢YM8 Steps and strength. 

appeals to me, for I believe there and parted as one large family. My wheel tray’ 1s always very 

is nothing you can teach childen The woman who had never grown much a pee Nis San 

that will be of more benefit to them @ Plant or. flower, who had never season ah, i adsunet fy “the ir a . 
oo ol . hestitated in life’s journey to con- ost uselu adjunct to the ironing 

later in life or give them more plea- sider the finer touch of out door board, especially when those un- 

sure than a working knowledge of a life, may not have been as inter- manageable, long, white linen table- 

garden. A child is naturally opti- ested in God's works, among flow- cloths have to be ironed. 

mistic and a very few radishes or ers and plants, as we were—there- ilora, Loole: 
flowers approaching perfection will by requiring a diversion in the pro- ——_ / 
lease him, so the lesson of “the S™amme. I believe that not only = = Among the inexpensive inven- 

P . . . » mothers, but the fathers as well, tions in my kitchen is the potato 
best-laid plans which go awry” and could be attracted through their baker. It is made of heavy wire, 
the fact that the choicest seeds do children, to our summer meetings. raised slightly so it will not rest 
not always come up, is not quite Would it be possible at our next directly on the oven floor, with 
so bitter as it will be later in life, Summer meeting to devote the first twelve upright pointed pieces at 
With a little wise guidance, a child ¢Vening to a program—one com- regular intervals apart to hold the 

- posed of music, readings, and a potatoes in place. The heavy crust- 
learns perseverance, patience and two-act play, all given by the chil- ing so often seen on the bottoms | 
forethought, as well as an apprecia- dren and young people living in the of baked potatoes is thus avoided | 
tion of beauty, form and color. If vicinity of wherever the summer and they also cook evenly without 
you wish to gain appreciation for meeting is to be held, thus drawing the necessity of being turned. A 
the honorable profession of Horti- out not only the parents of the chil- loop at one end of the rack aids in 

Z i dren taking part, but their friends removing it from the oven without 
culture, if you wish to see more, a. well? The next morning, in a_ the disagreeable accompaniment of 
better and beautiful homes, you special room for the ladies, the burned fingers. F, 'T.
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A Good Salad Dressing rot, and black-heart. There are the middle west, originated in 

; My favorite salad dressing is as rots that attack the product in stor- Garden County, Nebraska, so it 

ee bles ful each of sugar, 28°, 2° in transit. Blights spread is said. 
aucard salt and. alted aia rapidly during periods of moist and “Lord, I am only a_ farmer. 

two eggs, one cup of cream, and one sultry weather, and even during Thou knowest that when wheat 

cup of vinegar. Mix the mustard, bright weather, when the plants are was $2 per bushel and I had flour 
sugar, salt and butter together, add growing rapidly, spraying is neces- and sugar in the house and cake 
the beaten C885) the cream and the sary to be on the safe side. The and pie every time I wanted it. I 

vinegar. Put this in a double boiler storage blights or rots usually have was not satisfied and voted for a 
and cook until creamy, stirring con- heir origin in fi we change. 
stantly. Milk may be used instead ‘ eir origin in eld diseases. Con- ans . vest that. I wor 
of cream by adding another egg. trol is based upon crop rotation and Thou know gst ee ' ee eatal 

When this is cool pour it into glass spraying with Bordeaux mixture to Harting badge YO nl faithty 

jars, screw a slew Lightly and prevent them. A reading of the mu Ae rh - knowe t that I 
seep ina cool place. It will keep : WN gt sven as oOuK Hes € 

Peete and thay be somewhat bulletin will give a thorough under- believed in the dawn of the new 

varied by the addition of a little standing of the approved methods day and that wool would advance 
whipped cream, sweetened or not of control. in price that I would get $3 for 

according to taste and the nature of Resurts or EXperrence wheat and 20 cents for my pork. 
the salad ingredients. E.T. . “Lord, two years have gone by 

: The experience of many success- ever to return and I am too poor 

More About Celery ful growers and the results of ex- to buy the necessary Rockefeller 

. . . perimental tests on blanching, har- for my Henry; still I wear a Har- 
Celery is a moisture-loving plant, vesting, storing, and shipping are ding badge, but it’s on the seat of 

and it is frequently necessary to iven th considerable detail, Al ™Y overalls. 
employ irrigation unless the soil is Sen h it is an ox sensive crop Yo “O, Lord, | am thankful for one 
naturally moist. Three systems are = | 7 k " nic sé rovers thing, that Harding has been able 
employed: The overhead sprinkler Brow ane market, FHes 6 ws 2 to make jackrabbits taste good in 

system, the furrow or surface sys- have paid little attention to cost ac- the summertime. I pray Thee 
af ¥ counting, and conditions vary so that Thou wilt keep them replen- 
tem, and the underground or sub- ch from year to year and in dif- ished so that I shall not want. 

irrigation system. Tt has been ferent regions that it is difficult to “Tam glad, O Lord, that Thou 
found that the first of these is gen- ive: fi vures of real value, The has prospered the railroads, that 
erally the most adaptable. Since give | a ite sof - sens are: In- they have been able to keep up 

the plants are greatly injured by pres ea ° exe ie “ 1 their freight rates and when my 

| wilting, successful growers watch terest, OF Investment, Plowing an’ corn would not pay the expense 
a . as fitting the land, drainage and irri- of gathering, and I pray Thee that 

the soil moisture conditions closely gation, fertilizing, growing the Thou wilt continue to. uphold 

and apply water before any wilting janis. setting and cultivating Mellon that he may be able to col- 

of the leaves occurs. Some success- en iin cost of boards or ape lect for years interest on the funds 

ful growers in the northeastern dis- SP oe bla “hi | b Ei of his own bank account, for it is 

trict do not use irrigation. They Used an Blane ning, labor, seus a righteous course. 
. ee ’ costs, and washirg. It is safe to “Teact st aye ue Hath 

depend upon having the soil in good each me to pray: Uur Rather 
es = : . assume, says the department, that who art in W ashington, Harding 

condition and well supplied with or- the grower who is not making a be his name; his kingdom come, 
ganic matter, and upon thorough profit of from $200 to $300 an acre his will be done, even to beating 

ard frequent cultivation. or more is falling short of his goal the soldiers out of a bonus. Give 
pi ie i 2 = “os : . ” us each day our daily corn bread, 

Se ete ee ctedSiecd oh profit is being made is to keep a for two years and Harding had us 
Damping-off is the principal danger careful cost account to balance eating in three months, and lead 

in the seedbed, but this can usually against the returns. us not into temptation to vote for 
he controlled satisfactorily by care a democratic president, for Har- 
not to overwater and b: iving ding got all the power, and Mel- 

plenty of ventilation, Plas ec ibe a . Farmer's Prayer i lon got all the money, Rockefel- 
Bs Che following, known as “A ler all the oil and me the patched 

field suffer from early and late jrarmer's Prayer,” which has been trousers for ever and ever. 
dlight, bacterial blight, Sclerotinia running in many of the papers of | Amen.”
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to dispose of his product more 

THE FLORISTS PAGE quickly. Many people do not stop 

Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany | to consider the immense amount 
Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. : 

of planning and work necessary to 

supply peak demands. The ex- 

Florists’ Prices tenor of prices. Perishable goods — pense would never be justified if 

There are times when the public must be handled when the demand — prices were always uniform. Con- 

want flowers and want them quick, is best. How often have we railed — sider one grower that furnishes the 

out of all proportion to their gen- against the wanton destruction of largest amount of stock during 

eral wants. Shall the florist say fruits in Michigan that would have these rush periods in’ Milwaukee. 

he does not have them and should brought a price in the Milwaukee He has two eighty acre farms that 

not be expected to furnish such an markets. When the fruit dealers do nothing but furnish fertilizer for 

unusual amount on such short are far away from us in space they his greenhouses. All of the crops 

notice? Or must he foresee and are likely to be also far in mind. that are raised on these farms are 
make great expenditures in prepara- The California fruit growers asso- fed into steers that are kept on 

tion for such unusual demands ? ciation represent a combination that cement yards. Fertilizer for the 

It is well known that the football has boosted the price of oranges till farm is purchased from the stock- 

receipts covering at most a period We hardly recognize them as neces- yards, because the quality of the 

of six games pays for the entire sities any more. And yet, we credit manure produced on the farm is 

athletic program of our universi- their fairy tales of frost or blight too high to use on farm crops. It 

ties, and that football coaches get and pay the great advances feeling must be used in growing valuable 

large salaries in comparison to that it is just our luck. We even crops. Where twenty thousand cy- 

track coaches. Prices of games advise our Wisconsin horticulturists clamen are potted at one time and 

have continually raised and it is a t9 combine for getting a more uni- repotted several times to bring to 

problem to get sufficient seating form price, which can mean only a maturity, the labor element and 

capacity at the fields. In_ track higher price for their product. If heated space alone costs consider- 

events, where athletic training they do not organize their business able. 

reaches its peak, and the finest speci- Wil not reach a plane of stability. The law of supply and demand 

mens are evolved, the attendance !t reminds me very much of a pho- functions just as inexorably in the 
scarcely pays for the ribbons award-  tographer out on 57th street near florist’s business as it does in any- 
ed for the third and fourth prizes. Jackson Park in Chicago. Across thing else. We radio fans make a 

The athletic program contemplates the street for some time was a cut deposit on tubes at high prices, so 

“making hay while the sun shines.” Tate finisher, who finished himself that we may not be delayed in try- 
Similarly, the churches empha- by the cut rates. A customer not ing some new hook-up. When fifty 

size their Lenten season, and acces- finding the cut rate man drifted into — thousand people are wanting the 

sion of members and the replenish: the one that stuck, and inquired same thing, the factories are going 

ing of the coffers during this sea- Prices for finishing. She was not tg try their best to make them and 

son carries the church for the rest Satished with the rates quoted and — jot on any cost plus ten per cent 
of the year. During the summer mentioned the prices across the pasis either. The special holidays 

when nature beckons to the out of Street. The manager countered find an inordinate demand for flow- 

doors, the pastor finds himself with With the question “Where are they ers. \Ve personally went to one of 
sufficient funds to take a long vaca- NOW Pp? And this would be a proper — our friends who had a store full of 

tion and likely as not the church is question for the florist to put, were carnations three days before Moth- 
closed for the summer vacation pe- he not to “make hay while the sun er’s Day and tried to buy some. 
riod. shines.” But they had none for sale, They 

All busineses to continue must Perhaps there are businesses that were in honor bound to take care of 

have a certain amount of money are handling a more perishable prod- their regular customers, and knew 

and sufficient sales to carry them uct than cut flowers, but not in our they would fail by thirty thousand 

over inactive periods. Non-perish- latitudes. The party who peddles blossoms. The question is, do these 

able goods can maintain an even snowballs in Hades doubtless has people who only enter the market
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on these rare special occasions have disease that also attacks cucumbers Bacterial spot) appears on the 
rights in the matter of price that and watermelons, living from one fruits as round, — water-soaked, 

the florists are bound to respect? Year to another in the soil on plant translucent spots that do not reach 
Oxdloes theledwey fie Bese in tale refuse. It may occur in any region far beneath the surface. Organisms 
. 5 Fi of the United States, but usually of decay, however, may gain access 
ing care of those who are their regu- most damage is done where warm through these lesions and destroy 
lar customers? If prices were uni- weather is accompanied by high hu- the entire fruit. 
form the entire year around, the midity. All parts of the plant are The seeds carry the infection, 
florists would be much better satis- attacked by the fungus, which great- hich accounts for the wide distri- 
fied. The farmer through his farm oh aeiaaey fie es pre A tected tio, but which alse ese con- 

; ey) £ eee ~ - : “ rol measures comparatively easy. 
bloc Is trying to get a uniformity melons bring reduced prices and ie: avoid Toss affected. feuits 
of prices, but the florist has no such may even be unsalable. They may J ia AVSArciel ak aettaidie ae . ae . - : ° * should be disposed of quickly, as 
organizaion, nor is his business of look well when picked, but develop various organisms of decay are like- 
the prime importance that would the disease before they reach the ly to enter through the wounds. If 
warrant his organization. He caters COnSsumer unless they are given Spe= backed dry and kept cool, the de- 

he esthetic side of mankind, and cial care and are hurried to may ket. velopment of bacterial spot may be 
to the esthetie side THETA NIG AU According to Department Circu- “ded. Good ventilati lat 
must develop his market by sugges- Jar 217, “Anthracrose of Musk- retarded: / 200 ventilation during 

: . pis re . transit 1s Important. 
tion through advertising. melons,” just published by — the Seed disinfecti combined wit! 

The writer may have a peculiar United States Department of Agri- | eeC sin eetion, cont snes , vith 
. culture, crop rotation is the best TP rotation is the most. satisfac- 

slant at these seasonal high prices, Erol : tory method of reducing loss. Spray- 
but knows that without these peaks — VC™S of controlling anthracnose. x alone is rec snded. fc | Muskmelons should never be 8 alone Is not recommended for 
of demand there would be much planted on a field that has grown a the control of this disease, but 4-4- 

less to be had in between times, and crop of anthracrose-diseased — cu- 50 Bordeaux mixture thoroughly 
that there would be considerably cumbers, muskmelons or watermel- applied is an effective check. Seed 

fewer florists than there are now, ons the previous year. However, a ee oo 

if the laws of supply and demand the severity of the disease may be 2 luti : ‘hicl ay be made fr 
. . a reduced by planting disease-free Solution, which may be made trom 

were inoperative. So, much as we seed, or by disinfection of seed, and the standard tablets sold by drug- 

would like to console the public, by thoroughly spraying the vines $ists. The solution must be made 

our verdict will have to be in favor with Bordeaux mixture. ina glass, earthenware, or wooden 

of the florists. They are only fol- The seed may be disinfected by rece piacle... ;Créaticare:should.besex- 
: ? email? Bee wnat as in a ‘solu ercised, as it is very poisonous when 

lowing the laws of self-preserva- soaking for five minutes na sol “taken internally. Plants grown 
tion, Huron H. Smith. tion of mereunic chlorid, one part from treated seed on soil new to 

| _ to 1,000 parts of water, after which he crop are likely to be free f 
| earmers? : it should be washed thoroughly in '¢ STOP are likely to be tree trom | In Farmers’ Bulltein 1306, In- 1 S51 _. : mss Hl the disease unless infection occurs 

sect Enemies of Chrysanthemums, running water and dried. lhe Bors from diseased fields near by. 
| by Charles A. Weigel, entomoalo: deaux mixture is made of four 7 

gist, the most destructive of these pounds of copper sulphate, four a 
pests are described and control Pounds of oe and a0 gallofis Misbranding a Serious Offense 

measures are suggested, together 0! Water. Spraying may prevent an 
with formulas for insecticides and OUtbreak of anthracnose or check The federal food and drugs act 
fumigants. The bulletin, which is it if already started, but it must be does not require that fruits and 
of interest to florists, gardeners, and frequently and thoroughly dore so yegetables be graded or that the 
extension entomological — workers, that both sides of the leaves are grades be stated upon the packages, 
may be obtained on application to kept covered with the spray mix- put if the packages bear a state- 
the United States Department of ture. ment regarding grade, the statement 
Agriculture, at Washington, D. C. — should be true. Any untrue state- 

— Bacterial Rot of Cucumbers ment on packages of fruits and 
Combating Anthracnose of Cucumbers frequently are made vegetables shipped withir the juris- 

Muskmelons unsalable or greatly reduced in diction of the federal food and 
If muskmelons become disfigured value as a result of a disease known drugs act, or in papers accompany- 

by roundish, light-gray spots which as bacterial spot, or angular leaf- ing such shipments, violates the pro- 
later become sunken and marked by spot. United States Department of visions of the law. 
concentric rings of pink or black Agriculture Circular 234, “Bac- A first offense is punishable by 
dots, the field is infected with the terial Spot of Cucumber,” discusses a fine of $200 and subsequent of- 
destructive anthracnose, a fungous the disease. fenses by $300.
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Wisconsin Horticulture It is one of several counties where dread of the gardener but no less to 
Published Monthly by the the newer development in fruit those who set in more or less casy 

Wisconsin Sate Hertloultural Society = growing in Wisconsin, the renova- chairs and are supposed to know 
. Carrol ; , 

Official Organ of the Society. tion of the farm orchard, may be everything. Long before the ama- 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor seen to advantage. This purely co-  teur has planned his garden, long 
Secretary W. 8. H. 8., Madison, Wis. : . . ; a 

Associate Editors—Mrs, ©, E. Strong, BE. L. Operative move among farmers for before winter’s snow has gone, the 
Chambers, Huron H. Smith, better fruit i kabl it fi lovist 11 ‘cul 1 

——— better fruit is remarkable and by a entcmologists and horticultural ex- Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, . oS . crite 8 feu'ty & 
Boslal role pf postage “pratided for" in Sadia odds the biggest thing in horticul- perts (?) make ready for the ever 

15, 1918, 0° . 7 autor 7 ture in recent times. recurring avalanche of questions by 
‘Advertising rates made known on application. a awl . . s 

Sa cacaae GGaiaGEAGAIGGSI GocTCtE We will go to La Crosse August letter, by wire, by telephone and 
i Horticultural Societ: 7 . ' ar x 4 , Wisconsin State Y 15 and 16, and see for ourselves personal inquiry about the striped Annual membership fee, one doliag, which in- ‘ y at t t 

toreuttute, “ghd one Colter Pee lore Goma = just how a spray ring works. cucumber beetle. Sometimes in our 
| Secretary, Madison, Wis. * . : 

“omit by Postal or xpress Money Order. A La Crosse county has eight active sleep this beast grows to monstrous 
dollar bill "may be gent safely if wrapped or at- . 2 : 
tached to a card. Personal checks accepted. local societies. It is unlikely these proportions, seven feet tall, twelve 

Postage stamps not accepted. bogs “ - . . . | 
ve societies will send delegates, but feet from tip to tail, with eyes of 

H, ©. Christensen, President..........Qshkosh rather will come en masse. They fire and claws of steel tearing at 
W. A. Toole, Vice-President... ° 2... {Baraboo . nay aie 
Frederic Cranefleld, Secretary-Treasurer. .Madison wi|] be glad to see you, you will be — our vitals until we awaken in terror. 

MMITTEE 3 
SO OMas glad to meet them. But worst phantom of all is the 

President, Vico-President and Secretary. There is another, and not the one that attacks us in our waking 
For Term Ending December, 1925. = . : 

MB Gow sees eee Sturgeon, Tay least reason why La Crosse was se- hours. So far no efficient control ° 8) Kellogg, see eevee eevee es dan . > 
James sAvingstone sss iatinGnre  lected—the scenic beauties of the has been found for the beetle. 

For Term Ending December, 1924 county. There is too little room Last year we were ordered by the 
A. K. Bassett... 02. .e0eeee esse eae Baraboo : d 1 OY 

i DEEEEEDDDEL ELIE Di ipiue’ Mounds here to describe these, but any of 5 “partme f C re 
Won? ongland, 2... LLL LLL. Li take ‘Geneva y U. S. Department of Agriculture 

For Term Ending December, 1923. our members who have not read experts to cover the plants with 

Feb, Mingpena ge Seen Bell Hamlin Garlands’s “Main Traveled Bordeaux mixture; that would be a 
Weems preter 222222222027 %Snalaska =~ Roads’ and “The Return of a sure preventive. It was not, it is 

BOARD OF MANAGERS >rivate” shoul ; ore leav- 1 somes ons . 
H. C. Christensen Frederic Cranefleld I rivate” should do so before leav- not. Now comes another sure rem 

WA Toole sing for the meeting. edy from the same source, nicotine 

: There are many other good rea- dust. To prepare 12 pounds of 
Summer Meeting sons why you should attend, but nicotine dust, sprinkle on 9 pounds 

The 1923 summer meeting will these will be disclosed later. Don’t of kaolin, 3 pounds of lime, 8 fluid 
be held in La Crosse, August 15, wait for a special invitation. None ounces of Black Leaf “40”, a con- 

and 16. No doubt some of our will be issued. Everybody in Wis- centrated nicotine compound. 

older members will recall a former —consin is invited and everybody will The following directions are 

meeting at La Crosse, August, 1909, have a good time. Don’t be con- given for preparing the dust: 

and wonder why we are goirg cerned about the program. None “In the preparation of this dust 
again, ‘The attendance at that meet- will be printed. it is very important that the Black 

ing, aside from the officers and ex- On Wednesday, August 15, we “ie 40’ be thoroughly mixed 

ecutive committee, numbered the will meet to discuss our troubles. with kaolin and lime. This can be 
- : a : accomplished by first mixing and 

grand total of one (1). One soli- Phursday will belong to Mr. sifting the kaolin and lime. then 

tary farmer was on hand promptly — Spreiter and the La Crosse societies combining the required amount of 

at the opening of the afternoon s‘s- and I am sure no one doubts that Black Leaf ‘40’ with the dust, add- 

sion, but escaped within an hour. it will be a big day. So come and ing the as Leaf “40” slowly te 
: . cr aie fe “ mixing it thoroughly. The Black 

cots of things have happened in bring your friends. ; Lot f t § Pl Leaf ‘40’ can be added to the dust 
the intervening fourteen years, most ~ by the use of any convenient sprink- 
of them within the few years Mr. The Striped Cucumber Beetle ler. A pint fruit jar with a metal 

Spreiter has taken over La Crosse That universal pest, the striped top from which the porcelain has 

county as his hunting grounds. cucumber beetie, so well known to been removed, punched with holes 

Ther re several reasons why every gardener as to need no fur by. the use ofa O-penny nally makes nere are severe asoes : ¥ GACener (as . a good sprinkler. After the addi- 
La Crosse is a good place to meet. ther description, is not only the tion of the Black Leaf ‘40’ the
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mixture should be run through a chards are the flat tops of ridges and the lure of immediate cash re- 

fine sieve, 20 meshes to the: inch, with the accompanying valleys into turns is great, but unless we are 

with the aid of a brush. This last which the cold air drains in spring careful it will come to be that every 
operation should be repeated at a . : 
least three times. Be sure that all @%d fall. These conditions are met boy born on a farm in Wisconsin 

the material is worked through the exactly over a large part of Dunn will be predestined from birth to be 

sieve, since if this be neglected a county, especially in the region west — tied to a cow’s tail all his life. 

large quantity of the Black Leaf and southwest of Menomonie. To 
‘40’ may be lost. Cover the leaves. these add a fertile surface soil un- , es ig . : 
top and bottom, with the dust and . . Superior Varieties of Blueberries 
sprinkle a liberal portion on the derlaid by a deep clay (moisture Developed 
ground under the plants.” holding) subsoil and we have al- 

If this proves a sure cure, we most ideal conditions. The little old swamp blueberry at 

really ought to set aside a (cucum- It is the policy of the State Hor- 0"* time found growing wild only 

her) day of thanksgiving and a icuttural Society to encourage the mn marshy, naturally acid soil, for a 

feast wherein cucumber is served planting of apple orchards in this long; time considered impossible to 
instead of turkey. If it doesn't, we state in sectiors where conditions transplant or cultivate under do- 

will hang the promoter of this are well adapted to the business. mssue conditions, has been Uited 
scheme. ra thavafnus vieea aha nlantt f under the nursing of specialists of 

Pp. S—Try soot or road dust. We therefore urge the planting o the Bureau of Plant Industry, 

: - orchards, thousands of acres of or- . Ss 
— : United States Department of Agri- 

chards, on these clay ridges. . . . . 
Dunn County for Apples While T vould 7 ‘cer that ore culture, from its wild environment 

Fie. editor o€ the Dimi County Prerer “a ° and come to occupy an aristocratic 

News, published at Menomonie, viet me the in rea Ae place among our other domestic 

asks for an opinion on the suitabil- we NOW ung PUBLIERS eS fruits. A blueberry an inch in di- 
. . . . T cannot agree with your corre- ameter is not a dream, but a possi- 
ity of Dunn . ee lands for or spondent when he says: “It is my — pility. 

ee pines. The aetion ene int 1 Tot Dg prs a Be ad 
edge of our trial orchard at West- _ ew he cone a e aut in the breeding of superior varieties 

on which is located on one of the oe he esp fe ae vasonable for of blueberries. At the department 

ridges in western Dunn county. The ier. oon uve 1 . lew a v0 of agriculture testing plantation at 

answer may be of interest to read- han ste) Tide said! jhe seamed \ hiteshog, 4 miles cast of Brown 

ers outside of Dunn county. that yours men < ale Y Mills, N. J., about 25,000 hybrids 
oe know nothing of married life should aye row been fruited. Many of 

There “s ino lacksof ‘suitable land keep out of the game, but they don’t them have produced berries three- 
for apple orchards in| Wisconsin ; do it and most of them get along fourths of an inch in diameter, sev- 

there are millions of acres of per- very well. They learn as they go eral four-fifths of an inch, and one 
fectly good land waiting for trees. along and that is what the fruit of them this year reached almost 

Out of these millions there are sev- grower does. Urge some of your — seven-eighths of an inch. Among 
eral thousand acres in Dunn coun- young men up there who are quite these large-berried hybrids several 

ly peculiarly fitted for this purpose. fed up on dairyirg who have been have been selected for propagation. 

One essential factor is drainage, milking cows 730 times a year, work- The progress of blueberry culture 

soil drairage, the meaning of which ing from May to October to get feed — js evidenced by the fact that during 

anyone can readily comprehend, and enough to keep these same cows the season of 1922 nearly a thou- 

air drainage, not so generally un- from October to May, to get hold sand bushels of blueberries were 

derstood. For best results apple of 40 or 80 acres of this ridge land picked at Whitesbog and that these 

trees should be planted where a free ard plant 200 to 300 trees the first sold in the open market in New 

circulation of air is assured. It is year with berries as a side line, in- York at prices about 75 per cent 

conceivable that this might be found creasing the tree acreage from year higher than those of wild blueber- 

in certain valleys or lowlands, but to year until 20 to 40 acres are ries. In the fall of 1921 more than 

rot so likely as on elevated lands. planted. 250,000 cuttings of selected blue- 

The ideal locations then for or- Wisconsin is a great dairy state berries were made by nurserymen.
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Will Potash Benefit Apples? parison with check trees of the cannery can be sold at a gouod 

By Witt J. Platten same variety ; counting the drops price on the fresh fruit markets. 

Many experi gif and then making a storage test of After the cherry season the Many experiments have prov ed ¢ . aning a. Storag : plant will be used tor the storaze 
conclusively that nitrogen is the the fruit from the treated and the of apples. This would seem to he 

only fertilizer that will increase check trees. It would be inter- a very satisfactory solution of the 

the production of apples on ordi- esting to hear results at the next apple marketing problem. Door 
nary soils sufficiently to make its Winter meeting. County, McIntosh = and Snow 

° " apples, which brought the grow- 
use profitable. Phosphorus and —_——— ers $3.75 to $5.00 a barrel last Oc- 
potash applications have not paid Expansion at Sturgeon Bay tober, sold (wholesale) in Mil- 

Ire ] imprenca ” nt? : ad cee i N Fe e d 8. a ner cost in increased production. Developments for the coming feaniee aa othe at s 

s Fee = af san. wucraus . . . varrel a 3 answer is, 1e ier, of these experiments season at Sturgeon Bay include a «qi your own.” 
‘ always measured in bushels pre-cooling plant to be installed ee 
er pet by the Door, County Fruit Grow- Fertilizers for Gardens 

. nave recently returned from ers Union at a cost of $40,000. Of the mineral fertilizers, so- 
nites where I noted the re- prom the News of Sturgeon Bay dium nitrate and potash are best. 

markable results they attai or . The various stock-yards : : 1 ve results they attain there \-¢ Jearn that: ‘I i sents = arts products, 

rom the application of potash in ae c : including pulverized sheep = ma- 
a ce Che new plant, 50 by 100 feet in mm ane sake acti seistiverc 

their citrus groves, for the pur- size, will bb instrumental in en- nure, are quick acting fertilizers 
onlenc’ : Size, WAL, BE IAS uvbele, kh that may either be mixed with the 

pose of hardening the fruit, there- larging the fresh fruit shipping soil when spading or plowing or by improving the keeping qual- radius of the Union by making  yceq later as a top dressing. 
ity, and for the prevention of ex- possible the cooling of the fruit to Mineral fertilizers must be ap- 

cessive “dronpine:.’® such a point that it will stand long ; : ean 
cessive “dropping.” I saw trees . a . : plied with great caution to grow- 

ih, ap shipments. The present market ing plants, as in slight excess ther 
with dropped oranges two deep radius of the Union is only 300 Hey kill the: slante outriohe (34 
under them covering the ground miles, while the new radius on ac- oy Piette eee 4 

. . . : ’ ° .. to 1% pounds of nitrate of soda 
with soft, worthless fruit and in count of the pre-cooling process yer square rod is enough. Of 
the next grove hardly a drop, the will be extended to 500 miles, ad hee inte 3 J a se pounds 

fruit on the trees being pl 1 meaching-as: far south as Texas yer square rod should be suffi- tl ees being plump and ang nearly to both the Atlantic ae a ‘ ‘ 

firm. The first grove had not and Pacific coasts. Fight or ten “S'C"™ . ae 
been fertilized with potash and rooms in the building designed to Phe mineral fertilizers are all 
the second had been. This effect handle ten to twenty carloads a ae, expensive and esidem a 

: a mart e cooled by air circu. adequate returns to the amateur 
of potash on citrus fruits is an day, will be cooled by air circu for: ne money invested in them.— 
sstablished fac lating from a cold air manufac- r noney investe . 

estabrshed: tack, . turing device to an extent that it Wisconsin Garden Book. 
In the older apple regions of will take about twelve hours to a 

Wisconsin, for a number of years expel all traces of orchard heat in Poison Cutworms 

the Wealthy apple has been drop- the fruits ane time of satin Cutworms cut off young plants 

ping badly, and it and the McIn- ey a Ee Se ee near the surface of the soil and 
; ‘ ruit will be trans ectly — @, . faoe fof or pla 

tosh Red especially have been jyto cars for shipment * eat the foliage of older plants, 
soft and d kee . , wate Cars Sip e . feeding at night and hiding on the 
Solt and «do; not Keep as Well ‘as Refrigerator car cooling is not ground during the day. A small 
they should, even in storage. It alone sufficient to take the or- number of plants may be pro- 
would seem to me that an appli- chard heat out of the fruit, it is tected by cutting the tops and! 

cation of potash might benefit our found by shipping experts. es bottoms out of tin cans and plac- 
3 : : »yre-cooling process must be used j; rer ants shine 

Wisconsin apples in respect to ! | a wees “| condi ing them over the plants, pushing 
. . . to put the fruit in such a condi- them well into the soil. Keeping 

preventing excessive dropping tion before being placed in cars down weeds and thorough culti- 

and towards improving their that it will retain its natural size. vating of the soil is also of value. 

keeping quality. color, and flavor for long periods Larger areas may be protected by ? 
I would suggest that the mem- of time. ; ; applying poison bran mash to the 

es say The pre-cooling method will so soil in the late afternoon or early bers of this society make a test : - : : 
. enlarge the market radius of the evening. Either broadcast the 

of potash this coming season, ap- Union this year that all of the sur-- material or place in little heaps 
plying it to a few trees in com- plus fruit not taken care of by the near the bases of the plants. Care : I I
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i ss eT 

. ° 
tH Now is the time to buy your 

Cet 

| 

| From 

SA , 

K. W. Jacobs Cooperage Co. 
Se ze : 
ae en Milwaukee 

H.W. JACOBS COOPERAGE CO. 
me AUN EE : 5 

36 Years of Service Quality Barrels 

should be taken to keep poultry plication, the spray should be re- have our planting “machine made” 
and livestock away from it. peated.—Wisconsin Garden Book. or will we adapt it to existing con- 

lo make up the porson bran SS ditions? You answer this one. 
mash mix 2 ounces Paris green Here Again We Have Warnock 

or white arsenic or 4 ounces of and His Tree Paint . 
ee with 3 Poans of The manufacturers of Warnoek’s Be Careful of Poisons 
yran. = Adc unces cheap : : sad arsenate, white arsenic 
syrup’ or molasses eS ot ‘ge oF tree paint have again been prose- Lead” arsenate, white arsenic, 
8) asses, 72 orange ‘lati and Paris green, recommended for 
lemon finely ground and a small uted for violation of the federal andl ee Laila ‘ong . f 5 Ty ix all insecticide and fungicide law. The garden use, are deadly poisons, 
quantity of water. Then mix a sectende and MUNgICIce Taw. and care should be taken to keep 
together, adding enough water to department of agriculture alleged them away from children and do- 
make a crumbly mash, One-half that the “paint” would not protect mestic animals. Bean plants 

paepson: lemon eee he trees against borers, San Jose scale, should not be sprayed after the 
1Sec iInsteac oO THit.— Isconsin . : — = re . ° v4 
Carden Book canker and blight, as claimed by the Pods have formed, nor tomatoes 

e ee 1 a . after the fruit is nearly full grown. 
| ee abel. The defendant entered a plea 5, : ee 2 

. . ' . Chere is no danger of poisoning 
Killed Only by Contact of guilty (*) and was fined. to the consumer from eating 

Plant lice are small, soft-bodied A resident of Fond du Lac com- sprayed cabbage because the cab- 
insects which may be found plains, through the local press, bage head grows from the inside 

massed together on the under that shade trees are being butch- a the ot inaes are femaved 
ides DAVES a r . yetore © cng. ne or leaves, 

sides of leaves and on tender ered by incompetent persons pos- PLOTS COOKINE aaa ne 
shoots. They injure the plants by; - W. however, may have enough poison 
sucking the juices and for this ing” as tree surgeons. € are on them to kill domestic animals. 
reason cannot be controlled with ¢Urious to know how many other —Wisconsin Garden Book. 

arsenate of lead. They may be Cities are suffering likewise. 
oa by applying some con- Shall == i: Se : sa 5 How to Water Plants. More 

act spray, such as strong soap Sha ve pli adside trees? a: . : 
(oreferahic fish oil cap) 5 the B "ai we plant Shall © aban people fail in watering than in any 

| ably Ns S0¢ Z y all means. Shall we plant — Se 
| tate of one-half pound to 4 gal- 4 sdsides oe avendes. ‘tle other way. Some choke the plants, 
lons of water; or 40 per cent nico- bE TOAdsies or avenues, © others drown them. Choking usual- 
tine sulfate (Black Leaf 40), 1 trees in rows forty or fifty feet ly comes from applying small 
teaspoon to 1 gallon of water with apart, or shall we vary the plant- amounts at rather frequent  inter- 

C C a 7 CACY ele ~ = aay . . the acon of an inch cube ft ing, occasional sketches of “ave-  yals. Not enough water is applied 
soap. le spray must actually 1 slawtews ‘ aus wees . ‘ . . Y nue” planting and in other places Oo mois f ‘3 
cover the insects and should be . t . oO Pale # de to aoIsten the bottom soil, and the 
forced well into curled leaves. If plant in groups of three to a dozen top is kept too wet, which encour- 

all are not killed by the first ap- trees? In other words, shall we ages disease.
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THE PLANTING AND CARE OF September first, before planting the which the plant grew, with the crown 
STRAWBERRIES corn, a green manure crop of thirty- level with the surface. Plants set too 

By O. A. D. Batpwin, in the American Six pounds of oats and twelve pounds deeply will be washed over with mud, 
Fruit Grower Magazine, Chicago. of hairy yetch per acre, to furnish and noes ee 8 ts ooo precio: 

umus an rogen, is recommended. en pla e 
Every year an increasing number of (Corn Se a oun feeder and will re- wet the roots in a pail of water just 

people are growing strawberries, both quce the green material to fine humus, _ before setting, unless the soil is full 
for commercial and home use pur- readily available as plant food. After of moisture. This will save the plants’ 
poses. With this increase in planting, cutting the corn, an application of sudden wilting and insure a good 
more interest and attention is being stable manure at the rate of eight to start. 
given to the best methods of planting ten tons per acre and plowed under In selecting varieties, pollen fer. 
and care of strawberries. in the spring will further increase the tilization, adaptability and season of 

Five of the most important factors humus supply to insure a mellow, ripening must be considered. Most 
in successful strawberry growing are: well-drained, well-aerated soil, and widely-grown varieties are staminate, 
Selection of general location and par- also supply more plant foods. Stable that is, they are capable of fertilizing 
ticular site, preparation of the soil, manure has proven to be the best all- their own flowers and need no other 
planting, care, cultivation and renewal round fertilizer for strawberry plants, variety set with them. Other vari- 
of the fruiting bed. furnishing both organic material and eties are pistillate, their flowers pro- 

The selection of location and site is a good supply of essential plant food ducing no pollen, and these sorts need 
of particular importance to the com- elements. a staminate variety set in every third 
mercial grower. It is to his advan- Following the potato crop, fall plow- or fourth row to produce good crops 
tage to locate in a small fruit section, ing is advisable, to allow the soil to of fruit. Nursery catalogues usually 
so that he can get the benefits of or- settle and give a firm bed for setting show whether a variety is staminate 

ganized. buying of Supplics and Selle the plants, at the same time killing or pistillate. 
ng of his crop. ore an 1s, he any insects wintering in the soil. In ‘wee Ke “IReT. SEASON 

will have the helpful stimulus of ihe spring disking a harrowing is og UES: FOR EIRGT: SEASON 
working with others engaged in the all the preparation the land will need. With good soil preparations and 
same business and having a mutual SERGE BEART WH GAAE proper setting, continuous and _ thor- 

interest. The particular site in this Piette tees oe ough cultivation and care must be 
fruit section should be selected with | We now come to the plants and ac- given during the first growing season 
regard to suitability of soil, distance [ual planting. Be sure that your to insure a good crop. The blossoms 
from shipping point, drainage and ex- plants are true to name, free from should be picked off during the early 
posure. A good, rich, medium sandy ‘isease and insects, thrifty, vigorous summer in order that all possible 
loam of moderate depth, underlaid and carefully packed. There are many vigor may go into the new roots and 
with a clay subsoil, makes the best ‘eliable nurserymen throughout the runners to grow a good fruiting row 
strawberry land for commercial pur- Country, who make it their business for future crops. 
poses. Such a soil will give good sur- [© put out good stock having these The field should be hoed as often as 
face drainage and still retain enough ualities. Instruct the nurserymen to jg necessary to keep the soil crust 
moisture to carry the plants through Ship so that the plants will arrive at broken and the weeds down. A little 
dry seasons. Exposure of the site is the time your ground is ready for earth thrown over the runners will aid 
not of great importance, although a Planting. If they come a day or two them in setting and give a better 
southern slope will make the ripening ¢@rly, unpack carefully, to keep vari- stand of plants. 
date six to eight days earlier. eties separate, open each bunch and Cultivation should be continuous 

THUCKSELENAEN DISTANCE spread the plants out in a shallow throughout the growing season and 
Wi trench, cover the roots with soil and early fall, keeping the soil finely 

ith the present wide use of trucks water them. The plants will keep in  proken u . ‘ 
A is a a : p to prevent loss of moisture 

the distance to shipping point or city this way without injury for four or and at the same time bring it up to 

iia ‘8 ROL fae Important: ‘ae for" ye nBye. cwereial plantings rows are the surface within: reach of the: plant 
The single most important factor in usually set three feet eight inches rot atin. Te disuse ee oet to ale 

successful strawberry production is apart, with the plants fourteen to turb the root growth. If the opera- 

the preparation of the soil. Straw- eighteen inches apart in the row and tion in each ee is. always in ike 
berry plants are intensive, rapid-grow- the new runners trained to a narrow, same direction, newly-set plants will 
ing plants. They are on the land only solid row—this requires about seven pot be torn u 
three or four years at the most, thus thousand plants to the acre. For home At the ae the fruitin 5. - a g season 
giving no time for building up the gardens the rows may be set closer to- comes the question of renewal of the 
soil or changing it to suit their needs  gether—two or three feet, with plants ped for the next season’s cro} ‘A 
after the field is planted, and making spaced as above. Garden plants are very successful practice is to. first 
it necessary to give careful attention also often trained to the hill system, mow, rake off anit, burn the old vines 
to soil preparation before setting. with plants set about twelve inches Following this, turn a shallow furrow 

Although it has been mentioned apart in the row and all runners cut away from each side Of the row: us 

that a rich, sandy loam is the best off so that the original plant forms  jng a small plow, leaving the row six 
commercial strawberry land, this does the entire hill. This system will pro- to eight ches wide Then go aver 

not mean that such a sou is necessary duce fewer berries of larger size. the row with a hoe cutting out plants | 

or ‘good production, ing Straw der: HOW TO SET PLANTS so that small blocks of the newer | 
ries Gan. be grown on a wider range A spade is a convenient tool for plants are left eight or ten inches ! 

of soils than any other fruit crops. making holes. Put it in the ground apart. ! 

SOIL CONDITIONS IMPORTANT six or eight inches and pull towards Finally, cultivate down the soil that 

The soil should be loose and open, you, remove the spade and you have’ has been turned into the middle of 

full of humus, rich in readily-avail- a “V-shaped opening. Place the plant the row, The mowing and burning will 

able nitrogen, and slightly acid. Where and close the hole with one foot, firm- destroy any leaf diseases and insects 

possible, it is an excellent practice to ing in well by stepping on both sides that may be in the leaves, and the op- 

grow a cultivated crop on the intended of the plant. erations will provide room and fresh 

strawberry field for two seasons prev- In setting be sure that the crown soil for the growth of new runners 

ious to planting—for example, corn is not covered, as to do so will kill necessary to give a good yield the 
followed by potatoes. the plant. Set at the same depth at following season. A light layer of
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stable manure put on after the ground man who attempts to grow fruit in 
“es 7 freezes, as a winter mulch, will great-  yorthern lowa, North and South 

Classified Advertisements ly benefit plant and fruit production. Dak Mi ta 1 -estern 

Our Market Place akota, Minnesota and westel 
it lo not want to rent a larg MISEASES: OR BESTS Wisconsin depends upon his ability you do not wa rent a larg- The strawber ; aa very 5 es 

gr space try a “stall” In’ our Market aa ae aw Derry plant pes ery ae to select suitable varieties and to so 
lace, for a month or a year. Rents se s diseases or insect pests, while . . an 
are. low. Write for terms. | grubs and cut worms are killed by handle them that they are given 

No display type, no illustrations. fall plowing previous to setting the favorable conditions under which 
Copy required five weeks in ad- mi : 2 ee, 

vance of date of issue. Address plants. Because of these pests it is to develop and to withstand the nat- 
WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE not advisable to piant on a newly- urally severe weather conditions of 

701 Gay Building Madison, Wis. ine sod, as such land often harbors that region. 

_ j The leat roller may be controlled by Turee Types or Injury 
~ Yr PE . 3 wo or three sprayings about one wee pe 

____ HARDY PERENNIALS —— apart with arsenic of lead, two pounds, ‘l here are three general types of 
FOR SALE:—Hardy Wisconsin of paste to fifty gallons of water, ap- injury encountered by the growers. 

grown perennial plants and straw- plied as early in the summer as the ()ne of the most common types is 
flowers in season. Grown by J. F. insects are noticed and before the that generally spoken ot as sun- 
Hauser, Superior View Farm, Bayfield, leaves are rolled. ld. Thi 2 broualit al t be the 
Wis. Send for list. Strawberry leaf spot is the only  SCaid. MS 1S brought about by th 

serious disease and may be controlled rapid changes of temperature occa- 
LANDSCAPE GARDENING by one or vo sprayings of bordeaux  sioned by severe freezing, followed 

Ss mixture. This spray should not be ap- ; 2 i sually 
Landscape Work Done. Plans drawn plied less than two weeks before pick- by i, eee analy on tis 

and blue prints made. New building ing, as it may injure the fruit. sout hwest side of the tree where the 

sites laid out; foundation plantings Leaf spot, when present, is usually full force of the afternoon sun 
of shrubbery and Evergreens; old home worse in midsummer, after the crop is raises the temperature of the dark- 
Se here ander miele tor gow We clibie dee tree a healthy crow. a colored. bark many degrees. The 
shrubbery, a erennials for . plants or he coming season. See, * of ee. . 

specialize in Evergreens for Lawn de-_ spraying at this time will check this second type of winter Any ULy 8 ofa 
coration and Farm Windbreaks. We injury. different character and results in the 
do work anywhere in the State. Lake The strawberry is a fruit that does actual killing back of the tips of the 
Rest Nursery, J. W. Boe pots Osh- fot peguite any more conan or par- branches and sometimes of the en- 
kosh, Wis., Fond du Lac oad. lcular care han any other to bring s+ 7 ; é a Lae 

Cit «sto its highest quality and value, ue Plate In fail ‘hh this is as 
NURSERY STOCK but with ordinary attention and care SOciated generally with late and suc- 

——___________________________ given no other fruit will respond more culent growth of terminals, which 
Mien Nee a pa readily or wal more surely. repay: the because of their immature condition 
Milwaukee, Sey rna- grower in both pleasure and profit. 9 Sic mental nursery stock. Ask for prices are unable to resist the extreme cold 
and illustrated catalog. and as a result the plants show much 

” , ” dead wood at the tips. Where the 
et “When we build, let us think variety is more tender or the condi- 

that we build forever. Let it | tions more severe, this injury may 
not be for present delight nor extend clear to the snow line or in 

THIS SPACE present use alone. Let it be such | extreme cases may kill the plant, 
work as our descendants will root and branch. Closely associated 

F O R S A L E thank us for, and let us think, with this type of injury is the com- 
as we lay stone on stone, that a mon crotch injury, sometimes 

a time is to come when those stones spoken of as “Crotch Canker.” 
will be held sacred because our Since the main crotches of the tree 
hands have touched them, and are among the last places of the 

Do You that men will say, as they look | plant to mature and_ thoroughly 
upon the labor and wrought sub- harden their tissue, they are natur- 

Want stance of them “See! This our ally tender to adverse winter condi- 

B Fathers did for us.” tions. 

to buy —Ruskin. TorpworkING THE WEALTHY 
or Even a variety as hardy as the 

Hardy Fruits Wealthy is frequently affected with 
Sell? Wo HL Anbe + in American crotch freezing, so much so that 

V.H. 4 Fruit Gre in America many growers are now topworking 
FOIL OTOWE? their Wealthy on such sturdy stock 

Fruit growing in the upper Mis- as Hibernal or Virginia Crab. The 
sissippi Valley has to deal with one third type of injury is that which 

COME TO THE basic and important problem, name- affects only the fruit buds. This is 
MARKET PLACE ly, that of hardiness to winter con- more commonly found on the plum 

ditions. Under ordinary circum- and cherry than it is on the apple. 
stances the success or failure of a (Continued on page 159)
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The Opgenorth Line VENTILATED LINE | 

Ventilated Folding Boxes | 
of Ventilated Boxes Made Up in Crates 

B B Ventilated Sid 1 Bottoms for G ventilate ides anc ottoms tor rOWw- 

erry Ox ers Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 
° Material | 

Material PLAIN LINE 
Improved Plain Folding Boxes 

1 Bs Plain Boxes Made Up in Crates Complete 
Plain Sides and Bottoms for Growers 
Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

. ~ . Material 

United F ruit Package Co. K. D. Crates Requiring One Nail to Complete 

SHAWANO, WIS. 
A Postal Card Will Bring Our Samples and Price to You | 

PATENTED AUO.13.1909 

The Hawks ke e) McKAY NURSERY 
Nursery ne? poe nas MADISON WISCONSIN 

Company B ——————— 
erry B oxes Nursery Stock of 

are ina ‘position to fur- Crates, Bushel Boxes Quality | 

nish high grade Nursery and Climax Baskets for Particular Buyers 
Stock of all kinds and As You Like Them Have all the standard varieties 

ays * fe * as well as the newer sorts. Can 
varieties suitable to Wis- pal, Mametvctire | he ward supply you with everything in 

consi a ther north wad veneer that give, sutiotae~ Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, ||| 
ern districts. terial in the K. D. in carload lots Vines and Ornamentals. 

our specialty. We constantly 

Will be glad to figure on se eee ie Sater Let us suggest what to plant 
A . strawberries or blueberries. No both in Orchard and in the dec- your wants either in orien too sina 1 in tan Taree for oration of your grounds. 

large or small quantities folding hoxes and crates in K. D. Prices and our new Catalog sent 
from Milwaukee, Promptness is promptly upon receipt of your 

ee ee ee list of wants. 
— A font Daley Sor gates Hoe Nurseries at 

Cumberland Fruit Package y 
Wauwatosa .. . Wis. cae Company Waterloo, Wis. 

Dept. ID, Cumberland, Wis. 

| “Ss WISCONSIN rT” EE IS SIN FIRS 
| 
| The Summer Meeting Affords an Opportunity
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— Hardy Fruits is . 

(Continued from page 157) Rosenfield’s Superb Peonies 

It sometimes happens that the en pene ene 
| : a . ~ Send for beautiful illustrated peony 
| One Dollar tire flower cluster within the bud nd booklet, Superb Peonien™ . 
| will be killed, while at other times Rosenfield Peony Gardens 

only individual flowers within the | 72nd and Bedford Ave. OMAHA, NEBRASKA 

|(1) Membership in The State Hor-|| cluster will succumb. The condi= | 4 
ticultural Society for one year.|} tions which bring this about are gen- MSCONSIN. N BRIE: 

| erally those which sometimes occur wise ON ee 
|) A copy ‘of the 1922 Annual Re during the winter when rapid Give fools their gold and knaves their 

port contining 28 papers: of changes of temperature occur in a | jl?%hinee buodies rive and fa; 
adapted to Wisconsin. brief time. It sometimes happens Who sows a field or trains « flower 

that the thermometer will rise or mimlants w treed more a tla. 

(3) A copy of the 1920 Annual Re- fall 40 or 50 degrees within a twelve | At it Twenty Years, Catalog for the 
| port to first comers, to others or twenty-four hour period. These Ui 5) iioY ae SONS: 

| the 1917 Report. quick changes frequently cause bud Union Grove, Win. 
killing, especially if they occur dur- 

|) A copy of The Garden a ing a pu o oe the wii ; 
59 pages; he best garden after the buds have become partial- 

| book for beginners ever writ-|| ly aroused from their period if dor- Kellogs s Nursery 
| . ago and ae indicating some de- Janesville ‘Wisconsin 
| velop . 5é> - 

(A copy of “Native Plants ot | eect with this bid Ieling 1 eee eS 
Wisconsin” by Wiliam Toole,|| foo ently erc me g Full line of standard varieties of 

| Sr. 5 papers; native clim- requently ercountered in the rasp- . 

bers, shrubs, trees, ferns, berry where the tissue at the base of Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peontes, 

| flowers, 54 pages. a bud that will develop into a lateral Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- 
| shoot is injured. When the cane is mental tees ae Bilger’ “tua ‘are 

(6) Wisconsin Horticulture, a|] sliced longitudinally at the bud a Tight, Don't pay two: ‘prices to 

monthly magazine one year. | characteristic browning will be traveling, salesmout Order direct 
found. If this is severe, it is fol- from a reliable nursery and save 

ae 1 One ee asoaat lowed by either a complete killing money’ 

check but Hot fostage stamps.” of the bud or else a weakened union 
: which will cause the lateral to break becomes dried out and the killing, 

Oe eee ae ete ee down after it has made a short which is largely a matter of drying 

sion fifty cents for each member growth, In the strawberry a, siml- of HISSUE,, 6 consequently more S€- 
secured. Remit to lar injury sometimes occurs in the vere. It is obvious that any method 

| | crown at the base of the flower clus- of cultivation which x seeeire 
. ter. the moisture content of the soil, par- 

|Frederic Cranefield, Secy. A most effective method of pre- ticularly in the drier portion of the 

| 701 Gay Building, Madison, Wis. | venting winter injury is in the selec- upper Mississippi Valley, will be 

| tion of hardy varieties, but even effective in lessening winter injury. 

— —'| these are sometimes injured under There are other methods which 

unfavorable cultural conditions. In- may be used to supplement the one 

Song Birds vs. Fruit Growing jury can sometimes be warded off just suggested. A common treat- 

a by the use of proper precautions. ment to prevent sunscald is to lean 

(Continued from page 147) It is much easier to prevent winter a board against the southwest side 

all else reasonable to the end that ro injury on heavy soils than on light of a tree to afford shade and pro- 
3 : sandy soils. This is particularly tection during the winter months. 

species of song bird becomes ex- true of the types of injury which Low heading of trees should also be 

tinct, but let us also be reasonable result in the killing of the plants or practiced to aid in the shading of 

in the matter. [Especially let us wood tissues. The reason for this the trunk, Some have reported sat- 
; is found in the fact that the sandy isfactory results following the 

look the truth squarely in the eye soils dry out much more completely whitewashing of the trunk and the 

when it comes to the argument and frequently enter the winter de- main limbs. This treatment is based 

5 x . ficient in moisture. Under these on the well-known fact that a white 
about birds protecting crops. Bird conditions the soil will freeze deeper surface will absorb less heat than a 

enthusiasts should be careful to and soil ssonperaciee wil ee wat = and consequently a white- 

mani fs ified a ..:. than they would under conditions washed tree trunk will not warm up 
avoid this subject, because there is where sufficient moisture is present. as much nor as quickly as will eae 

an awful kick in it. The result is that the entire plant not so treated.
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Have You Made Arrangements: To the Exhibitors at the State of exhibits given in past numbers of 

1. To attend the Beekeepers’ Con- Fair your bee journals. Try to vary 
ference and Dedication of the By A. CG. ALLEN your arrangement from what it has 
Miller Memorial Library, August Judge of Apiary Exhibits previously been without spoiling its 
13th to 18th, at Madison?  Pro- . . harmony and beauty. Bring the 
grams will be mailed about the ach year as 1 have gone over harmony of poetry into your ex- 
20th of July and if you do not the exhibits at our fair I have seen hibit, Make your decorations and 
get a copy, write this office. - where some, and perhaps all might arrargements in keeping with your 

2. For your Bee and Honey Ex- have improved on their exhibits, Jocation in the building, space you 
hibit at the State Fair, August thus making a better showing for have, light, ete. 

27th to September Ist? Tf not, themselves, a more pleasirg aspect Just a suggestion about decora- 
write Gus Dittmer, Augusta, Wis. to the village, and less work for tions. They are all right and we 

3. To send those old bee journals both the superintendent and judge. want them, but even that can be 
and hooks to the Miller Memorial It is with a desire to help those overdone: Ald Me decorations cali 

Library, Madison, \Visconsin. contemplating making an exhibit be given only ten points in scoring, 

T ORE __ this fall that T write these lines. no matter how many you have, you 
_ The secretary's office can still The beekeepers of Wisconsin are should aim to have then as effec- 
furnish letterheads, envelopes and 4 wide-awake lot, as is evidenced by tive as possible with a minimum of 

labels to members. Get your orders their commendable efforts and labor and devote the greater part of 
in early. heautiful displays of honey which your time and energy on the exhibit 

OO has made that department of our proper. Also do not let the decora- 
A. I. ROOT fair the leading one in the United tions hide the real goods. And 

Many of our readers who do not States and we must not only keep it \ould it not be well to have more 
take one of the bee journals will so, but make it much greater than of the honey bearing plarts in evi- ~ 

be sorry to learn that Mr. A. I. it now is. Nothing worthy of note dence? Boxes of moist earth or 
Root died at his home in Medina js accomplished without painstaking yases of water containing clover, 

on April 30. Mr. Root was Amer- effort, advance planning and sacri- goldenrod, hartsease plants and 
ica’s greatest pioneer in the develop- fice, and this is especially true of an eafy limbs from basswood, ete. 
ment of mechanical beekeeping de- exhibit worthy of space in our ‘These all can be kept fresh during 
vices. Being far-sighted and quick crowded building at the State Fair. the entire week and you can explain 

to accept and experiment with And, inasmuch as this is expected to to visitors that the honey is secured 
everything new that seemed to give — surpass any local or county fair, from such plarts. Views of promi- 
any chance of success, he has nothing but the very best, best qual- nent beekeepers, your own apiary 
brought to the beekeepers much of ity, best arrangement, proper quan- and home, manufacturing — plants, 
their equipment that is in use today. tity for your particular booth, bee hooks and journals. We hope 
A\ useful life is the greatest gift should be given consideration. Your also that you are securing the best 

one ‘may give to the world and Mr. exhibit speaks for what you your- labels obtainable, which do perhaps 
Root’s gift was immeasurable in its self are. as much as any other one thing to 

fullness: It seems to me that each ore par- show off your booth. 
“Preserving Time Soon Here” Belpattis shael feel mieasiite of / Stay Jour lie bowl: and. a = 

Beekeepers who have not had Ue pride im assisting in putting up comply in every respect with the 
their family try out the use of honey te largest apiarian exhibit in this rulirgs. Every year something has 
in place of sugar for preserving country and may I not say in the to be ruled out because some have 
iruits, should interest themselves in whole world ? not been careful enough in this mat- 

this now. IT want to impress upon each one ter, thus causing themselves labor 
Honey is used for the preserv- the importance of beginning early. and expense which brings them 

ing of fruit in the same quantity It is none too soon to start laying nothing. A judge always regrets 
as sugar. A most excellent jelly plans now. This month, before the having to rule anything out, but he, 
can be made by the use of honey busy season with the bees begins, too, must comply with the rules. 
and fruit juices. “while you have time to calmly plan Prize No. 5 calls for twelve sec- 
Learn from the spider and the hee out just how you want your exhibit tions of honey only. Bring only 
jwo styles, of business strategy: to look, you should not delay. If twelve. Some have brought twenty- 
Tt budiness comes; he Eata hia shane, you have never made an exhibit, or four in a twenty-four section case, 
Thee net bees. far better thrive. even if you have, you can get many — expecting the judge to sort out the 

* =-Jine Ussia (er THe BeEtd Bed. helpful suggestions from the views — best and decide from these. He has
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Wisconsin Beekeeping draw of it the more favors will be enthusiastic pair at work in_ their 
H ¥ WILSON, Baltor granted us in the future. Once yard. To those who exclaim, ‘May 

ore I ask you to begin now and _ their tribe increase!” I can say, “It 
Officera::of "The; Wisconsin State) Beskeepers keep your exhibit in mind all sum- has increased.” Their two oldest 

President................James Gwin, Gotham = mer and come and enjoy the fair. daughters take the place of Mr. 

Cee ee ee ee Portage, Wis. Moll when he is away at work at 
Secretary................+Malitta. D. Fischer ———————— his trade, as he is so much of the 

Annual Membership Fee, $1.00 : . tile. 
Remit to M. F. Fischer, Secy., Madison, Wis. Notes on Northern Wisconsin 
—_—= CG Ds Abas At Dancy, I stopped to see how 

no time for this, and please do not The writer spent three weeks in OUT friend Francisco was faring. 
bring any more twenty-four section the northern part of the state in- He took me to his outyard where 
cases. They are too wide to go on — vestigating two recent outbreaks of 80 colonies were packed in quad: 
our shelves without projecting in American foul brood. As near as MDPles packing cases with one of 
the way and if you cannot obtain we were able to discover in Bay- the new fangled ideas that has re- 
the proper size you can easily cut field county the disease is now elim. °¢Mly been talked of some, usually 
down the larger size to hold just inated from all but one apiary. As with a smile, Every one of these 
the proper number. Sand paper this is a good sized commercial W'ter cases have the opening: at 
your cases and do not allow a par- apiary the treatment was left in the the top of the hive, and Mr. Fran- 
ticle of propolis to remain on any hands of Inspector Louis J. Peter- CO 18 smiling, for the bees were 
sections. son. The entire out apiary is. to alive and in good condition invevery 

Extracted horney bottles with be shaken in clean hives on founda- hive but one. Chis one Was Some 
screw caps are better than those tion and immediately moved to a what weak, but will probably build 
with corks. new and_ safer location. Mp later. . 

Let all empty extracting combs be In Douglas county an area equal ae owner af this “yard ys he 

returned to the bees to be dried off ‘© @ township was thoroughly in- WI!" other a he oe _s “ike 
before bringing them to the fair, as spected and every one of the few the ot me aut ha oe oe ca ne wet combs daub the shelves and Temaining colonies of bees and the top entrance during the summer. 

hands and attract robber bees. hundreds of empty hives and combs He says the bees make the change 

Please fasten your entry tags and Y°T® destroyed. Invevery case this zat and ee HOLE ONY" ip ease Tas > Y 1ags a was done at the suggestion of the parent confusion. 
FEGIPES ‘OM to the plates of baking owner. Such whole-hearted coop- So 

with cords SO they may not get lost eration has seldom been equaled in ‘Th Are Men Like This” 
or misplaced while being judged. tne clean-up work in Wisconsin. ere Are Men Like [his 
‘This has sometimes happened, caus- An unusually Severe winter loss “One of our beekeepers recently 

ing confusion and loss of time, Was sustained in the north central took issue with us regarding our 
We believe fruit cakes should be part of the state. In several com- erdeavors to get our members to 

given a separate number from other — mercial apiaries it ran over 50 per pull together on cooperative better- 

loaf cakes. That we should have an cent. The cause seemed to be the ment. 

entry for Honey Candies and Win- combination of a poor crop. last This man goes about with a 
ter Packing Cases, also for Devices season with the unusual late date frown on his face and every new 
for Spring and Fall protection of — for taking bees out of the cellar. ideal is pooh-poohed and called a 

hives and we had hoped to make One of the best examples of good lot of bunk. He never forgets an- 

these additions to the premium list management overcoming these diffi- other’s little failings. 
for 1923, but the list went to press culties was found in the yard of Now, he doesn’t believe in co- 
before we knew it, so these will Mr. and Mrs. Claud Moll of Ash- operation. 
have to wait arother year, but it land. Of 64 colonies wintered in All right, old friend, if you don't 
will give you the more time to pre- quadruple packing cases out of think cooperation necessary just 
pare these things. If you have doors only one colony died and four watch and see what happens to a | 
never made an entry or exhibit at weak colonies were united with wagon if one wheel comes off. 
the State Fair, why not plan for it stronger ones. Don’t get the idea that this asso- 
this year. Do not fear that you will Of 35 wintered in Buckeye hives ciation is the steering gear of the 
not get a premium. With our al- in the cellar there were no losses. universe. Watch the bees and 
lowance of $1,500 you can hardly Yet the honey flow lasted only one you'll find that the one that gets ! 
fail of it, and this liberal sum should week in early June in their locality the honey doesn’t hang around the | 
encourage a large number to enter and the winter was no shorter there _ hive.” 

the contest and advertise your than elsewhere. But the reason for I hope we have none of these in 

horey. We should draw out every such “good luck” is easily under- Wisconsin—T eras Honey Pro- 
dollar of this money. The more we stood by anyone who has seen this ducer. .
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What He Thinks of Co-operation Along in the fall when my honey Do farmers try to undersell their 
Osseo, Wisconsin was about sold I mentioned the fact neighbors on eggs and butter? Why 
March 29, 1923. to Mr. A. Well, he wanted to know — should the farmer beekeeper try to 

; HF. Wils , , how it was accomplished. 1 told undersell his beekeeping neigh- 

Professor iy oF Wiseorieh him, and asked him if he would bors? Because he does not find a 
University o ISCONS IM. not fill my orders when my honey market outside of his locality. Does 

Dear Sir: was gone. Giving him the net not even try. In other words, un- 

Have just finished reading the  \holesale price, he was quite enthu- der-distribution is the cause of 
Beekeeper’s Supplement to Wiscon-— siastic and said he would. But, under selling in most cases. 

sin_ Horticulture. upon calling him on the phone to THE REMEDY 

. For quite a while have been want- fill an order for forty dozen jars of Win Tins Starr Soermina? 

ing to write to you regarding the honey, he refused. He wanted Ki . Wi oe nee 1 . { . f 

marketing question in a different more money. [ was giving him the inst, f Ver hor haere alee 
sense from my previous letters, but yet price that | myself was receiv- markets for her honey within easy 

the reading of the article on market- ing, just to get the orders filled. beat L Wi . 1 
se T GOERS aner. bv Z ae Second. isconsin produces as 
ing in the course of paper, by A. The price may seem low to some, ‘ah ia - mn he End. No 

2 9, ca 2 et q enark oe . good a oney as Cé , i. 5 
A. Brown, seemed to set a spark to ut when taking the price of adver- ae ‘ Heriline with cheap honey 

the notion and here we are. tising off, in the form of lower sell- re nea oP 
, : Someas, Pe warentan . Let that be a selling point. 

Why do so many write on the ing price and then receiving more aM 
: cores = a. Third. Ilow to appeal to the 

marketing question finding fault than the market, | thought the price : Bone 2 
3 ‘ a ; -— . people in the markets, that is, con- 

with the present system and mar- — good for the first year. oe . : 
keting in general when they can not ° tainer. My solution would be the 
ke e ge a ne 1 y we ; Mr. A. no doubt on thinking the glass jar. City people buy small 
or will not even oer a suggestion’ matter over thought I was making quantities. Why try to go against 
lhat is getting the problem no- . new | L wasn't. N wy? Pals F some easy money, wasn't. Not that tendency? ‘Taking for granted 
where. Why don’t some one get eeak Stine ar . . 

‘ : one cent. that the cities are the chief markets, 
out and do something instead of inary snail sales: small profit, in 

letting the other fellow do it? How I took the car and saw a few avere vat _ ele roe. an , 
soon do you think it will be done beemen who had honey and bought “Ee ga ~ ai Bik bottli 1 
that way? Why don’t someone or — the honey outright for less than Mr, ourth,, Establish a bottling ant 

? Bs . A. wold have received. Also, my packing plant in at least two of the 
a few, at least, offer some ideas on “4. would have received. /AtSO, My i e Cnume frail 

: ee lay ke the cf fw markets. Saves freight. Need be 
. how to accomplish greater distri- orders took the crop of two men . - 

aii 7 anv helpingea third small at first, but will need beekeep- 
bution of honey? It means hard and now fF am helping a third, net ort . otk fo Bick. he ‘reakers: before . ers in back of it to supply the honey 
wet O Duck ntl ing. Ale _ Mr. A. on hearing that IT was as needed. A real sales manager 
getting to smooth riding. — /Also, filling my orders as received and he jn charge of each. A packing plant 

poor’ pay. . still having honey grew uneasy, for will produce a more uniform grade 
Doubtless quite a few beekeepers he needed to change his honey into of honey than if packed by indi- 

have tried to put across a system money. He came to see me again vidual members. 
of marketing cooperatively but have and, wanted me to give him a chance Fifth. Sales. What is the most 
given up discouraged. Why? L again. He received no satisfaction. efficient method of calling the house- 
helieve because of the class of bee- We did not deserve any, for three \vife’s attention to something good 

men that cannot distinguish between reasons : Ist, he broke his word. to eat that is also a real food for 

the wholesale price and retail price, Who could depend on him? 2nd, her growing children and_ herself. 

und also because of the fact that for implied accusation of profitecr- | have in mind the city house samp- 
they think the man that wants to ing; 3rd, because there was lots of ler or grocery store demonstration 
push a new idea is going to make honey to be had besides his. booth where the ladies can have a 
saith than he, or a fortune out of Just before Christmas he started good taste. There are many ways 
a rene: That is human aie out to peddle. He sold from the to call attention to the above facts 

‘Ik east that is my experience. 10 ear to any one who would buy at once you are in the position to sup- 
Mustrate : . 85c per two quart glass mason jar, ply the goods. That is the main 

Our local association has been and quarts correspondingly low. point, to be able to supply the goods. 

talking cooperative marketing for Same to the stores, trading it out. Sixth. Honey in tin in’ large 

quite a while, but that is as far as ‘Taking cost of delivery, jars and quantities. Use every _ possible 
it went because we had not enough —Jabels into consideration, he was means of securing a large mailing 
honey to start a venture and be- selling for price he would have re- list of good prospects. Then work it. 

tuse we were too far from the ceived wholesale in large lots. That Last but not least, is a good, 

markets. However, I decided to put js the kind of men the cooperative strong corporation to be able to 

Honey in glass and see how the buy- — jovement has to deal with. Why carry on over the lean months and 
ing public like it. This on my own. the price cutting? to store the honey from abnormal
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yields until it is needed, and still do not buy as readily on the other have only a small amourt of honey 
give the beekeeper some money for — side of the river. to market each year to buy labels 
the honey until it is sold. Then he Respectfully, for their packages and therefore the 
can get the remainder. (Signed) Henry A. Schaefer, rubber stamp system will have to be 

The above is my idea of a good President Trempealeau County Bee- continued. It is hoped, though, that 
embryo marketing plan for the bee- keepers’ Association. the number of those turning from 
keepers of the state. ‘There are a the use of the rubber stamp to the 
many details, needless to say, that Standardizing Honey Labels and use of labels will increase in the fu- 
will require working out. The main Packages ture as rapidly as it has the past 
idea, though, is to have all the honey B. B. JONES two seasons. 
in the state under the control of the In Charge Standardization and  Inspee- With the more widespread use of 
one or more marketing organiza- tion, Wisconsin Department of Markets. labels, however, a new problem has 

lions. That great progress has been been brought before those who have 
Mr. Brown refers to the Califor- made in the marketing of honey in to enforce the grading and marking 

nia Raisin Growers and like organ- the state during the last three years regulatiors. I refer to the numer- 
izations there, while a little further is, I believe, the general concensus ous types, colors, sizes and shapes 

back he speaks of Mr. Ford and of opinion among the progressive of labels that are now being used 
Mr. Rockefeller. There is abso- beekeepers. Much of this general In the bulletin issued by the De- 
lutely no connection or comparison, improvement can properly be attrib- partment on September 11th of this 
Mr. Ford and Mr. Rockefeller have used to the work on honey grading — year there were outlined certain re- 
their own marketing systems, as is done by the Department of Mar- quirements for the printing on la- 
said, but the California producers kets after it has been requested by — bels giving the information required 
have not. All they did out in Cai- th’s association to establish stand-by the standards for comb and ex- 
fornia was to get together and adopt ard grades for the product. This tracted honey. In some cases these 
a brand and trade-mark, together general improvement, however, has requirements have not been prop- 
with a package, when needed, put not brought us to perfection, for crly followed, but in most cases the 
all their products behind those there is much yet to be dore along regulations have been complied 
brands and trade-marks, and then the line of marketing honey. I shall with. The Department asked that 
advertised those products. Did they discuss two ways in which there is beekeepers send in sample copies of 
overturn the regular trade channels room for a decided improvement, labels they were about to secure in 
whereby they received great distri- these two relating to the labeling of | order to have them checked over to 
bution? They did not. They ask packages and the standardizing of see whether or not they complied 
higher prices and inform the grocer the packages that are now used in’ with the regulations. When the 
that amount of money invested in marketing honey. many various types of labels came 
one box of oranges if sold at ten When the Department of Mar- to the attention of those carrying on 
per cent profit, one box a week, the — kets first started the enforcement of the work it was at once apparent 
grocers’ profit will be in one year— its honey grading regulations the — that sooner or later it would be nec- 
figure it out! That is what they jatter of labeling was not given essary to recommend and _ possibly 
advertise to the storekcepers, smail very great consideration, as it adopt some type of a standard label 
profits with large turnovers. Why seemed that it was not the general to be used by the beekeepers of the 
not the same with honey? [T mei practice amongst beekeepers to label — state. . 
in the city markets, their honey. The regulations pro- The adoption of a standard label 

| forgot to mention above for vided that rubber stamps furnished — will not be advocated by the Depart- 
the marketing plan, that a trade- hy the Department should be used = ment at this time, as it intends to 
mark or brand must be adopted in markirg packages, which practice study the matter more thoroughly 
and that mark or brand advertised; the beekeepers generally followed. before issuing recommendations. 
it must mean to the purchaser that During the past year, however, it The Departmert is watching with 
all honey under that mark or brand has been noticed that there is a de- great interest the proposal of your 
is the best that Wisconsin has and sire on the part of a great many association for the adoption of a 
consequently the honey to buy. beekeepers, especially the larger and — standard label to be used by mem- 

Caution: I find that Minnesota more progressive ones, to use labels bers of the state association in mar- 
consumers do not respond to Wis- in the place of the rubber stamps. keting their honey and believes that 
consin Honey No. 1 as printed on This practice is heartily approved, such action is a step in the right di- 
the labels, as do the Wisconsin as there is no doubt but that labe!- rection. It is sufficient to say at this 

people. Interstate trade will re- ing honey packages is much to he time that more attention from now 
quire some other distinction, if any preferred to stamping them with a on will have to be given to labeling 
amount of honey is to be sold. It rubber stamp. Of course, it will and that beekeepers and others 
must be to state pride that they not pay the small beekeepers who using labels in marketing — their
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honey should take extreme care to the passage of the Vestal package honey and will be better served if 
see that their labels meet all regula- act, which has already passed the he can be assured that he can always 

tions. It is recommended that in lower house in Congress, and is now get honey in certain standardized 
case any beekeeper or dealer is not in the Senate Committee on Manu- packages. 

quite sure about his label he should factures. Many of the various con- The university has collected 
submit a sample copy to the De-  tairers were about the same size specimens of the various kinds of 
partment for their suggestions. and the average person by looking containers now on the market which 

The more important question that at them could not tell the difference are shown in this picture. How 
I] want to discuss is that of the ap- between them, yet by actual meas- fiaeh better it would be if a few 
parent need for the standardization urement it was found that these con- standard packages were adopted and 
of packages in which honey, espe- tainers varied as much as two iy. rest eliminated. The beekeeper 
cially extracted honey, is now being quarts in capacity. The buyer was would ise sreatly berefited, the 
marketed. No consideration will be deceived and received less than he dealer would be helped in carrying 
given at this time to a standard actually thought he bought. on his business and the consumer 
comb honey package, but the De- This can easily be the case in |, whom the beekeeper and dealer 
partment feels that there is need for honey, for with numerous different), 54, depend, would he protected. 
the standardization of extracted kinds and shapes of containers, Va- “yp ye interests of all three classes are 
honey containers. What are the rea- rying from three ounces to sixty attested ly seaidaedization and any- 
sons for standardized containers? is pounds in capacity, the consumer iS thing that will work to the benefit 
the question which is often brought often misled. It is possible to pick of a e will work to the benefit of 
up. This can be answered by stat- out from fifty to seventy-five differ- y), Standardization of packages 
ing that they eliminate fraud and ert kinds and sizes of honey con- {,, marketing must come, just as 
deception and reduce marketing tainers now on the market. How iy, standardization ‘of packages for 
costs. These are the two main rea- much better it would be for the bee- irate aad vegetables % about to be 
sons which the federal government keeper, the dealer and the consumer accomplished. The “question before 
recognizes in its work of standard- if these were standardized and only Fe HEbERSLOE Tiiscassociation: and 
izing containers for fruits and vege- five to ten containers used. This the beekeepers of the state is 
tables. The standardization bere- can be done by the Department whether or not this progressive step 
fits will be felt by producer, dealer establishing certain packages as the is to be taken tiow or “whether ‘the 
and the consumer and because of — stardard packages for the state and lgiey marketing industry of the 
this the interests of each should be requiring that no packages other state will ba held back by the con- 
equally considered in deciding the than those promulgated in the stand- |; uing of the present practice of 

question. . ards can be used. marketing honey in fifty or seventy- 
In past years fraud and deception If standard packages are used jy, different kinds, types and sizes 

have been freely practiced in the marketing costs will be reduced. At Of containers, Asdiscussion on this 
marketing of products that are sold — present package manufacturers are question by those present is re- 
in containers. The consumer is required to make and carry large quested by the Department, as this 
usually the one who suffers from stocks of many different kinds of will constitute one of the public 
this deception, and the interests of — packages and contairers. Some of hearirgs which are to be held in va- 
consumers demand the careful at- these are widely used, while others ious parts ofthe state to determine 
tention of the beekeepers. ‘The need are used only occasionally, and the nether or not the Department shall 

| for package standardization is illus- cost of carrying the less widely used adopt certain standard containers to 
Jivted in the work the federal gov- packages must be carried by the 6 used in’ marketing extracted 

Gemment is doing in its package packages which are widely used. honey.—This paper given at state 
QYserdardization project. Their in- Thus by eliminating many useless convention. ° 
vestigations have clearly shown that packages the package manufacturer a 
there are altogether too many types, and dealer is able to reduce costs. : 
sizes and kinds of containers used Your state association can supply The American Honey Producers’ 
in marketing products Consumers you with packages at a lower cost if League 

fare deceived by the large number of — they standardize on three or four S. B. Fracker, Secrerary. 
packages used which hold different contairers, for if they are forced to (This paper given at State Convention.) 
amounts, Take, for example, the furnish a large number of various . : 

hampers which are used in market- types of containers it will mean A letter received from a western 
ing fruits and vegetables. The gov- added expense which must be borne — state a few days ago, speaking of 
er'ment has collected samples of by the purchasers of the standard the American Honey Producers 
seventy-five different kinds and packages. If costs are reduced all League, said, “I believe there should 
sizes of hampers, which they pro- along the line the consumer will be he more: definite information sent 
pose to reduce in number to five by in a position to purchase more out to us so that we may know more
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about our relations with the League — vertising fund, secured largely from confined largely to certain specific 
as members. Professor Wilson dealers in honey and bee supplies. lines to which a national federation 
wrote and asked me to write an ar- This rapid development was ap- is especially adapted. According to 
ticle stating what the American parently somewhat too fast, for its founders, the purpose of the 

Honey Producers’ League had done. some of the affiliated organizations League is “to foster and promote 
If he will write the article and have been unable to continue mem- better methods and systems of mar- 
swear to it before a notary, | will bership on account of the high cost. keting; broader education in apicul- 
sign it.” Certain adjustments are being made tural and research along the lines of 

One of the biggest difficulties this year which it is hoped will re- interest to beekeepers ; to provide 
. Be ccscan duce the former difficulties and put legal aid to beekeepers and affiliated 
eee by ps new ieee of ite the League on a permanent founda- organizations; and to assist in. the 
eaguc, who were only ¢ ected @ tion rather than one which depends passage of reasonable and proper 

few months ago, has been the fact on the temporary enthusiasm of a legislation; to assist in the stand- 

that ‘the: members. of ‘this national “boom.” , ardization of bee equipment, con- 
organization knew very little about ly organization the League dif-  tainers and grading of honey; and 
what was being done. A recent furs from former national associa- to provide boards and committees of 
marager of a well-known advertis- tions in being built up exclusively of arbitration to settle or decide dis- 
ms exchange in the United States ther societies and having no indi- putes involving affiliated organiza- 
said, “The ‘beekeepers are $0 busy vidual membership of its own, A tions and members or subscribers.” 
talking to en a - hes Bern: source of extensive correspondence As shown by its work up to the 
Meaning ee a wes fie aincisel from the secretary’s office this fall present the primary value of the 
reason for the continued swealciess has consisted of explaining to bee- League has come from its work in 

ms ae ae “keepers in) Pennsylvania, Florida, increasing the demand for and sale 
of oe nets ; hi Amer Georgia, Missouri, West Virginia, of honey, the arbitration of business 

perhaps eore 06 Ue aaye tte i California and other states the ne- disputes and influence on legislation 
‘me and has talked to the public CCS!Y of their joining affiliated or- Last fall the League expended 

oudindvaly, vieglecting is menibers ganizations before they could  be- over five thousand dollars in adver- 
to such an extent that by last sum. °Me members of the League, ex-  tising, most of that being used for 
‘ier support had alniost disap- cept at the commercial rate of $10 space in the Good Housekeeping 

vared per year. It is believed that the ex- Magazine.” As a result of the di- 
peared: perience of the National Beekeepers rect requests which came from read- 

This was in no way due to failure Association, with a rapidly chang- ers of the magazine who read the 
on the part of the League to make ing membership, shows that the advertisement over eighteen thou- 
progress along the lines for which United States is too large a tract of sand copies of honey recipe book- 
it was established. In fact, as I country to make practicable an or- lets were mailed out to individual 
have gone over the accomplish- ganization of individual beekeepers, consumers, mostly in the United 
ments of the League since its estab- scattered from the Atlantic to the States, but some of them in other 
lishment [have been surprised at Pacific, countries. Requests came in from 
the amount which has been done in There are now seventeen organi- practically every country in the 
such a short time. On January 6, zations affiliated with the League world, including all those of Eu- 
1920, a little group of twenty-four and the monthly mailing list of the rope, several in Africa and Asia, as 

met at Kansas City, adopted a con- League bulletin includes about well as South America, Australia 
stitution and agreed to try to make eighteen hundred names. It is, in and the Hawaiian Islands. Several 
the new organization one of na- truth, a national organization, for it thousand additional booklets have 
tional importance. The executive is represented on the Pacific Coast been sold to beekeepers for distribu- 
committee elected at that time met — by state associations of Oregon and — tion in their own localities, some of 

again in December, but the first Washington, in the Rocky Moun- which have had printed on them the 

gereral meeting of the organization tains by Montana and Colorado, in name of the beekeeper distributing 

was not held until less than two the Mississippi Valley by nearly all the booklet, others bearing — the 
years ago on February 15, 1921, at the strorg state beekeepers’ associa- name of the League. 
Indianapolis. During 1921 the tions and in the east by the Empire Another very important work for 

League developed from a little State Beekeepers Federation, Incor- which the League is alone responsi- 

group of twenty-four to an organi- porated, which is a group of the va- ble was its influence with Congress 
zation of almost 2,500 members. rious local beekeepers’ associations which resulted in the increase in the 

During that year it handled over of the state of New York. The ob- tariff on honey from less than one 
eight thousand dollars in cash, about jects of the League, as stated in the cent a pound to three cents a pound. 
half of that being in the general constitution, are remarkably inclu- As the beekeepers of the West In- 
fund and the remainder in an ad-_ sive, but the work itself has been dies can afford to ship honey to the
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United States when they receive tutionality of ordinances of this type The individual beekeeper, then, 

only two cents a pound at the point that the study has been abandored. can see the results of his $1 invest- 

of shipment, this increase in_ the State organizations in previous ment in five or six important par- 

tariff is just large enough to divert years have held conventions at such — ticulars. 

practically all of the dark honey of irregular times that it was almost Ist—The free subscription to the 

the West Indies to Europe, mak- impossible for prominent members ai es ree Palle: ton £0; toe 

ing a place for the American prod- of the trade and of the United monthly League bulletin, 

uct with our own manufacturers. States Department of Agriculture to 2nd—The right to use warning 

When we realize how small an attend more than a few of them. In posters offering a reward for the 

amount has to be imported at a low Wiscorsin we have been been par- arrest of people molesting the 

price to result in displacing the mar- ticularly fortunate in’ hearing a apiary. 

ket in this country we realize what large number of prominent bee- a . 

an important factor this may be in keepers during the past ten years. 3rd—The opportunity to buy 

the future honey market. Many other states were in a less honey recipe booklets from the 

One of the least advertised ac- fortunate position, however, and League at a discount. 

tivities of the secretary’s office has due to repeated conflicts and the ne- 4th—In the future, as soon as the 

been that of arbitrating possible dis-  cessity for long trips to address one joney label is fixed, as it probably 

putes. The nature of this work is meeting it had been impossible for wil) be at the St. Louis meeting of 

such that it has not been proper to speakers to attend. Under the pres- the League, the members will have 

publish the details. One hundred ent arrangement the schedule com- ine vieht to use this label and wil! 

and fifty cases were submitted to mittee of the League is securing the also lave the right to use honey ad- 

the secretary last year in which the cooperation of more and more state vertisements. prepared by advertis- 

buyer and seller of bee supplies or and district associations, so that the ing experts, the beekeeper placing 

bee products were unable to agree beekeepers of the United States are (hese advertisements in his local pa- 

on the price to be paid or the time getting in touch with the leaders of per in connection with his own 

it was to be paid, or adjustmerts thought and action in honey pro-  jame 

for loss in transit, and similar mat- duction to a greater extent than , 

ters. Practically all of these have they have ever done before. We may therefore summarize the 

resulted satisfactorily to both parties One of the troubles which bee- work of the organization as follows: 

and an immense amount of time, keepers in all parts of the United [t has distributed about twenty 

énergy and disagreeable and expen- States have in common is that of — thousand horey recipe booklets in 

sive litigation has been saved. A depredations and molestation of out- various parts of the United States, 

case in which the League is assisting yards while the owner is along dis- has advertised honey in national 

state officers in makirg an adjust- tance away. Sometimes ertire colo- publications, has assisted state or- 

ment at the present time consists of nies of bees are stolen, but more — ganizations in arranging their sched- 

that of a beekeeper who made a often the supers of honey are re- ule so that speakers of national 

shipment of $430 worth of honey to moved after the honey flow is over. prominence could visit them in ro- 

another state and then received a It has been difficult to put a stop to tation, has been responsible for an 

check in payment which was_ re- this, but the League is distributing increase in the tariff on honey from 

turned marked “no funds.” In warning posters at twenty-five cents Jess than one cent a pound to more 

spite of the fact that the victim in apiece which are being placed in than three cents, has arbitrated over 

this case seems to have been dealing apiaries in many parts of the cour- ore hundred and fifty business dis- 

with a man who has been responsi- try. The funds being accumulated — putes, has been instrumental in pre- 

ble for serious losses to others in in this way are being laid up to pro- venting the enactment of objection- 

former years, arrangements have vide a reward for the arrest and able ordinances in half a dozen 

been completed whereby the bee- conviction of the people who molest cities and is now distributing warn- 

keeper will secure payment in full. bee yards. ing posters to assist beekeepers in 

A\s cities become more congested The most recent undertaking of preventing losses from theft, is co- 

there are increasing numbers of the League is the publication of the operating with the federal depart- 

people who object to the idea of monthly bulletin, in which the ac- ment of agriculture in fixing stand- 

bees within the city limits. Half a tivities of the orgarization are ex- ards and grades for honey, is keep- 

dozen places of considerable size plained to the individual members jing the beekeepers in touch with 

have had ordirances prohibiting throughout the United States. This each other and with national apicul- 

keeping of bees in town within the — is mailed without charge to all sup- tural interests through the publica- 

last two years. The legislative com- porters of the Leagte, whether they tion of a monthly bulletin and is or- 

mittee has in every case, we believe are patrons giving $100 a year and ganizing a new advertising campaign 

Without exception, presented such more or individual members of af- which is to be placed on a perma- 

strong evidence against the consti-  filiated organizations at the $1 rate. nent basis.
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The Nutritive Value of Honey food value—honey is very desirable tested recipe using honey. If sev. 
and Its Value as a Food because of its flavor. eral producers cooperated the cost 

Miss ApELE Koc For honey to compete with sugar of this would not be prohibitive and 
Extension Specialist in Home Economies, @8 a source of energy it would have — should produce increased honey con- 

M. A. C., East Lansing, Michigan to sell at 6 cents a pourd when — sumption. 
Honey is a sirup with a distinc.  SY8@r is selling at 7 cents. : Several recipes are given here: 

tive flavor ard aroma made up of In American homes honey is Honey axp Nut Bran Murrtys 
four parts sugar to one part water. largely used as a spread for bread 14 cup honey. 
There are several kinds of sugar and ounce for ounce equals jam in 1 cup flour. 
present in honey—cane sugar, grape the number oO slices it will spread. Y-Y% teaspoon soda (level). 
sugar and fruit sugar. Vhe U.S. Department of Agri- Y teaspoon salt. 

There are present in honey mag-  Ctlture has found that honey sub- 2 cups bran. 
nesia, lime, phosphoric acid, and stituted for about half the sugar 1 tablespoon melted butter. 
iron. Since in making up a day's used to prepare the sirups for soft 1% cups milk. 
merus the lime and iron content (rinks, such as root beer and fruit M4 cup finely chopped English 
may be difficult. to maintain, the (irks, very much improves the \ainuts. . : 
presence of these two mineral con- quality of the drinks without very Sift together the flour, soda, and 
stituents is worthy of notice. much Increasing the cost. . salt, and mix them with the bran. 

Since the principal ingredient of lo increase honey consumption Add the other ingredients and bake 
honey is sugar, it is obvious that it the producers should push its use in foy 25 or 30 minutes in a hot oven 

should be classed with the fuel cookery—for the sweetening as well jy gem tins. This will make about 
foods which supply the body with as the flavoring of muffins, cookies, 16 Jarge muffins. 
the energy it needs for the various ¢akes and candies. Foreigners use ‘ Soren Honey Care 

tasks it performs rather than those honey in this way much more gen- ws I a 
whose function is to build and re- erally than Americans do. we SUP. punters 
pair the body—that is, the “tissue When used in cookery, it should 1 cup honey. 
formers,” as they are sometimes be borne in mind that honey is | egg. : 
called. In placing it in the day's slightly acid and therefore may be i cup Sour a 2] 
meals it should be used as a sugar. used as a substitute for molasses. yen soda (evel): 

Because the chemical change ef- It can be used in the place of mo- ts teaspoon i aleoaliaial 
fected by the bee in the sugars of — lasses in all forms of breads, muf- 72 teaspoon ginger. 
the nectar is the same as that ef- fins, and cakes, and makes a more # cups flour. . 

fected by digestive ferments, and delicately flavored product. It con- bs Ay aes a hotiey i, 
the principal sugars may therefore tains less acid than molasses, how- ae eal ace ‘ie cee well beaten, t Ww " 

be considered to have undergone the ever, and care should be taken to ee ho mills and the flour sifte 
first step in digestion, honey is often use less. Repeated experiments With the soda and spices. Bake in 
said to contain predigested sugar. show that the allowance of soda to Hilon pan. ‘ s 

It should prove valuable for chil- a cupful of honey ranges between . Tuch more detailed material on 

dren who experience difficulty with one-fourth and ore-half of a level the uses of honey pray: be found in 
cane sugar which causes acid fer- teaspoonful. 1 mers Bulletin 653, | Honey ard 
mentation in the stomach. Iloney is especially useful in ts Uses in the Home, from which 

Honey is said to have a mildly recipes without butter. A cake con- bulletin most of this paper was 
laxative effect. LL. Luttinger re- taining butter will remain fresh taken. é 
ports that honey contains all three tasting as long as the butter stays (This paper wes received through 
vitamires, which means the growth — fresh, but a honey cake made with- the courtesy of Russell H. Kelty, 
producing vitamin, the antinuritic out butter will keep fresh for Secretary of the Michigan Beekeep- 
and the antiscorbutic, and that he months and even improve in flavor. ©" Association.) 
substituted honey for orange juice In considering the uses of honey ee 
and cod liver oil in the feeding of in cookery it is well to remember Members of the Association will 
babies. He found that it did have that it owes its flavor to bodies be interested in knowing that the 

» laxative effect. This information which are very volatile and for this Wisconsin Section of the American 

is of value to mothers, since in reason should not be heated unnec- Honey Producers’ League now has 
many Michigan homes honey is essarily hot or unnecessarily long. 114 paid-up members for 1923.° The 
much more easily obtained than The writer has wondered whether dues to this section are $1 for mem- 
either orange juice or cod liver oil. honey producers might follow the bers of the State Association. Anv 

The presence of all three vita- plan of the citrus fruit producers member desiring to become affiliated 
mins makes honey a more valuable and on every package of honey mar- with this organization, may send $1 
sugar than cane sugar. Besides the keted put a label contairing a good to the secretary. .
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A Visit to the Bulb District of where I was met by Mr. Warnaar, stand our climate more than a few 

Holland a large wholesale grower, who took years. But as they are not expen- 
By Joun C. WIsTER ‘ cssyaitice Tae 1 i i ; i 4 

(Courtesy Farm and Garden) me to his nurseries in Sassenheim. sive as daffodils go, they are well 

(An excerpt from Mr, Wister’s ad. °SPout one hundred fifty acres are worth trying. Of the many varie- 

dress on “European Gardens,” given under cultivation mostly in tulips — ties T liked Laurens Koster and Ad- 

Noiterat heen eed Goeate vamens and daffodils and these were very miration the best. 

tion.—Editor.) brilliant in color when I was there. Tulip varieties are even more 
Last May, on the seventeenth, | Of the early tulips, Luminosa was numerous and more confusing. [ 

reached Holland. This would be Still bright, and made a most bril- recognized a number of old friends 

too late in most seasons to see many liant showing. Of the daffodils the like Clara Butt, Farncombe, Sand- 
flowers, but I was in time to catch largest quantities were of Poeticus. ers, Rev. Ewbank, Bronze Queen, 
the last of the hyacinths and the lields of these ten acres in extent Inglescombe Yellow, and La Tulipe 
last of the early tulips, the last of | Were often to be seen. Among the Noire, of course, but there were 
the daffodils and the beginning of Newer varieties of Poeticus T was endless new sorts which I could 

the late tulips, so that by lucky particularly taken with Horace and neither spell, pronounce or remem- 
circumstances I saw as much in a Glory of Lisse. Of the yellow ber. Some deep bronze purple va- 
week as could be seen in ordinary trumphet varieties the finest were rieties that attracted me were Ab- 
seasons in three weeks. "King Alfred, Olympia and Van del-Kadir, Don Pedro, Louis XIV, 

The bulb district lies within five Waverens Giant, which are still con- Turenne, Velvet King, Faust, Zulu 

or ten miles of the North Sea and sidered novelties in America, but and Twilight. I looked especially 
stretches for a distance of about which in Holland were being grown for shades of lavender mauve that 

twenty-five miles along the railroad — by the acre. But with so many of would combine well with lilacs. 
line between The Hague and Am- the new, some of the old varieties and four of these are Erguste, 
sterdam, the center being some- like Emperor are still among the Euterpe, Herzogin von Hohenberg 

where between Haarlem and Hille- — best. and Oliphant. A few others as yet 
gom. This entire district is arti- There were many bicolor trump- but little known varieties are | 

ficial. The country was formerly ets, but I liked) Spring Glory Bacchus, Chester J. Hunt, James 

composed of coastal sand dunes the best. Mr. Warnaar then pro- Watt, Meyerbeer, St. James, Jubi- 

which the Dutch have been dig- ceeded to show me the beautiful lee, King George V and Princess 

ging away for 300 years. The white variety, Mrs. E. H. Krelage, Mary. After looking at these varie- 

whole country has been lowered which it is believed is going to be ties I found myself in the frame of 

until the proper moisture level the most important of all white mind that could understand and 

has been reached for bulb grow- trumpet Narcissus, and Imperator, sympathize with the tulip mania that 

ing. As far as one can see, within a variety which is not yet on the swept over Holland in 1634, from 

every direction from the railroad market and which is still worth more which people like Ponzi must have 

train, these bulb fields stretched than one hundred dollars a buib. received their inspiration for high 

out and the flatness is broken only Of the Medium Crowned, or In- _ finance. 
by an occasional village with its comparabilis varieties, of which I was greatly impressed with the 

trees, or by isolated bulb storage Gloria Mundi and Sir Watkin are care the Holland people take to 
buildings of red brick, or a farm well-known types, I was much im- keep out disease, and from what | 

building or straw shack. The fields pressed with Bernardino, Great saw I would feel much more secure 

are all from five to twenty acres in \Warley, Homespun and Lady Mar- with Dutch grown bulbs than with 

extent, and are surrounded by  garet Boscawen. Among the Leedsi American grown bulbs, for I do 

small canals and often divided by varieties, novelties to me, were not know where in this country we 

beech hedges which are trimmed to White Lady, Queen of the North, can get skilled laborers who would 

a height of about six feet. The Sirdar and Lord Kitchener. The go over the fields are carefully as 

brilliance of the colors in these enor-  Poetaz section is not as weil known is the custom in Holland. Every 

mous masses of flowers is inde- in America as the others I have field is inspected every day. Two 

scribable. mentioned, and there seems some men walk together, one of them car- | 

I went first of all to Leyden doubt as to their ability to with- rying an umbrella to shade the
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ground so that the sunlight and I have ever seen. These frames a sight to make any American feel 

shade do not confuse the eye and can be placed vertically or horizon- unhappy: large canal boats full of 

the slightest discolored foliage is tally according to the amount of Rhododendrons were being un- 

removed at once. If the whole protection desired. Among the tu- loaded on the streets and sold to 

plant seems affected it is taken up lips which particularly interested passers-by, the peatty soil hanging 

bodily by a special tool which lifts me were a new race which look like to their roots just as if they had 
the soil out with it. I have never Darwin tulips. Ifere they were in been in pots. Cut flowers in Am- 

seen anywhere such spotless look- full bloom when the late varieties —sterdam, as in every part of Hol- 

ing fields and, for that matter, such with them had not opened, and for land, were wonderfully fine. I 
spotless looking towns as those in this reason they should become com- have never seen equaled anywhere 
every part of Holland. mercially important. Mr. Krelage the cut sprays of lilacs in the win- 

From Sassenheim I went to Hille- was kind enough to invite me to dows, and there were also many 
gom to the great farms of the Van his house to supper to show me fine roses, lilies and, of course, 

Waveren Company, which are prob- his wonderful horticultural library, plenty of tulips. 

ably the largest in Holland. ‘This | which is one of the best in Europe. To go to the great nursery center 

firm is celebrating its one hundredth In the town of Haarlem also is of Boskoop it is necessary to go 

anniversary this year and is very the famous firm of Van Tubergen. hack to Rotterdam, then to Gouda 

proud of it. I was taken to one Their garden which is called Zwan- by train, and from there an hour or 

of the outlying districts to see the enburg, is not more than two or so by canal boat along the most 

work of cutting down sand dunes — three acres in extent, and is for the heautiful canal. With (Quarantine 

and making new fields, for they are exclusive use of a test garden, the — 37 in force Boskoop has, of course, 

still further enlarging their business growing fields being far out of the — Jost its importance to America, but 

not only of bulbs but of sugar beet city. Here again many seedlings of — before this Eighteenth Amendment 

seeds, in which they also specialize. daffodils and tulips were seen in to the plant world was in operation, 

From Sassenheim it was not far to Splendid condition. Among other young plants came from its nurser- 
Ileemsted, where I visited Jan Roes, flowers the most brilliant were the — jes to this country by the millions. 

| to whom Mr. Chester J. Hunt had St. Bavo Anemones, a special strain Jl of them were good plants from 

given me a letter of introduction, developed by Van Tubergen, and an European point of view, but 

Jan Roes grows tulips only, and named in honor of the Cathedral many of them were too soft to stand 

and is considered the greatest au- Which is near the nursery. These our severe climate, and thus often 

thority on them in Holland, but his @Te planted in mixed beds, so that gave Boskoop a bad reputation. 

place is a comparatively small one. the red and purple colors are min- The nurseries border on one of the 
At Heemsted, also, is the trial gar-  gled, and they are a most beauti- main canals running through the 
den of a Dutch Bulb Growers’ As- ful picture in the sunlight and wind. town, and to get to a nursery office 

sociation, where new varieties are ‘The present head of the firmis Mr. one has to cross a small swinging 

tested and where experiments in the oog, a nephew of the original bridge. Most of these nurseries 
fighting of pests are undertaken. Van Tubergen. In honor of his are narrow, that is, only two. or 

The next day I went to Haarlem work in creating the Regelow-Cy- three hundred feet, but they run 
to see Mr. Krelage, whom I had clus race of Iris, Mr. Dykes named — jack thousands of feet. The stocks 

known for some years through cor- the beautiful Iris Hoogiana for of azaleas, Rhododendrons, box and 
respondence on Iris matters. He is him. conifers, were in magnificent con- 

one of the greatest seedling raisers From Haarlem to Aalsmere is dition. It was enough to make any 

of Holland and has done great work but half an hour by train, and here | American unhappy when he realizes 

in breeding both tulips and daffo- are the best nurseries for trained — that these wonderful plants are un- 

dils. To protect the flowers and evergreens. Specimen box and obtainable and that we have to rely 

give him an opportunity to study other trees are grown in all imag- upon American nurseries which 
them longer, and to hold them back — inable shapes most of which, to my have not yet caught up with the 

for late flower shows, he uses a eye at least, are very ugly. From demand and which are asking ex- 

frame of burlap on heavy posts there another short journey brings orbitant prices for some of the 
which is neater and better than any one to Amsterdam and here I saw (Continued on page 167.)
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foul rather do than spend three 
W OMEN’S AUXILIA RY PAGE days at the winter meeting—one day 

wouldn’t be so bad, but three was 

EDITED BY MRS. CE. STRONG entirely too much. After she had 
been there one day, nothing more 

Convention Impressions ored slides of wonderful peonies. was said about going home. In- 

Mrs. Ciara HARRINGTON It made us all want to grow peonies deed I believe she entirely forgot 

When I started to Madison I felt and then more peonies. that there was such a place, an 
like a bashful school boy the first I wonder if it would not bea good when we started for the train’ she 
day at school, but when I arrived, idea to have fifteen minutes of — said, “My those were the shortest 

I was made to feel so welcome that Snappy community singing before three days, time just flew, every- 

it was like a home-coming of a large the time scheduled for the Women’s — thing and everybody was so inter- 

family who had taken me in as a Auxiliary to begin. It is so easy — esting.” 

member. to forget time when gazing at the Editor. 

I thoroughly enjoyed every mo- beautiful exhibit and the singing oo 

ment of the three too short days would attract the crowd and remind Carelessness with Poisons 

and came back with a large fund them of the evening program. I A newspaper item told of a 

of useful knowledge besides. I would also suggest a piano accom- woman who used arsenic. instead 

knew quite a few members and be- paniment if possible or if not, some — of haking powder, in making a batch 

came acquainted with so many con- other instrument but if we can’t of crullers. Three persons tested 

genial men and women horticultur- have either—sing anyhow, but have the crullers while warm and were 

ists that I have arrived at a logical it before the meeting so that the made violently ill. 

conelusion—that all horticulturists meeting can start promptly with a Few housekeepers, I think, would 

are splendid people and are well large audience. I just know all be as careless as this woman, but 
worth knowing. Isn't this true? horticulturists must be musical. the incident may be used as a warn- 

Mrs. Schoen’s delightful lunch- It seemed to me that everything ing. Spraying necessities compel 

eon gave me a splendid chance to had been so perfectly arranged in the use of several dangerous poi- 

enjoy the companionship of several every way that there is no room for sons on most farms. ‘They should 
congenial ladies of the Women's improvement. If everybody in the he kept in some safe and conven- 

Auxiliary whom I wish | could meet state knew how much enjoyment — jent place, preferably the “shop” or 

often. and knowledge he would get by be- office, under lock and key. Such 

I have never seen a prettier sight coming a member, I’m afraid our things should never be in the home 

than the exhibit of fruit, flowers worthy secretary would be the pantry, or upon some dark shelf. 

and vegetables held in the rotunda. busiest man in the state enrolling More than once some dark trag- 

With those beautiful walls as a them. [have always been proud edy could be traced to nothing 

background and the beautiful colors of my native state but when I re- more in its beginning than. care- 

of the apples banked against them turned from Madison T was prouder  Jessness in the handling of some 

and the lovely colors of the flowers than ever and I am sure no other poison in common commercial use, 

and vegetables in the center, only State ever had a more successful resulting in a lifetime of regret. 

an artist or a poct could really give Convention or a finer exhibit. On : F. R. Toole. 
you an idea of its beauty unless you Wisconsin ! ay 

were fortunate enough to see it. So “Grow flowers, that thou may’st 

We surely should be grateful to the After writing such a nice letter have and give. 

members who staged this wonder- I rather suspect Mrs. Harrington Grow cabbages, that thou may’st 

ful exhibit. will think I am a pretty mean per- eat and live. 

I certainly enjoyed every paper son to tell right out in meeting that For life is complex and its needs 

or lecture that I heard both at the it took considerable persuasion to demand 

Women’s Auxiliary and the regular persuade her to attend the conven- That flowers and cabbages grow 

sessions. We surely will never for- tion. She was quite positive that hand in hand.” 

get Judge Traxler’s lecture and col- there were many other things she Author Unknown.
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Growing, Exhibiting and Display- seem to enjoy the delicate leaves of — professionals, who know best how 

ing Flowers at the State Fair the choicest plants for their spring to handle them. The centerpiece 

Mrs, Chara E. Harrincron greens. Some of these pests may should be arranged gracefully, not 

For the amateur exhibitor, the be kept off by sprinkling lime overerowded and not too high. If 

state fair really begins when the around the outer edge of the cold- candles are used, they should har- 

seed catalogues appear, because frame next to the boards. By giv- monize with the color scheme. 

lists must be carefully scanned and ing plenty of fresh air many plants Flowers for exhibitors are best 

considered for weeks, before orders ¢an be saved from damping-off if cut early in the morning, the lower 

are sent for seeds. not sown too thickly. foliage stripped and then placed in 

While the amateur does not ex- It is easier to give the plants the deep receptacles of water in the 

pect to try out all the new novelties best care, by transplanting them into cellar or other cool place _ till 

offered, there are generally one or rows in the vegetable garden where needed. By stripping the lower 

two that she thinks might possibly they can be cultivated with the hand — foliage, the water in the receptacle 
add to her exhibit. TI say “she” cultivator and hoed the same as at the fair does not become im- 

because nearly all the amateur ex- vegetables. pure so quickly, as there is less de- 

hibitors are women, while the re- The transplanting should be done caying matter to pollute it and 
verse seems to be true among the before the plants are too tall or the therefore the flowers stay fresh 

professionals. weather too warm, otherwise if the longer. Then too, it is easier to 

Sometimes a new variety of aster, plants manage to survive, even with @ttange them without these lower 

celosia, cosmos or other old stand- good care they become stunted and — leaves. 

by is advertised and highly recom- the result is inferior blooms or With some flowers like dahlias, 

mended and of course this must re- short stems, either fault being fatal sunflowers or poppies, the stems 
ceive thought and consideration. to the exhibitor. This may not be ay be stripped of the lower foliage 

By bitter experience we have true where there is a water-system, and then plunged into boiling water 

found that it does not pay to order jut T think most amateur exhibitors for a half minute or so and then 

seeds from any but the most repa- depend mostly on rainfall and — Placed in cold water in a cool place 

table firms and generally the highest plenty of cultivation to conserve for a few hours. This is particu- 
priced seeds bring best returns. moisture. larly effective with both single and 
Cheap seeds usually mean flowers After the plants have stood the double poppies and then these beau- 

of inferior size or not true to name. perils of transplanting and drought tiful, Seldom-used flowers can be 
When we order American Beauty and we have fought off myriads of used in displays, baskets or table 

aster seed we do not want a crop bugs. slugs and worms, just before decorations and will last for several 

of six or seven colors of inferior ine state fair we usually have a days, if they were picked just after 

asters. or worse yet, no crop at all. regular cloudburst accompanied by openings, very eanly in the morning: 

We have found it best to raise plenty of wind and hail. We rue 1 he “setting-up Process al tne 

some varieties of flowers in the cold- fatty yiew the wreck and wonder /#!" can be greatly facilitated if the 
frame and then transplant, while if Wie ai fad! the HOReeRARY ituili~ necessary number of blooms of each 

others seem to do best planted in ber of Bloonis -ealled for in the kind are selected and counted at 

the open ground, Asters, snap- premium list, that are not  mud- home and then wrapped by them- 

dragons, celosias,. salpiglossis, dian- hespattered or bedraggled. selves when being packed an the 
thus and verbenas do best in the . a baskets or boxes. Then it is only 

cold frame while larkspurs, calen- For the nearby exhibitors who necessary to unwrap and arrange 

dulas, marigolds, annual gypsophi!a, decorate dining room tables, 11S in a vase at the fair. A few extra 

centaureas, sunflowers and cosmos better to arrange them Sunday even- blooms of each kind must be taken 

(lo best when the seeds are planted ing, as visitors are not in the way along in case of accident. This 
in the garden, and much more can be accomplished. j. particularly true of cosmos and 

When the first seeds are sown in In arranging the tables, we have the large varieties of marigolds 

the cold-frame, the exhibitor’s discovered that simplicity is the best whose heavy heads have a disagree- 

troubles begin, for the elusive snail, rule to follow. Elaborate displays able habit of breaking off. 

cutworm and several like creatures and accessories should be leff to the (Continued on page 172.)
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the middle of February was to sce 

| THE FLORISTS PAGE the splendid Cineraria cruentis hy- 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany brids which Mr. McGregor grows. 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. < ‘ 
Specimen heads reached a cross 

ameter of 18 to 20 inches. But 

Flowers in God’s Acre There are really three sets of once arrived, we found many things 

From our youth, we have always greenhouses) or rather conserva- of interest. A few varieties of or- 

thought that ‘the German word for tories. On both sides of the chapel chids were in bloom, and the Prim- 

cemetery, “Gottesacker,” was the are large palm houses beset with ula malacoides was doing its best 
best chosen word to carry a thought natural stone grottos, sheltering to reach the roof. Mr. McGregor 

of consolation. We hold no brief Pools teeming with goldfish. Many had some of those fine Amaryllis 

for cemeteries, but when they strive of the palms have been growing from James Livingstone, which 

so arduously to beautify them with there for 20 years or more, and were just coming into bloom. One 
plants and “Rowers. awe thik they their roots reach far down into the — specimen Calceodaria he grew had a 

should be commended. Few com- earth. The Kentias (forsteriana cross diameter of 45 inches. ‘This 

mercial growers in this neighbor-  @d belmoreana) are probably the — is somewhat past our experience ani 

hood grow the variety and amount — finest one can see in this region, and — we thought of borrowing it for the 

of flowers that are grown out at their Rhapis flabelliformis are the — florists, like the small boy did the 

Forest Home cemetery at the south- largest we have seen in cultivation. ostrich egg to set it up as an ex- 

western edge of ATi aG Ree, where Short pleasing vistas are the rule ample for the hen to encourage her 

Highways 57 and 61. intersect. and one thinks how pleasant it is to do her best. 

Perhaps it is because they are not to be in the midst of God's acre and W. B. Currie told us of their 

a commercial house, but more like have the feeling that one is almost plans to move the greenhouses four 

a private conservatory, that they the same as in God's out of doors. miles out on the Loomis road. to 

grow such choice specimen plants, !low different from the extremely — q plot of 55 acres they have bought 

Then, too, it may be that James Me- mournful: weeping ferns and cast for the purpose. There they will 

Gregor, the old Scotch gardener, iron rubber plants of the usual fu- grow all of the bedding and nursery 

doesn’t want to be beaten by any neral director's establishment. stock they need, besides the fine 

other grower in town when it comes The gardener’s office is in the flowers. They will also grow some 

to growing a fine specimen plant. cut flower house. Although they do of the quantities of turf it takes to 

He comes so close to doing it, that cut and sell flowers, it is only to keep a place like this supplied. 

it is no fun for the rest of them. — owners of the lots in the cemetery, If any place should give us a 

In the November, 1922, issue we and the supply is hardly ever equal vision of the immortal realms, it 

recorded the death of the oldest to the demand. In fact, the whole ought to be God's acre, and_ the 
member of the Milwaukee Florists reason for this set of greenhouses more we can do to beautify the 
Club, James Currie, and it is to his #8 to furnish flowers and bedding place, the nearer we will come to 

genius as a florist, that the conserva- Stock fo lot owners. Ina part of the ideal, We think W. B: Currie 
tory is there today. James Currie the main conservatory, you will see and James MeGregor are on the 

was an extraordinary man, not only @ heterogeneous gathering of cen- right track, and that there can never 
a florist, a landscape gardener, an tury plants, cacti, palms and orna- be coat a aman are | : . ai dea i . ec too great a wealth of flowers in 
architect, but also an engineer. It mentals being wintered over for lot ; . . . _ 

. . - ae such places. Mr. McGregor is an 
was his genius that planned all of | oWners. dagll ; 

the buildings at Forest Home which There are 27 greenhouses, all enthusiastic florist, and says he can 

are still serviceable after more than told, and we saw eight or ten em- never get enough of flower shows. 

20 years of use. The cemetery is ployees potting stock in the long He recalled the old days in Mil- 

owned by the St. Paul church. potting room, 12 by 70 feet. An- waukee, when shows were frequent. 

James Currie’s mantle has fallen to other group were making ornamen- and rejoiced greatly to see the two 

his son, W. B. Currie, of Currie tal cement work in the big room held last year in the Museum-Li- 

Bros., florists, who has been trained back of the carnation houses. Our brary building rotunda. 

by his father for the place. principal reason for going there in Huron H. Smith
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Response of Apple Trees to he found very convenient for use A Visit to the Bulb District of 

Nitrogen Applications either in the home or stable. Holland 

Orchard fertilization has been at- For an eye lotion, nothing can (Continued from page 162.) 
tacked by most investigators as a equal a saturated solution of boric plants which can be so cheaply se- 

simple matter of increasing growth acid. ‘To prepare, mix the powder cured in Holland. Whether or not 

and productiveness. That the prob- to a paste and then dilute this with we believe in the protective tariff, 

lem is not so simple as has been soft water, leaving it strong enough we cannot help feeling annoyed at 

supposed is brought out in recent that there shall be a small deposit quarantine which makes us pay fif- 

researches of the Missouri Experi- of erystals in the bottom, Keep this — teen or eighteen dollars for a Rho- 

ment Station in Research Bulletin in a bottle for use. For smarting dodendron which can be secured for 

50, which supplements the work al-0t irritation, bathe the eyes in any — seventy-five cents and less in’ Hol 
ready reported in Bulletin 40. The Way that will cause the liquid to land. The danger of importing 

author, Dr. IL. D. Tlooker, Jr. has reach the inside of the eyelids. pests on these plants is, of course, 

studied the application of nitrog- \ medicine dropper may be used, very real, so that the problemi is an 

enous materials at different sea- OV better still, a small aluminum cye exceedingly difficult one, and | for 

sons, and the consequent effect on Cup may he purchased at the drug one, do not wish again to see free 

set of fruit, growth of leaves and — store. importations of all kinds of plants 

hearing spurs, formation of fruit Like many other valuable house- as we have had in the past. This 

buds, and starch accumulation in hold remedies, boric acid is moder- should not be taken as an endorse- 

the spurs. He has found that spring ate in price. ment of Quarantine 37, however, as 

applications do not favor starch ac- I feel that this particular quarantine 

cumulation at the time when fruit God never placed us here simply has been in many ways unjust and 

buds are formed, which is during to get ready to go to heaven, [le unfortunate. 

the summer. Late applications of — placed us here to grow and to = ee 

nitrogenous fertilizers, between Sep- develop the highest and best things Why Worry? 

tember 1 and 25, effect a greater of life, to serve humanity and to No mattér-how things come or go, 

nitrogen content of the spurs the make the world a little better place Doi't you BiVE up or frre 
: . : : i . . . ? 5 ’ 

following spring immediately before for our having been in it. Just stand upon your troubles and 
growth begins. Indirectly, and be- - . “ eae 

‘ : Reach what you want to get. 
cause of a greater leaf develop- im to destroy weeds just’ as Be: like fle happy main who: had 

ment, a high starch content of the they appear above the surface. It A big cucumber wine. 

tissues is produced the following will save hard work in getting rid Ana slic a white wornt ate ie off 

summer, which is favorable for of them later.—\Wisconsin Garden Did he sie downtand within? 

fruit bud formation.— News Bulle: Book, Oh, no! he took that hearty worm, 

tin, Soil Imp. Com., May, 1923. ee ee Went to the lake and caught 

. OO The gardencr's motto at this tine \ monstrous fish that sold for more 
Boric Acid as an Antiseptic should be “Catch moisture; hold Than all the vine would brought. 

The value of boric acid as an moisture.” The demand for mois- Poet Unknown. 

antiseptic for ordinary use should ture as the plants grow and the oe * 

he more generally known. For warmer weather comes on con- eyes 
wa) , . . . True Hospitality 

many purposes it should take the — stantly increases, moisture is needed . 

place of the disagreeable smelling, for plant growth, and unless there It rained—and we were wel- 

and in some ways dangerous, car- is an abundant supply, growth comed in the tiny log cabin—spot- 

bolic acid. It may be used in its ceases. Moisture, then, becomes lessly clean—some flowers in an old 
powdered state, but often more con- the chief concern of the gardener blue bowl on the well scrubbed 

venitently as a wash on fresh at this time. Tillage is the chief table—our hostess, a little old In- 

wounds to prevent infection. Where means the average gardener has of dian woman her face beaming with 
a salve is needed, equal quantities insuring this essential of successful pleasure proffering us a plate of 

of boric acid and vaseline should gardening —Wisconsin Garden deliciously ripe fruit. A real horti- 

be thoroughly blended. This will Book. culturist and true hospitality.
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Wisconsin Horticulture garden and orchard problems are Burbankitis, a Bacterial Disease 

Published Monthly by the : fresh in mind. The atmosphere of The disease Burbankitis has been 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society the summer meeting is different known for a long time. Victims 

Oficial (Creaniof the! Roclety: from that of the winter meeting, may be found in every community 
game we aa dea te less formal perhaps, those present It’s not insanity, ae, that disease 

en dissociate, PAitors—Mrs. C. FE, Strong, EL. ask more questions, discuss topics — js commonly understood but rather 

__ ator at tuys a Madan, Wacom, of interest more freely. This is dementia. There is no known cure, 
8 second-class matter. eceptance for mailing a’ Ex AC sae yf - ae Sry: ap: : : 
FAR, fa of obo fo Fee a Hegantut na cmsehhy ton feel the disease is seldom 

dv rates made known on application. . . . e Sores e 
Wiscandin (State Uoriicultaral Seales ‘lian fashion but with the greatest In the February number I took 

Anya) membership feo, one, dollar, whlch, in possible freedom from restraint of occasion to remark that Burbank 
ghudes, fitty, cents. subscription tovgredere Game. any kind. Not for years has there appealed ae eOnsiderAble at Horticulture. Send, one dolla : appealed to me as considerable oi 
one hs esta or xpress Ploney, Onder. ae been a prepared, written address at a humbug, that he was not a scien- 

seit ecctace slarpa not accented: the summer meeting and there will tist, ete, 

onicae be none this year. So far no one has risen to chal- 
ad Christenson, President. .-..-.-- - Qshikoslt Several of our members who are — lenge these statements. On the con 

Frederic cn aa ahares experts, have been asked to lead trary many have written to me en- 

resident “vice BE Omtele. casey. discussions on live topics. These dorsing the sentiments expressed hy 

For Term Ending December, 1925. thoroughly — practical men and Professor Barrows and myself. Al- 

MB. Gof, sees eee ee es Sturgeon Bey women will be ably assisted by the though these communications were 

James Livingstone. ves i nNewe Scientists from the State Depart- personal I cannot refrain from giv- 
_ Forint dite) OEE KURA ment of Agriculture and the Col- ing extracts from three without dis- 

Gok BBamam RG Want lege of Agriculture. The main closing names of the writers. All 
For Term Ending December, 1923. ; feature will be a question box, a are prominent men, two in the east- 

Paul BE, Grant.......+eeeee++++.Menomonie . 

Ted AML da A big one, If we had the authority ern section and one from the mid- 
W.-K. Spreiter .... 0 eee sees esse ess Onalaska we would limit attendance to those dle west. 

Wc. christensen weNAeders Cranetera Who would promise to ask not less “After reading your article in 

ee aches in five questions each. Wisconsin Horticulture entitled 
nye, ta Cecese Westie: So much for the two sessions, “Behold our Idol Has Feet of Clay” 

forenoon and afternoon, Wednes- my impulse was to reach out my 

Attendance at the summer meet= day, August 15th. The evening hand for a shake of appreciation. 
ing, La Crosse, August 15th and session is entirely in the hands of || have always taken precisely the 

loth, will be well worth the time County Agent Spreiter and the good attitude which you mention in this 
and expense involved. In fact our people of La Crosse county; that matter. I have many times asked 

summer meetings now closely ap- it will be long remembered we those who were inclined to hero 
proach in interest and value the have no doubt. On Thursday we worship to mention a single new 

winter meeting. It was not always will combine pleasure and profit. production by this man produced 

so. Twenty years ago only a hand- We will visit orchards big and lit- by scientific methods which was of 
ful attended and most of them tle as well as other places of inter- real practical value to the growers 
wished afterward they had stayed est in horticulture. It will be a of the United States. He undoubt- 
home. day well spent. We cannot give edly has had a delightful existence 

An increased interest in things You now a definite program of any — in his experimenting and propagat- 
horticultural, the increase from a Sort, so many people neglect their ing of fruits and flowers but he has 

scant hundred members in 1913 to correspondence this time of the shown the weakness which you men- 

over 2,400 in 1923, good roads and year, but a printed program will be tion. The most gigantic ‘Gre of 

the automobile have completely rev- handed to you as you enter the his life, however, was allowing the 

olutionized the summer meeting. hall or out-door meeting place and exploitation of the public by the 

While the meeting affords an op- the big question box will be ready. company organization that pub- 

portunity for a delightful vacation Mark the dates on the calendar, lished the work of his life which 
trip it also comes at a time when August 15th, 16th. : consisted mainly of a fine set of pic-
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tures and had for its principal ob- Here Comes a New One final death of the plants, indicate it 

ject the extracting from the hero As if anthracreose, high taxes, may eva the ee ees lof vet 
echt: ers og - 2 f « le only prac ca ethod of get- worshippers a goodly number of — Jeaf cur B Tae <a ¥ 3 . ) s 
hard ear S lollars.” curl, the gasoline tax, root gall ting ahead of blue stem, the govern- 

their hard earned do ars. and a few other like burdens were ment says, is to get stock from a 

However, T doubt if the pres- not sufficient to take all the joy nursery known to be free from it 
ent generation will ever cease their out of life for the raspberry grower, ae = os far as pais from 
eareht the 2 acts : cdliseasec da a Ss. ‘f 2 TCLS, worship but when the cold facts some cheerless plant pathologist has inn t be ! eit x tehedl ae 
t hate , ° eae . & e care Vv vate ane 

of history are presented to the suc- <Avere A HEU Z B ccemahity fia: ; J 
fine’ Be ce ad ' discovered a new and incurable dis plants showing blue stem symptoms 

ceec mg generation anc SOME to € ease and fastened it on to the rasp- removed and replaced by healthy 

considered the truth will be evi- berry. Listen: Lips. 

dent.” _ Dr. S. B. Fracker says we are 
ay "AS coh J * NVarn. sop 

On my return home I found — . WASHINGTON, D. C—Warne safe so far, at least so far as he 
m. filled ith. letter 1 ing was sounded here today to rasp- know 

. TOO si etters anc es oe c s. 
my 10 ce cere att berry growers in Wisconsin to be ~ oN . . . 
magazines that had piled up since on guard against an invasion of a The presence of this disease, 

I left, and among them of course mysterious disease that has wiped which is thought to be of the 

Wisconsin Horticulture which was out berry plantations in Ohio and mosaic type, in this state has not 
very welcome, particularly the Feb- = Y ork. | . been fully demonstrated. Our nur- 

ruary number. IT am glad that you t is admitted by the agricultural sory, inspectors have given special 
have fi t in tl department investigators that they tuddy. Bo: Gk | 
ave see e g <4 i . ®. ‘ ‘ study 7 BY is d are lave seen fit to come out in the know very little of this blight. udy to its symptoms and are on 

open as you have about Burbank ‘They have been unable to determine — the Jookout. We have had rasp- 

and state the case, for there is cer- the cause of infection, and have, so berry leaf curl, which is highly in- 

tainly no doubt about the fact that 'ar, discovered no effective method —jurious and may be a form of this 

he has the public absolutely buffa- of treatment. For purposes of iden- came disease, for many years, and 
loed and will i foxlo til tification the federal scientists give : sae 
oed anc Wa con VAM Or oso un i it the name of blue-stem. we ire using DEecalt 1008 preve vt 

the Horticultural societies call his its further distribution.” Let us 
— EASY TO RECOGNIZE 

bluff. « . pray. 
- “Dleas ——~ hanks for It is easy to recognize blue-stem . 

ease accept my thanks Tory the peculiar curling of the young ~ OO . 
your editorial in Wisconsin Horti- leaves and blue stripes on the canes. Resolve to make your garden in- 

culture for February. | am inter- The necessity for watchfulness vestment pay maximum dividends 
ested in seeing the public educated by Wisconsin growers is emphasized — by thorough, timely, tillage —Wis- 

to judge accurately who is reliable by the sieapci ea in oe sec-— consin Garden Book. 
: , nis yhere raspberries have he an and who is not. Iam sorry to see UOns where Taspberrics € oe ——___——. 

. ie grown extensively for years profits .. 

ite attack any man for dre curtailed to such an extent that “Don’t put off till tomorrow what 
lack of integrity, but someone must farmers are not encouraged to stay should be done today” pays big 
support the honest worker.” in the business. dividends if put into practice in 

= Infection runs as high as 75 per ‘ “A ctitch in ti ca yes Jerhane after = . ft +. [eee S agg ah. £9] gardening. “A stitch in time saves 
Perhaps after all the fault is less cent, and total loss in some districts nine” when earden conditions are 

Burbank’s than it is those who have js believed to be very large. f & j ‘ill Wi 
‘ * im & - most avorable or ilage.— {S- exploited him and the unthinking Often growers may suspect, the “1 Garden Bool 8 

who prattle much of that of which federal investigators say, that the Comsim Warden book. 

they know nothing. Nevertheless“ Touble is winter-killing. SS = 
Burbank not only allows this ful- NO RECOVERIES NOTED Squash bugs cannot readily be 

some stuff to be spread broadcast No recoveries have ever been controlled by means of — sprays. 

but encourages it. My whole de- noted, If the affected parts are cut They will collect under pieces of 
ire. a6 ' 2 ; off the disease will soon show up in board oe burlap’ and. may be sath, 

Fe as to get the proper measure another part. Plants started by = SP ay DE Be 
or the man and to point out that rooting the tips of diseased plants ered and destroyed early in the 

he value, economically, of his work will always have the disease. No morning. The reddish brown eggs 

so far has been insignificant, and bacteria or fungi have been found are laid in clusters on the under 

hat plant breeding is a science that might be said to be the cause, sides of the leaves and may be gath- 
math Weeder but certain features of the malady, ered and destroyed —\Visconsi 

ather than an art—Trederic uch as the mottling and deformity : ‘ eSErOyeds isconsin 

ranefield, of the leaves and the stunting and Garden Book.
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Old Fashioned Flowers the long winter, they come up smil- used to screen a less attractive hack 

Saran James ing as soon as opportunity is given, yard? 

Old fashioned flowers; how they as if saying, “I’m glad I’m here, The dahlias. They were in a 

come trooping from our own gar- and I know you are.” Is the pansy class by themselves. There is the 

den and from the gardens of friends a magnified Johnny-jump-up, the dignity in the erect plant. There 

and neighbors as we call them to Johnny-jump-up accepting cultiva- is the dark, glossy green foliage 

mind, reaching down through the tion? In this same garden were the conventional rich red rosette 

long vista from childhood. peonies, sweet Williams, colum- blossom, often grown enmass, some 

How extravagantly lavish nature bines, the yellow button buttercups, times at the kitchen door, where 
is with her gift of flowers. How flowering almond, white and purple — they were watered and enriched by 

much happiness they bring. How lilacs. There were the old fash- the water thrown from the kitchen 

refreshing to the soul. Everybody ioned pinks. Even to this day, this There were the low iris, used for 

loves flowers. Like friends they are pink has no rival for fragrance and — borders. They were blue, shading 

always needed. ‘There was a story color. “The delicate markings on to purple. Their markings are 

in one of our horticultural maga- the petals, their fringelike edges beautiful, characteristic of — the 

zines impressively told of a work- are wonderfully beautiful. There whole Iris family. 

man who passed a bright flower is not a pink or carnation which The chrysanthemums were white 

garden every day on his way to excels it in fragrance or beauty. I and yellow, and were little button- 

work. Sometimes he stopped to ad- know of only one garden where they like flowers. They have submitted 

mire them. Tle grew to greet them are found today. “They are very — to cultivation marvelously. Co-op- 

as friends. Then he tells how he rare. The peonies in this garden erating with God, man is a magician 

missed them when his work called seemed as large and as generous of — jn handling this flower. Words are 

him to a distant city. But the bloom as those grown today. But inadequate to express our wonder, 
memory of that garden cheered him we recognized that flori-culture has — surprise, interest and pleasure when 

in his daily walk to work. produced almost limitless varie- we have visited a chrysanthemum 

Old fashioned flowers are taking tes. The flowering almond comes — show. 

their places again in everyboyd’s early, blooming before the leaves The aster has accepted cultivation 

garden. It is a joy to welcome old Were out. This bush in bloom too, in no small way. Today, the 

friends in flowers. The dames of makes me think of spring sunshine. \yild aster is extensively grown ani 

a private school where | learned my There were the white and purple used by florists. Let us all have 

a, b, e’s and the three R’s had a lilacs including the Persian, ever- the wild purple aster in our garden 

beautiful garden. It was the most  Senerous with bloom, What else In my early garden, I think of 

wonderful to me in my childhood, ™ore exemplifies God's abundance? the petunia, balsam, — portulaca. 
The garden was laid out in conyen- Recall the spring air laden with sweet peas, cypress vine, and Ma 

tional shaped beds, round and their fragrance. ‘Today I believe deira vine. The bright red b'os 

square and some running the length only nursery men can tell us the soms of the cypress vine reminds 
of the garden and were kept in Varieties, the doubles, the pinks, us of the cardinal flower, thoug: 
place by strips of boards.  Be- light and = dark lavender. With darker and smaller. The dark greet 

tween the beds were narrow paths, them we are introduced to a new — foliage gives a cool and refreshiny 

paths free from weeds as [I recall. world in shrubbery. ‘The syringa feeling. The Maderia vine was s) 

As we came from school, we often that has stood on a lawn for fifty sensitive to frost, that is was oftet 

stopped and leaned upon the old Yeats is a beautiful mass of white cut down before the bloom came 

picket fence to admire the flowers. each June. The petunia has made great 

There were the little Johnny-jump- The old pink hollyhock grew — strides. In many ways in’ which 

ups, in the border, in the paths, in a neighbor’s garden. The chil- it is used it is superseding the ge 

they even peeped up close to the dren used them for doll’s parasols. ranium. As for example, it is used 

fence. They were modestly per- Today what a variety of colors and in porch boxes and window boxes. 

sistent as they are today. It mat- shades among them. Can anything in vases and massed in beds. Its 

ters little what their abuse, even be more effective than these holly- bloom is abundant, from its first 

if covered with an ash pile through hocks massed against a building, or blossoms in June until a_ killing
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frost comes perhaps it is November. place you may find the blue bell lupines, phlox, alyssum, marigold, 

The petunia may be used to good — growing. ivy and a rose or two. 

effect on either side of a drive for I think more attention is given We love our old friends, but we 

autos only. The rows may extend to the arrangement of flowers to- find it very enjoyable to welcome 

from the street to the garage, and day, particularly to the color scheme NeW ones. The new friends have 

if there are two runners of cement and the massing of them. ‘There is brought us indescribable joy, the 

only, the opening between is planted thought of course given to the new friend I raised last summer was 

to petunias. The plants do not height of plants and to the time of the Torenia Fournieri. It has vio- 

stand erect, they are rather low and — plooming let blue flowers. the pansy colors 

I for sucl . I markings but in shape it iss We or such a durpose. "1 . and markings b In Shape 1 Tre- 
Th . oe a ne eS The annuals and perennials are * is : i & 4 The = 

se vO O ree stretches ¢ is . se yes > snapdragon, > plants 
These tw \ r ‘aL e etc ‘e a equally important in every garden. a “ ne eat hn he | ant 
% r are “ . ae, r s aKe @ =a yorder a rn ie color are be “ul u " cen is Among the common annuals are the make a he uti fu rder alternating 

used, it may be pin kK he shades airarantlis. of strawiowers, the with ageratum 

of pink are good. They seem to sweet alyssum for borders, and the Professionals tell us not to intro- 

temper the heat of summer. In antirrhinum or snapdragon, the an- (duce too many new flowers in one 
rc xes ave see PC ° _ g se aayy nie nm ange 

poreh boxe I have seen one color nual larkspur, blue and pink, and Season. A new friend now and 
used, pink for a southern Exposure, the mignonette. The French mari- then is an inspiration. Weep the old 
the dark pur ple in an eastern ex- golds are most effective in ribbon friends tried and true. In “Eliza- 

POsurss and in one large box on the}, -ders and edgings to beds of tall beth and her German Garden, 

east side of the house every shade flowers such as. salpiglossis and Elizabeth describes her old) fash- 

from the darkest purple to white zinnia. ‘The African marigold can toned garden so interestingly and 

Avasauised be used effectively in massing, as, then tells its deeper value when she 

I recall a floral carpet of portu- for example, at the entrance of a Says, “The garden is the place I go 

lacea in a disused driveway. It garden, Should there be a garden to for refuge and shelter, not the 

looked like bright flowering moss. gate, mass it on either side. house. In the house are duties and 

The bright colors were beautifui a oe . annoyances, but out there blessings 
po s \ WETS ww fui, lhe calliopsis, yellow with brown : eas 1 ec We = 
running 0 ) green lawn. crowd around me at every step. 

msg o into! the: green aw center or brown with yellow center ‘ trot c wehy } 
We must not forget the bleeding —, ce ae . lhere | feel protected and at home, 

\ i ‘cinally { ‘ and the pot marigold or calendula i A \ Lj 
Neart. Was origine vy mnportec 2 ° ane every ower anc weec Sa 

. t . ginal’y | rte and the French marigold may be ann : 
from Asia and is becoming extinct. . sar . | ander er friend, and every tree a_ lover. 

. : ares used where a yellow color scheme . ’ 
Its foliage is beautiful in color and. .. When | am vexed I run out to them Be . is desired, - : : 
shape. The flowers are interest- ae . . for comfort. Did ever a woman 
nea Then there is the bachelor's but- . 5 
ing in form and grow on a graceful . have so many friends? And al- 

. ton, particularly the blue, though 
raceme, 2 s ways the same. Always readv to 

the mixed colors make a wonderful ; . ‘ 
Among the roses, were the blush egal 16 . 3 welcome me and fill me with cheer- 

_ 5 bouquet with its delicate light green “4. 2 
rose, the hundred leaf, the cinna- 1 ful thoughts. Happy children of a 

caves. ‘ ‘ 
mon, and the moss rose. O, that . . common father why should I, their 

sweet brier. From the greenhouse There are two more | would like sister, be less content than they? I 

we would secure a tea rose and a (© mention, the phlox drummondii qj, sincerely trust that the benedic- 

pot of heliotrope. and the cockscomb. tion that is always waiting me in 

There was the four o'clock, na- Among the perennials not pre- my garden, may by degrees be more 

ture’s floral timepiece. It shows it- viously mentioned are the phlox deserved, and that I may grow in 

self larger, with advance in style. perennial, the tiger lily, day lily, grace and patience and cheerfulness 

They are more showy than for- lily of the valley, the larkspur, and just like the happy flowers I so 

merly. It grows to great bushes as the garden heliotrope. much love.” 

we see it today. A garden extending along a fence 

Sometimes in an old fence corner or either side of a walk may be 

or near an old deserted farm build- given the air of permanence an‘ You may succeed when others do 

lig, you will see a bunch of tansy homely comfort by the use of holly- not believe in you, but never when 

growing. In just as deserted a hocks, canterbury bells, columbines, you do not believe in yourself.
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4 Now is the time to buy your 

RS APPLE BARRELS 
b From 

We - y, 

er | K. W. Jacobs Cooperage Co. 
See Milwaukee 

WW. JACOBS COOPERAGE CO. 

ov 36 Years of Service Quality Barrels 

Flowers at the State Fair fair and much worry and confu- he would not have been chosen to 

(Continued from page 165.) sion can be avoided. be judge unless he was_ perfcetly 

Baskets or bouquets, both of cut The superintendent of the horti- competent and unbiased. “There are 

flowers and everlastings, can be ar- cultural building and the depart- certain rules which we must live 

ranged at home, tagged and packed ment superintendent do everything UP to absolutely. Some of them 
carefully. In selecting kinds of in their power to make it conven- are: Phe exact number of blooms 

flowers to be used in collections of tent and helpful for us and we ina vase; the exact number of 

annuals or perennials it is best, should meet them at least half way, Vases in a display; the exact num- 

when possible to choose those hav- and further, if possible, ber of varieties or colors in a dis- 

ing long-stemmed blooms and var- By making our entry at least play ; perfect blooms without brown 
ieties that last well for several days. two weeks before the fair, we can SPOts oF signs of age; clean foliage; 
Some flowers look beautiful the receive our tags early and_ thus no seed-pods, or mutilated leaves or 
first day and then close at night avoid confusion at the secretary's blossoms ; flowers that are supposed 

never to reopen, while others look office. If “shopping early” is al he double—ike asters for in- 
sad and droopy all week. ‘The good thing at Christmas time, it “tanee—should show no yellow cen- 
close air of the crowded hall and certainly is at state fair time and tets and not be semi-double. We 
lack of fresh water daily are hard if I were allowed to make a slogan should not expect to use shrubs as 

on cut flowers, so consequentiy for exhibitors it would be “Do herbaceous perennials or dahlias an | 

only long-keeping kinds should be — things early.” gladiolus as annuals. 

chosen. After we have gone through ail A display of annuals or perennials 

When possible it is best to set this work and suspense, we all hope looks better if each bouquet is unr 
up the exhibit Monday night, so to get a premium, but when we see form in size and height and the 
the superintendent can be free to that some one else has superior Yass So arranged that the colors 
arrange them artistically by eight flowers and better taste in arrange- 10 not clash. 
o'clock Tuesday morning. There ment, we should be good losers and We cannot all be winners at the 

are always a few unavoidably late accept the judges’ decision grace- State fair even if we do live up to 
arrivals and then they have a chance fully. If we do not understand all the rules, but we can be cheer- 
to work without being crowded. wiy we lost, he will be glad to ex- ful losers and try again next year. | 

By keeping these things in mind plain our faults and we will learn ———_—_——-_ 

a large exhibit can be set up in to avoid those things next time. He who is firm in will moulds 

a short time after arriving at the We should recognize the fact that the world to himself.—Goethe.
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Home Adornment not be asserted, for each home is, or 

Mrs. W. A. Too.e should be, a law unto itself in this — | esrenreo ave.1a.1909 

When the subject of home adorn- ™atter; and individuality in this, 

ment is presented us horticulturists | @S 1n other things, should be exer- 

we naturally think of the flowers, cised, 

as to many of us they are of prime Personally I prefer a few plants, 10.1 fi0.2 Fio.3 

importance in our scheme of liv- well grown, to a window overloaded 

ing; while all who are interested in| with specimens which are so Berry Box es 

fruits, vegetables or other products crowded as to preclude the full en- 

closely allied to nature are through joyment of the individual plant. Crates, Bushel Boxes 
them brought to a realization of Our bay-window, which occupies and Climax Baskets 

the more aesthetic value in this the entire south end of the dining As You Like Them 

branch of horticulture. room is an ideal place for flowering . . . 
. . . We manufacture the Iowald 

Flowers are the poetry of nature; — plants and is looked upon with coy- Patent Folding Berry Boxes. of 
aoe . wood veneer that give satisfac- 

they are everywhere the evidence of | ctous eyes by many of our flower tion. Berry box and crate ma- 
5 - ops ‘ Fe sone ee y terial in the K. PD. in carload lots 

refinement and taste. The songs loving friends; but in it are only our specialty. | We | constantly _ . : os : . carry in stock 16-quart crates ail 
of inspired writers, in our Bible, a few plants, the greater portion be- made up ready for use, either for 

: . strawberries or blueberries. No 
are full of the beauty of flowers; ing given over to the enjoyment order too small or too large for : ? 3 Ae eae. 7 us to handle. We can ship the 
while the most beautiful songs of of living. This is the spot the men folding boxes and crates in K. D. 

oo. 5 cae F : from Milwaukee. Promptness is 
the poets, uninspired except by the — folks find in which to read the daily essential in handling fruit. and 

* = . : : = we aim to do our part we Z 
subtle influences of nature, are of papers during their leisure moments large discount for carly orders. 

‘i - ae A postal brings our. price list. 
the flowers. before and after meals. To it I . 

. ‘| : : Cumberland Fruit Package 
From Chaucer down the poets take my sewing and mending, en- Company 

have paid them tribute. Especially joying the warmth of the sun on Dept. by Cumhertand, Wis. 

have they been inspired by those — these short, cold, winter days. — 

flowers common and familiar to us When we speak of the out of wpe - 
all: doors flowers we think of peren- Classified Advertisements 

Are flowers necessary? For your nials and almost invariably of the Our Market Place 

existence? No, thousands of men old-fashioned gardens where the ari enacn do mgt wank te rente lane: 

and women go through life without — paths were bordered by the beau- ane lowe Wilts for terme Kents 

being able to read or write; but you — tiful mellow toned flowers, backed Bopy hequired. ive Ylustre tons. 
wes 4 BARKS 6 S. be Shetbes aid the. peli etatelines vance of date of issue. Address vould not be content to do so y shrubs and 1 stateliness NEISGONGIN HORTICULTURE 

Why not? Because you are more of hollyhocks. 701 Gay Building — Madison, Wis. 

comfortable and happ . with these B 0) b y ower: d x I 5 SS8SsSSS0D0DoFEO—D0>2Wa. ooo Nf , aPPY ut not by flowers and shrubs = TARDY PERENATATS 

things. So you will be more com- alone do we adorn our homes. As FOR SALE:—Hardy Wisconsin 
fortable and happy with the flowers. \Valt Mason said, “I would sing 8fown perennial plants and_ straw- 

tr is sxqunerath to; Saye Chae - yy ope . oe flowers in season. Grown by J. F. 
tis no exaggeration to say tha of garden sass.” lirst in the spring Hauser, Superior View Farm, Bayfield, 

the raising of flowers in the home comes the horseradish. You do not Wis. Send for list. 
not only conduces to health and realize it is spring until you have ____ LANDSCAPE GARDENING ~ 

comfort, but are essential factors of is, its tastiest tribute. The pars- Landscape Work. Done. Plans drawn 
Tes . . sage this, its ta test tribute. The pars: and blue prints made. New building 

a higher and more refined civiliza- nip, last year’s legacy, is a sub-sites laid out; foundation plantings 
tion. stantial nest egg, banked in the 0! Shrubbery and Evergreens; old home 

st Ha ss, . grounds beautified. We furnish trees, 
If there was but one dandelion frozen earth. Asparagus, day after shrubbery, and perennials for you. We 

in the world, it would be worth its day, always tender and delicious, SPecialize in Evergreens for Lawn de- 
‘ . . aoe % coration and Farm Windbreaks. We 

Weight in gold; but now it shows until it would seem we may never do work anywhere in the State. Lake 

only the inborn sense of beauty in know which would quit first, the Rest Nursery, J. W. Roe & Son, Osh- 
1 . . . a ae . kosh, Wis., Fond du Lac Road. 

the minds of little children, who eater or the asparagus. The pie- hoe 
Lo, ‘ —____ NURSERY STOCK 
find in it a charming playfellow. — plant expands her crumpled fan, the ESCHRICH'’S NURSERY, North 

Just what varieties of the flowery fruit trees are in blossom, apple, Milwaukee, Wis., growers of orna- 
ki 1 h 2 a bai mental nursery stock. Ask for prices kingdom shall adorn each home can- cherry and plum, and if in our un- and illustrated catalog.
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| | 

The Opgenorth Line VENTILATED LINE 
| Ventilated Folding Boxes 

of Ventilated Boxes Made Up in Crates 
Complete _ 

Berry Box Ventilated Sides and Bottoms for Grow- 
ers Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

° Material 

Material PLAIN LINE 
Improved Plain Folding Boxes | 

ee Plain Boxes Made Up in Crates Complete | 
Plain Sides and Bottoms for Growers | 
Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

a = * Material 
United F ruit Package Co. K. D. Crates Requiring One Nail to Complete | 

SHAWANO, WIS. | 
A Postal Card Will Bring Our Samples and Price to You 

a | Radishes arrive, small, plump and And it is our part to make the 
pink and later long, tapering, red most of all this abundance. Long 

The Hawks or white. Onions, the best loved rows of canned fruit, vegetables, 

and best hated of all the garden and pungent pickles adorn our cel- 

Nursery tribes and the lettuce, cool and or- lar shelves, hours of picking, pre- 

namental, bending her gentle ener- paring and packing the season's 

Company gies to decorate the passing hour. products are but a part of the nec- 

Strawberries — rosy, delicious. essary course of events if we would 

There is always something about adorn our homes with all that 

are in a position to fur- their flavor like the first roses of | makes for the peace and joy of suc- 

nish high grade Nursery June or the kiss of youth. cess. 

Stock of all kinds and The tender green beads of “the Those preserves which cantan- 

varieties suitable to Wis- first mess o’ green peas;” the thin kerously blew up in their jars in- 

consin.and other ‘north: skinned, pink potato; long, crisp, stead of sliding delectably down a 

Savy: v0 curving pods of string beans; ten- throat at the appointed time; the 
ern districts. : sae as os iehbor who j i . . der white cauliflower; dark crim- neighbor who is everlastingly re- 

Will be glad to figure on son beet and slim, green cucumber, —proaching you, volubly or mutely, 

your wants either in follow in quick succession, until the because you do not “run in;” 

large or small quantities blood red tomato garnishes our table the countless pricking annoyances 
in its abundance. The long, straight which are a part of each day's 

ears of corn, each with its tuft of duties, must be turned this way and 

brown silk, is followed by the that until you have found their 

Wauwatosa ... Wis. cheery carrot and  soup-destined humorous side. 

salsify. The round, bulky, tender- After hours of hard work you 

green cabbage, sturdy turnip and its may see with much satisfaction a 

_ cousin, the rutabaga; the hard- large sauce-pan of simmering, bub- 

stable climate, some may take it headed squash and, crowning the bling, hot jam, all but ready for 

out in blossoming, still there is the year, the great golden globes of the cans. Company is coming and 

promise of amber, fragrant honey, pumpkins, scattered through the while the jam is finishing you has- 

the poetry of food, made of spring yellowed corn—‘“when the frost is ten to put the iron on to heat for 

and sunshine, and perfume, bee on the pumpkin, and the fodder’s pressing your dantiest tub dress, 

ecstacy and flower love. in the shock.” which is already laid out on the 

\
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nigh inside out in your search for : 
. = WISCONSIN NURSERIES 

the hidden humor as you clean that Our Motto: 
MeKAY NURSERY favorite tub dress where a dark Give fools their gold and knaves their 

é ul Ss power: _ 
COMPANY rivulet of jam has meandered down Who shane at Gare eee ee 

the front breadth. Or plants a tree is more than all. 

MADISON WISCONSIN \ . ¢ oe a At it Twenty Years. Catalog for the 
A sense of humor is in fact a asking. 

a prime requisite in our task of W. J. MOYLE & SONS, ’ . R Union Grove, Wis. 
Nursery Stock of adorning the home. Men invariably 

* believe that it is an element that 

Q was left out in the making of the Kellog¢’s Nursery 

for’ Particular Buyers womanly system, and I often won- daneevitle Wisconsin 
Faye oi tes teen eae Gee der if their humorous sense would SiXTVEIGHTH YEAR 
as Wi wer sorts. : o¢ 

1 i i be equal to the occasion if they . supply you with everything in “oul ‘ know exactly what goe : Full line of standard varieties of 
Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, cou know exactly what goes ON | prouit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, 
Vines and Ornamentals. in the feminine mind on such occa- Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- 

Let ua sugeost what: :to: piant sions as her lord and master at- mental trees at prices that are 

both in Orchard and in the dec- tempts to define the humor of a pene Don’t pay two prices to 

gration of your grounds. og || situation to his deficient spouse noe a paiesmen Onder firect 
Tic an ur new Bi rom a reliable nursery an save 

Promptly upon receipt of your I wonder. money. 
ist of wants. 

Men and women, though they '——— 

Nurseries at live in the same house, eat at the ~ — 

1 same table, ¢ subsis » same Waterloo, Wis. same -. ge eat um 7 <= _ 

mecome, live in different worlds. . : —<—. j If they would adorn their homes Sian EVE SHIPPING BASKE Fe 
a 26 mi 2g Ot “aCe i ITE ny . with the crowning beauty of peace res CIRCULAR E. PRICES WR! ae 

Resenfiold $s Superb Peonies and the light which shall shine as an IPURUINGTON' BAS q W 
wt : a, \ . ey ill 

Send sper took — Marieties inspiration to others they must al- SUUBURUING TON: 10 a 
Send for beautiful illustrated peony : we Segoe Di SS wet = 

booklet, Superb Peonies ways be considerate in their deal- i TT 

Rosenfield Peony Gardens ings with one another. The woman WN yy ! mM 

Tend and Bedford Ave. OMAHA, NEBRASKA | Whose bump of helpfulness is so aN i 

inning board nearby. Through overdeveloped as to make her buss 
haste yeu  fenibl when: Sebeh band appear incapable of minding 
aste yO ye, yne s ash, ° . : 

picians p his own business must realize the 
straight into the center of that sauce . ‘ ; 
pAW goes ‘the iron while a. showée absurdity of the situation but casts 

SAE Gente See a reflecti or | ont i | 
of hot jam goes over the stove, the a reflection on her jiidgment in fhe FFROM destruc. ees 

choice of a husband. Of course if tive rabbits, 
floor, and aporNns the nearby walls. 1 1 | tal ill . mice, borers and ear 

You smear a hot, sticky mass down“! strengt ane talents will permit cultivator bruises and skin- DP ie 
"i her shouldering both her own and ning. Eliminate costly re- QaHiRNSGH 

over nose and cheek with hasty é a a 4 Placement and save time SUBD 
i : : ~~ half of his responsibilities without lost in growth of young “oes DNONIPES 

hand while you vainly strive to fish. . ; trees by using ARHBRUICAA ) ) aay WAY ease awepersiotis SHENG ES 
the iron from its unexpected bath im any way Sass BSPersiOns On awkeye “AN Ra 

: : his dignity as master of ceremonies, 7 ANAT ee 
or jam. Oh, yes, you smile, as = . : ree Q1/aP 
ion a hi ii to. thin! all is well and entirely as it Gall ad cae to attach wren this 

soon as you have time to think ‘ 
about it. for the | f the t. should be. , Gnd bottom. Ie will last Zor yeas, 
Q , for > humor o sit- . Special $2 Trial Offer 1 
uation is clearly apparent; but the In our search for the truth in all Serie tore ae 

smile grows more or less grim as_ Situations and for a definition of Wil Sse sore, Sood now. you 
: . oe ae 3 . . ow prices for large quantities you sop, and scrape, and scrub all truth, we are met with the unde BURLINGTON BASKET COMPANY 

sizns of the sticky deluge from niable fact that truth is nothing route Hakeroeton iw | ‘ 

yourself and your surroundings. more ‘than a strong prejudice in Bi Wena ac wr Ms 

The situation has to be turned well favor of our own opinion,
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The Wisconsin Conference and Box Hive Beekeeping and the _ the surprise of the inspection serv- 
Chautauqua Marketing of Apiary Equipment _ ice areas of this kind are compara- 

August 13 to 18 the beekeepers By S. B. Fracker, State tively easy to handle. When we go 

of Wisconsin will hold open house ° Entomologist. into a new township or a new dis- 
for the dedication of the Miller a . trict and find that all the yards are 
Memorial Library. If you have not In August the writer was given Jess than eight or ten colonies in 
already made arrangements to at- the opportunity of discussing the size, that they are fairly numerous 
tend, do so now. No beekeeper in commercial aspects of bee disease and that the percentage of infection 
Wisconsin can afford to miss this Control at the beekeepers’ chautau- js from forty to sixty per cent, we 
meeting, at which there will be a qua held at Green Bay. That talk now know from past experience 
number of the best beekeeping au- Was confined largely to the effect that the beekeepers’ chances of wip- 
thorities in America. of American foulbrood infections ing out disease from that territory 

aa in increasing the cost of production within two years are excellent. A 
‘The present indications are that and decreasing the yield. The time few who are not interested in bee- 

Wisconsin will have a normal crop was too short on that occasion to keeping will go out of business 

of honey this year or perhaps a give anything but the most super- others will slightly reduce the size 
little better if we get sufficient rain ficial consideration to the result of of their apiaries others will care- 
y, ep fhe clover from drying up. the presence of foulbrood on the fully follow ditections for treat- 

desirable “that oot beckecpere a honey production industry con- ment, and the improvement in a 
: A s as siness proposition. year or two is remarkable. Bee- 

not become stampeded with the idea Me. Adame will st i keeping thus bec = fi 
that they are not going to be able r, Adams will show tomorrow keeping thus becomes more profit- 
to sell their honey and begin cut- the progress in the county clean-up able. Those who have taken the 
ting prices. Reports from various 273 and will discuss the results trouble to eliminate disease are 
sections of the United States indi- Secured in the different counties. securing more honey and therefore 
cate that the honey crop in general It has long been recognized that increase the size of their yards. At 
will be short. No beekeeper in bee disease control is a problem the end of a two or three year pe- 
Wisconsin can really afford to based as much on the study of riod therefore there are more colon- 
wholesale his honey for less than uman nature as it is on the science _ ies of bees in the vicinity than there 
ten ‘cents a pound or retail it for of beekeeping and the effects in the were before, honey production is 
less than twenty cents a pound, al- different areas may be interpreted more profitable and the outlook for 
though I know a large number of from that standpoint. For example, permanent success is excellent. 
beekeepers will not agree with us there are areas in which long famil- Several sections of Fond du Lac 
in these statements. Before start-  iarity with American foulbrood in- county offer the best examples of 

ing to sell, discuss with your local fections has caused the larger bee- this type of area. In spite of the 
association secretary the prices keepers to adopt methods which, difficulties in that county the re- 

agreed upon by the state associa- while they keep the disease com- sults of the preliminary work be- 
tion price committees and sell paratively under control, neverthe- gun in 1921 were marked and I 
higher if you want to, but do not less maintain it in the apiary from will not be surprised if the progress 
spoil the market for yourself and year to year. Such plans can eas- there during the first three years 
friends by underselling. ily be worked out and followed and proves to be greater than in other, 

1 Bw VWeanee nf P - while they seriously interfere with better advertised, honey producing 
tag aoa va ak tears: profitable honey production the sections, such as Dodge and Rich- 

to his apiary equipment that prom- greatest danger arising from them land. , ; 
ises to be widely copied. He has is in the almost insuperable diffi- _ Even in such areas, however, bee 
equipped his wheelbarrow with a culty of eradicating disease com- disease control work is by no means 
Ford front wheel, tire and all. The pletely when the beekeepers are of clear sailing. Accidental distribu- 
tire he inflates only slightly and this type. . tion of disease due to a failure to 
finds that he can put his bees in In other areas where beekeeping understand the virulent nature of 
the cellar and replace them on their iS said to be more backward and — foulbrood bacteria occasionally oc- 
old stands with less jar and con- undeveloped the major difficulties curs. There is one feature, how- 
fusion than he ever has any other are in convincing the owners of ever, which does more than all 
way. There is to be no patent on _ bees, first, that a disease is present others combined to prevent pro- 
this. He reports his bees came and is responsible for their troubles, gress under such conditions. That 
through the winter with almost no and second, that control measures is the present trade practice in the 

loss. should be applied. Somewhat to distribution of apiary equipment.
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Wisconsin Beekeeping bees within half a mile of a given The bee supply business is an 

H. ¥. WILSON, Editor yard, one of them with the bees in example of the result of the almost 

log gums the other in the most up- total elimination of middlemen. 
Omcors of The Wisconsin State Beekeepers to-date modern equipment, one is There may be too many middlemen 

PFSAICARE os wre vi vo nn GR Guin, Gotham no more likely to be a threat to the between the producer and the con- 

Treasurer... 0. W. Aeppler, Oconsmewee conditions of health in the neigh- sumer in many lines of work, such 
Secretary...............+.Malitta D. Fischer borhood than the other. In other as the distribution of honey, but 

Remit eaten nee ee Wis. words, there is no reason why the there certainly are too few when it 

x hive should be eliminated un- comes to the sale of apiary equip 

The first problem encountered in a inspection 4 te hevsitempied in eth. it ne nd Sta he ont areas of this type is that of the im- the neighborhood, for the box or ness in the United States which is 

ble fram box hive. Th immovable frame hive does make as nearly handled by the catalog 
movable frame or box hive. ‘ose inspection out of the question. house method as the bee supply 

who keep bees in log gums, dry- . . business I am not familiar with it, 
goods boxes, barrels and similar In Wisconsin therefore, our law There appear to be two reason 
places usually cannot be reached by on box hive beekeeping practically ‘ his i an th 28) Ew f fe i 
educational methods. The exten- applies only where inspection is Chee ka hae "| fe eer ° se as 
siort workers of the university feel likely to be attempted. Inspectors dation, tives he ah hag ak as 

fortunate in the case of any line of are authorized to arrange for the Pree fis e 1OSe woe vad eae 

field work if they reach twenty per transfer of bees in immovable noes, shove's, the in fae . ' ale 
cent of those interested in that frame hives when they are unable to P@PeTs; Secone ? the id cl meet eae 
trade. On this basis the extension examine them. In the extensive dis- of bee supplies wou ct seem. fe Je. 
work in beekeeping takes a high  tricts on the west side of the state a a certain a se af fanny 

rank for I understand that 2083 where no area clean-up work is be- 1? ME . Di eee at 
out of twelve to fourteen thousand ing attempted it will not be com- i vs. Gus eee WHteS aa 
beekeepers of the state attended the pulsory for the beekeepers to trans- We" the’ average beexesper SOMES 

i parag * ; ; in for supplies he usually does not 
meetings of the various bee associa- fer the bees to modern equipment know just what he wants or how te 
tions during the past year. If a unless our entire inspection cam- ne it a , nal cde avin and in. 

single one of all these beekeepers, paigns become necessary in that i a and needs aevice 
however, had an immovable frame _ territory. . oration, : . 
hive on their own premises I should Thi ow wf wi is diff t . The first obstacle has practically 

be greatly surprised for it is those a POM: @ tecuie 4 a Bont disappeared by this time on account 
who are already doing almost as es the aa. Ih view t mt ake of the large numbers of beekeepers 

well as they know how who come Pe mnie = 1 7 atu fat fter conrecties iy Sega pve) ne to meetings to learn more ennsylvania law states that alter dred and fifty to five hundred pro- 
8 . . January 1, 1924, it will be a mis- ducers of honey in every county the 

Education therefore is not a demeanor for anyone in the state total amount of their purchases each 
solution of the box hive problem. of Pennsylvania to maintain colon- year, if it could be determined, must 
Extension speakers reach only those _ ies of bees in hives with immovable je astonishing. I believe we are 
who are interested in advance and frames. The inspection service and justified in saying that beekeeping 
wish to come to hear them. On_ the state college of Pennsylvania as now become so popular that 
the other hand, there are at least are putting on an extensive educa- there should be a dealer in bee sup- 
two scientific activities of the state tional campaign in order that the plies within an hour’s auto drive of 
which reach every producer in the amount of compulsion necessary  ¢yery beekeeper in the state. If the 
area in which the work is being after the date given may be reduced — gounty organizations will take this 

carried on. These are the tuber- to a minimum. up with their own dealers (hard- 
culosis eradication campaign in In new inspection areas, espe- ware stores and general stores are 
which the area clean-up method is cially those in which box hives are perhaps the most logical situations ) 
being -used in a dozen or more prevalent, the first question asked in a short time up-to-date apiary 
counties, and apiary inspection. by the beekeeper is, “Where can equipment would be much easier to 

The writer does not consider box foundation frames and movable secure. In order to see whether 
hive beekeeping with the horror frame hives be secured?” And _ sucha plan was practicable I jotted 
that is often expressed at meetings fortunate is the inspector who is down the other day a list of forty 
of this kind. A colony of bees in able to answer that question with or fifty locations which are so dis- 
an immovable frame hive is no any assurance, for trade practice in tributed that they are within easy 
more of a menace to other beekeep- the distribution of apiary equip- access of every apiary in the state. 
ers than the same colony of bees in ment is different from that of al- More than three-fourths of these 
a hive with movable frames. Of most any other line of agricultural are located within a district where 
two apiaries having uninspected activities. there is a comparatively strong bee-
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keepers association and yet so far in time or he must borrow frames _ kind sufficiently to acquire that little 
as I have been able to find out there and foundation from a neighbor, or information, if the officers of the 

are regular dealers in bee supplies he must shake the bees into a hive beekeepers’ association will take it 
in only five locations. which may already have been in- upon themselves to help him out at 

The writer hesitated a long time fected, or he must use the destruc- first. 
before deciding to present such a tion method. Of these various In conclusion we might sum- 

suggestion on accourt of the com- possibilities the latter two seem to arize the advantages of a system 
parative certainty that someone will be employed almost entirely except of local dealers in bee supplies as 

be sure to accuse us of working in in the immediate vicinity of a place follows: 
the interests of the supply com- where frames, foundation and hives Bist_it weld. vesuit Gn jae 
panies. The matter of the distribu- can be secured. proved beekeeping in three differ- 

tion of equipment is such an im- Our suggestion is therefore, that ant ways; it would reduce the 
portant one from the standpoint of — ore of the most important things — gygunt of old equipment on hand 
bee disease control, however, that a a beekeepers’ association can do is held over from year to year if new 
decision was finally reached to to consider carefully the situation supplies were always at hand. It 
make the suggestion at any rate in in the county and pick out a dealer ould result in the more rapid edu- 
the hope that some improvement in who might be willing to handle bee ¢arjoyn of many beekeepers some of 
the availability of bee supplies supplies. The dealer would have \hom have never seen foundation 
might result. to purchase in quantity in order to G4; the inside of a modern hive. It 

Our experience in one of the secure a discount which would en- would enable the beekeeper to sup- 
cities in which bee supplies are able him to handle the business. Any ply himself with equipment for 
readily accessible shows the impor- county beekeepers’ association which emergencies, such as excessive 
tance of this matter. As soon as the has among its members the owners swarming, cnsteaa of neglecting his 
first survey was finished in that of two or more good sized commer- opportunities. 
area several years ago the bee sup- cial apiaries can well afford to pro- Secoud—Te aould. ingrease te 
ply distributor was kept busy sup- tect dealers against loss, in other daterest of the public in beekeeping 
plying foundation and new frames. words agree to take off his hands 44 cee pee supplies on hand at the 
Beekeepers drove in from ten, fif- at the end of the season any equip- tore and bee bulletins available for 
teen ard twenty miles to get foun- ment which he has left at the pur- gj ctribution 
dation in order that they could ap- chase price. I do not believe that Third—and most important from 
ply treatment themselves. The ma- this guaranty would have to be con- the standpoint of ‘the State Depart- 
terial could easily be secured, every- tinued for more than a year or two fiievit of Agriculture—it would 

one knew where it was, knew that but many dealers would doubtless greatly improve the methods of bee 
it was reasonable in price, and knew decline to handle the new line un- disease contol and ‘would ‘help as 
that they would not have to sit less such an arrangement was made. out in four different ways. First 
down and work out an elaborate Such an undertaking on the part enabling us to secure prompt action 
order blank, go to the bank to get of the dealer might need a few want 3° the owners of infected colonies 
a bank draft and then make an- ads in the local paper to let the could eects Hew and fresh equip- 
other trip or two to town to get beekeepers know where bee equip- ment for them: without delay a 

the material, after waiting a week ment could be secured, these want 414 the temptation to hold over ald 

for it. Asa result that locality was ads being run of course mainly in material, which is the most danger- 
the quickest to clean up of any we the spring. The county association 4.1. of beekeeping habits, would be 

have had anything to do with, al- could probably secure a few free immensely reduced Third, it would 
though the amount of infection at reading items on the subject in ad- aiablé: Hany distticrs to " shiftinate 

the time of the first survey was dition. The discussions at the the immovable “frame evil almost 
alarmingly heavy. The inspectors county meetings would also be atively. foe THertA $8 the fost jm 

themselves cannot assist the own- _ beneficial. ; . portant eASOn forimmovable frame 

crs in applying treatment unless the It would hardly be necessary for beekeeping. Fourth, treatment con- 
proper material is at hand. It is the dealer to know anything about trasted ‘with destriction would be- 
neither practical nor proper for the beekeeping. If he was shown a come more practicable and would 
inspectors to carry this material few simple things, such as how to give better results because we could 
themselves and have it for sale. nail hives and frames, how to wire have more assurance that new 

When we insist that the work shall and embed foundation, and was equipment was being used instead 
he finished within ten days the bee- supplied with a few bee bulletins oF old and probably infected ma- 
keeper, under present ‘conditions, and catalogs for distribution that terial. 
must either rush a letter to the bee ought to be sufficient. Many store- ee 

supply company and hope against keepers in small towns are glad to (This paper given at last annual 

hope that the supplies will arrive interest themselves in things of that convention.) :
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Progress of Bee Inspection Work showed only six, which were cleaned not include the Lake Mills-Water- 
(Reprint from the Biennial Report "P: A second recheck of this county — loo section of the county, which was 

of the State Entomologist, State is planned for 1923. : not undertaken until 1922 because a 

Department of Agriculture. ) Dane county is the only one in preliminary reconnaissance survey 
Presented at the Annual Conver- which progress has been unsatisfac- had failed to reveal foulbrood in 

ee ‘ a tory, the difficulty being due to sev- that neighborhood, When carefully 
tion by C. D. Adams. eral causes. Beekeepers in this inspected this past year there were 

The principles outlired in the last county are selling infected honey in found to be nine infected apiaries 
report remain the basis of bee dis-  Jarge quantities near their own yards containing 23 colonies with disease. 
ease control, the plan of which is and reinfection comes in part from Langlade county appeared to have 

divided into three parts: (a) area honey containers thrown away. been cleaned up entirely in 1920, 
survey for American foulbrood and Disease has also been present for but an infected yard was moved into 
application of control measures un- forty years and the producers are Antigo from outside the state the 
der the inspectors’ direction; (b) unwilling to shoulder the temporary following spring. In 1922, 19 in- 
close restriction on the moving of  Josses which would be caused by a fected colonies’ were found and 
all bees and used bee supplies; (C) drastic clean-up of honey houses cleaned up in four apiaries, all 
demonstration and educational work and equipment. Since 1920 work — others apparently being free from 
on both European and American jn this county has been temporarily disease. 
foulbrood in cooperation with the discontinued. Manitowoc county was the first 
College of Agriculture. Fond du Lac county was begun one undertaken on the area clean- 

Increased demand for clean-up in 1921 and the western half sur- up plan and in 1917 and 1918, 21 

campaigns and continued pressure veyed, but not rechecked. Of the apiaries out of 124 inspected, were 
from county associations resulted 66 apiaries found infected, 27  fourd with disease. As a result of 
last year ina doublirg of the appro- cleaned up, nevertheless leaving 39 the campaign American foulbrood 
priation for bee disease control.* still diseased in 1922. The number seemed to have been wiped out by 
The increase did not become effec- of infected colonies decreased from 1919. At that time it was believed 
tive until July 1, 1921, so that the 208 to 96; and the percentage of in- that a revisit to infected yards only 
first year in which it could be used fected colonies decreased from 8.5% was sufficient, and the inspectors 
to the best effect was 1922. to 3.9%. working in that vicinity, it was 

Previously the chief inspector had The eastern half of Fond du Lac found later, neither examined every 

been greatly embarrassed by de- showed 42 infected yards in 1922 colony in every yard nor looked 

mands for increasing the inspection out of 183 examined. The number over every frame. Development of 

areas and the natural reaction was of diseased colonies was 223. As it the work in other districts later 

an attempt to spread available funds was possible to recheck all these showed such methods unsatisfac- 
over as much territory as possible. places in 1922, a marked improve- tory, so it was not a surprise when 

Beginning in 1922 it has been found ment is expected next season. the resumption of the Manitowoc 

best for a team of two inspectors to In Grant county, the clean-up of work in 1922 showed a heavy ine 

devote their entire time to a single the northeast corner near Muscoda fection remaining near Reedsville. 
county during a season and the re- appears to have been entirely effec- Two hundred and ninety-seven, dis- 

sults have been more satisfactory. tive, only one infected apiary of eased colonies were discovered in 22 
An incidental effect of this change three colonies having been discov- yards. Under more recent methods 

has been the discovery of American ered since 1919; the latter were de- this condition is expected to im- 

foulbrood in many townships which stroyed, the owner not wishing to prove rapidly. 

had been ignored before on account cortinue beekeeping. In Milwaukee county, more diff 

of indications that they were en- The survey of Jefferson county culty has been experienced in locat- 
tirely healthy. was begun in 1918, when 61 of the ing all the apiaries than in other 

Progress may be summarized as 153 apiaries examined (or 40%) areas. The number of infected 
follows: showed American foulbrood. A yards in 1919 was 62 out of 137, or 

Calumet county, begun in 1918, crop failure prevented treatment 45%; which had been reduced in 
was first completely covered the fol- that year and the enlarged area cov- 1922 to 28 yards out of 204, or 

lowing year. Thirty-five of the 122. ered in 1919 showed 92 apiaries In- 13%. The proportion of colonies 

yards inspected were found with fected among 176 inspected. This infected for the past four years has 
‘American foulbrood. This number was brought down to 36 in 1920, 28 been 11, 7.8, 4.8, 2.9, respectively. | 
in 1920 had been reduced to 21, and in 1921 and 26 in 1922. The num- Outagamie county was never con- 

in 1921 a recheck of diseased yards ber of infected colonies during the pletely surveyed until 1922, when | 
ee same period was reduced from 240 77 infected colonies were found in 

tAs used in this report, “bee disease” (or 17.7% of the number exam- 24 apiaries out of 228 yards in- 
reters ee Aenea Toutproed unless ined) to 37 (or 2.4%). This does  spected.
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A preliminary survey of the in Washington county has not com- until now the bees in nearly every 
southern tier of townships of Rich- menced. section of the United States are ex- 
land county was made in 1917 and The total results for the past two posed to American foulbrood, 
part of the area cleaned up. Work years have been as follows: In 1919, the Wisconsin legisla- 
was not renewed until 1920, when ; 1921 1922 ture passed a law prohibiting the 16 infected yards were discovered, Conies (TADOCEEd. wu LATS 2,864 transportation of any used bee ma- among 87 examined. The area has Aplaries with Ameri- oa terial without a permit or inspection 
been increased since and in 1922,  coiomies “Withedimeri, 228 es certificate. This has proven very 15 infected yards were found Percentare epiasiss”? VOT 087 effective in limiting the distribution among 206 inspected. In addition, heeted wee ee es eesses 22.9% 17.6% of disease. In 1921, 510 applica- 
one township in the extreme north- Percentage Colonies 6.4% 6.6% tions were received for such per- east corner of the county begun in The gradual completion of clean its and in 1922, 590 applications. 1922 showed 17 apiaries infected areas and the addition of heavily About one-fifth of these were from among a total of 29. In spite of diseased Snes will it is expected apiaries which had been inspected these increases in area covered, the keep the total percentage of infec. Within a year and a similar propor- 
per cent of infected colonies has tion at about the same level for sev- tion were referred to local inspec- been as follows: In 1917, 17.5% ; eral years to come, in spite of its tors for special inspections. ‘The 1920, 4% ; 1921, 7% ; 1922, 4%. rapid decrease in individual coun- thers were for moving such short Shawano county has never been ties. Disease is usually reduced at  ‘listances that there appeared to be 
given a complete area clean-up sur- te diate ‘of. about 50% a year for 0 danger of distributing disease. 
vey. Efforts by local inspectors the first year or two, but when the As the apiary inspectors now have, however, reduced the number infection is reduced to about 2% of Cover one-sixth of the area of the of known infected apiaries from 12 the total number of colonies in a State, having examined 30,731 colo- m 1919 to 4 in 1922. = county, it becomes very persistent, nies in 2,354 different apiaries in In Sheboygan county the first *P- and accidental introductions tend to 1922, it is possible to determine with proximately complete survey, which balance what is gained each year, Some accuracy the spread of disease. came in 1921, resulted in the discov- This percentage is low enough to In general it may be said that in 
ery of 78 infected colonies in 17 take American foulbrood out of its the area clean-up counties there is aparies, which the following year place as an important factor in 0 evidence that new yards are be- had been reduced to 34 infected col- honey production, but leaves it po- coming infected. The only indica- onies in 13 apiaries. About 136 tentiall very dangerous tion of any new appearance of 
yards have been covered in the She- Methods SE. the alimination of American foulbrood in an area 
boygan campaign. “the last 2%” are now being stud- Clean-up district was in northern Work in Winnebago county has ied and will be given special atten- Jefferson county, where a beekeeper heen very successful, in spite of the tion next season. The problem is in violation of law brought in an in- fact that all work in that county in largely one of commercial beekeep- fected apiary from Dodge county. both 1919 and 1920 was done after ing, for the apiary which carries wo other colonies in healthy yards 
August 1. The percentage of in- sep Amencan foulbrood after a picked up infection almost immedi- | fected colonies for the past four three year campaign is always two ately, but the inspectors were, for- 

| years have been 13.4, 3.5, 3.3 and or three times as large as the aver- tunately, able to locate the source. 
2.8, respectively. In 1921, 25 age for the district. In Richland The owner of the material moved apiaries_ were found infected and county, for example, the ten apiaries WS fined, and the infected colonies they contained 81 diseased colonies ; which have been carrying over dis- destroyed. : 180 were examined. In 1922, 13 case since 1920 average 41.4 colo. , Two cases of infected yards be- apiaries and 51 colonies were I- nies in size and oily two contain ig moved into Wisconsin without fected out of 227 yards examined. less than 20 colonies. The average 'Mspection certificates from neigh- Preparations have been made for size for the county is 16 colonies. boring states have been discovered. | clean-up campaigns in Waukesha, . ° . Both of these have proven very se- Washington and Wood counties. In GOVERNING THE SprEAD oF Fout- rious and, as the apiaries were large, 
the first named, 1,042 colonies were . BROOD elimination of disease has taken examined in 94 apiaries in 1922 and The most common and dangerous some time. More satisfactory ar- 115 colonies in 15 apiaries were means of distributing American rangements have since been made in found diseased. In Wood county, foulbrood is through the sale and a general inspectors’ conference and the numbers inspected were 62 transportation of bees and used bee _ it is believed that this source of dis- apiaries and 1,102 colonies, and the supplies. In spite of laws in many ease has been stopped. 
numbers diseased, 16 apiaries and __ states prohibiting the sale of in- The only other new discoveries of 119 colonies. In neither case was fected material, diseased apiaries disease since the last report have the entire county covered. Work have been shipped here and there, been at Cassville, where bees were
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found carrying infected honey for winter. Still, I think the con- lations. Had the entire seven been 
across the Mississippi river from clusions agree with those of for- considered the amount of brood 
Clayton county, Iowa, to Grant mer years. First, IT shall describe would have averaged much less in 
county, Wisconsin; and a so-far- our honey flow. During May we June. Besides, most of the two- 
unexplained appearance of the had a week of dandelion and fruit year-old queens and one-year-old 
American foulbrood in one yard in bloom when the scale colony gained queens were in hives protected on 
Bayfield county. It is believed the 13 pounds. On June Sth the main six sides, while the young queens 
complete eradication of the latter honey flow began and _ lasted 3 had_ hives protected on only five 
case is being accomplished. weeks. After a few days intermis- sides. Dr. Phillips says that to 

As a contrast to this limited dis- Sion a secondary flow started and have the bottom insulated also is 
tribution many applications for the Continued the rest of July, during almost three times as good as hav- 
transportation of infected yards which time the scale colony gained ing only five sides protected. 
into clean territory have been re- My 10 Ibs. Basswood was a fail- Results as shown by the tabula- 
fused and the yards have been dis. Ute and fall flowers yielded less than tions are as follows: 
posed of locally, .A combination of the current consumption of the 1. The old queens show the least 
the gradual redaction of foulheood bees. I have given the honey flow gain and are weakest at the begin- 
in its present locations and definite to show the importance of strong ning of the honey flow. 
prevention of spreading offer the colonies early. We can’t build up 2. The young queens are ahead. 
only practicable. solution of the on one flow for another. 3. The: young queens in pro- 

American foulbrood problem, In the first tabulation which fol- et ee ate the oe liffer 
as lows the following abbreviations |" between aE cer a cnc 

Comparative Data on Hives, are used: (Q—queen; O—old; Y— cure \ pe abo 4 Se Lanes eth ll 
Broodrearing and Honey young; J—jumbo (10 frame) ; P— tected jumbo and Langstroth hives. 

Yields protected (114 insulite on 4 or 5 pe ae fame frame a 

I have been interested in ob sides and fiber felt on top) ; Unp— more trosd. in the jumbo. hives 
serving the results of the different piipraracted Cpansibhy ie tact “ Personally I like the jumbo frame 
factors entering into brood rear- ¢, ). My ae were all’cellar win. because it holds so much brood and 
ing and honey production, such as tered. For. the present the. score with proper wiring will contain 
age of queens, size of hives, strains will be omitted . . brood clear to the top bar. 
of bees, spring protection, etc., for . As mentioned previously, some 
a number of years. During the a Number Hive Baye colonies were run for comb honey, 
last two years the results of my () 14 ORO YOM sv ®27 some for extracted honey, ete. To 
experiences have been impressed Y 8 ----------------------- JPL 612 compare results, I had to score the 
upon me since I have had an oppor- ¥ a) Seems oh uae $27 colonies. The score is my estima- 
tunity in clean-up inspection work \umber Prames crease Score ~~ tton. Of the number of pounds of 
to observe the great number of (5 Two years 8 257 honey the colony would have pro- 
weak colonies there are among bee- % QUIVER nao=nee ome 316 $y12 duced on an extracted non-increase 
keepers generally at the beginning %4 -------------- 9,4, 2 % basis. With some colonies — the 
of the honey flow. F -s mean tl ber . score represents the exact amount 

I am going to give you certain sonal mech the number having of surplus honey, but not so with 
figures taken from my apiary this i i one side well filled with most colonies. [ had a 50 per cent 
last year—1922. The number of DP00C ES8S- lo be scientifically colony increase and have 1,200 Ibs. 
colonies which I had was not great, Exact, I should have counted the of feed honey for spring which had 
but I think the conclusion I reached "ber of Square inches of brood, tq be credited to the producing col 
would not be materially altered if but that was both impossible and onies so these figures are way above 
taken from a large number. There impractical | for me in the ordinary my colony average. To put comb 
are several factors entering into my yard manipulations. — When _ the honey on an extracted honey basis. 
tabulations which make absolute ex- yard records were taken there was | added 50 per cent. At first I did 
actness of comparison impossible. '° thought . publishing us not intend to include the honey 
For example—I have different Hons taken from them. So we crop in this paper, but the thought 
strains of bees; I have used some shall have to rely upon the law of Came to me that strong colonies 
colonies for comb honey, some for #Verages to even up results and should be valuable according to 
extracted honey, some for increase make comparisons valid. their strength. Were we selling 
and some for two or more of these The two-year-old queens had package bees, then strong colonies 
purposes. Then besides I may not been kept over because they were would be justified merely on theit 
have manipulated all colonies with good queens the two previous brood, but our crop is honey, not 

equal wisdom. In figuring honey years. Yet two of them failed after bees. Furthermore, I know. conr 
yields I have not scientifically al- first examination in May, and mercial beekeepers who do not want 
lowed each colony a given amount were omitted from the June tabu- strong colonies because they claim
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that colonies of medium strength deserves special mention. This was queens, and one with one of my 
store the most honey. my best colony both in score and own queens. Among the 11 best 

To go back to the table we find: in actual honey yield. The reason — yielding colonies having surplus 
1. The lowest score was by the it isn’t included is that it had a honey averages from 302 Ibs. down 

two-year-old queens. one-year-old queen and was in an to 139 lbs., there was only one col- 
2. The next lowest score was unprotected jumbo hive. ‘This is ony with a purchased queen. 

by young queens in unprotected the kind of a colony we cite when Among the 17 best producing col- 
hives. There is no difference be- we argue against protection. How  onies down to 103° Ibs. surplus 
tween the L. and J hives. This re- is it possible that an old queen in there were 5 purchased queens. 
sult is the only one which does not an unprotected hive could have What I learned is summarized as 
correspond with my former expe- brood in 12 jumbo frames and sur- follows: 
rience. In 1911 I had 20 1. hives pass all others in honey production ? Young queens must have plenty 
and 4 larger hives and all my sur- This is my explanation. This queen of bees in the fall or they cannot 
plus was a 50-Ib. average from the was from my best stock. In the build up for winter or spring. The 
larger hives, each producing about fall she raised a lot of young bees best queens are those raised during 
the same. I think the L hives this and came out strong enough in the honey and given a chance to 

year were favored with queens young bees because there were not build up. The colonies with pur- 
much better than the average. enough bees to keep the brood nest chased queens that did best were 

3. The third group was the old warm. No matter how good a those that were strong in bees be- 
queens in jumbo protected hives. queen is, the size of the brood nest — fore the new queen was introduced. 

4. The best group was the young cannot expand beyond the space | believe many queens are consid- 
queens in jumbo protected hives. that the bees can keep warm. Very ered poor, but in fact never had a 
This finding bears out Prof. Wil- few colonies seem to have a suffi chance to prove this value because 
son's statement in the pamphlet, cient force to keep up with a good of some beekeeper’s failure to pro- 
“Wintering Bees in Wisconsin,” queen in an unprotected hive. And vide proper conditions. Last fall 
that cellar wintering in unpro- for that reason practically all col- (1922) I had a chance to profit by 
tected hives is only half a system. onies need protection, and protec- the experience just mentioned. I 

I also compared scores according tion will save stores and conserve purchased several queens. One of 
to the number of frames of brood — bee vitality for later honey gather- them was a replacement and came 
in June regardless of the hives or ing in even the strongest colonies, late—September 14th. I began by 
the age of queens and divided the although it may not really be uniting to 2 small colonies, but I 
colonies into three classes accord- needed. knew the queen could never build 

ing ‘to their scores, with the fol- The preceding concludes the data up with so few bees. As I took off 

lowing results : I have on the year 1922, but I have the last supers I would put those 
First Second — ‘Third other interesting results in queens having a few bees in them on this 

Brood. in (hest) OUP Grest) in regard to honey crops for the colony. The queen was soon lay- poore ) 
Wir to 18 tre 1 7 8 fiscal beekeeping year 1920. In the ing fine and October was mild. On 
afr to 7 tr a 9 4 summer of 1919 I decided to re- October 24th, I opened the hive 

wats rst colony. queen all colonies with purchased and found brood still in’ three 

Deductions : queens. [ ordered queens for Au- frames, one of which contained 
1. The group having brood in gust Ist. The first came the last eggs and brood in all stages. There 

12 trames did best. of August and the last the first’ were very few other hives in the 

2. The break comes between part of September. I began by in- yard having brood after October 
those having brood in 7 fr. and in troducing them to the queenless, 1st, I shall be very much inter- 
8 ir. Colonies having brood in less the weak, the cross, and those with ested in this colony next summer. 
than 8 fr, cannot be depended upon. old queens. I had not yet learned In conclusion I believe one of 

3. There were several poor yields how to introduce with practically the hest opportunities for increas- 
among the strongest colonies. This no losses, and several queens were ing the colony population in the 

is due to the fact that the strongest lost. When requeening was over fall, How often we wish that all 
colonies are the hardest to manage I had 21 colonies with purchased colonies had done as well as the 

to get results from according to queens from my stock. I expected pest. Well, why haven’t they? To 
their strength. They get ahead of great results from the purchased produce high uniform averages is 
the beekeeper and loaf on the job queens in 1920 in comparison with pot impossible. It has been done. 
and often swarm or require treat- those I had raised from my com- And we should not complain of 
ment. It is much easier to get re- mon stock. The year 1920 was a short crops when some colonies pro- 
sults from medium or weak col- great year and I got a high colony duce high yields. 

ones in proportion to their strength average, but results were not where IVAN WHITING. 

because they behave better. I had expected them. In the first Plymouth, Wis. 

| also had one colony not in- place, I lost during winter and (This paper was given at the annual 
cluded in the first tabulation which spring 7 colonies with purchased convention.)
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To borrow books for three weeks o'clock that afternoon, He will and spread with a mixture of 1 cup 
write to tell in his talk how he gets the granulated honey mixed with 4 

WISCONSIN FREE LIBRARY ata, how it is assembled, and tablespoons of butter. — Sprinkle 
COMMISSION how it is issued to the beekeepers with cinnamon and raisins. Rol 

eee throughout the country. like jelly roll. Spread bottom of 
Traveling Library Department A permanent exhibit during the baking tin with part of the honey 

Madison, Wis. entire week, August 13 to 18, mixture, cut dough in inch pieces 
— showing the gathering of the ma- and place cut edges up in pan. 

We Pay Ourtcoinc PostTaGE terial and its distribution with When baked remove from pan at 
You Pay Return Postace maps showing areas covered will once, turn upside down on plate to 

== be held. serve. 
Comstock, A, B.—How to keep pee E. M. Goelzer, 

bees ; a handbook for the use of be- If you have not received a copy Oakwood, Wis. 
ginners. 1905. of the Wisconsin Conference and 

Dadant, C. P.—Dadant system Chautauqua program, August 13 Doughnuts 
of beekeeping. 1920. to 18, write us and a copy will be 2 eggs 

Langstroth, L. L.—Langstroth sent to you by return mail. Butter, size of an egg 
on the hive and honey bee, revised Saini 1 cup sour milk, or 
i Chas. and = i Dadant. ae Prize Recipes ee a cream 
edition revised and rewritten ; Raitt: Y% cup hone 

P. Dadant. 21st edition, 1922” (Bee and Honey Eshibic—tate Flour — call also add 2 tea- 
Miller, Dr. C. C-—A thousand Fae eee) as eam of , at, r. C. C.—! pousane Honey Orange Cookies—Class 25 spoons cream of tartar. 

answers to beekeeping questions. - 1 teaspoon soda added to sour 
1919, 1 cup honey milk or cream. 

Pellett, F. C—Practical queen 2 cup butter H. Doughnut 
rearing. 1918. 2 eggs and 2 egg yolks oney Doughnuts 

Phillips, E. F —Beekeeping ; sub- Rind of % orange, grated 1 cup honey | 
title: A discussion of the life of 1 teaspoon of orange extract 1 cup sweet milk 

the honeybee and of the produc- 1 teaspoon soda in 2 tablespoons 3 level tablespoons butter 
tion of honey. 1915. sour milk. . 2 eggs 

Root, A. I. and E. R—The A B Flour enough to form into balls. Y teaspoon salt 
Cand X Y Z of bee culture. 1910. Place on tins and flatten out. When 4 teaspoons baking powder mixed 

baked, brush with egg white and in flour enough to make. stiff 
MADISON WILL BE BEE- sprinkle Se oe ae eae enough to roll. 

KEEPING CAPITAL, AUG. 15 Oakwood, Wis. Rocks 

On Wednesday, August 15, 1 cup butter 
Madison will be the beekeeping Rolls 1 cup honey 
capital of the United States. This 1 pint milk 1 cup nuts 
is the reguar day for issuing the 1 pint water 1 cup raisins 
market news service on HONEY % cup salt 3 eggs 
and is also the day set aside for 14 cup honey Y% cup sour cream 
taking up the marketing troubles 1 tablespoon shortening 1 teaspoon soda 
of Wisconsin Beekeepers.  In- 2 cents yeast Flavor to taste. Flour enough 
stead of having the telegraphic Flour enough to knead. to drop from spoon. 
market reports and the mail re- Mrs. J. M. Barr. Charlie Pritchard, 

ports from producing sections iis Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. 
een to Washington. they will Baking Powder Raisin Buns P 

for that one date be diverted to 2 cups flour Bran Macaroons 
Madison, the data will be pre- 3 teaspoons baking powder 1 cup flour 

pared and edited and issued right 2 tablespoons shortening 1 cup bran 
on the University camp grounds. 1 egg 1 tablespoon butter 

Mr. Harold J. Clay, in charge % teaspoon salt 1 egg 
of this work for the Bureau of Y2 cup raisins 2 tablespoons honey 
Agricultural Economics at Wash- Y% cup honey 4% cup milk 
ington, D. C., will have reports ¥ cup milk. 2 teaspoons baking powder 
with the ink still wet distributed Mix flour, baking powder and Pinch salt 
to beekeepers when he gives his shortening together. Beat egg and Drop from a spoon on a buttered 
talk on “The Government Market add honey and milk. Stir into the tin. Bake about ten minutes. 
News Service on Honey,” at 2 dry ingredients. Roll out dough Mrs. J. M. Barr.
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Fire Blight, an Affliction or a Ilaving reached the scientists in| more years to produce a spur anid 

Blessing in Disguise? this discourse, it will be well to only a single season to grow a twig. 

This is a good year for fire back up and start over for the bene- Nothing can be done to check spur 

blight, about the best year the fit of the average amateur and such blight. 

writer recalls. It is reasonably safe professionals who are unacquainted The third phase or manifestation 
to say that there is not an apple or- with blight, and there are many of of blight is the blight canker found 
chard in the state that is not af- them. on the branches and trunks of trees 

fected more or less, while in some Fire blight has a long and ugly affected with twig or spur blight; 

every tree has blight. For the first scientific name which is of no im-  stinken areas of bark, dark brown 
time in all my experience I have portance whatsoever so far as the in color turning to black. It is in 
seen trees, Wealthy and McMahan,  orchardist is concerned. It is a bac- finding and removing these cankers 

twenty years old, or over, killed terial disease working wholly within that our hope ies in controlling and 

outright by fire blight. These trees the tissues of the plant and is not possib-y eliminating fire blight, for 
were the youngest in an old or- affected by sprays of any kind. So it is in these cankers, or in some of 

chard, fifty years old at least, and far no one has offered a satisfac- them at least, that the blight germs 

among the oldest trees were several tory explanation of how it is intro- winter over. These cankers, or 

Transcendent Crabs. It is reason- duced or transmitted. When this some of them, become active in the 
able to suppose that the Transcen- has been positively determined we Spring, spongy, and exude a sticky 
dent blighted first and that there will be better able to control the substance which scientists tell us is 

has been blight in the orchard disease. It manifests itself, speak- loaded with fire blight bacteria. 

every year, increasing in severity ing in non-scientific language, in The investigators add a further dis- 

each year until the most susceptible three ways: as twig blight, the most wieting statement that a canker 

varieties have succumbed. It is in- conspicuous but least destructive may lie dormant for a period of 

teresting to note that the original form, causing the new growth, the years and then become active. 

sinners, the Transcendents, have strong upward growing shoots, to During the fall, winter and early 

survived and, although crippled, die rapidly, the leaves and bark spring a diligent search should be 

still put on more wood each year turning brown. In large orchards, made for these cankers and every 

than is destroyed by blight. Now severely affected, one readily gets one cut out and the wound disin- 

here is a further and damning in- the impression of a fire dropping fected. There is no other effective 
dictment of the Transcendent: In from the clouds and searing the remedy for fre blight in Wisconsin 

1914 a five acre orchard was tips of the trees. Twig blight most orchards, whatever may be the case 

planted alongside the old one, con- commonly affects young trees under in the far west. 

sisting mainly of Wealthy, Dudley, twenty years and is not as serious The work of Waite and others in 

McMahan, Mackintosh, Fameuse as it appears. In trees making a California and Washington seemed 
and Patten, but among them a stray rapid growth, as in cultivated land, to prove that cutting out blighted 
Transcendent. This stray was the the blight is more severe than on twigs checked the disease in pears 
first to blight and before it was re- trees growing in sod. There is ab- and apples. For the twenty years 
moved biight had spread to the — solutely nothing that can be done to following these experiments it has 

young trees in a circle around it. check twig blight. We will return been hammered into us incessantly 

These facts merely confirm the  t® this later. that blight can be controlled by 

opinion of such of our pathologists The second form, or rather point “cutt*ng out the blighted twigs,” 
who have approached the problem of attack, is spur b'ight, in which “cut back to sound wood,” ete. This 
of fire blight with an open mind; the germs seem to be brought to has been repeated parrot-like both 

that one of the things which must the blossoms, possibly by bees and by hack writers who got it from cx- 

be done in controlling fire blight, if other insects, and destroy not only periment station bulletins and by 

not the first, is to remove trees of the blossoms but the spurs, the others who should have known bet- 

varieties that are known to be shortened blossom-bear'ng branches ter. Some of the latter are still re- 

“blight carriers” such as Transcen- found on old trees. Obviously the peating it. 

dent Crab and Yellow Transparent spur blight is far more serious than The writer will be pleased to 

apple. twig blight, as it requires three or show any who may doubt the italics
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in this article two cases where cut- better acquainted with our trees and orchards of our county as I never 
ting was done on an extensive scale realize the need of treating them as have seen before, though I have 
by, or under the personal supervi- living organisms requiring as much _ lived nearly a half a century in Wis- 
sion, of competent men, graduates or more intelligent care as a cow or consin. specially the tent cater- 
of universities, men who exercised horse. If blight serves this pur- pillar is of great trouble during all 
the greatest care in disinfecting cut- pose it may well prove a blessing in of this month. It is a terrible pest. 
ing tools, etc., and in both cases the disguise, even as did the San Jose As spraying did not help much, on 
lisease was aggravated, not checked. scale. IF. © account of the heavy rains we had 
In both cases the blight was more Se around here, the only thing | could 
severe the following year than in Pryit Growing in Lincoln County ‘lo was to cut off such infected 
adjoining p'ots. We have the consent of Mr. Gus. limbs. This I had to do most every 

In view of these facts and obser- tay J. Schneider of Lincoln County day for the last three weeks in my 
vation of hundreds of other cases to publish his interesting letter of orchard as well as on other frees 
where evidence of damage rather yecent date. Elis letter-head shows 2" shrubs on my premises where- 
than cure is evident, is it not about that his farm is “Forest Home” and ever I found tent caterpillars. 
me for those who recommend cut- carries an attractive picture of his “T have so far 115 fruit trees— 
ling out affected twigs as a remedy house and grounds, from two to eight years old—twen- 
ior fire blight to resolve in the fu- Mr. Schneider need be in no ‘Y-five plum trees, ten cherry trees, 
fure to give better advice or else doubt in regard to the cause of the three Pear trees; the rest are apple none at all? / branches dying; it is fire blight be. {ees- The plums are mostly Prof. 
Research work is being carried yond a doubt. Blight has spared Hansens, which do as well here as 

in, carefully, patiently and with a but few orchards in Wisconsin this anywhere in the United States. The 
aithful adherence to the funda- year. In another column we give little trees are loaded every year, es- 
mentals of science by men both in seine impressions gathered about pecially Sapa, Waneta and Kaga. 
ur own and adjoining _ states. blight. Hanska grows more into wood and 

these: itera will sank tel you a “The orchards in Lincoln County does not bear heavily. I also have hey know all about blight, nor will have a sad appearance this sum. One six-year-old German prune in 
hey advise cutting twigs as a rem- mer. The apple trees have a dis- good condition, but this did not bear 
ty. Why should others? ease, which looks like blight, but 5° far. 
THE SUM AND SUBSTANCE OF IT: seems to be something worse, as “Of the cherry trees, Wragg, This is about all we know of fire not only the tips are dried up, but Montmorency and Early Richmond, 
light: No variety is immune, but whole limbs of four to five feet. the Montmorency does best. On ac- 
ertain varieties seem to be very Though my orchard is not near as Count of late frosts and snow in 
lisceptib'e. Don’t plant the sus- bad as most others, on account of May, we did not get any cherries 
eptible kinds. regular spraying, I have to go this season, while in other years the 
Cutting out blighting or blighted through every other day in order to Cherry trees gave us lots of fruit. | 

Rigs does not check blight. It cut out some limbs and control in- don’t think that any other one in 
tems often to be the means of sects and disease:. In looking Our county tried to raise cherries. 
reading blight. closer good eyes can detect that the | have ten trees, about eight years 
While twig blight is not usually bark of a diseased limb is getting old, seven to ten feet high, with a 
vere enough to cause serious darker and is somewhat shrunk to- trunk four to five inches in dian 
mage, everything possible should wards the trunk of the tree. Such eter. 
done to control it on account of limbs I cut off two inches in the “Have tried to raise all the ap- 

€ possibility of an outbreak of sound wood. This seems to check ple trees that I had any chance of 
ur blight later. it. Should I’ke to know more about growing in our climate and found 
The only remedy worth while, in this disease, whether you call it reg- that the following sorts do well in 
fisconsin, is to cut out the “win- ular blight and whether it is all over Linco'n County: Wealthy, Hiber- 
ting-over? or “holdover” cases, the state. nal, Dudley, Patten’s Greening, 
mely, the cankers. In searching “Besides this trouble, we have Yellow Transparent, Longfield, 
"cankers we are bound to get this season so many insects in the (Continued on page 189)
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ee red and white bloom, Aunt Sarah 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE would tell how these same plants) 

had stood for years on a city lot 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG with never a blossom—transplanted 

in this bed—they responded inime 

The Editor Would Like to Know home and her loved ones and every diately. She would look thought. 

Where all the contributions are shrub and flower in this garden had fully at them and wonder “‘if the 

for this department that were prom- its story. We loved to walk up and — giver could have been transplanted 

ised so fervently last January. down the paths or sit near her as also, into the deep mellow soil oj 

If some successful gardener she worked among her beloved God's great outdoors, with the en 

would send her minute directions flowers, listening to the stories of vironment of trees, sunshine ani 

for growing head lettuce. I have bygone days, and so those flower flowers, if she, too, perhaps would 

followed all the “directions” I have folks became very real to us. The not have been happier and bloomed 

ever read, have tried all sorts of sister who, when the starry narcis- out in sweetness and beauty. Aunt 

“sure to head” varieties with the sus and waxen lillies of the valley Sarah always believed she would. 

same result. They do not form 

heads, they go to seed. I have y q x 

come to the conclusion that the i 2 Shall 

writers of those directions for 
be F ged 

growing head lettuce successfully, 
ait ee: 

left out something. 5B i al 

Cy 
Pag 

An Intimate Garden 
Re 

There are gardens and gardens. " is 

There are wonderful gardens laid 

out with infinite care, exquisite pic- 

tures painted by a master hand. 

There are gardens in which it would 

seem the object of the designer or 

owner was to impress upon your 

mind just how much money could 

be spent for garden accessories, 

marble statues, garden seats, ornate 

fountains and pergolas. Mrs. Strong’s fruit garden in delphinium time. 

There are gardens that are just 

gardens and there are intimate gar-__ were in bloom, walked up the aisle Children were especially fond 

dens. Aunt Sarah’s garden was of — of a dim old church with her misty this garden—to them the pans 

the intimate variety—there was no bridal veil around her, in her arms — were fairy children who patient 

graceful sweep of velvety lawn, no a great sheaf of these fragrant blos- waited for release from the spe 

cleverly planted thickets to enhance soms, we could see just how pretty laid upon them. Only when all t4 

the beauty of the beds of flowers, and happy she looked. A little girl world remembered the lesson the 

neither were there pergolas, pools loved them too. Aunt Sarah’s tried to teach—‘‘Freely give,” cot 

or marble seats. It was just a voice faltered when she told of they return to the Fairy Palat4 

flower garden enclosed by a paling the little hands that held them so There was a_ twinkle in Aut 

fence, with a few scraggly old apple closely one sunny spring day when Sarah’s eyes when she told 

trees for a background; but the she went to sleep so happily and story and the children would st! 

flowers were not “just flowers” to forgot to wake up. happily as she filled their af 

Aunt Sarah, they were the friends When the foliage of the peonies litt!e hands with the coveted bl 

who had given them to her, they in the big round bed was almost soms, they understood, this was 4 

were memories of her childhood hidden by immense heads of pink, way of telling them that pan
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must be picked regularly, for this its walls, to feel that’ they have had sesses a charm that nothing else 

was but one of the many stories a glimpse of paradise. can give. To watch the develop- 

she told them. There is an indefinable something ent of the plants from the tiny 

There were stories of the flowers in such a home, that creates socia- Shoots to the full bloom, is a de- 

themselves, their color, sweetness bility and warmth of feeling and light to a real lover of the beautiful. 

heauty and habits, of what you fellowship, that no mere clegance Flowers like women instinctively 

needed to do in order to make them can inspire. turn to sunshine and congenial en- 

happy—‘‘for flowers were not Some wise old sage once said vironment for development and hav- 

happy unless they grew thriftily “The wav to a man’s heart leads ing found such an atmosphere for 

and bloomed beautifully.” through his stomach.” Whi'e this the loving care bestowed. 

The flowers the children carried — statement may not be literally true, Many horticulturists do not have 

away from this garden were not jy is true that a well spread table the time or talent for doing expert 

“just flowers” to them. They could does add joy to the members of the mental work in producing new var- 

tell you their names and whether household. ‘The term “well spread” ieties of fruits and flowers, but all 

they grew from seed planted every does not necessarily mean lavishly honor is due to those who have spent 

spring, or whether they were tucked Joaded with a great variety of rich their lives at such work. 

up under a blanket of leaves when foods; it does mean, however, that God spread the earth with a rich 

the cold and Snow came, there to the food should be so chosen as to ynantle of beauty, and endowed man 

sleep until the sunshine and warm combine harmony of flavors. The with the ahiliweto enlarge and con- 

spring rains came to wake them. meal may be served in courses or tinue the rises Happy are they 

They had been taught facts about all placed on the table at once, aS who by patient endeavor add one 

the growing of flowers that woud best suits the conditions, but the yore to the already long list of 

be of value to them in years to food must be carefully prepared, — jeautiful flowers. Though it is a 

come, and those lessons were daintily served and the decorations —Jahor of love it is labor, hard labor, 

learned in the pleasantest and hap- in harmony with the occasion. The pending hours at a time, spreading 

piest way imaginable. They had a tablecloth may be fine linen, or pollen, budding, cutting scions, 

love, an intimate acquaintanceship — common white cloth, the napkins grafting and performing many other 

with flowers that is impossible to may be linen or paper, it matters jntricate, painstaking tasks that this 

gain in anything but an intimate little, if she who presides, brings a peautiful old world of ours may be 

garden, cheerful, happy presence into the eyen a more beautiful home, ‘for 

There are gardens, and gardens, room and serves the food as though — those who can appreciate the beau- 

and the real flower lover loves them it was a_ pleasure and not a dis- ¢iful, 

all, but we, Aunt Sarah, the chil- agreeable task. Mrs. L. H. Palmer. 

dren and myself, we especially love The home of the real horticul- Baraboo. 

the intimate garden. turist is always provided with an 

SE abundance of flowers, including OO 

The Woman Horticulturist shrubs, biennials, perennials and When going for a long drive take 

God created woman for a help- annua's, luscious fruits grace the along your own drinking cup. It 

mate for man, and the greatest table at all times, tempting the ap- js dangerous to use those that hang 

talent any woman can possess (hor- petite of the most fastidious. by the watering places, for there 

tieul urist or otherwise) is the Modern methods of canning and js yo telling who may have used 

ability to make a home a real home, — preserving make it possible to place them, or what use they were put to 

in the full meaning of the word. on our tables in winter, the sum-  jast, Be careful about drinking di- 

An elegant house richly and taste- mer fruits, in a condition and with rect from a spring, for there is 

fully furnished, possessing all mod- a flavor nearly equal to and as danger of swallowing insects. 

ern conveniences, books, music and delicate as when taken from tke 

flowers, may still lack the sweet vines and bushes. OT 

warm homey atmosphere, the fine Most women have a peculiar love Wipe the windows with a soit 

spirit of hospitality, that causes all for fruit and flowers and the culti- paper before washing to remove the 

who are privileged to enter within vation of, especially the latter pos- dust and grime.
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large houses, with a total glass area 

THE FLORISTS PAGE of one hundred thousand feet. The 

Edited De irae nyitte Curator of Botany houses are well arranged with the 

’ " : _| heating plant at the rear side in a 

The Haentze Floral Company of cept the down town store. For Separate building. Two Freeman 

Fond du Lac fifty years all of the business was and one Kroeschell boilers consume 

The Hentze people could have transacted at the greenhouses, but eight hundred tons of coal in a 

celebrated their golden wedding to for the last six years they have had Season. Their traveling conveyor 
the florists business six years ago, a Store on Main Street. They are for unloading coal was undergoing 

had they wanted. Theirs is one now at 27 S. Main Street, having an overhauling while we were there. 

of the oldest establishments of the just moved in June, next door to A large elevated water tank gives 

kind in Wisconsin. Back in 1858 the Palmer House. Their store is fire protection and force for hosing 

the father of the present owners fitted as a tourist rest room, with plants inside and outside. Twenty 

came to Fond du Lac and started 

the business in 1867, on the same 4 q 

spot where the greenhouses now . : J sit om 

stand at 414 Linden Street at the f 
corner of Tenth Street, just a block co rN 
west of Highway 15 as you enter Po : 

Fond du Lac from the south. Se a | 

The business is now in the hands a i ei ne a ae ; . 
of the pioneer’s children, President, | aa ee seat at nce ee hae al 
Richard D. Hentze; Vice Presi- |] pee eee ee ee 
dent and General Manager, Ernst REE cee ——. = es 

Hentze, Jr., and Secretary-Treas- ee mea RS ae eee Oe pe 

urer, Mrs. Anna H. Ferdinand. |i ee A So ae 

Richard D., or Dick, has been in ey ONS ai - ee woe 

the business for 33 years, but for | a ah . 

the past two years, Hizzonner the aie 

Mayor of Fond du Lac. He has [id Sead 

four years yet to serve, and we 

gleaned our interview, in short One end of the Haentze Floral Company's greenhouses. ‘The other end 
near(er) Sheboygan. 

pauses between visitors, with every 

sort of a request. an extensive lot of canaries and eight employees take care of the 

The Heentze Floral Company fine florist accessories. They lean greenhouses and two at the store 

used to supply trade in northern heavily on Gust Rusch, Milwaukee, In such a town, we find they d) 

Wisconsin and Michigan, but now for their supplies, and Gust has a very general business, furnishing 

find their hands full supplying surely stocked them with good look- quantities of bedding stock, small 

trade within a radius of fifty miles. ing things. nursery stock for ornamental plani- 

They have some agents in the Uncle Ernie is the genius of the ing, and even vegetab!e stock fer 

smaller towns. Their city trade is greenhouses with Mr. Ferdinand as the home gardener. 

quite extensive, in a city of 27,000. the mechanic, and we had a most Their outdoor space is ample anil 

Hizzonner is quite proud of his enjoyable visit with them both. We the old trees make it an attractive 

city with its extensive manufactur- almost won the honors in a “kid- spot. Two huge hackberries are « 

ing industries. It is quite a rail- ding match” with Uncle Ernie. It source of speculation to the natives 

road center, with 60 passenger was a nice warm day with the ther- Their sod pulverizer was interest- 

trains arriving and departing every mometer around 95 degrees, but we ing on account of its capacity. The 

day. Mayor Hentze does not get religiously did our duty by inspect- ordinary machine they had could be 

time for much of the business ex- ing everything. There are sixteen choked by two men_ throwing in
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dirt, so Ernie bought a junked Ford deserves it. If on!y more tourists seems to me to be practical and 

for $10 and hooked up the engine knew what lies a block west, they workable. 

to the grinder. Now three men would get more. First: Do not plant trees on the 
can not choke it. But Lizzie isn’t Huron H. Smith. country highways close together, 

tin any more. She has a huge hood like the city people do. That kind 

of galvanized iron and takes the Robins and Small Fruit of planting has several objections. 

weather the year around. My sympathy and a very broth- It shades the road too much, so it 

The stock room is Ford truck erly feeling go out to Mr. Holston will not dry off quickly after rain. 

size clear across the end of the in reading his article on “Song It cuts off the view as one goes by, 

houses and opens into the concrete Birds vs. Fruit Growing,” in June or lives by. Much of the beauty 

two story office building and garage. Horticulture. Robins put the writ- of the country is the distant view. 

Masses of Virginia creeper give er out of commercial strawberry How then? If one wishes the 

this office building the appearance business several years ago. After avenue effect on sections, plant 

of an age-old English manor, but 

the interior shows much - sorting — 

bench room, ice boxes, and an up 2 idl 

to date office. Supplies in large j cag 

quantities are carried on the second ut a 5 di 

floor. re! tr hi i i sa 

Just to hit the high spots on their = |* d i, 

stock, we noticed a whole house of | | i oo f 

asparagus ferns, and a huge assort- Sere OO tee a oa 
ment of other ferns and palms. epg i ati alia Paes * — 
There were a good many Faster ; a Ree ee. see: a me Rope - me grea ck 

lilies, snap dragons, and some beau-_ |f s ig ao Ss of A nce 

tiful purple Veronica spicata. There Br a a ee 
were two benches of Swansonia, Ree soci , P 

white and the seldom seen red ones. —EE EEE SSS 
There were nine thousand rose 
slants ‘in such’ varieties as Colum A “close up" of the office building, Haentze Floral Company, Fond du Lac 

bia, Premier, Ophelia, Ward, But- becoming a pest and eating much about one hundred fifty feet apart 

terlly, Richmond and My Lady. more than all the profit on good —perhaps two hundred. That will 

They had 12,000 carnations, the crops for several years, he quit that — give the avenue effect as one looks 

White Matchless and Harvester, line. Now, let us hope that the down a road and will neither cut 

the Red Matchless and Nebraska, custom of shooting robins when off the scenic view or the view of 

and pinks such as Super Supreme, they arrive sou‘h in the fall will the car coming just around the 

Philadelphia and Eckhurst. ‘lhey he continued with increased vigor curve. ‘lhe trees should not be 

have an unusually large lot of and we may be somewhat relieved. headed too low, say fifteen to 
mums, Mistletoe, Seidewitz, Turn- [ think any one is entirely justi- twenty feet. Lc Ss. 

et, Pappworth, Chieftain, white and fied if he kills birds to protect his —— 

pink, Patty, December Gem, Ocon- own fruit, provided the killing is The McKay Nursery Company 

‘0, Chas. Rager and twelve more, done on his own place. and the Hawks Nursery Company 

Our visit was made on July 6th, Irving C. Smith, Ashland, have been with us as advertisers 

when outdoor flowers were at their ——— since November, 1911, and were in 

best, and we thought then, what Plant Trees Sens‘bly business many years previous to 

a wonderful flower show, the flor- In answer to the question, Shall that. We know the men. They are 

ists could make at this season of we plant roadside trees? with us at every convention. And 

the year. Heentze’s place gets as I would like to suggest a way we know their goods. They are 

many visitors as a city park and of planting roadside trees which dependable.
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Wisconsin Horticulture and rarely a train passes but a disqualify boys, as we have not the 
Published Monthly by the group of happy youngsters in over- facilities adequate to meet the needs 

Wisconsin St. H - . : State Horsley tural Society alls are waving greetings to the of such cases. No boy is barred 
Omeia! Organ of the Society. passengers who are flying by. on account of his poverty, religion, 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, FE < 3 A : ale mati secret Wi Be kien we For years we thought it was nationality, or lack of education. 

cyaigcinte | Editor Mra. E, Strong, B. 1. some sort of ‘reformatory” camou- The school is not a penal institu 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, flaged by an attractive name. Upon tion. There are no locks, bars, or 
a8 second-clusa matter. Acceptance for mailing at . ¢ ; ¢ special rate of postage “provided fr in’ Section Closer acquaintance we found that stockades behind which our boys 
p108. tee of October 3, 1917, authorized July Lo. . % mee . SA dvertising rates made known on: application, it is something quite different, one are confined. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society of those bright spots we find here [t is not an orphan asylum. Many 

Anna} membership fee. one dollar. which  in- and there along life’s highway. of our boys are not orphans, but 
cludes fifty “cents, subscription price to Wisconsin . . _ a a 
Pee ee ate nuiar teu mrellerie ‘Cranes So we take the liberty of giving are misfits in what would be their 

Remit by P stal or Express Money Order. A Real i .. > 
dollar bi may “be sent safely if wrapped or at! here the little story as told by those natural home. Some have never 
tached to a card, Personal cliecks accepted ny ; ° . 

Postage stamps not accepted. who are giving much more than known a home of any kind. 

OFFICERS money, giving themselves to this It is not a home-finding society 

TiS uestenst: praitene’s 2c 00 5 ietabes wonderful cause. No one has Wl x my ce- Presi wee ee eee Rarabow J 2 a Se. a ds ars EB 
Frederic Cranefield, Secretary-‘Treasurer. : Madison See 1 hen the boy enters our doors, 

EXSecUTTE comurreR asked us to do this, the slip came he is at home, and we try to teach 

President, Vice President’ and. Secretary as it comes, modestly once a year him to realize that fact. We want 
For Term Ending December, 1925. and,—here it is. It is not the pur- him to leave the home only when 

Mo B Goo... cess eee esses Sturgeon Bay . tes . 
wes. eee a ee ee Snell pose of the editor to solicit your he has reached a_ self-supporting 
Wade MOY esis oeensmencranensUOin GME  subserintion nor urge’ anyone to age. 

For Term Ending December, 1924 * a 

Ay K. Ramettes ceassarenseeve es Raraboo give but merely to have the story . 
Gor Rrigham ETT TIT EDD DDD pine’ Mounds 2 . - Our officers and directors serve 
Wm. Lonelind VV LL LLL LLL LLL bake Geneva told and to vouch for the truth . _ 

For Term Ending December, 1923. fit without pay. The only workers re- 
5 : =i of it. a 
Fee Fae ee ee ene ceiving salary are those who are 
Richard Marken 2.000000. Gays Mill a noe oad . oe . . 
Weng spreter 2222002022220 'Ohaiaska FACTS ABOUT THE FARM BOYS’ OME — giving their whole time to the work. 

ROARD OF MANAGERS The Far mil te % g 

H.C, Christensen). Frederic Cranefteld lhe Farm School is a home on a Boys are taken from all sections 

So __ farm, where needy and neglected of the state, and remain until able 
_, boys are cared for and educated. to help themselves. 

Are Boys Worth Saving: It is situated on the C. & N. W. Yearl fi tI 
. . . . early ¢ r care of boy (ap- 

It is, we believe, the desire of our Ry., about a mile from Dousman, wv y i 6200.60. ; y (ap 
, . r proximately OO. 

readers that the columns of Wuis- in Waukesha county. ! y) 

constn Hortricutture should be It is a philanthropic school, main- The farm comprises 220 acres. 
devoted to the interests of our So- tained by voluntary contributions. purchased in 1905, for $14,700. 

ciety and to matters horticultural. No state aid, ; Estimated value of total prop- 

lhe editor has alw ays been a stick- Its purpose is to _make clean, erty, including the farm, live stock, 

ler for that very thing, except in manly and capable citizens of neg- machinery, tools, produce, and 
C g Aq C4, 9 , pa oct Ee aless 4 ° : . 1917 and 1918. Occasionally, how lected, homeless and orphan boys. school buildings, $55,000.00. 

ever, something comes to the edi- Payments for the board and care Wel b hi . 

torial desk containing an appeal of the boys are required, whenever u © ae out thirty oo im i 
: : * : me. é Ci 

that clings to the memory even if a parent or guardian is able to pay. Hie: re new - Schoo 

laid aside and out of sight. The Boys attend school nine months edie ot built in 1917, With 7 

Dousman Farm School is one of of the year, under a specially em- additional cottage we will be able 

these. Those of us who have trav- ployed teacher. ‘They also learn to to care for fifty boys. 

eled from Madison to Milwaukee do farm work and have ample op- All cash contributions to the 

on the C. & N. W. Ry. any time portunity for play, ete. work should be made payable to 

during the past twenty years can Boys are admitted through a the Wisconsin Home and Farm 

scarcely have failed to notice this committee who provide application School Association, and sent to W. 

school. The school house and home blanks. Criminal records, mental J. C. Ralph, Financial Secretary, 

buildings are close to the tracks deficiency and physical deformity Hartland, Wis.
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WILLIAM H. TURNBULL my orchard is a row of them sev- management of a local tomato can- 

William Turnbull died at his enteen years old, have never borne, nery is so sure of the better quality 

home in Kenosha, April 2, 1923. and up to this season have never and superior flavor of fertilized to- 

He will be greatly missed. For the bloomed, except for a few stray matoes that a bonus has been of- 

past ten years at least Mr. Turn- blossoms, About a half bushel of — fered for fertilized tomatoes. 

bull attended every meeting of our scattering apples were picked last Early in the season the agricul- 

Society, both the summer and win- season. In the spring of 1922 they turist of the company and County 

ter meetings. ‘He never failed to were treated with four pounds to Agent FE, E. Stimson got together 

express the pleasure and satisfac- cach tree of equal parts nitrate of and figured out that, if the growers 

tion he found in association with soda and sulphate of ammonia. could be induced to use 500 pounds 

our members. While many of us, They responded with vigorous of a 2-12-6 fertilizer, the company 
no doubt, for such is the way of growth and fruit bud formation. and the grower would both be bene- 

the world, failed in return to tell Bloomed profusely this spring, but fited. The following p'an was 

him how much we enjoyed asso- @ Very small per cent of blooms adopted: 

ciation with him it is certain that have set fruit, I don’t understand Each grower agrees to put 500 
there is none but will feel sorrow this. | . pounds of 2-12-6 fertilizer on cach 

on account of his departure. The  , “The trees are very” symmetrical acre grown for the cannery, the fer- 
following is from a Kenosha paper '™ growth and the fruit is as large titizer being supplied by the can- 
of April 3d: as a Wealthy and a rich russet. But nery on advantageous terms. The 

William Harrison Turnbull was °° far the tree is not a success. It cannery also pays a bonus of $1.00 
a native of Geneva, New York, '* late bloomer and may have been per ton for all tomatoes grown on 
where he was born, November 5, in a susceptible stage for frost iN fertilized land up until the price of 
1845. He came west with his par- jury. We had a snow storm in the the fertilizer has been reached— 
ents when he was but two years of pink and pre-pink stage, followed News Bulletin; Soil Improvement 

age and the family settled at Janes- py three frosts and a temperature Committ 

ville, He was educated in the of 28 degrees. But so far no visible . 2 on m2. 4 
schools of Janesville and after com- aa . oe Tf this is true it is important and 

pleting his education he learned the MJUTY» unless tis the cause of fai of interest to the amateur as well 
trade of the wagon-maker. Going wre in this ‘variety’ ‘to. set Wo as the commercial grower. We all 
to Racine he was for many years Golden Russet trees near by s 5 ; : 

associated with the Fish Brothers ploomed early and fu!l and they set wane quaity, Further information 

Wagon company in an executive jn heavy. Pewaukees bloomed full is being sought. 
position and after he gave up this wck-very TiGhE”. 
work he became the buyer for the and set very light. 
Mitchell Lewis company, long “Our orchard is hilly and in sod, Professor Roberts says that when 

prominent in the wagon-making — but on very rich soil, yet older trees everybody gets a chane to talk 

pusiness in this section of the coun- were looking pale, ‘old and feeble.” everybody goes home happy. He is 

WI he resigned his sition The application of nitrogen has pro- quite right, but we take this occa- 

with ‘the Mitchell Lewis company, duced such a change in abundance sion to observe that, his statement 

he retired. and color of foliage, growth and heing true, there must have been a 
ee bud formation as to be striking. A Jot of unhappy fruit growers at the 

The Wisconsin Russett Apple lesser application was made this sea- cor yention. We dropped in at the 

Also Something About son and from the appearance to date C.F, G. section at 2:30 Friday 
Fertilizers a still smaller application may be afternoon and Roberts was talking 

Mr. Carroll A. Dutton, a success- sufficient another season.” We dropped in again at 5:30 p. m. 

ful fruit grower of Trempealeau — . . . and Roberts was talking, still, or 

county, writes an interesting letter, Quality Tomatoes at a Premium again, or yet. 
which we have permission to pub- That proper fertilization im- ee eee e eee 

lish: proves the quality of tomatoes, as The late Elbert Hubbard said: 
“T recall that in a former issue of well as increasing the yield, has “Don’t take yourself so damn seri- 

the magazine you had an article been well demonstrated in Orange ous.” Poor English, but good ad- 
concerning Wisconsin Russets. In county, Indiana. At any rate, the — y'ce,
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Switzerland of Wisconsin park. The road is fringed on both great Belmont Mound that is noted 

BY JOHN A, HAZELWOOD sides with native wild shrubs, the for its symmetrical form and at- 

Chairman Wisconsin Highway leaves of which are so pretty that tractive setting. Tourists are war- 

Few wen See eee lived in Wis. Often we were obliged to exclaim, ranted in pausing and meditating 

consin appreciated more highly its “Oh! How beautiful!” The trees on what transpired on the almost 

beaut oe ee ne ee eae Hager in the valleys and hillsides are gor- holy grounds, where the birth oi 

others that they too might enjoy them. yeous, rich in tint, color, and the great Territory of Wisconsir 
The following story is one of many its fi gisl 2 written. by: bin three! years, ego! and beauty. took place, and its first legislature 

has been widely published. We print DovGEVILLE and Supreme Court began work. 

it for the benefit of those who may * “wo P 
not have read it and also to piace it gat be og tig sitar LATTEVILLE 
on fecord, In one way’ of looking at Dodgeville is an ancient city , : : 

it it s only an account of a short auto- when compared with municipalities Platte Mound is skirted as we 
mobile trip through a portion of south- 7 . Tce mnsi ar pass al the city of lead mines 
Weateru ‘Wisconsin bat it is Hone thé of northern W isconsin. Many of pass aiong to ec y cad ine 

less a poem in the language of prose, the old homes are quaint in their and the site of Wisconsin’s first 

flowing or pratea fron a: Neary over appearance. The Court House is normal school. Platteville segre- 

prayer of thankfulness.—Kditor. one of the oldest county buildings gated her saloons to a side street 

The Badger state is one of the in the state. Many of the business during the wet days. It has about 

most scenic commonwealths in the Places, especially the banks, are as many beautiful trees lining its 

nation, especiaily during the Au- modern in every respect. Some residential streets as any c ty of its 

tumn season, when the foliage of beautiful homes are seen in sub- size in America, The community 

the trees and shrubs take on all the urban additions of the city. spirit in Platteville has made its im- 

hues and tints of the rainbow. A The highway between Dodgeville Pressions on the city: in providing 

party of nature lovers left Madison and Mineral Point is almost as parks and community buildings. 

on an early October morn for a rough as the scenic railroad on such as mustinpress: every: studious 

three days’ trip through a part of Coney Island. It gives travelers a visitor to the city. 

the Switzerland region of Wiscon- sample of the “ups” and “downs” Mourn or Wisconsin River 

sin. The sun shone every day of — in life. Tlowever, the expert engi- Sretion 

the journey, for there was hardly a neers are working out changes in ne . . 
Journe) y = ouge The trip from Platteville through 

cloud in the sky, and the tempera- the roadway to do away with many ‘ . : 
ee . : . - “Bloomington, the largest inland city 

ture was ideal for an excursion of the steep grades and dangerous : . 3 ‘ : 
. me .. . of Wisconsin without railroad serv- 

through the country. curves. The beauty of the ride is. 3 5 BS 
: vant . ice, and across the Wisconsin River 

Ripce Hicuway most appreciated when travelers : . . 
NIDGE wg : at the toil bridge at Bridgeport to 

my ge . pass down the hill to the narrow .. ye 
The initial part of the trip was 5 . 5: Prairie du Chien, possesses an ever 

nye : valley of the Pecatonica River and . . 
made over State Trunk Highway . : . changing panoramic beauty that 

5 . up the opposite side to the ridge . 
No. 19, the so-called Ridge Road : : . pleases the eye of the traveler. -\s 

; : leading to the old capitol village of : Z 
from Madison to Dodgeville. A oe 3 : we approach the city where Ked 

5 Belmont. There is no stream in . : oe a 
great part of the highway has re- ei, ae i Bird, in charge of the Indians, made 

‘ Wisconsin that runs so wild as the |. . : 
cently been re-located by the High- : Ss ; . his last stand against the U. 5 
\ Commission ‘to. elititinate At Pecatonica River during the rainy Fi ler Major Whist! 
wa 0 ssic » eliminate fif- ; hy, . : orces r } r stler, we 

t y langerous rail 1 in Spring months. This fact is ob- ees vice aid ajor f he Nal 
een dan s railroad crossings. a sple Ww © Nelson 

. sero! .. s served on every hand as we cross get a splendi view © the Ne 
It is a beautiful drive on the crest the stream bottom Dewey Park which borders on the 

of the ridge, with sptendid farms . mouth of the Wisconsin River, and 

lining each side of the highway. BeLMont lies for miles along the Father of 

The famous Blue Mounds are wit- The old capitol building which Waters, the Mississippi. Old Fort 
nessed for a long time before was occupied in 1836 by the first Crawford, now a crumbling mass 

reached on account of their height Wisconsin legislature has been pur- of brick and mortar, is passed as we 

and prominence. Here we see the chased by the state and moved back enter Prairie du Chien. Here we 

second highest place in Wisconsin. to its briginal site. It is interesting find a unique and picturesque set- 

Iowa County should secure title to as a matter of sentiment, situated in ting for a great city. The failure 

the Mounds Section for a county old Belmont with its site near the to make the most of water transpor-
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tation facilities is the reason for clothes. The maple, the oak, the rama of scenery seldom if ever 
Prairie du Chien not being one of sumac, and the ivy are gowned so witnessed anywhere. Passing down 
Wisconsin’s largest municipalities. beautifuily that it is difficult to pick towards the Kickapoo River bed, 

CrawForp County SCENERY out the “best dressed.” we approach the pretty little Indian 

No county in the state has more Gays MILts hee, of moldicts Grove, the old : =. s a +... home and business place of former scenic places in it than Crawford The descent from Mount. Ster- Governor James O. Davidson. It 
County. As we ascend the east side ling, down some five miles to Gays ie apparently a live business town 
of the Kickapoo region from the Mills, surpasses in beauty and in- judging from appearances of build. 
Mississippi valley section, we are terest a trip down Pikes Peak. The ings and streets , 
impressed with the fact that Swit- highway winds around and around . ~ 
zerland has a duplicate in Wiscon- hills so that at one time you are on Coutses or KicKavoo 
sin. The long, long, winding trunk the east side, the next moment on Traveling from Soldiers Grove 
highway, which has just been newly the west, then on the north, and to Reedstown to Viroqua, we pass 
graded and re-located, to do away then on the sunny south, and this up and along the Kickapoo River 
with the many steep grades so that course is followed until almost as for some distance, giving us a 
now the grade is apparently easy an act of magic you are right upon splendid opportunity to study the 
and continuous, make the travel- the mill pond north of Gays Mills. irregular river bed and many val- 
ers’ eyes witness just oceans of You pass alongside of a grist mill leys and coulees. The coulees are 
Nature’s beauties in various forms. across a bridge, and right up the noted for crags, outcrops of rock, 
You see the great state park in the main street of the village to the de- and stony bottoms. It is in this 
listance, with the waters of two pot ere you are aware you are in section of the state one is reminded 
mighty rivers rolling by the foot of the heart of the metropolis of the of the canyons and washes in the 
high bluffs; you observe hickory Kickapoo Valley. West. The wonderful coloring of 
mut trees on the precipitous  hill- Avprevore the foliage pleases the eye of all sides by the thousands, and in the Appledore is an island off New who possess aesthetic tastes. Flazel- 
(istant valleys below many fields England shore upon which not a brush, columbine, seca and Tp and farms, tree is found, only a few sumac not berry bushes grow thickly along the 
“October donned a scarlet coat, as high as your knee, ‘To compare roadside, and furnish a pretty bor- 
When Autumn nights were grow- this island with the great apple re- der. 

ing chill; gion of the Kickapoo is an insult Coon VALLEY 
And left a trail of splendor where — to the fruit growers of Wisconsin. Coon Valley posseses a world of She wa'ked o'er meadow, vale, The Kickapoo apple orchards might interest’ng scenery. The deep cuts, and hill.” well be contrasted with the great the high hills, almost like moun- 

IreRAROO. cherry orchards of Door County, tains, the twisting, winding road- 
The drive from Prairie du Chien nist “pet sen aig nigh steep fills way, makes a visit to this section fo Mount Sterling is a revelation of to the east of Gays Mills, we are one which will never be forgotten. throbbing beauty of many types. given often to looking back down Wonderment and bewilderment You study the delicate hues, shades, into the valley at the village. It isa possesses the soul of all visitors to ind colors on every side Bar t6 most beautiful sight to look down the vatley. The Berkshire Hills of the westward can be Seat tha blits on the little city at night time, and Massachusetts are not comparable Ling. the Mississippi, which seem see the well lighted homes and with the Vernon | County Hills. 

® tower towards the sky as the streets: Interested parties drive for Vegetation of all kinds common to Rocky Mountains. Toward the miles and miles when orchards are this latitude help to make the scen- 
’st vou see the now peaceful, tran- in blossom in June to smell the ery impressive and enticingly inter- 
wil valley of the Kickapoo. The tragraiion and enjoy the beauty of esting. 
"es appear to have on beautiful the apple: blossoms. Witp Cat Mountain 
arty dresses suitable for high so- Sorprers Grove In the northeastern part of Ver- ty, and the shrubs seem to vie We passed along the east ridge non County, just outside of the vil- Kith the trees in donning society of Kickapoo hills, enjoying a pano- (Continued on page 189)
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Snake Skins in Birds’ Nests The writer once heard the late pendent of flimsy landmarks  vis- 

BY JOE ALEXANDER John Burroughs, that grand old ible only at close range. 

“Why do flycatchers and cat- naturalist and bird lover, say rela- But why then are the snake casts 

birds weave cast-off snake skins _ tive to this matter: “It is not likely woven into nests? Is there a rea- 

into their nests?” That queer cus- that snake skins are woven into son? Nature is not wasteful; there 

tom has been much studied, but birds’ nests with the idea of orna- must be a purpose, and a good one, 

never satisfactorily answered, by mentation. Why they do it is an too. 

ornithologists who have devoted unanswered riddle.” Birds do ‘not ‘Rirvose hy accilent the -wilter 

years to bird study in an effort to ty to make their nests conspicu- fret observed what he now humbly 

answer some of the many knotty OWS; on the other hand they show offers as at least a partial answer 

questions that the entrancing pas- wonderful ingenuity in making (the question. On the old home 
time affords the sympathetic close nests blend with their environment...) in Wisconsin is a dense hellge 

observer, The nest of the wood pewee serves GF wild plum and hazel bushes he- 
Theewtiter “has-been aw jiterested’ 5° a" admirable example of wood- cide: an old, vine-shrouded stone 

student and observer of birds since land architecture at its best. . Ex- wall. This hedge is truly a bird 

early boyhood, and in his wander- quisitely woven of plant fibers, tenement, inhabited by birds of all 

ings through woods and_ thickets moss and rock lichens, and resting kinds, literally living together in 

he has long looked for a satisfac- upon a branch of gnarled apple OF true neighborly harmony, But all 

tory answer to the question. This oak, it harmonizes so perfectly with was not well in this thicket. A 

odd habit of placing cast-off snake the limb as to appear to be nothing flock of cowbirds, sometimes called 

skins, or “castings,” in the nest is more than a healed limb scar. cow blackbirds or buffalo birds, fol- 

not uncommon among birds. It Nor does it seem that snake skins lowed the Guernseys in the adjoin- 

does seem, however, to be limited are woven into nests to serve as ing pasture. Our closer observa- 

to the flycatcher family and to the “markers”? which enable the keen tion revealed the fact that these 

common catbird. eyed owners to find their own nest, “parasites” depended upon _ the 

If the old, dried and crinkly though this explanation has been nests in the hedge as a handy nur- 

skins were found woven into the advanced. To assume that birds  Sery. Cowbirds, as we all know, 

nests of less pugnacious birds we require such aids to memory for do not set up an establishment of 

might be led to believe that they places is to belittle both eyesight their own and keep house in the 

were used for nest protection from and_ instinct, each of which they orthodox and_ highly respectable 

woodland marauders, but those who possess in ample measure. Is it Manner followed by other better 

have watched the kingbird know sensible or logical to suppose that loved birds, They slyly lay their 
that he is well able to defend his birds which find their way in the ¢8gs in the nests of the smaller 

rights and property. So is the cat- spring migration from the sunny songsters while the owners are 

bird. Let an intruding crow or blue southland to the tiny patch of away, thus leaving all the “chores 

jay on mischief bent prowl slink- woodland from which they disap- of incubation and feeding to the 

ingly through the berry patch near peared the autumn before are de- unfortunate foster parents. Nests 

his nest and watch what happens pendent upon markers placed in the ost commonly selected by cow] 

promptly and to the accompaniment nest they have recently built? birds for this labor-saving plan 0! 

of an angry din entirely out of all Hardly. The instinct that each year raising a family by proxy are thos 

proportion to the size of the catbird, guides the martins back to my mar- of the yellowbird, song sparrow 

even with his feathers ruffled in tin house, and that last year di- American goldfinch and vireo. 

wrath. No, it hardly seems that rected the flight of the first to ar- But to return to the nests in th 

birds which are both able and will- rive all the way from South hedge. Cowbird eggs in the nest 

ing to defend their nests need de- America, and to direct its last two of other birds were more neatl) 

pend upon snake skins for protec- miles of flight across fog-hidden the rule than the exception. 1 

tion—at any rate while the lawful lake straight as a die to the old nest- little yellowbird’s nest contained 

residents are at home or in the box in my back yard—such instinct four tiny eggs and in addition tw 

close vicinity. is beyond ken, and certainly inde- much larger ones which had bee
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craftily deposited there while the the cows rested in the heat of mid- Switzerland of America. 

wee owners were away. Soon all day kept the attending cowbirds at (Continued from page 187.) 

the eggs hatched. Within a week a very respectful distance and in a_ lage of Ontario, we visit the obser- 

three of the baby yellows had been great state of excitement. Quite vation tower of Wisconsin. Wild 

crowded out of their rightful home plainly they showed that they did Cat Hill has Switzerland mountain 

by the big lusty usurpers. The not favor snake skins in their im-  S°*NCTY eclipsed. Our party spent 

fourth somehow managed to sur- mediate vicinity. This experiment, a long time enjoying the panorama 

vive. It was pitiful to watch the though repeated on several occa- seen from the various points of the 

little foster parents as they tried sions, never failed to produce the hill. Tt took some effort to get us 

to pacify the enormous appetites of same result. Perhaps cowbirds t Pass on from the scenic places on 

the two adopted fledgelings, both have an instinctive dread of snakes. the Wild Cat Mountain. The day 

of which were soon larger than the Possibly the catbirds have taken was ideal; ae bright morning sun 

yellowbirds themselves. With such advantage of this fear. Who ‘hining upon Nature s painted scen- 

appetites as this to appease it is no knows? Queerer things than this ery made the anvita ion to linger 

great wonder that cowbirds do not are known to happen in Nature. longer almost urfesistible, No 

take kindly to the thought of rais- a could do justice to the pic- 

ing their families. Fruit Growing in Lincoln “s Canenusion 

Within less than a rod was the County. After our visit to Wild Cat Hill. 

nest of a catbird. Interwoven into (Continued from page 179.) our party passed into Monroe 

the mixed fabric of the nest, along Duchess of Oldenburg, Wolf River, County and visited the head waters 

with a couple of pieces of dirty Snow, Scott Winter, Northwestern of the Kickapoo. All along our 

white rag and a bit of old news- Greening, Minnetonka (related to trip we were refreshed time and 

paper, was a more or less badly Wealthy, it seems), Yahnke, and all again by drinks of pure water from 

weathered cast snake skin. This the crabs. The following do fairly bubbling springs by the roadsides. 

nest contained four pale blue 88S well: Red Astrachan, Mackintosh, In almost every instance, it was evi- 

which hatched and developed with-  Anisim, Malinda, Talman and De- dent that the springs had been 

out molestation. No cowbirds pat- jicjous, Others should not be cleaned out and made specially in- 

ronized it, though it was 50) easily planted in Lincoln County. Of  viting to thirsty tourists. We re 

seen that it could not possibly have pears the Flemish Beauty does well turned to Madison from our trip 

oo ther notices it i, “ here. I also have Clapp’s Favorite through a part of the Switzerland 

irely possible that the snake skin Pwarf,. of America feeling well satised with 

twined among the twigs of the nest “The farmers around here never — the roads, the hills and valleys, and 

kept uninvited lodgers at a respect- think of spraying their orchards. the beauty and grandeur of the 

ful distance? At any rate we have They will learn something this trees of Wisconsin. The closing 

yet to find a “boarder” in a cat- year; | hope so at least. Otherwise _ part of our journey over the Bara- 

bird’s nest to which a snake skin] would have to fight the many or- boo Bluffs and Springfield hills 

dangles flapping pennant-like in the hard pests harder than ever. It made fitting closing scenes after 

breeze. would help considerably if the what we had enjoyed on our jour- 

It is not our wish to enter this country teachers would teach their ney through the Switzerland of 

as final proof that the snake skin pupils that spraying the orchard Wisconsin. 

is placed in the nest as a “‘scare- trees is a necessity today, not only _ 

crow” to keep away unwelcome in we'l cultivated countries, but If your garden is small you can- 

visitors. We do, however, have everywhere. Ee oe aes Bat toe cs gd 

our own private opinion in the mat- “T also have thirty grapevines, of vine ets should “asually be if 

ter, and will be interested in hear- which the Lucile does best in my out of the small garden. 

ing from others on the same point. garden. Niagara, Brighton and Foliage crops (lettuce, spinach) 

Suffice it to state that a snake skin others don’t get ripe every year. are likely to do better in partial 

: jaa a » shade than the fruit crops (toma- 

draped conspicuously over a stump The Beta is fine for arbors. toes, bears).—W. S. H. S. Garden 

in the pasture near the place where Gustav J. Schneider. Book. ,
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The Cucumber Beetle Conquered very satisfactorily for years—no ment of Agriculture and Dominion 

(Continued ) exceptions. of Canada. 

In the June number my interest You can have your day of At the conclusion of their formal 

was attracted to the article on “The thanksgiving if you will follow out conference on fruit growing prob- 
Striped Cucumber Beet'e,” and the — the foregoing plan and have cucum- lems, James G. Moore of the Uni- 

oft repeated accounts of failure to bers to eat in plenty. You will have versity of Wisconsin was chosen 
control them satisfactorily. no need for black leaf 40, nicotine as president of the organization, 

Perhaps our experience may be sulphate, Bordeaux, or any of the succeeding W. H. Alderman of the 

of value to some one else, as it re- numerous arsenical dopes which University of Minnesota. W. RK 

lieved us of any anxiety or watch- have been concocted within the last Leslie, of the Dominion Experi 

ful care regarding the bug. Our ten or fifteen years. Just chickens, ment Station at Mordon, Manitoba. 

method of control was very simple — that’s all. was chosen as secretary to succeed 

and effective, and moreover, very The U. S. Department of Agri- R. H. Roberts of the Wisconsin 

little expense. culture, through the Washington College of Agriculture. The 1924 

We used to grow melons and cu- office and its various state branches session of the society will be held 

cumbers in amounts of about two has done a great work in aiding the in Canada. 

to three acres, more or less, per grower, but this is one instance SS 

year, and would order of some one where perhaps the grower may help Building and Heating Green 

who had chickens, about 50 little Uncle Sam if he will only take to Houses 

chickens and five hens to each acre heart what is written. Glass farming, or the growing of 
of vines. These we divided among Irving C. Smith, flowers and vegetables in  green- 

the hens and distributed them over Ashland, Wis. houses, has become an important in- 

the field, putting the hens in small oo dustry in the United States, and, 
coops made with lath up and down Midwest Professors Tour accord.ng to the United States De- 

in front so a board could be slipped Wisconsin partment of Agriculture, the in- 

in behind the lath at n’ght to pre- Stureeon Bay ly 26th: C dustry is constantly increasing be- 
vent loss by rats, skunks, ete. ‘The 1 lim diete aye Ju io Wike on cause of the demand for vegetable 
coops should be about 2x3% feet ake Aas tour i J secre and floral products of the quality 
on the bottom and have board floor Cheties ae ves » a visit i that can be produced in the mod- 

so animals can not dig under. aes ane members © the Great ern greenhouse. There are now 

The chickens were gotten in time Flains section of fis American So- more than 17,000 establishments 
so they were one or two weeks old ciety of Horticultural Science voted employing some type of forcing 

when bug time arrived. They must this years convention and_pilgrim- structure for the production of be old enough to run good. We age one of the most successful ever plants, flowers, or vegetables, the 

hired one of the nearby workers made by that organization. _ Their glass area covering nearly 3,800 

to open the coops at daylight and jaunt included an inspection of acres. . 

close them at dark, and bid good cranberry bogs: in the vicinity of High quality greenhouse prod- 

bye to the bugs. We never lost \V isconsin Rapids, a study of bir ucts are finding an increasing de- 
a plant by the bugs after we got ennial bearing plants near Oshkosh, mand, and the industry offers spe- 

to working the chicken scheme, @ Visit to landscape gardening proj- Gig} inducements to those having a 
and it was followed for a number cts at Neenah and a survey of knowledge of and a liking for the 

of years. practical cherry and apple produc- work. Success in this industry will 
Of course, the chickens must be "on In Door county. depend much on the suitability and 

fed and cared for in the usual way. Included in the caravan of over- adequacy of the equipment. The 
After the bug season is over, if one landers were well known horticul- fact that the quantity of coal used 

does not wish to keep the chickens turists from Iowa, Minnesota, to maintain an acre of space in- 

they can be sold for enough to pay North Dakota, Indiana, Michigan, closed in greenhouses at the re- 

the original price plus the care. Canada and Wisconsin. Among quired temperatures varies from 

This is no fairy tale or imaginary the visitors were horticultural offi- 250 to 500 tons a season indicates 

possibility, but a plan that worked  cials of the United States Depart- the need for the practice of every
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plants, better than the spring. 
WISCONSIN NURSERIES 

Our Motto: Mulch these also. IATENTED AUO.13, 1907 
Give fools their gold and knaves their a 

H jor tunes bubbles ri d fall “ Let fortine’s bubbles rise and fall; i = 
Who sows a field or trains @ flower Maybe They Will Learn to Like Ex | 

Or pants a tree is more than all. = 
—Whittier. Potato Bugs coat 

MOTE WEnEy: Neneh Oe ORIN’ During the first week of July a 10.7 Fi0.2 Fio 3 
W. J. MOYLE & SONS, large shipment of dexiid and tach- 

Union) Groves: Wilks inid parasites of the Japanese beetle B err B oxes 
was received in Seattle. These in- y 
sects cat rom Japan i stor- . , ects came from Japan in cool stor Crates, Bushel Boxes 

Kellogg Ss Nursery age and great care was exercised in 1 Cli Bask 
‘aneaviile Wiseonsin preparing them for transcontinental ane umax pasxets 

shipment to the Japanese beetle As You Like Them 
SIXTY-EIGHTH YEAR laboratory of the Bureau of Ento- 

, , i states Depa . We manufacture the Hwald 
Full line of standard varieties of mology, United States Department Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Peonies, | Of Agricu'ture, at Riverton, N. J. asd Senger EneE Give) sie isiiee : : J 6 serry box and crate ma- 
Roses, Shrubs, Shade and Orna- At Seattle representatives of the te ial in the K. Din carload lots 

; 33 5 yur specialty. e  constintly 
mental trees at prices that are bureau had ready a number of 10- Carey in stock i6-quart crates all 
right. Don't pay two prices to gallon ice cream freezers. The made: Uy Fead yom usec ier fer : strawberries or blueberries. 
traveling salesmen Order direct | boxes of parasites were transferred order too small or too larse for 

irec 6 5, ee st» handle. We can sai he 
from a reliable nursery and save directly to the tubs of these freez- Toiaihe tones andicrates' in Ie, 
money. ers, well iced, and started east with Ircm Milwaukee. liomptness is 

: : e-sential in handling fruit” and 
as little delay as possible. An ex- we aim to do our part well. A 

__ press company cooperated in the Fe Te eee ce Ieee 
work by seeing that the freezers : 

possible economy. According to were re-iced en route. The para- Guinherland Fruit Package 
: > Rasttatin NI . : y ompan 
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1318, Green- sites are to be liberated in connec- . P a lw 

house Construction and Heating, tion with Japanese beetle control HEHE Ds. Cumlerl end. Ws: 

just published by the United States Work- 
Department of Agriculture, fuel ~ Classified Advertisements 

losses in greenhouse heating are sus- What He Needs Most Is a Our Market Place 

tained because of poorly constructed Library If you do not,want to rent a larg: 
ae ‘ Sata - re 2 er space t a “stall” in cur Ma:ket 

houses, a faulty heating system, or The following very comprehen- Mace. for a month or a year. lents 
5 4 ; are low. Write for terms the lack of repair of the house or — sive request has been received at No display. type; no illustrations, 

: : 3 Z ar : Copy required five weeks in ad- 
he heating plant. this office. Floriculture was omit- vance of date of issue, Address 

The bulletin discusses the con- ted but that no doubt was an over- 0 eink ae ata Wi 
. . . 701 Gay Building adison, Wis. 

struction and heating of green- sight. : 

houses, giving such information as Wisconsin State Horticultural an HARDY PER ENS TAUH ‘ 
will s » those contemplat- Soci fadis fig ei Qimed ey scoges® 

be u eful a those conte mplat Society, Madison, Wis.—Dear Sirs : grown perennial plants and straw- 

ing engaging in the business, and Will you please forward to my ad- flowers in season. Grown by J. F. 
c a, r 2 ‘ Hauser, Superior View Farm, Bayfield, 

may be secured free of charge from dress below bulletins and pamphlets Wis. Send for list. 
the United States Department of pertaining to the proper care of ——“,axpscapmGARDHVING 
\griculture, Washington, D. C. fruit trees, currants and garden — Landscape Work Done. Plans drawn 
a pata ies . . . and blue prints made. New building 

: vegetables. Also information as tO sites laid out; foundation plantings 
Moving Currant Bushes ways of identifying insects and dis- of shrubb ry and Evergreens; old home 

7 . deo t a wo, . see a grounds beautified. We furnish trees, 
A member asks if the fall is a eases of trees and plants, and the  snrubbery, and perennials for you. We 

good season to move several large proper solutions for spraying, and specialize in Evergreens for Lawn de- 
& . .— : . . coration and Farm Windbreaks. We ¢ dee s Hiiekhes. & ‘i e = siihe urrant bushes. It is. The bushes atiy other inform ation on this sub- go work anywhere in the State. Lake 

should be mulched heavily after ject, which will enable me to prop- Rest Nursery, J. W. Roe & Son, Osh- 

transplanting. Any time after the erly take care of above. Host, Wis Fond du ae: Roads 
. . . - : % NURSERY STOCK 

m ° < C ES ~ middle of September is a good Thanking you very much in ad ESCHRICH’S NURSERY, North 
tme. This is also a good season to vance, I am, Milwaukee, Wis. growe-s of orna- 

mental nvrsery stock. Ask for prices se currant se rs Tes , t out currant and gooseberry Yours respectfully, and illustrated catalog.
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| The Opgenorth Line ean ERS LaNT 
of Ventilated Folding Boxes 

Ventilated Boxes Made Up in Crates 
Complete 

Berry Box Ventilated Sides and Bottoms for Grow- 
ers Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

; Material 
Matertal PLAIN LINE 

| Improved Plain Folding Boxes 
Plain Boxes Made Up in Crates Complete 

ay, Plain Sides and Bottoms for Growers 
Who Wish to Make Up Their Own 

: . Material 

United Fruit Package Co. K. D. Crates Requiring One Nail to Complete 

SHAWANO, WIS. 
A Postal Card Will Bring Our Samples and Price to You 

Le 

i ——a | The H McKAY NURSERY 
lhietersiene maa e Hawks 
Pee CiRCULAR prices WATE Nursery COMPANY 
I taNGTON BA i MADISON WISCONSIN 

NU BURUING TON OWA My —————— coe Company 
Ova i) i Nursery Stock of 

AN ] qT 
. 

\ Sa in are in a position to fur- Quality 
nish high grade Nursery for Particular Buyers 

Stock of all kinds and Have all the standard varieties 
ye . . well as th ts. C 

varieties suitable to Wis- supply you with everything in 

consin and other north- Fruit Trees, Small Frults, 
Protect your ern districts. Vines and Ornamentals. 

<a ae Ss Will be glad to figure on Let us suggest what to plant | 
OM destruc . . both in Orchard and in the dec- 

Five rabbis, eae your wants cither in oration of your eroutide: eae 
cut worms” from Sek ae large or small quantities Prices and our new Catalog sent 

cultivator bruisesandalciny 9 AAR promptly upon receipt of your 
Placement and save time SY ALMA, list of wants. 

y Seas Nurseries at 
awkeye “sings Ww 1 Wi | 

Pagkeve NYS, Wauwatosa . . . Wis. aterloo, Wis. 
Goichiand easy toattach—wrap this Ql) 

ector around thetree and tie at top 
and bottom. It will last for years. ime hiaeaiianiaaliiaabviediaaliniaitie Pe 

Special $2 Trial Offer ee OE 
Sossanra hentai in Gremio te Listen son! If you will get | | Rosenfield’s Superb Peonies 
BURLINGTON BASKET COMPANY an honest-to-goodness new Suparh Stoek-—Superty Varieties 

Main St. Burlington, lowa . . Send for beautiful illustrated peony 
anise gS @ subscriber ($1.00) I will pay booklet, Superb Peonies 

aoe ee tb ““" ah you fifty cents. Try it. Rosenfield Peony Gardens 
72nd and Bedford Ave. OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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The Beekeepers’ Chautauqua the association trademark known to August 15 and passed a motion rec- 

The fifth annual conference and the 75,000 or more people who visit —ommending a honey week for the 
field meet of Wisconsin beekeepers the show. entire state during the week of No- 

was held at Madison, August 13 to WHAT WILL YOU DO TO vember 19 to 25. This matter will 

18, and over 350 persons were in at- HELP? Money or honey will be be brought before the Label and 

tendance. The weather was fine welcome as a donation. If you Container Committee for a definite 

and the program, although rather send money, address to the secre- decision and the members notified. 

long, was full of new beekeeping tary. If you prefer to send honey, We should begin plans immediately 

facts. The next chautauqua will be make your gift not less than ten for a State Honey Week. Full de- 

held at Fond du Lac during the pounds. It has not yet been de- tails for the plan will be published 

third week of August, 1924. Ab- cided whether this honey will be in our next issue. Every member 

stracts of some of the talks given sent to Madison or Milwaukee, so using the ‘Badger Brand” litho- 

during the week will be included in hold until shipping directions are graphed pail or‘label should pian to 

future issues. sent you. However, let us know advertise during this week, put on 

Se before November 1 how much you — special exhibits at local stores and 

Annual Convention will give as a donation. Fill out distribute posters to his grocers. 

The next annual convention of the blank below and mail to the Let us see just how much honey 

the Wisconsin State Beekeepers’ secretary. we can move during one week of 
Association will be held in the Mil- Name ..... conte so. intensive campaigning. If you 

waukee Auditorium, December 6 Address ........ spneascees -. have any questions about the honey 

and 7. The Board of Managers Money donation of $.................. week write the secretary. 
will meet in Room A, second floor, enclosed. —_ 

December 5, at 2 p. m. If you A honey donation of ......... . The New Advertising Poster 
have a paper which you would like pounds will be shipped as soon as The new honey poster has been 

to present, please write the secre- shipping instructions are received. made up and printed, and for the 

tary before November 1. The con- —_ price it is an excellent piece of ad- 

vention will be held in connection Honey to Sell vertising material. Over 300 have 
with the Wisconsin Products Ex- If you have more honey than you already been sold. Every member 
position and the State Association can sell locally and wish to sell of the association selling “Badger 
will have a honey booth—better some wholesale write the secretary Brand” honey should have a sup- 
and bigger than last year. Help the for a special “Honey to Sell” report ply of these posters for his store- 

secretary by sending in your dona- _ blank. keepers and should put some of 

tions at once. If you want your name on the them up in conspicuous places to 

———— list of those having honey to sell advertise honey. Users of litho- 

The Honey Booth and do not wish the association to graphed pails should make a spe- 

The same plan will be followed handle the details of the transac- cial effort to place these pails in 

as for last year. You are all ac- tion, send in your name with grocery stores and give the posters 

quiinted with the plan and the suc- amounts you have for sale. to your dealers to place in the store 
cess gained in advertising. A mini- —_ windows. If you have not seen the 
mum of $200 is necessary to pro- Honey Week poster, send for a sample. They 

vice a representative booth. Refer Your secretary, Miss Fischer, are 10 cents each. 

to the February issue of our paper has been doing a great deal of work This is what your secretary has 

for honey and money donations of toward getting a honey week for to say about poster advertising: 

last year. Wisconsin. Let us hope that her “Posters are silent salesmen.  Pic- 

We plan to advertise “Badger efforts will not be in vain. She re- torial posters such as ours will sell | 

Brand” -honey to the fullest extent ports that the Executive Commit- honey to the illiterate and to the 
during the exposition and to make tee of the State Association met on (Continued on next page.)
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Wisconsin Beekeeping properly, a golden lacquer on the stamped on; everything is there. It 

H. ¥. WILSON. Editor inside (if members want lacquer), gives the member the advantage of 

~ilicore of ie Wibeondin, late eieaeas imprinting on the covers that will being identified with the State As- 
ficedidenbecevaseee on tames Gwin, Gotham NOL Come off. Consider this mat- sociation and, above all, it affords 
Vice President............A. A. Brown, Juneau ter now and when the call is issued uniformity. The consumer is pro- 

Fee ee Wicdepolers Seonomowee for orders, be ready to fill out the tected not only by the producer 

Fe eae eee eee wi,  OFder blank af once and return to whose name is on the top of the 
SS I this office. cover, but also by the State Associ- 

Lithographed Honey Pails Get as many of your brother ation’s guarantee on the back, and 

In addition to the labels bearing members interested in this plan as also the statement that the honey Is 
the “Badger Brand” trademark and possible. The more orders we can ie tothe eats of the 

the posters, 20,000 eloquent. sales- get together the lower tie sos fo wision@ - a es. 
men are being put to work in Wis- ao lets make i “0.0K a ror Advertising Poster 

consin, [very time you sell one of » a car our or lve pron: “wntinded £F age 
the’ new a. you ae sending out nent shipping points to reduce voxel ened a a ae 

another salesman. ‘Thirteen hun- freight. read ‘English . reproduces’ exactly 

dred five-pound and 7,000 _ ten- Pails ‘will ‘he: om exhibition! at the the trademark and ‘the avitainer so 
pound pails will be distributed this Milwaukee convention so that mem- that: ie will ling to the reader <0 
year by the members of the State bers may decide on a definite type thaw when hexeoes to buy honey ine 

Association, ‘Ihere have been a few that will not give the cover trouble will inconsciously search for er 

complications with the pails this the pails gave this year. We must (eRe, — ‘ 
year, but such things are bound to put this plan across. Posters. familiarize the public 

occur with every new undertak.ng. Why are we so anxious to de- with the ‘name and character of the 

The pail company has agreed to velop. the lithographed container product through repetition. Sup- 

make adjustments on improperly plan? Simply because the litho- pose you and your brother mem- 

made pails or covers, and before graphed pail is the best advertising bers distribute fifty of these posters 

this issue is out we hope to have agent we have ever had to work in your city. Do you realize that 

all our beekeepers satisfied. Be- with. It is a little bit expensive you have fifty salesmen constantly 
fore another stock of pails is or- this year, but as the orders increase calling attention 10 “Badger Brand” 

dered, members are urged to con- the cost will be reduced, It is the honey? They tell the story not 

sider this matter immediately so best plan we have, in that we can only once, but over and over all 

that arrangements can be made far limit what goes in the container— day long and day after day, not 

enough in advance to prevent the only Wisconsin No. 1 white honey only in one place, but in fifty dif- 

difficulty that arose this year. of the very best quality and flavor— ferent ones. A wide distribution of 
Orders ought to be placed at least and we can recommend the price these in your city will serve a bet: 

four months in advance of shipping for which it is retailed or whole- ter purpose than if you gave out a 
date so that the cans may be prop- saled. Any member now using this hand bill to every man, woman, and 

erly cured. This year orders were container has agreed to child in town, 
placed about a month previous to (1) put only Wisconsin No. 1 Order your posters now; we have 

shipping date and the pails were white honey of the very best qual- fad 5,000 printed and want to put 

therefore shipped out green, mak- ity and flavor in this container, and these to work in every corner of 
ing them chip off easily, and the (2) to sell these containers at the state. Order now for next we-k 
imprinting on the top of the pail uniform prices. and order more for State Hon:y 

was practically of no value. If all What are the advantages of such Week, 
orders can be on file in this office a container? The advertising value ——————— 
by February 1, the company will is permanent. It is a cleaner, more Why Do We Need a Trademark? 

guarantee to give us a good job of attractive package than the ordinary To build up a retail trade, one 

lithographing (not such a speckled pail. It is all ready for honey, no must have a trademark, something 

job as this year), pack the pails label to put on, no grading to be which appears on everything, the
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symbol which distinguishes our membership privilege and using Uniform Prices 

product. these? Every one of these items Recommended by the State Price 
Here is our trademark. What are permanent advertising me- Coninittee 

will such a trademark do? diums. Use stationery, labeis, con- - a . 
. . Exrractren Honry 

tainers and posters that advertise. donet . . 
=o M.D. F Retail—Direct to Consumer: 

a _ a In lithographed container, 5- 

Movie Slides pound, $1.15;  10-pound, $2.20. 

A slide bearing the ‘Badger Glass containers, 3-pound, 80 cents ; 

ea . Brand” trademark in colors may be —6-pound, $1.40; 12-pound, $2.60, 1- 

3 oo ef 
— = H a ia f= 

} ae as re. a aa Bs! = 

j PURE e = aw ed 

| WISconsIN a mess eT islet 
q SS I i | We 

Wy si fA ” F J ; 
‘ A if eer ee Pk ro P| 5 

ot Gan NET WE SHE 10 18S “as i wre . @ ie “| [ea = 
4 : Stile a9 ITE : e a = 8 A a ‘ae s a Pe 

4 PACKED UNDE® IME DIRECTION OF ey ry (vec) wey y eo Al a : = wy Y a \3 BX 7 msconsin stare BeeKeeree | ae a eo | roa 
“Ba_ASSOCIATION, Inc. ) 3 y a La = ; Ses 

a e 3008 : ee Se = al 
aes =— - i a NSS . , ™ 

- i =. luis . | [ - zi od SONET 
1. Safeguard the consumer {is | é i 

against substitution and imitation. \ = = a | j 

The housewife after getting ae —_———_——_——— 4 SEINE a - 

quainted with “Badger Brand” will ae ma ee Pr a 
aways ask for this brand and look bev | ee ina 3 always ask for this brand and loo eM 7 ee HONE 
for the shallow extracting frame, Py u | | Y wy A P 
state map, flowers, “Badger Brand.” , 
g. Protect the producer’s sales. FORTY-SIX REASONS WHY WE NEED UNIFORM PACKAGES AND LABELS, 

A grocer will be more willing to Last year when your secretary sent out a call for honey to exhibit at the Wis- 
\ . consin Products Exposition, here is what she received. Can there be any ques- 
handle a brand of honey that has a tion that we need standard labels and containers? 

trademark than one that does not, 
i : . secured through the secretary’s of- pound, 35 cents; '4-pound, 20 cents. 
since he is business man enough to fice for $1.25. Y 4 

‘ ice for $1.25. ou can get your ai ails, 5- 5; 
know that anything that has a trade- iseal ie t 4 : ee ye In plain pails, S-pound, $1.05; 

ro ocal movie ) run nis slide every = 
mark has advertising value. : ht f : ° <fnail : ” This 10-pound, $2.00. 

3. Fix responsibility and assure agit OF a USE): SIMA SSIES: ue In 60-pound cans, 17¢ per pound. 
. : is one of the best advertising me- 

the consumer that the producer will > : In lots of 6 or more 10-pound 
soe diums and still very reasonable. Or- . 

maintain the standard he has . 2 pails allow consumer 10 per cent 
« der your slide today. We must get . 

adopted for his product. Jers for 25 t + thi pri . less on regular price. 
‘ , orders Jor ée Oo ge us price. 
Badger Brand” trademark now ‘ : g _ In lots of 12 or more 5-pound 

appears on Members desiring to purchase pails allow consumer 10 per cent 

Stationery, grading stamps should send their less on regular price. 

Labels, crders direct to B. B. Jones, State In lots of 10 or more 6-pound 

Lithographed pails, Division of Markets, State Capitol, jugs allow consumer 10 per cent 

Posters. Madison. These stamps cost 30 less on regular price. 

\re you taking advantage of your cents each. In lots of 5 or more 12-pound
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jugs allow consumer 10 per cent Apiary Inspection Notes made by Dr. Fracker and Mr 

less on regular price. Three counties are cooperating Adams to Mr. Jones, the new Com 

To the Grocer: with the state department this year, missioner of Agriculture, is as fol 

Allow your grocer a discount of the county board having appropri- lows: 

20 per cent on the regular price to ated funds sufficient to take care of Work in Jefferson, Milwaukee 

the consumer, which will give you one-third of the cost of area clean- and Richland counties for the sea 

the following prices: up within their borders. They are son has been completed and th 

In lithographed pails, 5-pound, Fond du Lac, eee and crews have moved to Calumet 
92 cents et ae ; i Ozaukee. et du Lac is the ao Manitowoc, and Vernon counties 

cans 16; 3- ens s area nder- ‘ pound cans, $ ; 3-pound, extensive single area yet unde respectively, No new cases wer 

cents; 6-pound, $1.12; 12-pound, taken, as the county consists of nine- . . 
. found in the three counties named 

$2.08; 1-pound, 28 cents. teen townships, with beekeepers . : : 
. . a but the disease still persists in 

In plain pails, 5-pound, 84 cents; everywhere. Washington and Ozau- f Seo Seon «3 h. Special ef 
5 ew apiaries in each. 

10-pound, $1.50. kee counties have fewer beekeepers fort af le ic ee el 
‘ 4 orts re m 

It is understood the grocer will than expected and as soon as they di We © made fo complete th 

take at least 6 or more pails of one are free from disease there will be T tation worl this year, but th 

size or a case of l-pound or %- some good beekeeping territory final results will not be known til 
pound glass jars. open in some of the best white next season. 

Wholesale. clover districts in the world, A summary of the work during 
Two 60-pound cans or more, 14 The report for the month of July the month follows: 

cents per pound. SE 

500 pounds or more, 13 cents per FIRST INSPECTION REINSPECTION |p. with| _ Ap. with 
sound | __Jinfected | Immovable 

I : County Total AFB | EFB] Total AFB Equip. | Frames 
or . sants | ——__ |---| ——_|—____| on 1,000 pounds or more, 12 cents Ap! Col. Ap. | Col. | Ap. | Ap. | Col. | Ap. | Col AB Ap | Ca 

per pound. SS ap a 

Coun Honey oom | Ere ee Ol et ee ec ete 
Fancy—To consumer, per case,  @uumet; “yj 10 my ot a My Bye = aan 

: per secti re To Dane... 6 7%] 1] a : 1 i} 1 
$8.50; per section, 36 cents. To Dodge... 108 1376 | 30 | 174} 1 8} 46} a 8] wl] el 
storekeeper, per case, $6.50; per Book 13 wo EP YD Pega logs 3 : , 
section, 27 cents. »To wholesaler, Green.” q 657 6] 23 : 7 a Fe 

< : ocee 1885 Jackson. 2 173 : : : ; . 
same price to grocer less 10 per — jefetson.. 150 1134} 12 | 33 | i] 77 | 2] 2 4} 20] 4 

cent. Suneau. .. 3 mw} af af af. . . 
, a Manitowoc 70 105} 15; m4] 7 | 9 | 308] : 4 8) 3 

No. 1—To consumer, per case, — Milwaukee 30 638) 4) 13 3] 56) 1) 6}. 1) 4 . we _ SS" Monroe 3 60 J... QT. ue i] 3 
$8.00; per section, 33 cents. To Oras, Mi Fi eee ere cone ere : . 

; : S ease oper 6 1 2 3 eS 2'] 98 starshecper, per sags $6.00; per Rodi. : ie : hyo 4ye / : By s 
sec 5 sholesaler. : 6B wo] 2] 3] 2 : a wee section, 4 cents. o wholesaler, Souk 3 278 3 3 7 i 28 i alo 3 4 

same price to grocer less 10 per — Shawano. 5 135] 2] 3 oe 5 as 
t Sheboygan 32 377 | 12] a2} a 2) ary aya 2 iy 

cent, a Vernon... 5 68] 5] 42 1 | sx si 1] 2 
No. 2—To consumer, per case,  Washara... I me) Ee spe : aia emai 7 - Es Walworth. | 2 93 |. stl rage : souaey | eawege les 

$7.20; per section, 30 cents. To Washington 116 gos | 20.) 124 8: | ox pheaaticch i7 6} 3 

storekeeper, per case, $5.50; per Wines | mot ehcp 2 8p 
section, 23 cents. To wholesaler, W4.- weg EY 28d | essen encare, [pa : S| EY GRY | Siege 
same price to grocer less 10 per — Total....... soz] 12,201] 165] 688) 57] 71] 1352] 8] 17 49 | 136 | 401 

cent. ——— ee ———EO——r_eoorr—ET—E—ET——_—————— 
The western crop is short and ceo 

their prices now are as high as ours. Labels not used and the supposition is tha 
State Association Price Order now before the new stock this many of our members did no 

. eee si is exhausted. get this number. If you did x0 
: Bree er, Chairman ; SS get this issue, write this office an 
Becdthe TOWN, Did You Get Your June Copy of a copy will be sent you 
Edw. Hassinger, Jr. Wisconsin Beekeeping? ee M. D. Fischer, ping: 
F. J. Mongin, In some manner, three hundred Read Every Issue of Beekeepin, 
H. F. Wilson. extra copies of our June issue were and Let it Benefit You.
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